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Preface
It give us immense pleasure that for the first time, the Nuclear Law Association (NLA) India and
the International Nuclear Law Association/Association Internationale du Droit Nucléaire (INLA)
have come together to organize the 22nd INLA Congress on the theme “The Future of Nuclear
Law: Addressing Societal, Environmental, and Business Expectations”at New Delhi from 7
to 11 November 2016.It is amatter of proud privilege for NLA, arelatively new organization, to
organize such a widely represented international conference for the first time in theSouth Asian
region. Given the centrality of nuclear energy in India’s energy security framework, and India’s
re-entry into the global nuclear community, the conference, and India as its host is well-timed.
We intend that the conference provides an excellent platform for members of the legal fraternity
from across the globe to interact and share views on contemporary developments in the nuclear
field, while specifically emphasizingIndia’s vast civil nuclear energy program and future
opportunities that it may present.
NLA India and INLA have been in the forefront as a forum for studies and research in
legal and policy issues relating to thepeaceful use of nuclear energy. NLA was established in
2011as a think-tank and aims to be a center of excellence in nuclear energy law research in India.
INLA, established in 1973, has the prime objective of promotion and pursuit, on an international
level, of studies and knowledge of legal issues related to the peaceful utilization of nuclear
energy, with a focus on protecting persons, property and the environment. It is the shared value
of the organizations that the 22nd INLA Congress represents.
The 22nd INLA Congress intends to explore and deliberate on the convergence ofthree
key areas – society, environment, and business – the interlinkages of which will redefine the
future of nuclearenergy. We are glad that the conference has been able to attract some of the
most known scholars and their research for the conference while conglomerating together
anarray of national and international perspectives. Apart from specialized reports on the
contemporary developments in the international civil nuclear law from international scholars and
INLA national chapters, we have 38 substantive papers that addressa wide range of nuclear law
issues that reflect on the societal, environmental and business expectations and the contemporary

developments which are currently influencing the nuclear energy sector. The papers, more
specifically take a fresh look (national, regional and international) at the issues such as energy
security and governance, nuclear safety, regional energy cooperation (Asian Region / BRICs),
risk management approaches, liability, insurance and compensation, nuclear waste management,
nuclear installations and transport, business prospects and opportunities, environment protection
and climate change challenges, domestic regulatory challenges and perspectives,

as well

asvarious views on India’s civil liability regime for nuclear damage, and India’s nuclear
regulatory governance.
In this volume, we present these different views and perspectives, arranged thematically.
The papers are well-researched andthought-provoking, giving us a fertile ground for further
debate during the five-dayconference and well beyond that.
We also take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank all those who have made this
conference and the edited volume possible. We thank INLA for entrusting us with the
responsibility to host the 22ndInternational Nuclear Law Congress; all the participants for being
responsive toour requests and deadlines; special thanks to the NLA Advisory Council, in
particular Dr. R.B. Grover and Patrick Reyners, as well as the NLA’s Governing Board for their
enduring support; Preethi Viswanath for editorial assistance; the Department of Atomic Energy
(DAE) and the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) for overall support in coordinating this event;
and finally the conference manager CIM Global for all their hard work.

Editors

7 November 2016
New Delhi
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I. INTRODUCTION In March 1994 Ontario's Court of Justice (General Division), now its
Superior Court, had occasion in the Energy Probe case1 to address the constitutionality of
Canada's then Nuclear Liability Act ("N.L.A.").2 The Act, first enacted in 1976, limited the
liability of an operator of a nuclear plant to $75 million3 for all claims arising from a nuclear
incident. Energy Probe and other plaintiffs in the litigation, claimed that so limiting the liability
of operators of nuclear plants resulted in an increased risk of nuclear incidents and less safety in
the operation of the plants, thereby infringing on "the right to life, liberty and security of the
person" set out in section 7 of Canada's Charter of Rights and Freedoms.4 The presiding judge,
Mr. Justice Blenus Wright, disagreed and dismissed the claim. In doing so, he drew on American
experience, referencing the evidence of a witness who pointed out that a statutory nuclear
liability and compensation scheme provided a mechanism to help ameliorate some of the most
acute problems plaguing tort litigation in the United States: financial irresponsibility or
insolvency of tortfeasors, high transaction costs, and the inconsistency and unpredictability of
rules and outcomes inherent in piecemeal litigation in different jurisdictions.
Mr. Justice Wright then quoted from the Supreme Court of the United States in Duke Power5 :
"All of these considerations belie the suggestion that the [Price-Anderson] Act6 leaves the
potential victims of a nuclear disaster in a more disadvantageous position than they
would be in if left to their common-law remedies — not known in modern times for
either their speed or economy."
Mr. Justice Wright continued by making the following observations:
"188
The plaintiffs argue that there is no guarantee that the federal government would
pay any compensation beyond $75 million. I find it inconceivable, and believe it would
be political suicide, for the federal government not to pay reasonable amounts of
compensation beyond $75 million in the event of a nuclear incident causing damages
above that amount.
189 A federal government which in its wisdom decided to harness nuclear energy for
the purpose of generating electricity, and which in its wisdom enacted the N.L.A. placing
limits on liability, and in its wisdom left the door open so it could decide to pay amounts
1

Energy Probe v. Canada (Attorney General) 1994 CarswellOnt 344, 14 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 245, 17 O.R. (3d) 717, 3
D.E.L.E.A. 128, 46 A.C.W.S. (3d) 634
2
Nuclear Liability Act R.S. ,c.29(1st Supp.),s.1
3
All references to dollar amounts in Canada are to the Canadian dollar . As of August 22, 2016 the exchange rate
with the U.S. dollar was1.00 Cdn. dollar to around 0.78 U.S. dollar(s)
4
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B of the Canada
Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11
5
Duke Power Co. v. Carolina Environmental Study Group, 438 U.S. 59 (1978), pp.91-92
6
The American nuclear liability law see US Code Title 42 , chapter 23, sections 2014, 2210 and 10 CFR 140.20,
140.91 Appendix A
2
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above $75 million, would in its wisdom pay out reasonable amounts beyond the $75
million limit. As plaintiffs' counsel remarked, it would be "outrageous" if the government
did not compensate beyond the $75 million.
190

For the above reasons the N.L.A. does not infringe Charter s. 7."

II. THE NEW CANADIAN NUCLEAR LIABILITY LAW
A. TRANSITIONING OVER
Balancing the need for predictability in liability and risk amongst operators, suppliers and
contractors, harmonization of legal outcomes in different jurisdictions and efficient
compensation for victims of nuclear incidents, continues to be the dominant theme in Canada's
new Nuclear Liability and Compensation Act7. The Act received Royal Assent on February 26,
2015. It has taken some time to develop the necessary regulations designating nuclear
installations, setting the classes of nuclear installations and liability limits applicable to these
classes and their distinct levels of risk. Two of the more challenging tasks have been the
approval by the government of the operator's insurance policy and the finalization of the
indemnity agreement between the Canadian Government and the operators for risks which the
insurers are not prepared to cover. The new Act and its regulations will become effective on
January 1, 2017. The liability limit for nuclear reactor operators will be phased in over 3 years
starting with $650 million in January 2017, $750 million in January 2018, $850 million in
January 2019 and a $1 billion in January 2020 and thereafter until amended.
B. LIABILITY LIMITS
As mentioned above, the liability limits by statute and regulation are commensurate to the risk.
For nuclear power plants the Act provides a transitional liability over a three year period from
$650 million to $1 billion.8 Regulation9 however, has set different liability limits for nuclear
facilities which are considered to have lower risk profiles. For example, a nuclear fuel waste
management facility, where nuclear fuel has been removed from the reactor unit and has
specified volumes of uranium isotopes, has an operator liability limit of only $13 million10, while
a nuclear fuel waste processing facility has a liability limit of $40 million.11 All liability levels
are independent of the costs of administering claims, court costs or interest on compensation. 12
At least once every 5 years the responsible Minister must review the liability limit for nuclear
power plants having regard to the Consumer Price Index.13The federal Cabinet may increase the
liability limit for nuclear power plants.14

7

S.C.2015,c.4,s.120
Ibid., s. 24(1)
9
SOR/2016-88, s. 5
10
Ibid., s.5(c)
11
Ibid., s.5(b)
12
Supra 7, s.24(3)
13
Ibid., s.26
14
Ibid., s. 24(2)a
8
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Achieving a balance between predictability of liability and efficient compensation for victims is
addressed by maintaining the internationally accepted system of legal channeling whereby the
operator is exclusively and absolutely liable for the heads of nuclear damage covered by the Act
up to the prescribed liability limit. Outside of those heads of damage and liability limits, the Act
provides that:
"8 An operator is not liable for damage that is caused by a nuclear incident except for any
liability that is provided for under this Act."
As of August 21, 2015, Tokyo Electric Power Company has so far had to manage almost 2.5
million applications for compensation for the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident on March 11,
2011 in Japan. They have paid out approximately 38 billion Euros or $43 billion U.S.15 This
experience offers a dispiriting reminder of the inadequacy of the statutory liability limits
imposed internationally. Some national laws such as Switzerland, Germany and Japan have
adopted unlimited liability regimes to address this challenge. 16 The financial security offered by
these efforts is however, more apparent than real because insurance and alternative financial
guarantees available to operators are not unlimited.
The new Canadian nuclear liability law, in conjunction with the 1997 Convention on
Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage17 ("CSC") which Canada signed on
December 3, 2013 and will ratify early in 2017, addresses the issue of escalating damages arising
from a nuclear incident in the following way: The federal cabinet may declare that claims are to
be dealt with by a specialized tribunal rather than the courts, when it considers that it is in the
public interest to do so, having regard to the extent and estimated cost of the damages. The
responsible Minister must, following such a declaration, table a report estimating the cost of the
indemnification before both Houses of Parliament.18 When in the Minister's opinion the
compensation awarded by a court or tribunal is likely to exceed the operator's liability limits and
public funds may be necessary, the Minister must immediately give notice to all Contracting
Parties under the CSC that contributions in accordance with the formula under the Convention
may be required.19 If there is insufficient funds to cover the Minister's call for public funds, an
amount that is sufficient to meet the deficit is, with the Minister of Finance's approval, to be paid
from the Consolidated Revenue Fund to cover the difference. 20
C. COMPENSABLE DAMAGES UNDER THE ACT



Bodily injury, loss of life and property damage21
Psychological trauma resulting from bodily injury 22

15

Five Years After the Fukushima Daiichi Accident, NEA No. 7284 @OECD 2016 at page 57
Ibid., page 58
17
hhttps://www.iaea.org/sites/default/files/infcirc567.pdf
18
ss.36 and 38 supra 7
19
Ibid., s.72(1) and Articles VI and III (1) of the Convention on Supplementary Compensation.
20
Ibid., s. 72(3) (4)(5)
21
Ibid., s.14
22
Ibid., s. 15
16
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Economic loss from the above23, costs from the loss of the use of property and wage loss
to employees,24 except costs from failure to provide electricity25
Reasonable costs of remedial measures to repair, reduce or mitigate environmental
damage if ordered by an authority pursuant to environmental protection law.26
Reasonable costs arising from loss of use of property when preventative measures are
taken under an emergency scheme. In Canada it must be a nuclear emergency scheme,
while in a Contracting State the measures must be recommended in response to grave and
imminent danger. 27
Transportation accidents both within Canada and its economic zone and in a Contracting
State. Subject to the terms of a contract, the operator from where in Canada the nuclear
material is being shipped whether within Canada or to a Contracting State, is liable until
control of the nuclear material is assumed by the receiving party.28 The Canadian
operator to whom it is being shipped from outside Canada is only liable, subject to
contract terms to the contrary, from the time the operator takes control of the property. 29
Canadian operators are liable for damage caused within a Contracting State or within that
State's economic zone, by ionizing radiation emitted from any source of radiation within
or released from the Canadian operator's nuclear installation.30
The Annex to the CSC excludes liability for nuclear damage caused by a nuclear incident
caused directly due to a grave natural disaster of an exceptional character.31 It permits an
Installation State to provide otherwise. Canada imposes liability upon the operator for
ionizing radiation emitted from any source of radiation within, or released from, the
operator’s nuclear installation32 and does not carve out any exclusion for exceptional
grave natural disasters. It thereby ensures that a Fukushima-like natural disaster
triggering a nuclear incident would engage operator liability in Canada.33
D. NON-COMPENSABLE DAMAGES
The Act does not apply to nuclear incidents arising from war, hostilities, civil war, or
insurrection but does apply to terrorist activities as defined in the Canadian Criminal
Code.34

23

Ibid., s.16
Ibid., ss.17(1)
25
Ibid., ss.17(2)
26
Ibid., ss.18-19
27
Ibid., ss. 20-21
28
Ibid., ss. 9(1)b, 9(4) (b)
29
Ibid., ss. 9(4) c
30
Ibid., ss. 9(4)a
31
CSC Annex , supra 17 s. 5b
32
s.9(1)a of the Nuclear Liability and Compensation Act , supra 7
33
Other national laws exclude liability for grave natural disasters of an exceptional nature see e.g. India ss. 5(1)i
Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act 2010, Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 88 volume 2011/2 at p.145
34
Supra 7., ss. 5(1) India, on the other hand, excludes liability for damage caused by a nuclear incident directly due
to terrorism. (ibid.,ss. 5(1)ii)
24
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The Act does not apply to damage to the nuclear installation or to any property at the
installation used in connection with the nuclear installation.35
E. LIMITATION PERIODS





The outside limitation period (other than the 3 year discoverability limitation period) for
claims relating to bodily injury or death is 30 years after the day on which the nuclear
incident to which the action or claim relates occurred.36
In all other cases (i.e. economic loss, property damage) the limitation period for bringing
a claim is 10 years after the day on which the nuclear incident to which the action or
claim relates occurred.37

III. FINANCIAL SECURITY
Financial security to cover the liability limits must be in the form of insurance with an approved
insurer which the Minister considers qualified to fulfill the obligations under the Act. The terms
and conditions of the insurance are to be set out in a standard insurance policy also subject to
Ministerial approval. 38
Alternatively, the Minister may approve that up to 50% of the operator's liability be secured by
other instruments of financial security.39
A. APPROVED STANDARD FORM INSURANCE POLICY
The Approved insurance policy generally covers those compensable damages caused by nuclear
incidents occurring within Canada or its exclusive economic zone, including nuclear incidents
resulting from terrorist activity. 40
There are notable exceptions: Compensable damages which arise from:


Routine emissions from a facility that increase a person's effective dose of radiation by
less than 1 millisievert in excess of background radiation.41



Injuries or death discovered and traced to a nuclear incident between 10 and 30 years
following a nuclear incident;

and

35

Ibid., ss. 5(2)
Ibid., ss.35 (1) (2)a
37
Ibid., ss.35(2)b
38
ibid., ss. 28-29
39
ibid., ss.28(2-4)
40
see Operator's Form Exclusions (a)
41
Ibid.,
36
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Injuries or compensable damage caused by a Nuclear Incident that occurs outside Canada
or its exclusive economic zone. ( i.e. a transportation accident)

B. GOVERNMENT INDEMNITY
From 1976 on, the Canadian Government entered into a re-insurance agreement with the
approved insurer whereby the Government covered what the insurers were not prepared to cover
under the then applicable Nuclear Liability Act. 42 The new Nuclear Liability and Compensation
Act changes the indemnity scheme by creating a direct agreement between the Government and
the operator.43 The government is entitled to charge fees for the indemnity.44 Under the current
arrangement and consistent with the Act, the Government indemnifies operators whose liability
is set by Regulation at a level below the limit for power reactor operators, for the liability they
retain under the Act 45 for any damage above their lower prescribed limit, up to and including the
liability cap for power reactor operators. 46 The government indemnity covers routine emissions
and injuries or death between 10 and 30 years following a nuclear incident, but not nuclear
incidents occurring outside Canada or its exclusive economic zone. 47 The government has thus
left transportation accident liability in another contracting state to be determined by the parties'
contractual arrangements.
IV. RIGHT OF RECOURSE
While the CSC Annex permits national law to provide an operator a right of recourse through
contract against responsible third parties such as suppliers and contractors, 48 Canadian law has
restricted the right of recourse to individuals who intentionally caused the nuclear incident by an
act or omission. 49

42

R.S.c.29 (1st Supp.), s.1 October 1, 1976 Memorandum of Agreement between the Minister of Energy, Mines and
Resources on Behalf of the Queen in Right of Canada and the Nuclear Insurance Association of Canada.
43
Supra, 7 , s.31 (1)
44
Ibid., s. 31(3)
45
Ibid., s. 31(2)
46
Indemnity Agreement clause 3.1 and definitions in Agreement of "indemnified amount" and "uninsurable risk"
47
Indemnity Agreement definition of "Nuclear Incident" which unlike the Act itself , limits occurrences to those in
Canada or its economic zone.
48
see supra 15 , CSC Annex at Article 10 a
49
supra 7 at s. 13. This should be contrasted with broader rights of recourse in other jurisdictions which purport to
follow the principles of the Conventions allowing an express right of recourse by written contract, but do so
in their enabling law without specifying the requirement for an express right of recourse in a written
contract. Section 17 of India's Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act, 2010 which came into force Nov.
11, 2011 see Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 88 volume 2011/2 at p.145 offers an example. India ratified the
CSC at the beginning of 2016 (in force May 4). Section 17 gives an operator a right of recourse where (b)
"the nuclear incident has resulted as a consequence of an act of supplier or his employee , which includes
supply of equipment or material with patent or latent defects or sub-standard services." The Republic of
Korea, which has not joined the CSC, but follows the major features of the 1997 Protocol to Amend the
Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage, (see Article 10 a which mirrors the CSC
provision), has provided in Article 4 of its Nuclear Liability Act No. 2094(as amended) that an operator
7
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V. JURISDICTION
The Canadian Government recognized the importance of providing a single competent court to
hear any and all claims in the country where the nuclear incident occurred. In the case of transboundary and transportation issues between more than one country such certainty can only be
effected by international conventions ratified by the countries affected by a nuclear incident.
Only then are the courts of these countries bound to follow the laws of the convention and accept
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the country from which the nuclear incident
originated.50 While Canada was geographically isolated from the Paris and Vienna Convention
states, its proximity to the United States demanded that certainty of law and jurisdiction be
clarified in the interests of both nuclear operators and their contractors and suppliers. Once the
United States ratified the IAEA's Convention on Supplementary Compensation in 2008 it was in
Canada's interest to subscribe to the same convention. 51

retains a right of recourse against suppliers or their employees of material or service, when nuclear damage
occurred as a result of intentional or grossly negligent conduct.
50

51

For the CSC, the single source of jurisdiction and law is found in Article XIII(2) for jurisdiction and Article XIV (1) for the
Applicable Law.
Consultation Paper on the Modernization of Canada's Nuclear Liability Regime This document was circulated in by Natural
Resources Canada in early 2012 and does not appear to be available any longer on line.
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A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCENARIO OF FIXING CIVIL
LIABILITY FOR NUCLEAR DAMAGE BY GIVING SPECIAL EMPHASIS TO INDIA’S
RATIFICATION OF CONVENTION ON SUPPLEMENTARY COMPENSATION.
SUNITHA P.N
FACULTY, GOVT. LAW COLLEGE,
THRISSUR, KERALA.
On 4th February 2016, India handed over the instrument of ratification of the Convention on
Supplementary Compensation to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which is said to be
the International nuclear watch dog and depositary of the said convention at Vienna in Austria; and thus
ratified a controversial international law that allows nuclear suppliers to escape liability. 1Thus the
Convention has come into force in India on 4th may 2016, 90 days after the date of deposit of the
ratification instrument. India signed the CSC on October 27, 2010 but was reluctant to ratify it till 2016
February. One of the reasons put forward for India‘s reluctance to ratify the CSC was the charge made
by some, especially the United States that the Indian nuclear liability law was not in conformity with
CSC requirements. This charge arose particularly because of two sections of the CLNDA: (i) Section
17(b) dealing with the ―Right of Recourse‖; and (ii) sec. 46 dealing with potential claims against the
supplier. This convention essentially put the absolute liability on the operator, as well as allows access to
additional fund for clean-up and compensation, where as it takes away the responsibility of private
nuclear reactor suppliers. The objective of the 1997 Convention on Supplementary Compensation for
Nuclear Damage (CSC) is to establish a worldwide liability regime and to increase the amount of
compensation available to the victims of nuclear accidents. A State which is a party to either the 1963
Vienna Convention or the 1960 Paris Convention could become a party to the CSC. A State which is not
a party to either of these conventions could also become a party to the CSC if its national law on nuclear
liability is in compliance with the provision of the CSC and its Annex, which is an integral part of the
CSC. India not being party to the Vienna or the Paris Conventions signed the CSC on 29 October 2010
on the basis of its national law namely the CLND Act. CSC recognises further that such a worldwide
liability regime would encourage regional and global co-operation to promote a higher level of nuclear
safety in accordance with the principles of international partnership and solidarity. 2The scenario of a
global liability regime will be more clear, perspicuous and transparent only after a detailed study of all
the international documents in this area from a historical and human rights perspective.
THE GLOBAL NUCLEAR LIABILITY REGIME- HISTORY AND EVOLUTION
On 8thDecember 1953, while Vijayalekshmi Pandit was the President of UN General Assembly, the US
President Eisenhower addressed the United Nations General Assembly in New York, and delivered an
important speech. Afterwards it became well-known as the "Atoms for Peace" speech. Even if, the Cold
War and the nuclear arms race were the background for the President's speech, he was applauded for
delivering his peace message. In his speech he was very optimistic about the civilian nuclear
applications in agriculture, medicine, and power generation. He proposed the establishment of an
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See the news available at https://www.iaea.org/newscenter/news, official news from IAEA.
See the full text of CSC available at https://www.iaea.org/publications/documents/treaties/convention-supplementarycompensation-nuclear-damage.
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"international atomic energy agency" that would promote the peaceful uses of nuclear energy "for the
benefit of all mankind."3
As proposed by the US President, In October 1956, the draft statute of the International Atomic Energy
Agency was presented by a twelve-nation group, including Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada,
Czechoslovakia, France, India, Portugal, South Africa, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the
United States, to a conference at the United Nations Headquarters in New York, where the Statute was
opened for signature. A Preparatory Commission took up its work to arrange the first general conference
of the new Organization. On 29 July 1957, the IAEA's Statute came into force.4 In October 1957, the
first IAEA General Conference took place in Vienna, and the city was chosen as the location of the new
Organization's permanent headquarters. This event triggered the story of a most disputed source of
energy. Helping countries to benefit from the peaceful use of nuclear technology is considered as the
central area of the IAEA's work.5 Its assistance is expected to cover many areas other than electricity
3

See, Address to 470th plenary meeting of UN General Assembly, 8th December 1953; available on the IAEA website,
www.iaea.org/About/history_speech.html.
4
See, Full text of the IAEA statute is given in IAEA website https://www.iaea.org/gsearch/IAEA%2Bstatute.
5
See the Articles II and III of The IAEA statute:
ARTICLE II: Objectives
The Agency shall seek to accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health and prosperity throughout
the world. It shall ensure, so far as it is able, that assistance provided by it or at its request or under its supervision or control
is not used in such a way as to further any military purpose.
ARTICLE III: Functions
A. The Agency is authorized:
1. To encourage and assist research on, and development and practical application of, atomic energy for peaceful uses
throughout the world; and, if requested to do so, to act as an intermediary for the purposes of securing the performance of
services or the supplying of materials, equipment, or facilities by one member of the Agency for another; and to perform any
operation or service useful in research on, or development or practical application of, atomic energy for peaceful purposes;
2. To make provision, in accordance with this Statute, for materials, services, equipment, and facilities to meet the needs of
research on, and development and practical application of, atomic energy for peaceful purposes, including the production of
electric power, with due consideration for the needs of the under-developed areas of the world;
3. To foster the exchange of scientific and technical information on peaceful uses of atomic energy;
4. To encourage the exchange of training of scientists and experts in the field of peaceful uses of atomic energy;
5. To establish and administer safeguards designed to ensure that special fissionable and other materials, services, equipment,
facilities, and information made available by the Agency or at its request or under its supervision or control are not used in
such a way as to further any military purpose; and to apply safeguards, at the request of the parties, to any bilateral or
multilateral arrangement, or at the request of a State, to any of that State's activities in the field of atomic energy;
6. To establish or adopt, in consultation and, where appropriate, in collaboration with the competent organs of the United
Nations and with the specialized agencies concerned, standards of safety for protection of health and minimization of danger
to life and property (including such standards for labour conditions), and to provide for the application of these standards to
its own operation as well as to the operations making use of materials, services, equipment, facilities, and information made
available by the Agency or at its request or under its control or supervision; and to provide for the application of these
standards, at the request of the parties, to operations under any bilateral or multilateral arrangements, or, at the request of a
State, to any of that State's activities in the field of atomic energy;
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generation, like sustainable development, health, food security, water management, and many more. But
helping countries to use nuclear power safely, securely and sustainably is, of course, the important part
of its mandate. After all, Nuclear Energy being inherently dangerous, which can cause incidental
accidents at any time, the atomic energy agency is also bound to regulate liability matters and ensure the
availability of funds for providing enough compensation to the victims of an unfortunate incident as and
when required along with making it safe and secured.
Simultaneously with the constant mission of IAEA, another organization called the ‗Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development‘ (OECD)6 which is dedicated to making policies and plans
for the development of the entire globe had taken the initiative to prepare the Convention on Third Party
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy, called the Paris Convention7, 1960. This Convention
established the nuclear liability regime for many of the Western European countries. This was one of
the first nuclear conventions to deal with liability issues.
Immediately after the Paris Convention, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) also sought to
replicate the same principles within an international framework, and hence the Vienna Convention on
Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (Vienna Convention, 1963) was born8. With the adoption of the
Vienna Convention, two parallel conventions existed, neither of which applied to nuclear damage
suffered in the territory of a party to the other convention. The low liability limits in these treaties were
increased in 1963 in the Brussels Supplementary Convention to a total of 300 million Special Drawing
Rights (SDR) or about 360 million euros. These conventions have been linked together by the Joint
Protocol of 19889, which combine the two Conventions into one expanded liability regime. Parties to the
joint protocol are treated as if they are parties to both the Paris and Vienna Conventions. In case of a
nuclear incident either the Vienna Convention or the Paris Convention shall apply to a nuclear incident
7. To acquire or establish any facilities, plant and equipment useful in carrying out its authorized functions, whenever the
facilities, plant, and equipment otherwise available to it in the area concerned are inadequate or available only on terms it
deems unsatisfactory.
6
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) celebrated its 50th anniversary, but its roots go
back to the rubble of Europe after World War II. Determined to avoid the mistakes of their predecessors in the wake of World
War I, European leaders realised that the best way to ensure lasting peace was to encourage co-operation and reconstruction,
rather than punish the defeated.The Organisation for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) was established in 1948 to
run the US-financed Marshall Plan for reconstruction of a continent ravaged by war. By making individual governments
recognise the interdependence of their economies, it paved the way for a new era of cooperation that was to change the face
of Europe. Encouraged by its success and the prospect of carrying its work forward on a global stage, Canada and the US
joined OEEC members in signing the new OECD Convention on 14 December 1960. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) was officially born on 30 September 1961, when the Convention entered into force. The
details are available in the official website of OECD, www.oecd.org
7
See, the text of Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 29th July 1960, as amended by the
Additional Protocol of 28th January 1964 and by the Protocol of 16th November 1982, known generally as Paris Convention,
available at https://www.oecd-nea.org/law/nlparis_conv.html.
8
The Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage was adopted on 21 May 1963 and was opened for signature
on the same day. The full text of the document is available at https://www.iaea.org/publications/documents/infcircs/viennaconvention-civil-liability-nuclear-damage.
9
See, IAEA, Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris Convention,
IAEADoc.INFCIRC/402 (Sept. 21, 1988) and also available at https://www.iaea.org/gsearch/joint%2Bprotocol. As of July
2009, 26 countries were contracting parties to the Joint Protocol (Bulgaria, Cameroon, Chile, Croatia, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Romania, Saint Vincent & the Grenadines, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine, and Uruguay) and another nine had
signed the Convention (Argentina, Belgium, France, Morocco, Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, and United
Kingdom).
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to the exclusion of the other. In the case of a nuclear incident occurring in a nuclear installation, the
applicable Convention shall be that to which the State is a Party within whose territory that installation
is situated. In the case of a nuclear incident outside a nuclear installation and involving nuclear material
in the course of carriage, the applicable Convention shall be that to which the State is a Party within
whose territory the nuclear installation is situated whose operator is liable pursuant to either Article II
1(b) and (c) of the Vienna Convention or Article 4(a) and (b) of the Paris Convention. These
Conventions impose strict liability on the operator of the plant for nuclear damage and require it to
demonstrate financial security to cover costs brought on by the accident, mainly in the form of
insurance. This liability regime has been criticized, however, as essentially immunizing the
manufacturer and supplier of the nuclear facility by holding the operator strictly liable.10
At a Diplomatic Conference at IAEA Headquarters in Vienna, on 8-12 September 1997, delegates from
over 80 States adopted a Protocol to amend the 1963 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear
Damage. Moreover a totally new concept of an international nuclear liability regime was evolved from
this conference and thus adopted another convention called the, Convention on Supplementary
Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC).11 The Protocol sets the possible limit of the operator´s
liability at not less than 300 million Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) (roughly equivalent to 400 million
US dollars).12 The Convention on Supplementary Compensation defines additional amounts to be
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See, Article II of the Joint Protocol ,For the purpose of this Protocol:



The operator of a nuclear installation situated in the territory of a Party to the Vienna Convention shall be liable in
accordance with that Convention for nuclear damage suffered in the territory of a Party to both the Paris Convention
and this Protocol;
The operator of a nuclear installation situated in the territory of a Party to the Paris Convention shall be liable in
accordance with that Convention for nuclear damage suffered in the territory of a Party to both the Vienna
Convention and this Protocol.
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The Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage was adopted on 12 September 1997 by a
Diplomatic Conference held 8-12 September 1997, and was opened for signature at Vienna on 29 September 1997 at the 41st
General Conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency.
12
See Article III, Undertaking
1. Compensation in respect of nuclear damage per nuclear incident shall be ensured by the following means:
1.

2.

3.

The Installation State shall ensure the availability of 300 million SDRs or a greater amount that it may have
specified to the Depositary at any time prior to the nuclear incident, or a transitional amount pursuant to
sub-paragraph (ii);
A Contracting Party may establish for the maximum of 10 years from the date of the opening for signature
of this Convention, a transitional amount of at least 150 million SDRs in respect of a nuclear incident
occurring within that period.
Beyond the amount made available under sub-paragraph (a), the Contracting Parties shall make available
public funds according to the formula specified in Article IV.

2.
1.

3.

Compensation for nuclear damage in accordance with paragraph 1(a) shall be distributed equitably without
discrimination on the basis of nationality, domicile or residence, provided that the law of the Installation
State may, subject to obligations of that State under other conventions on nuclear liability, exclude nuclear
damage suffered in a non-Contracting
2. Compensation for nuclear damage in accordance with paragraph 1(b), shall, subject to Articles V and XI
1(b), be distributed equitably without discrimination on the basis of nationality, domicile or residence.
If the nuclear damage to be compensated does not require the total amount under paragraph 1(b), the contributions
shall be reduced proportionally.
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provided through contributions by States Parties on the basis of installed nuclear capacity and the UN
rate of assessment. The Convention is an instrument to which all States may adhere regardless of
whether they are parties to any existing nuclear liability conventions or have nuclear installations on
their territories13. The CSC recognizes the better existing definition of nuclear damage (now also
addressing the concept of environmental damage and preventive measures)14. It extends the
geographical scope of the Vienna Convention, and extends the period during which claims may be
brought for loss of life and personal injury. It also provides for jurisdiction of coastal states over actions
incurring nuclear damage during transport15. Altogether, there is a substantial enhancement in the global
framework for compensation16.
All these Conventions are based on the civil law concept and share the following main principles:17
1. The no-fault liability principle (strict liability as well as absolute liability);
2. Liability is channelled exclusively to the operator of the nuclear installation (legal channelling);
3. Only courts of the state in which the nuclear accident occurs would have jurisdiction (exclusive
jurisdiction);
4. Limitation of the amount of liability and the time frame for claiming damages (limited liability);
and
5. The operator is required to have adequate insurance or financial guarantees to the extent of its
liability amount (liability must be financially secured or compulsory cover for liability).
6. Non-discrimination of victims on the ground of nationality, domicile or residence.
Liability is 'strict' and 'exclusive', which means that liability is channelled exclusively to the operator of
the nuclear installation which caused the nuclear damage and that no one else may be held responsible.
A supplier or contractor may not be held liable, even if he has been negligent or is at fault, except if he
has accepted liability by contract, in which case the operator has a right of recourse. The operator also
has a right of recourse against an individual acting with intent to cause damage. Even in these cases, the
operator remains exclusively liable vis-à-vis the victims. Liability is also based on the principle of ‗no
fault‘ and negligence on the part of the operator need not be proved by the claimant but there are few
exceptions to this rule. This means the claimant needs simply to prove that he has suffered damage or
injury and that the damage or injury was caused by the specific nuclear incident. The operator of a
nuclear installation is the person recognized or designated as the operator by the competent public
authority. The member country is required to designate an operator for each nuclear installation on its
4.

The interest and costs awarded by a court in actions for compensation of nuclear damage are payable in addition to
the amounts awarded pursuant to paragraphs 1(a) and (b) and shall be proportionate to the actual contributions made
pursuant to paragraphs 1(a) and (b), respectively, by the operator liable, the Contracting Party in whose territory the
nuclear installation of that operator is situated, and the Contracting Parties together.
13
Attention is drawn to Article XVIII.1 and XIX.1 which provide that instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or
accession will only be accepted from a State which is a Party to either the Vienna Convention or the Paris Convention, or a
State which declares that its national law complies with the provisions of the Annex to the Convention, provided that, in the
case of a State having on its territory a nuclear installation as defined in the Convention on Nuclear Safety of 17 June 1994, it
is a Contracting State to that Convention.
14
‗Liability for Nuclear Damage‘ a paper available @ http://www.world-nuclear.org/
15
Stephen Tromans QQC, ―NUCLEAR LAW: The Law applying to Nuclear Installations and Radioactive Substances in its
Historic Context‖ Second Edition, Oxford and Portland,Oregon,2010.
16
Adoption of CSC in September 1997 is an important step to improve the international nuclear liability regime. The other
two instruments, i.e. the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage of 1963 and the Paris Convention on
Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 1960 were linked by the Joint Protocol adopted in 1988.
17
Supra note 15
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territory. The operator is not liable for damage caused by a nuclear incident directly due to an act of
armed conflict, hostilities, civil war, insurrection or, except in so far as the legislation of the installation
state may provide to the contrary, a grave natural disaster of an exceptional character18.
There is no doubt that these principles laid down by the Paris and Vienna Conventions form the bedrock
of international nuclear liability law. Contracting states have the option either to transform the principles
of the conventions into domestic laws or to directly implement the convention as self-executing. Many
of these principles have also been replicated in the domestic laws of countries with civilian nuclear
energy programs that are not party to any of the conventions. Indonesia and Malaysia have also largely
followed those principles and are the only countries in Southeast Asia to have passed such laws within
the ASEAN region. Vietnam is considering whether to become a party to the Vienna Convention and
has not yet framed its position on nuclear liability19. Malaysia (with its Atomic Energy Licensing Act of
1984) and Indonesia (with its Act No. 10 of 1997) have enacted domestic laws that follow
internationally accepted principles of exclusive operator liability and limitations on liability. 20 The Civil
Liability for Nuclear Damage Act 2011 was enacted by Indian Parliament also. Even if the Indian Act
contains provisions to introduce the concept of supplier liability,21 and also placed limits on liability
thresholds, they are now being artfully interpreted as compatible with CSC. However, these laws do not
discuss the possibility of trans-boundary incidents, and the liability thresholds ($16 million for Malaysia
and $93 million for Indonesia) are relatively low compared to other nuclear energy–producing countries.
At the same time it is important to consider the effectiveness of the present liability regime including
both Paris and Vienna regimes and CSC, and the practicability of its provisions for prompt and adequate
compensation payment for those places which are affected by an accident is to be examined. It is
obvious that, many of our important nuclear energy–producing countries remain outside the purview of
these conventions, and many national laws differ from their provisions, thus impeding harmonization
efforts. Further, some countries have limited liability requirements, and others have unlimited liability
regimes, which also complicates the goal of achieving harmonization.
THE POST FUKUSHIMA RESURGENCE OF THE NUCLEAR LIABILITY REGIME
Human life, its growth, its hopes, fears, loves etc. are the result of accidents. We do not suffer by
accidents. Everything that we do and every accident that we meet is put in our path for a purpose. If we
are willing to pay attention to the lessons we learn, trust our positive instincts and not be afraid to take
risks, there may be some miracle to come knocking at our door. Until the Chernobyl accident in 1986,
the safety aspects of constructing, siting, and operating nuclear power plants were considered as matters
of domestic interests. Chernobyl accident caused serious social and economic disruption for large parts
of the populations of Belarus, the USSR, and Ukraine. The radioactive plume that resulted from the
accident covered much of Europe, even reaching the United Kingdom in the first few days of May
1986.22And the unfortunate thing is that, even those serious consequences faced by the neighbouring
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See generally, Paris Convention,available at https://www.oecd-nea.org/law/nlparis_conv.html.
Mohit Abraham, ―Nuclear Liability: A Key Component of the Public Policy Decision to Deploy Nuclear Energy in
Southeast Asia‖ Published by American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge, MA 02138, 2014 available at
https://www.amacad.org/content/publications/pubContent.aspx?d=1507.
20
Ibid
21
See the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act 2011, sec. 17(b) and sec.46.
22
See, A.V. Lowe, Colin Warbrick, and John Woodliffe, ―Chernobyl: Four Years On,‖ International and comparative Law
Quarterly 39 (2) (1990): 461–471. See alsoMohit Abraham, ―Nuclear Liability: A Key Component of the Public Policy
19
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countries of USSR did not lead to any far reaching or effective decisions regarding a Trans- boundary
Nuclear Liability of State.
Many years before the Chernobyl accident itself, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) had settled the
principles of international environmental law in the Trail Smelter Arbitration (1939) and the Corfu
Channel Case (1949), finding that states have a duty to prevent trans-boundary environmental harm and
have an obligation to pay compensation for harms caused. Despite the clarity of this legal position, no
country could bring a valid claim seeking compensation against the USSR for Chernobyl for primarily
three reasons: (1) the ICJ‘s jurisdiction is consent-based, and the USSR would not subject itself to the
jurisdiction of the ICJ in this matter; (2) the USSR had veto power in the United Nations; and (3) the
USSR was not party to either the Paris or the Vienna Convention.23
In the Trail Smelter Case (United States v. Canada, awards in 1938 and 1941) the Arbitral Tribunal
decided that, first of all, Canada was required to take protective measures in order to reduce the air
pollution in the Columbia River Valley caused by sulphur dioxide emitted by zinc and lead smelter
plants in Canada, only seven miles from the Canadian-US border. Secondly, it held Canada liable for the
damage caused to crops, trees, etc. in the US state of Washington and fixed the amount of compensation
to be paid. Finally, the Tribunal concluded, more generally, in what no doubt constitutes its best-known
paragraph:
Under the principles of international law, no State has the right to use or permit the use of its
territory in such a manner as to cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or the
properties or persons therein, when the case is of serious consequence and the injury is
established by clear and convincing evidence.24
But the international community had decided to create a new comprehensive international regime for the
prevention, mitigation, and reparation of accidental trans-boundary nuclear harm in the wake of the
Chernobyl accident. Considering the inherently dangerous global dimension of nuclear energy, the
regime has to be a globally effective one. To fulfil these duties associated with such enhanced
responsibility, IAEA started the process of revisiting the then existing nuclear liability laws.
It was noticed that both the Paris and Vienna Conventions being independent of each other and
open to all states, but their exact details were not consistent and could lead to potential conflict in
their simultaneous application. This may bring any issue of coordination and harmonization,
since in general no country could be a party to both conventions. Thus, at the initiative of the
IAEA and the OECD, in 1988 the two main conventions were linked by the Joint Protocol
relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris Convention (1988 Joint
Protocol), which came into force in 1992. Parties to the 1988 Joint Protocol are treated as if they
are parties to both conventions. Therefore, if an incident in a country bound by the Paris
Decision to Deploy Nuclear Energy in Southeast Asia‖ Published by American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge,
MA 02138, 2014 available at https://www.amacad.org/content/publications/pubContent.aspx?d=1507.
23

See generally, Malone, Linda A., "The Chernobyl Accident: A Case Study in International Law Regulating State
Responsibility for Trans-boundary Nuclear Pollution" (1987). Faculty Publications Paper 590. Available at
http://scholarship.law.wm.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1603&context=facpubs.
24
Chindaka Mendis, ―Sovereignty vs. trans-boundary environmental harm: The evolving International Law obligations and
the
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available
at
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Convention causes damage in a country bound by the Vienna Convention, the victims in the
Vienna Convention country could claim compensation under the laws of the Paris Convention
country25.
Many states have not ratified the 1988 Joint Protocol, including the United Kingdom and France.
The problem of non-harmonization can be best illustrated by Russia‘s present position. In 2005,
Russia ratified the Vienna Convention. But, not being a member of the OECD, it did not adopt
the Paris Convention. Nor did it adopt the 1988 Joint Protocol. Thus, if a situation similar to
Chernobyl were to arise, Russia may have a legitimate argument that it is not a party to the Paris
Convention and the Joint Protocol, and thereby could avoid compensating neighbouring Paris
Convention states.26
A gradual development of the global nuclear liability regime had happened through IAEA‘s
appropriate involvement and worldwide activities for getting legal protection against transboundary radiation pollution, inadequate liability and compensation regime for damage caused
by civil nuclear activities. Following the Joint Protocol, the IAEA had sponsored another
international nuclear liability regime, the Convention on Supplementary Compensation (CSC).
The CSC was put in place primarily to align the U.S. Price-Anderson Act with international law.
The CSC provides for two tiers of compensation. In the first tier, it fixes the amount of
compensation at 300 million special drawing rights. To the extent that the funds from the
operators are insufficient to cover this amount, the installation state has to make public funds
available to make up the difference. In the second tier, if claims for compensation for nuclear
damage exceed 300 million special drawing rights, additional amounts would have to be offered
through contributions by member states based on their installed nuclear capacity. These
additional amounts are to be provided through contributions by member states collectively on the
basis of a formula that factors in the installed nuclear capacity of a state and a UN rate of
assessment. The amount is therefore not fixed, but depends on the number of nuclear power
plants in member countries and will increase as the nuclear capacity of a state increases. It is
estimated that if most states that use nuclear power adhered to the CSC, the amount of the second
tier would be more than 300 million special drawing rights —an amount in addition to the first
tier compensation of 300 million special drawing rights 27. For trans-boundary damage to be
compensated using international funds, the CSC requires that such damage should have occurred
within the geographical scope of the CSC, that is, within the territory of a contracting party. In
other words, the international funds are not available to non-contracting parties. However, with
respect to the national compensation amount, the CSC leaves it to the discretion of the
installation state to include or exclude damage suffered in another state that is not a party to the
CSC. This discretion is, however, subject to other obligations of a contracting state that may
arise under other international conventions on nuclear liability.28
The advantage that the CSC offers is that it is an instrument to which all states may adhere
regardless of whether they are parties to an existing nuclear liability convention and regardless of
25

Mohit Abraham, ―Nuclear Liability: A Key Component of the Public Policy Decision to Deploy Nuclear Energy in
Southeast Asia‖ Published by American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge, MA 02138, 2014 available at
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whether they have nuclear installations on their territory. The CSC can be adhered to even if
contracting parties enter into regional arrangements or agreements for liability. However, an
important requirement is that countries should enact national liability laws that are consistent
with model law described in the annex to the CSC (or amend laws that are inconsistent) or the
Vienna or Paris Convention. The CSC can therefore work as a ―supplemental‖ convention: that
is, over and above an existing convention29.
The CSC has come into force, as a result of Japan's deposit of its instrument of acceptance, on 15
January 2015. It triggered the Convention's entry into force three months later. Apart from Japan, five
other States have adhered to the Convention: Argentina, Morocco, Romania, the United Arab Emirates,
the United States and India. Thus it satisfies the requirement of ratification of five parties with a
minimum of 400,000 MW of installed nuclear capacity. Just as in the case of Japan, India‘s ratification
of CSC can also be considered as an after effect of Fukushima Daichi incident in 2011.The accident
acted as a sudden trigger to many countries including India.
NATURE OF INDIA’S RATIFICATION OF CONVENTION ON SUPPLEMENTARY
COMPENSATION AND ITS REASON
The successful negotiation of the Indo-US civil nuclear cooperation agreement in 2008 had resulted in a
lot of hopes of investment flowing into India‘s civil nuclear power sector. However, for a long time
those expectations have not seen the light of day mostly due to the lack of clarity over the Indian nuclear
liability regime. CSC essentially put the absolute liability on the operator along with the access to
additional fund for clean- up and compensation. It takes away the responsibility of private nuclear
reactor suppliers. CSC was believed to be an initiative with the sole purpose of facilitating the business
of private suppliers around the world and to maximize their profit and dump the whole liability on the
shoulders of buyer country. In a Democratic Republic like India, the parliament is accountable to the
general public for each piece of legislation it has made. So an approach against supplier liability is not at
all proper and justifiable. The principle of legal channelling underlined in CSC was believed in no way
consistent with our Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act 2010 (CLNDA).The Annex in the Art.10 of
the CSC is said to be repugnant to sec. 17(b) of the Nuclear Liability Act. In such context, it must be
noticed that in case of any accident in India, our national law viz. the CLNDA would prevail over the
CSC and it has an overriding effect here, even if India ratified the CSC. But authorities are trying to
make the world believe that CLNDA is compatible with the provisions of CSC. And it is based up on
this two dimensional false impression, we are now a party to this international document. The only
reason for this dual face is the necessity due to India‘s intention to become a part of Nuclear Energy
Industry and the pressure out of this intention.

COMPATIBILITY OF CLNDA WITH CSC
The Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act, (CLNDA) 2010 provides for compensation arrangements
in case of any events of accidents, it also provides for a claims commission which decides the amount of
compensation. However, two of the sections of the bill that is sections 46 and 17 (b) have been a bone of
contention by the suppliers. These sections give the operator the right to recourse, for making the
29
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suppliers liable only for defective or latent materials supplied. This provision of the Act has stalled the
various deals and transfer of reactors, including from Russia (Kudankulam 3 and 4) and France. The
international community perceives these sections as contradictory to the provisions of CSC. This was
done actually with a view that the Indian victims of a nuclear disaster also have equal right of
compensation like that of the victims in foreign courts.
However, most of the provisions of the CLNDA 2010 are in compliance with the international
conventions for compensation by placing the onus of compensation on the operator. The liability rests
on the principle of no fault or strict liability like that of the CSC. Insurance is another similarity between
both the Indian and the international liability regimes. The CLNDA directs the operator to take
insurance before operating the nuclear reactor. Likewise the Convention on Supplementary
Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC) also provides for an insurance mechanism for compensation
where each operator must deposit an amount of three hundred million (SDR) special drawing rights
which shall be awarded irrespective of nationality or domicile. In accordance to this provision of the
CLNDA, an insurance pool has been setup by the General Insurance Corporation (GIC) with the an
insurance firm of UK Marsh contributing to the India Nuclear pool.30
It is to be noted that the CLNDA in India makes it easy for the victim of a nuclear accident to claim
compensation as the law is based on the civil procedure or tort law. A claims commission is appointed to
award compensation for a nuclear incident that takes place in the scope or geographical boundary of
India that is similar to the international liability regime.
The objective of the 1997 Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC) is to
establish a worldwide liability regime and to increase the amount of compensation available to the
victims of nuclear accidents. A State which is a party to either the 1963 Vienna Convention or the 1960
Paris Convention could become a party to the CSC. A State which is not a party to either of these
conventions could also become a party to the CSC if its national law on nuclear liability is in compliance
with the provision of the CSC and its Annex, which is an integral part of the CSC. India not being party
to the Vienna or the Paris Conventions signed the CSC on 29 October 2010 on the basis of its national
law namely the CLND Act which allegedly is in conformity with CSC.
As per the clarifications given by authorities of AERB India, provisions of the CLND Act are said to be
broadly in conformity with the CSC and it‘s Annex in terms of channelling the strict/absolute legal
liability to the operator, the limitations of the liability in amount and time, liability cover by insurance or
financial security, definitions of nuclear installation, damage, etc. Thus the CLND Act provides the basis
for India‘s joining an appropriate international liability regime such as the CSC.
The following sections of CLND Act are compliant with the Annex to the Convention. Section 4(1)
provides that the Operator of the nuclear installation shall be liable for nuclear damage caused by any
nuclear incident. Further, Section 4(4) provides that the liability of the Operator of the nuclear
installation shall be strict and shall be based on the principle of no fault liability. Section 8(1) provides
that the Operator shall before he begins operation of his nuclear installation, take out an insurance policy
or such further financial security covering his liability. All these provisions along with the long title of
the Act are clear and ensure that the liability is strict, and channelled to the Operator through a no fault
liability regime.
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But, Article 10 of the annex to the CSC which provides for right to recourse only for contingencies
mentioned in its sub clauses (a) and (b) is not compatible with Section 17 (b) of the CLND Act.
According to section 17 (b), the operators shall have right to recourse also where the nuclear incident
has resulted as a consequence of an act of the supplier or his employees, which includes supply of
equipment or material with patent or latent defects or substandard services. This provision is totally
omitted in the CSC and to that extent it is clearly in conflict with the said Act. And we know, regardless
of whether India ratifies the CSC, India‘s domestic nuclear liability regime and its supplier liability
clause will prevail over the CSC.
Foreign companies along with its lobbyist in India have for long asked India to do away with supplier
liability and follow the practice of absolute operator liability. This is convenient for the private industry
to ask for as long as the operator is a government owned entity. Of course, this argument falls flat when
nuclear operators are private and non-governmental players such as the way it is in the U.S. Now, it so
happens that they believe our law can be interpreted in such a way as to read it compatible with the
provisions of CSC. And hence the submission of this instrument of ratification on 4th February 2016
takes place. Currently it is believed that India‘s nuclear liability regime is safe under the CSC umbrella
of the global liability regime which includes the mutually compatible international instruments called
the CSC, the Paris Convention as supplemented by Brussels supplementary Convention, the Vienna
Convention and the 1988 Joint Protocol.
Still, there are some countries reluctant to amend their national legislation to comply with the
principles of international nuclear liability. For example, the United States operates under a
system of ―‗omnibus‘ coverage for any person who may be liable for nuclear damage under the
general law of torts (so-called ‗economic channelling‘), instead of channelling liability
exclusively to the operator (legal channelling)‖. However, the presence of the United States in a
future global liability regime is essential to ensure the availability of sufficient funds for
supplementary compensation. The CSC therefore contains a provision to accommodate the
unique legal regime in the United States, and thereby permits the United States to become part of
a global regime without changing its national legislation. The preamble to the CSC recognises
that a worldwide liability regime would encourage regional and global co-operation to promote a
higher level of nuclear safety in accordance with the principles of international partnership and
solidarity. Accordingly, the CSC specifies that a country having on its territory a nuclear
installation as defined in the Convention on Nuclear Safety (CNS) must be a party to the CNS
before it can ratify, or accede to, the CSC. For example, should South Africa (currently not a
member to any international nuclear liability convention) wish to accede to the CSC, as a party
to the CNS, it would be eligible to accede once it formally declared that its national law complies
with the provisions31.
CONSEQUENCES OF THE RATIFICATION OF CSC
The adoption of the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (Compensation
Convention) opens a new chapter in international nuclear liability law. The Compensation Convention
provides the world community with the opportunity to deal with legal liability and compensation for
nuclear damage through a global regime that includes all countries that operate nuclear power plants
(nuclear power generating countries) and most countries that do not operate nuclear power plants (non
31
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nuclear power generating countries). Such a global regime can remove legal uncertainty as an
impediment to (1) ensuring the highest level of safety in nuclear activities and (2) arranging
international cooperation in nuclear projects, while guaranteeing the availability of meaningful
compensation in the event of a nuclear incident. The Compensation Convention is a free-standing
instrument open to all States. As a free-standing instrument, it offers a country the means to become part
of the global regime without also having to become a member of the Paris Convention1 (Paris State) or
the Vienna Convention. The Compensation Convention maintains the basic principles of nuclear
liability law set forth in the Paris Convention and the Vienna Convention, such as (1) channelling all
legal liability for nuclear damage exclusively to the operator, (2) imposing absolute liability on the
operator, (3) granting exclusive jurisdiction to the courts of the country where a nuclear incident occurs,
and (4) limiting liability in amount and in time. The Compensation Convention achieves this consistency
by requiring a member country either to be a Paris State or a Vienna State or to have national legislation
consistent with the provisions of the Annex to the Compensation Convention (that is, to be an Annex
State). The provisions of the Annex set forth the basic principles of nuclear liability law in the same
manner as the Paris Convention and the Vienna Convention, while it includes provisions to ensure more
meaningful compensation for nuclear damage. This more balanced approach is fundamental to attracting
the broad adherence necessary for a global regime. Whether a nuclear accident affects only the territory
of the installation state, as with the Fukushima Daiichi accident, or has trans-boundary effects, such as
the Chernobyl accident, it is important that victims are adequately and timely compensated. A global
nuclear liability regime may be achieved if all states with nuclear installations and as many states as
possible that may be affected by a nuclear accident establish treaty relations. Adhering to a nuclear
liability regime provides the necessary treaty relations between the states that may be affected by a
nuclear accident (e.g. on which territory an accident may occur or damage may be suffered) to clarify
which law applies or which court is competent, to establish the recognition and enforcement of judicial
decisions and, depending on the applicable convention, to increase the funds available to compensate the
victims by contributing to an international fund. In addition, because contracting states should ensure
that their national legislation reflects the nuclear liability regime to which they adhere, a broader
adhesion to the Paris-Brussels regime, the Vienna regime or the CSC should lead to the harmonisation
of the nuclear liability legislation and thus promote similar treatment to victims and operators
worldwide32.
It is important to note that greater globalisation and harmonisation of nuclear liability is not only to the
benefit of the potential victims of an accident, but also has beneficial effects on nuclear trade. Although
the Fukushima Daiichi accident led to a number of reviews of the role of nuclear power, it is noteworthy
that at the end of 2013 there were 72 reactors under construction, the largest number in 25 years.
Participants in an increasingly globalised market understandably want greater legal clarity and certainty
to understand the risks to which they will be exposed when participating in a nuclear project, whether
for the construction, refurbishment or decommissioning of nuclear installations. The nuclear liability
principles set forth in the nuclear liability regimes help to meet those objectives33.
THE BOLD WAY AHEAD
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CSC which is now in force from 15th April 2015, is ratified by 7 countries as of now, say Argentina,
Morocco, Romania, Japan, UAE,USA and finally by India. As a country standing inside the Global
Liability Regime with almost a score and above nuclear power plants, India has to step forward very
boldly without compromising its democratic principles. Fukushima Daichi is a path-finder and we have
to get an idea regarding the lessons to be learned from it. It is essential to review and possibly reform
India‘s nuclear liability regime to establish a crystal clear perspective regarding it. To rule out
scepticism in the Nuclear Liability Regime, the law must be without any ambiguity and lacunae. The
compatibility issue of CLNDA with CSC can be mitigated either by amending our national law or by
amending the CSC with a new international instrument. Introduction of a mild element of supplier
liability in the Global liability regime is the major suggestion proposed by this paper, to ensure victims
are adequately compensated. Those who are taking advantage of an industry are equally liable to take its
disadvantages also. The obsolete principle behind the Price Anderson Act is in no way a burden in this
technologically rejuvenated arena of nuclear industry. Whereas, in contrast to it the US is pursuing a
different agenda, by pushing CSC and existing liability principles as the global solution towards third
party nuclear liability. Although amending an international liability convention is not very easy, recent
developments in all other Human rights instruments reflect a renewed commitment in the international
community to improve the prospects towards greater adherence to the modernised democratic regimes.
The path forward must be bold with a greater commitment by states. More countries must adhere to this
democratic principle of simple and conditional application of tortious nuclear liability regimes and adopt
consistent legislation. Although there are compelling arguments in favour of a global nuclear liability
regime, today more than half of the reactors in operation or under construction worldwide are not
currently subject to any of the international nuclear liability regimes in force. The Fukushima Daiichi
accident revealed that good practices and improvements in the implementation of new nuclear liability
principles should be considered in order to ensure adequate compensation for all the victims of an
accident without any discrimination.
CONCLUSION
CSC provides the framework for establishing a global nuclear liability regime. The CSC is a freestanding instrument open to all countries and offers a way to become part of the global regime without
also having to become a member of the Paris Convention or the Vienna Convention. A country not party
to an existing international nuclear liability convention would need to take actions to change its national
law to the extent required to reflect the provisions in the CSC, including its Annex, which reflects the
basic principles of international nuclear liability law. The CSC also goes a step further in its global
framework and has been developed as far as possible to be compatible with the Paris Convention and the
Vienna Convention. It is true that, the adoption of the CSC by as many countries as possible is an
important step in the development of the global nuclear liability regime. It has made a number of
improvements regarding the scope of damages covered, jurisdiction rules and the amount of
compensation available in case of a nuclear accident. But this Convention cannot be an absolute and
exhaustive liability regime, as far as the above said bold path is there straight ahead.
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Wading through the pool: Will the India Nuclear Insurance Pool be an effective risk transfer and
management mechanism?
Aakanksha Joshi1 and Pooja Chatterjee2
India is at the threshold of the international nuclear energy market. In 2008, the Nuclear Supplier Group
(―NSG‖) granted an unprecedented exemption to India, enabling it to participate in international nuclear
trade despite India not being a party to the Nuclear Participation Treaty. As a pre-condition to India‘s
embarking into the international nuclear energy market, India was required to enact alaw on domestic
nuclear liability in conformance with the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear
Damage. However, in the backdrop of India‘s past with the Bhopal gas disaster and claims settlement
widely perceived as grossly inadequate, the enactment of the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act,
2010 (―CLND‖) brought with it a slightly unusual, if not controversial, position. It addressed third party
liability and allowed the right of recourse by an operator against a negligent supplier, a position not
aligned to international law or practice, alarming the international nuclear community. However, there
has recently been an appreciation of India‘s nuclear civil liability regime in light of the Fukishima
disaster. A natural disaster leading to damage of the Fukushima Daichi plant resulted in the entire
liability of billions of dollars falling on the operator and the Japanese government (ultimately, the
Japanese taxpayers), even though questions have been raised on the potentially faulty design of the
reactors supplied by General Electric, exacerbating the effects of the natural disaster. To assuage the
concerns of the stakeholders, India Nuclear Insurance Pool (―INIP‖) was born, as a risk transfer
mechanism, making INIP the 27th such nuclear insurance pool in the world and the first of its kind in
India.
The purpose of this paper is to provide its readers with an analysis of the key components of the nuclear
civil liability framework in India, including whether there are adequate safeguards in place. It further
provides an examination into whether the accelerated developments in India have taken into account the
issues in the relationship between nuclear civil liability regimes and insurance pools.
Disclaimer
The paper was last updated on September 1, 2016 and does not constitute legal opinion or advice. The
information is intended for informational purposes only and readers are requested to seek formal legal advice
prior to acting upon any of the information provided herein.
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I.

Background:

A.

Demand vs Supply:
India is a federal democracy and a socialistic economy with 29 states and 7 union territories. The
Indian Constitution is one of the few in the world that governs the relationships between the
Centre and the States in intricate detail. Schedule VII of the Constitution determines whether a
particular subject matter may be regulated by the Centre (Union List) or the State (State List) or
both (Concurrent List). The powers under the Constitution have been further divided between the
governmental machinery; the legislative arm of the centre and the state, enact laws and policies,
the executive arm executes these laws and policies and the judiciary implements these laws and
policies. These policy functions are further supported by agencies that help create initiatives for
the government. An important constituent of the governmental machinery, the premier policy
‗Think Tank‘National Institute for Transforming India (―NITI‖)Aayog, channelizes the long term
strategic vision of the Government into policy and programme formulation. ‗Access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all‘ is the seventh such sustainable development goal,
mirroring the seventh goal charted by the United Nations for transforming our world.
It comes across as no surprise that access to sustainable and modern energy is a priority for the
Government after taking care of the more basic needs of the populace. India‘s population currently
stands at 1.2 billion - nearly one-fifth of the world‘s population. In 2015, India was the fourth
largest emitter of greenhouse gases, accounting for 6.96 percent of the global total3. With nearly
21.3 percent of the population earning less than $1.90 per day4 and approximately 300 million
people without access to reliable electricity 5 , poverty alleviation, economic development, and
energy access are top priorities for the Indian government. As India works toward these priorities,
the gross domestic product (―GDP‖) is expected to grow 7.6 to 8 percent for the current fiscal
year6. While the ever increasing demandcreates opportunities for development of the supply chain,
there are several bottlenecks that affect viability of projects. Studies, including ones by the nowdefunct think thank – the Planning Commission, indicated bad governance, lack of coordinated
planning, uncertainty of key regulations and capacity creation, potential market failures, issues in
land acquisition and procurement of approvals, and corruption as the obstacles to economic
development in severaleconomicsectors.
The energy industry has had its fair share of ‗planned‘ approaches and its stumbling blocks.
The ‗hydrocarbon man‘ has gone through several phases of transformation ever since
industrialisation. Traditionally, India was a coal economy and dependant on coal for needs ranging
from steel production to electricity generation. While coal is typically India‘s safety net, the story
is quite different for oil and gas. India imports a significant amount of oil to meet its burgeoning
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Times of India news, Greenhouse gases: India fourth biggest emitter, but lags far behind top three, available at
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demands for petroleum and petroleum products.It is argued that natural gas may give India what
other hydrocarbons cannot – a relatively cleaner, reliable, and, in comparison to renewable energy,
cheaper fuel. Butnatural gas faces similar constraints as oil;oil and gas are sensitive to external
political elements and defeats India‘s vision of energy independence and security. As a whole,
having a mix of hydrocarbons and renewables is beneficial for a diversified energy asset portfolio,
but not enough to control the spikes in energy pricing and supply constraints.
There‘s also an increasingly imperative duty and responsibility to the environment. Prior to the
Paris climate conference in late 2015, countries submitted their climate pledges - detailing
domestic actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions after 20207. India‘s commitments, inter alia,
included:


To adopt a climate friendly and a cleaner path than the one followed hitherto by others at
corresponding level of economic development; and



To build capacities, create domestic framework and international architecture for quick
diffusion of cutting edge climate technology in India and for joint collaborative R&D for such
future technologies8.

To put things in perspective, as of March 2015, the total installed capacity for electricity
generation in the country has increased from 145755 MW as on March 31, 2006 to 316379 MW as
on March 31, 2015, with 71.01 percent of India‘s installed capacity being from thermal power
plants (224674 MW installed capacity), 13.04 percent from hydropower (41268 MW installed
capacity) and 1.82 percent from nuclear plants (5.78 GW installed capacity) 9 . To tackle the
impending juggernaut of economic growth on a low-carbon trajectory, the Indian government has
prioritized clean energy development - committing to global environmental leadership while
achieving an energy-secure, sustainable, and prosperous future for a rapidly growing population.
Post a waiver from the NSG, execution of several bilateral deals and agreements, enactment of a
civil nuclear liability law and formation of an insurance pool,under the 2016-17 Budget, the
Government appears committed to designing comprehensive plans to augment the investment in
nuclear power generation, prioritising nuclear energy over any form of energy source10.
B.

Risks in Nuclear Technology – Perceptions and Experiences:
The nuclear energy industry has survived acute public scrutiny and accountability in the past with
a varied mix of protective measures from governments and international conventions. The genesis
of this fear lay in the fact that the development of nuclear energy was initiated for military
purposes, and the dreadful consequences of the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan, on 6
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National Research Development Corporation, Paris Climate Conference: India, November 2015, available at
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and 9 August 1945 11 . Further, in March 1957, as a first attempt to estimate the possible
consequences of an accident - the US Atomic Energy Commission (―USAEC‖) published its risk
assessment study titled Theoretical Possibilities and Consequences of Major Accidents in Large
Nuclear Power Plants: A Study of Possible Consequences of Certain Assumed Accidents,
Theoretically Possible but Highly Improbable, were to Occur in Large Nuclear Power Plants –
commonly called Brookhaven Report or WASH – 740 (Brookhaven Report) 12 .The Brookhaven
Report hypothetically analysed the extent of damages from a 500 MW reactor located about 50 km
away from a city of having a population of 1,000,000 as affecting 43,000 people, and resulting
in$7 billion as property damages13. Another study released around the same time, Report on the
Possible Effects on the Surrounding Population of an Assumed Release of Fission Products into
the Atmosphere from a 300 MW Enrico Fermi Plant located at Lagoona Beach, Michigan stated
that, in the event of a core meltdown and 50 percent release of fission products, with weather
conditions carrying radioactivity to the most heavily populated areas of Detroit, there will be an
estimated 133,000 deaths, 181,000 immediate injuries and 245,000 long term injuries. In 1965, an
updated Brookhaven Report took into account increased size of later model reactors and estimated
higher numbers of 45,000 deaths and 100,000 injuries, with $17 to $280 billion in property
damage and long term contamination of an area up to the size of Pennsylvania. The perception of
fear continued to remain unchanged in 1976, withthe Royal Commission on Environmental
Pollution surmising that there are few subjects in the field of environmental pollution to which
people react as emotionally as they do to radioactivity14. The Chernobyl disaster brought with it an
increased wariness of nuclear technology.
On March 11, 2011, an earthquake and the resulting tsunami caused the blackout of the Fukushima
Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant (Fukushima Plant) 15 . With hydrogen explosions and meltdown
releasing radiation into the environment, the nuclear accident was rated at level seven, the same
level as the Chernobyl disaster16 - the mostextreme nuclear disaster until then. The Prime Minister
in fact categorically stated that this was Japan‘s worst crisis since the World War II17. In less than
a year Tokyo Electric Power Company, Inc (―TEPCO‖) had paid approximately 14.5 billionyen
(approximately US$143,922,795) to individuals and approximately 126.1 billion yen
(approximately US$1,251,674,905) to companies and sole proprietors18.That was just the tip of the
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iceberg.As of October 2014, areas of up to 20 km remained a dead zone 19 and about 100,000
people from 10 municipalities around the wrecked plant could not go home 20 .From around
September 2015, the government began lifting evacuation orders for the seven municipalities
wholly or partly within 20 km of the Fukushima Plant 21 ; as of March 2016, authorities have
scooped up some 9 million cubic meters of contaminated soil and leaves and washed down
buildings and roadways with the goal of reducing outdoor radiation exposure to 0.23 microsieverts
per hour22.
The decommissioning exercise of removing melted nuclear fuel masses and demolishing the
plant‘s four reactor halls may cost around $9 billion23 . Additionally, to reduce the amount of
contaminated water seeping into the ocean, TEPCO collects and stores it in 10-meter-tall steel
tanks, with every corner of the grounds, holding some 750,000 tons of water. TEPCO has found
ways to divert groundwater from the site, cutting infiltration to about 150 tons per day. It then
began the exercise of freezing out the groundwater. With a budget of 34.5 billion yen ($344
million) in taxpayer money as of the end of May 2016, the plan failed to be a success as of August
201624. TEPCO faces another daunting task of recovering the fuel debris, with TEPCO modelling
and analyses suggesting that most, if not all, of the fuel in the Unit 1 reactor having melted, burned
through the reactor pressure vessel, dropped to the bottom of the containment vessel, and perhaps
ate into the concrete base25. Units 2 and 3 suffered partial meltdowns, and some fuel may remain
in the cores.26
Ironically, the fear around costs arising from radiation-induced cancer and death never
materialised27. No radiological health effects have yet to result from the Fukushima disaster –
neither cancers, deaths nor radiation sickness – although the World Health Organisation models
indicate a slight increase is statistically possible 28 . It is estimated that the direct costs of the
Fukushima disaster will be about $15 billion in clean-up over the next 20 years and over $60
billion in refugee compensation29. Replacing Japan‘s 300 billion kWhs from nuclear plants each
year with fossil fuels has cost Japan over $200 billion, mostly from fuel costs for natural gas, fuel
oil and coal, as renewables have failed to expand in Japan30. This cost may, at least double, and
that only if the nuclear fleet is mostly restarted by 2020 31.The total reconstruction and recovery
costs associated with just the earthquake and the tsunami will top $250 billion32. And last, but not
19
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the least, since 2011, Japan‘s trade deficit has become the worst in its history, with Japan now
being the second largest net importer of fossil fuel in the world, right behind China33.
There really isn‘t much diversity in the storylines within the energy industry. For we have
repeatedly had to contend with issues relating to supply security, geopolitical sensitivity, price
volatility, water pollution from off-shore installations and tanker accidents, soil contamination in
processing plants, emissions of substances contributing to acid deposition and to global climate
change (carbon emissions), and the apparition of depletion of reserves, within the hydrocarbon
industry, especially in the oil industry. Many of these issues contributed to costly health, safety
and environmental blunders, a product of too many risks and cutting corners (for example, BP‘s
Deepwater Horizon rig disaster). But accidents and disasters aren‘t exactly unusualto the energy
industry; one often wonders why the industry has always followed a reactive approach instead of a
proactive approach. History is testament to the fact that our liability regimes are more of a
‗patchwork‘; that we end up using disasters more for record keeping and documentation
purposes.This is more than ever evident in the nuclear energy industry – we kept learning from the
Three Mile Island accident and Chernobyl disaster and yet weren‘t prepared enough for the
Fukushima disaster. The list of worries related to nuclear energy haven‘t changed either, since the
last century - economic performance, proliferation of dangerous material, the dangers of acts of
God, terrorism, armed conflict or threats of it, operation safety, radioactive waste disposal, and, by
virtue of all these, public acceptance.
The lack of situational awareness and remediation technology at the time of disasters demonstrates
the price we pay for cheap fuel, how energy is truly subsidised by the private sector and the
governments. And then recourse is sought from law for ensuring adequate safeguards are in place
to protect the public. What starts as deployment of technology to bring forth incessant,
phenomenal stream of energy from the pits of the Earth or the nucleus of an atom soon becomes a
lethal, twisted and inaccessible mess which no technology can prevent, alleviate or ameliorate, for
several months. When the safeguards kick in, we are left with a question of – who pays. The
polluter pays, of course. But is the answer ever really that simple in this diverse mosaic of the
energy industry?
II.

Nuclear Civil Liability Framework in India

A.

The International Regime and Domestic Indian Civil Nuclear Liability Law
International Civil Nuclear Damage Liability Regime
Despite the potential for the usage of nuclear energy, early adoption of civil nuclear energy was
slow to occur giventhe public perception as well as the private sector‘sunderstandable wariness of
involvement in peaceful and commercial utilisation of nuclear energy, because of the enormous
and unascertainable risk of liability in the event of accidents or sabotage. Studies, as highlighted in
the previous section, heightened concerns, with electricity utility companies, equipment suppliers,
and insurance companies informing the US Congress that maintaining actuarial reserves at such

33
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levels was impossible 34 . For countries interested in aggressively pursuing nuclear energy,this
necessitated the adoption legislations on the issue of liability to address these concerns such as for
the United States (Price Anderson Nuclear Industries Indemnity Act, 1957), Germany (German
Atomic Energy Act, 1959), Switzerland (Swiss Federal Law on the Exploitation of Nuclear Energy
for Peaceful Purposes and Protection from Irradiation, 1959), Japan (Compensation for Nuclear
Damage, 1961) and United Kingdom (Nuclear Installations (Licensing and Insurance) Act, 1959).
Around the same time, given the cross border involvement of various players in the nuclear energy
industry and transboundary risks perceived by countries in Europe, international treatiesand
domestic legislation began to evolve with similar principles relating to civil liability for nuclear
damage, including strict liability, legal channelingof liability to the operator, limitation of liability
in time and amount and mandatory provision of financial security. Each of these national laws and
international laws afforded different degrees of protection to the public and exposed the nuclear
industry to different degrees of risk for compensation and financial security forming a complex
labyrinth of a patchwork of legal regimes with glaring gaps. Below is a list of the international
treaties with the organizations responsible for launching the same:


The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (―OECD‖) launched:
 The Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy 1960 (Paris
Convention), which established the nuclear liability regime for most of Western Europe;
 The 1963 Convention Supplementary to the Paris Convention of 29 July 1960 (Brussels
Convention) provided for enhanced compensation, supplementing the Paris Convention;
 2004 Protocol to Amend the Paris Convention on third Party Liability in the Field of
Nuclear Energy of 29 July 1960, plugged the loopholes of geographic scope of accident,
amount of compensation and definition of nuclear damage, thrown up by the Chernobyl
Disaster;



The International Atomic Energy Agency (―IAEA‖) sponsored:
 The Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (Vienna Convention) in
1963,based largely on the principles laid down in the Paris Convention;
 Protocol to amend the 1963 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage;



Convention on Supplementary Compensation 1997 (CSC), aligned the US domestic
legislation – Price Anderson Act with international law, provided additional amounts through
contributions by the State parties on the basis of installed capacity and required the State
nuclear liability laws to mirror the CSC; and



Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris Convention
linked the Paris and the Vienna Convention35.

34

Campbell Celia, Breen Barry and Futrell J William (eds), Sustainable Environmental Law, St Paul, Minnesota, West Publishing Co,
(1993) at 891
35
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Despite the numerous treaties, the effect has not been particularly meaningful given that several
relevant nations have not signed on or ratified these treaties and that the treaties themselves are
static and not responsive to changes in technology and evolving principles of liability. With every
disaster, a call goes out for reforms. With adoption of nuclear energy by another country, these
international regimes remained as un-adopted orphans in international environmental law36. The
underlying thrust of theseinternational treaties is the need to subsidise the nuclear energy industry
with features such as exclusion of supplier liability and limitation of liability, while neglecting the
glaringly obvious lack of adequate safeguards for the public or the exchequer of the governments
of the signatories. Arguments in favour of the status quo of the current international civil nuclear
liability regime focus on the treaties pushing for highest standards of safety37 or liability of the
operator being limited are illusory in nature; at the end of the day there remains an uncertain risk
as to the resulting liability from nuclear damage. Given the energy industry‘s chequeredpast,
technological advancements and the ultimate burden of the taxpayers in respect of a nuclear
accident, the historical priority given to the incentivization of industryneeds to be balanced so as to
address appropriate assessment and management of risksof nuclear damage.
Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act, 2010 – the Indian Regime
India has charted a different path with respect to civil nuclear liability, much to the chagrin of the
international nuclear community. The public‘s memory of the Bhopal gas disaster in 1984 and
the grossly inadequate compensation that the citizens, in Bhopal, had to settle for in 1989 due to
the lacunae in tortiuous and environmental law at that time, weighed on the Indian polity and
legislature. This was especially egregious given that by then the Supreme Court, already had in its
decision of MC Mehta v. Union of India (Oleum Gas Leak: AIR 1987 SC 1086), expounded the
concept of ‗absolute liability‘. Union Carbide India Limited, the entity responsible for the disaster
and the subsidiary of a large American conglomerate,managed to have its liability capped to a sum
of U.S. $470 million. 38 This disaster with the perceived unfairness of its consequences on the
responsible party together with increasing environmental awareness and concerns, led to the
evolution of a civil nuclear liability law in India, casting a wider net than is conventional. CLND
tried to push back on the international law on financial responsibility by modifying the
conventional principle of legal channeling of liability.
Using the power granted to the Centre under entry 6 of the Union List, the Government enactedthe
foundation of the Indian nuclear liability regime - the CLND and Civil Liability for Nuclear
Damage Rules, 2011 (―CLND Rules‖), which came into force on November 11, 2011.
Additionally,in 2010, India became a signatory to the CSC, which India ratified on February 5,
2016. A summary of the key provisions of the CLND is as under:

36

Sachs, N, Beyond the liability wall: Strengthening tort remedies in international environmental law, UCLA Law Review, (2008), 55, 837,
838-861
37
Fritz, Kathy J.S., Civil and State Liability for Nuclear Accidents: A proposal for Eastern European, International Legal Perspectives 6
(1994): 37, 60-61.
38
Union Carbide Corporation vs. Union Of India And Others, etc, 1990 AIR 273, 1989 SCC (2) 540, available at
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Channeled all liability for nuclear damage39to the (Government owned) operator (section
4)40 with a limited right of recourse against the supplier (section 17 read with rule 24 of the
CLND Rules) 41 . Currently the only Government owned operator is Nuclear Power
Corporation of India Limited (―NPCIL‖);



Gave the victims the right to pursue remedies under tort law and other applicable
legislation, if any,leaving the operator exposed to any proceeding that may be instituted
under the Indian law (section 46);



Capped the maximum amount of liability, in respect of each nuclear incident,to the rupee
equivalent of three hundred million special drawing rights or such higher amount as the
Government may specify by notification (section 6(1))42;



Enabled the Government may take additional measures, where necessary, if the
compensation to be awarded under CNLD exceeds the amount specified (proviso to section
6(1));



Capped the liability of an operator for each nuclear incident, in respect of nuclear reactors
having thermal power equal to or above ten MW, torupees one thousand five hundred
crores, which cap would be subject to the review of the Government(section 6(2));



Imposing liability on the Government, and not the operator, for any nuclear damage where
such damage is caused by a nuclear incident directly due to(i) a grave natural disaster of an exceptional character; or
(ii) an act of armed conflict, hostility, civil war, insurrection or terrorism (section 5(1) read
with 7(1))43;



Exempting the operator from liability for any nuclear damage caused to the nuclear
installation itself and any other nuclear installation including a nuclear installation under
construction, on the site where such installation is located; and to any property on the same
site which is used or to be used in connection with any such installation; or to the means of
transport upon which the nuclear material involved was carried at the time of nuclear
incident, unless the operator is liable under any other law for the time being in force
(section 5(1));44



Establishment by the Government of a fund to be called the Nuclear Liability Fund by
charging such amount of levy from the operators for meetings its liability under 7(1)(c)
(Second tier of compensation) and under 7(1)(c) (force majeure events) (section 7(2))45;

39

The concept of ―nuclear damage‖ as defined in the CLND, for the most part, mirrors the definition in theCSC.
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41
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43
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44
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45
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Requiring the operator to take out insurance policy or such other financial security or
combination of both, covering his liability prior to the commencement ofthe operation of
his nuclear installation, (section 8)46;



Limiting the time for making claims under the CLND by providing that the right to claim
compensation for nuclear damage shall extinguish, if such a claimis not made within a
period of(i) ten years, in the case of damage to property;
(ii) twenty years, in the case of personal injury to any person, from the date of occurrence
of the incident (section 18)47.

Liability for nuclear damage under Indian law, therefore, will be borne in the following manner:


The operator shall bear the liability amount, wherever required under the law, and pay the
compensation (through insurance or such other financial security);



The operator shall have a right of recourse against thesupplier subject to certain conditions
(pursuant to the payment of compensation); if the operator concludes that the accident
occurred due to the fault of a supplier; and



The Government shall step in with public funds from the Nuclear Liability Fund, and any
additional measures, if the liability amount obtained from the operator proves to be
insufficient.

To sum up, nuclear liability management has several layers to it; these layers were introduced
because the classic principle of a single tiered compensation regime – polluter pays, is simply not
effective or an adequate safeguard for the victims of nuclear damage. It is currently not clear or
even reasonably ascertainable whether the currentnuclear liability limits, of three hundred million
special drawing rights or one thousand five hundred crores, for each nuclear incident, are
adequateto meet the actual economic costs that a nuclear incident may result in. In order to contain
the spreading of these financial risks, insurance pools and public funds were formed. While state
participation as a willing, or unwilling, insurer of losses may be inevitable, they reduce the
uncertainty risk for the taxpayer.
B.

Insurance and Availability of Compensation
Risk, typically, is a two dimensional concept with (1) the possibility of an adverse situation, and
(2) uncertainty over the occurrence, timing, or magnitude of that adverse outcome. If either is
absent, then there is no risk48. To manage the dynamic, layered nature of nuclear risk, international
civil nuclear liability regimes developed a tiered compensation regime, to maintain sufficient
financial security and backstop national insurance systems. The international nuclear regimes

46
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created a three-tiered system of compensation wherein the operators and their insurers form part of
the first tier. If the operator and the insurer are unable to adequately provide the compensation,
compensation shall be paid from the public funds established within and by the state as part of the
first tier.At the second tier, a global loss sharing mechanism will kick in, if the public funds turn
out to be inadequate, based on the formula set out under the relevant liability regime. Both of these
are covered under the CLND. And lastly, as part of the third tier, the member states of a liability
regime also have the option to enter into regional or other agreements for establishing additional
funds for the compensation of nuclear damage 49 . All of these tools help in the transfer,
redistribution and management of the nuclear risk.
While these tools bolster the liability regime, it also places a great deal of importance on insurance
as a risk transfer mechanism.The diversity of risks in the nuclear energy industry alsobrings forth
the restrictions of the insurance system; not all nuclear risks can be and are insured which is why
nuclear liability regimes contain several exclusions for liability of the operator. Typically if, (i) the
insurer can identify and quantify the risk, that is, estimate the chances of the event occurring and
the extent of losses likely to be incurred, and (2) the insureris unrestricted (unregulated) in setting
premiums, the risk is considered insurable 50 and can be transferred to the insurer. Nuclear
insurance also takes the role of an indemnity; the insurer is required to indemnify the operator on
the amount of the actual damage incurred, until the claims exceed the limits of the operator‘s
limited liability, and therefore, the operator‘s insurance coverage. Even after liability is quantified,
the risk is considered too prohibitive in nature for an individual insurer to take on its own. Thus,
the pooling system was born as a practical necessity in increasing the capacity of the insurers. It is
undeniably the key; an illustrative example would be of the United States, which was cognizant to
the costs of nuclear liability and established one of the most comprehensive measures of economic
channelingto take on the risk and eliminate the underwriting limitations.
A pool is a risk sharing mechanism wherein multiple insurance companies will finance the
protection of nuclear power plants from exposure, liability and risk. The limited and designated
risks are listed in the pool contract and ceded to the pool. Each pool member covers a ratio of each
risk in the pool. An underwriter is appointed to underwrite a particular risk or class of business and
work with the government and agencies responsible for the nuclear liability conventions, in order
to ensure that the response to any nuclear accident is swift, time consuming investigations are
avoided and strict liability removes any obligation to prove fault of the operator. The pooling
mechanism is further boosted by the fact due to rare occurrence of nuclear accidents, extensive
premiums have been collected over the years and the pools are able to reinsure a portion of their
covered risks with another pool paying premium to the accepting pool.
In India, once the nuclear liability regime was in place, pressure mounted for the establishment of
an insurance pool to cover the operator liability of rupees one thousand five hundred crore and the
supplier liability, arising out of the provisions of the CLND. The Government and the members of
the Indian insurance sector dovetailed their efforts to form the Indian Nuclear Insurance Pool
(―INIP‖) in June 2015, with the General Insurance Corporation leading the pack of Indian
insurance companies (the other general insurers are United Insurance, National Insurance,
49
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Oriental Insurance, ICICI Lombard General Insurance, Reliance General Insurance, Tata AIG
General Insurance, IFFCO –Tokio General Insurance, Chola MS General Insurance, SBI General
and Universal Sompo General Insurance)51. The INIP is the 27th such insurance pool in the world,
with reports stating that Nuclear Risk Insurers (―NRI‖), the UK nuclear insurance market‘s
underwriting agent, to participate and provide reinsurance support to both operators and suppliers
of 26 nuclear plants of NPCIL. Further, it has been reported that GIC Re will be the pool manager
and the New India Assurance will issue the insurance policies and deal with the management of
cover to the operator and suppliers on behalf of all direct insurance companies participating in the
pool.52
Around mid August 2016, New India Assurance issued two kind of insurance policies — Nuclear
Operators Liability (CLND Act 2010) Insurance Policy 53 and Nuclear Suppliers‘ Special
Contingency (against Right to Recourse) Insurance Policy54,to provide cover to the operators and
suppliers on behalf of all direct insurance companies participating in the pool. It was further
reported, for both the insurance policies, that the pool will address third party liability insurance
under CLND to begin with and later expand into property and other hot zone risks for which it will
work in close co-ordination with the nuclear power industry55.
While the mechanics of the insurance policy are not yet available in the public domain, it would be
closely linked to the liability regime under the CLND. As INIP is still a work in progress it
remains to be seen how some of the open ended issues, as discussed below, are addressed in the
future, for it to become an effective risk transfer and management mechanism:


Under section 5(1) of the CLND, an operator is not liable for force majeure events such as a
‘grave natural disaster of an exceptional character’ or an act of ‘armed conflict’ or ‘hostility’
or ‘civil war’ or ‘insurrection’ or ‘terrorism’. Consequently, the insurance policies will also
not cover compensation for these events. Considering the operator, i.e. NPCIL is a
government owned entity under any circumstances, the government and the taxpayer, under
any circumstances, is liable to compensate for any nuclear damage56. Further, none of these
terms have been defined under the CLND and it remains to be seen if the insurance policies
provide clarity with respect to these exclusions.



Section 5(2) of the CLND provides thatan operator shall not be liable for any nuclear
damage caused to the nuclear installation itself and any other nuclear installation including a
nuclear installation under construction, on the site where such installation is located; and to
any property on the same site which is used or to be used in connection with any such
installation; or to the means of transport upon which the nuclear material involved was
carried at the time of nuclear incident, unless the operator is liable under any other law for the
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time being in force.Therefore, the operator is merely liable for a nuclear damage caused by a
nuclear incident in that nuclear installation and not for nuclear damage caused to the nuclear
installation;there is no cover for claims under either the insurance or public funds. If the
nuclear installation is owned by the government, the onus is on the government and not the
operator to pay compensation for the nuclear damage caused to the nuclear installation, and
possibly even the property falling within the project57.
III. Conclusion
With the establishment of the INIP, and the very nature of nuclear insurance pools being
intricately bound to each other through reinsurance, it would mean that the insurance system
should be able to absorb the compensation claims, including tortuous claims, without losses to the
exchequer. However, within the backdrop of the issues highlighted earlier, one wonders if the
CLND could have gone a step further and addressed the exclusions any differently. It is true that
the exclusions mirror the provisions in the CSC, yet, if one takes into account the learning from
the nuclear energy industry since the 1950s and the capacity of the insurance pools as a whole, it
would seem imprudent to transfer so many of the risks to the Nuclear Liability Fund or the
Government and exclude operator liability. To illustrate, in the aftermath of the Fukushima
disaster, considerable deliberations were held to analyse whether the Great East Japan Earthquake
and tsunami fit into ‗a grave natural disaster of an exceptional character‘ and consequently,
whether or not TEPCO was liable. Ultimately, these discussions turn out to be merely academic;
the Government of Japan had to bail out an almost bankrupt TEPCO, once ranked as the world‘s
largest private utility.
It would also be interesting to observe whether the judiciary will accept limitations and exclusions
of liability in the event of a nuclear disaster. Emphasis needs to be placed on liberal interpretation
on the principles of liability that the Supreme Court of India has taken in the past, in the Oleum
Gas Leak case and in the Indian Council of Enviro-Legal Action v Union of India (AIR 1996 SC
1466) (Indian Council case). Particularly in the Indian Council case, the Supreme Court stressed
upon the Polluter Pays Principle and stated that ―The polluter pays principle demands that the
financial costs of preventing or remedying damage caused by pollution should lie with the
undertakings which cause the pollution, or produce the goods which cause the pollution. Under
the principle it is not the role of government to meet the costs involved in either prevention of such
damage, or in carrying out remedial action, because the effect of this would be to shift the
financial burden of the pollution incident to the taxpayer.‖ Even as there have been many
assurances from the Government clarifying the role of tortious liability under section 46 of the
CLND to speed up business in the nuclear energy industry, until the judiciary clarifies these
points, all assurances are moot.
Nuclear risk is dynamic in nature and technology is exponential in its advances. Bothneed to be
continually assessed to analyse and manage the changed realities and prevent exacerbation of
social problems. Considering INIP will expand into property and hot zone risks for which it will
work in close co-ordination with the nuclear power industry, we would need to undertake an
extensive, transparent and realistic investigation about these risks and the possible outcomes of
57
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nuclear accidents.Conventional energy strategies tend to be more preoccupied with energy
supplies than the social risks attached to it. Energy and the major problems of today‘s world need
to be dealt with in an integrated way by national and international policy-makers.58The resolution
of these apprehensions vis-a-vis contentious business and political choices will determine the roles
of nuclear and other fuels in the Indian energy mix.
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Abstract
Prime international instruments on Civil Nuclear Liability lay down certain basic
principles of nuclear liability and also stipulate the rule of channelling nuclear third
party liability to the operator being license holder for the nuclear power plant.
Customizing domestic nuclear liability legislation in consonance with these principles,
to create homogeneity was deemed desirable worldwide as it would create homogeneity
and legal certainty. Yet today the law relating to international nuclear liability is
extremely complex owing to the existence of different regimes subscribed to in different
parts of the world and the lack of participation from several major nuclear power states.
Furthermore, emergence in contemporary times of concepts like supplier's
liability in India and product liability for nuclear equipment in China has acted as a
deterrent for the entire nuclear industry and presented the global community with some
very difficult questions and calls for an objective evaluation of the interests of various
stakeholders while taking into account the concerns of developing countries and
evolving solutions that may be acceptable to all sides.
Last year has been of remarkable progress as it was early in this year that India
and the US reached an understanding that cleared the obstacles for nuclear trade and
paved the way for India to join the Convention on Supplementary Compensation, 1997
(CSC) while also introducing a unique mechanism of managing the supplier's liability
through insurance. Further, the coming into force of the CSC followed by Japan's
ratification, signals the advent of a new era of managing nuclear liability through the
integration of national viewpoints with an encompassing international regime to create
greater homogeneity.
This paper therefore, aims to analyze how the recent developments offering the
possibilities of a solution to the past imbroglio in the progress of nuclear trade and
development will act as the potential catalyst in resolving the long-standing impasse that
has created serious challenges for the nuclear industry in recent times as they gear into
action, or if there will still be issues that the stakeholders will find in the path of smooth
and efficient nuclear trade.
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I.

Overview

The evolution of transnational nuclear liability regimes has taken a bumpy route over the last half
century. The Chernobyl accident was however, a turning point in the realm of nuclear energy, in its
nearly fifty four years of legal history. It marked a notable departure from the initial abstractly disjoined
approaches, that stood between the two generations of nuclear liability conventions and which may, for
the sake of convenient understanding and better comprehension be classified into two distinct classes
belonging to different periods of experimentation in tackling legal liability flowing from nuclear events
and manifest the ethos then prevalent. Thus the pre Chernobyl era was characterised by parallel regimes
of first generation conventions and the post Chernobyl one, separated from the former by the gravest
nuclear disaster of its time, has been dedicated to the synchronisation of these regimes with a clear shift
towards globalization.
II.

The Pre Chernobyl Era of Parallel Regimes - First Generation Conventions

Nuclear energy has always been treated as the ultimate source of energy to fulfil today's developing
world's ever-growing energy requirements. However there are several risks associated with harnessing
it for peaceful purposes. This is why, the nuclear industry has always been treated differently than the
others. The Brookhaven Report of 19571 was the prime document that dealt with the assessment of
risks involved in operating civilian nuclear power and made an impact analysis of the ensuing
corollaries of a nuclear incident.2 It was thus clear that, with all the benefits of nuclear energy, there
came enormous risks. From the findings of the Brookhaven Report, it was ascertained that the
possibility of a nuclear incident however remote, could not be disputed. On these grounds, the
foundation of special nuclear liability regimes was laid and work began towards drafting the Paris
Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 29 July 1960 3 (Paris Convention)
supplemented by Brussels Supplementary Convention of 19634 (Brussels Convention), revised by an
Additional Protocol of 1964 and a Protocol of 1982 under the auspices of the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage of 21 May 19635(Vienna Convention) under the International Atomic Energy Agency,
which gives it an international character as it is open for membership to all states.6

1
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Trotman Limited, 1988).
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A. The Paris Convention on Nuclear Third Party Liability, 1960 (As supplemented by the
Brussels Convention, 1963)
The Paris Convention limits the liability of an operator to 15 million SDRs. However, discretion
has been granted to member states to increase the quantum of the operator‟s liability through their
domestic legislation.7 Recognizing the existence of a possibility that financial security might be
exhausted by the claims of victims of the installation state an additional layer of indemnification was
deemed useful. The Brussels Supplementary Convention was along these lines, providing additional
funding beyond the amount available under the Paris Convention up to a total of 300 million SDRs,
consisting of contributions by the Installation State and contracting parties. With respect to time, the
right of compensation extinguishes beyond ten years of a nuclear accident, if no action is brought. In
addition, States may limit the operator's liability to not less than two years from the time when the
damage and the operator liable become known to the victim or ought reasonably to have become
known.
B. The Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage, 1963
The 1963 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage and the 1960 Paris
Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy are based on the same principles
and before their abridgment through the 1988 Joint Protocol, ran parallel to each other with a probable
conflict in their operation. The Vienna Convention was focused on bringing uniformity between
national legislations relating to third party liability for nuclear damage by prescribing a set of general
rules to be applied by all Contracting Parties. Undoubtedly, the enforceability of this Convention is
restricted to its Contracting Parties and a non-Contracting State is not bound to adhere to the principles
established therein. But the Vienna Convention states are not obliged to recognize and enforce
judgements entered by the courts of such a State. In so far as its provisions are self-executing, each
Contracting Party can choose between the incorporation of the Convention in the domestic legal
system, thus allowing for its direct application, and the adoption of national legislation directly
implementing the Convention. But in its entirety, the Convention does not bring about complete
harmonization; rather, as is stated in its Preamble, it establishes “some minimum standards to provide
financial protection against damage resulting from certain peaceful uses of nuclear energy” while
leaving it upon the contracting states to incorporate the same in their domestic law, hence leaving scope
for deliberation.
C. A Critical Account
A critical look at the Paris Convention, Brussels Convention and the Vienna Convention reveals
that while Paris Convention and Brussels Conventions - the first generation nuclear liability

7

The OECD Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy, the governing body of the Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA),recommended that Contracting Parties to the Paris Convention should aim at setting the maximum liability at not less
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agreements8 enjoy the same regional applicability on account of their common OECD origin, the
Vienna Convention being a product of IAEA has worldwide geographical scope. Therefore, in essence
though two distinct liability regimes, they were duplicative in content9.
Both the Paris Convention and the Vienna Convention established strict liability of the operator of
the nuclear installation, authorizing victims to sue and claim compensation from the operator at the
court of all contracting states, although, the operator‟s liability is limited10. The conventions also
channelled liability exclusively and legally to the operator, meaning that the operator is solely liable
and no person other than the operator is to be held liable for nuclear damage11. This could be said to be
an action in the right direction as it gives easier and speedier access to compensation claims. However,
liability under the Paris Convention is exonerated in cases of force majeure 12. Additionally, Article VII
of the Vienna Convention and Article 10 of the Paris Convention mandate the operator to maintain
insurance or other financial security covering his liability to the extent of the amount, type and terms
required by the installation state. Thus the operator must have insurance or some other financial
security equivalent to the amount of its liability. The provisions of both Conventions and national
legislation pursuant to the Conventions are to be applied without any discrimination based on
nationality, domicile or residence. Competence with respect to actions for compensation under the
Conventions is restricted to the courts of the Party in whose territory the accident occurred.
As regards nuclear transport accidents and the consequent damages; if the nuclear material is sent
from the operator of a nuclear installation in one Contracting State to an operator in another
Contracting State, the sending operator is liable13 until the receiving operator takes charge of the
material unless there is a written contract shifting liability to the receiving operator 14. The operator is
also liable, under the Paris Convention, for the damage to means of transport. This is not the case under
the Vienna Convention unless the law of the installation state provides for it. But if the material is sent
from a Contracting State to a Non-Contracting State, the sending operator is liable until the material is
unloaded in the Non-Contracting State15. Also, if material is sent from a Non-Contracting State to a
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Contracting State, the receiving operator is liable upon written consent. Furthermore, Article 7(e) of the
Paris Convention allows transit contracting states to increase the maximum amount of liability of the
foreign operator provided that such an increment does not exceed the maximum amount of liability of
the operator of the nuclear installation in that transit state.
In a bid to encourage the development of the nuclear industry, the Paris, Brussels and Vienna
Conventions provided for the limitation of the liability in amount and time. This saves the liable
operator from ruinous unlimited liability claims which, at this stage, could affect the growing-nuclear
industry. Also, there was need to limit liability in time and amount to make the damages predictable
and insurable.16
Thus, the Paris Convention provides for maximum operator‟s liability amount of 15million SDR
(though later increased). PC even went further to give CS discretion to increase or decrease this
maximum amount provided it is not less than 5million SDR. It is remarkable that such a maximum
provision cannot be seen under the Vienna Convention.
However, the Brussels Convention was introduced to improve on the shortcomings of the Paris
Convention. The main aim of the Brussels Convention was actually to increase the compensation
amount for nuclear damages. This is evident in the provision of the compensation amount of 300million
SDR per incident. It also provides for three supplementary step tiers to ensure appropriate
compensation17.
Unfortunately, the Vienna Convention‟s 5 million USD minimum compensation amount was not
improved until the introduction of the new Vienna Convention in 1997. This situation, according to
Horbach, was a significant weakness in comparison with the Paris and Brussels Conventions18. On the
other hand, there is much similarity amongst the Paris, Brussels and Vienna Conventions on limitation
of time for bringing a claim which is pegged at 10 years from the date of occurrence of a nuclear
incident, albeit, criticisms that it is too short.
D. Chernobyl Accident - Hard Realisation
The two conventions were actually independent of each other and were not connected through any
treaty. Thus a party to the Paris Convention would regard a party to the Vienna Convention as a NonContracting State and therefore would not provide compensation as stipulated under the Paris
Convention in the event of an accident which happens in a Paris Convention state but causes damage in
a Vienna Convention state19, unless otherwise provided by the national law of the Paris Convention
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state in whose territory the nuclear installation of the liable operator is situated 20. The same is true of a
Contracting State of the Convention though not binding on Contracting State. The complexity created
by this discord continued unrealised until exposed by the Chernobyl incident. It was a confusing
scenario where, Vienna and the Paris Convention were like two parallel lines running along the same
track and a bridge needed to be built between them to synchronize their operation, thus avoiding a
clash.
Fatefully, the occurrence of the Chernobyl accident and the lessons learnt have vindicated the
positions of the critics. The Chernobyl accident was trans-border in character and nature, as damages to
human lives, human health, property and the environment took place in countries miles away from
Ukraine in the then USSR. This necessitated urgent actions to be taken in the area of nuclear liability
regimes. The Chernobyl incident revealed how inefficient the prevailing nuclear liability regime was.
This led to an increment in the limitation of time and amount in the post- Chernobyl period and
initiated work towards harmonizing the nuclear liability regime.
III.

The Post Chernobyl Era of Synchronization - Second Generation Conventions

The 1986 Chernobyl accident was a landmark event in the history of the civil nuclear industry.
The incident exposed the lacuna in the first generation liability regimes. It gave a clearer picture of how
destructive and fatal a major nuclear accident could be. The effects of this were evident in the
accelerated time within which a Joint Protocol was created to link the two liability regimes.
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) began work on all the aspects of nuclear liability with a
view to improving the basic Conventions and establishing a comprehensive liability regime. In 1988, as
a result of joint efforts by the IAEA and OECD-NEA, the Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of
the Vienna Convention and the Paris Convention was adopted, establishing a link between the
two Conventions combining them into one expanded liability regime. Parties to the Joint Protocol are
treated as though they were Parties to both Conventions and a choice of law rule is provided to
determine which of the two Conventions should apply to the exclusion of the other in respect of the
same incident. Till 1997 the international liability regime was thus embodied primarily in two
instruments21 linked by the Joint Protocol adopted in 1988.
Another issue was that the Paris as well as the Vienna Convention restricted themselves to the
territories of their respective member states, as stipulated under Article 29 of the Vienna Convention
and Article 2 of the Paris Convention. In order for a victim of a nuclear incident to be entitled to legal
redress under the terms of the Convention the injury would have to be suffered in the territory of a party
to the Convention, even where the nuclear incident occurs on the high seas, or in a non-Contracting
State. This was realized within the Standing Committee on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage.
Following this, another series of deliberations began where some states felt that the compensation
regime provided for by the Convention should benefit only persons in states which were party to the
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Convention. In other words, indemnification in case of a nuclear incident should be an incentive for
states to join a nuclear liability regime. It was argued that, only those persons should be entitled to
compensation through the machinery of the Convention, who belong to states which accept not only the
benefits, but also the obligations, of the Convention. This came to be known as the “territoriality”
principle. However, the representatives of other states regarded this approach as inadequate. It was
contended that only states which operate a nuclear-power industry operate an inherently risky venture
and should be made responsible to compensate victims regardless of whether they are citizens of state
party. Further, it was said that states that do not benefit from nuclear energy and do not, therefore,
contribute to the risk of a nuclear accident, should not be deprived of compensation just because they
have not acceded to the Convention. The right to compensation should derive from the fact of suffering
damage from an activity beyond the control of the state where the damage is suffered, especially in the
case of an ultra-hazardous activity.22 This ideology evolved into the “universality” principle23
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It is essential to note that, the 1963 Vienna Convention had no provisions regarding damage
suffered within the exclusive economic zones and in vessels belonging to a state party which were on
the high seas, as it was drafted much before the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,
1982 (UNCLOS). This issue was resolved by upholding the principle of “reciprocity” as it was finally
agreed that it was not rational to make one state responsible to compensate victims from another state
which would have no obligation for the same under similar circumstances.24
IV.

Need for a Global Nuclear Liability Regime

Both the Paris Convention and the Vienna Convention operated independent of each other. Thus
a party to the Paris Convention would regard a party to the Vienna Convention as a Non-Contracting
State and therefore, would not provide compensation as stipulated under the Paris Convention in the
event of an accident which happens in a Paris Convention state but causes damage in a Vienna
Convention state25, unless otherwise provided by the national law of the Paris Convention state in
whose territory the nuclear installation of the liable operator is situated26. The same is true of a
Contracting State of the Vienna Convention though not binding on the Contracting State.
After Chernobyl it became apparent and compelling to have a link between the two conventions to
give the regime a wider scope of coverage since the two conventions are similar suggesting that, just as
opined by Pelzer,27 it is unnecessary to have two almost identical liability systems. Hence, there was
immediate need to join or harmonize the two regimes. This was exactly what Joint Protocol of 1988
did, although, many major nuclear states were yet to be party to any of these two regimes.
The Chernobyl accident28 was an eye-opener to the need for a viable and more effective
international nuclear liability and compensation regime. Efforts have been made nationally, regionally
and internationally as evident in the amendments and creation of newer nuclear liability regimes.29
Notwithstanding these efforts, there are still big lacunae in the nuclear liability regime.
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Balancing the protection of the liable operator (economic interest) and the protection of victims
(public interest) was a herculean task that the drafters of liability conventions had to manoeuvre
through. Initially, it started in favour of the nuclear industry, i.e. preferring economic interest to public
interest. Later on, it started shifting towards and in favour of public interest over economic interest.
This shift movement was common amongst the various liability regimes. But worrisomely, these
liability regimes do not have a common mechanism which links them all together. As economic
interests are being sacrificed in favour of public interest, it is expected that one international
harmonized liability regime would be the best alternative to the present ailing liability regime systems –
with a lot of complications and complexities.
Though progress has been made over the years in the field of nuclear liability regimes, by way of better
compensation and wider coverage of damages and geographical scope emphasis on state‟s
responsibility for ensuring availability of minimum liability amount under the CSC is not unconnected
with its harmonizing mission as by shifting the onus from legally liable operator to the state,
opportunity is given to the U.S. who could not join the Paris Convention and Vienna Convention, to
join the CSC. Thus CSC establishes a bridge between the U.S. and the Paris Convention and Vienna
Convention.
Certainly, a global regime simplifies international nuclear trade by ensuring that all the stakeholders are
covered by identical liability rules, especially because of the existence of the principle of the legal
channelling of liability to the operator which not only helps the victims make their claims but also
encourages the industry and the suppliers in particular. Moreover, the elimination of conflict of
jurisdiction further creates greater certainty.30 So, a global nuclear liability regime in principle
integrates private and public international law and harnesses solidarity.
V.

Divergent Approaches

The review of various Nuclear Liability Regimes in force in different parts of the world and the
ones which are yet to come into force and national approaches in different states reveals that a
consensus on an ultimate Nuclear Liability Regime is yet to go through a long process of
metamorphosis. This brings the hard realization that three different ideologies are distinctly
identifiable. These may be called the „Integrating Approach, the „Composite Approach‟, and the
„Independent Approach‟. A systematic treatment of the subject demands a detailed discussion of these
three distinct ideologies.
A. The Integrating Approach
This line of thinking emphasizes the worldwide legal channelling of liability to the operator. It is
argued that such channelling is most advantageous to the export of nuclear reactors, components and
30
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material. According to Steve McIntosh "The adoption by all nuclear power generating states of a single
global regime on nuclear liability, with modern definitions of damage and generous ceilings on
liability, is, in my view, essential for the future of the nuclear industry."31 The IAEA Action Plan
adopted in September 201132 called for achieving such a regime and the IAEA and its International
Nuclear Liability Expert Group (INLEX) favour this approach while recommending that all states with
nuclear installations should adhere to one or more of the relevant international nuclear liability
instruments that contain commonly shared international principles.33As a matter of fact, variations
between domestic liability legislations hamper nuclear trade and since synchronization of national laws
may be a step towards legal certainty, urgent action for the same is required to put in place a genuinely
global nuclear liability regime; which remains yet a goal, pursuit of which may see a solution of the
prevailing imbroglio. The IAEA has been making pioneering efforts in this direction. Following the
realization within the International Atomic Energy Agency regarding the necessity to revisit the
existing nuclear liability regime amending the Vienna Convention, as stated in Resolution
GC(XXXII)/RES/491 of the Agency‟s General Conference on 23 September 1988, a new open-ended
Standing Committee on Liability for Nuclear Damage was created in 1990 with a wide mandate to
“consider international liability for nuclear damage, including international civil liability, international
state liability, and the relationship between international civil and state liability.” and after more than
eight years of negotiations, the delegates adopted two treaties, the Protocol to Amend the Vienna
Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage, and the Convention on Supplementary
Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC) at a Diplomatic Conference to revise the 1963 Vienna
Convention that took place at Vienna in 1997. The CSC was designed to institute the global liability
regime that has been a goal since Chernobyl and is currently being envisaged to achieve this purpose
because of its free-standing international character. The preamble to the CSC clearly states its cardinal
purpose as the establishment of a worldwide liability regime “to supplement and enhance” measures
provided not only in the Vienna Convention and in the Paris Convention, but also in the national
legislation “consistent with the principles of these Conventions”. In furtherance to this purpose, the
CSC sets out specific provisions on civil liability for nuclear damage in its Annex, which constitutes an
integral part of the Convention.34Another major purpose of the CSC is to supplement the system of
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compensation provided pursuant to national law35 which either implements the Paris Convention or the
Vienna Convention36; or complies with the provisions of the Annex37 and they further declare that their
national law complies with the provisions of the Annex.38
Thus, the CSC establishes treaty relations among States that belong to the Paris Convention, the
Vienna Convention or neither, without interfering with the bridge established by the Joint Protocol among
States that belong to the Paris Convention or the Vienna Convention. In addition, it contains features to
promote appropriate compensation, including an international fund to supplement the amount of
compensation available for nuclear damage.39
B. The Composite Approach
Many states that are already party to a Convention regime, especially the states that subscribe to
the Paris Convention and those who have ratified the Vienna convention feel sufficiently covered by
their respective treaty relations and feel that,a global treaty regime would not in entirety do away with
the problems of laws of conflict in the event of transboundary nuclear damage. It follows that also
within a convention regime differing national laws remain applicable. Even a global regime will
therefore, continue exposing stakeholders to the uncertainties of the general rules of private
international law. The conflict of laws problems are not done away with but only reduced. 40For
instance, Europe is a regional convention cluster where nuclear liability law is governed by the Paris
and Vienna Conventions and by the Joint Protocol. Also it is relevant to recognize the regime set up by
the Joint Protocol which abridges the Paris and the Vienna Conventions hence creating a consolidated
nuclear liability arrangement in Europe. Thus, these states may not find it necessary to join the CSC
and be bound to make contribution towards damage caused by operators of another State. This is one of
the factors that inhibit several states from joining the CSC, the second tier of indemnification being
international and not regional, the pooling of risk seems to be questionable; countries do not find it in
their immediate interest to contribute to a fund which could be exhausted after an accident occurring
extremely far from their own national borders. Other contentions include the differences between
nuclear safety requirements that may cause contributing states to reconsider their participation as they
need to be assured that the nuclear operator in the other member states are subject to similar safety
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requirements than the operator in their own country and that they will be inclined to contribute to the
same fund or share the risk.41
Furthermore, the purpose of a global nuclear liability regime is to establish uniform rules to
protect victims worldwide and to eliminate the uncertainties arising out of the general rules of the
conflict of laws rules (private international law). However, it is argued that major nuclear damage is
caused in limited regions especially in neighbouring states as seen in the cases of Chernobyl42 and
Fukushima. The chances for long-distance and transcontinental damage though cannot be ruled out, its
occurrence is extremely remote. This leads to the question of whether a possibility as remote as this
call for the European States and the American States to be governed by the same nuclear liability
regime as Japan in order to protect the European and the American citizens against Fukushima nuclear
damage as there is a higher probability that damages are suffered in a smaller geographical zone and the
focus should shift towards ensuring coordination among states in close proximity to each other, than the
ones in different continents altogether. Therefore, from the point of view of the victim, a global nuclear
liability regime would only be advantageous in order to more reliably cover nuclear damage caused by
the rare possibility of worldwide-distance radioactive air or water pollution or caused in the course of
the international carriage of nuclear material.43Moreover, the 1997 Vienna and the 2004 Paris
Conventions have geographical scope provisions hence covering victims in non-Contracting States.
That means a nuclear incident occurring in a State party either to the 1997 Vienna Convention or to the
2004 Paris Convention would, as a rule, also entitle victims in a non-Contracting State to
compensation.44 The nuclear liability law of that region warrants establishing a harmonized law based
on a convention. This creates a composite picture of various regional liability regimes around the
world, which together encompasses the entire nuclear sector without leaving any gaps. The basic belief
within the Composite ideology is thus, that emphasis should shift towards the region in the
neighborhood of a nuclear installation with a view to ensuring that the States of that region are party to
the very same nuclear liability convention and region-specific accords that need to be established either
by creating new conventions or making the existing instruments a foundation as treaty relations give the
suppliers, the carriers and the operators the legal certainty necessary for them to do business: the more
countries are in treaty relations with one another, the lower is the likelihood that claims are made based
on tort law, and the players can do business with the confidence that the nuclear civil liability
principles, will be implemented. However, this system will only work if the already established
principles of nuclear liability are adhered to in these regional regimes. The emergence of deviant trends
might in itself pose serious questions regarding the possibility of worldwide concurrence while
hampering trade. Traces of this could be found in Asia, especially in India's case whose legislation to a
certain extent deviates from these commonly stipulated principles and this had become a massive
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obstacle in a region where the nuclear industry is growing top notch, until it was resolved after an
understanding was reached with the U.S. on two outstanding issues on civil nuclear cooperation, which
was confirmed on January 25, 2015 during President Obama's visit to New Delhi and India's
subsequent ratification to the CSC early, this year.45
Hence, the proponents of this theory believe that it may be advisable to establish regional
arrangements among states at close proximity, that together comprise the bigger picture, which by
satisfying the specific requirements of its closely connected member-states, facilitate the widest
coverage of nuclear industry within an international nuclear liability regime. Such a concrete risk
community could also and exclusively provide compelling justification for adhering to a convention on
supplemental compensation to be provided by public means of all contracting Parties, like the Brussels
Supplementary Convention which is meant to cover a risk community in a certain region, namely
Europe, unlike the Convention on Supplementary Compensation which creates an obligationon all
Parties to make contribution towards compensation for nuclear damage regardless of which part of the
world it has occurred in. 'Regional convention clusters‟ are needed to ensure that the risk communities
in the neighborhood of nuclear power plants are adequately protected. They may be established, as the
case may be, in all continents. They may build on either the Paris Convention or the Vienna Convention
or the Convention on Supplementary Compensation or a combination of them.46
Admittedly, when we talk of region-specific instruments, there's plenty of scope to
accommodate the arguments and opinions of prospective member-states but this opens a possibility
which may completely transform the dynamics of nuclear liability by altering its cardinal structure.
C. The Independent Approach
Even though there are several advantages of joining an international nuclear liability convention
like ensuring the enforcement of nuclear civil liability principles in the aftermath of a nuclear incident
and facilitating international nuclear trade, the independent ideology is constituted by states that have
yet not acquired membership of any of the international conventions including China. One of the
underlying reasons for this is that the domestic nuclear liability legislation of some states are not
exactly compatible with the provisions of international conventions. Another factor leading to this is
that non-nuclear States feel it is not for them to protect against the nuclear risk but it is up to the
installation States to provide liability protection. Evolution of the principle of “reciprocity” helps to
allay the concern that it would be unfair if one state was forced to compensate victims from another
state which would not itself be prepared to pay compensation in similar circumstances. The reciprocity
of compensation helps avoid discrimination against the victims of contracting states with no nuclear
installations on their territory. Yet another peculiar scenario is of the countries which do not have any
nuclear reactors on their territory but import nuclear power, reject the nuclear liability principles,
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arguing that tort law would better protect the victims of a nuclear incident. Nuclear energy as we know
it, is a high risk, low frequency industry. Therefore, right at its inception, it was realized that a special
liability regime was needed to be tailored for it since, as per general rules of tort law, the victims would
not be protected by the channelling principle and would have to prove the fault or negligence of the
persons involved and go through the cumbersome judicial proceedings with no certainty of getting any
compensation as there might not be any provision of a financial security. Another issue to look into is
that even in the case where the financial security has been furnished, by the operator; there is a
possibility that it will be exhausted by the claims of victims of the installation state. Thus, it may be
useful to have an additional layer of indemnification constituted by the States of the region and it is
imperative that, even states with no nuclear installations should give serious consideration to adhering to a
global regime, taking into account the benefits which such a regime can offer for victims.47 Further,
the CSC provides for an international fund, ninety per cent of which comprises of contributions based
on their installed nuclear capacity and the remainder ten per cent from each Contracting parties' UN
rate of assessment48; thus, this formula would shift a high percentage of the contributions on nuclear
power generating states and non-nuclear states on the minimum UN rate of assessment 49 will not be
required to make any contribution.50
Interestingly, the states that are not party to any international nuclear liability regime include some of
the significant countries like China, each of which are expanding their nuclear energy program at a very
fast rate. Particularly in the case of China, apart from not being party to any nuclear liability
conventions, it has no specific law that deals with nuclear liability. The basic principles of nuclear
liability there are laid down by the two replies of the State Council: in 198651 and 2007.The said
principles concur with the ones followed worldwide. As regards the supplier's liability, in China,
provisions in the Product Quality Act (“PQA”) may be relevant. 52 Article 73 of the PQA stipulates, “as
far as nuclear installations and nuclear products are concerned, if the law and administrative regulations
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have different rules, those rules will apply.”53Article 73 of the PQA, however, still leaves room for
specific nuclear liability legislation.54
VI.

Contemporary Challenges

While each of these approaches has merits and demerits, an overall look at the issues that the
world faces today with regard to the nature, treatment and regulation of this distinct form of liability,
and the contemporary challenges that it poses may be beneficial in order to see as to how the different
approaches deal with them. An insight into the major challenges that are faced with regard to legal
regulation of nuclear liability with its peculiar ultra-hazardous characteristics and the background in
which the law on the subject has traditionally evolved is imperative so as to make out as to what are the
prospects of a Global Nuclear Liability Regime for the short term as well as long term. Important
challenges that the nuclear liability regime faces today arise from the three different perceptions
represented by the three ideologies on nuclear liability as well as a few recent developments which
have questioned the traditional norms of nuclear liability. A further challenge to establishment of a
global nuclear liability regime is the individualistic approach of certain states which despite having a
sizeable nuclear power program have not considered the necessity or appreciated the relevance of
joining any International Nuclear Liability Regime. Such an approach on the part of nuclear states like
China is a big question mark on the evolution of a widely acceptable nuclear liability regime.
Most patent doubts about the efficacy of the traditional norms of nuclear liability arise from
civil society‟s perception about nuclear energy per se. Large parts of the developing world crave for
new efficient and reliable sources of clean and green energy. The per capita consumption of energy in
the developing countries is very low in comparison to the developed states. There is therefore, an
immense energy deficit faced by these third world countries. The dreams of their teaming millions for
growth and development are achievable only with potent and efficient sources of green energy. There is
general realization across the world that customary sources of non-renewable energy are fast depleting
and have to be replaced by new assured sources of clean energy. Interestingly, nuclear energy qualifies
for being considered green energy in as much as it helps keeping low the emission of pollutants into the
atmosphere. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to emphasize the relevance of nuclear energy for
sustainable growth and development. Governments in the developing countries therefore, place
increased reliance on shift to nuclear energy and more and more states are embarking on long range of
nuclear power programs from moderate to ambitious. These embarking states in Asia, Africa, Middle
East and the South American continents are expected to be hot nuclear markets in the short as well as
long term.
Paradoxically, though the governments in developing countries see nuclear energy as a viable
option for sustainable development and hold the conviction that the nuclear energy will help them
reduce carbon emissions and thereby earn carbon credits to boost their development; civil society is not
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very much impressed by the rewards of nuclear energy as perceived by the governments. Nuclear
power programs in embarking states therefore, are met with strong resistance from civil society and
environmentalists. Serious doubts are raised about the possibility of nuclear disasters. The problem is
worst compounded in the states which have had the bitter experience of industrial accidents. India is a
typical example of having suffered the Bhopal Gas Tragedy, victims of which are yet to be rehabilitated
even after three decades. The public opinion in these states obviously gets charged in such background
and raises tempers leading to the demand for application of the environmental law principles to nuclear
liability. Thus, civil society movements pose impediments to a smooth growth of nuclear power
programs in the developing and embarking states. At times, this also culminates into long drawn
litigation which hinders the pace of development. Threat perceptions about nuclear catastrophes not
only arrest the pace of nuclear power programs in embarking states but they also pose a serious
challenge to the traditional fundamentals of the law relating to nuclear liability. A typical case study of
this is India, where the Nuclear Liability Legislation allows the operator a statutory right of recourse
against the supplier should he be at fault. This is in contrast to the long established basic principles of
nuclear liability as perceived in the legal systems enunciating legal channeling of liability to the
operator calling for strict and exclusive liability of the operator and thereby granting complete
immunity to the supplier notwithstanding his faults or otherwise.
A. India: A Case Study
The Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act, 2010 (CLND) enacted by India had held back the
nuclear contracts essential for articulation of various nuclear cooperation agreements between India and
its friendly states, and also stood an obstacle in India's way to join the CSC. A strong argument based
on the Bhopal Gas Tragedy prevailed during the discussion over the Bill in the Parliament and was
instrumental in the introduction of the supplier's fault based liability which was questioned by the
nuclear energy industry at large. This impasse though has now been resolved, as aforementioned,
clearly shows a shift from the traditional norms of nuclear liability and forms an apt case study for the
purpose of understanding how commercial solutions can be found for resolving the most complicated
of issues by finding common ground.
India has taken a different road in the context of the supplier's liability; Section 17 of the Act
which does not categorically rhyme with any international instrument extends the liability to the
suppliers of nuclear equipment or material with latent or patent defect or substandard services. CSC
does have such an exception to exclusive channelling only where both the operator and the supplier
agree upon it in the form of a contract. Hence, Section 17 of the Act undermines the channelling
principle and the purpose of nuclear liability. This had raised concerns in the international community
and paralyzed nuclear trade with India to an unnerving extent. But, during Prime Minister Modi's visit
to the US in September 2014, a Contact Group was created on advancing the implementation of civil
nuclear energy cooperation. The said group, comprising representatives from Ministry of External
Affairs, Department of Atomic Energy, Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd (NPCIL), Ministry of
Finance, Ministry of Law & Justice, in addition to the representatives from US Government, also had
an interface with the companies – NPCIL on the Indian side and Westinghouse and General Electric on
the US side. Based on these discussions, it was validated that the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage
(CLND) Act, 2010 is compatible with the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear
Damage (CSC), 1997. Further, the idea of India Nuclear Insurance Pool as a part of the overall risk18

management scheme for liability was also presented to the US delegation. Thus, an understanding was
reached with the US on two outstanding issues on civil nuclear cooperation, which was confirmed on
January 25, 2015 during President Obama's visit to New Delhi.
Although insurance is an essential lubricant in the machine of private commerce and its role in
the development of both the civil nuclear industry and its legal arrangements has been critical, no such
cover had yet been designed for the suppliers anywhere in the world. The underlying principle behind
clause (b) of the aforesaid section 17 appears to be the product liability which is prevalent in all other
industries - even the highly technical space insurance industry, but the nuclear industry enjoys a
different status than others because of its complex structure and the enormous quantum of liability
associated with it. Nuclear risks are therefore, excluded in a general insurance policy. 55 But in India's
case, it has played the role of a catalyst in bringing the nuclear industry back in order by addressing the
concerns of all stakeholders in the most practical manner.56It is heartening to note with pleasure that
finally the solution to this longstanding issue was found by way of insurance,57 an idea that seemed farfetched three years ago when the author first talked about it.58
The Supplier's liability under the CLND Act is contingent upon the invocation of Right of
Recourse under Section 17 by the Operator and therefore, the policy devised for them is called as the
Nuclear Supplier's Insurance Policy for the Right of Recourse under CLND Act, 2010 which is
intended to indemnify the individual Suppliers up to INR 1500 Crores or the value of the contract,
whichever is less59, essentially covering the Supplier's corollary liability arising out of invocation of
right of recourse under clauses (a) and (b) of Section 17of the CLND Act. Doubts regarding the
provision of additional capacity to underwrite the Supplier's risk have also been raised and the answer
to them lies in the realm of insurance itself. Since both the Operator and the Supplier will be
indemnified by the same entity viz. the INIP, upon settlement of claims against the Operator, its insurer
would acquire all its rights in that respect through subrogation, which in this case would include the
Right of Recourse under Sub-sections 17 (a) and (b). This, in layman's tongue could be said to be a
process wherein the insurer "steps into the shoes of indemnified", such that any right to seek legal
remedy against or to pursue a third party that caused an insurance loss to the insured, vests with the
insurer subsequent to due settlement of claims against the insured. Therefore, it is safe to say that
ultimately the Right of Recourse will be acquired by the members of INIP that underwrote the
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Operator's risk and in their capacity as the insurer of the Supplier as well, they may choose not to
exercise the said right. Here, the question of public policy arises. The intention behind Section 17 was
to hold Suppliers accountable for faults or errors on their part per contra the general international
practice where the Operator is solely held liable for a nuclear incident and since the INIP has major
involvement of the Public Sector, a complete waiver of Right of Recourse is not a justifiable option.
Nevertheless, the Supplier's Insurance Policy can be said to be a buy-back policy which is
an insurance contract with a provision that requires an insured party to pay a higher premium in order
for the insurer to reduce or eliminate the deductible from what the insurer would have to pay if a claim
is made. This is also reflected in the Policy as one of the conditions precedent is that the Operator must
first purchase the policy designed by him and the renewal of the supplier's policy is also contingent
upon the Operator renewing his policy. The General Insurance Corporation of India (GIC Re) must be
commended for its steadfast efforts in devising such an innovative mechanism, the first of its kind, for
protecting the interests of all stakeholders while also bringing the Indian nuclear industry back on track.
India's example is relevant to the context in as much as it shows the significance of innovative
thinking throughout in countering the obstacles that stand in the way of establishing a global nuclear
liability regime in unconventional ways and integrating the interests of all stakeholders, such that some
common ground can be found as in India. It is through such innovative insurance that India could join
the CSC and could make a progressive step towards integration into the goal of a truly global nuclear
liability regime.
But any candid account of the problems and prospects of a global nuclear liability regime can
only overlook the serious challenges at the cost of being utopian and the ultimate emergence of such a
regime will definitely have to pass through a long evolutionary process which would involve both
pragmatic individual realizations on the parts of the nuclear as well as the embarking states and
probably certain fine-tuning of the principles of nuclear liability regimes itself coupled with the highest
degree of mutual understanding among the nuclear as well as the embarking states. The development of
a Global Nuclear Liability Regime also presupposes the realignment of philosophies of both the nuclear
and environmental jurisprudence. This will certainly involve series of legal and diplomatic
brainstorming sessions and genuinely active efforts in the positive direction that takes mankind to the
goal of ultimate welfare.
VII.

Way Forward: Assimilative Approach and Integrated Management

Divergent approaches call for tenacious efforts to achieve much desired convergence in a field
like nuclear liability. The announcement by the Director General of the IAEA to the Board of
Governors and to the Forty-seventh Regular Session of the General Conference in September 2003, and
the establishment of the International Expert Group on Nuclear Liability (INLEX) was a positive step
in this direction. INLEX serves three major functions, namely to: (a) Create a forum of expertise to
explore and advise on issues related to nuclear liability; (b) Enhance global adherence by nuclear and
non-nuclear States to an effective nuclear liability regime, inter alia, on the basis of the Convention on
Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage and the Annex thereto, the Vienna Convention on
Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage, the Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of
Nuclear Energy, the Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris
Convention, and the amendments thereto; and (c) Assist in the development and strengthening of the
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national nuclear liability legal frameworks in IAEA Member States to protect the public and the
environment, and to enhance nuclear safety.60
The IAEA Action Plan on Nuclear Safety (the Action Plan)61 calls upon Member States to work
towards establishing a global nuclear liability regime that addresses the concerns of all States that might
be affected by a nuclear accident with a view to providing appropriate compensation for nuclear
damage, and to give due consideration to the possibility of joining the international nuclear liability
instruments as a step towards achieving such a global regime. In addition, the Action Plan specifically
calls upon the International Expert Group on Nuclear Liability (INLEX) to recommend actions to
facilitate the achievement of such a global regime.
The composite approach should not be seen as a competitor and a real decedent, as the
underlying idea of both seems common, though there may be need to align the two for an ultimate
efficient and workable system of the nuclear liability regime that benefits each of the sides. Keeping in
mind the fcat that a nuclear incident in one part of the world may not have any significant effect on a
different end of the world, the stipulation in the CSC for all states to contribute may not make sense.
However, looking form the trade perspective, it is essential to establish a Global Nuclear Liability
Regime but the aforementioned issue needs to be resolved. In order to counter this issue, an additional
layer may be added to the existing system of supplementary compensation under the CSC. This layer
shall consist of Regional Funds created by states in a specific region and only when the funds under this
layer have been fully exhausted, can the global fund be reached out to, and the states that have already
contributed to the regional fund shall not be under any obligation to contribute again to the global fund.
This may call for revisiting the scheme under the CSC and amending Article III, which provides that
the installation state must ensure the availability of 300 million SDRs62, beyond which the contracting
parties shall make available public funds.63Here, an additional layer of compensation may be envisaged
by providing that beyond 300 million SDRs, contracting parties from the contiguous region of the
installation state may make funds available and once these funds are exhausted, the remaining
contracting parties shall provide the remainder of the requisite funds, however the contracting parties
from the said contiguous region who have already made their contribution shall be under no obligation
to do so towards the third layer. Furthermore, an amendment may also be made within Chapter III
which lays down the organization of supplementary funding, specifically at Article VII, where
following notification of a nuclear incident the installation state must request the other Contracting
Parties to provide funds,64instead here it should be provided that subsequent to notification of nuclear
60
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incident, the installation must first request the Contracting Parties in its contiguous region to provide
funds and only in case such funds are not sufficient should a request be made to the remaining
Contracting Parties. Understandably determining which Contracting Parties can be said to be in the
contiguous region, such that they are to provide the immediate funds in the proposed second tier is
essential for the suggested system of supplementary funding to function effectively. The crucial
question arises as to who will decide which of the Contracting Parties can be said to be in contiguous
region of the installation as the same if determined arbitrarily without proper thought and consideration,
would lead to serious conflicts and culminate into the ultimate failure of the entire machinery. For this
purpose, Expert Committees may be constituted soon after the notification of a nuclear incident which
would deliberate upon and gauge the effects of such an incident and determine the region directly or
significantly affected by it and the states whose immediate interest is hindered. This Committee may
consist of such persons having scientific and legal expertise, from the installation state as well as other
Contracting Parties, as the Parties deem fit.
The suggested changes to the CSC are aimed at resolving the outstanding issues which have
kept the CSC from being the true global nuclear liability regime that it aims to be, by countering the
argument that the entire world should not be obligated to compensate for a nuclear event that cannot
potentially affect them. Under this scheme, all or in some cases major part of the damage gets absorbed
within a specific region, as envisaged by proponents of the aforementioned composite approach, while
the quantum of contribution, if required from the remaining parties is also significantly reduced. Hence,
the proposed system endeavours to assimilate the composite and the integrating ideologies.
VIII.

Conclusion

While nuclear energy is perceived as an imminent solution of the ever-growing energy requirements
of the developing world; it has in recent times however, got mired into unforeseen difficulties inhibiting
its growth at a desirable pace. These are mainly a product of the emergence of new concepts in nuclear
liability which deviate from the traditional principles. Today the law relating to international nuclear
liability is extremely complex because of the existence of different regimes subscribed to in different
parts of the world and the lack of participation from several major nuclear power states. As a matter of
fact, both the Paris Convention and the Vienna Convention operated for long independent of each other.
Thus a party to the Paris Convention would regard a party to the Vienna Convention as a NonContracting State, and would therefore, not provide compensation under the Paris Convention in the
event of an accident which happens in a Paris Convention state but causes damage in a Vienna
Convention state, unless otherwise provided by the national law of the Paris Convention state in whose
territory the nuclear installation of the liable operator is situated. The same is true of a Contracting State
of Vienna Convention. The Chernobyl accident clearly exposed the operational problems of this regime
and led to the realization of the need to create a viable and more effective international nuclear liability
and compensation regime. It thus became apparent and compelling to have a link between the two
conventions to give the regime a wider scope of coverage since the two conventions are similar
suggesting that, just as opined by Pelzer, it is unnecessary to have two almost identical liability
systems. Hence, immediate need was felt to join or harmonize the two regimes. This was exactly what
Joint Protocol of 1988 did, although many major nuclear states were yet to be party to any of these two
regimes.
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Since then, progress has been made over the years in the field of nuclear liability, by way of higher
compensation and wider coverage of damages and geographical scope with emphasis on state‟s
responsibility for ensuring availability of minimum liability amount. Ironically though the amendments
to the Vienna and Paris Conventions are lauded, they suffer from more sparse participation than the
original Conventions and many major nuclear states are not party to them. The CSC that establishes a
bridge between US and the Paris Convention and the Vienna Convention is seen as a harmonizing
mission by shifting the onus from legally liable operator to the state which enables US who could not
join the Paris Convention and Vienna Convention on account of its economic channelling system, to
join the CSC. Though CSC looks innovative, the overall picture of international nuclear liability
regime as of now is extremely patchy, complicated and features from deficient participation. Important
challenges that the nuclear liability regime faces today arise from the three different perceptions
represented by the three ideologies as aforementioned viz. Integrating Approach, Composite Approach
and Independent Approach on nuclear liability as well as a few recent developments which have
questioned the traditional norms of nuclear liability.
Efforts have been made nationally, regionally and internationally to ameliorate the situation as
evident in the amendments and the creation of newer nuclear liability regimes. Notwithstanding these
efforts, there still subsist disastrous lacunae in the nuclear liability framework. Perquisites of these
widely acclaimed endeavors to coordinate the prime international instruments viz. the Paris and Vienna
Conventions through amendments and protocols are rendered unrealized and ineffective by the
lackadaisical pace of their ratification as many major nuclear states are yet to become party. The IAEA
Action Plan on Nuclear Safety (the Action Plan) calls upon Member States to work towards
establishing a global nuclear liability regime that addresses the concerns of all States which might be
affected by a nuclear accident with a view to providing appropriate compensation for nuclear damage,
and to give due consideration to the possibility of joining the international nuclear liability instruments
as a step towards achieving such a global regime. In addition, the Action Plan specifically calls upon
the International Expert Group on Nuclear Liability (INLEX) to recommend actions to facilitate the
achievement of such a global regime. The Convention on Supplementary Compensation though capable
of establishing a global nuclear liability regime, has not yet been able to accomplish this goal owing to
divergent viewpoints that have kept it from gaining global acceptance to the greatest extent.
Under the given circumstances, it is imperative to assimilate these differing viewpoints by
taking from each of them in such a way that the resulting arrangement is acceptable to all sides.
Therefore, the composite approach and integrating approach should not be seen to be in conflict with
one another, as both of them aim to accomplish the same goal i.e. to ensure adherence to uniform
principles of nuclear liability, while protecting the interest of victims and facilitating trade. Thus, by
taking the idea of regional supplementary funding while keeping intact the idea of the worldwide
acceptance of the CSC, which is vital to not only nuclear trade but also for victims.
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NUCLEAR LIABILITY - RECENT TRENDS AND IMPLICATIONS
Vaibhav Saxena*
Abstract
Recent trends in national jurisprudence offer new dimensions to the international
nuclear liability regimes and pose hitherto unforeseen issues for evolution of a universal
global nuclear liability regime. Thus while Korean legislation introduces the element of fault
based liability of the supplier, the Indian law prescribes a statutory liability even in the absence of
an express contract in writing. India enacted the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act, 2010
and signed the Convention on Supplementary Compensation on 27th October, 2010 which is
yet to be ratified. Cardinal question however, is whether this legislation integrates Indian
legal framework to a global nuclear liability regime. Indian Act is seen as deviating from
the traditional liability regimes i.e. the 1960 Paris Convention, 1963 Vienna Convention,
1997 Protocol to Amend Vienna Convention, and 1997 CSC. As none of these instruments
has universal acceptance on date, the state practice is diverse and seems inspired by the
international instrument individually subscribed and serious reservations are expressed about
the Indian Act’s compatibility with the Convention on Supplementary Compensation, 1997.
It calls for scrutiny as to whether these developments are a pointer to evolution of new
norms and have the potential to contribute to a progressive development of a universal
global regime or are retrogressive to the growth thereof and therefore, an impediment to
nuclear power development. Inquest into tenability of such national provisions and their
implication for the international law therefore, becomes an interesting area for research. This
paper aims at analyzing these legal issues in the perspective of the understanding arrived
between India and the United States of America on interpretation of Indian legislation with a
view to explore possible future outlook with regard to emergence of a universal nuclear
liability regime.

* The presenter is a member of INLA as well as NLA India and is currently rendering consultancy services to VILAF
International Law Firm as a Foreign Lawyer. He is a Qualified Legal Practitioner specializing in Nuclear and Aerospace laws
and holds the Degree of Master of Laws as well as Post Graduate Diplomas with work experience at the Indian Atomic
Energy establishment and the International Atomic Energy Agency. He can be approached through mail to
adv.vsaxena@yahoo.com.
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Nuclear Liability under International Law

International Law does not seem to have the concept of State liability for nuclear damage. States
are required to oversee and regulate independent 'operators' who carry out activities relating to nuclear
power generation and related nuclear activities (eg. transportation) including nuclear research.
Hence there is no direct State liability for nuclear damage; the burden is cast only on the
'operator' who could be from the private sector or a government agency. The State has only to
indemnify the operator if it is a governmental agency. If the operator is an independent private entity
then the insurers will provide the immunity and the State may provide the guarantee.

The passing of the Vienna Convention on Third Party Liability for Nuclear Damage and later the
Joint Protocol relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention (1963) have to be considered in
this light. The justification for Vienna Convention was that it was universal in character, inviting all
the countries of the world to join in. The earlier Paris Convention (1960) was open for
membership only to West European countries. At some point the thinking was that it may be ideal to
have just one convention.
As for the application of the rules incorporated in the conventions — there are two types of
channeling - legal channeling and economic channeling. Channeling is a civil law concept used
with respect to environmental damage that is based on the principle that the person to whom liability
is channeled is the only one from which the injured party can claim compensation extra-contractually.
Channeling of liability is regarded as a synonym for centralizing liability. Liability insurance is
regarded as a force of economic channeling, because the insurer will bear the liability risk and the
insured parties pass their premiums on to the customers. Since the concept of channeling
2

predominantly finds its origin in international nuclear law, the main focus is therefore on the analysis
of the introduction of channeling of liability within nuclear law.

It may be noted that the Paris

Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy 1960 and the Brussels
Supplementary Convention of 1963 have been established under the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) Nuclear Energy Agency. The Vienna Convention on Civil
Liability for Nuclear Damage 1963 was developed under the aegis of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA).

Nuclear Liability Conventions
The regime governing civil liability for nuclear damage is covered by two basic international
conventions:
1.

The 1963 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage adopted under the
auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency.

2.

The Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy adopted on 29th July
1960 under the auspices of the OECD together with the 1963 Brussels Convention Supplementary
to the Paris Convention.
The main purpose for the development of International Law in this field is to provide for the following:



to establish rules for single-point liability of the operator of the nuclear

facility and channel cross-border legal actions by victims in other countries against
the nuclear operator thereby excluding the risk of liability of other participants in
the nuclear industry such as suppliers and consultants;



to harmonise national laws and ensure that claimants in contracting states

would have their actions adjudged by similar laws irrespective of the location of the
accident or the damage.



to eliminate the possibility of discrimination of victims.
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to establish the exclusive jurisdiction of courts of the contracting party where the

accident occurred.



to

create

upper

limits

of

compensation

acceptable

for

the

governments, the insurance industry and for the victims of accidents.
Keeping the above five objectives in view, it should be seen to what extent the International
Convention have facilitated the achievement of goals.
A. The Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage:
This Convention was adopted in May 1963 under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA). It came into force in 1977. Excluding the jurisdiction of the Paris Convention, which is
limited to OECD members, the Vienna Convention is potentially universal in character. Up to the time
of the accident at Chernobyl, the Convention had attracted only ten members (only two of which
had functioning nuclear reactors). However, since then, the numbers of state Parties has more than
doubled.
The Vienna Convention applies to liability for Nuclear Damage caused by a Nuclear Incident
at a Nuclear Installation or during the carriage of Nuclear Material. The Convention does not apply to
nuclear incidents occurring in the territory of non-contracting states or to damage suffered in such territory
unless otherwise provided by the legislation of the installation state. The concept of Nuclear Incident is
defined as any occurrence or a series of occurrences having the same origin which causes nuclear
damage.
Nuclear Damage is defined as damage to or loss of life of any person, and damage to or loss of any
property other than property on the site of the accident, arising either from the radioactive properties or
a combination of radioactive properties with toxic, explosive, or other hazardous properties of nuclear
fuel or radioactive products on waste, or from radiation emitted by any source of radiation inside a
nuclear installation. Not covered are certain substances with a low level of radioactivity with only a
minor risk. The text of the Convention does not cover specifically compensation for preventive or
protective measures caused by an accident or damage to the environment.
Nuclear Installation is defined as reactors (other than those composed in any means of transport),
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factories for the manufacture or processing of nuclear substances; factories for the separation of nuclear fuel;
factories for the reprocessing of nuclear fuel, and facilities for the storage of nuclear substances other than
storage incidental to the carriage of such substances. Military installations are excluded from the scope.
Article II of the Convention lays down the nature of liability.

Liability under the Vienna

Convention is 'strict' and 'exclusive'. This means the liability is channeled exclusively to the
operator of the nuclear installation which caused the nuclear damage and that no one else may be held
responsible. A supplier or contractor may not be held liable, even if he has been negligent or is at fault,
except if he has accepted liability by contract, in which case the operator has a right of recourse. The
operator also has a right of recourse against an individual acting with intent to cause damage who has
caused the nuclear incident in question. Even in these cases, the operator remains exclusively liable vis-à-vis
the victims.
Liability is also strict i.e. no fault or negligence on the part of the operator need be proven by
the claimant and there are few exceptions to this rule. This means the claimant needs simply to prove
that he has suffered damage or injury and that the damage or injury was caused by the specific
nuclear incident.
Under this Convention, the 'operator' of a nuclear installation is the person
recognised or designated as the operator by the competent public authority. The member country
is required to designate an operator for each nuclear installation on its territory.
According to Article IV of the Convention, the operator is not liable for damage caused by a nuclear incident
directly due to an act of armed conflict hostilities, civil war, insurrection or, except in so far as the legislation of the
installation state may provide to the contrary, a grave natural disaster of an exceptional character.
Liability for damage caused is limited both in amount and in time. The Vienna Convention permits a maximum
upper limit of liability which is determined by national legislation, but cannot be less than 5 million U.S. $ for any
one incident. If there are more than one operator who are liable, then they are jointly and severally liable.
It may be noted that the figure 5 million was defined by reference to the historic official price of gold at
the time of adoption (35 U.S. $ per troy ounce). The current minimum limit works out at appropriately 50 million US
$.
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Under the Convention, the time limit for making claims is ten years from the date of the incident,
as insurance is normally not available for more than ten years. There is an exception, however, if in the
national law, provision is made for measures to be taken by the installation state to cover the liability of
the operator for actions instituted after the ten year limit. Further, the Convention permits states to
establish in their national legislation a 'discovery rule' providing that any claim must be made within a
period of not less than two years from the time the victim discovered the damage and the ideality of
the operator. This latter period must be within the general limit of ten years from the date of the accident.
In the case of damage caused by a nuclear accident involving nuclear substances that had
been lost, or abandoned, and not recovered, the time limit for making claim is 20 years from the date
of the accident.
In order to ensure that funds will be available to pay compensation, the Convention states
that the operator is required to have and maintain compulsory insurance or other financial security
approved by the installation state for the amount of his liability established in accordance with the
Convention. Although insurance is the most common form of financial security, it is also possible to
benefit from a state guarantee or a form of indemnity or insurance provided by the state. The state
determines the form and conditions for financial security which must be used solely to compensate
claims for damage under the convention.
Under this convention the installation state is liable to pay compensation to the
extent that the insurance or other financial security of the operator is not sufficient to cover the
upper limit of liability established by law.
The courts having jurisdiction are those where the nuclear incident occurred, except if the place
of the incident cannot be determined or if the incident occurred outside the jurisdiction of any party, in
which case the courts of the installation state of the liable operator have jurisdiction.
The Convention provides that the right to compensation for damage caused by a nuclear incident
may be exercised only against an operator liable in accordance with the convention or if such a right is
provided under national law, against the insurer or other provider of a financial guarantee.
The Courts will apply the terms of the Convention as well as their own law in all matters not
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specifically covered by the Convention. Both the Convention and national law must be applied without
discrimination on the grounds of nationality domicile or residence.
The nature, force and extent of the compensation, as well as the equitable distribution thereof are
governed by the national law. The convention provides that insurance proceeds and monetary
compensation are to be freely transferable between the parties, while judgments are to be enforceable in
the territory of any contracting party. Costs and interest are additional to the liability amount.
B. The Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy and the Brussels Supplementary
Convention:
The Paris Convention was adopted on 29th July 1960 under the auspices of the OECD-NEA. It is
supplemented by the Brussels Convention of 1963 which entered into force in 1974.
Presently, the Paris Convention is quite similar to the Vienna Convention. They both contain the
same basic principles, strict liability or absolute liability of the operator, channeling exclusive liability to the
operator, compulsory financial security, minimum liability, limitation in time for the submission of claims,
special rules for transport cases, unity of jurisdiction; and reciprocal enforcement of judgments.
However, the main difference lies in the limitation of liability. The Brussels supplementary
convention establishes a three tier compensation system. At the first level, compensation is provided
by the insurance or other financial security of the operator up to the maximum of liability set by national
law in accordance with the provisions of the Paris Convention. In the second tier, the balance between
this amount and 175 million SDRs is then provided by the installation state. The remaining amount
between 175 million and 300 million SDRs is contributed jointly by all the state parties according to a
special formula derived from the gross national product and the thermal nuclear power capacity of the
reactors situated in each state.
C.

The Joint protocol relating to the application of the Paris Convention and the Vienna Convention:
The Paris and Vienna Conventions existed in complete isolation and in a world of their own.

Suddenly the Chernobyl Accident, made the nations of the world wake up to the reality that victims in a party
to one Convention could not claim compensation under either convention for damage arising from an
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accident in a state party to the other convention. This joint protocol deals with the civil liability of the
operators of nuclear installations governed by either of the Paris or the Vienna Convention regimes. It
applies to nuclear damage caused by accidents occurring in land-based nuclear installations and during
the transport of nuclear materials between them. The main function of the joint protocol is to permit
victims in states party to either of the conventions to obtain compensation for an accident occurring in
a state party to the other. In addition the joint protocol also prevents conflicts of jurisdiction by
ensuring that only one convention is applied to any one nuclear accident.
The Paris Convention Parties are Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, Greece, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Turkey and U.K. Taking both the Conventions,
only 19 countries have become parties to the Joint Protocol by the end of 1997.
D.

Latest Developments of International Regimes:
The regime of nuclear liability created by the Vienna Convention is likely to change to a great

extent if two new conventions which were adopted in 1997 enter into force - the protocol to amend the
Vienna Convention and the Convention on the Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage. The
important changes to the Vienna Convention to be brought about by the 1997 Protocol are:

i)

New definitions for ‗Nuclear Damage' and ‗Nuclear Incident':
Nuclear damage will now include the costs of preventive measures and consequential

losses. The revised definition of ‗nuclear incident‘ includes, for the first time, the concept
of an occurrence which creates a grave and imminent threat of causing nuclear damage
with respect to preventive measures in the aftermath of an accident.

ii)

Expansion of the Geographical scope of application:
The revised convention will apply to nuclear damage wherever suffered, subject to

certain permitted exclusions. The agreement includes damage occurring in areas beyond the
limits of national jurisdiction and extends the scope of application to nuclear damage
suffered in the territory of non-contracting states.
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iii)

Increase in Minimum Liability Amount and Phasing-In Provisions:
The new minimum limit of liability imposed upon an operator, or upon an

operator together with the state in whose territory the operator's nuclear installation is
situated, is 300 million Special Drawing Rights = US $ 416 million. The operator's
minimum liability limit is set at 150 million SDRs and the Installation State is obliged to
make available an additional, equal amount. Provision is also made for phasing in the minimum
amount of operator liability over a 15 years period. As a result, the compensation limits of
the Vienna and Paris regimes will be conformed to each other.

iv)

Change in Prescription Periods:
Prescription periods have been changed so that claims for personal injury may be

brought within 30 years period from the date of the nuclear incident rather than the previous 10
and actions must now be brought within 3 years of knowledge of the damage. Where the funds
to be made available are insufficient to compensate all damage suffered, a new
provision requires that priority is to be given to claims for personal injury or death.
E.

Important Provisions of the Supplementary Funding Convention

The main purpose of the convention is to allow the U.S. and other non-Vienna countries to join a
unified international liability regime which provides for an acceptable upper limit of liability and
which creates an international funding mechanism.
i)

The new convention envisages a first tier of compensation consisting of at least 300
million SDRs. which is to be provided by the operator of the nuclear installation or by the
installation state and which is to be distributed on a nondiscriminatory basis.

ii)

The second tier of compensation consists of an international fund to which all contracting
parties are to contribute and whose size will be determined by the nuclear and type of states
which adhere to the convention. The fund is to be distributed to the victims of a nuclear
incident in the following manner: 50% of the fund will be distributed to the victim on a
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non-discriminatory basis and 50% of the fund will be distributed only to tans boundary
victims, that is to victims whose injuries or damage have been incurred outside of the
state within whose territory the liable operators installation is located.

iii)

Calculation of Contributions:
Contributions to the international fund are calculated by reference to the installed
nuclear capacity of the contracting party and its UN Rates of Assessment (a rate which is
essentially G.D.P based and used to calcu late UN membership contributions).

iv)

Entry into force of the Convention:
The Convention will enter into force upon the ratification of the Convention by at least 5
states having a minimum of 400,000 units of installed nuclear capacity. This is a very
substantial threshold which can be reached only if the US ratify the convention.

v)

Annex States:

Any state whose national legislation is compatible with the provisions of either the Paris
or Vienna Convention or contains certain pre-defined provisions may become a party to
the supplementary funding convention. This permits the U.S. which is not a party to any of
the existing regimes, to become a member of the existing regimes, and become a
member of the Convention.
Basic Principles of Nuclear Liability
Basic Principles of nuclear liability underlying various international instruments may be summarized
as follows:

i) The principle of strict liability
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Over the years, states have evolved principles of law that lay down civil liability for damage
caused to person or property. The roots for securing justice in case of activities involving dangerous
substances and which cause harm and damage to others can be found in the lead case Rylands v. Fletcher.
The facts of this case were as follows.

Defendant, a mill owner employed independent contractors, who were apparently competent, to
construct, a reservoir on his land to provide water for his mill. In the course of the work the
contractors came upon some old shafts and passages on the Defendant's land. They communicated with
the mines of the Plaintiff, a neighbour, although no one suspected this, for the shafts appeared to be
filled with earth. The contractors did not block them and when the reservoir was filled the water, it
burst through the old shafts and flooded the Plaintiff's mines. It was found as a fact that the
Defendant had not been negligent although the contractors had been. Plaintiff sued the Defendant and
the House of Lords held him liable. The Court of Exchequer Chamber decided the case in favour of the
plaintiff (one who suffered damage) and held the defendant liable and the House of Lords affirmed that
decision. Judge Blackburn, while delivering the judgment in the Exchequer Chamber laid down the
law thus:

We think that the true rule of law is, that the person who for his own purposes brings
on his lands and collects and keeps there anything likely to do mischief if it escapes,
must keep it at his peril, and, if he does not do so, is prima facie answerable for all the
damage which is the natural consequence of its escape.
In arriving at the above general rule, the learned judge adopted the principles of law earlier applied to
persons whose grass or corn was eaten down by the escaping cattle of his neighbour, or whose mine is
flooded by the water from his neighbour‘s reservoir or whose cellar is invaded by the filth of his
neighbour‘s privy, on whose habitation is made unhealthy by the fumes and noisome vapours of his
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neighbors alkali works, is damnified without any fault of his own; and it was but reasonable and just that the
neighbour, who has brought something on his own property which was not naturally there, harmless to others
so long as it is confined to his own property, but which he knows to be mischievous, if it gets on his
neighbours, should be obliged to make good the damage which ensures if he does not succeed in confining it to
his own property. This rule called Rule of Strict Liability, came to be recognised as laying down a new
principle governing a rather ill-defined category of "exceptional" or "unusual" risks.

Over the years, Rylands v. Fletcher has been applied to a variety of incidents relating to fire, gas,
explosives, electricity oil and noxious fumes. Hence it could be accepted without doubt that when
'radiation' from nuclear reaction escapes from the reactors and causes damage to life and property, the
same principle of strict liability would apply. The term 'escape' has been considered as crucial by the courts
in applying the Strict Liability Rule. The House of Lords itself has laid down that in the absence of an
'escape', the rule is inapplicable especially when the action is deliberate. Here the cause of action would be
trespass leading to criminal liability.

Legislation stepped in to provide relief, when the risk exists of widespread damage involving
losses of great magnitude as in the case of escape of noxious gas or emission of ionising radiation. The
British Government passed the Nuclear Installation Act in 1965. Under this law no person other than the
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority shall use any site for the operation of nuclear plant unless a
license to do so has been granted with respect to that site by the ministry. The liability for damage occurs
only when there is a nuclear incident which occurs at or in connection with certain nuclear
installations, or in the course of the transport of nuclear substances, and it can arise only in connection
with licensed nuclear sites (S.12). The liability of the licensee under section 7 (1) (a), once damage
within the Act is proved to have resulted is a strict one. The question of proving negligence on the part of
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anyone does not arise.

The modern position of the law with respect to harm caused by harbouring dangerous
substances can be crystallised from the cases decided by the Supreme Court of India in the M.C.
Mehta v. Shriram Foods and Fertilizers Industries of India. Here, a total of three Supreme Court
judgments arose out of the gas leakage from a factory. On the question of payment of compensation, the
court laid down the following principle:

We are of the view that an enterprise which is engaged in a hazardous or
inherently dangerous industry which poses a potential threat to the health and safety
of the persons working in the factory and residing in the surrounding areas, owns an
absolute and non-delegable duty to the community to ensure that no harm results to
any one on account of hazardous or inherently dangerous nature of the activity
which it is has undertaken. The enterprise must be held to be under an
obligation to provide that the hazardous or inherently dangerous activity in
which it is engaged must be conducted with the highest standards of safety and if any
harm results on account of such activity, the enterprise must be absolutely liable to
compensate for such harm and it should be no answer to the enterprise to say that it had
taken all reasonable care and that the harm occurred without any negligence on its
part ….. This principle is also sustainable on the ground that the enterprise alone
has the resource to discover and guard against hazards or dangers and to provide warning
against potential dangers. It is also to be pointed out that the measures of compensation
in the kind of cases referred to in the preceding paragraph must be co-related to the magnitude
and capacity of the enterprise because such compensation must have a deterrent
effect. The larger and more prosperous the enterprise greater must be the amount of
compensation payable by it for the harm caused on account of an accident in the carrying
on of the hazardous or inherently dangerous activity by the enterprise.
The above exposition of the law has created a new jurisprudence of strict liability for wrongs caused on a
large scale and the damage done must be compensated in real terms instead of a mere threat of criminal action.

ii) Channeling of Liability
In the 1940's the Americans had a monopoly of knowledge and technology concerning the application
of nuclear energy and this was predominantly connected to military aspects. To ensure state monopoly and
avoid other states from the possibility of creating nuclear weapons, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
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was created under the Atomic Energy Act of 1946. The AEC concluded contracts with the private
companies in which the AEC had full liability for damage to third parties by way of 'hold harmless' clause. It
was not the industry, but the AEC i.e. the U.S. Government, that carried all liability for damage to third
parties.
There was however a sea change in policy when the Soviet Union in 1949, came to possess a
nuclear bomb, and this resulted in the termination of state monopoly. The policy now initiated cooperation with private companies by granting license agreements with the AEC. The advantageous regime
for the industry was immediately terminated in the sense that unlimited liability for damage to third parties
was now imposed upon the private industry. This decreased the enthusiasm of industry to invest in nuclear
energy. The Price-Anderson Amendment Act of 1957 was passed to stimulate industrial participation as well as
to protect the public against nuclear risks resulting from the commercialisation of nuclear
energy. This new legislation introduced a system by which, on one side, the licensee could be obliged by
the AEC to provide coverage for certain liability amount through insurance or otherwise, and on the other
side, the AEC would compensate for damage exceeding that amount. This compensation took the form of
'Indemnity Agreement' between the AEC and the Licensee. The U.S. Government, in turn offered a
financial protection of maximum of US $ 500 million, on the condition that the licensee would obtain
coverage of US $60 million (the amount of nuclear insurance then available), the total amount of
compensation was thus raised to US $ 560 million. The AEC thus considerably limited the licensee‘s
obligations of compensation for damage resulting from a nuclear incident with respect to third parties.
The channeling of liability has been explained in two different ways. Legal channeling means that one
single, designated person is liable for all damage caused by a certain activity or fact, even if other persons
are responsible for the causation of damage. Any claim against these other persons is legally impossible,
precisely because of the fact that liability is completely concentrated on one person.
Economic channeling means that the person causing the damage is in principle liable, but that only
one designated person will bear the eventual economic burden of that damage. For example, insurance
could be regarded as a form of economic channeling of a certain risk. It is the insurer who carries the
liability risk and no longer the legally liable persons. Companies pass their insurance premium on to the
prices of their products, so that in fact liability is economically channeled to their customers by
internationalisation of costs. Hence, general rules of law will still be applicable, while with respect to legal
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channeling, those rules will cease to be operative. Channeling of liability can be regarded as a way of coping
with the procedural and concurrence problems, such as the identification of a liable person. In case
of a nuclear incident, the incident can de facto be caused by the constructor or the designer of the
installation or by the supplier of the nuclear fuel rods. Channeling of liability provides a solution to this
problem by designating one single liable person: the victim will not have to check which of the various
actors actually caused the damage. Channeling thus interferes in the external extra contractual
relation between the victims and the chain of liable persons. It will make a number of common law
tort actions legally impossible. In this sense the term ‗legal channeling‘ correctly defines the content
of what originally was understood by the term ‗channeling.
iii) Territorial Sovereignty and the Problem of Transnational Damage
The concept of territorial sovereignty has been discussed and debated in judicial and other
forums, the world over, for a long time now. Though, today, we are brought closer through
satellites and communications and the world is called a 'global village', sovereignty, regarding land,
air space etc. over one's territory remains at the core of nationhood. Hence, it becomes important to know,
where and when the sovereignty of one's country ends and that of the others begin and realise one's duty
not to disturb the life and tranquility of the others. At the same time one should accept as an
undeniable fact that the earth's biosphere represents a single indivisible system characterized by
the interrelation of its various functional and ecological subsystems, the disruption of any one of which
promotes the breakdown and destabilisation of another.
In the Island of Palmas case Max Huber, the arbitrator defined sovereignty in relations between
states as independence; "Independence in regard to a portion of the globe is the right to exercise
therein, to the exclusion of any other state, the functions of a state". However, in the course of time, it
was realised that the exercise of exclusive sovereign rights by one state may be at variance with the claim
of another state to rights in its own territory of the same exclusive character, example of utilisation of
river waters flowing from one country to another. Hence, it is concluded that the emerging principle is
not exclusive sovereignty but one that recognises the fact that territorial sovereign rights in general
were correlative and interdependent and were consequently subject to reciprocally operating
limitations. This is an acknowledged fact that activity within a state's territorial bounds ceased to be
within the exclusive competence of that state and became instead a matter of international
concern, if such action caused transnational effects. This was well laid down in the Corfu Channel
Case by the International Court of Justice as "every state's obligation not to allow knowingly its territory
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to be used contrary to the rights of others". The most interesting and trend setting case with regard to the
setting up of international legal principles on transnational pollution is the Trail Smelter Arbitration
between Canada and the United States of America. The importance of this decision clearly lies in its
uniqueness in laying down principles of liability for transnational air pollution and damage.
Trail Smelter Arbitration case

In 1886, a Smelter was built at Trail in British Columbia, Canada, where zinc and lead were
smelted in large quantities. In 1906, the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co., Canada acquired the
smelter plant at Trail. The emission rate of sulphur-dioxide fumes from the plant amounted to between
10,000 and 20,000 tons per month. These fumes entered the United States (US) territory and damaged the
agricultural produce and the atmosphere upto seven miles inside of the US territory. The first complaint
in this regard was lodged by a farmer living within the above limits. Subsequently, others joined in and
protests led to the formation of Citizens Protection Association in 1928. The US Government raised the issue
with the Government at Ottawa. The matter was referred to the International Joint Commission which
was set up under the Boundary Waters Treaty of 11 January 1909. The commission found that
damages must be paid to US farmers and subsequently, on 15 April 1935, a convention was signed at Ottawa for
the settlement of difficulties and the Government of Canada agreed to pay $ 350,000 to the US
Government as damages, which had occurred prior to 1 January 1932 as a result of the emission sent by
the Trail Smelter. Further the two governments agreed to constitute a Tribunal consisting of an independent
member and two other members to decide the remaining contentious issues. The law that was laid down by
the Tribunal is as follows:
Under the principles of International Law, as well as the law of the United States, no
state has the right to use or permit the use of its territory in such a manner as to cause
injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or the properties of pensions
therein, when the case is of serious consequences and injury is established by
clean and convincing evidence.
This law though laid down more than eighty years ago, remains till today the bed-rock, on which the
law for trans-boundary damages has been built. The principles laid down in the above case did help create
opinion, the world over, in favour of a Principle of International Law, which is crystallised in the Declaration
of the United Nations Conference on Human Environment. Principle 21 of the state responsibility goes as
follows:
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States have, in accordance with the charter of the United States and the principles of
International Law, the sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their
own environmental policies, and the responsibility to ensure that activities within their
jurisdiction, or control do not cause damage to the environment of other states or areas
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.
The above principle is said to be applicable to material damage alone, and it confirms that
material damage is the precondition for a state's responsibility arising out of an activity lawful per se. An
example could be cited in Article X of the "Helsinki Rules" adopted by the International Law
Association at its 52nd Conference, espousing the principle of equitable utilisation of the waters of
an international drainage basin as the basic rule, stipulates that a state, in accordance with this rule;

(a) must prevent any new form of water pollution or any increase in the degree of
existing water pollution in an international drainage basin which would cause
substantial injury in the territory of a co-basin state and;
(b) should take all reasonable measures to abate existing water pollution in an
international drainage basin to such an extent that no substantial damage is 'caused
in the territory of a co-basin state.
The principle of material damage as the pre-condition of state responsibility has been affirmed in a
number of International Documents including the one that created the Indus River System of 1960.

Thus, one can conclude that, the state affected by transnational pollution, cannot succeed with a
claim based on an alleged infliction of a moral injury. Material damage, including psychological
impact of transnational pollution on the state‘s population or part thereof, is enough to form the basis for
a successful direct international claim against the state causing the damage.

National Nuclear Liability Laws
Paris Convention Countries
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This group includes Canada, France, Germany, Spain Sweden, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom.
Canada
Nuclear power provided about 13% of Canada's electricity. At present Canada has 22
nuclear reactors of which the reactors are operating and producing about 10,298 MWe. The main
nuclear operators are, Ontario Hydro New Brunswick Power Corporation and Hydro Quebec. The main
supervisory authority in the field of nuclear energy is the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Resources
and the Regulatory Agency is the Atomic Energy Control Board, since 1997 replaced by the Canadian
nuclear safety commission.
Nuclear third party liability is regulated by the Nuclear Liability Act adopted on 19.06.1970. It
entered into force on 11.10.1976. Although Canada is not a contracting party to any of the international
nuclear third party liability agreements, its Nuclear Liability Act largely follows the legal principles of
those agreements. There is a provision for review and it was expected that the 1997 adoption of the
Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention would get adopted in the Canadian law.
The operator will be liable for nuclear damage which constitutes loss of life and personal
injury, as well as any loss of or damage to property or damage resulting from such loss or damage.
The Act covers damage resulting from any incident caused by the fissionable or radioactive properties
or a combination of those properties with other hazardous properties of nuclear material under the
nuclear operator's control as defined by the Act. The Act, however, does not consider to what extent
other types of nuclear damage may be compensable or not, such as environmental damage, deferred
d a m a ge , c o s t s o f p re v e n t i v e m e a s u r e s an d gr a d u a l contamination.
A Canadian nuclear operator is in principle, not liable for injury or damage occurring outside
Canada, resulting from a violation of a duty imposed upon it by the Nuclear Liability Act or for which
it could be held liable under domestic law. Nevertheless, the Governor in Council (the government) can
decide that, due to adequate arrangements existing in a foreign country for compensation for nuclear
damage occurring in the territory of Canada, equal reciprocal benefits should be accounted to
that country for t he pu rpose of Nucl e ar Li abi l i t y A ct i n case of trans boundary nuclear
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damage for which a Canadian operator is liable. Example is the arrangement between Canada and
U.S.A. (Canada — U.S. Nuclear Liability Rules) which became effective as on 11.10.1976, provides
that Canadian operators are liable for injury or damage that is sufficient in the U.S. but caused by a
nuclear incident occurring in Canada. Similarly, the local Canadian Courts having jurisdiction for such
incidents are also competent to adj udge i n suc h case wh ere US ci t i z ens cl ai m compensation
for damage or injury resulting therefrom.
The nuclear operator must, with respect to each installation for which is it liable, maintain
with an insurer approved by the competent Minister insurance covering its liability under the Act, unless
the Canadian State operates a nuclear installation. The insurance consists of basic insurance not
exceeding 75 million Canadian dollars (51 million U.S. $) and supplementary insurance for the same
period and for an amount equal to the difference, if any, between the amount for the basic insurance
and the ceiling of 75 million Canadian dollars. This means that particular facilities can be subject to an
amount less than 75 million Canadian dollars if the seriousness of the risks presented by that facility
so justifies and provided supplementary insurance for the difference up to that amount is obtained,
with the Canadian Government acting as reinsurer. However, special measures for
compensation, requiring active state intervention must be taken where the amount of insurance taken
out by the operator (75 m. Canadian dollars) is likely to be insufficient to cover the amount of the
damage or whereas the result of the nuclear incident, it is in the public interest to take such
measures. In such situation, the state shall issue a proclamation; consequently the liability of the
operator normally liable for the nuclear damage ceases the state being substituted for the operator.
Unless authorised by Parliament the aggregate of compensation paid by the state must not
for any one nuclear incident exceed 75 million Canadian dollars.
For jurisdiction, the court in the same place as the nuclear installation when the incident
occurred will have jurisdiction. No jurisdiction to hear any claim for compensation in respect
of nuclear damage occurring outside territory of Canada.
France
The main supervisory authorities in the field of nuclear energy are the Ministry for Industry
and Regional Development and the Ministry for Research and Technology.
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France is a contracting party to the Paris Convention but has not yet ratified the Joint
Protocol.

The French Nuclear Liability Act of 1990 applies to Nuclear incidents occurring or and

damages suffered in the territory of the contracting parties to the Paris Convention as well as to
nuclear incidents and damage occurring on the high seas.
Regarding payment of damages it follows the Paris Convention and also covers
damage due to ionizing radiation emitted by any source of radiation within a nuclear installation and
damage caused to any means of transport carrying nuclear substances at the time the incident
occurred. Damages recoverable also includes expenses related to personal injury as such (medical
expenses, disability payments, pensions paid to the heirs of persons killed) evacuation costs of the local
population and any resulting loss of salary, loss of production caused by contamination, cleanup costs
(decontaminating property), and loss of income suffered by any neighbouring enterprises to
interrupt their activities. However, the operator will not be liable for damage to the nuclear installation
itself or onsite property, in accordance with the Paris Convention. There is no provision for compensation
to be paid for trans boundary damage.
The state can either intervene in a subsidiary manner in place of the operator, or in a
supplementary manner in accordance with the Brussels Supplementary Convention. The State, in the
last resort, will pay compensation up to the liability limit of the operator, in case victims are unable to
recover damages because of the failure to pay compensation by the financial guarantor, insurer or
operator. The state will provide compensation up to a maximum of 2,500 M. FF per incident (397.7 m.
USD).
The United Kingdom
The Nuclear power plants are operated by the British Energy plc., wholly owned by the U.K
Government and the commercially operating AEA Technology plc. under the Atomic Energy Act 1946,
the Secretary of State has a duty to promote and control the development of atomic energy.
The U.K. is a contracting party to both the Paris and Brussels supplementary convention
and its legislation follows the rules laid down in the conventions. The damages cover, injury to persons
and damage to property caused by the radioactive properties, ionizing radiation and contamination
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to property.
Trans boundary damage is not covered for damage suffered in territory of non-contracting state.
Liability for nuclear damage is limited both in time and in amount. The operator‘s liability stands at
£ 140 Million (165 m. SDRs. and 228.5 m. USD). The time limit is 10 years to submit claims for
compensation from the date of the occurrence or after the last occurrence in case of a succession of
interrelated occurrences on a particular site.
B.

Asian States

People‘s Republic of China
China is not a contracting party to either the Paris or the Vienna Conventions. It has
ratified the Nuclear Safet y Convention, which incorporates a duty to ensure an adequate
nuclear liability regime. It does not have any general legislation addressing the use of nuclear energy in
China. All regulations deal with only nuclear safety and nuclear exports. No specific rules or third party
liability have been developed. A draft law leased on a decree called Guo Han (1986) is under discussion.
The Guo Han imposes limit of 18 m. RMB (2.2.m USD) for compensation.
Japan
Japan operates 53 nuclear reactors and is responsible for 43,249 MWe capacity. These power
plants supply 36% of the country's electricity. They are all operated by private companies.
J apan is part y to the CSC and has established a national regime dealing with
compensation for nuclear damage. There is no limit to operator‘s legal liability. The compensation
Law requires each installation to be insured for a prescribed amount (60 Billion = 576 Million US$)
on operation of nuclear reactors. Ten years is the time limit for bringing action, from the date of
occurrence of the incident causing the nuclear damage. State intervention may take two forms in
Japan, namely the conclusion of an indemnity agreement with the nuclear operator to complement the
operators insurance for liability and a more general and less strict undertaking of state aid to provide
compensation for any nuclear damage exceeding the amount of financial security and that of the
Government indemnity.
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India
India not being a party to any of the nuclear liability conventions and there being no specific
law to deal with the legal liability for damage arising out of a nuclear incident, it was necessary to
enact a legislation which provides for nuclear liability that might arise due to a nuclear incident and to
facilitate joining an appropriate international liability regime. The Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage
Act, 2010 (Act) was intended to achieve these objectives and to provide prompt compensation to the
victims of a nuclear incident, should such an unlikely event occur. The Act provides for channeling
of liability to the operator of a nuclear installation through a no-fault liability regime.
The Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act, 2010 came into force on 11th November, 2011 and
provides for the channeling of liability to the operator of a nuclear installation through a no-fault
liability regime. Persons who suffer nuclear damage shall be entitled to receive compensation under
the Act for any nuclear damage resulting from a nuclear incident. For this purpose, the Act fixes the
maximum amount of liability for a nuclear incident at rupee equivalent of three hundred million
Special Drawing Rights (SDR) and the liability of the operator at rupees 1500 crores per nuclear
incident and empowers the Central Government to increase or decrease the amount of liability of the
operator depending on the extent of risk involved. However, the Act also provides that the Central
Government may take additional measures in certain cases and opens the possibility of joining an
appropriate international liability regime such as the CSC in order to provide for the possibility of
accessing international funding in instances where the nuclear damage resulting from a nuclear
incident is assessed to be of a greater magnitude.

Salient Features
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The salient features of the Act may be enumerated as follows:

1.

notification of the nuclear incident by the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board.1

2.

provides that the operator shall be liable for nuclear damage caused by a nuclear incident
occurring in his nuclear installation.2

3.

provides for the circumstances under which an operator shall not be liable for the nuclear
damage.3

4.

provides the limits of liability. The maximum amount of liability in respect of each nuclear
incident shall be the rupee equivalent of three hundred million Special Drawing Rights
(SDRs) and the liability of an operator for each nuclear incident shall be rupees one
thousand and five hundred crores.4

5.

fixes the liability of the Central Government for nuclear damage resulting from a nuclear
incident in the following cases5 -

i.

where the liability exceeds the amount of liability of an operator, to the extent such
liability exceeds liability of the operator;

ii.

where the nuclear incident occurs in a nuclear installation owned by it; and

iii.

where the nuclear incident occurs on account of grave natural disaster of an
exceptional character or on account of act of armed conflict, hostility, civil war,
insurrection or terrorism.

1

Section 3, Atomic Energy Act, 1962
Id, Section 4
3
Id, Section 5
4
Id, Section 6
5
Id, Section 7
2
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6.

imposes an obligation upon the operator to take out, before beginning the operation of a
nuclear installation, insurance policy or such other financial security covering his liability as
specified under sub-section (2) of Section 6 and to renew the same.6

7.

confers a right upon a person who suffers nuclear damage to claim compensation and claims
for such compensation shall be adjudicated by one or more Claims Commissioners to be
appointed by the Central Government.7

8.

provides that the operator of a nuclear installation shall have a right of recourse in the
circumstances specified therein.8

9.

empowers the Central Government to establish a Nuclear Damage Claims Commission in
certain cases.9

10.

empowers the Central Government to make rules for carrying out the purposes of the Act.10

Impending Issues

The civil society has raised concerns that the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act, 2010 (Act)
which provides for prompt compensation to the victims of a nuclear incident violates the Constitutional
fundamental right to life. The validity of the Act which entered into force on 11th November, 2011
along with the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Rules, 2011(Rules) promulgated under it has been
challenged before the Supreme Court of India in two separate public interest litigation petitions. W.P.
(Civil) No. 464 of 2011, Common Cause & Others v. Union of India & others admitted by the Court
impugning the constitutionality of the cap on the operator‘s liability under the Act and W.P. (Civil) No.
407 of 2012, Centre for PIL & Others v. Union of India, assailing Rule 24 as being ultra vires of Section
17 of the Act. The cardinal question is whether this legislation achieves the object and purpose for which
it was enacted and whether it promotes sustainable development in accordance with the established
6
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Id, Section 9
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Id, Section 19
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7
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cannons of Indian environmental jurisprudence. These are some of the complex issues for enquiry vital
to the future outlook of the nuclear liability regime in India in the backdrop of the international norms of
nuclear liability and the Indian Environmental Jurisprudence evolved through judicial interpretation of
Constitutional provisions.
Kerala High Court Judgment dated 21 August, 2015 in WP(C) No.27960 of 2011, Yash
Thomas Mannully Vs Union of India upheld the validity of the Act. The judgment however, has been
challenged before the Apex Court through a Special Leave Petition [SLP (CIVIL) No. 6699 of 2016].
Though not final arbiter on the issue but the judgment is indicative of the judicial trend till pendency of
the Special Leave Petitions before the Supreme Court challenging the vires of the Act and situation will
be clear only when the matter is heard and decided by the Supreme Court. Further W.P. (Civil) No. 464
of 2011, Common Cause & Others v. Union of India and 4 Others, admitted by the Supreme Court of
India on 16 March 2012, challenges the constitutional validity of the cap on the operator‘s liability under
the Act and W.P. (Civil) No. 407 of 2012 Centre for PIL & Others v. Union of India, tagged with W.P.
(Civil) No. 464 of 2011 challenges Rule 24 of the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Rules, 2011 and
the exoneration of supplier in case of a nuclear incident occurring at Kudankulam. Indian judiciary‘s
approach so far signals judicial appreciation of the relevance of nuclear energy.
Three Pillared Business Model
Ratification of the CSC, along with the clarifications on India‘s nuclear liability law issued last year
and the India Nuclear Insurance Pool, constitute three pillars India has put in place to form its nuclear
liability framework. These are being looked at as significant facilitators for business to fast pace the
Indian Nuclear Power Programme.
A. Executive Explanations
Instrument of Ratification submitted by India to the Depository (IAEA) refers to certain Executive
Explanations of the Act and Rules uploaded on the Indian Ministry of External Affairs‘ website.11

11
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Nuclear_Damage_Act_2010_and_related_issues
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Interestingly the Indian Ministry of External Affairs is alive to the facts that their answers to the
‗Frequently Asked Questions‘ have clarified the Executive‘s view of the law and that nobody can predict
the outcome of the matters before the Supreme Court.
Legal Position also in this regard is that Executive has no power under the Constitution of India to
interpret laws. Interpretation of laws is a judicial function under the Indian Constitution and according to
its Article 141, law as declared by the Supreme Court only shall be the law of the land. Section 49 (1) of
the Act allowed the Central Government to make provisions necessary or expedient for removing
difficulties in giving effect to its provisions. Proviso to the section stipulated that ―no order shall be
made under this section after the expiry of three years from the commencement of this Act.‖ This
Section was obviously not invoked or availed within the prescribed time. However, Executive
Explanations may attract the Doctrines of Legitimate Expectation and Promissory Estoppel.

B. India Nuclear Insurance Pool
India Nuclear Insurance Pool was launched on June 12 last year to facilitate negotiations between
the operator and the supplier concerning a right of recourse by providing a source of funds through a
market based mechanism to compensate third parties for nuclear damage. It has a capacity of Rs. 1,500
crore adequate to enable the suppliers to seek insurance to cover the risk of invocation of recourse
against them.
The Pool will provide third-party liability insurance cover both to the operators and suppliers and
address the risk transfer mechanism to help the operators and suppliers meet their obligations under the
Act. The policies offered are the nuclear operator‘s liability insurance policy and nuclear supplier‘s
(against right to recourse) insurance policy.
India Nuclear Insurance Pool is formed by the General Insurance Corporation of India (GIC Re)
and 11 non-life insurers (New India Assurance, Oriental Insurance, National Insurance and United India
Insurance are from the public sector; and the private ones include ICICI Lombard General Insurance,
Tata AIG General, Reliance General Insurance, Chola MS General Insurance, IFFCO Tokio General
Insurance, SBI General Insurance and Universal Sompo General Insurance).
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The Pool is administered by the GIC Re who will strive to ensure that it develops into a one-stop
facility for covering all nuclear risks. It draws back up support from the Government of India. New India
Assurance will issue the policy and deal with the management of cover on behalf of all the insurance
companies participating in the pool.

C. Ratification of the Convention on Supplementary Compensation, 1997
On February 4, 2016, India submitted to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) its
Instrument of Ratification of the Convention on Supplementary Compensation, 1997 (CSC). Thus CSC
came into effect for India on May 4, 2016 - 90 days after ratification. Ratification of the CSC, along
with the clarifications on India‘s nuclear liability law issued last year and the India Nuclear Insurance
Pool, constitute three pillars India has put in place to form its nuclear liability framework. These are
being looked at as significant facilitators for business to fast pace the Indian Nuclear Power Programme.
Foreclosing Judicial Options
As the recently ratified Convention on Supplementary Compensation, 1997 (CSC) enters into force
for India and commercial arrangements supported by insurance coverage backed by the India Nuclear
Insurance Pool get mainstreamed in the practice of nuclear liability in India, they will have a strong
persuasive value which cannot be ignored by the Courts, especially the treaty obligations under the CSC.

Conclusion
Perceptible Trends and Implications
The Indian case study portrays a new trend in the evolution of law relating to nuclear liability. It
adds a new hitherto unknown element of supplier‘s liability. The three pillared business model
developed in India is a further definitive challenge to the insurance experts whose prophesies have been
rendered untrue to the extent that supplier insurance policy was considered unrealistic by them. This is
bound to be replicated elsewhere as nuclear power development faces similar civil society resistance as
in India. The situation in new build countries of Asia, Africa and Middle East is no different and the
success of the Indian tryst with supplier‘s liability may raise civil society‘s hopes, expectations,
emotions and ambitions in these countries. It has the potential to change the hitherto prevailing notion of
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channeling liability to the operator and supplier‘s liability may begin to be considered an essential
element of nuclear liability related law. Present times may well be taken as transitory phase of this
branch of international law. Obviously this will mean unpredicted pressure on the supplier industry and
unfold new possibilities of business for the insurance industry. Traditional norms are under stress and
the law is sharpening to safeguard the operator‘s interest against the defaulting supplier. A new chapter
is thus getting added to Nuclear Law. However, this implies additional cost to the consumer since cost
of insurance premium will be factored in by the suppliers into the project cost but that may be a much
smaller sacrifice to make with its attendant benefits to economy and society at large. In the Indian
context it may be susceptible to challenge with the argument that it is against legislative intent against
internalising the liability. It remains to be seen whether this challenge gets real.
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India’s Civil Nuclear Liability Regime with special reference to Convention on
Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage
Ramandeep Singh Sidhu1

Introduction
The independence of India in the year 1947 coincided with the dawn of the “atomic age”. In
1954, the country adopted a three-stage nuclear power programme having a long-term vision
focused on self-reliance. The Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act (CLND Act) was enacted
in 2010. This legislation is broadly in consistence with international civil nuclear liability
principles but also incorporates some novel approaches based on Indian experience of one of the
most disastrous industrial accident of the world i.e. Bhopal Gas tragedy.

The important

additional provision under the CLND Act is the right of recourse against the suppliers by the
operator. This provision has raised eyebrows within the nuclear industry because under
international civil nuclear liability principles operator of a nuclear power plant is exclusively
liable for victim compensation. Initially there was strong criticism from suppliers against the
provision of right of recourse. This issue is tried to be resolved by the creation of unique
insurance-based joint risk management approach between the operators and the suppliers, both
domestic and foreign.
The Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC) 1997 is
important for India because it is the signatory and ratified this convention on Feb. 4, 2016. The
CSC will come into force for India 90 days from the date of its ratification i.e. May 4, 2016.
Except CSC, India is not party to any other nuclear civil liability regime.
Power generation scenario in India
India having 18% of the world‟s population uses only 6% of the global primary energy. India‟s
energy consumption has almost doubled since the year 2000 and the potential for further rapid
growth. It is estimated that about 240 million people are having no access to electricity. Policy
makers at national and state levels are making efforts to ensure that energy is a spur, rather than
hindrance, to India‟s progress.
1
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Electricity demand in India is growing rapidly. The gross generation in the year 2013 was
more than triple the 1990 output but still represented only 750 kWh per capita for the year. Coal
provides almost three-quarters of the electricity at present but good quality coal reserves in the
country are limited. In 2013, 159 million tones were imported and 533 million tonnes produced
domestically. India rectified Paris Convention on Oct. 02, 2016; this recent climate pledge
underlined the country‟s commitment to a growing role for low carbon sources of energy. The
per capita electricity consumption figure is expected to double by 2020, with 6.3% annual, and
reach 5000-6000 kWh by 2050. There is an acute demand for more reliable power supplies. Onethird of the population is not connected to any grid.
Due to acute shortage of electricity in India as well as the need to diversify its energy mix,
India‟s vision is clearly to pursue all available fuel options and forms of energy, both
conventional and non-conventional. India has a flourishing and largely indigenous nuclear power
programme and expects to have 14.6 GWe nuclear capacity on line by 2024 and 63 GWe by
2032. It aims to supply 25% of electricity from nuclear power by 2050. India‟s future nuclear
power projects are also driven by the fact that it controls 25% of all known thorium reserves and
is actively pursuing research in thorium fuel cycle in its sustained quest for an indigenous
alternate to uranium.
India currently has 22nuclear power plants (NPPs) with an installed capacity of 6219 MWe.
Earlier many nuclear power plants could not run at full capacity due to India‟s exclusion from
international nuclear commerce. This situation changed after the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG)
members agreed on Sept. 06, 2008 to grant India a waiver from its guidelines restricting the
transfer of nuclear technology to sign bilateral agreements on civilian nuclear energy technology
to non-NPT states. This waiver provided India with the opportunity to sign bilateral agreements
on civilian energy technology co-operation with several countries, such as United States,
Canada, France, the Republic of Korea and the United Kingdom as well as uranium supply
agreements with Kazakhstan, Namibia, Argentina, Mongolia and the Russian Federation. This
change translated directly into increased electricity generation form NPPs. The India Safeguards
Agreement was signed with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on Feb. 02, 2009,
thus providing coverage for a range of facilities under one agreement. India had placed 14
thermal power reactors under the IAEA Safeguards between 2006 and 2014 in phases.
2

Background of civil liability law
The legislative and regulatory framework for the nuclear energy in India was first structured by
the Constituent Assembly in 1948 in the form of „Atomic Energy Act, 1948‟. The Atomic
Energy Act, 1962 has been amended in the 1986 and 1987 with a view to enhance the monitoring
capability and control of nuclear material and to give impetus to the activities related to design,
construction and operation of NPPs. The Atomic Energy Act was again amended in 2015 to
enhance the participation of public sector companies in nuclear energy sector.
India-United State Civil Nuclear Energy Cooperation initiated in 2005 resulted in NSG‟s waiver
to India in 2008 even India is not a member of the Nuclear non-Proliferation Treaty, these
associations facilitated India‟s inclusion in the international nuclear commerce after long period
of isolation. After these developments at international level, Government of India planned a
major expansion of its civilian nuclear programme. At that time, there was no specific legislation
in place to govern nuclear liability or to compensate victims for damages due to nuclear incident
in India. India was not party to any international convention on nuclear civil liability at that time.
The foreign suppliers demanded a set of liability rules based on the established principles of
international nuclear liability law. A codified legislation is also an important tool to address the
concerns of the population.
Before the CNLD Act, the principles of liability were evolved through tort laws in India. The
Indian courts applied these principles of liability arising from dangerous and hazardous industrial
activities. After the Bhopal industrial disaster, the Supreme Court expanded the scope of the
principles of liability by liberal interpretation of provides justice to the victims of these kinds of
incidents. The Supreme Court of India broadened the scope of the concept of „strict liability‟
evolved in the case of Ryland vs. Fletcher (L.R. 3 H.L. 330; [1861-1873] All E.R) in case of M.
C. Mehta vs. Union of India (AIR 1987 SC 1086) famous as Oleum Gas Leak Case in which the
concept of „absolute liability‟ was evolved. Unlike the strict liability principle, the principle of
absolute liability is implemented without any exceptions by the courts. The Supreme Court also
applied this principle in Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action vs. Union of India (AIR 1996
SC 1466). In this case the court observed that the industry alone has the resources to discover
and protect against hazards, and dangers caused by its operations.
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The other side of the development of the principle of „absolute liability‟ is that it leads to
„unlimited liability‟. The point of unlimited liability was a serious issue for nuclear suppliers
because it creates uncertainty in their business. In 1986, the Environment Protection Act was
enacted to provide adequate legal provisions to protect and preserve the environment in India,
but the law did not provide a compensation regime to the victims. The Public Liability Insurance
Act, 1991 was enacted after the Bhopal Disaster to provide a legal remedy for immediate relief
to the victims of industrial accident. India needed a liability regime with the opening up of
international nuclear commerce, which would be accepted by the public and meets the
requirements of the nuclear industry based on international recognized principles of liability.
The civil liability for nuclear damage law in India
After the participation of India in international nuclear commerce resulted from Indo-US civil
nuclear cooperation, the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Bill was introduced in the Lok
Sabha on May 7, 2010. This legislation was introduced to fulfill the needs of the stakeholders i.e.
suppliers and public. The suppliers require certainty on the extent of liability and the public
interest is to make sure they are able to get adequate compensation from an adverse impact of an
accident. The original version presented by Govt. at that time was typical of what one can find
with Paris Convention, Vienna Convention or CSC- compliant legislation. But due to opposition
the Bill was referred to the Standing Committee on Science and Technology, Environment and
Forests on May 13, 2010 and the committee submitted a detailed report three months later. The
Standing committee provided several recommendations but with reference to Section 17, it
recommended that 17(b) should be amended to say: “the nuclear incident has resulted as a
consequence of an act of supplier or his employee, done with the intent to cause nuclear damage,
and such act includes supply of equipment or material with patent or latent defects or substandard services.” The committee was unanimous that the „Bill being a domestic legislation
should reflect Indian interests‟ (Standing Committee 2010).
The Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Bill was passed by the Indian Parliament and received
the Presidential accent on Sept. 21, 2010 (Act No. 38 of 2010). A year and two months
thereafter, the Act was notified and comes into force on Nov. 11, 2011. The Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damages Rules, 2011 were framed and also notified with the Act on same date.
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Right of recourse
One of the basic principles of the international nuclear law is the exclusive liability of the
operator. The three nuclear liability regimes i.e. Paris Convention, Vienna Convention and CSC
allow the operator to seek remedies against its supplier under some special circumstances. The
scholars start questioning basis underlying the principle of legal channeling of third party
liability to the operator. Today the nuclear sector cannot claim to be in its takeoff stage that
requires special privileges distinct from general tort law. The supplier‟s liability- the operator‟s
right of recourse against the supplier is one of the most contentious provisions of the CLND Act.
Section 4(1) of the CLND Act states the operator of the nuclear installation shall be liable for
nuclear damage caused by a nuclear incident. Section 4(2) recognizes the principle of joint and
several liability where there is more than one operator. Section 4(4) contains the principle of
strict liability of the operator. The “nuclear damage” has been broadly defined in the CLND Act,
includes: (a) loss of life or personal injury; (b) property damage; (c) economic loss; (d) costs of
measures of reinstatement of impaired environment; (f) the costs of preventive measures; (g) loss
of income; etc. these provisions are incompatibility with the international nuclear civil liability
regimes such as Paris Convention, Vienna Convention, CSC.
Section 17 of CLND Act
Section 17 of the CLND Act provides that the operator of the nuclear installation, after paying
the compensation for nuclear damages shall have the right of recourse where:
(a) Such right is expressly provided for in a contract in writing;
(b) The nuclear incident has resulted as a consequence of an act of supplier or his employee,
which includes supply of equipment or material with patent or latent defects or substandard services;
(c) The nuclear incident has resulted from an act of commission or omission of an individual
done with the intent to cause nuclear damage.
The provisions contained in Section 17(a) and (c) are standard in nature, comparable with
Article 6(f) of the Paris Convention, Article X of the Vienna Convention and Article X of
the CSC Annex. Section 17(c) is a major point of debate at national and international
platforms.
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The original CLND Bill provided a differently worded Section 17(b), targeting the
situation in which “the nuclear incident has resulted from the willful act or gross
negligence on the part of the supplier of the material, equipment or services, or of his
employees”. Before the Parliamentary Standing Committee various experts deliberated
the view that this provision required redrafting in line with provisions from product
liability laws that hold the supplier liable for product liability, fault design, faulty
manufacture, etc. The Parliamentary Standing Committee was of the opinion that it
would be impossible to establish the “willful act or gross negligence” on the part of the
supplier. The Ministry of Law and Justice expressed that such mens rea wording is
specifically used in criminal and taxation laws and would be “grossly inadequate and
misplaced” in the context of compensation claims. Therefore, the Committee was of the
opinion that “there should be a clear cut liability on the supplier of nuclear
equipments/material in case they are found to be defective.”
At the time when the CLND Bill was being debated in the Lok Sabha, the Bhopal Gas
decision was given by the court. Even after more than twenty five years, the victims of
Bhopal Gas Tragedy still suffer greatly due to lack of proper compensation and
rehabilitation. The timing of the decision brought the disaster into the forefront of the
public thinking and provided a push for strong supplier‟s liability provision in the Act.

Section 46 of the CLND Act
Section 46 states that (1) the provisions of the Act must be read in addition to and not in
derogation of any other law in force, and (2) nothing in the Act “shall exempt the
operator from any proceedings which might, apart from this Act, be instituted against
such operator”. Therefore it is argued that a victim of a nuclear incident could bring a
compensation claim against the operator in court under tort law, and may even include
the supplier in the litigation. This probability seems to directly undermine the longstanding principle of legal channeling of the liability and is at odd with the Preamble of
the CLND Act which states that it is an Act to provide for “civil liability for nuclear
damage and prompt compensation to the victims of a nuclear incident through a no-fault
liability regime challenging liability to the operator.”
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It is also a point of view that in the case of conflict between the CLND Act and the
general rules of tort law, the specific provisions of CLND Act would prevail based on the
principle that a later specific statute overrides the provisions of a prior general statute.
Therefore, „recourse under tort law is excluded by the present Act”. However, such
interpretation would deny the effect of Section 46 which is precisely intended to avoid a
more narrow application of the nuclear civil liability principles as contained specifically
in the CLND Act.
Section 46 indicates that the CLND Act would in no way alter the right to prosecute
the operator under the criminal law or other penal provisions under environmental laws.
The CLND Act seems to offer a innovative interpretation of the concept of legal
channeling. The Act provides for a civil liability for nuclear damage regime based on the
no-fault liability principle while channeling the liability of the operator under the Act,
while on other hand recognize that the operator may also be held liable under other laws.
This is typically not how legal channeling has been interpreted under most of the national
legislations or any international nuclear civil liability regime.

Rule 24- The Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Rules, 2011
The CLND Rules tried to curtail the provision of right of recourse to some extent by
describing in Rule 24(1) that with regard to the contract referred to in clause Section
17(a) of the Act- which contains an explicit right of recourse clause – such contract shall
include a provision for right of recourse for not less than the extent of the operator‟s
liability under Section 6(2) or the value of the contract itself, “whichever is less”. Rule
24(2) further describes that the provision for the right of recourse referred to in Rule
24(1) shall be for the duration of the initial license issued under the Atomic Energy
(Radiation Protection Rules), 2004 i.e. five years, or the product liability period , “which
is longer”. The “product liability period” defined in Rule 24 as “the period for which the
supplier has undertaken liability for patent or latent defects or sub-standard services
under the contract”.
Rule 24 allows suppliers to limit their exposure to a period of five years by making
ensure that the product liability period is not longer than the five years period. Rule 24
with reference to Section 17(a) seems to imply that for two other situations covered under
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Section 17 of the Act, there would be no such five year time limit on the operator‟s right
of recourse. The right of recourse of the operator against the supplier could be exercised
beyond the five years time period in the situations covered under Section 17(b) when the
nuclear incident resulted as a consequence of an act of supplier or his employee, which
includes supply of equipments or material with patent or latent defects or sub-standard
services, and Section 17(c) when the nuclear incident has resulted from the act of
commission or omission of an individual done with the intent to cause nuclear damage.
However, given the similar language used in section 17(b) and the explanation to Rule
24(2) pertaining to the meaning of “product liability period”, it would have been
desirable to clarify further the impact of such product liability clause on the right of
recourse of the operator.

Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC)
Development
The Fukushima nuclear incident in 2011 demonstrated the necessity of having a strong
and effective nuclear liability regime at the national and international levels to ensure the
availability of quick and adequate compensation for nuclear damage to the victims of any
nuclear incident. After the Chernobyl nuclear incident, the international community came
together under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) to review the nuclear
liability principles in the 1960 Paris Convention and 1963 Vienna Convention, consider
enhancement to improve the effectiveness of those principles and develop the basis for
establishing a global nuclear liability regime to supplement and enhance those principles
with a view to enhance the amount of compensation available to the victims.
The international nuclear law community engaged in a comprehensive review of
existing nuclear liability regime. This engagement provided three important inputs for
future development of nuclear liability law. Firstly, it recognizes that the existing nuclear
liability principles are effective means of providing quick compensation for nuclear
damage to the victims as compared to general tort law. The legal channeling of liability to
the operator on the basis of principle of strict liability reduces litigation and facilitates the
concentration of resources to provide compensation to the victims. Secondly, there was a
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need to expand the definition of nuclear damage and updating the provisions of
jurisdiction. Thirdly, the there was need to increase the limits of compensation for
nuclear damage.
The Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC) was
adopted on Sept. 12, 1997 at a Diplomatic Conference in Vienna, Austria to address the
results of the review process of existing liability regimes. The CSC is developed to
include all nations that have national legislations incorporating the enhanced nuclear
liability principles and that agree to contribute to an international fund to supplement the
amount of compensation for nuclear damage. The CSC focuses on harmonizing national
nuclear liability regimes in a manner that promotes easy compensation and on enhancing
the amount of compensation available in the event of a nuclear incident to the victims.
Status
The CSC was open for signatures on Sept. 29, 1997. It came into force on April 15, 2015
after 90 days of its ratification by Japan on Jan. 15, 2015. India signed the CSC on Oct.
27, 2010 and ratified it on Feb. 4, 2016 and it comes into operation for India after 90 days
of its ratification. Presently there are 19 signatories and 8 state parties to CSC. A CSC
ratification instrument can be accepted from a state which is a party to either the Paris
Convention or Vienna Convention “or a State which declares that its national law
complies with the provisions of the Annex to the Convention” and is also a contracting
state to the 1994 Convention on Nuclear Safety (CNS). India is not party to either Paris
or Vienna Convention but is party to CNS.
The CSC recognizes that the need to adopt national law might be a disincentive to
some countries, particularly for countries having no nuclear industry and thus has no need
for a nuclear liability regime except as a contingency in the event of a transportation
accident in its territory, territorial sea or EEZ. Due to this, the CSC is clear that
contracting parties need not enact implementing legislation to the extent its national legal
framework makes treaty provisions directly applicable without the need for legislation.
Jurisdiction
The CSC prescribes the jurisdictional provisions under Article XIII for the state parties.
These provisions grant exclusive jurisdiction over a nuclear incident to the CSC state
party in whose territory, territorial sea or exclusive economic zone 9EEZ) the incident
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takes place. Article XIII enhances the jurisdiction provisions in the Paris Convention and
the Vienna Convention on nuclear liability by recognizing recent developments in the
Law of the Sea and the concerns of coastal states over maritime shipments of nuclear
material. This enhanced jurisdictional provision has broad support in the international
community, particularly among countries having concerns about potential maritime
accidents involving nuclear material and has been incorporated into both the 1997 Vienna
Convention and 2004 Paris Convention. Article XIII also sets forth the rules on
enforcement of judgments. Particularly it provides that a judgment by a court of the CSC
state with exclusive jurisdiction over a nuclear incident is enforceable in the courts of
another CSC state as if the judgment were a judgment by a court of that country.
Insurance
In CSC there is no provision on insurance or other financial security in the main body of
the convention. A contracting party to the CSC must follow the applicable provision in
the Paris Convention, Vienna Convention or the Annex, all of which provide substantial
discretion in setting the amount, type and terms of insurance and other financial security.
Principles
The basic legal principles includes: (1) channeling of all legal liability for nuclear
damage exclusively to the operator; (2) compensation to the victims without any
discrimination based on residence, nationality or domicile; (3) fixing liability of the
operator without the requirement to prove fault, negligence or intent. These principles
represent a legal approach targeting to compensate the victims quickly with minimum
litigation. Incorporation of these legal principles into national laws eliminates the
requirement to prove who is responsible for nuclear incident, whether there is negligence,
intent or fault, or whether there are any legal defences that might be raised. The only
issues to be resolved are whether the nuclear incident caused the damage and, if so, what
is the amount of damage.
Compensation
The CSC provides two tiers of compensation for damage: First tiercomes from the
requirement under Article III(1)(a)(i) that “the installation state shall ensure the
availability of SDR 300 million or a greater amount that may have been specified to the
Depository”. To the extent funds from the liable operator are insufficient to cover the
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amount of the tier one; the CSC requires the installation state to make public funds
available to cover the difference. In the event unlimited liability is imposed on the
operator, the obligation of the installation state to make public funds available is limited
to the first tier amount. The second tier comes from the requirement in Article III(1)(b)
that contracting parties “shall make available public funds” to an international fund to
supplement the first tier amount. The second tier amount is depend upon the number of
nuclear power plants in contracting parties and will increase as the number of such plants
increase. The CSC also permits a contracting party to establish a third tier of
compensation in excess of first two tiers, however, the CSC does not govern the
distribution of this mechanism.
The CSC taken into account that, while the international community can set a floor on
the amount of first tier compensation that is acceptable to trigger contributions to the
CSC international fund, the final decision on what the first tier amount should be for a
specific country or region is a political decision. The option to set a first tier amount
higher than SDR 300 million permits the development of a political consensus on how
much damage can and should be addressed through the civil liability legal structure.
Acceptance of the basic principles of nuclear liability law, particularly by the countries
that have no nuclear power plants, is depend upon their linkage to an effective
mechanism that ensure adequate compensation in case of nuclear incident.
Transboundary damage
The international funds available under CSC recognizes the importance of compensating
Transboundary damage in a equitable manner by reserving half of the fund for
transboundary damage if the installation state has established a first tier amount of less
than SDR 600 million. This provision recognizes the importance given to compensating
transboundary damage and will encourage countries having no nuclear power plants to
join the CSC. The provision will also provide an incentive to countries with nuclear
power plants to establish first tier amount of at least SDR 600 million. This provision also
applies the “polluter pays principle” of environmental law, to make the nuclear
installation state more responsible for ensuring compensation for transboundary
compensation.
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It is argued that reserving half of the international fund for transboundary damages
inequitable to installation state. But under the CSC, the installation state will always
receive more than it contributes. The international community will provide the
installation state with funds that can be used to compensate nuclear damage in the
installation state in amounts that significantly exceeds the contributions from the
installation state. Each state party to the CSC must contribute to the international fund,
even if it has no nuclear installation and thus could never be the installation state. The
reservation only applies if the installation state provided a first tier amount less than SDR
600 million. So, the reservation would not apply if the installation state had a first tier
amount comparable to the amount required by the 2004 Paris Convention.

The relationship of Indian nuclear civil liability law with CSC
The CSC is an independent IAEA supported nuclear civil liability regime, separated from
the other existing liability regimes – the Paris Convention and Vienna Convention. India
signed CSC on Oct. 27, 2010 and ratified it on Feb. 4, 2016. India is not party to Paris
Convention or Vienna Convention but eligible to become party on the ground provided in
CSC as “or a State which declares that‟s its national law complies with the provisions of
the Annex to the convention” and is also a contracting state to the 1994 Convention on
Nuclear Safety. But the point of debate at national and international platforms is how the
conflict will be washed away between Section 17 of the CLND Act which expands the
right of recourse of the operator by adding an additional ground when the nuclear
incident has resulted as a consequence of “supply of equipment or material with patent or
latent defects or sub-standard services” and Article 10 of the Annex of the CSC which,
same as the Paris and Vienna Conventions recognizes only two grounds of recourse to the
operator, namely when such right of recourse is expressly provided in a contract in
writing, or against the individual who caused the nuclear incident with the intent to cause
the damage.
The IAEA drafted Explanatory Texts on the CSC, provides that there are some basic
requirements for becoming party to the CSC that are not contained in the Annex, but in
the main body of the CSC, with which all states desires to ratify the CSC would need to
comply, including the minimum limits of compensation of nuclear damage at national
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level under Article III, the uniform rules on jurisdiction provided under Article XIII,
definition of nuclear damage under Article I(f). Article III.1(a) of the CSC requires the
installation state to ensure the availability of SDR 300 million or more amount for
compensation. Section 6(1) of the CLND Act specifies that the minimum amount of
liability in respect of each nuclear incident shall be the Indian rupee equivalent to SDR
300 million or such higher amount as may be notified. Section 2(g) of the CLND Act
confirms to the definition of nuclear damage given as per the CSC. The creation of the
institutions of Claims Commissioner under Section 9-12 and the Nuclear Damage Claims
Commission under Section 19-38 as well as the explicit recognition that the scope of writ
petition before the High Courts and the Supreme Court of India remains intact by
incorporating Section 35 are all in line with the exclusive jurisdiction principle set out in
Article XIII of the CSC. Therefore, the CLND Act‟s provisions are in compliance with
the basic provisions of the CSC.
Section 17(b) which expands the grounds of right of recourse of the operator
generated a larger debate on how to address the provisions of national legislation which
are at odds with the main tenets of the CSC. This debate could lead to a graded analysis
of the CLND Act whereby some provisions of the CSC may allow at least some domestic
flexibility. As it could be argued that Section 17(b) still operates within the intended
framework of limiting the grounds of the operator‟s right of recourse, whereas Section 46
with its sweeping implications that the CLND Act is merely “in addition to and not in
derogation of any other law for the time being in force”. This provision implies that the
general principles of tort law are not barred, thus much more problematic as it calls into
question the principle of legal channeling of liability under nuclear law.

Conclusion
The basic hurdle in the growth of nuclear energy has always been the fear of scale of
harm that can be caused by any nuclear incident. The CLND Act and Rules creates a
situation where on the one hand there is a public outcry backed by political voices, in the
background of post-Bhopal tragedy, the Indian government has not gone far enough to
protect the interest of its citizens with national legislation on liability. The government is
targeted that it bends against international business interests by capping the amount of
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liability of the operator and limiting the right of recourse of the operator against the
supplier. On the other hand, the international nuclear legal and commerce community
accuses India of not following the rules set out by the international nuclear liability
regimes.
The analysis of historical development of nuclear industry and its justification in
which legal channeling was first introduced into the nuclear liability regime it is clear that
this concept is an outdated in context of the growth and power the industry has enjoyed.
The present regime of channeling liability strictly to the operator provides suppliers with
no incentives to ensure their products are not defective or sub-standard. Such liability
protection to the suppliers is in fact counterproductive to ensuring a safe nuclear
installation less at the risk of any accident.
Many times when new developments were incorporated in the existing regime there is
a period of uncertainty but this element of uncertainty washed away with further
improvements and innovations by the stakeholders. Such uncertainty was felt in the
1980s when Germany and Switzerland shifted towards an unlimited liability regime. The
revised Paris Convention did take into account parties with such unlimited liability
structure. Norbert Pelzer explained that “it would probably have no effect on suppliers,
because already today there are states without legal channeling, which has not prevented
suppliers from continuing supplying to nuclear installations”. However, the variations
among national liability legislations may create the phenomenon of fragmentation of
international liability conventions. The Fukushima nuclear incident shows that, finally the
government has to bear the cost of any large-scale nuclear disaster, regardless of national
legal provisions to the contrary, in greater public interest.
The uncertainty regarding the interpretation of Section 17(b) and Section 46 of the
CLND Act is of serious concern to Indian nuclear suppliers as well. The government
tried to resolve this uncertainty first by giving explanation through CLND Rules, 2011
and subsequently by making arrangements to provide insurance to the suppliers through
the establishment of Indian Nuclear Insurance Pool.
The discussions on liability law didn‟t cover India‟s transboundary commitment under
the CSC. The right of recourse and its interpretation becomes the crux of debates. Being a
state party to the CSC, in the event of a transboundary nuclear impact, Indian victims will
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not have the exclusive right to be compensated from first tier structure due to its nondiscriminatory provisions but half of the funds under second tier structure are reserved
for transboundary victims. The Government may have to take over the additional
financing of compensation amount to provide adequate compensation to the victims and
reparation of environment.
A Public Interest Litigation (PIL) challenging various aspects of the CLND Act and
Rules was filed in 2011 with the Supreme Court of India by former senior govt. officials
and eminent scientists are pending. This PIL is filed against the background of
Fukushima nuclear incident. The petitioners in this matter requested the Supreme Court
to declare the CLND Act unconstitutional and void ab initio considering that it caps the
maximum amount of liability of the operator, excludes the liability of the operator in
certain circumstances, and contains the principle of legal channeling to the operator,
which deprives the option of right to sue suppliers by the victims. It is also argued that
these provisions violates the “polluter pays” principle and the principle of absolute
liability, which the Supreme Court has recognized under Article 21 of the Constitution of
India in its various judgments by widening the concept of “right to life”. Although,
during the preliminary hearing, the Supreme Court orally observed that it may not have
the experience to rule on highly technical matters, but the issue of an adequate regulatory
mechanism could be addressed.
The question of incompatibility of CLND Act with the CSC, a position can be taken
that the Indian approach is fully in line with the evolution of the international nuclear
liability law i.e. importance of domestic law in the evolution of the CSC. There is no
priority principle either in the CLND Act or the CSC. The CLND Act did not totally
ignore the principle of legal channeling of liability for nuclear damage to the operator as
such, but widened the scope of right of recourse of the operator for nuclear damage by
inserting additional ground when the nuclear incident has resulted as a consequence of
“supply of equipment or material with patent or latent defects or sub-standard services”.
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CONCLUSION OF THE CSC AND ITS DOMESTIC IMPLEMENTATION IN JAPAN
Koichi MURAKAMI
Japan Energy Law Institute1
I.

Introduction: the circumstance for the conclusion and entry into force of the CSC in Japan

On 15th April 2015, an important step to strengthen the global nuclear liability regime was taken.
It is the entry into force of the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage
(hereinafter the "CSC")2.
The CSC was adopted with "the Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage" in 1997. The CSC had not entered into force for a long time because the CSC comes
into force when the number of Contracting Parties reaches five or more and their installed nuclear
capacity exceeds 400,000 MWt. Japan concluded the CSC on 15th January 2015 and the conditions of
the entry into force of the CSC were satisfied with Japan's conclusion.
In this paper, I would like to outline the conclusions of the CSC with Japanese legal points of view, and
consider domestic implementation with reference to the compensation system for nuclear damage after
the incident which occurred on 11th March 2011 at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant
(hereinafter the “Fukushima incident”) in Japan.
Before the Fukushima incident occurred, when Japan was reviewing the best way to handle their nuclear
damage compensation system, it examined the possibility of Japan joining a global regime of nuclear
damage compensation3. At that time, the examination showed that Japan could expect the CSC to be a
legal foundation of international expansion of the Japan-U.S. common nuclear industry. There were
three reasons for Japan expecting the CSC to be a legal foundation. The first is that the contents of the
CSC are easy to conclude for many states including Japan as compared with other international regimes,
such as the Vienna Convention and the Paris Convention.The second is that the CSC prepares the
system to supplement a lack of financial security with contributions by the Contracting Parties. The third
is that the Contracting Parties of the Vienna Convention, not parties to the international convention and
newly introduced countries of nuclear power may join the CSC universally. And the USA which has a
close relationship with Japan and its nuclear industry was led to ratify the CSC. The examination also
showed that Japan was not in a situation where it must immediately join a global regime in 2008 because
Japan had a domestic compensation system comparable to advanced nuclear countries, but, it was
important to promote issues of the organization and to prepare for future full-scale investigations
regarding the CSC, as a realistic choice for Japan.
After that, in the Japan-U.S. Summit Meeting on April 2012, President Obama mentioned his hopes for
Japan's involvement in the CSC. The U.S. had repeatedly asked for Japan's ratification of the CSC and
the Government of Japan noted that the conclusion and the entry into force of the CSC is meaningful in
1
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terms of the possibility of contribution to the construction of an international compensation system of
nuclear damage, enhancement of the compensation at the time of a nuclear incident, quick and equitable
relief to victims, and improvement of legal predictability. On 19th November 2014, the CSC was
approved by the National Diet.
When the CSC was approved, the relationship between the domestic law and the CSC were discussed. In
addition, in order to ensure proper implementation of the CSC, the related law had been enacted and
amended. These are interesting in terms of watching the domestic implementation of the CSC in Japan,
details of which are described below.
II. Legal examinations concerning Japan's conclusion of the CSC
A. Examinations concerning the issues from Japanese legal points of view
As mentioned earlier, the CSC has easier provisions than other international conventions concerning
compensation for nuclear damage for Japan. For example, within domestic law in Japan, "the Act on
Compensation for Nuclear Damage"(hereinafter the "Act on Compensation") provides that a case where
damage is caused by a grave natural disaster of an exceptional character is an exception to the liability of
the nuclear operator. The 1997 Vienna Convention and the 2004 Paris Convention do not allow
exemption from compensation for nuclear damage by a natural disaster, but states can join the CSC even
if they have a domestic law which allows exemption by a "grave natural disaster of an exceptional
character".
In this way, I can say that the CSC, as an international regime which Japan has joined, has an affinity
with the Act on Compensation, but of course, Japan needed some analysis concerning domestic law
when Japan joined the CSC. I would like to first introduce the views seen in the Government with regard
to the main legal issues pointed out before the conclusion of the CSC 4, and then introduce the enactment
and amendment of the law for its domestic implementation.
Concerning the first point of legal issues, there is a difference in the definition of nuclear damage in the
CSC and the Act on Compensation. In Article I(f) of the CSC, it specifically lists certain types of
damages that fall under the definition of nuclear damage, but the Act on Compensation prescribes it as
"any damage caused by the effects of the fission process of nuclear fuel, or of the radiation from nuclear
fuel, etc., or of the toxic nature of such materials (which means effects that give rise to toxicity or its
secondary effects on the human body by ingesting or inhaling such materials)" only. The Government
judged that the description of the definition of nuclear damage in the Act on Compensation was different
from the one in the CSC, but the scope of nuclear damage in the Act on Compensation was consistent
with the one in the CSC and even if Japan joins the CSC, the scope of compensation for nuclear damage
wouldn’t change.
In the second point of mandatory financial security, the Annex to the CSC prescribes that the Installation
State, having regard to the nature of the nuclear installation or the nuclear substances involved and to the
likely consequences of an incident originating there from, may establish a lower amount of financial
4
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security of the operator, provided that in no event shall any amount so established be less than 5 million
SDRs, and provided that the Installation State ensures the payment of claims for compensation for
nuclear damage which have been established against the operator by providing necessary funds to the
extent that the yield of insurance or other financial security is inadequate to satisfy such claims and up to
a limit of the financial security; as stated in Article 5.1(a). The Act on Compensation prescribes that the
Cabinet Order may provide for a lesser amount than JPY 120 billion as the financial security amount in
the case of such reactor operation, etc., and the Cabinet Order provides for the lesser amount as JPY 24
billion or JPY 4 billion. According to the CSC, if a nuclear incident occurs during reactor operations
etc.,300 million SDRs are ensured. This amount is more than the financial security of JPY 24 billion and
JPY 4 billion provided by the Act on Compensation. As a result, there occurs a difference in the amount.
But for the securing of funds of this difference, the Act on Compensation prescribes that the
Government shall give a nuclear operator aid as is required, and on that basis the Government concluded
that the point required by the CSC is secured.
In the third point regarding channelling of jurisdiction, according to the Code of Civil Procedure in
Japan, an action relating to tort, where the place where the tort took place is located in Japan, may be
filed with a court of Japan. But in Article 13, the CSC prescribes that jurisdiction over actions
concerning nuclear damage from nuclear incidents shall lie only with the courts of the Contracting Party
within which the nuclear incident occurs. Thus, for example, if nuclear damage caused by a nuclear
incident in a Contracting Party other than Japan occurs in Japan, victims in Japan must carry out the
action in the Contracting Party, not in Japan. In this regard, the Government mentioned that in case of
pursuit of tort liability on the Civil Code because of not being able to apply the Act on Compensation to
a foreign nuclear operator, it is extremely difficult for victims to prove claims of negligence of the
nuclear operator and even if the victims obtain a judgement of success in a domestic trial, it doesn't
mean that they can enforce it. And the Government explained that it thought channelling of jurisdiction
by the CSC was reasonable and positive because the Contracting Parties of the Convention have
prepared the compensation system conforming to international standards, ensured financial support of
damage, and ensured enforcement of a judgement the court ruled.
In the fourth point of applicable law, Article 14.2 of the CSC prescribes that the applicable law shall be
the law of the competent court. According to this, if nuclear damage caused by a nuclear incident in
Japan occurs in a Contracting Party other than Japan, it can apply Japanese law too, but because in
Article 17 of the Act on General Rules for Application of Laws in Japan prescribes that "the formation
and effect of a claim arising from a tort shall be governed by the law of the place where the result of the
wrongful act occurred", it is thought that the law of the place where the result of the wrongful act
occurred, that is, the law of the Contracting Party other than Japan is applied. But in Article 20, it
prescribes that the formation and effect of a claim arising from a tort shall be governed by the law of the
place with which the tort is obviously more closely connected, and the Government explained that to
apply "the law of the place with which the tort is obviously more closely connected", which is the Act
on Compensation, fits within the spirit of the Convention.
In addition to these discussions, upon conclusion of the CSC, to enable the implementation of the CSC
in accordance with domestic law, Japan has given the following three reservations:
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With respect to nuclear installations and small quantities of nuclear material, any exclusion by an
Installation State satisfies the criteria by the Board of Governors of the IAEA.
The operator is liable in accordance with the national laws and regulations of Japan in the case of
where a nuclear incident involving nuclear material carried between a Japanese operator and an
operator of another Contracting Party occurs within the territory of the area of the exclusive
economic zone of Japan.
The operator is liable for nuclear damage to any property on that same site which is used or to be
used in connection with any such installation except the operator's damage in accordance with
the national laws and regulations of Japan.

B. Enactment and revision of domestic law for CSC implementation
In this section, an attempt is made to describe the enactment and amendment of relevant law to ensure
proper implementation of the CSC.
With the implementation of the CSC, the act on the aid of funds of compensation for nuclear damage,
etc. attendant upon the enforcement of the "Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear
Damage" was enacted as the law to determine the aid of funds and other necessary matters in order to
compensate for nuclear damage. The act prescribes that if the total amount of claims of nuclear damage
of a nuclear operator exceeds 300 million SDRs, the Government aids a part of the fund of
compensation for nuclear damage, and the Government collects special contributions from a nuclear
operator who receives claims of nuclear damage for more than 300 million SDRs in order to cover the
cost of contributions to which the amount is calculated by the provisions of the CSC article IV.1(b) and
collects general contributions from nuclear operators who operate a reactor each year in order to cover
the cost of contributions to which the amount is calculated by the provisions of article IV.1(c).
In addition, in order to adapt the compensation system of Japan to the CSC, the Act on Compensation
and the Act on Indemnity Agreements for Compensation of Nuclear Damage(hereinafter the "Act on
Indemnity Agreements") were amended. Their specific contents are that:






Special agreement of matters relating to liability for nuclear damage in accordance with
transportation of nuclear fuel material, etc. between nuclear operators shall be in writing(Article
3.2 in the Act on Compensation),
An operator shall have a right of recourse when nuclear damage occurs by intent of "individuals",
special agreement of a right of recourse shall be in writing(Article 5 in the Act on
Compensation).
A liability insurance contract or indemnity agreement with the Government in accordance with
the transportation of nuclear fuel material, etc.,cannot be cancelled during transportation (Article
9 of 2 in the Act on Compensation, Article 16 in the Act on Indemnity Agreements).

III. Compensation for nuclear damage of the Fukushima incident and the CSC
A. The compensation system for nuclear damage in Japan after the Fukushima incident
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While the CSC is not applied retrospectively to the Fukushima incident, but I think that it is significant
to consider the Fukushima incident as one of the cases of compensation for nuclear damage.
According to the New Comprehensive Special Business Plan of the Tokyo Electric Power Company
(hereinafter "TEPCO"), the prospect of the Required Amount of Compensation is a total of JPY 7,658.5
billion5 and it is necessary to compensate for the huge amount of damage that far exceeds the financial
security amount. In the Act on Compensation, the liability of a nuclear operator is unlimited, but at the
same time the Act on Compensation, according to Article 16, prescribes that the Government shall give
a nuclear operator such aid as is required for him to compensate the damage, when the actual amount
which he should pay for the nuclear damage exceeds the financial security amount and when the
Government deems it necessary in order to attain the objectives of this Act.
After the Fukushima incident, on 10th May 2011, TEPCO requested aid from the Government citing
problems of funding on the basis of Article 16 of the Act on Compensation. In response to this, the
Government examined the framework of aid on the assumption that TEPCO has the liability uniquely,
and as the framework for the embodiment of the Government's aid on the basis of Article 16 of the Act
on Compensation, the "Nuclear Damage Compensation Facilitation Corporation Act" (after the revision,
the "Nuclear Damage Compensation and Decommissioning Facilitation Corporation Act") (hereinafter
the "Corporation Act") was enacted in August, in the same year.
The compensation scheme on the basis of the Corporation Act is briefly stated below:










If the Required Amount of Compensation is expected to exceed the amount of financial security,
the nuclear operator may make an application for financial assistance to the Nuclear Damage
Compensation and Decommissioning Facilitation Corporation (hereinafter the "Corporation"). If
the Corporation has received the application, the Corporation decides whether to provide
financial assistance as well as deciding on the substance and the amount of such financial
assistance.
The Corporation prepares a Special Business Plan for the nuclear operator's implementation of
compensation as well as for the financial assistance, working jointly with the nuclear operator.
The Special Business Plan receives the approval of the competent minister.
The Corporation receives delivery of government bonds for the necessary funds to conduct
granting funds in connection with the financial assistance based on the Approved Special
Business Plan.
The nuclear operator receiving the financial assistance pays the Special Contribution and
nuclear operators engaged in reactor operation, etc. including the nuclear operator receiving the
financial assistance pay the General Contribution to the Corporation.
The Corporation receiving the payment of contribution pays the difference of the profit and loss
calculation to the Treasury.

As a result, TEPCO receives JPY 7,469.5 billion after deducting the received amount of money, which
is the amount of financial security, from JPY 7,658.5 billion, which is the prospect of the Required
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Amount of Compensation to the Corporation. According to the 2015 Fiscal Year Report of TEPCO6,
TEPCO had paid a cumulative total of approximately JPY 6,043.8 billion as of the 31st March 2016.
In contrast, the Special Contribution and the General Contribution have been paid to the Corporation
every year. It is worth noting, in the Fiscal Year 2015 the amount of the Special Contribution paid by
TEPCO was JPY 70 billion, and the total amount of the General Contribution was JPY 163 billion. It
can be said that the mechanism by the Corporation Act is a mechanism of mutual assistance 7 including
irrelevant nuclear operators to an incident and nuclear damage by the Fukushima incident have been
compensated under the mechanism of mutual assistance. In addition to this, the Corporation is the
largest shareholder of TEPCO holding about 54% of its shares. The Corporation is planning to pay a
percentage of its profit from sale of shares as a benefit, in addition to the contribution of nuclear
operators.
B. With a view to increasing the amount of compensation for nuclear damage
As stated in the Preamble of the CSC, the Contracting Parties recognizing the importance of the
measures concerning compensation for nuclear damage, desirous of establishing a worldwide liability
regime to supplement and enhance these measures with a view to increasing the amount of
compensation for nuclear damage, have agreed with the CSC.
The CSC under Article III(a)(i) prescribes that the Installation State shall ensure the availability of 300
million SDRs as compensation with regard to nuclear damage per nuclear incident. Japan, one of the
Contracting Parties, sets the amount of financial security to more than 300 million SDRs (actual amount:
JPY 120 billion) except for the small amount of financial security described above. This has come about
based on what the 2004 Paris Convention, which had raised the amount of financial security to EUR 700
million and the underwriting capacity of private liability insurance and was adopted in Japan in 2010.
But if JPY 7 trillion of the Required Amount of Compensation occurs, it is clear that the amount of
financial security is insufficient even if it is JPY 120 billion or 300 million SDRs. As a countermeasure
to this, it is conceivable that the CSC will raise the amount of financial security from 300 million SDRs,
but in light of the current insurance market, it is not realistic to set such a huge financial security as a
countermeasure for an incident like the Fukushima one. Even if the CSC decides that the amount of
financial security is set to a little more than EUR 700 million, which the 2004 Paris Convention set, it is
necessary to consider it carefully because raising the amount of financial security might create a hurdle
to joining the CSC. In considering increasing the amount of compensation for nuclear damage, it is
significant to consider the Fukushima incident, yet an excessive preoccupation may make one lose sight
of a desirable figure of a nuclear damage compensation system.
In addition, Japan established the compensation scheme based on the Corporation Act after the
Fukushima incident. I think it is important to examine, well in advance, the compensation scheme in the
case of the Required Amount of Compensation far exceeding the amount of financial security.
6
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C. Re-examinations concerning nuclear liability in Japan and the CSC
The Corporation Act prescribes that as soon as possible after the enforcement of this act, the
Government shall review the best way of addressing such matters as State responsibility under the
system of compensation for nuclear damage, etc., and also review the establishment of organizations for
the prompt and appropriate resolution of disputes involving compensation for nuclear damage, and shall
take necessary measures based on the results of these reviews, including a fundamental re-examination
of the amendment, etc., of the Act on Compensation in Article 6 of the Supplementary Provisions. In
response to this, the Japan Atomic Energy Commission established an expert committee on the
compensation system for nuclear damage, and the best way of the compensation system for nuclear
damage has been examined from professional and comprehensive points of view since May, 2015.
Concerning the discussion of the best nuclear damage compensation system in Japan, with respect to the
CSC, strict liability, channelling of liability and limitation of a right of recourse are the common
principles of international conventions, including the CSC, and will be maintained in light of the CSC,
which Japan joined. The core discussion in the expert committee seems to be whether liability of a
nuclear operator should be limited or not and how to design a system that best fits a State responsibility
in light of the scope of the nuclear operator's liability.
And there is also an opinion that the compensation scheme based on the Corporation Act can be
sustainable, but after the electricity market's liberalization, it will be difficult to continue to maintain the
system of contribution based on the fully distributed cost method before the electricity market is
liberalized.

IV. Conclusion
Japan originally had domestic law not inferior to the demands of the international nuclear damage
compensation system. In addition to this, when Japan joined the CSC, it carried out the development of
some of its legal system with an awareness of being consistent with domestic law and the CSC, and
further enhanced consistency with the CSC. And Japan constructed the scheme of mutual assistance
based on the Corporation Act for huge compensation for nuclear damage by the Fukushima incident and
is going to pay the compensation. On the other hand, re-examination of the best way to handle the new
nuclear damage compensation system in light of the Fukushima incident is still being developed in the
framework of the CSC.
The Government of Japan, being the State that caused the Fukushima incident, thought it is the
responsibility of our country to contribute to the construction of an international nuclear damage
compensation system and therefore joined the CSC. Currently, nuclear reactors which are under the CSC
are more than those which are under the Vienna Convention or the Paris Convention8. It can be said that
the presence of the CSC as an international nuclear damage compensation system is very high. In future,
it will be required to focus on the further universalization of the international nuclear damage
compensation system.
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In recent years, nuclear power use in Asian countries has expanded, but on the other hand, the Asia
Pacific Ocean Zone usage of the international nuclear damage compensation system has been obsolete
for a long time. In the sense of taking one step forward, it can be said that the entry into force of the
CSC in 2015 and India's joining the CSC are indeed gratifying. It may not be easy for Japan to request
neighbouring countries such as China and Korea to join the CSC, but I hope that the international
frameworks, including the CSC, become more functional globally and the lessons learned from the
Fukushima incident by Japan is utilized more globally.
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OF THE ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE REVISED PARIS CONVENTION AND THE
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I.

INTRODUCTION : THE DIFFICULT PROCESS OF ENACTING MODIFICATIONS TO
THE PARIS AND BRUSSELS CONVENTIONS
Manycountries, mainly in Western Europe, and often (although not exclusively) those on the
territories of which nuclear power plants are operated, are Contracting Parties to the Paris
Convention on Nuclear Third Party Liability and the Brussels Supplementary Convention on Third
Party Liability. The said international conventions, which lay down the rules for the
indemnification of victims of a nuclear accident, confirm the principles of strict and exclusive
liability of the nuclear operator for nuclear damage resulting from a nuclear accident and provide
minimum amounts of liability, while not imposing nor excluding the possibility to limit the
amount of liability of the operator.
The Paris and Brussels Conventions underwent important revisions in 20041.
Although quite some time has passed since 2004, the Protocols revising the said Conventions have
not yet entered into force today, because the required ratification by two thirds of the Contracting
Parties is not yet achieved. Whereas Member States of the European Community which are
Contracting Parties to the Paris Convention must take the necessary steps to deposit
simultaneously with the other Member States their instruments of ratification of the Protocol to
amend the Paris Convention according to a Decision by the European Council2, some of these
countries wished to adapt their national legislation before envisaging ratification. In the beginning
of 2016, the UK and Italy were still considering such adaptations and were not yet ready to
proceed with the ratification, thus also postponing the ratification by the other EU Member States,
and therefore the entry into force of the Protocols revising the Paris and Brussels Conventions.
There was a reason for the slow pace at which the process of the modifications to the international
conventions proceeded. From the outset the insurance world had warned that some of the
modifications envisaged by the revision Protocol to the Paris Convention would make nuclear
damage as defined in the amended ParisConventionin some respects more difficultor even
impossible to insure on the commercial insurance markets.
One of these difficulties was the fact that the revised Paris Convention provided in article 8 a) i)
that the right of compensation under this convention shall be subject to a prescription period of
thirty years from the date of the nuclear incident with respect to loss of life and personal injury,

1

These revisions are the subject of the Protocol of 12 February 2004 to Amend the Paris Convention on Nuclear Third Party
Liability and the Protocol of 12 February 2004 to Amend the Brussels Supplementary Convention on Third Party Liability in
the Field of Nuclear Energy.
2
Council Decision 2004/294/EC of 8 March 2004 authorising the Member States which are Contracting Parties to the Paris
Convention of 29 July 1960 on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy to ratify, in the interest of the European
Community, the Protocol amending that Convention or to accede to it.
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while the commercial insurers did not consider it feasible to cover more than a ten year period
from the date of the nuclear incident.
Also, the notion of “nuclear damage” was defined more broadly in article 1 vii) of the revised
Paris Convention, providing among others a wider scope for the indemnification of damage to the
environment. More in particular, the new article 1 vii) 4 of the revised Paris Convention included
in the definition of nuclear damage also the “costs of measures of reinstatement of impaired
environment, unless such impairment is insignificant, if such measures are actually taken or to be
taken, and insofar as not included in sub-paragraph 2” [sub-paragraph 2 dealing with loss of or
damage to property]. Moreover, the new article 1 vii) 5 of the revised Paris Convention referred to
“loss of income deriving from a direct economic interest in any use or enjoyment of the
environment, incurred as a result of a significant impairment of the environment, and insofar as
not included in sub-paragraph 2”. Insurers equally made reservations on the possibility to extend
full coverage of such environmental damage in all circumstances.
The Paris Convention provided, in article 10 a, a requirement for the operator to have and maintain
insurance or other financial security covering their liability, of such type and terms as the
competent public authority shall specify. In the absence of full coverage by the commercial
insurance sector, the Contracting Parties to the Paris and Brussels Conventionswere uncertain that
nuclear operators would find alternative guarantees on the markets when the revision Protocols to
the Paris and Brussels Conventions would enter into force, and therefore had to consider the
option of an intervention by the public authorities to provide themselves for an insurance or
financial guarantee covering the liability of the operator.
Any such intervention potentially requiring a contribution by public funds of Member States of the
European Union would, however, have to comply with state aid requirements according to the
rules of the European Union. A key requirement among these state aid rules was that the operator
should adequately remunerate the public authorities in case the latter extended insurance cover or
a financial guarantee, triggering discussion on the question how to calculate such adequate
remuneration.
Because these issues had to be resolved by the Contracting Parties to the Paris and Brussels
Conventions and often required changes in their national laws, the entry into force of the revision
Protocols has been postponed for longer than had been initially anticipated.
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II.

THE BELGIAN LAW OF 29 JUNE 2014 AND ITS EFFECTS AS OF JANUARY 1ST, 2016
It is contrary to all expectations, that in Belgium on January 1st, 2016, a Law of 29 June 2014
entered into force modifying the existing 1985 Law on nuclear third party liability. This new law
of 2014 already anticipates on the entry into force of the Protocol of 12 February 2004 to amend
the Paris Convention on Nuclear Third Party Liability and the Protocol of 12 February 2004 to
Amend the Brussels Supplementary Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear
Energy.
The entry into force of this law came as a surprise for several reasons:


First, because the so-called “Exposé des Motifs”, i.e. the note of explanations addressed by the
government to the Parliament setting out the reasons for a proposed law, specified that the
ratification of the Protocols amending the Paris Convention and the Brussels Supplementary
Convention required the adaptation of the existing Belgian law of 22 July 1985 on third party
liability in the field of nuclear energy, while those Protocols were in fact not yet ratified by
Belgium;



Second, because a legislative initiative had been expected to postpone the entry into force of
the adaptations provided by the law of 29 June 2014 until such later date as to ensure that the
said Protocols would by then be effectively ratified. But such initiative, that was supported by
the government, met with a tactical move by the opposition in Parliament, which disagreed to
bring the matter in a timely manner on the legislative agenda,while such oppositionthreatened
to block politically important tax measures (that the government urgently wanted to be
approved) if the government would have forced the discussion on nuclear liability.

The new law of 2014 had stipulated in its article 33 that it would enter into force the first day of
the eighteenth month after its publication (on 18 June 2014) in the official journal
“Moniteurbelge”, meaning that this entry into force would intervene the 1st of January 2016.
Surely the legislator of 2014 had not imagined that by 2016 the Protocols amending the Paris
Convention and the Brussels Supplementary Convention would still remain to be ratified !
However, as discussed before, there were many reasons leading to the postponement of the
ratification process by the Contracting Parties to the Paris and Brussels Conventions, among which
the requirement of simultaneous ratification by the Member States of the European Union and the
necessity to structure state intervention and calculate an adequate remuneration for it.
The new Belgian law taking effect on January 1st, 2016 (while not altering the amounts of liability,
which had already been brought in line with the requirements of the revised conventions in a
5

previous law of 13 November 2011 and amount to 1,2 billion euros) extended the scope of the
third party liability of the nuclear operators, which were required to find coverage for the nuclear
damage as defined more broadly in the revised international conventions – even though these
revisions to the international conventions had not yet entered into force for lack of ratification by
sufficient Contracting Parties – and therefore including the new heads of damage relating to
environmental damage. The Belgian Lawalso provided for a 30-year prescription period for the
liability of the nuclear operator for loss of life or personal injury, amending the existing system of
intervention by the Belgian State for the claims made between the tenth and the thirtieth year after
the nuclear accident.
As could be expected and fully in line with what had been previously announced, the insurance
sector (nor for that matter the financial markets) would not provide coverage for all modifications
foreseen in the newly applicable law, so that the Belgian nuclear operators have been confronted
with unprecedented problems regarding coverage of their liability as a result of the modification of
the Belgian nuclear third party liability law. The purpose of this contribution is to discuss these
developments, which are of interest beyond the Belgian context because the reticence of the
worldwide insurance and financial markets to provide the total coverage as required by the revised
Paris and Brussels Supplementary Conventions is an issue confronting all nuclear operators in
Contracting Parties to these international conventions.

III. AN EXTENDED LIABILITY WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT, WHILE THE
REQUIREMENT OF PROOF OF COVERAGE OF THIS LIABILITY COULD BE
POSTPONED

The new Belgian law affected the scope of the nuclear liability of all Belgian nuclear operators,
i.e. not only of the sole operator of nuclear power plants for the production of electricity Electrabel
S.A., but also smaller operators developing activities relating to the nuclear fuel cycle and the
treatment of irradiated fuel, the research reactor SCK, the producer of radioisotopes for medical
use, companies active in the area of transport of nuclear materials etc.
All these operators were confronted rather unexpectedly in January 2016 with a requirement to
find insurance coverage or other financial guarantee for their extended nuclear liability. Article 32
of the new law provided as a transition measure that the nuclear operators recognized by the
Minister of Energy maintained their recognition as nuclear operator on condition that they adapted
the insurance or other financial guarantee covering their liability to the requirements of the new
law within ninety days after entry into force of the new law of 2014.
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Article 8 of the law of 2014 also provided that if an operator established that the market did not
offer insurance or a financial guarantee for certain risks needing to be covered under the law, he
could request the Belgian State to extend a State guarantee, on condition of payment of a
remuneration for the coverage of these risks.
In case such a request was made within thirty days following the entry into force of the new law,
article 32 of the law permitted the Minister of Energy to prolong the ninety day period granted to
the operator for adapting his insurance or other financial guarantee. More specifically, the ninety
day period could be prolonged for the duration necessary to examine the request for a State
guarantee.
The Belgian nuclear operators, who only disposed of their existing insurance according to the
dispositions of the previous law and the non-revised Paris Convention, were therefore confronted
with a situation where they had to prospect the worldwide insurance and financial markets and, if
the market did not offer coverage for the new liability, request a State guarantee, all within a
deadline of one month. Once such State guarantee was requested, the Minister of Energy would
decide whether such demand was admissible, and possibly extend the ninety day period allowed
by law to the operators for proving that they disposed of the necessary coverage (without which
they risked to lose their recognition as nuclear operator).
It should also be kept in mind that while the ninety day period to prove coverage could be
extended, this did not preclude the fact that the extended liability of the nuclear operator was
already applicable as of January 1st, 2016, i.e. the date of entry into force of the new law.
Therefore, although the risk to lose recognition as a nuclear operator for lack of coverage did not
immediately materialize, in case of nuclear accident, the nuclear operator who did not dispose of
full insurance coverage for all heads of nuclear damage or for the totality of the 30 year
prescription period was already exposed for its full nuclear liability as newly defined and had its
own balance sheet at risk for this exposure.

IV. NECESSITY OF STATE INTERVENTION IN THE ABSENCE OF FULL INSURANCE
COVERAGE OR OTHER FINANCIAL GUARANTEE

As required by the law, the Belgian nuclear operators searched the market for insurance coverage
or other financial guarantees, but were unable to find total coverage for the newly defined liability.
For example, in the case of Electrabel S.A., the operator of the nuclear power plants for the
production of electricity, the Belgian insurance pool SYBAN, which had been Electrabel’s sole
provider of insurance for nuclear liability up to January 2016 confirmed that it could not cover
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nuclear liability as provided in the revised Paris Convention for the claims introduced for bodily
injury in excess of a prescription period of 10 years (while the law required 30 years) nor for
damage to the environment and associated costs exceeding 300 million euros (while the legal
liability amount was 1,2 billion euros).
Inversely, the nuclear insurance mutual ELINI made no reservations as to the definition of nuclear
damage or the prescription period, thus covering the damage as defined in the revised Paris
Convention, but ELINI faced capacity constraints. ELINI and its reinsurers and co-insurers
couldoffer 20% of the liability amount of 1,2 billion euros for the heads of damage and
prescription periods where SYBAN would agree to cover 80%, and could offer 25,8 % of the
liability amount of 1,2 billion euros for the heads of damage and prescription periods that were
new according to the revised Paris Convention and for which SYBAN would not agree to
intervene (the prescription period between the 10th and the 30th year) or would intervene only up to
300 million euros (damage related to the environment).
Initially, there was uncertainty that the Belgian Nuclear Pool SYBAN would agree to the principle
of a coinsurance with other insurers; this could potentially have forced Electrabel to take
overlapping insurances. This issuehas been resolved through an insurance formula where the
SYBAN covers a quota share of 80% for certain more traditional damages and with ELINI and its
reinsurers and co-insurers covering the remaining 20 % as well as extending a partial coverage of
25,8% for the heads of damage required by the new Belgian law but not or only partially covered
by the SYBAN.
Thus Electrabel has taken out the maximal insurance offered by the worldwide market to be
compliant to the maximum of its ability with the legal requirement that it must have and maintain
insurance to cover its nuclear third party liability. This was not without incurring additional costs
as compared to the situation before January 1st, 2016 due to increased insurance premiums and
taking into account that in order to be eligible to take out insurance with ELINI Electrabel had to
make a contribution to the capital of ELINI which, as a mutual insurance company, relies on its
members to pay for the damage in case of a nuclear incident through their capital contributions
and potential retrospective premiums when such incident occurs.
Nevertheless, this coverage taken together was still insufficient to fully guarantee the payment of
nuclear damage as defined in the new law according to the revised provisions of the Paris
Convention, obliging Electrabel to request a State guarantee to the Belgian public authorities.
Indeed, a State guarantee remained necessary for the part of the new heads of damage not covered
by ELINI, more particularly :



For 890,4 million euros (per site, for each of the two nuclear sites) for damage to persons
between the 10th and the 30th year;
For 667,8 million euros (per site) for costs of measures to reinstate a significantly impaired
environment, for loss of profit directly related to a loss of use of the environment
8

consequential to a severe impairment of the environment and for the cost of preventive
measures, including loss or damage caused by such measures.
Consequently,like all other Belgian nuclear operators concerned by the new legislation, Electrabel
submitted a request for a State guarantee to the Minister of Energy, who declared such requests
admissible by Ministerial Decree of 25 march 2016 and prolonged until the 31st of December 2016
the initial period of ninety days for proving that the necessary coverage had been obtained by the
operator, pending the examination of the request for a State guarantee.

V.

UNCERTAINTY ON THE MODALITIES OF THE STATE GUARANTEE

Although the possibility to apply for a State guarantee (if the operators established that the market
did not offer an insurance or financial guarantee for certain risks) is explicitly foreseen by article 8
of the new Belgian law of 2014, the details specifying the applicable regime for such a State
Guarantee still need to be set up. According to Article 10/1 § 1 al. 3of the revised law of July 22nd,
1985 on third party liability in the field of nuclear energy, the King 3 can, by Royal Decree
established after deliberation in the Council of Ministers, determine the terms and conditions for
the granting of such a guarantee. This Royal Decree is, at the present stage, still under preparation.
The law does specify4 that the administration of the Treasury, the bank and insurance regulator
FSMA and the Commission for Insurance give their advice on the remuneration due by the
operator to the Belgian State for the State guarantee within a reasonable delay fixed by the
Minister of Finance before the remuneration is fixed in the Royal Decree established upon
deliberation in the Council of Ministers. Past this delay (which is not yet specified), their advice is
no longer required.
The law also determines that the remuneration is due on a yearly basis and should cover the risk
carried by the Belgian state as well as the costs for expertise required for the calculation thereof;
the remuneration covers also the expertise costs for the review of the effective realization of the
damage due to loss and the review of the conditions for invoking the guarantee and the costs for
payment of the damage in case the guarantee is invoked5.
If the guarantee is invoked, the Belgian State is subrogated for the paid amounts, in all rights and
claims of the victims vis-à-vis the operator6.

3

“the King” is a legal term denoting the Belgian federal government
Article 10/1 § 2of therevised law of July 22nd, 1985 on third party liability in the field of nuclear energy
5
Ibidem.
6
Article 10/1 § 3 of the revised law of July 22 nd, 1985 on third party liability in the field of nuclear energy
4
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It is clear, therefore, that the public intervention does not relieve the operator from its duty to
indemnify the victims for their loss due to a nuclear incident, but only offer to the victims a
supplementary assurance that their damage will be paid for even in the case of insolvency of the
operator after the nuclear incident occurs.
As specified before, the Belgian nuclear operators did in fact effectively apply for a State
guarantee and are still awaiting a final decision by Royal Decree on the modalities of such a
guarantee. These modalities are still under discussion. One possibility, although this path has been
abandoned, was that the Belgian State would itself apply an actuarial method for calculating the
risk of the Belgian State, taking into account elements such as the (very low) probability of an
accident, the number of persons affected per source term, the damages that could possibly be
generated per source term, etc. However, rather than devising its own calculation the Treasury
decided to appoint an outside consultant to develop a method of calculating the risk of the Belgian
State. This work is for the moment still ongoing.
Also, it is likely that the European Commission’s approach to State aid granted in the form of
guarantees as discussed in the Commission Notice on the application of Articles 87 and 88 of the
EC Treaty to State aid in the form of guarantees7 will be followed. This notice explains that the
benefit of a State guarantee is that the risk associated with the guarantee is carried by the State and
that such risk-carrying by the State should be remunerated by an appropriate premium. In order to
determine whether an advantage is being granted through a guarantee scheme, the European
Commission will base its assessment on the principle of an investor operating in a market
economy and will take account of the effective possibilities for a beneficiary undertaking to obtain
equivalent financial resources by having recourse to the capital market. In order to facilitate the
assessment of whether the market economy investor principle is fulfilled for a given guarantee
measure, the above-mentioned notice sets out a number of sufficient conditions for the absence of
aid. One of these conditions is that the guarantees should not cover more than 80 % of the
financial obligation.
Accordingly, the nuclear operators attached importance to finding coverage on the private
insurance market of at least 20% of their liability for each of the heads of nuclear damage, in order
to establish a market price that could form the basis for the calculation of the premium that would
be due to the Belgian State in return for the State guarantee. As discussed before, the operator of
the nuclear power plants for the production of electricity Electrabel S.A. managed to reach such a
threshold by combining the coverages extended by the Belgian nuclear insurance poolSYBAN
with the coverage of mutual insurance company ELINI.
Further discussion will need to take place between the Belgian administration and the European
Commission to determine whether the envisaged State guarantee qualifies as State aid. Relevant to
the discussion on the existence of state aid is the argument that the intervention of the public
7

2008/C 155/02, Official Journal of the European Union of 20.6.2008.
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authorities in the costs of a nuclear accident would benefit the victims of such accident rather than
the nuclear operator.
In subsidiary order, in case the European Commission would nevertheless been convinced that the
envisaged State guarantee does qualify as state aid, it could be argued that such State aid is
admissible under EU law. Herefore, reference should be made to article 106bis(3) of the Euratom
Treaty, according to which the dispositions of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union, including those concerning state aid, should not derogate from the Euratom Treaty. Aid
measures that aim to promote nuclear energy pursue an objective of common interest and can at
the same time contribute to the realisation of objectives of diversification and security of supply8.
At the same time, an international regime of nuclear third party liability such as the one
established by the Paris Convention is necessary to ensure the viability of the nuclear production
in the European Union. It could also be defended that the intervention by the state is necessary and
proportionate to the pursued objective to the extent that the insurance and financial market do not
cover the risks that would be concerned by the State guarantee at present.
For the future, it is not excluded that the insurers and reinsurers would become more inclined to
cover these risks once the revision Protocols of 2004 would enter into force and the demand for
such a type of coverage would become common to all states that are Contracting Parties to the
Paris and Brussels Conventions.

VI. THE WAY FORWARD IN BELGIUM AND THE OTHER STATES THAT ARE
CONTRACTING PARTIES TO THE PARIS CONVENTION
It can be concluded from our earlier discussion that the 2014 Belgian law on nuclear third party
liability, although it entered into force more than ten years after the signature of the revision
Protocols to the Paris and Brussels Conventions, took effect somewhat prematurely, before the
ratification by the EU Member States of the revisions to these Conventions, before the entry into
force of the revision Protocols and before a system was enacted to properly regulate the modalities
of the state intervention that remains necessary as long as it remains impossible to obtain full
coverage from the commercial insurance markets or the financial markets.
It is not excluded that the new law will be amended to revert back to the previous legal situation
until the revised Conventions enter into force. Indeed, a draft law is under preparation that
provides that the new definitions of certain terms, such as the definition of nuclear damage
referring to the modified notions contained in the revised Paris Convention, will enter into force
only on January 1st, 2018, it being understood that the King will be enabled to fix (by Royal
8

Decision of the European Commission of 8 october 2014 in the case of Hinkley Point (point 374), referring to article 2© of
the Euratom Treaty.
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Decree deliberated in the Council of Ministers) such date of entry into force at an earlier or later
date, and that this will be done in function of the date of entry into force of the revision Protocols
to the Paris and Brussels Conventions, once a sufficient number of state will have ratified these
revisions. Similarly, the reparation of nuclear damage through bodily injury would again, as was
the case before the entry into force of the 2014 law, be the responsibility of the Belgian State for
the delay between ten and thirty years counting from the nuclear accident, until a Royal Decree
determines the date at which this liability will be at charge of the nuclear operators.
The problem of finding insurance cover for certain heads of damage as derived from the definition
of nuclear damage in the revised Paris Convention is not a purely Belgian problem. All Member
States of the European Union that have operating nuclear reactors on their territory more or less
face the same problems of worldwide lack of private insurance cover for the period between the
tenth and the thirtieth year after the nuclear accident and, to a lesser extent, for the coverage of the
environmental damage. Thus all these countries face the issue of state intervention. Some states,
like Belgium, are considering to extend a State guarantee, while some others, like the UK, rather
think along the lines of a reinsurance of nuclear liability by the State where there is a market
failure. State aid regulation imposes the requirement to demand an adequate remuneration of the
State for such intervention, thus posing the problem of calculating correctly such remuneration.
Hopefully, the general demand that will necessarily be created once the ratification process of the
revision Protocols to the Paris and Brussels Convention comes to an end and the revisions enter
into force, will incite the insurance sector to evolve and come up with commercial insurance
solutions in a new reformed market. For the time being, however, this remains work in progress.
*
*

*
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I. Introduction
The present study deals with the environmental aspects of the wide-ranging and diverse field of nuclear
law. The nuclear regimes (especially nuclear liability law) contain relevant provisions on the potential
environmental detrimental effects of the usage of nuclear power.
Otherwise, the environmental legal approach had not entirely been entered into the sphere of nuclear
law, since their political recognition and economic impacts as well as importance reached various levels
by the countries and interested parties. After the tragic events in Chernobyl and Fukushima, however,
the post-disaster approach of the two regulatory regimes became a relevant mutual starting point for the
harmonization of the above-mentioned regimes.
However the unsolved question/issue remains whether today‟s environmental challenges may be
conciliated with the main pillars of nuclear law. It is worth mentioning that the sustainability-focused
environmental regulatory methods (even after the 2015 Paris Agreement) could provide a common basis
and platform for environmental and nuclear law-making (or the interpretation, application, etc.).
Furthermore, the paper proves that the previously explicit post-disaster approach had been replaced –
more or less – by the preventive, precautionary and anticipatory approach both in the field of nuclear
law and environmental law.

II. Scope of the Article and the Environmental Aspects of the Nuclear Regimes
The present study focuses on the environmentally relevant elements of the international nuclear regime,
and analyzes the common roots of their introduction into such regimes with special regard to
environmental liability1 and nuclear liability law2 respectively. These regimes are highly exposed to the
comparison of risk management, liability and insurance approaches of various low-probability and highconsequence risk industries (e.g. oil/gas, aviation, chemicals, nuclear activities, etc.).

1

See, 1969 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damages (replaced in 1992, in force); 1971
Convention Relating to Civil Liability in the Field of Maritime Carriage of Nuclear Materials (in force); 1972 Convention on
International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects (in force); 1977 International Convention on Civil Liability for
Oil Pollution Damage resulting from Exploration and Exploitation of Seabed Mineral Resources (not in force); 1989 Geneva
Convention on Civil Liability for Damage Caused during Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road, Rail and Inland Navigation
Vessels (not in force); 1991 Madrid Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Environment (in force); 1993
Convention on Civil Liability for Damage Resulting from Activities Dangerous to the Environment (Lugano Convention –
not in force); 1999 Protocol on Liability and Compensation for Damage Resulting from Transboundary Movements of
Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal (not in force); 2003 Protocol on Civil Liability for Damage and Compensation for
Damage Caused by Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents on Transboundary Waters (not in force).
2
See, 1962 Convention on the Liability of Operators of Nuclear Ships (not in force); 1960 Paris Convention on Third Party
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy (in force); 1963 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (in force);
1988 Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris Convention (in force); the 1997
Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (in force); the 1997 Convention on
Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (in force); the 2004 Protocol to Amend the Convention on Third Party
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy (not in force).
2

In this paper the term „green side‟ means especially environmental concerns, and considerations of
nuclear law treaties, (e.g. impact assessment) as well as responses towards the prevention (e.g. impact
assessment, as well) and compensation of damages to the environment.3 The common denominator
between environmental and nuclear law is primarily the domain of nuclear emission-inducted
environmental damage and the preventive measures as well as recovery of the contaminated areas.
The author perceives that the amendments of the liability treaties in the 1990s and 2000s are real signs
of the nuclear regimes ”going green”. The extension of the scope of the covered damage with damages
and detrimental effects in the environment had been put forward in the Paris-regime and the Viennaregime respectively.
As Elena Moldodstova stated decades before, ”nuclear science has developed two disciplines which are
used in developing environmental protection from nuclear hazards: radiation protection and nuclear
safety (…) If those standards are adopted internationally, they will serve as a basis for the international
regulation of nuclear energy for the purpose of protecting the environment.”4
Thus, this study deals with the environmentally relevant provisions of the first, and foremost liability
conventions with special attention to the appearance of nuclear issues in classical environmental (nonnuclear) treaties.
III. Regulation ”Trends” of the Environmentally Vulnerable Issues
The ex ante (prior to the disasters, stipulated for prevention, precaution and to avoid disasters) and post
facto (responsive regulation, stipulated to disaster-specific issues as a prompt reaction to disasters)
legislation of municipal law and regulation in international law are not paradoxical and exclusive
solutions on the sides of the law and policymakers.5
It is a clear and certain, as well as a reasonable demand that
 firstly, states have a duty to prevent disasters and environmental damage, degradation injury, and
thus, to enact ex ante anticipatory measures (via laws and the competences of the relevant
authorities);

3

Therefore, the author tends to accept Emmerechts‟ approach on the growing symbiosis between nuclear law and
environmental law. See, Sam Emmerechts: Environmental Law and Nuclear Law: A Growing Symbiosis. Nuclear Law
Bulletin, Vol. 13 (2009) Issue 2, 91-110. Since, with the wording of Emmerechts, „environmental law and nuclear law share
the same objectives: protection against, mitigation of, and compensation for damage to the environment.” Emmerechts: op.
cit. 92. On the first influential works analyzing the common issues, see Boyle, Alan: Nuclear Energy and International Law:
An Environmental Perspective. British Yearbook of International Law, Vol. 60 (1990) 257. and 269.
4
Moldodstova, Elena: Nuclear Energy and Environmental Protection: Responses of International Law. Pace Environmental
Law Review, Vol. 12 (1994) No. 1, 190.
5
Michael Faure divided the disaster and disaster management into three different phases: prevention and precaution, relief
efforts and recovery efforts. Faure, Michael: In the Aftermath of the Disaster: Liability and Compensation Mechanisms as
Tools to Reduce Disaster Risks. Stanford Journal of International Law, Vol. 52 (2016) No. 1, 99.
3

 secondly, they are also intended to establish post facto duties and financial obligation to mitigate
any resulting damage and the extent of the harm through posterior measures.6
The same holds true for the nuclear activities, as well.
A. Ex Ante Measures
Ex ante regulations are typically i) impact assessment-based or ii) right-based, highlighting societal
demands and claims by the states and the population, as well. The latter is rarely adaptable to nuclear
activities; however, vis-à-vis the states, a certain way of notification and “self-evident” information
service shall be carried out on the inter-state level.
The classical impact assessment-based ex ante regulation aim is linked to the 1991 Espoo Convention
on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context, which prescribes the model-like
precautionary and preventive measures of environmental impact assessment of some activities (being
relevant on environmental basis) at the very early stage of the potential dangerous (or environmentsensitive) activity to be introduced. Furthermore, such model-like measures include (articles 2-7 of the
convention) the notification and consultation requirements, confirmation and participation by the
affected countries, transmition of information from the affected country to the country of origin,
preparation of environmental impact assessment documentation, post-project analysis, which are all
obligatory upon the text of the convention. According to the Espoo Convention, Article 2, Para. 1
(General Provisions), the Parties shall take all appropriate and effective measures to prevent, reduce and
control significant adverse transboundary environmental impact from proposed activities. These
effective measures shall include the necessary legal, administrative or other measures to implement the
provisions of the convention, including, with respect to proposed activities listed in Appendix I that are
likely to cause significant adverse transboundary impact. The utilization of nuclear energy is relevant
under the aegis of the Appendix I, since the list of relevant activities include „thermal power stations
and other combustion installations with a heat output of 300 megawatts or more and nuclear power
stations and other nuclear reactors (except research installations for the production and conversion of
fissionable and fertile materials, whose maximum power does not exceed 1 kilowatt continuous thermal
load)” and „installations solely designed for the production or enrichment of nuclear fuels, for the
reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuels or for the storage, disposal and processing of radioactive
waste.”7
Beyond the impact-based 1991 Espoo Convention, the right-based ex ante regulation aim is significant
within the 1998 Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making
and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters. The 1998 Aarhus Convention (called the „green
democracy convention‟ with the three main pillars figured out in the title of the convention) provides
opportunities to the general public and the potential affected parties to take part in decisions, processes
and access to justice which can be considered minimum and efficient safeguards for prevention and
precaution.
6
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Upon the wording of the convention (Article 6), the contracting parties ”shall apply the provisions of
this article with respect to decisions on whether to permit proposed activities listed in Annex I.” Annex I
includes (from the energy sector) “nuclear power stations and other nuclear reactors including the
dismantling or decommissioning of such power stations or reactors (except research installations for the
production and conversion of fissionable and fertile materials whose maximum power does not exceed 1
kW continuous thermal load)”. Furthermore, the following activities are subject to the requirement of
public participation:
 installations for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel;
 installations designed;
 production or enrichment of nuclear fuel;
 processing of irradiated nuclear fuel or high-level radioactive waste;
 final disposal of irradiated nuclear fuel;
 final disposal of radioactive waste;
 the storage (planned for more than 10 years) of irradiated nuclear fuels or radioactive waste in a
different site than the production site.
In sum, such impact assessment and right-based approaches shall be rated to the ex ante side of the
regulation concerning disasters, including preventive, precautionary measures and disaster-riskreduction as well as command-and-control regulation on the basis of the classification of legal-illegal
dichotomy of means and measures aiming to avoid the environmental disasters or their injurious
effects.8
B. Post Facto Regulations
Post facto regulations are linked to the disasters and almost exclusively implement follow-up measures
designed and framed to the disaster. Therefore, the categorization of such detrimental effects is almost
impossible. Due to the fact that each disaster demands separate follow-up measures, such classification
as this study outlines above under the aegis of the ex ante regulation cannot be drawn.
However, the model-like post-Chernobyl regulations include the adoption of the 1986 Convention on
Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident and the 1986 Convention on Assistance in the Case of a
Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency. These regulation steps confirmed the reality and
feasibility of the prompt and efficient follow-up measures (in the midst or before the end of the Cold
War era) within the field of international law and state-to-state relations. The lack of notification was a
crucial point in the handling of the Chernobyl disaster by the Soviet authorities – by keeping the event
secret for several days, the emission of dangerous materials via air to the atmosphere of a number of
European countries went unchecked.
The 1986 Early Notification Convention set up a specific notification system (post facto) on incidents
having transboundary nature and radiological character or significance. According to Article 2, the state
of origin shall notify, directly or through the International Atomic Energy Agency those States which are
or may be physically affected by the nuclear accident, its nature, the time of its occurrence and its exact
8
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location where appropriate. Accordingly, the post facto main features of the notification requirement are
clearly and aptly seen.
The other post-Chernobyl treaty, the 1986 Assistance Convention established a system, therein the states
shall cooperate between themselves and with the International Atomic Energy Agency in accordance
with the provisions of the Assistance Convention to facilitate prompt assistance in the event of a nuclear
accident or radiological emergency to minimize its consequences and to protect life, property and the
environment from the effects of radioactive releases (Article 1).
Notwithstanding, Chernobyl disaster (after nuclear incident in Three Mile Island in 1979 and just prior
to 1987 Goiânia catastrophe) has unprecedented societal effects regarding the legislation-regulation (see
for instance the 1986 conventions above), approval for and support (whether it is governmental or
public) of nuclear energy, movements against the nuclear power plants, and the disaster threw new light
upon the nuclear issue worldwide. The real connection between environmental disasters and societal
impacts (paradigm-shifts) is principally proven by nuclear incidents (Chernobyl and mainly, Fukushima
in the more recent past).

IV. Environmental Considerations of the Nuclear Regimes
The occurrence of the interest of environment profoundly pervades the nuclear regime (expressis verbis
just in certain fields, but implicitly in its real entirety); these considerations are at least three-fold (in the
order of ”profoundness”):
 safety considerations and the environment;
 fuel and radioactive waste management and the environment;
 liability considerations and the environment (environmental damages).
A. Safety Considerations and the Environment
As for nuclear safety issues, environmental considerations had been put forward by the 1994 Convention
on Nuclear Safety in a very general way.
Article 1 of the Convention emphasized that the objective of the convention is to ”establish and
maintain effective defences in nuclear installations against potential radiological hazards in order to
protect individuals, society and the environment from harmful effects of ionizing radiation from such
installations.”
On the rules regarding the existing nuclear installations and the siting (designation of the sites),
environmental aspects are twofold: first, evaluating the likely safety impact of a proposed nuclear
installation on individuals, society and the environment is a top priority; and second, if the upgrading of
the safety of the nuclear installation cannot be achieved, plans should be implemented to shut down the
nuclear installation as soon as practically possible, after taking into account the energy context and
possible alternatives as well as the social, environmental and economic impacts.9
9
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B. Fuel and Radioactive Waste Management and the Environment
Another – and a bit more complex – environmental aspect of the nuclear regimes is the safety of fuel
management and waste management. According to the 1997 Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent
Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, the objectives of the treaty
embrace a traditional and abstract protected subject, as it ensures that ”during all stages of spent fuel and
radioactive waste management there are effective defenses against potential hazards so that individuals,
society and the environment are protected from harmful effects of ionizing radiation”;10 however the
wording of the treaty is later inspired by the well-known phenomena, namely the interests of the future
generations, by stating that the protection shall be ensured „in such a way that the needs and aspirations
of the present generation are met without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
needs and aspirations”.11 The interests (and not right) of the future generations do not occur in many
binding treaties (nor in a form of abstract aim of the parties), so thus this relevance has to be, in itself,
mentioned. No doubt, the codification process took place in the 1990s, when the emerging and
promising principles (such as the interest of the future generations) had been come to the front of the
environmental policies worldwide.12
Within the same treaty, the general safety requirements,13 the assessment of safety of facilities,14 the
siting of the proposed facilities15 as well as the design and construction of facilities16 underline the
10
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implemented for a proposed radioactive waste management facility: (i) to evaluate all relevant site-related factors likely to
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importance of environmental aspects by perceiving the first priority to ensure the adequate protection of
the individuals, society and environment against radiological hazards.
C. Liability Considerations and the Environment
On the liability considerations, the nuclear liability (and oil pollution liability) treaties were the
forerunners of the latter environment-based liability conventions,17 therefore the main characteristics and
pillars of the regimes are identical. After the adoption of the 1960 Paris Convention and the 1963 Vienna
Convention, in the 1970s the International Law Commission (established by the U.N. General Assembly
for the ”promotion of the progressive development of international law and its codification”, hereinafter:
ILC) gave its expression for establishing a new category of liability having denominated its project as
International Liability for Injurious Consequences Arising out of Acts Not Prohibited by International
Law.
However, the topic was actually a non-nuclear oriented one but the potential outcome of the ILC‟s work
could be said to be related to the subject of nuclear activities. The U.N. General Assembly endorsed the
conclusion of the Commission in its United Nations General Assembly Res. 32/151 of 19 December
1977 and invited it, at an appropriate time, to commence work on the topic of international liability for
injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by international law.18 Presumably, this
distinction had been conducive to the decision on which the ILC further divided the liability topic into
two projects in 1997. Subsequently, the first project of the ILC in this issue embodied the work on
primary obligations relating to the prevention of transboundary harm from hazardous activities, while
the second project concentrated on liability for injurious consequences of acts not prohibited by
international law.
It is worth mentioning that the ILC has adopted drafts of a non-binding nature, since these documents
have never entered into force as binding international instruments (however, the documents include
some obligatory customary rules). The documents are the following:
 as a result of the prolonged codification work after the “1997 split”, the ILC firstly adopted the
text of Draft Articles on Prevention of Transboundary Harm from Hazardous Activities (without
mentioning the words of “liability” and “responsibility” and “nuclear”, as well) in 2001, and
submitted the text to the U.N. General Assembly;
 after three years, in 2004 the ILC adopted the Draft Principles on the Allocation of Loss in the
Case of Transboundary Harm Arising out of Hazardous Activities,19 dealing with other aspect of
evaluate the likely safety impact of such a facility on individuals, society and the environment, taking into account possible
evolution of the site conditions of disposal facilities after closure;
16
Article 7: Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that: (i) the design and construction of a spent
fuel management facility provide for suitable measures to limit possible radiological impacts on individuals, society and the
environment, including those from discharges or uncontrolled releases;
Article 14: Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that: (i) the design and construction of a
radioactive waste management facility provide for suitable measures to limit possible radiological impacts on individuals,
society and the environment, including those from discharges or uncontrolled releases;
17
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the issue, considering the harm arising out of hazardous activities as a distinctive factor with the
explicit concept of non-fault liability (see, Principle 4 of the Draft).
Neither the Draft Articles on Prevention of Transboundary Harm from Hazardous Activities, nor the
Draft Principles on the Allocation of Loss in the Case of Transboundary Harm Arising out of Hazardous
Activities have a binding character due to their status of being adopted by the ILC, irrespective of the
fact that these documents had been considerably based upon the mandatory rules of customary
international law.
Both drafts are silent on explicit nuclear issues; the ILC was, however, active in the commentary by
emphasizing the relevance of the nuclear liability treaties, and called explicitly the experiences and
special focus of nuclear activities within the subjects of exchanging information (nuclear waste),
emergency preparedness (nuclear reactor accidents) and notification of an emergency (1986 Early
Notification Convention).20 In the Draft Principles on the Allocation of Loss in the Case of
Transboundary Harm Arising out of Hazardous Activities, the ILC frequently cited the definitions of the
main nuclear liability conventions.21

V. Environmental Damage within the Term of Nuclear Damage
It is worth mentioning that in their original wording neither the 1960 Paris Convention, nor the 1963
Vienna Convention contain explicit rules of accepting the damages in the environment as nuclear
damage (a rather traditional personal – injury – and property damages have been included22). Though,
these conventions left the whole matter of coverage of damages to the environment to national law,
because there is no restriction in Vienna Convention preventing the coverage under the convention
regime of damage to the environment, however, the convention would not appear to require such
coverage.23

draft principles by a resolution and urged States to take national and international action for implementing them (so far, no
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However, the tragic nuclear disasters (and e.g. their costs of environmental recovery) had clearly shown
the real importance and need of revision of the traditional concept of nuclear damage. Therefore, the
codification subsequently focused on the inclusion of environmental aspects of the detrimental effects.
As for the 1960 Paris Convention (amended in 1964 and 1982), the 2004 Protocol to Amend the
Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy (not in force) added four new subparagraphs to the definition of nuclear damage by covering:
 the costs of measures of reinstatement of impaired environment,
 the loss of income deriving from a direct economic interest in any use or enjoyment of the
environment,
 and the costs of preventive measures, and further loss or damage caused by such measures.24
As for the amendments of the 1963 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage, the 1997
Vienna Protocol (in force since 2003) introduced environmental damage into the Vienna regime. In
addition to the traditional form of damages, Article 2 of the Protocol (similarly to the 2004 Protocol to
the Paris Convention) extended the definition of nuclear damage by including:
 the costs of measures of reinstatement of an impaired environment, unless such impairment is
insignificant;
 loss of income deriving from an economic interest in any use or enjoyment of the environment;
 the costs of preventive measures, and further loss or damage caused by such measures;
 any other economic loss, other than any caused by the impairment of the environment, if
permitted by the general law on civil liability of the competent court.25
The free standing26 1997 Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (in force
since 2015, hereinafter: CSC) originally contains a wide and all-inclusive definition of nuclear damage
with:
 the costs of measures of reinstatement of impaired environment, unless such impairment is
insignificant;
 loss of income deriving from an economic interest in any use or enjoyment of the environment;
 the costs of preventive measures, and further loss or damage caused by such measures;
 any other economic loss, other than any caused by the impairment of the environment, if
permitted by the general law on civil liability of the competent court.27
The inclusion of environmental damage including the costs of environmental measures and the costs of
such recovery into the subject of nuclear damage is a clear trend in the Paris regime, the Vienna regime
as well as the free standing CSC.28 So far, all relevant interstate liability regimes extended their
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definitions on damage with the environmental aspects since the 1990s, by proving the fact of
adaptability of nuclear regimes to the emerging new challenges.

VI. Conclusion
The matrix of the contracting parties in the nuclear liability conventions and their amending treaties is
quite difficult and complex, even more, some of them have not yet entered into force.29 The same holds
true for the environmental liability treaties (see e.g. 1993 Lugano Convention)30 but the trend is clear,
sector-specific notions are proliferating and the approaching trend between nuclear and environmental
law is unquestionable. Though, it should be admitted that several environmental treaties shall not apply
to damage caused by a nuclear substance31 (e.g. 1993 Lugano Convention32) but the liability channelling
and other main parameters are the same, their aims are also identical. However, their coverage and
legitimate ‟regime identity‟ are intentionally separated and divided, upon the consent of the contracting
parties so as to preserve „the exclusive character of the nuclear liability regimes.”33
Inclusion of environmental concerns into the nuclear regime has taken many forms, e.g. introducing
environmental damage, the appearance of Aarhus-based “green rights”34 or being a special aspect for
designating sites with regard to safety-security issues, etc.
The “growing symbiosis” between nuclear law and environmental law (as it was thoroughly analyzed by
Sam Emmerechts in an influential work) will certainly deepen and such symbiosis favourably engages
more and more sectors of each regimes (whether environmental or nuclear), from which both regimes
should benefit a lot.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper I address state support for new nuclear power projects and why it is necessary. I contrast
the position during the period of growth in Western civil nuclear programmes in the 1960s-1980s with
the current position of constrained development, and the current position in the West with the rapid
deployment and expansion of nuclear technology in Russia and Asia.
State support in a number of different forms is necessary for a healthy nuclear industry. I focus in this
paper on financial support, but clearly there must also be general policy support for nuclear energy as
part of national energy policy as the essential foundation. The state must also provide and resource
adequate regulatory systems for the permitting and operation of new nuclear power plants, a system for
compensation and insurance in the event of nuclear accidents, and arrangements for long-term waste
management. Such support is a pre-requisite of a nuclear new build, but will not bring it about.

II. OVERVIEW
A. The Post-War Growth Period
The search for peaceful uses of nuclear energy after World War II was driven by governments and was
optimistic in outlook. For example, in the UK a White Paper on A Programme for Nuclear Power was
published in 1955 (Cmnd. 9389). It suggested that a large nuclear plant might take as much as “… five
years or more to complete, including finding the site, designing the station and building it.” The postwar years saw the creation of government agencies dedicated to the goal of civil nuclear power: for
example the French Commissariat à l'ÉnergieAtomique in 1945, the US Atomic Energy Commission in
1946andthe UK Atomic Energy Authority (replacing the Ministry of Supply) in 1954.
Energy security considerations played an important part in national policy. The 1956 Suez crisis and its
implications for European energy security prompted a process which led to the formation of the
European Atomic Energy Community. The OPEC oil embargo and oil price crisis of the early 1970s
added further impetus, with the Messmer Plan and PWR programme in France, the AGR project in the
UK, the 1975 National Energy Plan in Italy, and similar programmes in the USA and Japan. High and in
some cases unrealistic1 ambitions were not met, but the process for getting nuclear plants built was
undoubtedly effective. As the World Nuclear Association points out (Plans for New Reactors
Worldwide, April 2016) in the 1980s, some 218 new power reactors started up, on average one every 17
days, with an average power output of 923 MWe. They included 47 in the USA, 42 in France and 18 in
Japan.

B. Western decline

1
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Whilst some countries, such as France and Japan, remained committed to the development of nuclear
power projects as the twentieth century drew to a close, the overall picture in the West was one of
decline, so far as new build was concerned. Even in France, no new reactor has been completed since
Civaux 1-2 in 2000. In the USA nuclear projects have faced difficulty since the 1970s, through a
combination of environmental opposition, deregulation which favoured small and renewable schemes
and high interest rates. Economic factors (cheap shale gas, sluggish electricity demand and cheap wind
power in some areas) have affected not only new build, but also the operation of otherwise viable
existing plants, particularly those in regions of the US with the most deregulated energy markets. The
lack of new reactor projects means the remaining reactors having to work harder and longer, with
increased load factors and life-time extensions to 60 years: however this comes at a price in terms of the
costs of maintaining them, leading in some case to decisions to close plants or not pursue planned power
uprates. In the UK, progressive closure of the AGR fleet means that the Sizewell-B PWR will by 2023
be the sole remaining nuclear power station.2
The World Nuclear Industry Status Report for 2015 does not give much cause for optimism.3 The
number of reactors under construction as of July 2015 (62) was five fewer than in 2014. Almost 40% of
these projects were in China. The average time since work started on these projects was 7.6 years, and
five reactors had been “under construction” for more than 30 years (in the case of the US Watts Bar-2
project in Tennessee, since 1972). New start projects are dominated by China, and progress in countries
developing new nuclear programmes is limited to a relative few. The contrast between the 1970s and
the current situation is stark: some 44 new projects were commenced in 1976 alone, as against 26
between 2011 and 2015. Progress in constructing the Generation III+ reactors, with their promised
enhanced safety, simpler designs and improved buildability, has been dogged by delays. The woes of
AREVA in France and the Hinkley Point C project in the UK seem to be symptoms of this more general
malaise. As the 2015 Status Report puts it in its Introduction (p. 20):
“The case of Hinkley Point C … illustrates many of the international nuclear industry’s dilemmas for the
future. Excessive lead times, tremendous financing difficulties because of the sheer size of the
investments, substantial technical and legal hurdles, uncertain implementation conditions and ferocious
competitors especially on the decentralized level in a rapidly changing sector environment. One question
sticks out: Too big to matter?”

C. Why the decline?
As the IAEA points out in its report, Financing of New Nuclear Power Plants,4 nearly all plants
operating today were financed and built in regulated utility markets. They were guaranteed future
customers and electricity prices which would ensure a satisfactory rate of return. Consumers or
taxpayers bore the risk of any cost overruns or project delays, and in many cases funding was either
provided by or backed by government. Indeed, they were most probably built either by a regulated
utility, or by a government-owned utility, by government itself, or as in France and Japan by highly
intertwined state and electric utilities. Since then utility markets have changed to a largely deregulated
2
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model. Aside from countries such as Russia and China, there has been a move away from state
financing of projects. New build requires financing either through equity or capital markets.
Capital costs per kW installed have increased markedly since the golden age of new plant construction.
The French Cour des Comptes put the cost of constructing the first PWR at Fessenheim at €1,170 per
kW, the cost of the last in the series at Chooz 1 and 2 at €2,060 per kW, and the estimated costs of the
Flamanville EPR at €3,700 per kW. According to a 2011 University of Chicago study these increases
are largely attributable to increases in sums payable under EPC contracts to reflect the construction risk
assumed by the contractor.
Even allowing for the increased deployment in India, China and Korea, and despite public statements of
intent to support new nuclear capacity in a number of countries, world-wide progress has not matched
ambition over the last decade. Construction costs have escalated dramatically for all kinds of large-scale
engineering projects, but more so for nuclear than coal or gas. The risks of delays and cost overruns in
nuclear projects will also carry a relatively higher cost of capital, a problem which can only be overcome
by demonstrating proven performance. Thus there may be a particular need for governmental assistance
on a “first mover” basis. The conclusions of the update by MIT of its 2003 survey on the future of
nuclear power are sobering:5
“The central premise of the 2003 MIT Study on the Future of Nuclear Power was that the importance of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, in order to mitigate global warming, justified re-evaluating the role
of nuclear power in the country’s energy future. The 2003 study identified the challenges to greater
deployment and argued that the key need was to design, build, and operate a few first-of-a-kind nuclear
plants with government assistance, to demonstrate to the public, political leaders, and investors the
technical performance, cost, and
environmental acceptability of the technology. After five years, no new plants are under construction in
the United States and insufficient progress has been made on waste management. The current assistance
program put into place by the 2005 EPACT6 has not yet been effective and needs to be improved. The
sober warning is that if more is not done, nuclear power will diminish as a practical and timely option
for deployment at a scale that would constitute a material contribution to climate change risk
mitigation.”
The Economist, in its 2012 Special Report: Nuclear Energy, The dream that failed, was equally
pessimistic, opining that “… in liberalised energy markets, building nuclear power plants is no longer a
commercially feasible option: they are simply too expensive” and that “Nobody will build one without
some form of subsidy to finance it or a promise of a favourable deal for selling the electricity.” It went
on to say “… nuclear power will continue to be a creature of politics not economics, with any growth a
function of political will or a side-effect of protecting electrical utilities from open competition.”

D. The Old and New Worlds
There are currently two worlds when it comes to new nuclear power projects. On the one hand there is
the “old world” of Western Europe and North America, which developed the first generations of nuclear
5
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plants, but which now has either turned its back on nuclear powerentirely, or where there is essentially
stagnation, with projects being mired in political, technical or financial difficulties: what The Economist
has described as “Half-death”.7 On the other, there is the “new world” of development in countries such
as China, India, Russia and South Korea,which are embracing nuclear power whole-heartedly, and the
neo-nuclear states to which China and Russia are exporting their technologies. The old world is
characterised by liberalised energy markets and relatively low levels of government involvement.
Development and indeed continued operation of nuclear plants are vulnerable to trends and fluctuations
in energy prices, and to government support for alternative renewable technologies. The new world is
one in which governments, national corporations and state-owned enterprises are heavily involved, both
as exporters and importers of technology, and in which the commercial risks which frustrate or stultify
development in the old world are to a large extent subordinated to national policy on industrial and
energy infrastructure development, or to geopolitical economic ambition.
The nuclear industry is one where success breeds success. Buyers of technology are interested in
looking at a track record of successful construction and operation, demonstrating low commercial risk.
These factors are probably, in truth, more important than demonstrating marginal improvements in
safety between designs. Establishing the market dominance of a reactor type, such as the Chinese
Hualong One, or the South Korean APR1400, is therefore a prize which justifies heavy government
investment. The extent of that investment can be seen by a brief review of current activity in terms of
exports from Russia and China, and by considering the development of new civil nuclear capacity in the
Middle East.
1. Russia
Russia has pursued an expansionist agenda on nuclear development in countries seeking to develop new
capacity, and judging at least by its claimed success in terms of orders, is the most successful nuclear
vendor state to date. These deals may be accompanied by loan funding by Russia, for example
repayable over 35 years in the case of Egypt’s project for a four reactor plant at Dabaa in the north of
Egypt. President al-Sisi was reported as commenting in November 2015 that “The country and the
balance sheet will not bear the cost of building this plant. It will be paid back through the actual
production of electricity that will be generated by this plant”.8
Russia and Turkey signed an agreement in May 2010 for Rosatom to lead a consortium to build, own
and operate four VVER (AES-2006) units at Akkuyu, at a cost of US $20 billion. The reactors will be
Russian owned, though a stake of 49% may be sold by the managing company to a Turkish company.
Turkey will buy 70% of the output of the first two reactors for 15 years and 30% of the output of the
third and fourth for 15 years, at a fixed low rate of $12.35 per kWh, Russia being free to sell the excess
commercially. Once the loan is repaid, the Turkish government will be paid 20% of the profits.
Rosatom, backed by the Russian government, has apparently assumed all financial risk.
Other countries with whom Russia is dealing include China (Tianwan), India (Kudankulam), Belarus
(Ostrovets), Iran (Bushehr), Vietnam (NinhThuan), Jordan, Bangladesh (Rooppur), Kazakhstan
(Kurchatov), Ukraine (Khmelnetsky), Armenia (Metsamor), and Finland (Hanikivi-1). There is also a
strategic nuclear partnership between South Africa and Russia (a US $100 billion project for eight
7
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reactors) which is a build-own-operate deal for 20 years with the target of South Africa taking a 50%
local share. There are no hard and fast rules on how these projects are financed, and this will depend on
the economic and credit status of the host country and bilateral relationships between that country and
Russia, among other factors, but significant financial input from Russia is a common theme.9
Some commentators have queried whether given the current economic situation in Russia, it could in
fact afford to finance anywhere near the number of projects in contemplation. Rosatom has denied this,
on the basis that it had funding through State banks, backed by the Ministry of Finance, and including
the national wealth fund. In the most extreme cases all that the host country needs to do is to provide a
site and agree to purchase the electricity. There are of course serious issues about nuclear safety,
security and safeguards – to say nothing of long term arrangements for waste management – which are
posed by this trend. For Russia it is a long term strategic approach which if successful will recycle its
oil and gas revenues into valuable long terms assets providing a secure revenue stream for decades. In
November 2013, Kirill Komanov, deputy director-general of Rosatom, was reported as stating in an
interview:
“Nearly 50 countries are considering the possibility of implementing national nuclear power
programmes. All of these countries are potential customers. Rosatom is implementing projects to build
28 nuclear power units, including 19 units outside Russia. We also supply nuclear fuel for 76 reactors in
15 countries.”

2. China
China proposed in 2013 the policy of promoting projects overseas following the ancient Silk Road to
Europe and the maritime trade route to the Middle East and Africa – the so-called “One Belt, One Road”
strategy. Export of nuclear reactors is seen as one of the key pillars for this strategy. The Chinese
Energy Development Strategic Action Plan indicates the existence of 16 international nuclear cooperation agreements, with particular emphasis on the potential in the Middle East, South Africa and
Turkey.
In 2013 the first export achievement was announced, with China National Nuclear Corporation’s sale of
an ACP-1000 reactor to Pakistan under a US$ 9.6 billion export agreement. In 2015 CNNC signed a
contract with Argentina’s state-run company, Nucleoelectrica, to finance and build two reactors (one
being the new Hualong One Reactor (HPR 1000), providing part of the US $15 billion financing through
preferentially-rated investment and loans. The deal marks the first export of a reactor wholly designed
in China to the world market.

9
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The World Nuclear Association lists as export sales and prospects for China, Argentina, Pakistan,
schemes in Romania (Cernavoda 3&4); UK (Bradwell); Iran (Makran Coast); Turkey (Igneada); South
Africa (Thysput), Kenya, Egypt, Sudan, Armenia and Kazakhstan. These may include a substantial
degree of Chinese finance (82% in Pakistan). The potential Bradwell project under the strategic
investment agreement between China General Nuclear Power Corporation and EDF Energy (discussed
later) is of course massively significant in terms of China’s credibility. As with Russia, it is possible to
cast doubt on China’s ability to achieve a nuclear export market of the scale it would hope for.10 It can
however call upon its very significant domestic reactor programme, with the supply chain advantages
that it can confer, plus the ability to call on government financial resources. Nuclear companies such as
CNNC are majority owned by its Assets Supervision and Administration Commission, itself in turn
under the control of the State Council.
3. The Middle East
The Middle East is of course an importer of nuclear technology. So far as purchasers in the region are
concerned, these may be resource-rich states such as Saudi Arabia or UAE, with the oil-derived wealth
to develop nuclear programmes, have a high demand for baseload electricity for desalination purposes,
and which see nuclear capacity as preserving valuable natural resources for export rather than domestic
consumption. On the other hand are the resource poor states such as Jordan, Egypt and Turkey, which
desperately need domestic energy resources to replace energy imports which they can scarcely afford.
The commercial rates such countries will have to pay will reflect their credit risk – so in 2013 the
Export-Import Bank in the US indicated that on a US$ 5 billion loan over an 18 year term, UAE would
be charged 2.91% interest compared with 4.13% for Jordan. These economic differences are reflected in
the differing commercial models chosen: UAE has adopted a build-operate and transfer model; Jordan a
public-private partnership model; Turkey a build-own-operate model (the first time this has been
adopted for a nuclear project).
A country which has sufficient reserves of wealth could choose substantially to fund projects itself. An
example is UAE, the first country in the Arabian Gulf to build nuclear reactors under a US$ 20 billion
contract with Korea Electric Power Corporation. The project funding is a mixture of equity and debt:
the large majority of equity is provided by the government of Abu Dhabi with a minority share for
KEPCO, and substantial debt funding by the Export-Import Bank of Korea and (to a lesser extent) the
Export-Import Bank of the US, to underwrite the export of US equipment and services.
E. The new world in context
All of this can be seen in the context of more general global trends as discussed by Ian Bremmer in his
book, The End of the Free Market: Who Wins the War Between States and Corporations?11Bremmer
contrasts the free market, mixed economy model of the post-War western world, which reached its high
point in the 1980s and 1990s, with the growth of what he terms “state capitalism”, characterised by a
new class of multi-national companies which are owned by, or are at least closely aligned with, their
home governments. The phenomenon is not confined to energy companies, but is particularly notable in
that sector, with “state-owned energy giants” such as China National Petroleum Corporation, Petro
10
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China, Sinopec, Petrobras, Pemex, Rosneft and Gazprom. Bremmer explains the phenomenon as follows
(p. 23):
“State capitalism is not the reemergence of socialist central planning in a twenty-first-century package.
It is a form of bureaucratically engineered capitalism particular to each government that practices it. It’s
a system in which the state dominates markets primarily for political gain.”
What is notable is that by and large those states in which nuclear projects are being promoted
successfully to some degree or another fit that description.

III. THE CHALLENGES OF NUCLEAR NEW BUILD AND WHY STATE
SUPPORT IS NEEDED
It is difficult to generalise about the economics of building modern nuclear power stations, because this
will be affected by factors such as the costs of labour and materials, regulatory criteria, and competing
generating technologies. What can be said however is that:
•

It is likely to be the up-front construction and development costs, rather than the operating costs,
which are critical.

•

The cost of capital is a major factor, which is sensitive to matters such as construction delay, cost
overruns and inflation. These matters may be particularly acute in the case of first of a kind
projects.

•

Regulatory and safety requirements are only likely to increase in stringency, with consequent
effects on cost and timing of projects

•

For so long as carbon is unpriced, conventional coal and gas power stations are likely to be more
financially attractive than nuclear projects.

Such projects are marked by high levels of both project and market risk. The project risk is largely
front-loaded to the pre-operational stage, but thereafter there still remain significant risks, either from
changes in energy market prices or from any periods of prolonged outage caused by technical or
regulatory reasons. The size and capital intensity of projects, coupled with prolonged and possibly
uncertain periods for development and construction, plus any lack of certainty over long-term revenues,
make the financing of such projects a significant challenge. Whether financing is by way of equity or
debt or (most probably) a mixture, plainly any nuclear project must be viable. Revenues must be able to
cover costs and make an acceptable profit within the market place for electricity in which the plant will
operate over its life. Any shortfall must be covered by some mechanism such as a floor price if the
project is to be fundable. In some jurisdictions the problem is resolved by state-owned entities
purchasing output under long-term power purchase agreements. In other cases, electricity is sold into a
pool, where prices are set by the market and can fluctuate widely and frequently, leading to probably
volatility and inevitable uncertainty.

8

Data on construction costs may not be reliable as an indicator of future costs, and are not always
transparent; we are at a stage where it is hard to know if costs for the new generation of reactors will
stabilise or even fall, and the cost of capital can be highly volatile depending on the market’s perception
of risk. This is particularly true in the situation where modern designs are still largely untested and
where there is a paucity of hard data on construction and operational costs.
It is a fair question whether large nuclear fleets, such as those in France and China, can now be
developed only by governments. In 2012, when E.on and RWE had decided not to pursue nuclear
projects at the sites which they controlled in the UK, they gave evidence to the House of Commons
Energy and Climate Change Committee: in answer to a question as to whether that decision might be
reconsidered, the Group Chief Executive Officer of RWE npower answered bluntly: “It is simply a fact
that we cannot afford this investment.”12The reality, at least at present, seems to be that some form of
government economic support is required. This can of course come in many forms, including:
•

Funding for preconstruction research and development and capacity-building, e.g. human
resources

•

Government asset ownership or equity participation

•

Loans or loan guarantees

•

Direct funding from development banks or other sponsored aid programmes

•

Export credit and guarantee schemes

•

Long term power purchase contracts or other price guarantee mechanisms

In terms of encouraging and facilitating private financing, the IAEA is in no doubt that “…one of the
most important considerations, and a crucial government responsibility, is the need for efficient and
rational energy pricing.”13 To be among the frontrunners may bring higher risks, costs and uncertainties
which outweigh the benefits.14 Accumulated experience on reactor design and construction is a
potentially valuable commodity; this is true both for developers and lenders or investors.
As we know all too well, the decision to commit to a project can be a fraught and sensitive one, which
may, for understandable reasons, be delayed. That may be seen as an effect of a privatised market in
which investment decisions are based on commercial factors. However, it has potentially serious and
worrying impacts on national energy security and climate change objectives, if new capacity is not
brought forward to replace the former baseload plant, whether nuclear or coal, which are being lost –
this is certainly the position in the UK, which is not unique in this respect. Furthermore, experience
suggests that it is not always the case that when nuclear plant closes it is replaced by a renewable
capacity: it may be replaced by coal or gas, with all that entails in terms of global warming.
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Having to finance a new nuclear project by debt or equity, as opposed to public finance, has a huge
impact on overall costs, when allowing for the cost of debt or return on equity. In its paper on The
Economics of Nuclear Power (updated March 2016) the World Nuclear Association notes the estimates
of Georgia Power in the US in 2008 that twin AP1000 reactors would cost US $ 9.6 billion if financed
progressively by ratepayers, or US $ 14 billion if not.
There has been considerable debate on whether new nuclear plants can be project financed. There is a
common theme in the debate that the business case for investment in nuclear projects will ultimately
depend on the structure of risk allocation between operators, investors, suppliers and customers.15
However, whatever the risk allocation, the sheer scale of nuclear power projects means that even the
largest companies (including those such as EDF with substantial state investment) will find it impossible
or dangerous to seek to finance such projects from their balance sheets, without substantial new capital.
As pointed out by Simon Taylor of the University of Cambridge Energy Policy Research Group)
attracting equity investment is challenging because investors in utilities will normally seek a steady
return and will be deterred by risks of the size of the project relative to existing assets.16
The ratio between equity and debt is likely to depend on the stage of the project and the perception of
risk at that stage. As the risk is perceived to reduce, so debt will become easier to secure and
refinancing may become possible. The scale of projects means that consortia of both builders and banks
are likely to be involved. There is likely to be a risk premium for nuclear projects in terms of interest
rates, suggested by the WNA in 2012 as between 3-5% compared to other technologies.17 The high
levels of interest and the requirement of a high initial equity share have a serious impact in terms of the
cost of capital:18
“These differences can be crippling to project economics. Risk perception initiates a vicious circle,
whereby adverse risk perception leads to more costly financing, which makes the project look even
riskier in financial terms. This syndrome must slowly be overcome.”
Conceptually there should be no difference between the project finance funding of a new nuclear power
station and (say) a combined cycle gas turbine project. In reality however there are vital differences in
terms of scale, construction risk, technology risk, political and regulatory risk. Once a particular reactor
technology has established a reliable construction record that position may change: however, we are still
some way from that.19
Writing in 2009, Kelley Michael Gale and other members of the Project Finance Group of Latham &
Watkins20 have canvassed the idea of project finance for nuclear projects with the support of federal and
state incentive and regulatory frameworks. In the conventional world, the construction stage of project
finance is about ensuring that a creditworthy contractor or consortium, with appropriate expertise and
track record, has adequately guaranteed the cost and timing of the project. Term loan risk involves
15
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ensuring that the project will generate sufficient revenue to service the debt. However, the sheer
magnitude of a nuclear project will require multiple tranches of debt to raise the desired capital and such
transactions will be highly complex “mega-financings” in terms of structure and documentation.
Equally, policymakers will need to construct “an interconnected web of incentives that are well
coordinated”. There will need to be “complimentary regulatory and financing structures uniquely
tailored to nuclear power”
Totally private finance on traditional models therefore currently does not appear feasible. One possible
alternative model is that provided by TVO (TeollisuudenVoimaOy) in Finland, the so-called Mankala
model for co-operative equity. There, the decision to proceed with a new 1.6 GW EPR plant at Olkiluoto
marked the first such project in Western Europe for many years. The deal was a fixed price turnkey
contract between the TVO and a joint venture owned 66% by AREVA and 34% by Siemens. TVO is a
company founded in 1969, is owned by Finnish industry, and supplies electricity on a not-for-profit
basis. The market for the electricity is guaranteed, at cost, for the life of the plant. The arrangements
might have looked very safe in 2004: a fixed price (€3 billion for one reactor), a “turnkey” contract
offered by the vendor; a guaranteed market for the electricity, and €700 million in credit loan guarantees
by the French and Swedish Governments.The banks providing €2 billion were reassured to the extent
that they charged an interest rate of only 2.6%. The reality, in 2016, looks different. Completion is not
estimated before 2018, instead of the projected 2009; costs have escalated way beyond €3 billion to
about €8.5 billion; AREVA and TVO are locked in arbitration in the Stockholm Court of Arbitration;
AREVA had to write off about €4 billion from profit; and it has led to the downgrading of TVO’s creditrating.

IV. FORMS OF SUPPORT
The key risks which nuclear projects face are construction risk and energy price risk. I do not propose to
deal in detail with the generally applied support mechanisms relating to export of nuclear power
technology and skills. The OECD 1978 Arrangement on Officially Supported Export Credits21 is
essentially soft law, save in the EU,22 describing itself as a “Gentleman’s agreement”. It aims to avoid
subsidies and create a level playing field in export credits so as to encourage competition among
exporters based on the quality and price of goods and services rather than on the most favourable
officially supported financial terms and conditions. Participants include Australia, Canada, Korea,
Japan, the EU and the US, hence the main exporters of nuclear technology, except of course for China
and Russia.
In the interests of brevity, I will focus on initiatives in the USA and UK, which seek to revitalise new
nuclear build, by contrasting means, but which illustrate some of the difficulties.
A. The USA: incentives and cost-pass through
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The nuclear projects developed through the 1960s, 70s and early 80s in the US were largely undertaken
by utilities in regulatory environments that allowed cost overruns to be passed through to ratepayers, by
being added to the utilities’ rate base.23 Whether that still appertains depends on the state legislation. In
some cases, such as Florida, Michigan, Kansas, North Carolina and Virginia, it may be possible to pass
through such costs even during the construction process. Such regimes are politically charged and may
lead to legal challenges.24 Alternatively, as in Georgia, Iowa, Louisiana and South Carolina there may
be cost recovery upon completion or abandonment based on the costs of financing.25
In terms of the financial incentives, the amounts of loan guarantees under Title XVII of the Energy
Policy Act for new projects sanctioned by Congress has been limited in scale 26 and lacking in clarity in
some of its requirements, for example as to eligible project costs, so that quantifying the extent of equity
commitment at the outset may be problematic. Production tax credits, which appear to have worked
successfully in smaller scale renewable schemes, are not particularly effective in addressing the
particular risks of financing nuclear projects, predicated as they are on a plant which has been
successfully built and commissioned. Regulatory risk insurance under section 638 for delays caused by
federal licensing or litigation is intended to mitigate concern over the financial impacts of such delays,
but again is limited in amount, and there are uncertainties over the conditions for claiming, and how the
fees to be paid for the guarantees, are to be calculated.
The Vogtle 3&4 project will be the first new reactor units built in the US for 30 years. The project is
supported by Federal loan guarantees (US $6.5 billion in respect of a US $15 billion project). The
balance is funded by Japanese export loan guarantees and by equity in the owners, Southern Co and its
partners, Georgia Power, Oglethorpe Power Corporation, Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia and
the City of Dalton. The Georgia Nuclear Energy Financing Act passed in 2009 allows customers to be
charged for the costs of financing during construction, if approved by the State public service
commission, leading to increases in utility bills.
The VC Summer Units 2 & 3 project in South Carolina is the second project currently in progress in the
US, construction having begun in 2013. The South Carolina Base Load Recovery Act 2007 allows for
the recovery of “prudently incurred costs” by the operator, while protecting customers of investorowned electrical utilities from responsibility for imprudent financial obligations or costs.South Carolina
Energy Users Committee v. South Carolina Electric and Gas27 involved a challenge to approval by the
Public Service Commission of the company’s updated capital cost and construction schedules pursuant
to the Base Load Recovery Act. Approval meant the costs were “prudent utility costs” and as such
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properly included in rates. In particular the Court disagreed with the argument that the Commission
should have conducted a prudency evaluation of the entire project going forward.
Both Georgia and South Carolina have electricity markets which are fully regulated by state Public
Utility Commissions, which had indicated they would allow full cost-pass through to consumers. By
contrast the Calvert Cliffs 3 project in Maryland would have to compete in the Pennsylvania, Jersey and
Maryland (PJM) wholesale market: making it effectively a merchant plant with a significant additional
risk. The promoter, Constellation Energy, withdrew from loan guarantee negotiations in 2010, citing
excessive credit subsidy cost of 11.6%, about $880 million, though it was also the case that power
demand in the region had fallen.

B. The UK: contracts for difference and credit guarantee
As one expert28 has commented, in the UK “The Government is testing its concept of getting private
money to pay for nuclear plants to destruction.”
Despite the enthusiasm for a programme of PWRs at the time of privatisation of the UK’s electricity
industry in 1989, it was clear that the costs of building new PWRs “… were becoming utterly
uncompetitive when a higher, private sector rate of return was applied to them.”29 In December 1995,
just before privatisation, the state-owned company Nuclear Electric announced it would not proceed
with investment in two further PWRs at Hinkley Point and Sizewell, on the basis that the future of UK
energy prices was not sufficiently certain. At that point, the investment would have been between £2-3
billion for each site. That decision has contributed to the energy gap now faced by the UK.
At the start of the 21st century, it did not appear that the nuclear industry had much of a future in the UK.
However, by 2008 the Business Secretary John Hutton was promoting the goal of the UK becoming “the
world’s number one location for new nuclear investment”. This has entailed a number of steps by the
government to promote and ease the path of developing new nuclear power stations. These include a
strong national policy in favour of nuclear power and efficient systems for consenting new plants and for
the early generic assessment of reactor designs.
However these factors in themselves, important as they are, are not enough to secure new build. As of
2010 the policy was that nuclear new build would not benefit from Government subsidy. It was however
apparent that without some form of state support Hinkley Point C or other new nuclear projects would
not proceed at the present, and by 2012 the government and EDF were in negotiations over a strike price
as part of an investment contract. In evidence to the House of Commons Energy and Climate Change
Committee, EDF stressed that it was not asking consumers to take the construction risk.30
Essentially, in simple terms, the deal reached comprised the following main elements:
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•

A Contract for Difference by which the operator would be paid (or repay) the difference
between an agreed Strike Price (linked to the consumer price index) and the Reference Price for
baseload generation, over a 35 year period.31

•

A Government Credit Guarantee as to timely payment of principal and interest on unsecured
bonds issued up to £17 billion.32

•

An Agreement with the Secretary of State to compensate investors should the plant be shut
down for political reasons.

On December 18, 2013 the Commission notified the UK that it had decided to initiate State aid
procedures.33Unsurprisingly, the Commission did not accept the UK’s argument that the measures were
not State Aid according to the so-called “Altmark” criteria.34Particularly worrying to the UK
Government were some of the comments of the Commission that a support mechanism which was
specific to nuclear energy might crowd out alternative investments in technologies, including
renewables and querying whether the measure could be argued to be aimed at a common EU objective
in terms of environmental protection in general, and decarbonisation in particular. There was a large
question mark over whether the essential test of the aid measure being aimed at “a well-defined
objective of common [EU] interest” would be satisfied.
It therefore appeared that the UK would be in for a hard time in convincing the Commission of the
merits of its case.35 However, on October 8, 2014 it was announced that the College of Commissioners
had approved the proposals.36 This followed what were described as “significant” modifications to the
proposals, which would limit distortions of competition within the EU, as well as benefiting UK
taxpayers. The Commission noted in particular that the CFD Agreement would incorporate new “gain
share” mechanisms on construction costs and return on equity.
As in its earlier decision, the Commission found that State aid rules applied: the scheme did not get past
the first base on the Altmark criteria of SGEI.37 The UK clearly devoted considerable effort to
explaining the various facets of market failure which needed to be addressed, both for new and low
carbon energy technologies generally and nuclear energy in particular. Modelling undertaken by the UK
indicated that without support, no new nuclear power station would come forward before 2032 at the
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earliest, possibly not until 2050. Essentially the Commission accepted the thrust of this case. Relevant
passages of the Commission’s reasoning are important:
“(382) First, investment in nuclear energy is subject to significant risk given the combination of high
upfront capital costs, long construction times and a long period of operation to recover the investment
costs. The lack of market-based financial instruments, as well as other types of contracts, to hedge
against such substantial risk constitutes a market failure which is specific to few technologies among
which is nuclear energy. The instruments currently available from the market do not provide time
horizons in excess of 10 or 15 years, either in the form of long-term contracts or as risk-hedging
instruments.
(383) In particular, nuclear energy production has extremely long and complex life cycles, unlike most
other energy infrastructure and indeed unlike most infrastructure investments in general …
(384) Second, there is the risk of (predominantly political) "hold-up" once the investment is made and
the investor is in a weaker bargaining position. Given the controversial nature of nuclear technology,
successive governments can take different views on its desirability, which can compound uncertainty for
private investors. The Commission is not convinced that this issue may qualify as a market failure, but it
recognises that it can be a factor in making investment in new nuclear more difficult, in particular given
the long timelines needed for constructing, operating and decommissioning nuclear power plants.
(385) These issues are unique to nuclear technology …
(389) The key finding of the modelling work undertaken is that there is significant uncertainty around
the issue of whether private investment in new nuclear would takeplace in the absence of State aid, with
dates ranging from the early 2030s to not earlier than 2049 ...
(390) The analysis undertaken by the Commission confirms that there is high uncertainty over the
question of whether the market would deliver investment in new nuclear within a realistic time frame.
While the evidence provided and the analysis carried out are not conclusive, they indicate with a
reasonably high level of confidence … that purely commercial investment in new nuclear would not
come forward in time for addressing the energy policy needs the UK is facing in the absence of State
aid.
(391) Moreover, alternative mechanisms are insufficient to incentivise investment in new nuclear.
Neither the Carbon Price Floor, nor the Capacity Market, is sufficient to generate investments into
nuclear energy … The Carbon Price Floor does not provide sufficient certainty on future wholesale
prices to investment of the size and the duration of new nuclear to proceed…”
In terms of common interest, the main plank of the Commission’s reasoning was the Euratom Treaty,
which aims to support the development of a powerful nuclear industry and provides for the facilitation
of investment in nuclear installations (paras. 370-372).38 It would also contribute to diversification and
long term security of supply. The Commission did not however rely on decarbonisation as a common
38

Art 2(c) of the Euratom Treaty provides that Member States shall "facilitate investment and ensure, particularly by
encouraging ventures on the part ofundertakings, the establishment of the basic installations necessary for the development of
nuclear energy in the Community."
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objective in this case, though it had previously accepted that a CFD could be an appropriate measure to
support low-carbon technologies and in particular renewables (para. 397).
The Commission also considered the potential distortions to competition and trade, acknowledging that
widespread use of CFDs could result in interference with, or even removal of, the role of prices as
investment signals, and effectively lead to price regulation of electricity at government-chosen levels
(para. 503). It was however, in the light of assurances provided by the UK and EDF, able to conclude
that the proposals, in their modified form, would keep competition distortions to the minimum
necessary.39
The decision was greeted with relief by the UK and no doubt EDF. It was also important for the nuclear
industry generally given the Commission’s acceptance of nuclear development as an objective of
common interest and of the proven need case for state intervention. However, challenges have now been
instigated by Austria (Case T-356/15 Austria v. Commission) and by a German energy company
founded by Greenpeace (Case T-382/15 Greenpeace Energy v. Commission). The precise legal basis of
the challenges is at present unclear. The Austrian Chancellor is reported as having expressly stated that
the action is intended as a "… deterrent to investors, not only in Britain but throughout Europe" and as
"… a further step in [Austria's] anti-nuclear policy, whose long-term objective is a nuclear-free Europe."
Any final decision to proceed with the project was deferred pending the outcome of the Commission’s
investigation, and then because of the 2015 General Election. There were then repeated delays by EDF,
with a legal dispute with trade union interests and discussion as to measures to stabilise EDF’s financial
position. Then came the long-awaited decision by EDF to proceed,40 the dramatic UK’s Government’s
decision to review the arrangements,41 and the predictable outrage by France and China.42 As at the
time of writing (late August 2016) it is unclear how the issue will be resolved. There are numerous
ironies to be found in the situation. The vindication of the UK’s case to the Commission on the need for
and proportionality of the measures will make it harder for the UK to argue they are not in the UK’s
financial interests. The more fundamental issue would be security or foreign policy concerns arising
through the involvement of China in this and future nuclear projects. 43There is also an historical irony in
the concerns over Chinese involvement. In September 1981 the Prime Minister, Mrs Thatcher, was
visited by Dr Walter Marshall (Chair of the UK Atomic Energy Authority), Mr Stern of Westinghouse
and Mr Reinsch of Bechtel, who urged upon her that the time was ripe to compete with Framatome for
the Guangdong nuclear project in China.44 The opportunity was not taken up.

39

A key concern was the possibly massive overcompensation for equity investors as a result of future changes in debt/equity
ratios or the cost of debt (para. 483). This was addressed largely by more stringent gain-share mechanisms which would
apply throughout the life of the project, not just the life of the CFD.
40
The Times 28 July 2016: EDF poised to approve nuclear plant at Hinkley.
41
The Times 29 July 2016: Chaos over £18bn nuclear plant. Ministers stun energy industry with new Hinkley review; The
Times leading article 29 July 2016: No Point in Hinkley. Alternatives to the large-scale nuclear power station planned for
Somerset are now so numerous that the government should cut its losses and start again.
42
The Times 1 August 2016: France set to demand £2.5bn if Hinkley Point is scrapped; The Times 2 August 2016: China
raises doubts over £100bn investment in UK. Hinkley delay puts HS2 and other deals at risk, Beijing warns.
43
See the Chatham House Report, Cyber Security at Civil Nuclear Facilities: understanding the risks, Caroline Baylon,
September 2015, which refers to the risk of nuclear facilities having “… virtual private networks and other connections
installed, sometimes undocumented or forgotten by contractors and other legitimate third party operators.”
44
Letter of 17 September 1981 from Private Secretary to the PM (declassified 2011).
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However, there may also be other factors in play in the ultimate decision on Hinkley. If support on the
part of the French government for EDF is necessary, 45 the acceptability of this in State Aid terms is open
to question.46 There is also the issue of the continued investigations into the safety of the reactor
pressure vessel at Flamanville 3. Conditions built into the Credit Guarantee to ensure that equity
interests absorb losses before debt include “FFS failure condition” which is commercially confidential in
content, but which is intended to ensure that shareholders retain the principal exposure to the viability of
the EPR technology until such time as there is objective evidence for confidence provided through the
Flamanville 3 and Taishan 1 projects. Failure to satisfy that condition would require equity and
contingent equity contributions to be accelerated, by being provided immediately to satisfy the bonds
and guarantee.

V. CONCLUSIONS
It was state support in various forms which created the now-ageing fleet of nuclear power stations in the
West. It continues to be state support which is driving the vigorous programmes which are occurring in
Asia, where the future of nuclear power seems relatively assured. Whether nuclear power has a longterm future in countries such as the UK, France and the US is debatable at present. It certainly needs
state support if it is to have a fighting chance. Projects such as Vogtle, Flammanville and Hinkley Point
are critical. For countries such as the UK, which have lost the national capability for such projects, there
is a stark choice between greater levels of state support and allowing foreign investors to own vital and
potentially dangerous national infrastructure.

45

For example, recapitalisation by waiving future dividends.
On the basis that such a capital injection would not be made by a normal investor seeking a capital return, given the state of
EDF’s finances, and the risks of the Hinkley project. The opinion also notes the lack of corresponding private sector
investment, the fact that it is to benefit a company in financial difficulty, and the broader political motivation: Opinion of Jon
Turner QC, Ben Rayment, Julian Gregory, 19 April 2016.
46
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A NEW PROJECT FINANCE PARADIGM FOR NUCLEAR
Jason J. Crowell*and Jacques Lavoie**

Part I.

Introduction

Nuclear power plants are among the most complex infrastructure projects to finance. In fact,
all viable financing structures for new nuclear power projects are underpinned by a single
fundamental truth: nuclear power is a uniquely governmental undertaking, and governmental
involvement is necessary to finance and develop new nuclear power plants. This is true in
part because few project sponsors have the balance sheet capacity to raise the tens of billions
of dollars of financing that is required to fund a new nuclear project.As a result, governments
that want to promote nuclear power will be relied upon to provide financial support for new
nuclear projects. However, this can be complicated because any governmental assistanceis
often heavily scrutinized and political and public backlash to support mechanisms that are
perceived as unfair subsidies or as “bail outs” can result in significant setbacks in financing
new nuclear projects.
In prior writings we have posed a question as to whether project finance concepts, which
originally emerged and were developed to address financing challenges that are not entirely
dissimilar to those facing new nuclear projects, can be adapted and tailored to create a new
model for financing nuclear power projects which enables governments to provide financial
support for nuclear power plants in a manner that is politically acceptable and defensible to
stakeholders.1
In this article, we will build upon our previous analysis of project finance structures for
nuclear power plants and discussstructured credit supports and repayment assurance
mechanisms that can be developed based on those paradigms.

Part II.

A Possible Project Finance Solution

Legal and financial advisors specializing in project finance transactions typically hold one of
two views in relation to project financing new build nuclear projects: project finance
transactions for new nuclear plants are either (1) very difficult, or (2) impossible. Those who
believe project finance is very difficult to apply to nuclear power plants do so because
*

Jason Crowell is Managing Partner at Peace | Crowell LLP, a boutique project development and finance law
firm that represents developers, contractors, and government entities in project development and finance
transactions involving a variety of energy, infrastructure and real estate development projects both
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Project Finance Structures for Nuclear, 575 Project Finance International 52 (2016).When considering the
application of traditional project finance principles to nuclear power projects, there are unique challenges
specific to nuclear that require deeper consideration. Id. at 52. Namely, nuclear power projects are distinct
in that they require an analysis of the role of skilled employees and executive managers with experience in
the nuclear business,construction period risks, revenue assurance, nuclear third party liability, project
finance remedies and negotiation of financing terms that respect the unique attributes of the nuclear power
business.Id.at 53-55.
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nuclear power projects are unique among infrastructure projectsand require a nuancedanalysis
of, among other things, the attributes of a nuclear power business including nuclear third
party liability, construction period risks andnuclear regulatory requirements. Those who say it
is impossible do so principally because they believe there are insufficient available projectlevel remedies for lenders to manage the risks they are asked to take under a project finance
model, and because any attempt to exercise project-level remedies would expose a lender to
inappropriate risk of “extra-territorial” non-convention nuclear liability.
We believe that project finance for nuclear power plants is a very difficult, but not
impossible, endeavor. We further believe that a group of enterprising project sponsors will
eventually successfully secure project finance loan commitments to fund the construction,
development, operation and maintenance of a new nuclear power plant for which the
inaccessibility of other financing sources would otherwise make pursuit of the project itself
futile. This Part II of this article sets forth concepts and ideas that may be explored to form
the basis of the first successful project financing of a nuclear power plant, and we note that
many of these ideas have been informally market-tested in discussions we have had with
lenders, sponsors, technology exporters and operators doing business in or considering the
nuclear power industry.

A. The cornerstone attribute of project finance is limited recourse to project
sponsors. Is a limited recourse nuclear power plant financing possible?
To date, the prospects for limited recourse nuclear power plant project financing remain a
largely academic discussion, as no nuclear plant project financings have been successfully
concluded on a truly limited recourse basis. However, we believe thatas the lending
community becomes better educated about nuclear power technology, it will be possible to
achieve a limited recourse nuclear power plant financing.
Thedegree of risk transfer to lenders will be narrower than with other power generation
technologies. In addition, even if a limited recourse project finance transaction is achievable,
it may come at a cost of large sponsor and/or host country indemnities for nuclear third party
liability, it will almost surely entail challenging negotiations about the degree of project
covenants and controls that lenders should have over the project, and it will necessarily
involve a degree of increased financing premium to entice lenders to take project risk. For
those reasons, a project developer and host country must examine the value proposition in
exploring a limited recourse transaction and whether it is worthwhile to pursue the
complicated exercise of limited recourse options.
Should a developer or host country desire to pursue a limited recourse transaction, the
following minimum parameters will almost certainly enter into negotiations:
Completion guarantees. The risks associated with completing construction on-time
and on-budget must be cabined through various contracting and credit support
strategies in order for lenders to accept such risks. Construction risks are exacerbated
in a host country developing nuclear power for the first time because regulatory
frameworks and licensed operating entities must be developed to international
standards on timetables consistent with financing requirements. Consequently,
financial guarantees or other credit supports or contingent equity commitments will be
required to support payment of overruns and debt service during reasonably
foreseeable delays and repayment of all or a portion of the debt should completion not
occur by a date certain. The focus of negotiation of the terms of those guarantees will
3
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often center on which sponsors and participating governmental instrumentalities bear
which proportionate share of liability to the lenders and on what terms different
guarantors may be held liable. Guarantee release criteria may also be an area of
complex negotiation, and will frequently include stabilization metrics designed to
ensure that the plant is operating profitably and safely for a period long enough to
ensure that both the technology is stable and the operating staff can do their job safely
and efficiently.
Technology maturity and a track record of buildability are important factors in
assessing construction period risks. A demonstrated history of plant delivery within
reasonable margins of scheduled completion and budgeted cost should be considered
in sizing requisite completion credit support.2
Alternatives to “step-in” rights during plant operations.Traditional project finance
“step-in” remedies under which lenders (through their security agent) can step into the
shoes of the project owner for purposes of taking operational control of a project to
remedy project-level failures and apply resulting project revenues to discharge monies
owed to them are generally considered controversial in the context of nuclear power
plants for two key reasons.


First, many lenders and their advisors hold a generally skeptical view toward
the notion that substitute plant operators would be available to support
operations, repair and/or maintain the plant in case of a loan default by the
project owner and subsequent exercise by lenders of their rights to “step into”
the project owner’s operational, contractual and project management rights in
respect of the project.



Second, even assuming that “step-in” remedies are viable, there are
nonetheless two fundamental concerns with “step-in” rights that are unique to
nuclear power plants: namely that (A) implementing any change in operational
management or control would be time consuming and costly due to required
nuclear regulatory approvals, and (B) lenders potentially assume an
inappropriate level of nuclear liability risk the moment they exercise projectlevel remedies by stepping in and affecting operational control and
management of the plant.

Hundreds if not thousands of highly trained staff, including senior reactor operators
that are individually approved by the nuclear regulator, all working together under a
management team and management model approved by the nuclear regulator are

2

When the United Kingdom government developed its financial support package for Hinkley Point C, the
financial guarantees were dependent on the satisfaction of “Base Case Conditions” relating to the unproven
European Pressurized Reactor (EPR), which Hinkley Point C will use. Oliver Tickell, Flamanville Nuclear
Safety Fail Sounds Death Knell for Hinkley C, ECOLOGIST (Oct. 2, 2015). Until successful implementation
of the same EPR design at another nuclear plant in Flamanville, France, the transaction is underpinned by
sponsor credit support sized to repay the lenders. Id. In contrast, the Freeport LNG deal, which was
structured as a non-recourse construction project financing, closed without requiring a full completion
guarantee. Callum O’Reilly, Update: Freeport LNG Project-Financing, LNG INDUSTRY (Nov. 26, 2014),
http://www.lngindustry.com/liquefaction/26112014/Update-Freeport-LNG-project-financing-1859/.
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generally required to operate and maintain a nuclear power plant.3 Moreover, from a
nuclear safety perspective, it is paramount to maintain continuity in plant operations
and personnel at all times to ensure proper management of the nuclear reactor, nuclear
fuel and waste, and continuous plant safety, maintenance and operation.4 As a result,
it is simply not feasible for a group of lenders stepping into a nuclear power plant to
dismiss the existing operating organization and hire a replacement contractor to take
over full nuclear plant operations.
However, there are experienced plant operators that are in the business of selling their
management models and making management teams available to support operations.5
There are also numerous examples of nuclear stations changing operational
controlthrough the deployment of new management models and executive teams to
the improvement of plant availability, efficiency and overall plant economics.6
One way to ensure, then, that lender “step-in” remedies are real and effective would
be to pre-arrange those remedies under contractual option agreements with one or
more nuclear operating organizations that would be willing, on sufficient advance
notice, to deploy a team of suitably qualified and experienced senior managers and
3

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission licenses and regulates all individuals who either operate
or supervise the nuclear power plant. Operator Licensing, NUCLEAR REG. COMMISSION (Jan. 14, 2015),
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operator-licensing.html.

4

Nuclear safety requires constant oversight and examination throughout the organization. NUCLEAR
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE FOR THE NUCLEAR NEW BUILD SUPPLY CHAIN 15,
available at http://namrc.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/NIA-essential-guide-2.pdf.

5

See e.g., BWX Technologies provides nuclear facilities and operations management. Facilities
Management, BWX TECHNOLOGIES (last visited Nov. 27, 2015), http://www.bwxt.com/governmentservices/facilities-management. Moreover, Amec and Exelon Nuclear Partners have formed a partnership
“to provide consultancy and support services to nuclear power projects around the world.” Amec, Exelon
Team Up on Nuclear, WORLD NUCLEAR NEWS (Mar. 13, 2014), http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/CAmec-Exelon-team-up-on-nuclear-1303144.html. Exelon has signed consulting agreements with the
Lithuanian Nuclear Authority and the China Nuclear Power Co. Ltd. to train their nuclear management
personnel and plant operators on the Exelon Nuclear Management Model. Exelon Nuclear Partners Signs
Consulting Agreement with Lithuanian Nuclear Authority.PR NEWSWIRE (Dec. 9, 2011),
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/exelon-nuclear-partners-signs-consulting-agreement-withlithuanian-nuclear-authority-135316948.html.

6

SeeMANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE IN NUCLEAR ORGANIZATIONS,IAEA NUCLEAR ENERGY SERIES,
No. NG-T-1.1 1 (2014) [hereinafter IAEA REPORT] (noting that organizational changes can also have a
major impact on safety and effectiveness). Entergy Nuclear is recognized within the nuclear industry for its
replacement operator services. Entergy, Equagen and Enercon, WORLD NUCLEAR NEWS (Apr. 8, 2009),
http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/C_Entergy_Equagen_and_Enercon_0801091.html.
For example,
Entergy has provided its services to improve Taiwan Power Co’sKuosheng nuclear power plant’s
operations. Entergy Helps Extend Life of Taipower Plant, WORLD NUCLEAR NEWS (July 29, 2008),
http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/C-Entergy_helps_extend_life_of_Taipower_plant-2907084.html.
In
2002, Entergy entered into a management contract to improve plant performance at Cooper Nuclear Station
in Nebraska, and was so effective that Entergy received a 15-year contract extension. Dave Weaver, Citing
Cooper Station’s Performance, NPPD Extends Contract with Entergy Nuclear, Lincoln Journal Star (Dec.
16,
2009),
http://journalstar.com/news/state-and-regional/govt-and-politics/citing-cooper-station-sperformance-nppd-extends-contract-with-entergy/article_bc586874-ea8e-11de-a00c-001cc4c03286.html.
In 2007, Entergy acquired Palisades Power Plant in Michigan and took over operational control. US
Nuclear Plant Sold for $380 million, WORLD NUCLEAR NEWS (Apr. 12, 2007), http://www.world-nuclearnews.org/newsarticle.aspx?id=13232&LangType=2057.
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executives and a tested nuclear plant operations management model into a nuclear
power plant experiencing operational challenges at the option of project finance
lenders. Such an arrangement could be crafted in a manner conducive to the interests
of all parties:


The lenders would benefit from having assurances of effective “step-in”
remedies under contract from a designated operational support contractor that
has been vetted in advance during pre-closing due diligence review.



The host country sponsor or developer of the nuclear power plant would be
intimately involved in the negotiation and development of the terms upon
which “step-in” rights could be exercised and the identity of the operational
support contractor (which may even in certain circumstances potentially be an
affiliate).
Moreover, with appropriately negotiated terms, the option
agreement may even provide a menu of support options that could provide the
basis for project owners and borrowers to be afforded long cure periods within
which they may exercise certain of the remedies under the option agreement
while lenders agree to stand still for specified periods.



The operational support contractor providing the option agreement would
benefit from selling the option for an appropriate fee or other consideration,
and would be anchored into the project as a support contractor capable of
earning appropriate compensation in case of operational shortfalls and failures
that require external support to remedy.

Implementing such an option agreement and prescribed remedial plan is most
significantly limited by the availability of substitute operators and the fees they would
charge to enter into such an option agreement and/or sell their management model as
a precondition to such an option agreement. We believe there is a market and appetite
among qualified operating organizations to make such prescribed remedial options
available, but the terms of those option agreements would need to be financially
remunerative to the optionors.
Moreover, the timeframes required to effectively trigger a change in operational
control of a nuclear plant are significant given the requirements for regulatory review
and approvals. As a result of this, as discussed in more detail in the section
immediately below, debt service reserves of sufficiently significant magnitude would
be required to ensure that debt service would be paid during any likely period of
regulatory approval required as a condition to exercising “step-in” remedies.
Finally, because lenders will not want to own and have nuclear plants operating under
such contractual arrangements with substitute operators for prolonged periods, the
kinds of remedies described above would have to be coupled with the ability to take
ownership of the equity interests in the plant or the plant economics and would be
most effective in jurisdictions where there is a market to sell such equity interests to
other potential investors.
Debt services reserves or undertakings. A typical project financing for conventional
power generating assets includes a debt service reserve which is calculated as a sum
of money sufficient to service regularly scheduled principal and interest payments on
the loan for a period of time, very often six months in the case of conventional and
6
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renewable power generating assets. This can be funded by way of cash which is
either borrowed or built up over time from project cash flows. Alternatively, sponsors
can provide guarantees or letters of credit to support the debt service reserve
requirement. The reason for the debt service reserve is to provide lenders assurances
that money will be available to service the loan in the event that the plant is shut down
or curtailed for any reason.
Because nuclear power stations can be subject to prolonged outages if the
circumstances giving rise to shutdown require regulatory review and corrective
action, the debt service reserve requirements for a limited recourse nuclear project
financing will necessarily be quite large.
In addition, replacing an executive team at a nuclear plant operating organization and
deploying a new management model, as discussed above as alternative remedies to
traditional “step-in” rights, are events that generally require approval of the nuclear
regulator.7 Those approvals can take as much as 18-24 months or more in cases
where a properly qualified replacement management team and a sound management
model are identified and appropriately detailed and proper licensing applications are
timely made.8 As a result, project finance lenders relying upon project finance
remedies and “step-in” rights, even under a paradigm where those “step-in” rights are
pre-defined under an option agreement, will require “super-sized” debt service
reserves. Such reserves may come in the form of guarantees, cash reserves or other
credit support mechanisms, but in all cases lenders will require assurance that
sufficient reserves are available to fund scheduled debt service during the likely
period of regulatory review for a new management team and management model, as
well as during the likely period of any reasonably foreseeable regulatory outage
occurring during normal operations.9
We believe the likely outcome of negotiations would result in a debt service reserve
requirement measured in years rather than months. On a plant that costs tens of
billions of dollars, the quantum of that debt service reserve requirement would be
large enough that it may make sense to the project sponsors and/or host country
7

Nuclear safety regulators will have an oversight role during an organizational change.IAEA REPORT, supra
note 6,at 24.

8

Generally, the operating license process can take 6 to 36 months. Licensing and Project Development of
New Nuclear Plants, WORLD NUCLEAR ASS’N 11 (2015), available at http://www.worldnuclear.org/uploadedfiles/org/wna/publications/working_group_reports/wna_report_nuclear_licensing.pdf.
The review process for a license transfer application can take between 6 and 9 months. Fact Sheet on
Reactor License Transfers, U.S. NUCLEAR REG. COMM’N (Dec. 12, 2014), http://www.nrc.gov/readingrm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/fs-transfer.html.

9

The market standard in project finance for a typical debt service reserve account (DSRA) is 6 months.
European Commission, Decision of 08.10.2014 on the Aid Measure Which the United Kingdom is Planning
to Implement for Support to the Hinkley Point C Nuclear Power Station 12 (2014). Notably, the
Commission Decision on the Aid Measure for Support to the Hinkley Point C Nuclear Power Station
required a 12-month DSRA. Id. Since there are so many risks associated with a nuclear power plant, a new
project should have long reserves in case of regulatory shutdowns even without triggering step-in or
management changes. See id. In Entergy’s deal to acquire Palisades Power Plant, Entergy requested
approval of a license transfer on August 31, 2006, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission approved the
transfer on April 6, 2007. In re Consumers Energy Co. Nuclear Mgmt. Co., 72 FED. REG. 19057 (Apr. 16,
2007), available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2007-04-16/pdf/E7-7210.pdf.
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government to consider keeping capped debt guarantees in place in lieu of cash
reserves, even after completion guarantees have been released.
Nuclear liability issues. Lenders will generally expect protection from nuclear
liability claims. The international conventions and many domestic nuclear liability
laws go a long way to addressing such concerns in the context of domestic claims
brought within a nuclear project’s host country. Nuclear liability protection laws
provide protection for claims that arise within the host country, and international
conventionsextend that protection beyond the host country to include territories of the
applicable treaties or member states. However, claims in relation to extraterritorial
non-convention nuclear liability remain.
To address such concerns, sponsors and/or host government instrumentalities must be
prepared to offer some form of financial security, perhaps in the form of insurance
and/or indemnities for non-convention claims. Structural mitigants also exist and are
helpful in addressing lender concerns.
For instance, by pre-agreeing“step-in” remedies under a structured option agreement
with a known operational support contractor, as described above, lenders to a
transaction can ensure that the project owner takes primary accountability for the
terms of those remedies and operational “step-in” mechanics. This is significant
because the exercise of “step-in” rights in this context would involve triggering
remedies that were originally structured and negotiated principally by the project
owner and original nuclear license holder, rather than making independent
assessments and determinations as to the identity of such support contractor and the
terms upon which it effects operational change on behalf of the lenders. This may, in
turn, introduce an additional element of structural separation of lenders from potential
claims for nuclear liability.
Additionally, the allocation of risk in respect of claims for nuclear liability would be a
feature of the operational support option contract, as the contractor would be the party
taking the greatest degree of nuclear liability risk.10 Once those risk allocation
provisions are fully negotiated with the operational support contractor, it should be a
relatively simply drafting exercise and commercial negotiation to extend the same risk
protections afforded to the contractor to the lenders under provisions that “spring”
into effect once remedies under the option agreement have been triggered.
If it may further be possible in appropriate cases to structure a remedial scheme under
which the original project owner is required to trigger the remedial steps under the
agreed option agreement, failing which appropriate financial guarantees from creditworthy parties would kick in. Under this paradigm, the financial guarantees
supporting the debt are springing instruments and fully contingent upon the project
owner failing to follow prescribed remedial plans which effectively transfer

10

Nuclear power plant operators are sensitive to nuclear third party liability because, during the operating
phase, they have exclusive liability for damages resulting from accidents. Paris Convention on Nuclear
Third Party Liability, NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY (Nov. 7, 2014), https://www.oecd-nea.org/law/parisconvention.html.
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operational control of the asset to the operational support contractor’s replacement
management team acting under a new management model.11
Unique nuclear risks that lenders are unlikely to take. Even with completion
guarantees, supersized debt service reserve undertakings and other risk mitigants
described above, there are risks unique to nuclear power plants that lenders are
unlikely to take. These largely turn on reputational matters where bank management
teams perceive that their institutions cannot afford to remain in transactions associated
with projects that pose excessive radiological safety hazards to the communities in
which they are situated. The most obvious of these scenarios are catastrophic nuclear
events – i.e., radiological releases measuring high on the International Nuclear Event
Scale like the Fukushima catastrophe in 2011.12 But a variety of additional matters
ranging from the failure of host country nuclear regulators to meet minimum
international standards to repudiation by host country governments of key
international treaties can also give rise to the kinds of reputational concerns that
require lenders to have a right, supported by sponsor and/or host country guarantees,
to exit the financing.
Some of these risks can be, at least partially, offset by insurance. For instance, a
catastrophic nuclear event may, in addition to claims under nuclear liability insurance,
give rise to claims under property insurance policies that pay for the physical loss
occasioned by certain casualty events. The proceeds of those claims, if properly
structured, can be used to offset liabilities under financial guarantees of the debt.
In the case of smaller projects such as small modular reactors, insurance should be
explored as a mechanism to provide greater coverage and risk assurance to lenders,
thereby narrowing the scope of required sponsor guarantees.
Further challenges to the applicability of a project finance model arise beyond crafting
functional “step-in” rights, credit support mechanisms and other unique financing attributes
described above. Most notably, the market for investment in operating nuclear assets varies
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.13In markets where sale of ownership interests in nuclear
plants is precedented, it is feasible for lenders to foreclose on the equity interests in such a
plant and, concurrently with or after exercising prescribed “step-in” rights as described
11

Similar contingent schemes have been developed for project financings of conventional power plants in the
Middle East in an effort to structure credit supports that are palatable for the governments that provide
them. James Simpson & Giulia deMichelis, Part One: What Middle East Lessons Can Be Applied to
African
Power
Projects?,AFRICAN
BUS.
REV.
(Nov.
26,
2014),
http://www.africanbusinessreview.co.za/finance/1787/PART-ONE:-What-Middle-East-lessons-can-beapplied-to-African-power-projects.

12

The International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) is a tool for “communicating to the public
the safety significance of events associated with sources of ionizing radiation.” INES, INT’L ATOMIC
ENERGY AGENCY (Apr. 10, 2015), http://www-ns.iaea.org/tech-areas/emergency/ines.asp. The IAEA rated
the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant a Level 7. Fukushima Nuclear Accident Update
Log,
INTERNATIONAL
ATOMIC
ENERGY
AGENCY
(Apr.
12,
2011),
https://www.iaea.org/newscenter/news/fukushima-nuclear-accident-update-log-15.

13

Investors are aware that “the relative competitiveness of nuclear energy varies widely from one major
region to another, and even from country to country.” J.H. Keppler, How Competitive is Nuclear Energy?,
NEA
NEWS
4
(2010),
https://www.oecd-nea.org/nea-news/2010/28-1/NEA-News-28-1-1-howcompetitive.pdf.
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above, sell those equity interests to third party investors in order to recover all or a portion of
their losses in case of a defaulted loan against the plant.14
In cases where there is no demonstrated market for the sale of equity interests in a nuclear
power plant, relying solely on non-recourse project finance remedies may be impracticable.
Models have, however, been developed in project finance transactions facing similar
challenges under which host country governments are obligated to facilitate the sale of
project interests to third parties and even provide supplemental liquidity to augment
perceptions of market inadequacy to support foreclosure remedies.15 With appropriate effort
and creativity, it may be possible to adapt such models to facilitate project finance
transactions for nuclear power plants in jurisdictions that do not have established markets for
the sale of equity interests in nuclear power assets.
In addition, due to the size and monetary value of nuclear power plants and the quantum of
finance required to develop them, it is unlikely that insurance will be commercially available
in a sufficient magnitude to provide payment of amounts as large as the total debt in case of
casualty events that result in a total loss at a plant.16 Therefore, unlike conventional power
and renewable power technologies, where insurance proceeds are generally available in
sufficient amounts to give lenders assurance of substantial repayment in case of a total loss
casualty event, lenders to a nuclear power plant will likely be unable to rely on insurance
proceeds as a source of full repayment.
Political risk protection in case of changes in law, or even abandonment of nuclear power as a
policy matter, is another area requiring considerable attention and must be addressed and
accounted for in structuring financing for nuclear power stations.
Debt tenors can also raise tricky issues in the case of nuclear power projects. While nuclear
projects have useful lives often reaching 60 years or more, project finance lenders rarely offer
amortization periods in excess of 18 years, and in fact the consensus guidelines of the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development for nuclear financing limit
repayment of loans provided by export credit agencies to a maximum of 18 years. 17 This can
result in higher electricity tariffs than would otherwise be required if the cost of the nuclear
project could be fully amortized over its entire useful life.

14

For example, any sale of ownership interests in the United States will be subject to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission’s criteria regarding foreign ownership, control or domination (FOCD) of U.S.
nuclear energy facilities. NRC to Use Graded Approach on Foreign Ownership, NUCLEAR ENERGY INST.
(May 7, 2015). As an example of a sale of ownership interest in a nuclear plant, in 2007, there was a
private equity buyout of TXU Corporation, which operated two nuclear reactors. Power Plant Purchases,
WORLD NUCLEAR ASS’N (Feb. 2016), http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/countryprofiles/countries-t-z/appendices/nuclear-power-in-the-usa-appendix-2-power-plant-pu.aspx.

15

SeeSUMANBABBAR& JOHN SCHUSTER, POWER PROJECT FINANCE: EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
28 (1998) (explaining that there is significant variation in the scope and strength of guarantees provided by
governments, including examples of “guaranteed repayment of debt and some equity upon termination”).

16

Sufficient insurance may not be available for nuclear power plants. NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY, THE
FINANCING OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 31 (2009).

17

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, ARRANGEMENT ON OFFICIALLY
SUPPORTED EXPORT CREDITS 43 (2014), available athttp://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplay
documentpdf/?doclanguage=en&cote=tad/pg(2014)1.
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For all these reasons, among others, there are significant practical limits and challenges to
applying a project finance model to nuclear power generating assets. However, coming back
to the fundamental philosophy underpinning project finance, if this model can be adapted in a
way which allows nuclear power plants to be financed based on the credit of electricity
offtakers and/or the strength of the market for the sale of electricity from nuclear power
plants rather than placing all risk on project sponsor balance sheets, it will be possible for the
industry as a whole to pursue the development of many more new nuclear power plants than
would otherwise be the case.

B. Project finance, if properly adapted, can be an effective financing vehicle for
nuclear power plants.
For all the reasons described above, among many others, project finance paradigms must be
adapted to fit the unique attributes of the nuclear power business in order to achieve a
successful financing. While differences in technology and scale are often obvious to project
finance practitioners, the challengers of interposing project finance norms on the nuclear
power business and the people who run nuclear power plants can be elusive, and yet are often
far more fundamental.
Constructive frameworks for approaching nuclear project financing can only be developed
bybearing in mind the key unique attributes of nuclear power plants and looking foremost to
confidence in the licensed entities and their nuclear regulator as a basis for extending credit.
Approaching nuclear financing in this manner may even provide a path to achieving the first
truly limited recourse nuclear plant financing at some point in the future.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
In today's world, developing and operating a business means having to navigate a complex
swathe of legal and regulatory requirements, cost and financing imperatives, and a multitude of
risks. At the same time, arguably many investors and financial institutions have grown more riskaverse and circumspect in terms of risk appetite (especially given the recent global financial
crisis and the subsequent uncertain economic conditions). Factors such as these explain the
increasing popularity of joint ventures in the world of business. As the old adage goes: "many
hands make light work" and joint venture vehicles are tried and tested mechanisms through
which business activities are undertaken by two or more investors in circumstances where:1


the parties are unwilling to bear the entire risk of the venture individually (especially
given the size of, or the risks associated with, certain matters);



no one party has the technical ability or resources (financial or otherwise) to undertake a
venture entirely by itself (meaning the pooling of resources is a pre-requisite to success);
or



the parties decide to form a joint venture as a strategic decision, such as where the parties
look to make investments in new markets or explore new business areas.

Of course, there are a number of practical issues in forming a joint venture (which this paper will
be examining in greater detail) but, in principle, joint ventures remain a very effective vehicle to
share risk amongst investors, maximise synergies and create value.
Joint ventures are arguably a natural fit when it comes to the world of energy projects. Such
projects are often incredibly complicated, risky and expensive and a joint venture is a very
effective manner in which the various project risks can be apportioned between the participants.
Even in the world of energy projects though, nuclear generation projects are arguably in a class
all of their own and are unlike projects in other energy generation sectors2– be it in terms of:

1

2

3

4



costs and management of risks (such as the long construction periods associated with
nuclear power projects and the capital-intensive nature of such projects3);



supply-chain availability (nuclear technology is unique and therefore there are limited
number of participants in the nuclear supply chain);



benefits (as a sustainable and low carbon baseload generation technology providing stable
revenue flows when generating);4 or



stakeholder participation (engaging with public and Government in relation to aspects
such as safety and security of nuclear plantsorany payment support mechanisms).

Damian, Tony and JW Carter (2015), Before You Tie the Knot: Commercial Issues in Joint Venture Law, Ross Parsons
Centre of Commercial, Corporate and Taxation Law, University of Sydney.
Nuclear Power is Unique, International Atomic Energy Agency, available at https://www.iaea.org/Nuclear
Power/Downloads/el/milestones/01/Content/CDE-en_c01m01t03p08.htm.
Please note that nuclear projects not only require expenditure of significant front-end development costs but also
efficient planning for back-end decommissioning and waste management costs.
Nuclear power also results in the diversification of a nation's sources of energy supply and reduction of energy
dependence for countries which import most of their energy needs. Nuclear energy has often been argued to be a good
solution to the energy 'trilemma': (i) securing electricity supply; (ii) meeting low-carbon generation targets and being
environmentally sustainable; and (iii) being affordable for the consumers.

1

The nuclear energy industry presents opportunities and challenges to joint venture participants in
equal measure. On one hand, participants can look forward to investing in a baseload form of
electricity with stable revenue flows (subject to market fluctuations and generation needs) over
the lifetime of a nuclear power plant, acquiring enhanced expertise in the sector (such as
operating in a new market or a regulatory environment alongside an established participant),
benefitting from intellectual property rights owned, licensed to or developed by the joint venture
entity or its parent(s) or obtaining practical hands-on experience (such as by embedding
participant staff into the business) and increasing supply chain opportunities for the participant.
At the same time though, participants need to be alive to the complex legal and regulatory
framework underpinning the nuclear energy industry or exposure to political risk and adverse
public opinion (such as in the aftermath of the Fukushima incident). Equally, participants will
need to factor in practical issues in setting up a joint venture.Forming a joint venture means that
the joint venture participants are unlikely to have the same level of control had either of them
been progressing a project individually (though of course this also leads to a concomitant risk
reduction). Additionally, forming a joint venture also means that participants have to engage and
manage the relationship between themselves. It is possible that participants in the joint venture
may disagree on certain key business decisions creating a 'deadlock' scenario (although there are
mechanisms to resolve such situations). Being part of a joint venture could alsoexpose
participants to the increased risk of reputational damage or failure owing to the actions of the
other participants in the joint venture (or for that matter, actions of group companies of the other
participants). These risks are further enhanced by the sensitivities inherent in the nuclear sector.
This paper focuses on the various risks faced by nuclear energy projects and the legal and
practical 'pressure points' which impact joint venture participation in the nuclear energy sector. 5
II.

KEY RISKS FACED BY NUCLEAR PROJECTS
To understand the drivers behind joint venture participation in nuclear generation projects it is
key to understand the principal risks faced by nuclear projects to which the project company (and
its investors) may be exposed. Of course, a number of risks are not under the control of the
project company but a proper understanding of the various risk categories would assist not only
in discussions between the participants in a joint venture but also between the joint venture and
other stakeholders such as the supply chain, lenders, regulatory authorities and Governments.

A.

DevelopmentPhase Risks
Nuclear power plants have very high upfront costs and have long construction periods. The size
of the funding requirements mean that not only may investors be unwilling to fund the
development phase costs from equity alone but also thatlenders may not have the capacity to
support the immense quantity of funding requirements. Further, the length of the development
period means that nuclear power plants have long payback periods which increases the exposure

5

Please note that it is of course possible to have joint ventures at any level in the nuclear supply chain. However, this
paper focuses on analysing joint ventures at the level of a nuclear generation project company as that arguably presents
the most complex allocation of risks and rewards (such joint venture will be subject to various risk categories such as
project risks, supply chain risks, route-to-market risks, financing risks and political risks). The same broad analysis
framework can be effectively used for joint ventures at other levels in the nuclear supply chain (though such ventures are
likely to be subject to a lower number – both quantitatively and qualitatively – of risks compared to a nuclear generation
project company).

2

to investors and lenders6(though, of course the long asset and income life of nuclear projects may
be beneficial in supporting debt tenor beyond normal market terms).
The length of the development period also means that – even before effective design and
technology implementation can be demonstrated on an operational basis for a 'first of a kind'
project – the same design and technology is likely to be implemented on other projects of the
same generation type. Such usage of design and technology (untested in an operational
environment) may give rise to enhanced development risks in the construction phase.
Additionally, the specialist and bespoke components required for a nuclear project (coupled with
the duration of the construction phase) mean that a single-point turnkey Engineering
Procurement and Construction (EPC) contract may well be difficult to procure and that the
project needs to engage with the various participants in the supply chain to agree an effective
allocation of the construction risks. Further, there is also a heightened risk of cost overruns in
nuclear projects due to the complexity of nuclear build especially where untested design and
technology is being implemented and owing to the absence of EPC-style construction 'wraps'
(which ensure that a contractor perform the works in accordance with the agreed timelines and to
cost).
B.

Post-Development Phase Risks
In the operational phase, the principle costs and risks of a nuclear generation plant relate toongoing operation and maintenance including exposure to fluctuations in the costs of the fuel (and
associated costs such as enrichment and fabrication). The other significant post-development
costs to which nuclear power plants are exposed are decommissioning and waste disposal costs
(which will be incurred after the end of the operational life of the plants). Given the magnitude of
these costs, nuclear power plants are often required to set aside funds from operational revenues
to meet these future shutdown costs (also given the critical nature of works which are to be met
by such funds, the rights to meet such shutdown liabilities may well be ranked above any claims
which others creditors may have).
Additionally, during the operational phase a nuclear power plant is likely to seek to put into place
a clear route-to-market (typically a power purchase agreement (PPA)) and of course when a
nuclear project is obtaining project financing lenders are likely to insist on seeing a long-term
PPA so that they have income certainty for the project. Therefore, the joint venture (and the
investors) must keep in mind the risk of not being able to obtain a route to market arrangement
on acceptable terms and the impact this will have on the investors' rates of return and financing
ratios). Nuclear power projects are also exposed to other external risks such as market
fluctuations and reduction in the price of electricity which again will be of concern to investors
and lenders (though the investors or the project company may look to mitigate such fluctuations
by way of Government-backed support arrangements).7

C.

Political and Regulatory Risks
Joint venture participants in the nuclear sector are also exposed to a number of regulatory and
political risks, especially given the politically sensitive nature of the sector (the nuclear sector
may be an 'easy' target on the basis of economic, safety or other grounds). Given nuclear power

6
7

Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General, National Audit Office (13 July 2016), Nuclear Power in the UK, page 8.
Please see paragraph IV below.
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plants have such long payback periods, investor exposure to changes in Government policy
which would reduce operating revenues is increased. Additionally, nuclear projects are highly
capital-intensive and any Government-backed support arrangements may lead to charges
(especially, in the developing world)about ineffective allocation of scarce Governmental
resources and the justification behind subsidising nuclear energy at the expense of more pressing
needs in health, education and poverty reduction.8
Additionally, nuclear power plants are always exposed to the risk of regulatory or Governmental
actions in the aftermath of incidents such as those which occurred at Three Mile Island (1979),
Chernobyl (1986) or Fukushima Daiichi (2011). Such actions may take the shape of additional
regulatory requirements or safety considerations or even (as in the case of Germany) the
accelerated phase-out of the nuclear generation sector.9 Additionally, there has always been some
popular opposition to the siting of nuclear power plants and waste disposal sites (on grounds of
safety and security) and such incidents are likely to result in further hardening of public attitudes
(which may then be reflected in policy or regulatory actions).10
III.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR JOINT VENTURE PARTICIPANTS IN THE NUCLEAR
INDUSTRY
The previous section of the paper outlined some of the key categories of risks likely to be faced
by a nuclear project company.A number of these risks are not under the control of the project
company (or its investors). However, if the nuclear project is structured as a joint venture it is
possible for the joint venture participants to either effectively allocate internal risks amongst
themselves, agree the framework for risk sharing if external risks were to arise, or jointly
persuade another stakeholder to bear (or share) a particular risk.This section sets out some of the
key considerations for joint venture participants in agreeing such risk allocation or sharing.

A.

Role of Investors in the Joint Venture
It is very important that participants to a joint venture are clear about the kind of role they wish
to play in the joint venture (as that will inform not only how the joint venture is structured but
also the rights and obligations to be agreed in the joint venture arrangements). At a basic level, it
is possible to divide joint venture participants into two broad categories:

8
9

10



strategic investors – these investors are interested in playing a strategic role in the project
and have long-term business plans. For instance, they may be interested in vertical
integration (or integration across the supply chain) or venturing into new geographic
markets or building up their knowledge and experience base. The key driver for strategic
investors is likely to be exploring synergies between theirexisting businesses and the joint
venture; and



financial investors – these investors are principally interested in the return they can
achieve by investing in a business. They will have regard to (current and expected)
project cash flows and future exit opportunities at the time of making an investment

José Goldemberg (2009), Nuclear Energy in Developing Countries, Daedalus, 138 (4), p 72.
Exit now, pay later: Germany's rushed farewell to nuclear power, Reuters, 1 November 2015, available at
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-nuclear-idUSKCN0SQ1G520151101.
Ian Welsh (1993). The NIMBY syndrome: its significance in the history of the nuclear debate in Britain, The British
Journal for the History of Science, 26, pp 15-32.
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decision. The key driver for financial investors is likely to be revenue flows from the
business.
It is also helpful to consider a third category of joint venture participants, the Governmentbacked investor. In a way, the Government-backed investor may be argued to be a sub-set of the
category of strategic investors (where the strategic role is driven by policy considerations and
backed by sovereign support of a state). Given the high costs and significant risks associated
with the nuclear generation sector, a number of participants in the nuclear industry tend to be
Government-backed 'national champions'.
B.

Structuring the Joint Venture and Extent of Participation
The next step for investors will be to assess how best to structure the joint venture. The investors
can either choose to:


establish a separate legal entity – the joint venture participants will have ownership
interests in the legal entity which can enter into contractual relationships in its own right.
Such legal entity will usually be limited liability (meaning the joint venture participants
will – in theory – beable to limit their liabilities in respect of the activities carried out by
the joint venture11); or



agree contractual arrangements between themselves – this structure may be more
appropriate at the pre-transaction stage (for instance, creating a consortium to bid on a
particular project) or for smaller projects with a specific mandate (for instance, research
and development services where the participants can agree the apportionment of costs and
liabilities between themselves by way of a contract and do not see the need to establish a
separate legal entity).12

Choosing an appropriate joint venture structure is critical and the participants need to consider
queries such as: (i) the purpose and intended duration of the joint venture; (ii) how the costs and
liabilities are to be borne by the joint venture participants; and (iii) how the joint venture is
intended to generate profits for (and distribute it to) the participants. Joint venture participants
will also have regard to competition and tax drivers when considering the structure of the joint
venture (for instance, whether the joint venture results in creating an entity with a market
dominant position which will attract additional regulatory scrutiny, and whether the joint venture
vehicle and the participation of the investors is optimised from a tax perspective).
The participants will need to discuss and agree the extent of their interests in the joint venture
vehicle and the extent of participation is likely to be guided by what a participant brings to the
table (factors could include technological expertise, financial backing, or access to the
participant's supply chain). Where a participant has a minority interest in a joint venture it is
likely to be provided with standard minority protections only.13

11

12

13

However joint venture participants will need to keep in mind any separate avenues of liability such as under: (i)any
guarantees they may have extended in relation to the project; or (ii) the terms of the prevalent nuclear liability regime.
The analysis in this paper principally relates to joint ventures established as a separate legal entity given: (i) this will be
the likely transaction structure at the nuclear generator level; and (ii) even at other levels of the nuclear supply chain,
joint ventures by way of contractual arrangements are likely to be used in fairly limited circumstances.
Please see 'Decision-Making Process' at paragraph III.E below.
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C.

Funding of the Joint Venture
Funding of a joint venture is a critical issue and the participants to a joint venture need to agree if
there will be a commitment to fund the joint venture and what the consequences will be
following a failure to fund.For instance, given the capital-intensive nature of nuclear generation
projects and the risk of cost overruns the investors could consider putting into place an equity
funding structure where:


the participants have the obligation to meet funding commitments pro rata to their
interests in the joint venture to a specified cap (and if a participant does not meet its
funding commitments that will be an event of default entitling the other participant(s) to
acquire the defaulting participant's interest); and



if the actual funding requirements for the joint venture are in excess of the specified cap
the participants could have the option (but not the obligation) to meet its pro rata share of
the extra funding (and if a participant chooses not to do so then that would not be an
event of default but instead lead to a dilution of the participant's holding and rights in the
joint venture (to the extent that other participants extend any part of the extra funding)).

There are obviously numerous variants of the above structure which can be put in place to reflect
the commercial and other objectives of the joint venture participants. Further, given the size of
nuclear projects it may also be sensible(albeit potentially expensive) for funding commitments of
investors to be backed by parent company guarantees or letters of credit to provide other
investors with comfort that they will have effective recourse in case an investordoes not honour
its funding obligations.14
D.

Appointing a Board of Directors
The participants to the joint venture will need to discuss and agree the composition of the board
of directors and the executive management team (and other matters such as how decisions will be
taken by the board and what are the quorum requirements).15


As the board will frequently be composed of individuals appointed by the shareholders
this may give rise to a potential conflict between the interests and duties of such
appointees as directors of the joint venture on one hand and that fact that such individuals
may be employees or directors of the appointing participants (or their group companies)
on the other.



Such appointed directors must avoid a situation where his or her interests conflict with
the interest of the joint venture (for instance, where there is a conflict the board may take
a decision without counting any interested director in the quorum or the vote).

This may be a pertinent issue in the nuclear sector given the limited number of participants in the
sector (which may give rise to more potential conflict issues than is perhaps the case in other
sectors). Also, given the technical nature of the nuclear industry, another factor to be considered
is whether independent directors are to be appointed to the board of the joint venture to help
contribute to board deliberations.

14

Such mechanisms are likely to be useful especially where there are foreign investors and the other investors wish to limit
the risk of seeking enforcement in foreign jurisdictions.
15
Some of such matters are also likely to be driven by the relevant legal or regulatory regime.
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E.

Decision-Making Process
The participants in a joint venture need to agree how decisions will be taken on various matters
related to the running of the business. Additionally, in joint ventures in the nuclear energy
industry, the participants will need to consider (in light of the relevant legal and regulatory
framework) which person should retain day-to-day operational control and that will need to be
reflected in the governance arrangements.


A number of matters may be decided by simple majority but where participants take
minority interests in the joint venture company they are likely to seek minority
protections (such as no material amendments to key documentsto which the joint venture
is a party without the consent of all the joint venture participants meaning that any
participant will have the right to exercise an absolute veto on such matters).



The joint venture participants may also choose to agree a category of 'conditional veto'
matters (for instance, in relation to the approval of the budget for the joint venture). Any
participant may veto a proposal on the matter but in order to ensure that such key issues
are not stymied because of the actions of a participant, the participants can consider
deadlock arrangements where certain disputes are taken to independent experts for
resolution if the participants cannot agree an approach amongst themselves.16

Such governance matters (and the means by which deadlocks are to be resolved) are often oneof
the most heavily negotiated parts of joint venture arrangements.Joint venture participants will
need to decide what is the level of restriction on decision making that it is able to accept (or
would want to retain if it was the minority). The extent of protections sought by a participant will
depend on a number of factors such as the size of shareholding taken, the commercial negotiation
strength between the parties and the issues thrown up in due diligence.
Additionally, given the highly regulated nature of the nuclear industry it is possible that the joint
venture may be required to carry out a number of actions under law or regulations and the
governance matters must be appropriately drafted to ensure that no participant is able to stop the
joint venture from carrying out such required activity (and that any organisational control exerted
by the joint venture participants has to be in keeping with the functional independence required
by the nuclear regulatory regime). For instance, in the United Kingdom, the responsibility for
health, safety, security and environmental protection at the licensed site lies with the generator17
which is required to be the "controlling mind" of its own organisation and activities, and an
"intelligent customer" when managing its supply chain (meaning that the generator is required to
maintain a certain level of independence from its parents and demonstrate that the relationship
will not be detrimental to its legal responsibilities).18

16

17
18

The distinction between 'absolute veto' and 'conditional veto' matters is a matter of discussion between the joint venture
participants. On one hand, the deadlock mechanism for conditional veto matters is preferable as it is a solution-based
approach whilst at the same time, it is understandable if joint venture participants are unwilling to substitute the views of
experts for their own views for certain key matters (and would prefer to retain such matters as absolute veto matters).
The generator will be the licensee of the nuclear site.
Function and Content of a Safety Management Prospectus, Office for Nuclear Regulation, April 2013, available at
http://www.onr.org.uk/operational/tech_asst_guides/ns-tast-gd-072.pdf.
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F.

Equity Transfer
When entering into joint venture arrangements, the participants will also need to agree the terms
on which transfersof equity interests(in part or in whole) in the joint venture to third parties can
take place.
Given the sensitive nature of the nuclear industry, joint venture participants are likely to be
concerned about the entry of a third party into the joint venture structure (who was not party to
the original arrangements). The position would need to be discussed and agreed between the
parties – the remaining shareholders may require their consent before any such transfer can take
place whilst the exiting shareholder is likely to require as much flexibility as possible so that it is
able to transfer its interests in the joint venture. Such issues will be a matter of negotiation
between the parties.For instance, the parties may look to agree:


a 'lock-up period' (such as in the initial development phase) where keeping in mind the
additional risks faced by the joint venture there are added restrictions on the ability of
parties to transfer their equity interests;



a list of 'eligible transferees' where the parties pre-agree a list of transferees to whom a
shareholder can transfer equity without requiring the consent of the other shareholder; or



'rights of first refusal'where a shareholder is obliged to offer the equity stake to be
transferred to the existing shareholders when it receives an offer from a third party (a
variation on this is a 'rights of first offer' where the relevant shareholder has to make an
offer to sell the equity stake to the existing shareholders before entering into negotiations
with a third party).

Additionally, the joint venture participants must also be alive to any requirements under the
applicable competition law regime when considering the transfer of any equity interests held by
them.
G.

Consequences following Default
The parties to a joint venture also need to agree a regime which applies where any party defaults
in carrying out its obligations under the joint venture arrangements. Typical rights available to
the non-defaulting shareholders in such circumstancesare disenfranchisement of the rights of the
defaulting shareholder or an option for the other shareholders to acquire the equity interest of the
defaulting shareholder at a discount (or to dispose of their equity interest to the defaulting
shareholders at a premium). The parties will look to agree upon a cure period where such default
can be remedied before triggering the above rights as it is in the interest of neither party to bring
the joint venture arrangement to a halt where it may be possible to find an alternate scenario.
Also, from a legal and regulatory perspective, a particular project may have obtained the goahead because of the particular skills that a participant brought to the table – if such participant is
made to leave the project the regulatory authorities may look to revisit the consents / approvals
granted in the first place.
Effective enforcement mechanisms are important not only to provide participants an effective
get-out route in specific circumstances but also as a means of incentivising good behaviour from
the participants. To ensure effective enforcement, participants to a joint venture may consider
clear and unambiguous dispute resolution provisions, a locally incorporated single purpose
vehicle, and effective recourse in case a default were to arise (for instance,credit support
provided by financial institutions and assets in accessible jurisdictions).
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H.

Information-based Issuesand Non-Compete / Non-Solicitation Arrangements
When negotiating joint venture arrangements, the participants will look to ensure that no
participant has unauthorised access to proprietary information or intellectual property rights of
the other participants. This is even more significant in as technologically and informationsensitive sector as the nuclear industry where access to information has to be tightly regulated.
The joint venture arrangements must set out clearly drawn provisions in relation to information
access, confidentiality and audit provisions to minimise the risk of sensitive information falling
into the hands of unintended recipients. There is a public interest aspect to this issue as well as
the regulatory / Governmental authorities may prefer that certain information is not shared with
certain participants (for instance, owing to concerns relating to the participants or certain
members of the participants' group). Detailed safeguards agreed in the legal documentation or
imposed by law must be practically implemented in the joint venture to be effective (for instance,
which individuals have access to what documents andwhich parts of the information technology
systems and an effective internal audit trail to keep a record of information access).
The parties to a joint venture may also wish to put in place non-compete arrangements whereby
the participants cannot compete with each other or the joint venture – the terms of such
arrangements require detailed negotiations (and consideration from a competition law
perspective) and may relate to non-compete provisions in:


specific business areas (such as the business areas of the joint venture or those of the
other participants);



in specific jurisdictions (in the jurisdiction of the joint venture or other specified
jurisdictions); or



for a specific span of time (for the duration of the joint venture or a specified number of
years after the joint venture arrangements terminate).

Similarly, parties may also wish to put in place non-solicitation arrangements where the
participants are unable to solicit employees from the other participants or the joint venture for a
specified period. These aspects may be especially important in the nuclear industry given the
limited number of participants and personnel who are involved in the sector.
I.

Procurement Policies and Processes
One of the principal drivers behind participating in a joint venture is usually to expand
opportunities for a participant (or its group members) in the project supply chain.However, given
the nature of the nuclear industry, it is critical to have a proven, skilled supply chain in place.
Therefore, it is important to ensure that that the parties agree on a set of objective, merit-based
and non-discriminatory principles aimed at selecting service providers which are in the best
interests of the project and that any person which seeks to be a part of the supply chain will have
to comply with the same principles.
At the same time, participants in a joint venture should also look to put into place a sufficiently
robust 'related party transactions' regime to ensure that where the project company enters into
any contracts with related parties (meaning, with a shareholder or with a member of a
shareholder's group) then that does not result in value leakage from the company to that related
party or inappropriate terms being imposed (for instance, in relation to liability). Usually,
shareholders would look to put into place additional requirements such as approval by a higher
proportion of shareholders or audit rights when a project company is looking to enter into a
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contract with a related party to ensure that there is effective monitoring and oversight over such
arrangements.
IV.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR OTHER STAKEHOLDERS IN THE NUCLEAR
INDUSTRY
The previous section of this paper addressed some of the key concerns investors should keep in
mind when negotiating equity investment into a nuclear project. However, most investors usually
look to use a combination of equity and debt financing to meet their funding requirements and
commercial objectives and so it is also useful to consider specific aspects of concern to lenders
and financial institutions in relation to financing of a nuclear project:


the very high capital costs of nuclear projects which would adversely affect market
liquidity and the ability of lenders to participate in other projects;



the long development period which needs to be completed before the nuclear project
begins generating revenue (and the debt can begin to be repaid);



the technically complex construction process on the basis of technology which may have
undergone limited testing (which exposes the lenders to risk of technology failure or a
delay to the commissioning timetable); and



the highly regulated environments in which the nuclear industry functions which leaves
lenders exposed to changes in law or regulation which may adversely affect the project.

Lenders will usually expect to exercise typical controls over projects (such as monitoring or
oversight rights, or obtaining an acceptable security package). Additionally, lenders may also
look to put into place bespoke arrangements such as specialised reserve accounts to provide a
buffer against project risks (in case such risks were to crystallise). In the case of the nuclear
sector though, lender expectations will need to be made to work within the umbrella of the
applicable nuclear regulatory framework.Given the highly sensitive nature of the nuclear
industry, the applicable regulatory frameworks have been engineered so as toensure that
participants in the industry are effectively regulated and that the risks to public are reduced as
much as possible. For instance:


Governments generally seek to reserve for themselves wide powers to carry actions they
consider to be in national interest. In addition, Governments also frequently have
emergency powers which they can use in circumstances when it considers that an
emergency has arisen;



given how tightly regulated the nuclear sector is, participants in the nuclear sector also
generally require a number of regulatory consents and approvals in order to proceed.
Governments seek to control the certain sensitive good and technologies through detailed
security arrangements such as export control regimes to minimise the risk of such goods
and technologies falling into the wrong hands (and Governments may also look to carry
out regular audits to ensure that all the necessary arrangements are in place); and



finally, given the sensitivity of the nuclear sector, Governmentsare likely to be more
particular of the participants in the sector and whether there is any risk of any
participation being contrary to national interest. For instance, Governments have
previously relied on special share arrangements where suchshares provide Governments
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special rights to block an incoming investor or to force the sale of a stake by an existing
investor (where Government considers such an action to be in public interest).
Given the capital-intensive nature of activities in the nuclear sector and if a Government is
looking to the private sector to effectively participate in the sector, then such Government has to
ensure that an effective policy and regulatory framework is in place and create an investment
climate such that investors and lenders have sufficient market confidence. Ensuring such a
framework and climatewill be of benefit to the Government and the wider public giventhat there
is likely to be increased competitive pressure as a resultwhich would in turn be likely to lead to a
decrease in margins enjoyed by the investors. Of course, increased participation will also be of
benefit to the nuclear sector given the sectorwill be more thoroughly embedded in the energy and
the financial markets and any adverse actions on part of Government would be likely to have an
effect not only on the nuclear sector but also on the overall energy and financial markets (and
Governments may not wish the energy and financial markets to suffer from such shocks).
In recent times, some Governments have sought to address this deficit by providing support in
order to encourage private sector participation in the nuclear sector. For instance, in the United
Kingdom, the Government has introduced a scheme allowing the issuance of a sovereign-backed
guarantee to enable key energy and infrastructure projects to access finance (under which the
Government guarantees the repayment of the debt finance).19 Additionally, the UK Government
has also indicated its willingness to provide payment support to privately developed new nuclear
projects and, on 15 September 2016, approved the showpiece Hinkley Point C project. 20
However, as a condition of such payment support, Governments may also require investors to
enter into 'gainshare' arrangements (under which if the returns on the project are higher than
anticipated then the project will need to share a proportion of the gain with Government).
V.

CONCLUSION
At the beginning of this paper, the author referred to a saying in relation to the virtues of having
joint venture arrangements in place. The author would like permission to conclude this paper
with another equally hackneyed turn of phrase: "too many cooks spoil the broth". Proceeding
with the culinary analogy and if our broth is considered to be analogoustoa joint venture in the
nuclear energy sector then veritably an entire array of chefs, sous-chefs, sauciers and apprentices
will be required to deliver a mouth-watering broth of a successful joint venture.It is therefore
critical that each of these actors, meaning the participants in a joint venture carefully consider all
the risk factors and various issues which arise from joint venture arrangements and have a clear
understanding of their rights and obligations. If such an understanding is not present that is likely
to significantly affect the chances of the joint venture being successful (and increase the
likelihood of the broth being spoiled).
In this regard, it is critical that the joint venture participants enter into effective and enforceable
contractual arrangements with each other which address the key joint venture issues (as outlined
above in an effective and timely manner).Such contractual arrangements should address not only

19

20

UK Guarantee Scheme, Key Documents, available at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-guaranteesscheme-key-documents.
Government confirms Hinkley Point C project following new agreement in principle with EDF, 15 September 2016,
available
at
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-confirms-hinkley-point-c-project-following-newagreement-in-principle-with-edf.
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the relationship between the joint venture participants but also the relationship with other
stakeholders such as Government, lenders and the supply chain.
For instance (and as previously mentioned), one of the most significant risks for nuclear projects
is the element of political risk, (being, Government carrying out actions which have an adverse
economic impact on the project and the joint venture participants). One of the ways to mitigate
this risk would be by way of putting in place effective private law contractual arrangements with
Government providing the joint venture participants compensation where Government carries out
any such negative action. Another option may be for the joint venture parties to consider routing
their investments into the project in such a manner so that they can most effectively benefit from
investment treaty protection – for instance, parties may choose to route their investments through
a member state of the Energy Charter Treaty or a country which has an effective bilateral
investment treaty21 with the country in which the investment is being sought to be made.
One of the interesting features of complex projects is that the same entity may play different
roles and therefore such entity may have the ability to take a 'cumulative' approach in relation to
exercising its rights and obligations. For instance, there may be circumstances where a
Government may be both acting as a lender (or guarantor) and as a contractual counterparty (for
instance, where the Government provides some form of payment support or is providing a
concession) to a project and the investors will need to assess both sets of contractual
arrangements to see how the rights and obligations under both sets of contractual documentation
interact with each other.
The investors can also take certain practical measures in order to address the risks that they face
– engaging with members of the supply chain at an early level to settle costs is very important as
is maintaining good relationships and an open dialogue with Government and regulators (given
the highly regulated nature of the nuclear regime). Similarly, the investors may choose to put
hedging arrangements in place to address currency market risks (and which will assist the project
in settling its supply chain costs).
A key aspect of effective enforcement is also that the joint venture participants should have a
clear route to independent and speedy dispute resolution. The principle objective behind having
robust enforcement rights is not to serve as a penalty for bad behaviour but instead to serve as an
incentive for compliance with the agreed terms and to act as a catalystfor the joint venture
participants to continue their partnership in a mutually beneficial manner.
In conclusion, whilst at a theoretical level, having joint ventures in the nuclear energy industry
(with the necessary financial strength and technical expertise) is of benefit not only to the joint
venture participants but also to stakeholders across the nuclear energy sector,practically 'going
nuclear' is only the first step for these joint ventures – in order to 'remain nuclear', a strong joint
venture framework with well-defined rights and obligations and appropriate risk allocation (after
due consideration of all the relevant issues in connection with the joint venture) is required.The
principle objective behind this paper was to provide a high-level analysis framework of the
various issues which prospective (and current) joint venture participants in the nuclear energy
industry may consider to be of relevance – however, of course given the complexity and
21

A bilateral investment treaty is a treaty between two States which is governed by international law, and which creates
certain protections for the investors of each State which invest in the other State (such investment treaty may include
obligations such as to accord fair and equitable treatment to investments, not to treat investors of a third State or of the
host State more favourably, and to provide prompt, adequate and effective compensation in the event of expropriation).
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uniqueness of the nuclear sector, it will be necessary to drill down further into each of these
issues at the time of the actual discussions and negotiations on forming a joint venture in the
nuclear energy industry.
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THE FUTURE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN AFRICA
WITH AN OVERVIEW ON SOUTH AFRICA AND ITS
NUCLEAR ENERGY EXPANSION PROGRAMME:
THE EXPECTATIONS OF SOCIETY, THE ENVIRONMENT AND BUSINESS

By Anne Wilson1
INTRODUCTION
Koeberg, a nuclear power plant comprising of two 980 MWe pressurized water reactors and
located at the southern tip of the continent, is the only operating nuclear power station in Africa.
It provides 5% of South Africa‟s electricity and half of the electricity demand in the Western
Cape. As an option for baseload power, nuclear energy can contribute clean energy to a
continent in desperate need of reliable energy sources to, inter alia, provide power to industrial
projects. Nuclear energy in Africa is not limited to power generation – at present there are more
than 10 nuclear reactors to be found on the continent which are used for conducting nuclear
research and for commercial purposes enabling Africa to develop its nuclear application and
technology capabilities.
To provide any meaningful perspective on the future of nuclear energy in Africa in general,
and South Africa in particular, one would need to review its past experiences with nuclear and
observe present developments. Accordingly, this paper will seek to give an account of past
achievements of nuclear energy in Africa2, current developments in the sector within South
Africa and discuss the expectations of African society, business and the environment in relation
to nuclear energy going forward.

I. THE PAST: A BRIEF HISTORY OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN SOUTH AFRICA
A. KOEBERG AND OTHER NUCLEAR PROGRAMMES
South Africa‟s history in nuclear applications extended beyond nuclear weapon technology,
encompassing nuclear power generation, nuclear medicine and applications in science and
industry. South Africa is the leading African country with regard to nuclear science medicine
and electricity generation.
In the 1940s, the South African government sought to regulate the uranium industry and
established the Atomic Energy Board in 1948. In 1960, the government built a research reactor
named South African Fundamental Atomic Research Installation (SAFARI-1) and in
1

Ms Anne Wilson is a partner at Comline Wilson Attorneys and works within the corporate, energy and mining
team. The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Comline
Wilson Attorneys.
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As the future of nuclear energy relates to peaceful uses thereof, the author has elected not to discuss South
Africa‟s history regarding nuclear weapons in much detail. In addition, and though a fundamental part of nuclear
development in South African history, the author will not discuss the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor Project.
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conjunction with the United States (US) Atoms for Peace Programme, a nuclear research
facility was established in Pelindaba. Subsequent thereto, the government established the
Uranium Enrichment Corporation which culminated in South Africa‟s first nuclear fuel cycle
programme, thus rendering South Africa self-sufficient with regard to its fuel supply chain.
The country also developed its nuclear weapons capability. South Africa‟s weapon
programme was, however, dismantled owing to South Africa‟s accession to the Treaty of the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons in 1991 and it resumed its seat at the IAEA General
Conference.3 In 1996, two years after South Africa became a democratic country, the African
Nuclear Weapon-Free Zone Treaty was adopted.4
At present, South Africa procures conversion, enrichment and fuel fabrication services from
external countries such as Canada, the US and France. As a key source of uranium, South
Africa is capable of controlling its fuel supply chain from the sourcing of uranium to the
production of enriched uranium and it has the potential to control its conversion, enrichment
and fuel manufacturing services. South Africa‟s 1200 tU/yr conversion plant produced
approximately 990 kg of highly enriched uranium fuel.5 An additional plant, which has since
been demolished, supplied 3.25% enriched uranium to the Koeberg plant.6
In South Africa, nuclear energy falls under the ambit of the Department of Energy (DoE). As
part of its Vision 2050, South Africa‟s objective is to ensure that by the year 2050, 30% of the
country‟s energy mix is clean energy.7 The State is the sole shareholder of the South Africa
Nuclear Energy Corporation Limited (Necsa), a public company established under section
3(1) of the Nuclear Energy Act.8 Necsa promotes and undertakes research and development in
the field of nuclear energy and radiation science and technology9 and processes nuclear
material. Necsa, also, wholly owns the NTP Group SOC Limited which in turn owns various
subsidiaries active in the radiation science technology and nuclear applications. One such
subsidiary, NTP Radioisotopes Proprietary Limited, is a lead supplier of medical isotopes,
supplying nuclear medicine to more than 50 countries worldwide.
The South African nuclear industry is regulated by the National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) and
is discussed in more detail under Part III.
Eskom Holdings SOC Limited10 (Eskom) is the country‟s power utility and, though it operates
within the energy sector, it is accountable to the Ministry of Public Enterprises as its executive
authority. Eskom is the owner and operator of the country‟s only nuclear power plant (NPP)
and, if the nuclear expansion programme comes to fruition, will be the owner and operator of
the new NPPs.

Speech by former president F.W. De Klerk, Joint Session of Parliament, 24 March 1993
http://www.nnr.co.za/history/
World Nuclear Association South Africa Profile, July 2016
World Nuclear Association South Africa Profile July 2016
http://www.energy.gov.za/files/au_frame.html Act 46 of
1999
Section 13(a) of the Nuclear Energy Act 0
SOC stands for state-owned company
3

Construction on Koeberg commenced in 1976. Unit 1 became operational in 1984, and Unit 2
in 1985. It provides 5% of South Africa‟s power and 50% of provincial power. Koeberg has
been designed such that it is able to withstand an earthquake measuring 7 on the Richter scale
occurring 8 km from the site and a tsunami event of up to 4 m.11 The Koeberg NPP was built
by the French entity now known as Areva and consists of twin 980 MWe class (970 and 940
MWe grossed) PWRs.12 With a view to extending the life of the plant, Eskom embarked on a
project to install six new steam generators. The awarding of the project is currently under
review by the judiciary.
From 1994, the electricity demands of South Africa increased drastically. The economy was
expanding, there was a marked increase in urbanisation, the mining industry increased
production to meet global demand and to exploit high commodity prices and infrastructure
projects were being prioritised. As a key emerging market, South Africa focussed on supplying
reliable power to the country and, in meeting its obligations to the region. Eskom explored the
addition of another conventional NPP using Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) technology.
Following the outcome of an Environmental Impact Assessment, three possible sites were
identified for housing South Africa‟s second nuclear plant: Thyspunt, Bantamsklip and
Duynefontein.13
South Africa started to experience extreme power shortages around 2006 and 2007 and more
acutely in 2008, resulting in costly power outages across the country. The demand for
electricity outweighed supply and with the ensuing global recession in 2008 and 2009,
economic growth started to decrease. It became clear that the country desperately required large
scale baseload electricity supply.14
Termed “Nuclear-1”, Eskom sought to procure a NPP of 4000 MWe of nuclear capacity15 and
commenced with the bid process. The bid was subsequently cancelled in December 2008 due
to, inter alia, the trying economic climate, but that did not impede Eskom‟s efforts to secure a
new site. In this regard, a draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was published in March
2010 recommending Thyspunt as an ideal site for a NPP.16
Current policy planning relating to energy in South Africa aims to make provision for
government and political commitments to “the Millennium Development Goals, the National
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Development Plan, the Climate Change Response Policy and the shift to the Green
Economy”.17
II. THE PRESENT: NUCLEAR ENERGY IN AFRICA AND THE SOUTH AFRICA
NUCLEAR PROGRAMME
“Access to reliable, affordable, economically viable, socially acceptable and environmentally
sound energy services and resources is fundamental to socio-economic development”.18
A. AFRICA‟S ENERGY NEEDS
The data on Africa‟s current energy deficiencies are staggering. Electricity access in Africa is
the lowest in the world with as much as 635 million people (57% of the African population)
without access to electricity.19 With a rapidly expanding population, it is expected that Africa‟s
population will constitute 22% of the global population by 204020 and with many migrating to
urban areas it is foreseeable that the power demand in such areas will rise exponentially.
Economic growth is integral to improving the quality of life and reducing inequality.21The lack
of access to modern energy impedes Africa‟s development and growth and has an adverse
effect on the quality of life for many Africans on the continent. In Nigeria – Africa‟s most
populous country - approximately 96 million people are without access to electricity.22Those
that do enjoy some measure of electricity are not exempt from frequent power outages, on
average 33 times a month.23
Eskom supplies 95% of electricity to South Africa‟s grid and produces 45% of electricity
generated in Africa24, however, as a result of high energy prices and shortage of power,
industrial projects are severely compromised which in turn impedes progress of Africa‟s
sustainable development goals.
B. AFRICAN CO-OPERATION
The African Nuclear Weapon Free Zone Treaty (commonly known as the Pelindaba Treaty)
was signed on 11 April 1996. Essentially a non-proliferation treaty, the Pelindaba Treaty
prohibits its signatories from attacking nuclear installations25 and dumping radioactive waste

17
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within the African nuclear weapon free zone.26 To further enforce the safety requirements
relating to nuclear energy, each member must maintain the highest standards of physical
protection of nuclear material, facilities and equipment. The treaty establishes the African
Commission on Nuclear Energy (AFCONE) which is tasked to:
•
•
•
•

monitor state parties‟ compliance with the treaty obligations,
support nuclear and radiation safety and security,
encourage nuclear science and applications, and
see to partnerships and technical co-operation with the relevant regional and
international bodies.

The spirit of regional and continental co-operation is also embodied in the provisions of the
Treaty establishing the African Economic Community wherein it is stated that:
“Member states shall co-operate in the following fields: (a) Mineral and Water
Resources, (b) Nuclear Energy and (c) New and Renewable Energy”.27
Inter-African commitment is vital to solving the energy crisis in Africa and African
governments will need to integrate energy access into their national development strategies.28
By the same token, regional bodies need to be cognisant of the energy needs of its members
and be made aware that, where nuclear energy is concerned, the implications or consequences
of nuclear incidents may not be limited to the installation country. In this regard, South Africa
would need to engage with the governments of Lesotho and Swaziland and other neighbouring
states more so as the Koeberg NPP is, and the Thyspunt NPP will be, located along the
coastline. A catastrophic event may have consequences for countries beyond South Africa‟s
borders. Regional co-operation, knowledge management, public awareness, understanding and
full appreciation of the risks, by all stakeholders29 is required.
Though several African States have expressed their interest in developing their nuclear
capacity, the governments of such countries face many challenges pertaining to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the costs and financing of new nuclear build programmes,
the industrial infrastructure and supply chain,
the availability, of lack thereof as the case may, in some instances, be of skilled
labour,
the sourcing and enriching of uranium resources,30
the siting of new plants,
radioactive waste-management,
public acceptance,
the development of institutional, regulatory and legal frameworks, and

26
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•

environmental, health and safety issues.31

Additional challenges relate to the size of the current grid capacities in some African states many of which are too small to manage large unit sizes.32 This may be solved by installing
smaller reactors en masse, thereby reducing the costs.
C. NUCLEAR RESEARCH
It is envisaged that proposed new NPPs will need approximately 465 tonnes of enriched
uranium annually by 203033. Research reactors will thus play a vital role in the expansion of
nuclear energy on the continent. Presently, there are 10 research reactors in Africa located in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Algeria - Es Salam and NUR,
Democratic Republic of Congo - Trico-II,
Egypt - ETRR-1 and ETRR-2,
Ghana - GHARR-1,
Libya - IRT-1,
Morocco - MA-R1,
Nigeria - NIRR-1, and
South Africa - SAFARI-1

At present, Necsa is responsible for nuclear research in South Africa and operates SAFARI-1,
a research reactor situated at the Pelindaba nuclear research centre. Necsa commercialises
nuclear applications such as medical isotopes and filters for the mining industry. Its subsidiary,
NTP Radioisotopes, supplies up to 25% of the world‟s molybdenum-99 requirements for
medical diagnostic procedures and therapy, supplying both local and international markets. The
reactor currently supplies low enriched uranium fuel.
The African Regional Cooperative Agreement for Research, Development and Training
Related to Nuclear Science and Technology (AFRA) outlines the principles by which nuclear
science and technology will contribute to the development of Africa. AFRA‟s focus areas
include research and development within the following sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human Health,
Food and Agriculture,
Water Resources,
Sustainable Energy Development,
Industrial Applications, and
Radiation Safety and Nuclear Security.34
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There have been successful nuclear applications on the continent, a testament to the increasing
role nuclear science plays in the everyday life of many Africans, over and beyond the benefits
of nuclear medicine. Under AFRA, 40 radiotherapy centres on the continent have been
upgraded and their personnel trained to improve the management of radiotherapy
centres.35The use of nuclear and nuclear-derived technologies in laboratories in Botswana
have aided cattle farmers in diagnosing animal diseases, proving vital for an economy that
exports most of its beef to European markets.36
With respect to the AFRA crop development programme, the development of drought
tolerant lines has aided the development of new crop varieties in a number of African countries,
so vital to food security within the continent. In South Africa, the citrus industry in the
Western Cape has benefited from the suppression of the false codling moth after an infestation
threatened the loss of produce and the livelihood of hundreds of farm labourers. With the use
of sterilization equipment and gamma irradiation, citrus food in the region is marketable.37

D. NUCLEAR PROGRAMME
In 2011, the National Nuclear Energy Executive Coordination Committee was established in
South Africa, the primary role of which is to have general oversight of the nuclear expansion
programme.38
The South African government has concluded inter-governmental co-operation agreements
with several countries and has embarked on several vendor parades. In May 2015, the overall
control of the nuclear expansion programme was ceded to DoE, having successful managed
the Renewable Energy Independent Power Procurement Programme (REIPPP) process and the
most relevant of the governmental ministries to run the programme.
During the first quarter of 2016, the South African president confirmed the government‟s
intention to embark on the nuclear expansion programme emphasising that the procurement of
the nuclear energy expansion programme will occur at a scale and pace that the country can
afford.39
Since the announcement, there has been progress made in relation to the preparatory work
relating to the nuclear expansion programme. The final Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) was submitted to the Department of Environmental Affairs for approval and on March
10, 2016, Eskom applied to the NNR for two nuclear installation site licences with respect to
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Thyspunt and Duynefontein with the intention of constructing and operating multiple nuclear
installations of a plant type and technology not yet identified.40
These are clear indications that the Government is intent on rolling out the nuclear expansion
programme which, if fully implemented, is expected to contribute 9,600 MWe by 2030. The
official bidding process in relation thereto has yet to commence.

III.

THE FUTURE: PROBABILITY OF A CONFLUENCE WITH RESPECT TO
THE EXPECTATIONS OF SOCIETY, ENVIRONMENT AND BUSINESS

According to the World Energy Outlook 2016, electricity demand on the continent is likely to
triple in the period to 2040 with a strong surge in renewable energy which may, according to
IEA/OECD projections, surpass natural gas as the main source of electricity on the continent
as a whole.41 The interest in other forms of power generation remain high as “reflecting
different stages of economic development, natural resources endowments, institutional
frameworks, demographic trends and prospect for economic growth” of each country, thus
power sector trends in countries of the continent will differ significantly.42
In South Africa, there is a great potential for harmony with respect of the expectations of
society, business and the environment with respect to the nuclear expansion programme. The
board of the NNR must, in terms of section 8(4) of the National Nuclear Regulator Act 47 of
1999 (NNR Act) must consist of:
•
•
•
•
•

a representative of organised labour,
a representative of organised business,
a person representing communities which may be affected by nuclear activities,
an official from the Department of Mineral Resources, and
an official from the Department of Environmental Affairs.

A. EXPECTATIONS OF SOCIETY
If Africa‟s most important stakeholders are the people of Africa, then any new nuclear build
programme going forward should be understood and approved by them to ensure that their
concerns are addressed and their (reasonable) expectations, met. That being said, nuclear
science has already permeated and contributed to the lives of many on the continent and
worldwide, from advances in healthcare to agriculture.
As with all global citizens, Africans aspire to a better quality of life. Health and sanitation, food
and job security are primary expectations made possible, in part, by access to reliable energy.

40. http://www.nnr.co.za/applications-in-progress/
41. World Energy Outlook, p. 234
42. Ibid
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1.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

With an unemployment rate 26%, South Africa‟s government is in desperate need of finding
adequate and meaningful labour for its citizens43. The advantage of NPPs is that with a
construction period of not less than 16 years for each NPP, hundreds of workers can be
employed for a longer period than other construction projects, where un-skilled labour is
required. The opportunities for skilled labour within the nuclear industry are far greater as the
life of a plant averages at 60 years, with the decommissioning phase extending the requirement
for skilled labour. The labour requirement with respect to a new build varies over the life of
the plant, with more dense numbers required during the construction phase.44 The mining
industry also stands to benefit from nuclear new builds in that the local demand for uranium,
cement and steel will require higher production output from the miners.
2.

RISK, MAINTENANCE AND SAFETY

Safety is the most crucial of all aspects of nuclear energy. In the absence of stringent safety
requirements being met, any project related to nuclear energy or technology cannot
commence.
For many on the continent, particularly the younger generations, their first introduction to
nuclear energy and its dangers occurred in 2011, when television screens and mobile devices
projected images of the unravelling disaster at Fukushima Daiichi, most of which related to the
tsunami.45 This was compounded further by the commentary of many media outlets relating to
the nuclear power reactors.
As a result, nuclear energy has been equated with disaster, mishaps, accidents and war. There
is a gaping lack of knowledge and understanding with respect to nuclear energy.46 However,
Risk and Safety are the cornerstones to any nuclear build and the governments of Africa must
navigate this area closely, or be held accountable by its citizens.
With respect to nuclear liability, South Africa is not a signatory to the Vienna Convention on
Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage, the Convention of Supplementary Compensation for
Nuclear Damage or the Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention
and the Paris Convention.47 South Africa has, however, ratified the Convention of Nuclear
Safety, governing the safety of nuclear installations and in terms of which South Africa is
obliged to establish and maintain a legislative and regulatory framework to govern the safety
of nuclear installations.48
In South Africa, the present liability regime relates to strict liability where the holder of the
nuclear installation licence (being Eskom, in so far as nuclear power plants are concerned) is
43
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liable for all nuclear damage caused by the holder, whether by intent or negligence on the part
of the holder and where the damage or event is due to the discharge or release of radioactive
material or material contaminated with radioactivity or arising from the conveyance of such
materials.49 Section 30(7) of the NNR Act states that the holder “retains any contractual right
of recourse or contribution which the holder has against any person in respect of any nuclear
damage for which that holder is liable”.
The holder of the installation licence is obliged to provide financial security for the purpose of
meeting its obligations relating to the liability provisions of the NNR Act. Parliament may, in
instances where the compensation claims by those affected by nuclear damage exceed the
security provided, “appropriate funds for rendering financial assistance to the amount by which
the claims exceed or are likely to exceed the security which is available”.50 Notwithstanding
the assistance, the liability of the holder remains.
An additional area of concern is with regard to future generations - that the responsibility of
securing and maintaining long-lived hazardous radioactive waste shall be their burden and that
of their descendants.51 To prevent undue burden on future generations, relevant protections
must form part of the operation and use of the plant.
With regard to the use of nuclear technologies and safety considerations, there are three main
principles to consider which are:
• the justification for operating,
• the level of optimisation achieved, and
• ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable).52
The robustness, therefore, of the regulator in any nuclear environment is thus key to meeting
society‟s expectations regarding its safety and security vis-à-vis nuclear installations.
3. THE REGULATOR
South Africa‟s National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) was established in terms of section 3 of the
NNR Act. It is the public entity responsible for the issuing of nuclear authorisations. It also
enjoys regulatory control related to the safety of nuclear installations and vessels propelled by
nuclear power or having radioactive material on board which is capable of causing nuclear
damage53.
The NNR oversees safety regulations of nuclear installation at Necsa‟s Pelindaba site, Vaalputs
radioactive waste disposal facility, the Koeberg NPP and certain mines and other small
users/operators.
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Safety is a key concern of many and the steadfastness and integrity of a robust and independent
regulator is key to instilling confidence amongst the public, international agencies and vendors.
The NNR has, since its inception, regulated the nuclear industry and to date, there have not
been major safety violations with respect to Koeberg. South Africa ratified the Convention on
Nuclear Safety in 1996 and acceded to the Joint Convention of the Safety of Spent Fuel
Management and the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management. The Safety Conventions are
legally binding and the NNR operates in fulfilment of its international obligations to enhance
nuclear safety.
The NNR conducts compliance assurance activities to determine the extent to which holders
comply with the conditions of the authorisations granted by it. Thus holders are subjected to
audits, inspections, and reviews of reports compiled by it or its agents. In cases of noncompliance of the NNR Act, those in control of the holder may face up to 10 years‟
imprisonment in terms of section 52 of the NNR Act, depending on the degree of the
transgression. By implication, therefore, the board of directors of the holder may be held liable
in the form of a prison sentence.
The Act also stipulates that the NNR may impose conditions with respect to authorisations
granted by it and in the event of a radiation risk, the holder of the authorisation has the prime
responsibility for safety and is liable for any nuclear damage caused by their facility or
activities. Eskom, as the owner and operator of the proposed NPPs will be held responsible by
the NNR for the overall safety thereof.
The NNR operates independently of the government, though it is accountable to the Minister
of Energy. Members of the executive and legislative arms of the government are prohibited
from being appointed as members of NRR board. The NNR is funded by money appropriated
by parliament, government grants and on the licensing of nuclear facilities.54 The NNR itself
maintains that it “functions independently from governmental departments or agencies and
other organizations or bodies charged with the promotion of nuclear technologies or
responsible for facilities or activities. The primary reason for this independence is to ensure
that regulatory decisions can be made, and regulatory enforcement actions taken, without
pressure from interests that may conflict with safety. The credibility of the NNR as a regulator
is assured through its independence from the organizations it regulates and the promoters of
nuclear technology. The NNR retains its independence as a safety authority and is protected
from undue pressure”.55
4. KNOWLEDGE, TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY OF LIFE
For the people of Africa to make informed decisions regarding their future in nuclear energy,
they must be afforded the opportunities to acquire as much knowledge about it as is possible.
A process of demystification should occur not only amongst the older generations of Africa,
but the new and younger ones as well. Knowledge management and skills development must
be the primary focus of all governments. Countries with definitive plans to develop new build
programmes should ensure that educational curricula include nuclear energy related subjects.
NNR Act section 17(1)(a) and (b) read with section 28
See: www.nnr.co.za
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It follows, then, that the most important expectation of society should be an appreciation of the
risks involved. This should not be the preserve of the educated and professionals, but should
be understood in communities, rural villages and schools.
Following thereon, it is through knowledge that one‟s quality of life is improved. However, in
Africa and other developing regions, communities are battling with preserving life. According
to data released in 2011, Sub-Saharan Africa accounted for 38% of global neonatal deaths.56
The expectation to give life, sustain that life and afford it some measure of quality is what most
societies strive for. However, Africa‟s reality is that there are more regions in Africa that endure
unstable power supplies, if any at all, than those with constant power supply. Energy plans in
Africa must be prioritised as “access to electricity has the largest impact in reducing child
mortality in comparison to other variables, including access to sanitation or safe water”.57
Thus society should expect from its government a source of reliable energy to (i) ensure that
once life is given, that life can be sustained, and (ii) that that life enjoys some measure of
quality. This is not only a function of reliable energy but extends to nuclear technologies which
can improve lives.
If society‟s expectation is that solutions to its problems must be found, then the development
of research facilities is vital. Many of the advances enjoyed in nuclear medicine, by way of
example, were made possible by the ability of nuclear professionals to work within resourced
facilities. As the world develops, new technologies are required and to remain relevant in that
field research facilities and universities must be supported by society and government.
In so far as the public is concerned, there are other avenues to pursue for alternative energy
forms such as renewable energy, however when it comes to solar energy and wind, these deliver
energy when the sun shines and the wind blows.58 Society needs a stable source of power that
delivers on demand. And of the baseload power sources available, nuclear energy is available
sans the high “carbon dioxide and greenhouse gas emissions that are inherent in fossil-fuel
power plants”.59
If Africa‟s most important stakeholders are the people of Africa, then any nuclear programme
must be approved by them to ensure that their concerns are addressed and their reasonable
expectations met.
B. CONCERNS RELATING TO THE ENVIRONMENT
Nuclear is seen in many quarters as a clean energy, emitting the lowest levels of greenhouses
gases. On the other side of the coin, however, the argument is that nuclear energy is not friendly
to the environment. Considerations relating to the environment and nuclear energy are:
• the longevity of radioactive waste,

See: www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1860/Africa%20Key%20Facts%20and%20Figures.pdf
(accessed 1 September 2016)
57
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58
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59
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•
•
•
•
•
•

the nuclear fuel cycle,
material recyclability,
water eco-toxicity and acidification,
global warming,
biodiversity-loss, and
the use and quality of the land.60

Nuclear power stations do, however, contribute to the carbon footprint of the installation
country mainly due to the concrete production and steel mining involved in the construction
and throughout the life cycle of the plant.61 Green-houses emissions of NPPs are low as
compared to other sources of energy. This is a serious point to make when considering the
long term viability of fossil fuels which “are the largest contributor to climate change”.62

1.

SOUTH AFRICAN ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Various arguments have been raised that would suggest nuclear energy to be unfriendly to the
environment. Issues relating to the recyclability of the plants, for instances, have been raised.
If one takes the life-span of a NPP into consideration then the concerns relating to recyclability
is somewhat diminished as the technology available at the end of the plant life will be vastly
different to that which is available at commissioning. Nonetheless, at present, “the bulk of the
scrap metal and other materials from decommissioning projects are neither irradiated nor
radioactively contaminated and can be recycled and reused or disposed of with conventional
waste”.63
Water security is, and remains, a concern in Africa, with many regions undergoing extreme
drought. This poses a risk to the development of NPPs on the continent given the high volumes
of water required to operate them as well as the risk of water contamination and acidification
caused by the mining of uranium, for areas that have uranium deposits. Built adjacent to the
sea, Koeberg, which operates on three independent water circuits, has been designed with the
capability of utilising water from the sea via portable fire pumps into the steam generators with
the purposes of cooling the core without contaminating the water used.64
With regard to high toxicity levels and acid mine drainage relating to the mining and milling
of uranium, such issues with fall within the ambit of local environmental laws and, where South
Africa is concerned, with the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act (MPRDA)
read with environmental legislation. The primary accountable party in such an instance would
be the mining right holder, and not the operator of the nuclear installation.
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And whilst the argument weighs somewhat negatively on the issue of water usage and the risk
of contamination where NPPs are concerned, nuclear energy is key in desalination plants, thus
enabling many to gain access to potable water.
Biodiversity loss is a key concern to many on the continent, given that so many depend on
biodiversity for their livelihood.65 With the onset of eutrophication, biomass gradually starves
the aquatic ecosystem of oxygen. This is particularly important in many regions across the
continent where rivers and lakes interlink and give heightened credence to the importance of
engagement between states with regard to their nuclear build programmes.
At this juncture it is interesting to note that Koeberg was built adjacent to the sea and in close
proximity to Cape Town‟s central business district (wherein the legislature of South Africa is
situated). Thyspunt, the most likely site for a second NPP, is also adjacent to the sea in the
Eastern Cape, close to the Coega Development Zone. Both plants are, thus, in close proximity
to highly dense urban areas.

2. WASTE DISPOSAL
On the converse side, the Vaalputs waste facility is situated in a rural part of Northern Cape –
far from dense human traffic. Land used for waste disposal and storage is incapable of use for
hundreds of years, depending on the radioactive levels of the stored material. History has
proved that the question of land is a sensitive one for many nations and thus the negotiations
on which various governments will embark with local, traditional and tribal authorities or
communities regarding land usage, will be vital in ensuring the viability of the safety of any
nuclear installation or waste facility.
In terms of the Nuclear Energy Act of South Africa, the executive authority responsible for the
management of nuclear waste disposal is the Minister of Energy, this obligation has however
been delegated to the National Radioactive Waste Disposal Institute66 (NRWDI), an entity
wholly owned by the State to, inter alia, fulfil the obligations in managing the disposal of
radioactive waste on a national scale.

C. BUSINESS RISK AND INTEREST
1.

PROCUREMENT

One of the key concerns regarding business expectations vis-à-vis nuclear build programmes
relate to the procurement process – that such processes must be transparent and fair and allow
for competitive bidding. In South Africa, the supreme law is the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa. The principles of procurement in relation to organs of state are enshrined in
article 217 thereof as follows: “When an organ of state in the national, provincial or local
sphere of government, or any other institution identified in national legislation, contracts for
Barnard, M. (2014) p. 132
Established in terms of section 3 the National Radioactive Waste Disposal Institute Act, No 53 of 2008
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goods or services, it must do so in accordance with a system which is fair, equitable,
transparent, competitive and cost-effective.”67 This is further supported by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in one of its publications stating that if a State is considering
introducing nuclear power, it must also “communicate in an open and transparent manner with
the public and the neighbouring States about the considerations behind the introduction of
nuclear power”.68
Up to the time of print, the Request for Proposals has not been published and thus one cannot
make a determination on the procurement process to be followed with respect to the nuclear
builds. Given that the process will be administered by the DoE, there may be similarities
between the impending nuclear build programme and the REIPPP. In June 2016, DoE was
granted control of the new build programme and indications are that the nuclear expansion
programme will likely be housed in the Independent Power Producer office within the DoE.
The DoE managed an efficient procurement process relating to the REIPPP. The process
resulted in a competitive process, viewed by many as being fair and transparent.

2.

COSTS OF THE NUCLEAR PROGRAMME

In Africa, at present, the demand for electricity outstrips supply and the cost of electricity
generation is significantly higher in many African countries than that in other world regions.69
The factors that lead to the high cost of nuclear power costs are: (i) the construction of the NPPs,
(ii) the overnight escalation in cost of construction and (iii) the cost of borrowing, relative to
the discount rate.70Similarly, the local content requirement of the programme will have a
bearing on the costs relating to concrete and steel supply. It would be beneficial if such
suppliers were local businesses, given the exchange rate volatility for imported technologies.71
The costs relating to South Africa‟s nuclear expansion programme have not been finalised yet,
and the estimates are relatively polarised depending on whether the case is for nuclear or
against it.72That being said, the capital costs of a NPP are significantly high due to the stringent
and mandatory safety requirements. Nuclear installations are unlike other industrial projects –
the idea of minimising or reducing costs is tempting, particularly if a state is trying to garner
public support, but given the heightened safety requirements of NPPs, it is imperative that the
costs are not cut at the expense of safety. To borrow from a quote by a former chief executive:
“Safety has a cost”.73
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The one aspect of the cost that must be afforded special consideration relates to security. As
cyber and terror attacks become more frequent on a global scale, the security framework of all
new builds must be designed with the latest technology in curbing such attacks. This may have
a bearing on the overall costs of nuclear builds but is a necessity in our changing world. New
builds must, on date of commission and to the extent possible, have access to the latest
technology to ensure its security.
Interested bidders will be analysing the project to see whether it is commercially viable.
Enabling the fuel enrichment process to occur within the installation country might have a
costing saving effect. With South Africa‟s uranium resources, it makes commercial, and
logistical, sense for the uranium beneficiations to occur within the country.
The South African Government has recently announced that it will be releasing the Request for
Proposals on Q4 of 2016, a date that has previously been moved on numerous occasions. Whilst
the DoE may have conducted its own studies relating to the cost of the new builds, it is only
when the bids are submitted will the DoE get an indication of the cost of nuclear energy in
relation to the nuclear expansion programme, as financing proposals will form part of the
submissions. The IAEA estimates construction costs of new plants to vary between $1.5 – 2
million per MW of electrical capacity for a NPP.74
Ultimately, when considering the costs in relation to any nuclear build programme, perhaps the
question that should be posed is: “what is the cost to the country for not having reliable energy
supply?”
3. THE ECONOMY AND LOCAL PARTICIPATION
Access to modern fuels and electricity is required in order to achieve the objectives of the
millennium development goals and to ensure sustainable development. As a developing
continent, African growth will be hampered if the present situation of unreliable power
continues. In the absence of reliable baseload power, low growth could cost South Africa‟s
economy $97 billion by 2030.75
In 2010, Koeberg contributed c.R300 million ($40,8 million76) as a direct injection into the
Western Cape economy and spent c.R100 million ($13,6 million77) on local suppliers.78 Save
for routine shutdowns, Koeberg has, in its 32 years of operation, supplied electricity to the
national grid. The potential contribution to the economy, both local and continental, of various
nuclear reactors in excess of Koeberg‟s 980 MWe reactors could be a life-changing event for
many of the economies in the region.
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Similarly, there are high expectations for the business community in and around the key
economic zone known as the Coega Development Zone, situated 80 km from Thyspunt. The
Coega Development Corporation estimates that a NPP located at Thyspunt will contribute R16
billion to South Africa‟s economy.79 Local business will be expecting to participate in the
supply of concrete, steel, piping, wiring, and electrical components as well as indirect
opportunities such as the surrounding road infrastructure and the construction of housing and
hospitals.
With uranium and thorium deposits in South Africa, further opportunities for businesses will
become available if South Africa implements its Beneficiation Strategy where “new
beneficiation opportunities are sought to complement conventional electricity generation in the
country, which will underpin the much needed economic growth”.80 This will culminate in the
establishment of a centralised interim storage facility and the reduction of foreign dependency
on nuclear fuel. As alluded to under Part I of this paper, South Africa exports uranium in its
oxide form and imports enriched uranium for power generation purposes.81 Bound by the
provisions of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, South Africa‟s beneficiation activities
would have to comply with the provisions thereof.82
The Request for Proposals will outline the level of localisation required for the nuclear
expansion programme, a key component of government procurement projects in South Africa.
Through the successful vendor/s and international agencies, the training of personnel and the
transfer of skills will ensure that coming generations are trained in nuclear energy,
applications and technology. Successful programmes relating to local participations and
transfer of skills culminate into sustainable development.83
4.

LEGISLATION

Vendors‟ expectations relate to a harmony of national laws with international conventions and
policy together with regulatory certainty.84 The rule of law and an independent judiciary are
seen as key factors in the investment of any entity, be it an institutional investor, a private
investor or a foreign state or state agency.
South Africa has an existent legal framework relating to the nuclear sector which provides for
all aspects of nuclear energy programmes. In relation to other African states intent on
embarking on a nuclear build programme that have not, as yet, established a nuclear legal
regime, three important factors in must be taken into account:
79
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•
•
•

the establishment and maintenance of an effective regulatory system,
adequate financial and technical resources for the nuclear life cycle, and
transparency in the decision-making processes.85

An interesting case study for states interested in nuclear energy would be South Korea where
it focussed on building its nuclear capabilities by:
•
•
•

a concerted focus by the Government on nuclear technology,
working with an established and experienced external team in respect of nuclear
installations, and
focussing on political will.86

It appears that South Africa is adopting a similar approach.
CONCLUSION
It is becoming more apparent that Africa energy‟s portfolio must be a diverse and balanced
energy mix. Hydro projects near the centre of the continent have been slow to develop and
reach its full potential. The continent cannot continue with its reliance of fossil fuels given the
effects it has on the environment and people. And though renewable energy has shown exciting
prospects in South Africa, there is a need for baseload power. Rising aptly states that “a diverse
and balanced energy mix is best for people and the planet. Achieving this globally means
nuclear energy should really expand more than most expect, but this requires a concerted effort
by the entire nuclear community and its stakeholders to remove barriers to growth”.87 The
South African Government seems intent on pursuing a diverse energy mix, and if it can achieve
harmony between the interests and expectations of society, and the environment and business,
then it may procure the support of South Africa‟s people in relation to the nuclear expansion
programme.
The interests of society, business and environment are, for the most part, interlinked. Society
expects its nuclear regulator to be robust and independent to ensure that: the safety obligations
are met; that the operator adheres to the terms of the installation licences and that inspections
are consistently conducted. The business sector will expect the regulator to exercise its powers
without fear or favour, deemed so necessary for investor confidence. In relation to the
environment, it is in the best interest for both society and business to ensure that
intergenerational equity is held sacred – that the environment remains habitable for future
generations. The images of the aftermath following the Chernobyl disaster spoke of human life
as well as business success. On the occurrence of a catastrophic event the absence of both
emphasises, perhaps more acutely, the dependency of the one on the other. In respect of all
new build programmes on the continent, business and society need to ensure that they cooperate, to the extent possible, in public participation processes and, where possible, strive to
85
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align their interests whilst being cognisant of their obligations as responsible citizens: after all,
the tab in relation to nuclear power plants will be picked up by them as consumers of electricity.
The growth of nuclear applications and technologies in Africa bode well with Africa‟s
innovativeness and, more increasingly, the role technology rapidly assumes. That Africa
contributes significantly to the production of molybdenum-99 in South Africa, is a
commendable achievement in nuclear medicine globally and a testament that there is much that
Africa has to offer the nuclear industry. Further, with food security and the importance of
marketable produce to each economy on the continent, the role nuclear energy plays in the
dissemination of diseases affecting both human life and agriculture is vital to Africa‟s growth.
Nuclear energy is, therefore, very much a part of Africa‟s future.
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1. Nuclear History in Turkey
Development on Nuclear since 1955-2010
2. Nuclear Power Plant Projects
Akkuyu, Sinop and intended NPP project İğneada
3. Regulations and Organizations
Turkish Nuclear authorities and legislations

Abide Gülel, Gülel Attorneys at Law (Turkey)
1. NUCLEAR HISTORY IN TURKEY
 Nuclear energy came under the spotlight in Turkey when the country established the
Turkish Atomic Energy Commission in 1956, which later changed its name to Turkish
Atomic Energy Authority (TAEK) in 1982, and became a founding member at the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in 1957. Both developments followed
the 1st Geneva Conference held in 1955 in an attempt to make sure that atomic energy
is used for peaceful purposes.
 The country's first nuclear research and training center was established in 1961 along
Istanbul’s Küçükçekmece Lake with a 1 MW- TR-1 research reactor, which was given
to the company American Machine Foundry (AMF) on a turnkey basis. In 1962 the
establishment of the Çekmece Nuclear Research and Training Center (ÇNAEM) was
completed, which was founded under the General Secretariat of TAEK with the
purpose of carrying out nuclear-related professional research, development,
implementation, and training work at a higher level than that of a college education.
 In 1970 the Turkish Electricity Authority (TEK) was established, and the Department
of Nuclear Energy founded under TEK began its operations in 1972.
 In 1976 Akkuyu, Mersin was chosen to be the place for the first Turkish nuclear
power plant and the license of the location was obtained from the atomic energy
commission. Its first tender was made in the same year with the participation of
the companies ASEA-ATOM VE STAL-LAVAL, however, no progress could be
made due to the 1980 Turkish coup d'état.
 In 1980 Turkey signed and approved the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons. As a result, it undertook that it will not manufacture nuclear weapons and
will not help their proliferation.
 In 1982, offers by the companies AECL-KWU and GE were collected under the
presidency of TAEK. These offers were not given as part of a tender. Turkey’s
insistence for a build-operate-transfer model and the fact that the secondary
power station area was desired to be given caused KWU and GE to withdraw
their offers. Talks continued with AECL until the end of 1986, however, the talks
could not lead to any result due to the fact that the government did not guarantee
a purchase and that the Canadian government did not provide a finance
guarantee in the same year.
1

 In 1984, Turkey became a member of OECD/NEA.
 All nuclear work was suspended in April 1986 when a nuclear accident occurred at the
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant.
 In 1988, the Department of Nuclear Plants operating under TEK was closed.1
 In 1992, TEK wrote letters to the world’s leading nuclear power plant
manufacturers and asked for technical and financial information regarding the
establishment of a 1000 MW-nuclear power plant, which was planned to begin its
activity in 2002 either as a turnkey or a build-operate-transfer project.
 In 1993, the project Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant was published in the official gazette
and was once again included in the investment program.
 In 1995, an agreement was made with South Korean company KAERI so that a
preliminary examination could be carried out for the nuclear power plant tender,
and on October 17, 1999 a tender notice was given for the Akkuyu project. On
October 15, 1997 the consortiums AECL, NPI, and WESTINGHOUSE sent their
offers. But tenders were canceled for various reasons, and finally in 2000 the
government announced that they changed their mind as the efforts did not lead
to any result.
 The licensing authority TAEK was connected to the Ministry of Energy in 2002 after
having been operated under the Prime Ministry.
 In 2004, TAEK announced that a total of three 5000 MWe-nuclear reactors will be
built and an allowance amounting to 7 million TL was included in the 2005
investment program for three power plants.
 On January 17, 2007 the government enacted a nuclear energy law, which aimed to
establish three 5 MWe-nuclear power plants between the years 2010-2015.
 The legislation prepared by the Ministry of Energy with the purpose of establishing a
nuclear power plant was published in the official gazette on March 18, 2008.
 Several tenders were announced so far for the establishment of the first nuclear power
plant; however, all of these tenders were canceled for a variety of reasons until signing
up Host Government Agreement with Russia to build Akkuyu NPP on 12 May 2010.2

2. NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PROJECTS IN TURKEY
I.

The First NPP Project; Mersin Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant (2010)

AKKUYU NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PROJECT
Estimated Cost:
1

http://www.taek.gov.tr/

2

https://www.iaea.org/

$20 billion

2

AKKUYU NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PROJECT
Type of Reactor:

VVER-1200 (AES-2006)

Number of Units:

4 Units (1200 MW*4)

Installed Power:

MW

Service Life:

60 years
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On May 12, 2010 the Republic of Turkey and the Federation of Russia signed an
agreement on the collaboration concerning the establishment and management of a
nuclear power plant (NPP) in the field of Akkuyu within the Republic of Turkey.
As per the agreement, the Mersin-Akkuyu field will be home to four VVER 1200 types of
reactors boasting a total installed power of 4800 MW.
On December 13, 2010 a project company entitled Akkuyu NGS Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.
was established and began its operations. Despite being a company established with 100%
Russian capital, this project company is a joint stock company subject to the laws of the
Republic of Turkey.
The Akkuyu NPP Project is Turkey’s biggest investment, which was made directly and at
once.
The Akkuyu field was assigned to the project company in 2011.
The project company started full-scope engineering and field survey studies on May 26,
2011. The project company has so far carried out seismicity, tsunami, meteorology,
geology work and such studies in the field.
On 12.06.2013, the “Updated Ground Report” was found appropriate by TAEK.
In December 2014, the field parameters report was submitted to TAEK.
On 12.01.2014, the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report was found positive.
On 04.14.2015, a groundbreaking ceremony was carried out for the Akkuyu NPP
Construction Project’s Sea Hydrotechnical Buildings.
An electricity generation license application was made to the Energy Market Regulatory
Authority (EMRA) on November 24, 2011, and a 36-month pre-license was obtained on
June 25, 2015.
Within one month after the electricity generation license will be obtained, a power
purchasing agreement (PPA) will be signed between Türkiye Elektrik Taahhüt Ticaret
A.Ş. and the 3project company.
As part of the project, 600 Turkish students will receive a nuclear engineering education
in Russia. 307 Turkish students is now receiving a nuclear engineering education in
Russia. The students will be subject to a specialization training for five and a half years.
Following the specialization training, the students will be able to continue for a 6-month
post graduate program based on their success. The project company gives the students
http://www.oecd-nea.org/
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$500 a month as a scholarship and it also covers their dormitory and educational expenses.
Public Information Centers were opened in Mersin.
In addition, about 10,000 people will work in the busiest period of the NPP construction.
Majority of these people will be chosen among the citizens of the Republic of Turkey.
A project was started with the International Atomic Energy Agency so as to review the
nuclear infrastructure. Our current status was analyzed under 19 nuclear infrastructurerelated headings (nuclear legislation, waste management, nuclear safety, the environment,
and human resources planning etc.) and a prospective road map was prepared.
The first unit of the Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant is planned to start generating electricity
in 2021. The remaining units will be commissioned in one year apart from each other.4
II.

The Second NPP Project- Sinop İnceburun Nuclear Power Plant (2013)

SİNOP NUCLEAR PLANT PROJECT
Estimated Cost:

$20 billion

Type of Reactor:

ATMEA-1

Number of Units:

4 Units (1120 MW*4)

Installed Power:

4480 MW

Service Life:

60 years
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Sinop Nuclear Power Plant or Sinop Nuclear Plant (Sinop NP) is Turkey’s second nuclear
plant, which was designed following the Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant and was planned to
be established along Sinop’s İnceburun Peninsula.
A high level committee from Japan paid an official visit to Turkey on May 3, 2013 and
had talks with the Turkish committee regarding the Sinop NP project. It was agreed on the
construction of the plant[1] as a result of an international agreement signed with Japan,
and it was decided that the construction work will begin in 2017 [2]. As per the
agreement, the consortium to run the plant will compose of Japan, France, and Turkey.
The agreement also says that Elektrik Üretim Anonim Şirketi (EÜAŞ) representing
Turkey on behalf of the public will have a share of 49% while two Japanese companies
will have a share of 30% in total, and the French partner will have a share of 21%. [3]
According to official Turkish sources, the estimated cost of the NP is $20 billion [6] while
the Japanese sources say that it would cost ¥2 trillion, which converts to around $16.3
billion [7].
As per the international agreement, the government guarantees to purchase the entire
Sinop NP electricity energy at 10.83 cent/ kwh - excluding fuel - for the next 20 years.
When the fuel cost, which is 1 cent, is added the price becomes 11.83 cent [4]. This price,
http://www.akkunpp.com/
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which converts to 30.7 kuruş based on the rate of exchange on the date of the agreement,
is 78% more than the average power purchasing price of 17.27 kuruş stated on the 2013
Activity Report - the latest report published by TETAŞ. Som5e argued that this energy
was expensive and would increase the price of the electricity sold to consumers [4].
A statement by the Turkish Atomic Energy Authority (TAEK) explained that the potential
fields where nuclear plants were planned to be established were evaluated under four main
categories such as economy, engineering, the environment, and sociology based on 43
different criteria, and that factors such as seismicity, cooling water, and fault lines – all of
which are important for different reasons – were particularly considered. TAEK statement
also said that a detailed evaluation regarding whether or not the Sinop field is suitable for
a nuclear plant will be carried out after the nuclear plant builder submits the ground report
and makes his/her application [8].

III.





The Third NPP Project- Kırklareli-İğneada Project-the U.S. and China(2014)

On November 24, 2014 the Chinese State Nuclear Power Technology Corporation
(SNPTC), the US Westinghouse Electric Company, and Turkey’s Electricity Generation
Company (EÜAŞ) signed a memorandum of cooperation to launch an exclusive
negotiation in order to develop and construct four nuclear power units, which boast the
advanced passive PWR CAP1400 technology and AP1000 technology.
The project also covers all of the life cycle activities including operations, nuclear fuel,
maintenance, engineering, plant services, and decommissioning.
Location of the third plant has not been decided yet. However Kırklareli-İğneada area is
being considered as a potential location.

3. REGULATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS IN TURKEY
I.


5

Organizations in Turkey

The Ministry of Energy – NEPUD-THE MINISTRY OF ENERGY CENTRAL
ORGANIZATION
https://www.tbmm.gov.tr/develop/owa/tbmm_internet.anasayfa
5

The Department of Nuclear Energy Project Implementation (NEPUD) was established to
serve as the main service unit of the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources pursuant to the
legislative decree dated November 11, 2011 and numbered 662. As per the Law No. 3154 on
the Organization and Duties of the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources, the duties of
the Department of Nuclear Energy Project Implementation are as follows:
Ensuring coordination among ministries, state institutions and organizations, universities,
non-governmental organizations, as well as private sector organizations so that nuclear power
plant projects can be carried out.
Ensuring coordination between organizations so that the necessary infrastructure can be
prepared in the fields of legislation, human resources, education, industry, and technology etc.
concerning the implementation of nuclear power plant projects, as well as carrying out the
necessary work or having it carried out in these fields.
Carrying out works aimed at informing the public of nuclear power plants or having such
work carried out.
Participating in nuclear power plant activities carried out by national and international
organizations.
Performing duties assigned by the ministry.
 TAEK - A SUBSIDIARY of the MINISTRY of ENERGY
As per the Turkish Atomic Energy Authority Law No. 2690 published in the official gazette
dated July 13, 1982 and numbered 17753, the duties and powers of the Turkish Atomic
Energy Authority are as follows:
Determining the principles of the national policy aimed at making sure that atomic energy is
used for peaceful purposes and for the benefit of the nation, as well as designating the relevant
plans and programs and submitting them to the approval of the Prime Minister. Carrying out
all kinds of research, developments, examinations, and studies that will make the use of
atomic energy possible for the scientific, technical, and economic development of the nation,
as well as having these work carried out. Coordinating and encouraging the work to be carried
out in this field.
Determining the general principles that will be followed for the issues including all6 kinds of
research, waste generation, purification, management, production, distribution, import, export,
trade, transportation, usage, transfer, and storing work carried out in concern with nuclear raw
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http://nepud.enerji.gov.tr/tr-TR/Anasayfa
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materials, special divisible materials, and other strategic materials used in the field of nuclear
activities, as well as giving relevant advices and cooperating in this field.
Establishing and running training and research centers, units, laboratories, test centers, and
non-power generation related test plants around the country where required, as well as having
them established and managed. Carrying out works aimed at helping the national industry
engage in the nuclear technology. Giving advices regarding the establishment of fuel cycle
management and purification plants, as well as other necessary plants.
Producing radioisotopes, performing quality checks, as well as establishing and running
measurement and assessment plants.
Determining the principles, measures, and legal responsibility limits providing protection
against harmful ionizing radiation effects in works carried out using radiation machines,
radioactive substances, special divisible materials, and such ionizing radiation resources.
Providing the state and private institutions, organizations, and individuals keeping, using,
importing, exporting, carrying, storing, and trading radioactive substances and radiation
machines with licenses, which will form a basis for a certificate of approval; supervising these
places and individuals for radiation safety purposes; imposing an insurance obligation to be
followed during the fulfillment of these work; canceling the given licenses temporarily or
permanently in case of a violation of radiation safety regulations; and when necessary,
making decisions to close such institutions and organizations and taking legal proceedings
within the general legal principles.
Preparing the statutory rules and orders, which designate the principles regarding the use,
import, export, transfer, and insurance obligation of radioisotopes.
Giving all kinds of approvals, permissions, and licenses regarding the location, construction,
management, and environmental safety of nuclear power and research reactors and fuel cycle
plants; carrying out the necessary examination and supervision work; as well as limiting the
powers of companies, canceling the given licenses or permissions temporarily or permanently,
and suggesting proposals to the Prime Minister in order for these plants to be closed in case of
a violation of permission or license requirements.
Preparing the necessary technical legislations, statutory rules, and regulations so as to serve
these purposes.
Taking necessary measures or having them taken so that the radioactive waste generated from
nuclear plants and radioisotope laboratories is safely processed, transferred, and stored on a
temporary or permanent basis.
Establishing relations with atomic energy-related national institutions and organizations;
work7ing in cooperation with them; participating in the scientific work of foreign and
7
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international institutions and organizations working in the field of nuclear activities; and
contacting and cooperating with such organizations.
Planning and distributing the aids to be provided from Turkey or overseas countries for any
kind of nuclear work.
Training the people who will work in the field of nuclear-related activities or helping them
receive education when necessary; cooperating with the organizations and higher education
institutions working towards this goal; making recommendations when it comes to
distributing nuclear-related domestic scholarships; distributing foreign based scholarships;
opening classes in Turkey and helping such classes to be opened; sending students and
employees to foreign countries; as well as planning and following up their training and
studies.
Gathering atomic energy implementation-related necessary information and study results from
Turkey and overseas countries; distributing and promoting them; providing the public with
the necessary information; and enlightening the public about nuclear matters.
Carrying out studies on national and international law in the field of nuclear work and making
recommendations on the necessary regulations.
Preparing and implementing the statutory rules and orders, which designate the principles
regarding the protection of nuclear substances and plants, as well as checking the relevant
issues. Expressing opinions about the regulations to be prepared by other organizations
regarding the subject.
II.

Regulations in Turkey



Draft regulation
Draft Regulation on the Constructive Inspection of Nuclear Power Plants
Draft Regulation on the Management System in Nuclear Installations
Draft Regulation on the Management Organization at Nuclear Plants, Workplace Staff
Qualifications and Training, as well as Operator Staff Licenses
Draft Regulation on the Building Inspection of Nuclear Plants
Draft Regulation on Protection against Radiation at Nuclear Plants
Draft Regulation on the Management System at Nuclear Plants
Draft Regulation on Changing the Regulation Regarding the Physical Protection of Nuclear
Plants and Nuclear Substances
Draft Regulation on Changing the Regulation Regarding the Issuance of a Receipt of
Permission for the Export of Nuclear and Nuclear Dual-Use Equipment
Draft Communiqué on Revoking the Communiqué Regarding the Export of Nuclear and
Nuclear Dual-Use Equipment


International Conventions
8

Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy
The Additional Protocol of 1964, which amended the Paris Convention on Third Party
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy
The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
The Agreement Between the Government of the Republic of Turkey and the International
Atomic Energy Agency for the Application of Safeguards in Connection with the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
The Additional Protocol of 1982, which amended the Paris Convention on Third Party
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy
The Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials
The Convention on Assistance in the case of a Nuclear Accident 8or Radiological Emergency
The Convention on Nuclear Safety
The Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris
Convention
The Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty
The International Convention on the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism


Laws
The Additional Protocol for the Agreement Between the Government of the Republic of
Turkey and the International Atomic Energy Agency for the Application of Safeguards in
Connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons


Regulations
The Regulation on Nuclear Power Plant Fields
The Regulation on the Special Principles for Nuclear Power Plant Safety
The Regulation on the Design Principles for Nuclear Power Plant Safety
The Regulation on Nuclear Safety Audits and Sanctions
The Regulations Related to Liberalization at Nuclear Plants, and the Removal of the Field
from Regulatory Control
The Regulation on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Plants and Nuclear Materials
Radiation Safety Regulations
The Regulation on Waste Arising From the Use of Radioactive Materials
The Regulation on the Control of High Closed Radioactive Sources and Ownerless Sources
The Regulation on the Principles and Procedures and Incentives Relating to the Competition
and Convention to be Made Within the Scope of the Law on the Construction and Operation
of Nuclear Power Plants and the Sale of Energy Generated From Those Plants
The Regulation on the Inventory and Control of Nuclear Materials
The Regulation on Nuclear Definitions
The Regulation on the Quality Management Requirements for Nuclear Plant Safety
The Regulation on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Plants and Nuclear Materials
The Regulation for the National Implementation of Nuclear and Radiological Risks
8
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The Regulation on Radioactive Waste Management
The Regulation on Waste Arising From the Use of Radioactive Materials
The Regulation for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials
The Regulation for the National Implementation of Nuclear and Radiological Risks


Bylaws
The Regulations on the Licensing of Nuclear Installations
Radiation Safety Regulations


Host-Government Agreements
The Agreement Signed Between Our Country and Japan for the Sinop Nuclear Power Plant
Project
The Intergovernmental Agreement Signed Between Our Country and Russia for the Akkuyu
Nuclear Power Plant
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NUCLEAR ENERGY: TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH ASIA

1. INTRODUCTION
Climate Change has affected the world energy equation severely. Focus is gradually and effectively
shifting to renewable and climate friendly energy resources. Coal based energy resources have been
proved to be aggravating factors of climate change. The thirst for more effective energy resources is
deep and here is where the scope of nuclear energy lies. Nuclear energy is one of the cleanest energy
resources available to this ever developing world with ever increasing energy needs. South Asia is one
of the fastest growing hubs of the world with huge human resources potential and natural resources.
Despite being blessed with natural resources, the region is not devoid of energy crisis which forms the
most severe hurdle in the development process. The region is in search of more and vibrant renewable
energy resources. This quest is backed by the governing authorities of the region too. In this changing
world, in the light of increasing energy crisis in the South Asian Region, the authors through this paper
analyse how far nuclear energy can contribute to sustainable development in South Asia.
2. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
The nuclear power capacity of the world has been increasing significantly since 1970 which has
contributed a large share to the electricity market across the world. Nuclear power accounted for 16% of
the global electricity market when the Chernobyl accident occurred in 1986.1
Nuclear energy is cost effective in the long run though the initial cost of installing a plant is high. Since
this is cleaner than other forms of conventional energy, green house emission is less in this case owing
to the absence of carbon in it. Nuclear energy will lessen the dependence on imports from abroad in
energy deficit countries, thus reducing the financial burden on the exchequer.2 It can be used not only
for electricity generation but also in areas like health, agriculture, food preservation, industry and
research.3 The application of nuclear technology is most sought after in prevention, diagnosis and
treatment of diseases especially non communicable diseases like cancer and cardiovascular diseases and
also to monitor all forms of malnutrition, ranging from under nourishment to obesity.4 Nuclear
technology can also help in mitigating climate change. Fresh water resources, biological systems,
atmospheric process and oceanic ecosystems are already being assessed using stable isotopes and other

1

Statement by Dr. Mohamed ElBaradei, „Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy: Meeting Societal Needs‟ during 15th Annual
Conference
of
the
Indian
Nuclear
Society
(INSAC-2004),
in
Mumbai,
available
at
https://www.iaea.org/newscenter/statements/peaceful-uses-nuclear-energy-meeting-societal-needs assessed on 21st July
2016.
2
Mely Caballero-Anthony, Alistair D. B. Cook , Julius Cesar I. Trajano and Margareth Sembiring, „The Sustainability of
Nuclear Energy in Southeast Asia: Opportunities and Challenges‟ (NTS Report No.1 October 2014), available at
https://www.rsis.edu.sg/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/NTS-Report-October-2014.pdf assessed on 22nd July 2016.
3
Press Information Bureau of India, „Use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes‟ dated 13 August 2016, available at
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=124974 assessed on 21st July 2016.
4
Nuclear Technology and applications, IAEA, available at www.iaea.org/topics/health assessed on 23rd July 2016
3

nuclear techniques. These techniques are also used to study the ecological impacts of pollution. 5 It also
provides unique solutions to fight hunger, malnutrition, improve environmental sustainability and to
ensure that food is healthy and hygienic.6 Clean and hygiene water is the base for a strong and healthy
population which is the most vital factor essential for sustainable food and energy production, energy
and environmental protection. Nuclear technology can be used to access and ensure freshwater, its
management and protection.7 Thus nuclear energy has wide use and utility in this developing world
which can be harnessed effectively by the cooperation of the countries ensuring the efficient transfer of
technological know-how and financial assistance among themselves.
3. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Development that transforms society progressively should also be sustainable. The term Sustainable
Development as defined by the Brundtland Report is the development that meets the needs of the present
generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains
within it two key concepts:



the concept of 'needs', in particular the essential needs of the world's poor, to which overriding
priority should be given; and
The idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the
environment's ability to meet present and future needs.8

Though the idea of sustainable development has been in international legal instruments since long, the
term appeared in the international conventions in the 1980s and the principle of sustainable development
appeared in a treaty in 1992.9 Principle 11 of the UN Stockholm Declaration on the Human
Environment, 197210 upholds the concept of sustainable development.11 Following this, the UN General

5

Nuclear technology and applications, IAEA, available at www.iaea.org/topics/addressing-environmental-issues assessed on
23rd August 2016
6
Nuclear technology and applications, IAEA, available at www.iaea.org/topics/food-and-agriculture assessed on 23rd
August 2016.
7
Nuclear technology and applications, IAEA, available at www.iaea.org/topics/water assessed on 23rd August 2016
8
Our Common Future: Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development, A/42/427 ‘Chapter 2: Towards
Sustainable Development‟, www.un-documents.net/ocf-02.htm assessed on 31st July 2016.
9
Philippe Sands and Jacqueline Peel, Principles of International Environmental Law (3rd edn, Cambridge University
Press,2012) 206. The principle of sustainable development appeared in the preamble to Agreement on the European
Economic Area(Oporto),2 May 1992 which came into force on 1January 1994, http://lawvolumes.dwp.gov.uk/docs/a96121.pdf assessed on 31st July 2016.
10
Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, UNGA Res 2626(XXV) dated 24 October1970,
available at http://www.unep.org/documents.multilingual/default.asp?documentid=97&articleid=1503 assessed on 2nd July
2016.
11
Principle 11 of Declaration on the Human Development, 1972-The environmental policies of all States should enhance and
not adversely affect the present or future development potential of developing countries, nor should they hamper the
attainment of better living conditions for all, and appropriate steps should be taken by States and international organizations
with a view to reaching agreement on meeting the possible national and international economic consequences resulting from
the application of environmental measures.
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Assembly in its Resolution12 stressed the commitment of the member states to sustainable development:
“accelerated development in the developing countries could enhance their capacity to improve their
environment. The environment implications of poverty and under-development and the
interrelationships between development, environment, population and resources must be taken into
account in the process of development. It is essential to avoid environmental degradation and gives
future generations the benefit of a sound environment. There is need to ensure an economic development
process which is environmentally sustainable over the long run and which protects the ecological
balance.”13
The ICJ in Gabcivovo Nagyamoras case has for the first time referred to “the need to reconcile
economic development with the protection of environment” and in its order in the Pulp Mill case noted
that:
“Whereas the present case highlights the importance of the need to ensure environmental protection of
shared natural resources while allowing for sustainable economic development; whereas it is in
particular necessary to bear in mind the reliance of the Parties on the quality of the water of the River
Uruguay for their livelihood and economic development; whereas from this point of view account must
be taken of the need to safeguard the continued conservation of the river environment and the rights of
economic development of the riparian states.”14
The concept of sustainable development has both substantial and procedural aspects which are set in
Principle 3-815 and principle 10, 17 of the Rio declaration16 respectively.17 The substantial elements
12

International Development Strategy for the Third UN Development Decade of 5 December 1980, UNGA Res 35/56,
available at www.un.org/documents/ga/res/35/a35r56e.pdf assessed on 22nd July 2016
13
Ulrich Beyerlin and Thilo Marauhn, International Environmental Law ( Hart Pu”blications Ltd, 2011) 73
14
Patricia Birnie, Alan Boyle and Catherine Redgwell, International Law and the Environment,(3rd edn OUP 2009)115-116
15
The relevant provisions of Rio Declaration is as follows:
 Principle 3: The right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably meet developmental and environmental needs
of present and future generations.
 Principle 4: In order to achieve sustainable development, environmental protection shall constitute an integral part of the
development process and cannot be considered in isolation from it.
 Principle 5: All States and all people shall cooperate in the essential task of eradicating poverty as an indispensable
requirement for sustainable development, in order to decrease the disparities in standards of living and better meet the
needs of the majority of the people of the world.
 Principle 6: The special situation and needs of developing countries, particularly the least developed and those most
environmentally vulnerable, shall be given special priority. International actions in the field of environment and
development should also address the interests and needs of all countries.
 Principle 7: States shall cooperate in a spirit of global partnership to conserve, protect and restore the health and integrity
of the Earth's ecosystem. In view of the different contributions to global environmental degradation, States have common
but differentiated responsibilities. The developed countries acknowledge the responsibility that they bear in the
international pursuit to sustainable development in view of the pressures their societies place on the global environment
and of the technologies and financial resources they command.
 Principle 8: To achieve sustainable development and a higher quality of life for all people, States should reduce and
eliminate unsustainable patterns of production and consumption and promote appropriate demographic policies.
16
The procedural aspects of sustainable development is contained in:
 Principle 10 of Rio Declaration provides that: Environmental issues are best handled with participation of all
concerned citizens, at the relevant level. At the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to
5

include integration of environment protection and economic development, right to development, the
sustainable utilization of natural resources etc and the procedural aspects contain the right to peoples
participation in decision making and environmental impact assessment system. The United Nations has
called upon the world community to work together to achieve sustainable development goals by 2030.18
The twenty first century focuses on sustainable development which ensures that the present generation
does not reap the benefits of development at the cost of the future generation. Thus to ensure the same,
the world should turn its attention to new sources of energy which reduces the impact on environment
and climate change and promotes progress.

4. SOUTH ASIA ENERGY SCENARIO



information concerning the environment that is held by public authorities, including information on hazardous
materials and activities in their communities, and the opportunity to participate in decision-making processes. States
shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and participation by making information widely available. Effective
access to judicial and administrative proceedings, including redress and remedy, shall be provided.
Principle 17: Environmental impact assessment, as a national instrument, shall be undertaken for proposed activities
that are likely to have a significant adverse impact on the environment and are subject to a decision of a competent
national authority.

17

Ibid.
The SDG consist of 1 goals to be achieved by 20130 which is available at https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/ assessed
on 20th July 2016. The goals are as follows.
 Goal 1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere
 Goal 2. End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture
 Goal 3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
 Goal 4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all
 Goal 5. Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
 Goal 6. Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all
 Goal 7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all
 Goal 8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent
work for all
 Goal 9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation
 Goal 10. Reduce inequality within and among countries
 Goal 11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
 Goal 12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
 Goal 13. Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts*
 Goal 14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development
 Goal 15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat
desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss
 Goal 16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and
build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels
 Goal 17. Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development
18
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By South Asia, the authors focus only on the SAARC Region.19 South Asia is one of the most populous
regions of the world facing acute problems of poverty and energy crisis. The region deficient in oil and
gas reserves depends highly on the imported crude oil and petroleum products for meeting its increasing
energy needs with imports ranging from 25% to 100% among the member countries.20 Biomass has
remained the most used form of energy in the region though electricity and fuel products have reduced
dependence to a significant extent.21 While Bhutan is rich in hydropower resources22, Maldives depend
on imports for its whole energy needs.23 This section briefly analyses the existing energy scenario in
South Asia.
4.1 AFGHANISTAN

Afghanistan is the latest entrant to the SAARC family. The landlocked country has only 10-15% of its
population having access to electricity supply. It is estimated that total energy consumption per head is
less than twenty-five kWh/year with more than 80% of the energy demand being met by traditional
biomass.24
4.2 BANGLADESH
Bangladesh currently depends on natural gas for its power generation with more than 70% of the
electricity generation from natural gas and coal.25 About half of the population still does not enjoy
access to gas and electricity in a country where the per capita power generation is approximately 183
Kwh in a year, which is among the lowest in the world.26

19

SAARC- South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation. It was established in 1985 by the seven countries in the
region –Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka and later joined by Afganistan in 2008 for
establishing better regional cooperation in several areas including energy. Available at www.saarc-sec.org/SAARCCharter/5/ assessed on 1st August 2016.
20
Energy is one of the most important area of cooperation among the member states of the SAARC, available www.saarcsec.org/areaofcooperation/cat-detail.php?cat_id=55 assessed on 1st August 2016. See also Regional Energy Security For
South Asia Regional Report, available at http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/Pnads866.pdf assessed on 30th July 2016.
21
ibid
22
Bhutan‟s Energy Sector Profile available at
www.saarcenergy.org/wp content/uploads/2016/03/Bhutan_Electricity-Profile.pdf assessed on 2nd August 2016
23
Energy Profile of Maldives, available at
www.saarcenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Maldives_Electricity_Profile.pdf assessed on 2nd August 2016.
24
Prof. Dr. Abdul Rahman ASHRAF, Dipl. Geol. Senior Advisor to the then President Karzai for Mines & Energy,
Presentation on „Energy Sector Afghanistan Importance of Renewable Energy for Afghanistan,Renewable Energy for
Sustainable Development‟ at International Conference on “Renewable Energy in Central Asia: Creating Economic
Sustainability to Solve Socio-Economic Challenges” Dushanbe, Tajikistan held on 10th and 11th November 2009. Available at
http://carnegieendowment.org/files/Presentation_-%20Ashraf.pdf assessed on 2nd July 2016.
25
Ferdous Ahmed , Abul Quasem Al Amin, M. Hasanuzzaman C N and R. Saidur „Alternative energy resources in
Bangladesh and future prospect‟ (2013)25 Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 698,700. Available at
www.researchgate.net/publication/257548640_Alternative_energy_resources_in_Bangladesh_and_future_prospect assessed
on 23rd July 2016. See also http://eneken.ieej.or.jp/data/3113.pdf assessed on 23rd July 2016.
26
„The Energy Sector in Bangladesh‟, A short presentation on market potentials for Danish technology providers and
investors,
available
at
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The table shows the source and use of energy in the year 2009.27
source

Generation

Electricity (net)

2633 MKWh

Hydro

413.65MKWh

Thermal

26119.35
MKWh

Access to Electricity

47%

Coal estimated reserves

3300 Million Tonnes

Crude Oil imports

8,60,877 Metric Ton

Petroleum products imports

25,07,819 Metric Ton

Gas production in 2009

653.75 BCF

4.3 BHUTAN
Bhutan, the small Himalayan Kingdom largely depends on hydroelectric power for energy resources.28 It
is the only South Asian country with a surplus energy production with 40% of government revenues,
45% of export earnings, and 25% of gross domestic product (GDP) in 2009 being contributed by power
sector.29 65% of the population has access to electricity. The table shows the source and quantity of
generation of power in the Kingdom as of the year 2010.30

SL.No source

Generation

1

1480 MW

Major Hydropower Capacity

http://di.dk/SiteCollectionDocuments/THE%20ENERGY%20SECTOR%20IN%20BANGLADESH.pdf assessed on 28th July
2016.
27
Source:
Energy
Profile
of
Bangladesh,
available
at
www.saarcenergy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/03/EnergyProfileofBangladesh.pdf assessed on 28th July 2016.
28
ibid (n 17)
29
Bhutan: Energy Sector, Evaluation Study conducted by Asian Development Bank, August 2010, available at
www.oecd.org/countries/bhutan/47177609.pdf assessed on 28th July 2016.
30
Source: Bhutan‟s Energy Sector Profile, (n 17)
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2

Mini/Micro Hydro Power Capacity 8.098 MW

3

Thermal Power Capacity

0

4

Hydro Electricity Generated

6997.968 M KWh

5

Domestic
Electricity

6

Export of Electricity

5352.512 M KWh

7

Access to Electricity

65%

Consumption

of 1498.013 M KWh

4.4 NEPAL
Nepal faces severe energy crisis since the country does not have reserves of gas, coal or oil. The Primary
energy source in the country is biomass. 70% of the population has access to electricity.31 The chart
provides an overview of the energy consumption situation in Nepal.

Energy Situation in Nepal32
4.5 MALDIVES

31

CBS, 2011 Nepal Living Standards Survey 2010/11, Statistical Report Volume 1, Central Bureau of Statistics, National
Planning Commission Secretariat, Government of Nepal,
available at http://energyefficiency.gov.np/articleenergy_situation_nepal assessed on 30th July 2016.
32
Nepal Energy Efficiency Programme, http://energyefficiency.gov.np/article-energy_situation_nepal assessed on 30th July
2016.
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The island nation meets its complete energy needs from resources imported from abroad. Maldives lacks
any biomass, hydro, nuclear from of energy and the only indigenous source available is solar energy.33
4.6 PAKISTAN
Like other South Asian neighbours, Pakistan also depends on imported energy resources for its energy
needs. The following table provides a profile of energy in Pakistan as in the year 2009. 34
Source of energy

Installed
Production

capacity/ Imports

(in case of thermal/hydro and
nuclear)
Oil

24,033Thousand Barrels

NA

Crude oil

Information NA

8,060,65 Tonnes

Petroleum products

NA

9,974,184 Tonne

Gas

1,460,679 MCF

Coal

3,738,122 Tonnes

4,651,751Tonnes

Hydro electric

6,481MW /27,784 GWh

NA

Thermal

12,842 MW /62,214 GWh

NA

Nuclear

462 MW/1,618 GW

NA

Electricity

Information NA

227h

4.7 SRI LANKA
Sri Lanka is rich in natural resources and blessed with the renewable resources of energy like biomass,
hydropower, wind and solar power.35 However the island nation still faces energy issues with more than
50% of the population still dependant on biomass for energy needs.36
Primary
energy

2010

2011

2012

33

2013

2014

Maldives Energy Authority, Republic of Maldives, „Maldives Energy Supply and Demand, 2010-12‟,available at
www.energy.gov.mv/v1/wp-content/files/downloads/Maldives_Energy_Supply__Demand_Survey_2010_-_2012.pdf
assessed on 31st July 2016.
34
Source:
Energy
Profile
of
Pakistan,
available
at
www.saarcenergy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/03/PakistanElectricityProfile.pdf assessed on 31st July 2016.
35
Sri Lanka Energy Balance, „Energy Resources‟, available at www.info.energy.gov.lk/ assessed on 24th July 2016.
36
Energy Profile of Sri Lanka, available at www.saarcenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Srilanka_ElectricityProfile.pdf assessed on 24th August 2016
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supply
Biomass

4,953.98

4,944.39

4,861.69

4,814.33

4,911.18

Petroleum

4,420.48

4,914.81

5,219.59

4,114.43

4,556.84

Hydro

1,197.23

964.24

654.41

1,442.42

875.93

Coal

59.93

323.96

455.90

479.70

920.65

New
renewable
energy

179.75

178.36

180.63

286.68

301.17

Total primary 10,811.37
energy supply

11,325.76

11,372.23

11,137.56

11,565.78

Share
of 45.82
Biomass
in
Primary
Energy (%)

43.66

42.75

43.23

42.46

Share
of 58.56
Renewable
Energy
in
Primary
Energy (%)

53.74

50.09

58.75

52.64

Source: key energy Indicators, Sri Lanka Energy Balance.37
4.8 INDIA
India is naturally blessed with both renewable and non renewable resources. The primary energy
resources in India are coal, oil and natural gas. Despite the fact that India has moved to commercial fuels
for her energy needs, rural India still depends on traditional energy forms like biomass, crop residue and
animal waste.38
The table provides a brief idea on Trends in the Production of Primary Sources of Conventional Energy
in India
year

Coal
(Million
Tons

Lignite
(Million
Tons)

Crude
Natural
Petroleum(Million Gas
(Billion
Tons)
Cubic

37

Electricity
Hydro&
(Million Tons)
Nuclear (GWh)

Sri Lanka Energy Balance, Available at www.info.energy.gov.lk/ assessed on 24 th August 2016
India energy: An overview, available at http://www.indiaenergyportal.org/overview_detail.php assessed on 7th August
2016
38
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Metres)
2005-06

407.04

30.23

32.19

32.20

118,818

2006-07

430.83

31.29

33.99

31.75

132,304

2007-08

457.08

33.98

34.12

32.42

137,344

2008-09

492.76

32.42

33.51

32.85

142,576

2009-10

532.04

34.07

33.69

47.50

125,316

2010-11

532.69

37.73

37.68

52.22

140,524

2011-12

539.95

42.33

38.09

47.56

163,796

2012-13

556.40

46.45

37.86

40.68

146,497

2013-14(p)

565.77

44.27

37.79

35.41

168,931

Growth rate
of 2013-14
over 201213(%)

1.68

-4.70

-0.18

-12.95

15.31

CAGR 200506 to 201314(%)

3.73

1.80

1.06

3.99

4.33

Source: PRODUCTION OF CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES39
From all the data available, it is obvious that South Asia faces energy crisis one way or other. Some
countries are rich in natural resources but lack technology and financial resources to effectively utilize
them which compel them to depend on other nations. Others have deficiency in resources. Moreover
there are still many parts of the region which has not received access to electricity in this 21 st century. In
spite of all the developments and growth, if the region cannot solve the energy crisis issue, the growth
would not be effective. The focus should be inclusive where the whole population contributes and reap
the success and development in the region.

5. NUCLEAR ENERGY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE REGION
This section would analyze how nuclear energy can ensure sustainable development in South Asia
which faces acute energy crisis, and what steps have been taken by countries to promote nuclear energy
39

Energy Statistics 2015 (Twenty Second Issue) published by Central Statistics Office, Ministry Of Statistics And
Programme
Implementation
,Government
Of
India,
available
at
http://mospi.nic.in/mospi_new/upload/energy_stats_2015_26mar15.pdf assessed on 8th August 2016.
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in the region. As seen in the previous sections, Energy crisis is an important hurdle in a region which
also faces other severe issues. Poverty, illiteracy and malnutrition, lack of fresh water resources are
some other severe issues which need to be addressed in this region. South Asia is rich in human resource
potential which can be utilized only if it is healthy and fit.
Nuclear energy possesses several peaceful uses along with military uses as noted in the above sections.
India has utilized the potential of atomic energy for many peaceful uses. Several radiations induced
varieties of high yield variety seeds of pulses, groundnut, mustard, rice and jute have been produced
which can help farmers in drought affected areas resulting in high food production. Radiation has
benefitted lakhs of patients around the country undergoing treatment of diseases like cancer and
Hydrology and tracer applications have been put into use to determine underground leakage. 40
Nuclear energy can be utilized to address the issues of poverty and malnutrition in the region by
producing more and more radiation induced HYV crops. Similarly water pollution is acute in several
parts of this region which can be addressed using this technology. Water purification technology should
be encouraged more and effectively. The region has large sections of poor people who cannot afford
costly treatment for deadly diseases like cancer for whom atomic energy if used in a cost effective way,
would be a blessing in disguise.
Electricity is the core of all development. It is one of the eight core industries in India. The region
harness all the available means for electricity production, still it faces shortage. Even in India, it is
inconceivable to think about a village which has not seen a bulb in a home in this century, but that is the
naked truth. Several villages in India and other south Asian countries wait for electricity. If nuclear
power plants can supplement the existing energy sources, it can light up several homes in this region
providing access to a better life to millions.
Unless all these issues are addressed, no development can be sustainable. When the world negotiates for
strategy to reduce the greenhouse emission and global temperature rise due to the use of conventional
energy resources, nuclear energy is still in the nascent stage in the region which is growing to be the
economic hub of the world. Sustainable development goals have been set to be achieved by 2030. To
achieve the same, nuclear energy can contribute significantly which should be utilized effectively.

6. ENVIRONMENTAL PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO NUCLEAR ENERGY
Nuclear energy is considered to be one of the cleanest forms of energy available on the earth. However
as nothing is perfect and absolute, to regulate the use of nuclear energy in such a manner so as to ensure
sustainable development in the world balancing energy needs for the development of nations and the
40

Anushakti: Atomic energy in India; Research and Development, available at www.barc.gov.in/about/anushakti_rd.html
assessed on 29th August 2016
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preservation of the environment to sustain biodiversity, certain core environmental law principles should
be applicable to this energy sector too. The authors in this section analyses the key environmental law
principles that can be applied to the nuclear energy sector.
6.1 Principle of causing no significant harm
The Principle of obligation not to cause significant harm to others is the general obligation of each
State in International Law.41 In Trial Smelter arbitration, it was held that „under the principles of
international law, no State has the right to use or permit the use of its territory in such a manner as to
cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or the properties or persons therein, when the
case is of serious consequence and the injury is established by clear and convincing evidence‟.42
The International Court of Justice also invoked the principle in the Corfu Channel case by stating that
every state has the obligation not to allow its territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of
others.43 The principle, identified with the maxim, sic tutere tuo ut alienium non laedas (so use your
own as not to harm that of other) has received customary status in international law and has been
applied in many international treaties and Declarations.44 Principle 21 of the Stockholm Declaration
is key provision which highlights the significance of the „no harm‟ principle.45
The ICJ‟s Advisory Opinion on the Legality of the threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons 46 and its
judgment in Gabcikovo-Nagymaros47 and Pulp Mill Case48 once again endorsed the obligation of
States not to cause significant transboundary environmental harm as a rule of Customary International
Law.49 According to the world court, “the existence of the general obligation of States to ensure that
41

Island of Palmas Case (U. S. v. Neth.), 2 R. Int'l Arb. Awards 829, 839 (1928)
Trail smelter case (United States, Canada), 16 April 1938 and 11 March 1941, Volume III United Nations Reports of
International Arbitral Awards, 1905,1965
43
Corfu Channel Case(United Kingdom v Albania), 1949 ICJ 4, 22
44
Preamble to the 1972, Convention on The Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter; 1979
Convention on the Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution; United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea;1992 United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change; Art 3 of the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity. See also
Principle 21 of the 1972 Stockholm Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, Principle 2 of
1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development
45
Principle 21 of 1972 Stockholm Declaration provides that : States have, in accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations and the principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their own
environmental policies, and the responsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage
to the environment of other States or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.
46
1996 ICJ 226
47
1997 ICJ 7
48
Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay (Argentina v. Uruguay), Judgment, 2010 ICJ 14
49
Günther Handl, Declaration of The United Nations Conference on The Human Environment (Stockholm Declaration),
1972
and
The
Rio
Declaration
on
Environment
and
Development,
1992
available
at
http://legal.un.org/avl/pdf/ha/dunche/dunche_e.pdf p3 assessed on 16th July 2016.
42
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activities within their jurisdiction and control respect the environment of other states or of areas
beyond national control is now a part of the corpus of international law relating to the
environment.”50
Article 3 of the 2001 ILC Draft Articles on „International Liability for Injurious Consequences
Arising out of Acts not prohibited by International Law (Prevention of Transboundary Harm
from Hazardous Activity)‟also deals with prevention of transboundary harm when it provides that:
The State of origin shall take all appropriate measures to prevent significant transboundary harm or
at any event to minimize the risk thereof.51
This principle does not require the States causing harm to do with an intent to cause injury but casts
upon the states an obligation to prevent or minimize the transboundary harm arising from any activity
undertaken in their territory with due diligence which signifies that each state is bound to take steps to
control and restrain likely harmful activities that can be reasonably expected.52

6.2 Polluters Pay Principle
This principle is an economic rule of cost allocation, which requires the polluter to bear the
responsibility for the external costs arising from his polluting activity. 53 When the polluter takes the
whole responsibility for the polluting activities, internalization is complete but the same shall be
considered as incomplete when the financial burden is shifted to the community as a whole.54 Though
this principle has been incorporated in several multilateral environmental agreements, it has not received
that degree of support as the principle of preventive action or precautionary principle enjoys in
international law.55 The principle is embedded in the preambles of several conventions like the 1980
Athens Protocol for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution from Land based Sources
and Activities;56 the 1990 International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response And Co-

50

(1996)ICJ Reports 226, 241 in Ulrich Beyerlin and Thilo Marauhn (n 6) 40
International Law Commission, Draft articles on Prevention of Transboundary Harm from Hazardous Activities, adopted at
its fifty-third session, 2001
<http://legal.un.org/docs/?path=../ilc/texts/instruments/english/commentaries/9_7_2001.pdf&lang=EF> assessed on 18th
February 2016
52
Ulrich Beyerlin and Thilo Marauhn (n 13) 40
53
Nicolas de Sadeleer, Environmental Principles, From Political Slogans to Legal Rules (OUP,2002) 22
54
Ibid.
55
Philippe Sands (n 9 )228
56
Preamble contains : „Applying the precautionary principle and the polluter pays principle, undertaking environmental
impact assessment and utilizing the best available techniques and the best environmental practice, including clean production
technologies, as provided for in article 4 of the Convention‟, available at http://faolex.fao.org/docs/pdf/mul38141.pdf
assessed on 25th July 2016.
51
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Operation (OPRC Convention);57 the 1992 Helsinki Convention on the Transboundary Effects of
Industrial Accidents;58 the 1993 Lugarno Convention on Civil Liability for Damage Resulting from
Activities Dangerous to the Environment;59 the 2000 London Protocol on the Preparedness, Response,
and Co-operation to Pollution Incidents by Hazardous and Noxious Substances.60
Principle 16 of the Rio Declaration contains this principle when it provides that: „National authorities
should endeavor to promote the internalization of environmental costs and the use of economic
instruments, taking into account the approach that the polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of
pollution, with due regard to the public interest and without distorting international trade and
investment.‟
The history of the principle reflects a gradual shift in its interpretation with the Recommendation of
OECD and EC referring to this principle as a means to prevent distortion of the common market and
later forming the basis for internalizing and preventing chronic pollution and ending in ensuring a
guarantee to make sure that reparations are paid for the damage caused. 61Thus this principle calls upon
the States to ensure that in every case where the environment has been or is at the risk of being polluted
by its activities, then the responsible authority should bear all the charges and costs so as to prevent
environmental pollution.
6.3 Precautionary Principle
This principle is based on the premise that the policy making authorities should be compelled to
administer, protect and preserve the ecosystem as an indispensible basis for the well being of the present
and future generations.62 This principle which aims to provide guidance to the policy makers in
environmental decision making when there is scientific uncertainty has been reflected in several
international conventions and judgments of International Courts. Principle 15 of the Rio declaration
provides that: In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied
by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack
of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent
environmental degradation. Similarly Art 2(5)(a) of 1992 UNECE Water Convention also expressly
commits itself to this approach when it points that: „[T]he precautionary principle, by virtue of which
57

Paragragh 5 of the Preamble upholds this principle: „TAKING ACCOUNT of the "polluter pays" principle as a general
principle
of
international
environmental
law,‟
available
at
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201891/volume-1891-I-32194-English.pdf assessed on 25th July
2016
58
„Taking account of the polluter-pays principle as a general principle of international environmental law,‟ available
atwww.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/env/documents/2006/teia/Convention%20E%20no%20annex%20I.pdf assessed on 25th
July 2016
59
Preamble to the convention provides that „Having regard to the desirability of providing for strict liability in this field
taking
into
account
the
"Polluter
Pays"
Principle,‟
available
at
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=090000168007c079 assessed
on 25th July 2016
60
Nicolas de Sadeleer(n 48) 22
61
Nicolas de Sadeleer(n 48) 35
62
Ulrich Beyerlin and Thilo Marauhn (n 13) 52
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action to avoid the potential transboundary impact of the release of hazardous substances shall not be
postponed on the ground that scientific research has not fully proved a causal link between those
substances, on the one hand, and the potential transboundary impact, on the other hand.‟ More treaties
point to the need for applying this principle after the signing of the 1985 Vienna Convention for the
protection of Ozone being the first treaty to incorporate this principle expressly. The 2000 Cartagena
protocol points to the need of this principle in safeguarding biodiversity of the ecosystem without
explaining the meaning of this principle in Art 10(6)- Lack of scientific certainty due to insufficient
relevant scientific information and knowledge regarding the extent of the potential adverse effects of a
living modified organism on the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity in the Party of
import, taking also into account risks to human health, shall not prevent that Party from taking a
decision, as appropriate, with regard to the import of the living modified organism in question as
referred to in paragraph 3 above, in order to avoid or minimize such potential adverse effects.63
The principle has been first raised before ICJ in the 1995 Nuclear Test Case64 where New Zealand
referred this principle to be a widely accepted and operative principle of international law. Though
Hungary referred to this principle in Gabchikovo-Nagyamoras case65 against Slovakia, the court did not
refer to this principle.66 Later in Southern Bluefin Tuna Case,67 ITLOS noted that Although there is
scientific uncertainty regarding measures to be take to conserve the stock southern bluefin tuna and …
although the tribunal cannot conclusively assess the scientific evidence presented by the parties, it finds
that measures should be taken as a matter of urgency to preserve the rights of the parties and to avert
further deteriorations.68Thus the principle of precautionary approach has received wide acceptance in
international law especially for the protection of the environment and biodiversity.
Since these three above mentioned principles form the core of international environmental law and
sustainable development forms the backbone of environmental and developmental decision making,
these principles have significant roles to ensure that the nuclear related activities of each country
protects and promotes environment and biodiversity thus ensuring sustainable development in the world.
Nuclear energy is aimed at energy generation on a long term basis. This vision should also take into
account the requirement of ensuring minimum hazards to the surrounding environment. The nuclear
power plants are usually seen near the water bodies, which sustain the livelihood of many communities
and embody a wide variety of biodiversity. When the hot water is pumped out from the plant, it can
cause severe hazards to marine life and environment, polluting the water and surroundings. The
radiation can also cause severe damages to the community. The nuclear energy programme should be
envisioned and planned in such a way that all these hazards and damages can be reduced to the
63

Cartagena Protocol On Biosafety to the Convention on Biological Diversity, 2000, available at
www.cbd.int/doc/legal/cartagena-protocol-en.pdf assessed on 2th July 2016.
64
Request for the Examination of the Situation in Accordance with Paragraph 63 of the Courts Judgment of 20 December
1974 in the Nuclear Tests(New Zealand v France) case (1995) ICJ Reports 288.
65
(1997) ICJ Reports 7.
66
Philippe Sands(n 9) 223
67
Australia v Japan; New Zealand v Japan (Provisional measures, Order of 27 August 1999) ITLOS Cases No.3 and 4, para
79
68
Ulrich Beyerlin and Thilo Marauhn (n 13) 51
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minimum and those which can be repaired be repaired and hence ensure the dictum: nuclear energy is
one of the cleanest forms of energy in the world.
7 CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
The United Nations has targeted the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030.
The transition from Millennium Development Goals to SDGs is a continuation of the acknowledgement
that the world has to travel miles before it is free from poverty and attains the heights of development.
We have accepted long while ago that our development goals should be aimed to attain sustainable
development so that the present process will not hamper the ability of the next generation to access and
utilize natural resources. Development without caring about nature is futile. The development process so
far using the conventional forms of energy has allowed the rising of global temperature to an irreparable
level, lowering of which is a herculean task and global consensus is negotiated for. Here is the
significance of nuclear energy; which if utilized carefully can cater to the needs of development and
environmental protection.
South Asia is a growing economic region of the world. Nuclear energy can help the region to progress
solving several issues like poverty, energy crisis and health related constrains. Development should be
inclusive. It should reach the common man who should be able to enjoy the benefits of technology.
Nuclear energy developments also should be made available to the masses in the region so to ensure a
sustainable future to all. Recently the SAARC nations have signed an energy cooperation agreement for
electricity which is a welcome step. Since the agreement has been signed, the countries should move
forward from the conventional forms of energy generation and harness the benefits of more reliable
sources like nuclear power. India, Pakistan and Bangladesh have nuclear reactors though Bangladesh is
a new entrant to this sector. The big giants in the region, India and Pakistan should take more steps for
removing the energy crisis and in solving other issues in the region for a better future. SAARC can act
as the nodal agency for all cooperation among the Countries. Nuclear power should be utilized for
peaceful uses and development in the region. For this, there should be a cooperative approach among the
states.
We have seen much opposition in the region especially in India against the installation of nuclear power
plants. The misconception about nuclear power generation should be removed from the minds of the
people not through force but by people‟s participation in the decision making. The community affected,
or to be affected, by the installation of power plants should be heard and their concerns should be
addressed properly. Without community participation, no development process can be effective. Thus
for ensuring a sustainable future and development in the region, nuclear power can be used and such use
should ensure that no development is at the cost of the community and environment.
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Transport liability& insurance
M G Tetley
Abstract:The nuclear fuel cycle cannot function without the transport links that bind it together
andwhich actually create the cycle; however the level of knowledge and practical understanding of
the transport liability and insurance arrangements is materially lower than that for static nuclear
sites. The simple fact is that when nuclear material is moved – often between different nuclear
states, perhaps traversing non-nuclear states or across the high seas, or maybe using various modes
of transportation -immediate additional liability complicationsseem to arise when compared to the
liability arrangements for a static site. Time and again carriers, site owners, insurers and even
nuclear lawyers find the complications of negotiating a route through this minefield of various
nuclear liability regimes and insurance markets a challenge.

1. Introduction
“The peaceful use of nuclear energy without a fuel cycle is an empty proposition” are the apparent
words of ex-president M Ahmedinejad of Iran; whilst he may not have been thinking specifically of
the role of transport in the nuclear fuel cycle, he is nonetheless right and his words hint at the
important role of transport in making the nuclear fuel cycle work. For those of us with a more
vicarious relationship with the nuclear industry, the transport of nuclear material is one of the more
confusing and less well understood aspects of the whole sector and frequently its commercial worth
renders it less worthy of study; yet even we can guess from Mr Ahmedinejad’s words that the
nuclear fuel cycle is created by its transport links.
The insurance market has been a long term supporter of the nuclear industry, demonstrating its
commitment by providing insurance to the industry since the first civil power reactors opened in the
1950s; indeed it is my belief that we in the insurance market represent one of the greatest private
sector capital commitments to the development of the industry, given that so much of the early
industry development was state backed. When confronted with a number of governments’ desire to
develop civil nuclear power, the insurers listened, studied, analysed and came to understand the
nature of risk presented by the nuclear sector – but as did many others, we focused on the static
sites. Whilst transport insurance has been available for a long time, I would still argue that it is less
well understood than the insurance of static nuclear sites, with a consequent lower availability of
insurance capacity and knowledge of the subject. Therefore the objective of this paper will be to
consider the current status of the nuclear transport arrangements, with a particular focus on their
insurance and the challenges presented to the insurance arrangements as a result of the latest
Convention revisions; the paper will also attemptto demystify some aspects of insurance as it relates
to nuclear transport and it will look to what might be done to simplify the insurance aspects, so as
to attract more capital to this darker corner of the nuclear world.

2. Nuclear transport in context
2.1 Nuclear transport & the nuclear fuel cycle
The World Nuclear Association defines the nuclear fuel cycle as ‘the series of industrial processes
which involve the production of electricity from uranium in nuclear power reactors…’ this simple
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definition captures the essence of the cycle, but the diagram1 below adds some clarity to the
different parts of the cycle; those of us outside the heart of the nuclear industry do not need to have
more than a superficial detail of what is involved technologically in moving nuclear material around;
we just need to understand the main segments identified in this diagram.
Figure 1

In figure 1 above risk increases from left to right and from the perspective of public perception, the
‘nasty’ part of the nuclear transport business is the back (right hand) end – the material that many
term ‘waste’ includes irradiated fuel and other heavily contaminated materials. The risks presented
to the public by these materials are different to the risks presented by uranium ore, enriched
uranium and new nuclear reactor fuel; therefore in recognition of this the packaging and regulations
are also different. An understanding of these differences will help identify one of the insurance
issues that the transport of nuclear materials raises.
2.2 How nuclear material is transported
Nuclear materials of all types use all modes of transport: road, rail, sea and air; for obvious reasons,
the transport of the more hazardous materials is not generally air borne. The regulations govern the
standard of transport, thus entrusting low hazard materials to be parcelled and sent by road or air
but requiring containment for high hazard such as spent fuel in reinforced packaging carried aboard
specially designed ships, trucks or rail wagons.
The movement of radioactive materials has been occurring for over a century; however, it was the
development of the civil nuclear industry in the 1950s and 1960s that witnessed the start of the
nuclear fuel transportation cycle that we would recognise today. At the same time the IAEA began to
develop guidelines and regulations to govern this new form of transport resulting in the first set of
transport regulations in 1961 for the safe carriage of radioactive material2. Since then, these
regulations have evolved and developed alongside the nuclear industry and today the ‘Regulations
for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materialsare applicable to the national and international
carriage of radioactive material by all modes of transport’2.
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The introduction to these regulations states ‘These Regulations establish standards of safety which
provide an acceptable level of control of the radiation, criticality and thermal hazards to persons,
property and the environment that are associated with the transport of radioactive material.’ 2The
IAEA definition of radioactive material is also useful at this stage: ‘Radioactive material shall mean
any material containing radionuclides where both the activity concentration and the total activity in
the consignment exceed the values specified in paras 402–407’ 2
The philosophy of the IAEA regulations is that safety is ensured by the packaging no matter what
mode of transport is chosen; therefore the packaging design has to meet a series of rigorous impact,
fire and immersion tests, for example:


two drop tests: a 9 metre drop onto an hard surface and a 1 metre drop onto a steel bar;



a subsequent fire test in which the package is subjected to a fully engulfing fire of 800°C for
30 minutes;



immersion test where the same cask is subjected to conditions equivalent to 15 metre
submersion for 8 hours. For casks designed for the highly radioactive materials there is an
enhanced immersion test of 200 metres for 1 hour.

These tests ensure that packages can withstand transport accidents arising from a number of
realistic scenarios and, where fissile material is involved, ensure that an unwanted chain reaction
cannot occur.
In the cited paragraphs, the IAEA helpfully provides thresholds of activity above which its regulations
apply; this can simplify the provision of insurance as the materials are clearly identified and thus the
insurance requirements can be assessed.
The categories of packaging are also important to understand as once again they provide to the
insurance market an indication of the relative risk of what is being transported; the information on
material packaging types, the regulatory framework and the policing system all provided by the IAEA
all should offer any insurer venturing into this area immense comfort as to how material is
transported.
2.3 Nuclear transport in numbers
According to the World Nuclear Transport Institute (WNTI)3there are about 20 million transports per
year that involve radioactive materials; of these only about 5% (assume about 1 million) involve
material being transported as part of the nuclear fuel cycle. The 95% of materials that are not part of
the fuel cycle are a demonstration of just how large part radioactive materials of some sort play in
our everyday lives; the uses of these materials cover a wide range of industries, including the wellknown medical and smoke detectoruses through to less well known applications in food production,
agriculture and manufacturing.
This 95% - 5% distinction is important to the insurance world, because the transport of materials
that are not part of the nuclear fuel cycle are generally insured without hesitation in the non-nuclear
insurance market. In simple terms, the risks posed by the low levels of radioactivity do not warrant
special underwriting consideration, although the insurance world’s understanding of this distinction
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is not always perfect; this can give rise to complications for some transporters and operators in
securing insurance (we cover this aspect in more detail in section 4.5).
To give an indication of the annual transport requirements of a modern reactor, the typical
operation of a standard 1,000 Mw reactor will need approximately 27 tons of uranium ore that is
enriched into about 24 tonnes of nuclear fuel, that in turn will require about 4-5 trucks to carry the
fuel to the reactor in a single consignment; this is a useful indication of the transport activity that
arises at the lower hazard part of the nuclear fuel cycle.

3. Background to the insurance of nuclear transports
Much has been written about insurance for static nuclear risks over the past 60 years and therefore
it is not necessary to repeat the content of these articles. However, for the purposes of this
document, a reminder of the keytypes of insurance is appropriate when considering nuclear
transport insurance.
The development of the nuclear liability Conventions created a demand for financial security for
nuclear sites and this need extended inevitably to the liability during transport movements within
the nuclear fuel cycle; in addition to the liability aspects, it was quickly recognised that the materials
being moved at the front end of the nuclear fuel cycle had a value. These two financial imperatives
provide the subject matter of insurance; thus as described in more detail below there are two
aspects to the insurance of nuclear materials: the value of the cargo itself (a 1st party exposure) and
the 3rd party liability obligation engendered by the national and international nuclear liability regime.
We will now look at these two types of insurance in turn.
In the case of nuclear transport, the 1st party insurance covers the value of the material transported
and the mode of transport; the 3rd party covers the liability to others arising from both nuclear and
non-nuclear damage.
3.1 1st party (property) insurance
Most people reading this paper will own something of value that cost more than their immediate
financial resources are able to replace should the item be unexpectedly lost; a motor car or a
collection of books for example. The owner of these items has a direct financial interest in the items,
having paid for them and thus is known as a 1st party. An insurance policy taken out by the owner of
these items can cover the replacement cost of them following an unforeseen loss; the purpose of
this insurance policy is to place the owner of the items in the same financial position after the loss as
existed prior to the loss. The owner of the items merely undertakes to pay a premium, assessed by
the insurer, and abides by certain basic rules (such as taking reasonable care of the items) to benefit
from this arrangement.
In case you have ever wondered about the identity of the mysterious 2nd party, it is the insurance
company!
In the transport world, this 1st party insurance for the contents of a ship or truck is generally referred
to as cargo insurance.
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3.2 Cargo insurance
Early forms of marine insurance policies have been traced back to the Italian city states that
flourished in the 13th century and covering the cost of losing a marine vessel and its cargo was
apparently available in several European countries by 1500. By the mid-16th century groups of
individuals clubbed together to offer financial security to ship-owners and shippers of goods in
London. These informal gatherings soon developed into more formal market structures – the most
famous being Lloyd’s of London, where Mr. Edward Lloyd’s coffee house provided a convivial and
useful meeting place for these financiers. Therefore, by the time the nuclear age dawned, the
marine insurance market was already sophisticated having enjoyed nearly three centuries of
development. Insurance was typically divided into one insurance for the vessel and another
insurance to recognise the different financial interest in the cargo carried within the vessel.
The few specialised nuclear cargo carrying vessels are indeed insured for non-nuclear perils in the
conventional marine hull market, meanwhile the cargoes are insured in the part of the market that
specialises in cargo; the key factor to remember is that that these arrangements are all 1st party
insurance. For example the owner of a shipment of new nuclear fuel can insure the value of the
material should it be damaged or lost en voyage. Does this require special insurance arrangements?
Only insofar as there is a need for 1st party decontamination insurance following a nuclear incident;
otherwise non-nuclear cover for the cargo is freely available alongside any specialised nuclear cover.
Therefore the 1st party insurance of the cargo is relatively straightforward and the insurance market
is thoroughly accustomed to dealing with these risks – whether via the nuclear pools for the
specialised nuclear cover or the traditional cargo market should no nuclear cover be required.
3.3 Liability insurance
Covering a policy holder’s liability to others is a common form of insurance today; insuring this
exposure began in the late 19th century, again in the U.K., indemnifying those not involved in an
activity and to whom policy holders can cause harm are third parties. In the case of nuclear risks
(including transport), third parties are normally considered to be victims of nuclear damage. This
type of insurance is explained below.
3.4 3rd party (liability) insurance
Where activities involving the item insured in paragraph 3.1 above (for example driving a car) can
give rise to damage to individuals or property that are unrelated to both the insured (1st party) and
the insurance company (2nd party), another form of insurance is required. This insurance covers the
liability the owner of an item, property or business entity has to the wider public that may arise from
the activities undertaken with the item, on the property or by the business entity.
Whenever we decide to drive a car, run a business or operate a nuclear power station, we have an
obligation (normally enshrined in law) to undertake these activities in such a way that those 3rd
parties uninvolved in these activities suffer no detrimental effects. A 3rd party liability insurance
policy is there to provide financial compensation to those uninvolved parties should we, the
beneficiaries of these activities fail in our efforts to avoid damaging others.
Therefore as human activity has developed over time, numerous laws and Conventions have been
introduced to oblige the provision of financial security by individuals and entities expressly to
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compensate 3rd parties; in the case of the nuclear industry, everyone reading this paper will be
familiar with those Conventions drafted to provide compensation for nuclear damage. The financial
security that supports this compensation is generally provided by an insurance policy (as prescribed
in the Conventions)4.

4. Factors affecting insurers when considering nuclear transport
Understanding why nuclear transports in particular are less attractive to insurers, it is necessary to
consider a number of the factors that influence insurers’ decisions whatever they are looking to
insure.Meanwhile the more heavily regulated conditions of today’s financial services sectordemands
a wider understanding of the environment in which insurers operate; the regulators’ work has
created additional factors for insurers to consider when underwriting nuclear transport risks. Below
some of these factors are examined.
4.1 Capital, return and commitment
The regulatory environment under which the global insurance market operates today is becoming
ever more complex and onerous; whilst not viewed like the bankingsector as a systemic financial
exposure, elements of the insurance market are now more closely aligned with the banks, whilst the
investment in the insurance sector by pension funds and other financial entities, all in a desperate
quest for return in the current low interest rate environment, has resulted in greater regulatory
scrutiny and control of the sector. Therefore capital rules are being introduced to ensure insurers
present minimal risk both to the wider financial system and to consumers.
At the heart of these rules is the relatively simple concept that insurers need to have sufficient
capital in place to cover a specified large event; for example the European Solvency II regime’s
Solvency Capital Ratio requires insurers to hold sufficient capital to enable them to cover
approximately a 1:200 year event. This simply means that an insurer must hold relatively liquid
capital to cover aloss scenario of this frequency – whatever that event might be. This capital
allocated needs to remain relatively liquid as it must remain available within the insurance business
for use in extremis, but it is also the basis for their participation in the market; thus logically insurers
will want to maximise the return on this capital by participating in the types of insurance that are the
most profitable and least costly. This return on capital is a key metric for the industry.
Why does this matter to nuclear transport insurance (or indeed to nuclear insurance)? It matters
because nuclear insurance is just one type of insurance that is competing within each insurance
entity for the capital to support it; it competes with other types of insurance, for example motor
insurance, airline insurance, life insurance and marine insurance – if these offer materially better
returns on capital than nuclear insurance returns, the capital available for nuclear insurance will be
reduced. In the simplest terms, a return on capital is achieved by ensuring that the insurance
premiums and returns on premiums invested exceed claims and all costs (e.g. administration and
acquisition costs).
The impressive safety record of the nuclear industry (notwithstanding the obvious accidents) means
that loss costs could be assumed to be low and therefore nuclear insurance might appear a good
investment. However, nuclear insurance (whether for transport or static risks) suffers from a
number of disadvantages of which two stand out:
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(i)

(ii)

the capital required by nuclear insurers is relatively high; the actual amount required
depends on the portfolio spread of each insurer, but when compared to motor
insurance the capital required to underwrite nuclear risks is materially greater.
The small scale of nuclear industry (less than 1,000 major sites globally) means nuclear is
always considered a ‘niche’ sector and as such struggles to attract capital. Add in the
obvious complexities, the perception of risk and the specialist knowledge required to
become a nuclear insurer and it is easy to see that the sector is at an immediate
disadvantage when competing for insurers’ capital.

These points are emphasised in this paper because it helps to explain why it is often difficult to
achieve meaningful insurer engagement in nuclear transport insurance; even within the nuclear
insurance sector understanding of the transport risk is frequently lower than that for static site
insurance.
4.2 The risk and perception of nuclear transport
Insurers are interested in risk and how risk can result in financial loss for the person or entity
purchasing the insurance. In the more than fifty years since the first nuclear transports occurred
there has never been a serious transportation accident that has caused significant radiological harm
to the environment or to any person 5.
This suggests that the risk of accident (and thus financial loss) is low; unfortunately nuclear material
transports still have the perception of being relatively risky and thus are not able to benefit properly
from this good loss experience, especially when terrorism exposure is considered (see Section 4.6).
Human understanding of risk is generally poor, especially when considering relative risk. The risks
associated with nuclear material transports are well understood and arguably design has all but
eliminated the possibility of a major nuclear incident from a nuclear transport; nevertheless the risk
perception does not reflect the facts. People are generally more nervous of transports than static
risks – this human foible is also common amongst the insurer community, which means that seeking
insurance capacity for transport risks is often more challenging than obtaining the same capacity for
static risks. This perception mismatch is probably the result of poor press encouraged by anti-nuclear
NGOs and the perceived proximity of the risk, in that transports are often considered to be passing
through someone’s ‘back yard’.
Illogical though these concerns are, they persist and complicate the placing and pricing of the
required liability insurance cover for transport risk.
4.3 The radioactive contamination exclusion clause
This paper assumes that the reader has a good knowledge of the specific nuclear liability regimes;
however it is important to understand how these arrangements are carried through into the world
of insurance. The most important nuclear liability Convention principle for insurers is that of liability
channelling: the insurance market ensures that liability is channelled to the operator through the use
of the radioactive contamination exclusion clause and the establishment of specific underwriting
entities to cover this risk on behalf of the operators; a little background on this concept is helpful at
this stage.
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Notwithstanding the peaceful use of radioactivity, it was recognised at this early stage that a
catastrophic loss could occur which could cause the escape of radioactive material into the
atmosphere and cause nuclear damage to the site, to the surrounding area and also possibly across a
wider geographical range. In order to protect their balance sheets from an unknown accumulation of
losses from such an event, insurers in some markets unilaterally began to exclude “radioactive
contamination” from homeowner insurance policies and by 1950, several European countries had
such exclusions. In particular in the United States and the United Kingdom, governments were
making it clear that insurers were going to have to consider providing insurance to the nascent civil
nuclear industry if nuclear power was to be developed commercially. Insurance trade associations
began to form committees to consider the risks with the preliminary conclusions being that
radioactive contamination should be excluded from general insurance policies, that the insurance
associations should manage special underwriting entities to accept these risks and that liability and
compensation should be limited in both time and amount.
The radioactive contamination exclusion clause is now almost universally applied to non-life
insurance policies issued outside of nuclear facilities; thus ‘nuclear damage’ to motor cars, houses,
businesses and other assets cannot be made on the normal insurances issued for these items and
instead all liability for radioactive contamination (nuclear damage)is channelled to nuclear
operators. Special insurances that cover the nuclear facility (therefore do not have this exclusion)
provide both 1st and 3rd party coverage; these policies also are available for the transport of nuclear
material. This insurance clause is therefore the embodiment of the principle of channelling.
4.4 Exposure accumulation
The paragraph above about the radioactive contamination exclusion clause hints at another key
aspect of insurance – that of exposure accumulation. Concerns over loss accumulation underpin the
reluctance of some insurers to participate in nuclear insurance; an understanding of this concept is
therefore important.
In order to calculate the regulatory capital loss scenario described in the section above on risk
capital, insurers need to be able to understand the financial impact of the loss event. Generally
insurance policies all offer payment in the event of an unforeseen, accidental occurrence; for
example a motor insurance policy will cover physical damage to the car; now imagine that 10 cars
are parked together in an area adjacent to a river that floods and carries away or damages all the
cars. If the cars are all insured by a single insurer, the accumulation of loss for the insurer arising
from that single event will be the value of all 10 cars. In a similar way a 3 rd party liability insurance
policy might be issued annually to a chemical plant for 10 years – thus accumulating 10 separate
financial policy limits; now imagine that the plant is discovered to have leaked dangerous chemicals
into the surrounding area unnoticed over a period of at least 10 years. The insurer’s accumulation of
loss from this unforeseen event could be all 10 annual policies.
In order to calculate the regulatory loss scenarios, insurers need to undertake an exercise that
considers the financial impact of events such as those illustrated above. A key attraction of the
nuclear insurance arrangements is there is normally only a single policy issued (to the nuclear
operator or transporter) for liability, as the liability is channelled to the operator by the radioactive
exclusion clause – which stops the accumulation of loss from all other policies issued. However,
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accumulation of loss over time is possible with nuclear insurance, if static policies are issued with
new financial limits annually or if transport policies are so issued per transport.
In the case of transport, consider a regular transport of nuclear material (perhaps monthly) along the
same route, each transport having a separate insurance policy issued. Nuclear damage to property is
discovered along the route - which of the individual policies should respond? The description of
nuclear incident in the Conventions is ‘an occurrence or series of occurrences’6which could imply the
involvement of multiple insurance policies. From this example it is easy to appreciate both the
complexity of calculating the loss scenario for capital purposes as well as the obvious disincentive for
an insurer to participate in an insurance that could result in comparatively unquantifiable financial
loss accumulation.
4.5 Nuclear material or not?
Earlier in this paper some statistics relating to nuclear transports were quoted; readers may recall
that only about 5% of radioactive material relate to the nuclear fuel cycle and so mostly fall within
the nuclear liability regimes. What about the 95% of transports that fall outside of the fuel cycle?
Also, at what point does a nuclear transport fall under the nuclear liability regimes? From a
technical standpoint, there are thresholds that can indicate whether a radioactive material transport
falls within or outside of the liability regimes(see section2.2); unfortunately the position is not so
clear amongst insurers, where a vibrant, freeand competitive market has resulted in some confusion
as to what is conventionally insured and what isn’t. To try to understand this issue it is necessary to
look outside the nuclear industry briefly and understand how most other marine transports are
insured.
Marine insurance is the oldest form of insurance and as such, its rich ecosystem of insurance
arrangements has developed over the past 3 centuries. Marine liability is generally insured by
mutual insurers, established by the ship-owners themselves; these entities are known as
Protectionand Indemnity Clubs (P&I Clubs). These clubs have limited resources and thus retain
financial liability exposure to a low level; after this, mutualised funds are used followed by
reinsurance, which is used to transfer the bulk of the financial exposure to the normal marine
(re)insurance market. When nuclear transports first began in the late 1950s, in common with other
land based insurances theP&I Clubs could not obtain the necessary reinsurance for radioactive
shipments undertaken by their members, as their reinsurance policies all contained radioactive
exclusion clauses (see section 4.3); the reader will recall that these clauses were introduced
alongside the nuclear liability Conventions as a key part of the channelling mechanism. With the
benefit of the prevailing wisdom of that time, the Clubs adopted standard definitions of what
constituted nuclear material that would fall outside the nuclear liability regime, so allowing them to
offer full cover within their own liability arrangements for less hazardous nuclear transports. With
marine insurance largely based in the London market due to its historical development in London,
these definitions followed the U.K.’s Nuclear Installations Act – the national legislation that carries
the nuclear liability Convention provisions into U.K. law.
In summary the categories of nuclear material were defined as follows:
i.

Natural uranium and thorium ores concentrates and metals; and mineral residues produced
by the processing of such ores
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ii.
iii.
iv.

Radioisotopes
Fissile material
Irradiated nuclear fuel and radioactive waste

The P&I Clubs agreed to offer ‘normal’ insurance coverage to the first two categories shown above,
whilst the latter two categories would fall under the nuclear liability regimes and thus the nuclear
insurance market. In the context of the U.K. nuclear liability legislation, the first two categories were
labelled‘excepted matter’ and the more hazardous final two categories were labelled ‘nuclear
matter’. As noted above, ‘excepted matter’ was to be insured in the normal marine insurance
market; at the outset of nuclear transports, Governments frequently offered indemnities for any
‘nuclear matter’ transports, but this practice has died away as the nuclear insurance market has
grown.
Amongst the insurance market, information provided by the trade associations hinted at the
possible confusion and ambiguity of the position adopted, given that the categorisation was
necessarily brief and the market diverse and competitive; here is some text extracted from the
original memorandum sent out to the London market insurers in 1960: “Members are advised to
apply to the Managers if in any doubt as to the category in which any particular parcel of nuclear
material offered for shipment falls.”…”Members are further strongly advised not to accept for
shipment nuclear materials which do not fall within classes (i) or (ii) except under a qualified
indemnity from the shipper…”7.
Therefore in the non-nuclear insurance market, transports containing some level of nuclear material
(i.e. excepted matter) are made regularly – indeed statistically we have already noted that these
shipments may be up to 95% of all shipments involving some sort of nuclear material (see section
2.3); yet being insured outside of the specialist nuclear market, the insurance policies for these
shipments will generally contain the radioactive contamination exclusion clause. This paradox
occurs because normal insurers wanted to be able to insure these less hazardous shipments and
liability does not fall strictly to the operator under the nuclear liability Conventions, yet an accident
with consequences harmful to human health could still occur. Today the wider range of materials in
transit and improved understanding of the materials being transported means that many hazardous
materials can be ‘excepted matter’ and some relatively benign materials are classified as ‘nuclear
matter’. Add to this the generally poor knowledge of the classifications amongst many insurers and
it is easy to see that confusion about howand wherenuclear shipments are to be insured remains at
a high level.
Thus understanding of what falls under which regime remains confusing for many insurers; equally
insurers’ knowledge of the risks and classification of what they are actually insuring already can also
be poor. This confusion is a disincentive to commit capital to such a difficult and niche area of
insurance.
4.6 Terrorism
Terrorism is perceived to be more of a threat to transports than static risk simply because the
nuclear material is off a site and is mobile; however once again the facts don’t support this
perception. Nevertheless, since the attacks on the U.S.A. in 2001, terrorism has become matter of
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more concern for insurers; this concern naturally extendsto both 1st and 3rd party nuclear insurances
– including those for transport.
Nuclear operators are generally exonerated for nuclear damage caused by an act of war, although
the obvious grey area between a civil war, a terrorist campaign and war is an immediate issue; for
example the revised Paris Convention exonerates operators for damage arising from “an act of
armed conflict, hostilities, civil war or insurrection” (Article 9). When compared with a typical
insurance market definition of terrorism it is easy to envisage some confusion should a loss occur:
"An ‘Act of Terrorism’ means an act or series of acts, including the use of force or violence, of any
person or group(s) of persons, whether acting alone or on behalf of or in connection with any
organisation(s), committed for political, religious or ideological purposes including the intention to
influence any government and/or to put the public in fear for such purposes”8.
For nuclear transport liability insurance, terrorism is covered because the Conventions do not excuse
operators or transporters from this exposure; however because of the lack of modelling capability
amongst insurers, the poor perception and the above confusion over definitions, covering the peril is
just a further obstacle for insurers to overcome when assessing whether nuclear transport insurance
is an attractive risk or not.
4.7 Chemical Biological Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN)
Mention of terrorism today is normally accompanied by discussion about dirty bombs; in the
insurance market CBRN coverage is available but only on a very limited basis. Of coursethe sort of
nuclear transports considered in this paper fall within the scope of the nuclear liability Conventions
which were designed for extraordinary nuclear events; as we know the Conventions exclude
radioisotopes and any incident would therefore fall under normal tort law.
However, now consider a transport of radioisotopes that does fall outside of the Convention regime,
so insured by conventional insurers with the nuclear exclusion clause applied. The typical language
of these exclusions is: ‘In no case shall this insurance cover loss damage liability or expense directly
or indirectly caused by or contributed to by or arising from
i.
ii.
iii.

ionising radiations from or contamination by radioactivity from any nuclear fuel or from any
nuclear waste or from the combustion of nuclear fuel
the radioactive, toxic, explosive or other hazardous or contaminating properties of any
nuclear installation, reactor or other nuclear assembly or nuclear component thereof
any weapon of war employing atomic or nuclear fission and/or fusion or other like reaction
or radioactive force or matter’

Although the material being transported is capable of being covered by a normal non-nuclear
insurance policy (i.e. not excluded), limb (iii) above leaves cover for malicious use of the material in
doubt and thus specific CBRN insurance would be required if dirty bomb coverage was desired.
This sort of doubt and confusion as to where coverage should fall (the nuclear or non-nuclear
market, or a specialist market) is another factor in deterring insurers from participating in nuclear
transport business.
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5. Liability for nuclear transport compared to nuclear static sites
It is worth at this stage identifying the major differences between insurance for a normal, fixed
nuclear site and a nuclear material transport; these may seem blindingly obvious differences but
they are at the heart of why liability for the transport of nuclear material is more complicated and
less understood than that for static sites.
5.1 Mobility
The most obvious difference is that the nuclear material is on the move, normally between
designated nuclear sites. Figure 1illustrates the nuclear fuel cycle and helps develop an
understanding of both the number and variety of nuclear material transports undertaken. The
mobile nature of the material creates obvious difficulties for the nuclear liability Conventions that
seemingly were designed for static sites, with the concept of transport perhaps being addressed
more as an afterthought.
From an insurance perspective the mobility of the material insured also complicates the picture,
although not just from the risk perspective. The risk to material in transit is well understood, but the
traditional approach of insurers simply trusting in the Convention language when drafting policies
(i.e. the policy simply refers to the relevant nuclear liability legislation when identifying the coverage
granted) is obviously compromised when multiple Conventions, legislation and geographical regions
need to be taken into account. The policy inevitably needs to be more definitive or at least
adaptable to the different regimes applicable.
5.2 Liability duration
Individual nuclear material transports rarely last more than a month and many are a matter of days;
this short duration of liability exposure is a key difference between transports and the liability for
static nuclear sites, which is obviously permanent (or at least linked to the operating licence).
Depending on the material being transported (see below) the financial security requirement may
match that of a nuclear site, yet the actual period of liability exposure will be short. For insurers, this
means that the same capital commitment, the same risk assessment, the same policy preparation
and the same regulatory burden all will be required for a short term transport risk as they would be
for an annual (or longer) policy for a static site.
This is a key point for insurers: the costs associated with each transaction are similar to those for a
static site, yet the policy expires within days or months. The premium is generally materially less and
this is a disincentive for insurers to participate simply because the return on capital for a transport
risk compares unfavourably with that possible for a static risk; meanwhile the financial amount
exposed for transports of hazardous nuclear material is often the same as for a static risk.
5.3 Nuclear material variety
A static nuclear site is by definition fixed and is designed and located for a specific purpose related to
its place in the nuclear fuel cycle. The obvious difference for a material transport is that its content is
dependent on which part of the nuclear fuel cycle it is linking; this gives rise to different risk profiles
and also different financial security requirements between the less hazardous and more hazardous
material. This is a complicating factor for insurers, who again must go through similar processes
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regardless of the type of material being transported; the variety within the transportation portfolio
also further diminishes the attractiveness of the transport liability sector, simply because the subdividing of the risks further reduces the transaction volumes, so rendering the work less economic
still.
5.4 Variable financial security (FS) amounts
Considering the points in the previous section on insurers’ capital allocation (i.e. commitment) and
exposure control it is easy to appreciate that an international journey across a number of
jurisdictions and Convention contracting parties complicates the writing of the policy and the
allocation of the correct capital to match the financial security amount. The obvious route for
insurers to take is to provide for the highest FS amount required during an international transport in
the policy and this is what normally occurs; however multiple financial security amounts and regimes
inevitably complicate cover provision and limit the available market to those that have a sound
understanding of these complexities. A good example of the complexities and need to work with a
knowledgeable insurer is provided by Article 7 (e) of the 1960 Paris Convention; this permits
increasing the financial security limit in a transit country to that required in the responsible
operator’s home regime 9.
It is the author’s view that thislimitation of capacity by complexity is detrimental to both buyers and
sellers of insurance.
5.5 Identity of responsible person and contractual distribution of liability
The options within the liability Conventions for allocating responsibility for liability during
transport10have been the subject of much discussion and are well known; these options are another
obvious difference to the relatively simple liability that attaches to a static site operator. Suffice it to
say that a combination of ignorance and changing circumstances can often mean protracted
negotiations occur for transports that are of little financial interest to insurers due to their size. The
allocation of responsibility also has given rise to ‘Forum Shopping’, whereby the lowest available
financial security limits are kept in force for the maximum time possible just to reduce premium
spend. Again, this point has been laboured for some time by insurers, but in summary forum
shopping further reduces the attractiveness of the transport risks when compared to the static risks
(see also Section 6.7).
In summary the additional options in the Conventions that permit a choice as to where liability is
exchanged and to whom liability is allocated is the source of further confusion and disincentive to
insurers.
5.6 Premium expectation
It is probably fair to say that the responsible operators consider their nuclear material transports
present a risk which is short term, of generally low exposure and an extremely simple proposition
from the point of view of administration. Meanwhile the insurers are facing a risk that they often are
less familiar with, that offers little financial reward yet can demand as much administration and
capital as a static risk. These two opposing views inevitably translate into differing premium
expectations.
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5.7 Process
The nuclear liability Conventions are all relatively consistent on the paperwork necessary to support
an international transport; however there may be additional requirements imposed by national
legislation. This extract from the revised Paris Convention is illustrative of the minimum
requirements: ‘The operator liable in accordance with this Convention shall provide the carrier with
a certificate issued by or on behalf of the insurer or other financial guarantor furnishing the security
required…..The certificate shall state the name and address of that operator and the amount, type
and duration of the security, and these statements may not be disputed by the person by whom or on
whose behalf the certificate was issued. The certificate shall also indicate the nuclear substances and
the carriage in respect of which the security applies and shall include a statement by the competent
public authority that the person named is an operator within the meaning of this Convention.’11.
Collating and submitting this information for each voyage closely involves insurers, as providers of
the financial security; in summary the process is complicated and cumbersome when compared to
the organisation of financial security for a static site. The work associated with the process behind
nuclear transports demands greater resource than for normal sites, yet the premium is generally
lower. This renders nuclear transport a less attractive proposition for insurers.
This aspect is also covered in section 6.10.
5.8 Convention revisions and nuclear transport
There are already numerous learnéd papers on the subject of the Convention revisions; there are
also some that specifically deal with the insurers’ concerns about the changes being implemented 12.
Therefore this paper will restrict its commentary to those revisions that have the greatest impact on
the world of nuclear transport insurance.
5.8.1 Financial security amounts: meeting the increased financial security amounts will
require material additional insurer commitment across the whole nuclear sector and
notwithstanding the lower limit proposed for transports in the Conventions, it is not clear to
insurers what the upper limit might be for back end fuel cycle transports. Higher financial
amounts demanded for business that offers limited returns, such as nuclear transports,
merely makes it comparatively less attractive.
5.8.2 Extended time to bring a claim for bodily injury:insurers have made clear already the
difficulties that extending the time to bring a claim to 30 years for bodily injury may bring;
the issue of causality and society’s ever greater propensity to seek legal redress for
perceived wrongs have reduced insurer appetite for this exposure. Now consider an insurer
taking on the risk of a nuclear transport with a duration of perhaps a week; the premium will
probably be quite low and the insurer will have had to complete the process of acquiring the
business and then notifying the relevant bodies of the financial security. With the journey
over, now the insurer needs to consider what legacy exposure there might be, given that
there is the chance that a claim might be made sometime over the coming 30 years for
nuclear bodily injury. This is not an attractive business proposition, although mitigating this
is the likelihood that claims are both less likely and more obvious following a transport.
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However if the same transport route has been used consistently over a long period
andshould a claim be made, the ability of the insurer to identify the actual insurance policy
involved would be challenging; the prudent insurer will therefore need to consider a reserve
(i.e. put aside profit) for claims that might be made to a series of policies.
5.8.3 Preventive measures: the costs relating to preventive measures introduces a new
dimension to nuclear liability for insurers; hitherto coverage has been in place for actual
events that cause nuclear damage and so cause insured losses, now there is the prospect of
a claim from a nuclear event that only might (or might not) happen. Thus the political risk of
overreaction to ‘the grave and imminent threat’ of a nuclear accident might result in
considerable disruption and expense, yet the actual nuclear event never takes place – in the
revised Conventions this is ‘nuclear damage’. This aspect is a further challenge to
participation in nuclear transport insurance, simply because nuclear transports occur across
such a wide geographical area that the likelihood of this overreaction by the relevant
authorities to a threat is all the more likely. A static site inevitably benefits from a greater
local public acceptance and regulatory acceptance because of the economic benefits the site
brings to the local community; this contrasts with the relatively poor perception suffered by
transports mentioned elsewhere in this paper, which opens the prospect of less informed
response to nuclear events.
The other changes to the Conventions are not now as challenging for insurers as originally thought;
however the issues highlighted above remain largely unresolved at present and doubtless will act as
a deterrent to insurer involvement, particularly in the case of transport.

6. Scenario examples of nuclear transports
Theoretical examination of the Conventions and the insurance arrangements can help achieve an
understanding of the difficulties encountered with the nuclear transport insurance market; however
a better understanding is possible by the use of practical examples. Below are twoimagined
scenarios; it is hoped that examination of the practical issues that arise in seeking insurance for
these scenarios will help clarify many of the points made elsewhere in this paper.
Scenario 1: an international land based journey
Imagine a transport of irradiated nuclear waste (therefore nuclear material in the eyes of the
Conventions) being carried from a decommissioning facility in Italy to a facility where the
contaminated material can be treated in Slovakia; the journey will be made by road and will pass
from Italy through Slovenia, Hungary and into Slovakia. In itself this is not a complicated trip, being
about 900km along good quality roads with the material packaged in accordance with IAEA
regulations. The material will be moved over a period of 1 year, with 12 monthly journeys each
consisting of containers loaded onto 2 trucks.
Country
Italy
Slovenia
Hungary
Slovakia

Convention
1960 Paris
1960 Paris
1963 Vienna
1963 Vienna
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Scenario 2: an international sea journey
Here a single voyage of High level Waste (HLW) will be moved from the United Kingdom to the
Russian Federation; the shipment consists of waste associated with reprocessing spent fuel and will
be moved from a port in the north of the U.K. to a port in the northwest of Russia, passing by
northern Norway on its journey. The material will be carried by a UK registered specialist nuclear
transport ship, in a single container and the journey duration is 2 weeks.
Country
United Kingdom
Russian Federation

Convention
1960 Paris
1963 Vienna

Let us now look at the insurance considerationsfor these scenarios:
6.1 What financial security (FS) limit will be required for the journey?
The FS limit is the nationally decided amount of liability the operator of a nuclear facility must have;
the same rules apply to transport and the amount varies depending on the threat posed by the
cargo. For the insurer, the FS amount generally becomes the insurance policy limit of indemnity; this
amount is the financial exposure the insurers are open to should there be a claim and the
commitment must be within the insurers’ capital allowances and underwriting guidelines. In the case
of these transports, the FS possibilities are shown in figures 2 and 3 below.
1. In the first scenario the countries concerned are signatories to both the Vienna and Paris
Conventions and all have varying FS amounts. For the insurers, the simple question needs to
be answered: what is the policy limit to be? The logical answer is to fix the policy with an
indemnity limit of the highest FS amount – in this case SDR150m/€ 185m, as decreed by the
Slovakian legislation. Although €185m is the FS amount for both nuclear sites and higher risk
transports, the domestic legislation actually does not require any FS for lower risk
shipments13.
There are a two points of note from the above:
i.

ii.

The final FS amount/policy limit was not immediately apparent; discovering the relevant
legislation that permitted a lower or no policy limit (and thus a lower premium) required
investigation of all four countries’ nuclear legislation and a good knowledge of nuclear law.
All this ‘research’ must be covered by a small premium (see below).
The insurance policy is placed for the maximum FS limit; however this amount would result
in ‘over insurance’ in Italy, with a lower FS requirement. If a loss occurred here, the policy
would respond for the lower, Italian FS amount/policy limit of SDR5m. The insurer will be
encouraged by the operator to be as competitive as possible, thus no doubt this lower
amount for part of the journey will have been taken into account when calculating the
(lower) premium.
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Figure 2: scenario 1 diagram (land journey)
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SK site FS limit:
€ 185m
(c. XDR 150m)

25

Possible max level of FS
insurance policy amount
for the whole journey
Option 1: originating operator is liable until the receiving operator assumes liability

Option 2: receiving operator assumes liability at departure from originating site

Option 3: carrier is liable from site boundary to site boundary
20

Actual max level of FS
insurance policy amount
for the whole journey

15

10

5

Italy transport
FS limit: XDR
15m
IT site FS
limit:XDR 5m
ITALY (IT)

Convention:
Liable entity:

2004 PC, BSC, JP

20

SL transport FS
limit: XDR 20m
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10
SK transport FS
HU transporrt FS
limit €185m
limit: XDR 5m
(c. XDR 150m)
SLOVENIA (SI) HUNGARY (HU)
SLOVAK REP. (SK)
04 PC, BSC, JP

97 VC, JP

1997 VC, JP

1

RPC Art. 2 The operator of a nuclear installation shall
be liable...only if the incident occurs: before liability
with regard to nuclear incidents involving the nuclear
substances has been assumed, pursuant to the
express terms of a contract in writing, by the operator of
another nuclear installation

RVC Art II 1. (c) The operator of a nuclear installation
shall be liable for nuclear damage…. involving nuclear
material sent to his nuclear installation, and occurring . after liability with regard to nuclear incidents involving
the nuclear material has been assumed by him,
pursuant to the express terms of a contract in writing,
from the operator of another nuclear installation
. after liability with regard to nuclear incidents involving
the nuclear material has been assumed by him,
pursuant to the express terms of a contract in writing,
from the operator of another nuclear installation

2

A Contracting Party may provide by legislation that,....,
a carrier may, at his request and with the consent of an
operator of a nuclear installation situated in its
territory,... by decision of the competent public
authority, be liable in accordance with this Convention
in place of that operator.

VC Art II 2. The Installation State may provide by
legislation that, in accordance with such terms as may
be specified therein, a carrier of nuclear material or a
person handling radioactive waste may, at his request
and with the consent of the operator concerned, be
designated or recognized as operator in the place of
that operator in respect of such nuclear material or
radioactive waste respectively.

Note:

In this case the language of the REVISED Conventions has been used, to demonstrate that the language in both
provides unambiguous allocation of liability; it is either the sender/receiver with a break point agreed in contract
OR a carrier, again agreed by contract.

Process:

The operator liable in accordance with this Convention
shall provide the carrier with a certificate issued by or on
behalf of the insurer or other financial guarantor
furnishing the security required pursuant to Article 10.

Comments:

5

The operator liable in accordance with this Convention
shall provide the carrier with a certificate issued by or on
behalf of the insurer or other financial guarantor
furnishing the financial security required pursuant to
Article VII.

1

A number of options for allocation of liabbility are possible for the trip(s) & 3 of these are shown by the arrows in
the diagram; the insurance policy will need to name as the Insured party whoever is contractually agreed as the
responsible party.

2

The FS amount becomes the insurance policy amount (known as limit). The actual policy limit required here could
be as high as €185m, to cover the Slovak exposure; however a qualifier in the Slovak legislation qualifies the
material being transported as low hazard, so removing the need for any NTPL FS amount. Thus the insurance
policy needs only to reflect the requirments elsewher, the highest being the XDR 20m in Slovenia. It is clear that
intimate knowledge of the various legislations encountered is required by the insurance market to accept this risk.

2. In the second scenario the two FS security limits showmore limited diversity, with the UK
amount being £140m (c. SDR 124m) and the Russian minimumamount being $5m and maximum
$150m14; let’s assume a FS amount of $150m (SDR 109m) as the Russian law does not
differentiate FS limits for sites and transports Once again, the insurance policy will need to
attract sufficient capacity to cover the higher of the two limits, being SDR 124m (£140m).
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Figure 3: scenario 2 diagram (sea journey)
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5
United Kingdom (GB)

Convention:

1960 PC, BSC, JP

Liable entity:

Art 4 (a): The operator of a nuclear
installation shall be liable, in accordance
with this Convention, for damage upon proof
that it was caused by a nuclear incident
outside that installation and involving
nuclear substances in the course of
carriage therefrom, only if the incident
occurs: (i) before liability with regard to
nuclear incidents involving the nuclear
substances has been assumed, pursuant
to the express terms of a contract in writing,
by the operator of another nuclear
installation; (ii) in the absence of such
express terms, before the operator of
another nuclear installation has taken
charge of the nuclear substances; or (iii)
where the nuclear substances are intended
to be used in a reactor comprised in a
means of transport, before the person duly
authorized to operate that reactor has taken
charge of the nuclear substances; but (iv)
where the nuclear substances have been
sent to a person within the territory of a nonContracting State, before they have been
unloaded from the means of transport by
which they have arrived in the territory of
that non-Contracting State.

Note:

XDR m

High seas

Russian Federation (RU)
1963 VC

PC Art 13 (a). Where a
nuclear incident occurs
outside the territory of the
Contracting Parties, or
where the place of the
nuclear incident cannot be
determined with certainty,
jurisdiction over such
actions shall lie with the
courts of the Contracting
Party in whose territory the
nuclear installation of the
operator liable is situated.

VC Art XI 2. Where the
nuclear incident occurred
outside the territory of any
Contracting Party, or
where the place of the
nuclear incident cannot be
determined with certainty,
jurisdiction over such
actions shall lie with the
courts of the Installation
State of the operator liable.

(Art II 1.):The operator of a nuclear
installation shall be liable for nuclear
damage upon proof that such damage has
been caused by a nuclear incident involving nuclear material sent to his
nuclear installation, and occurring - (i) after
liability with regard to nuclear incidents
involving the nuclear material has been
assumed by him, pursuant to the express
terms of a contract in writing, from the
operator of another nuclear installation; (ii)
in the absence of such express terms, after
he has taken charge of the nuclear material;
or (iii) after he has taken charge of the
nuclear material from a person operating a
nuclear reactor with which a means of
transport is equipped for use as a source of
power, whether for propulsion thereof or for
any other purpose; but (iv) where the
nuclear material has, with the written
consent of the operator, been sent from a
person within the territory of a nonContracting State, only after it has been
loaded on the means of transport by which
it is to be carried from the territory of that
State;

1

Russian law does not permit the
transfer of liability from the site operator

Comment:

2

In this case the language of the ORIGINAL Conventions has been used, to demonstrate that the language
in both provides unambiguous allocation of liability for Contractin Parties; the original Conventions
permitted the transfer of laibility to a Carrier, but note Russian domestic legislation does not apparently
permit this.

1

Despite this more simple joureny, complex legal arrangments still demand thorough information provision & careful
risk assessment by knowlegeable insurers.

One other point to note that can further complicate the provision of FS amounts for insurers: the
Conventions permit adjustment to the FS away from the prescribed transport FS amount, for various
reasons15.
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6.2 How many journeys will there be & over what period?
This is vital information for the insurer, because understanding this is part of understanding the
amount of capital exposed. The insurance policy must follow the nuclear liability legislation, thus it
must recognise what constitutes a single shipment.
1. In the first scenario, imagine there are to be 4 journeys spread over 1 year, each occurring about
3 months apart. Each journey will involve two trucks, each with two separate packages aboard.
The insurer will want to consider each journey as a single event; therefore although the policy
period will be an annual policy (to cover all four shipments), the actual exposure will be for 4
short periods (let us assume 3 days each). This would make the maximum exposure per event
the FS amount discussed above (SDR 20m), which will be in force for 3 days during each journey.
Using this logic the insurers might consider their theoretical maximum exposure to be a loss on
each journey (4 losses in the policy period), but is it? Not quite. If one of the trucks should suffer
a mishap and cause nuclear damage en route the nuclear liability FS amount must remain in
force for the 2nd truck for the remainder of the journey. This is required by law and insurers
often don’t recognise this extension of cover; the instant ‘reinstatement‘ of cover for the
remaining truck provides another FS limit immediately, which could double the insurer’s
exposure from a singlejourney (see also section 6.8 below). Therefore if insurers restrict
insurance cover to a single event, the operator would then have to retain liability for a 2ndevent
for the same shipment.
2. In the second scenario with a single shipment over a period of 2 weeks, the insurance is
straightforward if there is one ship involved. However, one consideration that might materially
alter capacity allocation is if the load was sharing the ship with another load. Imagine that the
ship had come from Franceand already had a French container of HLWand then it called at a UK
port to collect another container of HLW; the ship is a specialised carrier and such a mix of
cargoes has occurred before. Both containers are separately insured in the French and UK
insurance markets respectively (most probably with the nuclear pools), but given the common
capacity across the global nuclear insurance market, the same insurers will be providing
insurance for both containers and now have a material accumulation of risk on the same ship.
It is acknowledged that all these possibilities are remote and are more likely to originate in the
nightmares of doom-mongers amongst the NGO fraternity, but insurers can hear these messages
too, they have to comply with their regulatory capital models and can quickly dismiss nuclear
transport liability as just ‘too difficult’.
6.3 Who will be the responsible operator?
Figures 2 and 3above illustrate the options for both scenarios. The revised Convention definitions
have been used to give as much forward guidance as possible (on the optimistic assumption that
these will be in force shortly); in simple terms the operators at either end of the journey can decide
at what point liability switches from one operator to the other or they can opt to make the carrier
assume liability for the journey. Does this affect the insurance? Not really, but insurers must know
and understand the arrangements; there is plenty of logic to suggest a highly professional carrier of
nuclear material should assume liability, especially on a multinational journey like this one. The
carrier will have the experience to understand the packaging requirements, the journey practicalities
and the legal requirements along the way and from an insurance perspective may present a better
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managed risk to the insurer. Nonetheless, the ability to shift nuclear liability contractually does have
an impact on the channelling principle insofar as an accident that perhaps cannot be determined
precisely may fall across two insurance policies – those of two operators or of a carrier and an
operator.
In the second scenario, we have assumed the current Convention language (1960 Paris and 1963
Vienna) is still in place; this permits transfer of liability to a carrier in both Conventions, although I
understand the Russian legislation does not permit transfer of liability to a carrier16. Therefore if the
carrier was contractually responsible from the U.K. port, it could not remain so once Russian
territorial waters were reached; liability would need to revert to the Russian operator. Although not
necessarily a problem, this merely illustrates the complexity of covering nuclear transport risks.
6.4 How is the insurance acquired?
Given the relative complexity of the exposure in both scenarios, the perception of risk and the size of
the nuclear insurance business globally it will come as no surprise to understand that insurance
professionals who truly understand the subtleties of this sort of business are few. Therefore the
journey to market of this kind of risk can be tortuous; typically the operator or carrier (if already
appointed) will approach their local insurance agent, broker or insurer. The local knowledge of
nuclear insurance might be low in some countries, particularly in somewhere like Italy, where there
is now little nuclear activity so causing the local nuclear insurance knowledge to wane. The
information and story of each particular risk must find its way to someone who does understand the
nuclear business – often abroad in a major nuclear pool or underwriting centre. Along the way time
is spent collating, dispatching and researching information to give a fair representation of the risk
and help the insurer make a judgement. This process of creating a picture of the risk, then attracting
the capital to support the transport by charging sufficient premium, drafting the policy in accordance
with the relevant nuclear legislation in each country, issuing all the paperwork and submitting the
Certificates of Financial Security to the relevant authority (or authorities in these multinational
cases) all takes more time and of course costs money. The premium and associated commissions
need to cover all these costs.
6.5 What happens if there is a claim?
The most important aspect of any insurance policy is the ability of the insurer to both pay and
handle a claim. The infrastructure available in the case of nuclear transport must be fit for purpose
and ready to respond to perhaps a large number of claimants (for example following an evacuation).
The creation and maintenance of such an infrastructure is what most insurers do already, although
the special needs of a nuclear event would add complexity and cost. These are not problematic, save
for them being a further disincentive to participate in a relatively marginal business. In a number of
countries in both our scenarios, the insurance market is relatively small and support handling a claim
is likely to be required from other more experienced insurance markets. In the maritime scenario, an
incident at sea or at a port may require specialist salvage equipment in addition to any
decontamination, which might protract and complicate the assessment of claims. Absent of any
specific cover for these expenses17, it is not immediately clear to whom these might fall.
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6.6 The tail
This is not a reference to the appendage of a mysterious beast that lives amongst the insurance
fraternity, but the term insurers generally use to refer to the time extent of their liability; in nuclear
liability this equates to the time allowed to bring a claim following a nuclear incident.
The liability tail is currently one of the hot topics in nuclear insurance, as the Convention revisions
have introduced a time period of 30 years to bring a claim in the event of bodily injury arising from
nuclear damage. Historically insurers have become used to the more usual 10 years to bring a claim
that still applies to property and economic nuclear damage. Many markets struggle to cover this
extended period, primarily because of the difficulty in establishing for certain nuclear causation over
an extended period, during which numerous societal influences may also cause injury. The exposure
may be remote, but it still needs to be modelled by insurers in accordance with the recent regulatory
developments and this is undoubtedly difficult, owing to the numerous possible causes of injury.
Currently only limited insurance capacity is available for this extended 30 year period of liability, as
many markets remain cautious about the inherent uncertainty; nevertheless, the insurance market
is now moving towards covering this longer term exposure, although it is not difficult for the layman
to understand that allocating capital to possible claims for up to 30 years after a transport with a
duration of maybe a few days is a challenge. For most insurers the reality is that it is more palatable
when applied to the exposure and materially larger premium generated by a static site than to a
short transport journey. Once again, this is another disincentive to enter the transport market,
notwithstanding the low probability of loss.
At this stage a few words about prioritisation is appropriate. Some liability regimes prioritise
payments in favour of bodily injury claimants over those relating to property damage and economic
loss. From the perspective of those insurers handling and paying any claims, this is just a further
complication that must be taken into account when considering management of the post-event
activities; additional cost is possible through the assessment of claim prioritisation.
6.7 Available premium
Insurers will normally charge premium for static nuclear sites an annual basis; most sites attract
premiums that provide a meaningful return on their capital exposed, particularly when taken as part
of a portfolio of similar risks. The majority of nuclear transport liability premiums are charged per
voyage, which makes for a less attractive risk because although the risk duration may short, the
financial exposure is still material and may be similar to that required for a static site, especially for
transports at the back end of the cycle. The ratio of the risk reward to the exposure will be lower
because of the lower premium; this makes the nuclear transport risk less attractive to the insurer.
For the insurer, the acquisition and preparation of information behind the insurance, the processes
involved in invoicing and issuing the paperwork and the claims readiness must all be of the same
standard for a transport risk as for a static risk; however the operators frequently assume that a
short transport deserves a minimal premium! This mismatch of expectations is challenging for both
sides.
As noted already in section 5.5 a further irritant for insurers has been the practice of ‘Forum
Shopping’. Maximising the duration of cover under the regime with the lowest financial security limit
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reduces the premium take of the insurer, again reducing risk appetite. The move towards
harmonisation of FS amounts now underway will ultimately limit this practice, but it still remains a
feature of transport liability cover in some areas.
6.8 Reinstatement of cover for multiple conveyances in the same shipment
The obligation to have financial security in place is a requirement for both a site operating licence
and for a nuclear transport; as already noted in section 6.2.1 this obligation is ‘evergreen’ in the
sense that the FS amount needs to be maintained for as long as the nuclear hazard remains. If an
event causing nuclear damage occurs to a site or transport with separate sources of nuclear
material, the undamaged source will need the FS amount to remain in place, even after an event has
occurred at a neighbouring source18. What happens in the event of a nuclear damage claim to only
one of the trucks? Cover must remain in place for the other truck and the full financial security
amount must be in force; for example Article 10 (d) of the 2004 Paris Convention reinforces this by
disallowing the cancellation of any insurance coverage until the end of the voyage. Insurers are
therefore faced with a more open exposure than might at first appear, with no ability to avoid
breaching their event limit by cancelling the policy in the event of a partial loss; cover must be
maintained and insurers need to model this automatically reinstated exposure when underwriting
the risk at the outset.
6.9 Expenses and compensation
All the Conventions explicitly require the financial security amount to be used for compensation
only; there is no allowance for any legal expenses or in the case of transport salvage expenses. Any
damage to the mode of transport is also excluded (in the same way that liability doesn’t cover on
site damage at static sites) 17.
From the operator’s perspective this is additional exposure that might need insuring and thus it
could be an additional (probably unwelcome) premium spend. From the insurer’s perspective,
should such cover be purchased outside of the required financial security amount it brings additional
exposure that will arise from the same eventas the main liability cover.The insurer also faces some
uncertainty as to the quality of any operator provided legal and claims notification work after an
event, as perhaps the operator has decided to purchase no supplementary cover.
In both our scenarios above material salvage and legal costs could arise after a transportation
incident, particularly once the revised Conventions are universally in force; extending nuclear
damage to include a ‘grave and imminent’ threat of such damage widens both the scope of cover
and expenses materially. Although this consideration applies to static sites, the very fact that nuclear
material is on the move through diverse communities less understanding of the nuclear industry
makes the transport liability more exposed to such claims.
6.10 Administration processes associated with these scenarios
In section 5, the administration process demanded of the financial security provider for nuclear
transport was compared to that involved on a static site; in this section, to help paint a clearer
picture of what might be involved we look at the process behind our 2 scenarios.
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1. Scenario 1 consists of four different jurisdictions; each one will require a certification for its
territory, presumably in the native language and containing all the information specified.
Note that the insurer (or financial security provider) must evidence the required security and
that also the competent authority must verify the liable operator or carrier; thus the
document for each state needs at least two signatories.
2. Scenario 2 would be easier by virtue of only involving two jurisdictions; however the
information requirement and process would be the same for these two and individually,
equally cumbersome. A further insurance consideration on a sea journey through
international waters may also occur; this has already been hinted at in the section on
accumulation of exposure (see section 4.4). Some operators consider that, notwithstanding
the provisions (however limited they may be) relating to nuclear damage to non-contracting
parties to the nuclear Conventions, additional insurance cover is required for liability that
might arise outside of the Convention structure. The latest revisions to the Conventions may
reduce this perceived demand in future, but there have been cases where additional,
separate financial security is purchased specifically by a carrier or operator to protect it from
unknown non-Convention claims for nuclear damage that might occur during a long sea
voyage. Obviously for the insurers, this is additional exposure that would arise from the
same event and demand for this cover both complicates and reduces the provision of
insurance capacity for affected transports.
In both scenarios it can be seen that the provisions surrounding the disclosure of financial security
information for each voyage are quite cumbersome; add a time pressure (perhaps the journey is
occurring with short notice) to prepare the required information and signatures and it can be
appreciated that this part of the process for nuclear transports is more demanding on insurer
resources, but it produces a less attractive return.

7. Some recommendations (in no particular order…)
Before concluding this paper, the author considers it worthwhile making a number of
recommendations that might improve the availability and provision of nuclear transport insurance
for all stakeholders; these are made tentatively in the knowledge that they are inevitably personal
and perhaps utopian, nonetheless these thoughts have been developed through a long (and
sometimes bitter) experience of providing insurance for nuclear transports.
7.1A single, global liability regime specifically focused on nuclear transport could be developed
through collaboration between the nuclear industry, regulators, lawmakers and insurers; it would be
based largely on one of the existing Conventions.
Comment: Like nuclear insurance, liability arising from damage caused to third parties caused by
ships or their cargoes is governed by international treaties; the Convention that is conceivably the
closest relative to the nuclear liability regimes is the marine Civil Liability Convention (CLC) for oil
pollution, which was established after the Torrey Canyon wreck and pollution catastrophe in 1967.
Financial security amounts are required for all oil carrying vessels, based on tonnage; these amounts
have also been periodically adjusted upwards to reflect the changing litigation and compensation
environments. In most respects the basics of this regime are closely aligned with the nuclear liability
regime, in that liability is placed on the ship-owner and compensation is earmarked for any victims of
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pollution; however the CLC also is a single regime with a global reach and is almost universally
accepted. Obviously nuclear politics are a complicating factor as is the need to cover transports by
other non-maritime modes of transport, but it would be helpful to all stakeholders if a regime similar
to the CLC was introduced for all transports outside licensed nuclear sites.
7.2 Alongside a global liabilityregime, a standardised financial security limit commensurate with
that provided by the P&I Clubs for other forms of pollution could be introduced globally. Similar to
the CLC, this could be an index linked financial security amount that reflects the hazard presented by
the varying materials that are transported as part of the nuclear fuel cycle.
Comment: today the P&I Clubs provide more than $1bn of pollution cover as support for the FS
requirements of the CLC; additionally new Conventions on bunkering and passenger ships have been
introduced, each with their own financial security limits. For nuclear, globally agreed amounts for
HLW, ILW/LLW and other materials that follow a standard (probably IAEA developed) packaging
categorisation could be applied to all voyages, perhaps also incorporating some variation to reflect
the mode of transport. Thus there would be no differing FS limits for transboundary shipments – just
a single amount in force for the whole journey.
7.3Clear definitions of precisely what is within the nuclear liability regime and what is not could be
applied through the above new regime, with the insurance market and any other relevant body
using these definitions to ensure the division between nuclear matter and excepted matter is clear
and consistent; the non-nuclear transport insurance arrangements should also align with these
definitions.
Comment: the scope for exploitation of the grey area that exists between excepted and nuclear
matter has increased with the introduction of the revised Convention language and scope of cover.
Also for insurers possible continuation of cover following and incident and the extension ear
definitions in a new global transport specific regime could sweep away these difficulties and
therefore attract more insurers, resulting in more competition and perhaps ultimately cheaper
premiums.
7.4A separate FS limit for legal, salvage and other costs, including claims handling expenses should
be mandated by the Convention; this would be in additionto any financial security earmarked for
compensation.
Comment: uncertainty as to how costs associated with a nuclear incident are met is a disincentive to
insurance participation in the sector; a mandated amount of (say) 10% of the FS compensation
amount would provide clarity for both victims and operators/carriers; it would also attract insurers
both because of this certainty and the additional premium potential for the exposure. Additional
costs limits are a regular feature on normal liability policies and competition can keep the cost of this
cover cheap; it also provides a better fighting fund to defend spurious claims, which are more likely in
contentious classes like nuclear. A number of national regimes already demand such amounts for
static nuclear sites.
7.5Simplify the process of FS certificate issue, evidence of documentation and more general
paperwork. The current process is not fit for purpose and does not compare favourably to other
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regimes; it could be argued that greater scrutiny is required for nuclear transports, but other
hazardous and polluting regimes can offer guidance on how this process could be streamlined.
Comment:the wider world of insurance remains stubbornly paper driven in an era that sees other
documentation moving increasingly to electronic means; insurance markets are beginning to grapple
with this problem and it would be gratifying to see the nuclear world at the forefront of this change
rather than being left to the end. The slick CLC and US Oil Pollution Act certificate issue could be a
model starting point.
7.6Widen the expertise and knowledge of the nuclear insurance market on the subject of
transport. Part of the difficulty in providing insurance for nuclear transports is the result of ignorance
on the part of many insurers, their risk analytics teams and the financial regulators. This needs to be
materially improved with a focused programme of information provision and training for all the
stakeholders.
Comment:this paper has attempted to show how lack of knowledge of the exposure by the insurance
market stakeholders contributes to the difficulties encounteredby nuclear transporters in securing
insurance. This is almost inevitably a niche area for insurers, yet it has parallels with other material
transports and therefore with the right information presented to the right audience, improvement to
the understanding of this class of business could be achieved. Associate this education with the
simplified, global regime advocated above and the provision of nuclear transport insurance could be
revolutionised…!

8. Concluding remarks
The intention of this paper has been to focus more on the insurance issues than the legal issues
associated with the transport of nuclear materials; this is because the nuclear transport insurance
issues appear to be less documented and thus less well understood, whereas the legal aspects have
been comprehensively reviewed elsewhere by legal and nuclear experts. Recently insurers and the
insurance market more generally have been criticised by nuclear lawyers and the nuclear industry
for obduracy on a number of counts, especially in the transport arena. However the insurance
market does not live in its own world of awkwardness, rather it is being buffeted by the forces of
intense competition on the one side and ever more exacting regulatory requirements on the other;
the demands by capital providers and regulators for more scrutiny, better performance, lower costs
and mitigated systemic exposure have reduced the breadth of the market in more difficult areas,
including nuclear transport. This lamentable situation has made obtaining sufficiently
comprehensive insurance cover difficult for some nuclear transports. Despite these problems in the
insurance world, the insurance market is not blameless; it can and should do more to broaden its
understanding of the darker corners of the nuclear industry and be ever mindful of the uniquely
advantageous position it enjoys as a result of the opportunities presented by the restricted exposure
of the nuclear liability Conventions and the quality of the underlying risk itself. Moreover, as part of
a widespread reform of a stubbornly paper driven world, the insurance market needs to work on an
improvement to the process behind the issuing of nuclear transport insurance policies and
associated documentation.
I hope this paper has given the reader a reasoned and fair view of the current state of the insurance
market, an understanding of why it finds some aspects of the nuclear transport liability exposure
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difficult and what can be done to make it more accommodating to the attractive risks presented by
the nuclear transport industry.
9. Abbreviations and references
Abbreviations used:
FS
Financial security
NGO
Non-Governmental organisation
SDR/XDR
Special Drawing Right
IAEA
International Atomic Energy Authority
WNTI
World Nuclear Transport Institute
CLC
Civil Liability Convention for oil pollution
All references to $ are U.S. dollars.
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WHAT SHOULD BE IN AN EMERGENCY FOLDER?
(The contents of an Emergency Folder when transporting nuclear material.)
Joanne Sinar, Head of Legal – Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
Kirsty Snape, Insurance Manager – Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
I.

Why is this important?

In October 2014 as the XXI INLA Congress was underway in Argentina, the following BBC headline
was making national and international headlines: “Oil rig evacuated after ship carrying radioactive
waste drifts”. The ship in question was carrying nuclear material from the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority‟s (NDA) owned site at Dounreay in Scotland to Belgium. The incident was alerted to the site
licence company which is responsible for operating Dounreay, its parent organisation and NDA, and
resulted in the emergency plan being initiated by those organisations. Thankfully, no nuclear incident
resulted although the oil rig was evacuated as a precaution and the coastguard and other emergency
response services were informed and responded. Here the emergency plan worked and the necessary
information required to manage the incident could be found in the Emergency Folder and those on call
were fully informed as to what was required.
Ultimately, the ship was safely recovered, repaired and, once a final inspection took place, it continued
its journey to Belgium and the nuclear material was successfully repatriated. All subsequent transports
took place without incident.
II.

What should an Emergency Folder contain?

Before determining its contents, it is important to understand the underpinning. Emergency Folders are
a snapshot of the emergency response an organisation will put in place for a particular project or
transport should an incident occur. The manner in which an organisation responds should be reflective
of its emergency policy, which in itself should be based on several key inputs. Namely, the legislation,
risks (including their probability) and business needs of the organisation, as well as taking account of
lessons learnt both in your organisation‟s experience, but also in other organisations whether sector
specific or not.
These inputs will determine the overarching purpose of the emergency policy which an organisation puts
in place. This in turn will influence the resources allocated to preparing emergency responses and how
extensive they are. Within NDA, there is a stated purpose of decommissioning the estate without
compromising on safety or security; the manner in which we and our estate respond to incidents forms
part of our ability to deliver on that intent. Safety and security are particular concerns within the nuclear
industry for good reasons: it is the industry‟s safety record and approach to security which makes it
palatable to the general public and the political agenda. Although incidents happen, they tend to be few.
Most operations are incident free, but this is down to the industry‟s diligence in how it plans, manages
and delivers its services. Save for the exceptional (which includes incidents such as Chernobyl and
Fukushima), the emergency responses initiated when an incident occurs tend to be effective.
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The Emergency Folder provides the skeletal structure for how that response is delivered and enables it to
be delivered promptly, with the appropriate evidence or supporting information being either identified so
it can be accessed quickly and easily or contained within its confines.
As a minimum an Emergency Folder should contain details of:
 The area/s covered by the plan;
 The emergency response team;
 Personnel roles and responsibilities;
 Lines of authority;
 Duties of the emergency response team;
 Emergency recognition;
 Security and control;
 Emergency alerting and response procedures;
 Interface with outside parties, in particular the regulators and emergency services; and
 Emergency response procedures for each step of a transport (whether by road, rail, ship or air
and whether domestic or international).
A robust Emergency Folder should also include:
 A draft media and communications plan, including handling external enquiries;
 A précis of the relevant legislation applicable to the transport in question and the route/s it may
take;
 Details of primary route and alternative routes;
 Risk identification;
 Potential environmental incident identification and responses;
 Copy of the Certificate of Financial Security (CoFS);
 Details of the insurance contacts;
 Carriage of Dangerous Goods/ADR1 paperwork, approvals and checks;
 Reporting procedures;
 Details of exercises undertaken to check robustness of plans and lessons learnt; and
 Copies of relevant contract extracts, particularly if they change the allocation of responsibility
and liability from the standard legislative position.
III.

What is the purpose of an Emergency Folder?

An Emergency Folder containing the above information ensures that when an incident arises, even if
there is no nuclear release, the response can be prompt, incisive and targeted. It facilitates dealing with
the situation presented in a pro-active fashion, thereby minimising the level of concern which may
otherwise arise in the public perception. It reassures the regulators and insurers that the transport has
been properly thought through, challenged and tested prior to a movement taking place.
How this information is presented is also important. When faced with an incident, the emergency
response team will not want nor have time to read pages of material to find the answer or the next step.
1

The European Transport Agreement concerning the Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road („Accord European relative au
transport international des marchandisesdangereuses par route‟), which is commonly referred to as ADR
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Here flowchart and diagrams come into their own as a quick reference guides. They are not standalone
tools, but can aid in the quick identification of the response action required, the process to be followed
and where to look for more information. They can also act as an aide-memoir when preparing an
emergency response plan; reminding those collating the material forming the plan of the interplay of
actions and inactions, sequencing of actions and those steps which are contingent on others being
performed first.
Take a simple outline of a plan where external emergency assistance is required:
Derailment

Emergency services called

Rail logistic team / site licence
company / owner of material
transported / regulators

Escalate incident through
reporting lines / lines of
authority, including notifying
HSE manager/s

Notify legal adviser and
insurance team

Notify MD (or equivalent) /
Communications Manager

Response actions

Ensure clear access
foremergency services

Implement emergency
response plan for rail
transport and action
corresponding to a
derailment incident.

Secure area
Group HSE manager
actions

Identify trauma
counselling required
Take control of
investigation activities

Develop an internal and external
communications plan

Nominate staff to take photos
and assess risk of area of
derailment

Other actions identified as part
of the plan would be set out
step by step, e.g. gathering
mock exercise records.

Afull plan for this type of incident would be more comprehensive, but even from a brief overview it is
evident that a number of people would need to be informed for the incident to be properly managed and
investigated. Each capacity would have a corresponding set of detailed procedures to be followed.
Consequently, instead of having all information on the one flowchart, it is more likely that the
information would be contained in separate flowcharts or tables with an overarching “key actions”
flowchart or action plan co-ordinating all parties and their interactions/ responsibilities.
The compilation of an action plan (be that in the form of a flowchart or otherwise) highlights the need
for cooperation and coordination between the entities which would need to be informed and would
respond in the event of an incident. It also highlights the reasons why, especially when the materials
being transported are categorised as “dangerous goods” desktopand/or “mock” exercises are performed
(and repeated at frequent intervals) with each party role-playing their responses and actions. These
exercises provide assurance that in the event of an incident during transport, the response will be
practiced, assured and swift as there is little room for prevarication or uncertainty when nuclear material
is involved.
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IV.

Why include a legislative précis?

It is important that the legislation applicable to an emergency is known and identified when planning an
emergency response so that its requirements can be met. Some legislative requirements will be explicit,
but many more will require interpretation within the context of your organisation‟s operations and the
type of incident/s being contemplated. The identification of relevant legislation can be relatively
straightforward, but its review should be thorough to capture all aspects which would impinge on the
contents of an emergency response.
For a transport, particularly one which is operating on a multi-jurisdictional basis, this is more complex
as the incident could take place anywhere along the route. Consequently, the applicable international
and/or domestic legislation for each route segment will need to be determined and the emergency
response for that segment will need to be adapted to reflect those requirements. Equally, if several
modes of transport are used, this again increases the legislation which needs to be considered and the
parties who will need consulting in order to ensure the interpretation placed on the legislative
requirements are valid.
For a UK domestic move involving road and rail, when drawing up the emergency response plan the
NDA estate organisation who holds consignor responsibility would consider (among others):
 Nuclear Installations Act 1965;
 Radioactive Material (Road Transport) Act 1991;
 Ionising Radiation Regulations 1999 (SI 1999/3232);
 Radiation (Emergency Preparedness and Public Information) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/2975);
 Nuclear Site Licence Condition 5;
 Carriage of Dangerous Goods and Use of Transportable Pressure Equipment Regulations 2009
(SI 2009/1348);
 the European Transport Agreement concerning the Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road
(Accord European relative au transport international des marchandisesdangereuses par route),
commonly referred to as ADR;
 OTIF Regulations concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Rail, commonly
referred to as RID;
 Nuclear Emergency Planning and Response Guidance (2015) published by the UK Government;
and
 International Atomic Energy A‟s Safety Guide „Planning and Preparation for Emergency
Response to Transport Accidents involving Radioactive Materials and Arrangements for
Responding to Nuclear Emergencies‟.
A transport which involved moving material on a transboundary basis would require international
legislation to be considered (such as the Paris Brussels Conventions2, the Vienna Convention3 and the
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Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy (1960) and the Brussels Supplementary
Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy (1963), both as amended and updated by the 2004
Protocol
3
Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (1963) as amended by a supplemental Protocol in 1997
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CSC4) and, typically, legislation applicable to the movement of dangerous good by sea 5. Transports of
nuclear material by air6 tend to be rarer, although they are not unknown.
The inclusion of a legislative précis in the Emergency Folder evidences that the legal requirements have
been considered and provides certainty that current versions have been reviewed. Some organisations
opt to simply list the legislation they have reviewed when preparing their emergency response plan and
rely on the content of the plan to demonstrate they have met the requirements. This is an acceptable
solution. However, including a précis provides a clear indication of the manner in which an organisation
has interpreted those requirements and the steps it has taken to demonstrate compliance. Therefore,
when a „lessons learnt‟ exercise is conducted following completion of the transport, it is easier to
ascertain if that interpretation was appropriate in all instances or whether there are adjustments which
should be made for future transports following similar methodologies.
V.

Why include extracts of contracts?

While legislation sets the benchmark, this does not prevent the allocation of responsibilities between
parties being changed within the contractual documents.
Take nuclear liability for example. The starting position under the UK‟s Nuclear Installation Act 1965
is that the entity consigning the material is strictly liable for any nuclear release from that material
during transport until it reaches the consignee, provided that consignee is another nuclear operator.
However, this position can be changed by agreement in writing between the parties. A typical
adjustment, particularly when repatriating radioactive waste, is for the nuclear liability to be transferred
to the consignee (provided they are capable of accepting the liability) once the transport leaves the gate
of the licenced site. This adjustment is also possible under the Paris/Brussels Conventions7, meaning
that for transports between entities that are based in countries which are signatories to the Paris/Brussels
Conventions nuclear liability can be transitioned to the receiving party earlier than is contemplated by
the legislation.
If the team planning the move is unaware that the contract provides for the earlier transition of nuclear
liability, they may not draft the emergency response plan accordingly. Equally, where the normal
situation between two entities is that the nuclear liability would transition early, however, for a
particular movement under a particular contract this is not the case (which can arise when dealing with
historic contracts), then the parties will compile the emergency response plan on the mistaken
assumption that liability will transition.
Further, there may be a number of contracts in place to facilitate a move. Examples encountered in the
NDA estate include:
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Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (1997)
International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code (IMDG Code) and the IMO International Code for the Safe Carriage of
packaged Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and High-level Radioactive Wastes on Board Ships (INF Code)and the
Transfrontier Shipment of Radioactive Waste and Spent Fuel Regulations 2008 (SI 2008/3087)
6
International Civil Aviation Organization’s Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air and
Air Navigation (Dangerous Goods) Regulations 2002 (SI 2002/2786) as amended
7
Article 4(1) of Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy (1960) and the Brussels
Supplementary Convention (1963), both as amended and updated by the 2004 Protocol
5
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The original reprocessing contract which provides for the return of material following
reprocessing;
Contract/s with the transporting entity/ies;
Contract/s with an agents or third party entity/ies – some countries‟ domestic legislation allows
transporters or other entities to accept nuclear liability or alternatively they could be managing
the process;

Consequently, all contracts will need to be checked on each occasion a transport takes place to ensure
that
 They are valid for the duration of the transport
 The correct licences and/or consents are in place
 Evidence of capability is provided
 The allocation of responsibility is understood – if the nuclear liability allocation has changed,
how has it been changed and when, equally, has responsibility under CDG/ ADR been
transitioned and if so on what basis
 Regardless of allocation of liability, has one party agreed to indemnify the other and on what
basis? This may result in that party wanting to cross-check and verify the measures put in place
by another on a more rigorous basis.
Including this information within the Emergency Folder means that if an incident does occur the
allocation of responsibility is known and understood, rather than assumed. The information supporting
that understanding is readily accessible to the response team and can, if needed, be easily demonstrated
to other parties such as insurers.
VI.

Why include insurance details?

Transports of material whether radioactive or not can involve many different contractual parties. From
an insurance perspective the insurance and indemnity clauses within the contract should be carefully
reviewed to ensure that any liabilities which exceed your insurance cover or amend domestic legislation
are understood. Each party to the contract will have their own insurance cover which should be reviewed
or carefully detailed within the contract to ensure it is adequate .Sometimes insurance policies can be
amended to include other parties as additional insureds, but this will need to be specifically agreed by
insurers.
Parties to the contract and purchasers of insurance can include:
 Consignor
 Consignee
 Transporter
 Armed Guards
 Vessel Owner
If the material is being transported outside of the home territory, copies of CoFS or appropriate evidence
from your country should be included within the Emergency Folder to confirm the insurance for the
transit is in place.
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If special terms have been agreed (e.g. nuclear liability has been accepted at a different point to
legislative requirements), evidence that this has been accepted by the insurers should be documented.
Contact details for the internal insurance manager, the external broker and insurer should also be
available so that, in the event of an incident, the relevant personnel can be contacted immediately and
any claim under the policy is not jeopardised by a delay. In addition to the nuclear liability implications
resulting from transport of nuclear material, there may also be other insurances which could be impacted
as a result of an incident, depending on the mode of transport and the insurance clauses stipulated in the
contract.
Examples in the UK include but are not restricted to:
 Public Liability if non-nuclear injury or damage is caused to third parties
 Rail Operators Liability (train damage to third parties)
 Hull and Machinery (damage to vessels)
 Protection and Indemnity (damage to third parties by vessels)
Within the NDA estate there are claims handling procedures for each of the different insurance
policies.Should an incident arise, the Insurance Manager will be contacted and will advise what policies
could be triggered and what further information will be required to progress any claim.
The Emergency Folder should contain the following insurance information:
 Confirmation of where Nuclear Liability attaches for the whole transit so that all parties are clear
 Contact details for the Insurance Manager or person responsible for managing claims
 Contact details for the Insurance broker
 Summary of insurance cover(example of template below)
NDA Cover
Class of insurance

Insurer

Policy No Expiry Date

Who is
covered

Coverage
Loss of or damage to ships
owned by INS/ PNTL/NDA

Marine Hull

General Liability Package

injury damage to third
parties caused by
negligence of NDA Estate

Protection and Indemnity

Injury / damage to third
parties caused by the vessel

Amount
covered

Exclusions /
limitations

Attachments
(copy of policy)

Value of
vessel

Marine Cargo

VII.

What has the NDA estate done?

The scenario described in the opening of this paper, could have had a different outcome. The vessel
could have collided with the oil rig and the consequential environmental, health and safety, media and
political ramifications would have severely impacted confidence in the ability of NDA and its estate to
ensure nuclear transports are and could be performed safely.
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As a consequence, NDA and its estate undertook a full review of the situation. It not only reviewed the
operation of the emergency response plan following the incident in question, but also looked at the
wider estate, how each entity within the estate would react and what represented best practice across the
estate to ensure learning could be shared and progressive pro-active practices implemented in any future
emergency response plans.
We generated tables with prompts to remind the teams responsible forplanning the transport of material
to consider certain items which lawyers would consider basics:


Reading and understanding the contracts.
This is particularly relevant for the NDA estate as some of the contracts were written in the
1950s and 1960s when the plethora of legislation which exists today covering health and safety,
liability in the event of a nuclear release either did not exist or was only in its infancy.
Therefore, the writers of those contracts did not and could not have contemplated the complex
interfaces of domestic, regional and international legislation and regulation which exists today.



Identifying who is responsible for the transport, when, and on what basis.
By this we mean, is the domestic / regional / international interaction of liability left unchanged
or have the parties agreed in writing to vary it? Has the dispatching site handed over its
“consignor” duties to another party along the route and that party agreed to be the “consignee” at
a certain point or location and to take on the “consignor” responsibilities for any onward
transportation? How has that been recorded and, most importantly, can that responsibility be
legitimately transitioned/acquired?



What evidence has been provided to ensure the transporter is competent to transport the material
and that the mode of transport is suitable?



Who insures the transport and the corresponding liability? Is it the correct party? For certain
transits NDA explore different scenarios and the insurance cover available to develop a bespoke
risk table. For example where armed guards are utilised, the scenario of ammunitions exploding
during transit was identified. Confirmation of which insurance policy would respond is detailed
within the table.

Training has been provided to key people to improve their understanding of the interaction of the
various components which together form the basis of an emergency response arrangement. In particular,
ensuring they understand the legal framework which underpins it rather than considering their own area
in isolation.
A forum has been established involving entities from across the NDA estate to share and develop best
practices derived from group experiences and learning. Sometimes the best solutions can be developed
from something that did not quite work as planned when initially implemented; can we identify why and
what improvements could be made?
The danger to any organisation faced with transporting nuclear material is complacency and a tick box
mentality. An approach of simply meeting the regulatory requirements and not evolving or innovating
means that the potential implicit in new developments in technology and materials are not realised.
8

Consequently, when a challenging incident arises with unexpected consequences, as an organisation you
are not prepared to, nor capable of,responding to the occasion, thus increasing the possibility of a
devastating outcome.
That is not to say you can be omnipotent. However, the value of preparedness cannot be underestimated
and an appetite to develop, to grow, to progress and advance in how you respond to emergency
situations should be ever present and an integral part of your ethos. Equally, it is dangerous to assume
that the steps taken before are adequate for the next transport being contemplated; each is unique and
will present its own risks and challenges, further legislation or regulatory requirements may have
changed and best practice moved on due to lessons learnt from other transports.
VIII. So, what is the value of an Emergency Folder?
The value in an Emergency Folder lies in providing the starting point for your ability to respond to an
incident. It provides a core set of information that your organisation will need to be able to access
quickly and potentially provide to others. It ensures that core elements have been contemplated and
acted upon and the paperwork to support those actions obtained. It provides pointers to where other
relevant information is held and in what format.
Finally, at a fundamental level, together with the emergency response plan, it provides a record of the
comprehensiveness of your organisation‟s approach to incidents, the ethos underpinning that approach,
the analysis of the hazards presented and their probability and a guide to its adaptability and
progressiveness.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN NUCLEAR SECURITY LAW
SESSION 10: NOVEMBER 9, 2016
By CARLTON STOIBER
Chair, AIDN/INLA Working Group on Nuclear Security
Consultant on International Nuclear Law, Washington, D.C.
Former Director of Nuclear Non-Proliferation Policy, U.S. Department of State and
Director of International Programs, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1. – Introduction
At the XXI AIDN/INLA Congress in Buenos Aires (Nuclear Law in Progress/Derecho Nuclear En
Evolución) I provided an introduction to nuclear security law1. Similarly, I provided such an
introduction at the Nuclear Inter Jura 2012 Congress in Manchester.2At the Nuclear Intra Jura 2009
Congress in Toronto, several presentations addressed the developing international law of nuclear
security.3 Issues surrounding the accelerating development of an international law of nuclear
security were also discussed in presentations at the 2007 Nuclear Intra Jura Congress in Brussels4.
My introduction to the 2009 session on nuclear security described the creation in 2008 of a new
Working Group on Nuclear Security to strengthen the Association’s role in the field.5 At the 2007
Congress in Brussels I had summarized some of the most significant recent developments, including
a growing body of international instruments and guidance documents addressing nuclear security6.
In my presentations at earlier Congresses, I attempted to identify some emerging norms of nuclear
security and issues and approaches related to this developing area of nuclear law. This paper seeks
to provide a similar updated summary.
2. – The AIDN-INLA Working Group on Nuclear Security
In 2008 interested INLA members developed a Terms of Reference document7 which was
subsequently approved by the Board of Management. An initial issue was whether the WG would
focus primarily on ―sub-national‖ threats to misuse radioactive materials or to sabotage nuclear
facilities for terrorist or criminal purposes, or whether it would also consider issues arising from the
1

See Proceedings at pages 505-528 at the following website: http://aidn-inla.be/content/uploads/2014/12/ba-congressinla-2014.pdf
2
See Proceedings of the 20th Biennial Congress of Nuclear Inter Jura, 8-11 October 2012, Manchester, United Kingdom
on the following website: http://www.burges-salmon.com /INLA_2012/
3
See Proceedings of Nuclear Inter Jura 2009 (October 5-9, 2009, Toronto) AIDN/INLA (2009) at pages 489-565.
4
See Proceedings of Nuclear Inter Jura 2007(1-4 October 2007, Bruxelles), AIDN/INLA (2008) at pages 851-1011.
5
C. Stoiber, ―Nuclear Security in International Law: Introduction to Recent Developments (Report of the Working
Group on Nuclear Security‖, op. cit. at pp. 489-497.
6
C. Stoiber, ―Nuclear Security: An Emerging Domain of International Nuclear Law‖ op. cit. at pp. 851-868. See also C.
Stoiber, ―Need for an International Law of Nuclear Security?‖ in Effective Nuclear Regulatory Systems—Proceedings of
an International Conference, Moscow, 27 February – 3 March 2006 at pp. 215-233, International Atomic Energy
Agency, Vienna (2006) and C. Stoiber, ―Nuclear Security: Legal Aspects of Physical Protection, Combating Illicit
Trafficking and Nuclear Terrorism‖ in International Nuclear Law: History, Evolution and Outlook [10 th Anniversary of
the International School of Nuclear Law], OECD/Nuclear Energy Agency, Paris (2010) at pp. 219-242.
7
See Appendix I of this report. For ease of reference the various papers developed by the Working Group have been
numbered, with INLA-WGNS-1being the first in the series.
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proliferation of nuclear weapons or explosives by nation States. Certainly the term ―nuclear
security‖ is broad enough to cover either or both of these subjects, or even nuclear disarmament.
Given the longstanding and continuing consideration of proliferation and disarmament issues in
other forums, it was decided that the WG should primarily focus on sub-national security issues,
leaving room for the consideration of proliferation issues8 that could be relevant for nuclear security.
The Working Group held a first meeting in June of 2008 and as a result of discussions a tentative
Work Plan9 was developed. Of the fifteen substantive issues in the nuclear security field that were
identified by participants at the first meeting, it was determined that developing measures for
responding to a nuclear security event should be given priority.
A difficulty experienced by the Working Group—one shared by many bodies with a worldwide
membership—is finding opportunities for regular meetings. In addition to using opportunities like
the Nuclear Inter Jura Congress to convene periodic meetings of the Working Group, it is expected
that greater use will need to be made of electronic communications and the internet to maintain
contact between members and to develop the WG program.
3. – Developments in the Law of Nuclear Security
As I have discussed in previous INLA Congresses10, nuclear security is an area of international
nuclear law that has seen very active recent development. Prior to the terrorist events of 9/11 in the
United States and more incidents in other States, nuclear security was regarded as primarily—if not
exclusively—a matter for national authorities. With certain exceptions, such as physical protection
of nuclear materials in international transport, States were reluctant to bring their national nuclear
security practices within the scope of international obligations or to involve international bodies in
such matters. However, just as the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl nuclear reactor accidents
provided an impetus for the development of international instruments addressing nuclear safety,
major terrorist incidents (most prominently, the 9/11 attacks in 2001) focused attention on the need
for international measures to prevent the malevolent uses of nuclear materials or attacks on nuclear
facilities or transport. In addition, the 2011 reactor accident at Fukushima Daiichi in Japan revealed
security vulnerabilities of nuclear facilities associated with their arrangements for mitigating and
responding to intentional acts against off-site power sources, mitigating and response measures,
among others. The following discussion summarizes some of the legal and institutional aspects of
the increased global focus on nuclear security. During the past year, terrorist attacks in Paris,
Germany and elsewhere had heightened concern that such incidents would have been much more
serious if they had involved nuclear materials or devices.
A. Binding International Instruments for Nuclear Security
In a number of fields of international nuclear law, a single instrument provides a broad framework
for addressing issues arising from the technology. This is the case for nuclear non-proliferation,
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Nuclear safety issues relevant for nuclear security could also be a subject of WG consideration.
See Appendix 2
10
See footnotes 1, 2, 3 and 4, supra.
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nuclear reactor safety and the safety of spent fuel or radioactive waste management 11. However,
with regard to nuclear security a number of instruments are relevant to how various aspects of the
subject are to be handled.
The Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (CPPNM) is the primary binding
international legal instrument for the protection of nuclear material used for peaceful purposes.
Since its opening for signature in 1979 and entry into force in 1987, the CPPNM has attained very
broad adherence of 152 States. The Convention has played a positive role in ensuring the protection
of nuclear material. However, some years of experience with the regime, the parties identified
several weaknesses in the Convention that should be addressed. In 2005 an Amendment to the
CPPNM was adopted with several revisions. The Amendment broadens the Convention’s scope to
include nuclear material and facilities in domestic use. It extends its coverage to sabotage and
codifies twelve fundamental principles of physical protection. The process of giving the
Amendment legal effect is made difficult by the CPPNM’s entry into force provision in Article 20.2
that requires two thirds of the parties approve an amendment before it becomes legally binding on
the approving parties. However, after more than a decade after its adoption, Nicaragua became the
102nd state to accept the Amendment, bringing it into force on May 8, 2016.12
Other instruments developed under the auspices of the IAEA contain provisions relevant for nuclear
security. These include the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident 13, the
Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency14, the
Convention on Nuclear Safety (CNS)15 and the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel
Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management16. However, these instruments
were not drafted primarily with a view toward addressing nuclear security issues. Therefore, the
parties and the IAEA need to consider more actively how relevant provisions can be implemented to
enhance security. One option is to add security aspects to the process of application of these
instruments, for example at the periodic review conferences or meetings of States parties.17
Beyond the IAEA-related instruments, a number of other conventions and treaties contain measures
relevant for nuclear security. For example, the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons18 contributes to nuclear security, not only through its general requirements against
transfers of materials or technology for weapons development, but also through its Article III
safeguards requirement that verifies compliance through accounting and control of nuclear material.
11

For non-proliferation the relevant instrument is the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT); for
nuclear safety it is the Convention on Nuclear Safety; for waste management it is the Joint Convention on the Safety of
Spent Fuel Management and the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management
12
See discussion at: http:www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-Nuclear-security Agreement-to-enter-into-force
13
In force since 1986, currently with 105 parties; provides means for enhanced response to a nuclear terrorist incident by
providing a mechanism for rapid information exchange
14
In force since 1987, currently with 103 parties; facilitates prompt assistance in the event of a radiological emergency,
including one resulting from an act of nuclear terrorism
15
In force since 1996, currently with 66 parties; requires on-site and off-site emergency plans for nuclear reactors and
defense in depth design which can contribute to reducing security risks
16
In force since 2001, currently with 51 parties; comparable provisions to the CNS for spent fuel and waste activities
17
See discussion of some of the issues regarding such conferences or meetings in C. Stoiber, ―The Review Conference
Mechanism in Nuclear Law: Issues and Opportunities‖ in Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 83, Volume 2009/1 pages 5-30,
OECD/Nuclear Energy Agency (2009)
18
In force since 1970, with virtually universal adherence
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In addition there are the sixteen United Nations conventions related to combating terrorism.19 The
most relevant of these include:




International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings (1997)
International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism (1999)
International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (2007)20

Another type of United Nations instrument—the Security Council resolution—has become
increasingly important to the international legal regime for nuclear security. Two recent resolutions
adopted under the Council’s Chapter VII authority to bind all United Nations members are
particularly relevant. These are:



UNSCR 1373 (2001) addressing terrorism
UNSCR 1540 (2004) addressing weapons of mass destruction

The establishment of Committees of the Security Council to monitor implementation of these
resolutions has added another institutional presence to those already engaged in activities relevant
for nuclear security.
Instruments developed under the auspices of other multilateral bodies in the area of transport are
relevant for nuclear security. Examples include:



Protocol to the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of
Maritime Navigation (International Maritime Organization)
2005 Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Fixed Platforms
located on the Continental Shelf (International Maritime Organization)

The following regional nuclear weapons free zone treaties also contain provisions that can enhance
nuclear security:






Tlatelolco Treaty for Latin America (in force since 1968)
Rarotonga Treaty for the South Pacific (in force since 1986)
Bangkok Treaty for Southeast Asia (in force since 1997)
Pelindaba Treaty for Africa (in force since May 2009)
Central Asia Nuclear Weapon Free Zone Treaty (in force since 2008)

As I have discussed elsewhere21, the fact that provisions relevant for nuclear security are contained
in a range of international instruments can have both advantages and disadvantages. The primary
advantage is that synergies among the provisions of various instruments can add layers of protection
against malevolent acts utilizing nuclear material or against nuclear facilities or transport. The
19

See Walter Gehr, ―The Universal Legal Framework Against Nuclear Terrorism‖ in Proceedings of Nuclear Inter Jura
2007(1-4 October 2007, Bruxelles), AIDN/INLA (2008) at pages 869-881.
20
An important aspect of the Nuclear Terrorism Convention is to cover radioactive materials beyond nuclear material, as
in the CPPNM. Currently the Nuclear Terrorism Convention has 79 parties and 115 signatories.. The primary need,
therefore, is to broaden adherence and to ensure effective measures of implementation by parties
21
See footnotes 1 and 2
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disadvantage is that different instruments, developed at different times for different purposes, can
contain inconsistent or even contradictory provisions.22 This can complicate the task of national
authorities responsible for their implementation. International organizations (such as the IAEA and
UNODC) and professional bodies (such as AIDN-INLA) can contribute to more effective
implementation of these various instruments by offering guidance on means for complying with their
requirements.
B. IAEA Guidance Documents
Beyond the binding international instruments related to nuclear security, a number of non-binding
documents have been developed under the auspices of the IAEA to provide detailed guidance on
how to implement effective measures for nuclear security. Unlike the field of nuclear safety, the
IAEA Statute does not mandate the promulgation of security ―standards‖.23 Notwithstanding the
absence of an explicit mandate in the nuclear security field, the IAEA Statute has been broadly
interpreted to permit the development of such guidance (initially for physical protection of nuclear
material and facilities) as early as 1974. This longstanding guidance document (INFCIRC/225, The
Physical Protection of Nuclear Material and Nuclear Facilities has recently been revised for a fifth
time and included in the IAEA Nuclear Security Series discussed below). In the wake of major
terrorist events, the IAEA policy organs (General Conference and Board of Governors) authorized
the Secretariat to embark on a more active program to address nuclear security issues. The Agency
has approached this task with a variety of activities, including voluntary nuclear security assessment
missions at the request of member states.24 However, from a legal perspective, the Agency’s more
relevant activity has been the development of a number of ―soft law‖ guidance documents
addressing specific technical areas of nuclear security that—if accepted and applied by member
states—can help create a regime of nuclear security norms establishing a coherent framework for
addressing issues in this area.
A key document in this regard is the Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of Radioactive
Sources (GOV/2004/49-GC(47)/9. Some 95 states have made an explicit commitment in a letter to
the IAEA Director General to implement the guidance in the Code.
Other IAEA guidance documents relevant for nuclear security that should be briefly mentioned
include:




Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material—1996 Edition
(Revised) (Safety Series No. TS-R-1 (ST-1, Revised)
Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear, Radiation, Radioactive Waste
and Transport Safety—Requirements (Safety Standards Series (No. GS-R-1)
Safety Requirements on Preparedness and Response to a Nuclear or Radiological

22

A prime example of this is differing definitions in various instruments of key terms such as ―nuclear installation‖ or
―nuclear facility‖
23
See IAEA Statute Article III.A.6 provision on nuclear safety standards
24
See the following IAEA documents for a description of the Agency’s programs: Nuclear Security Report 2009—
Measures to Protect Against Nuclear Terrorism and Implementation of the IAEA Nuclear Security Plan 2006-2009:
Progress Report both in GOV/2009/53—GC(53/16 of 21 August 2009. The most recent program is contained in Nuclear
Safety Plan 2010-2013 at GOV/2009/54-GC(53)/18 of 17 August 2009.
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Emergency (Safety Standards series No. GS-R-2)
Although not strictly speaking a guidance document, an important recent Agency publication is ―The
International Framework for Nuclear Security‖ IAEA International Law Series No. 4 (2011). It
contains a description and analysis of the major international legal instruments in the field.
C. IAEA Nuclear Security Series
In addition to the instruments and publications mentioned above, the Agency is developing a
comprehensive set of guidance documents in its Nuclear Security Series (NSS). At present, the
following have been approved:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Objective and Essential Elements of a State’s Nuclear Security Regime (No. 20) This sets
forth the overall structure for the remaining documents
Technical and Functional Specifications for Border Monitoring Equipment
(No. 1)
Nuclear Forensics Support (No. 2)
Monitoring Radioactive Materials in International Mail Transported by Public Postal
Operators (No. 3)
Engineering Safety Aspects of the Protection of Nuclear Power Plants against Sabotage
(No. 4)
Identification of Radioactive Sources and Devices (No. 5)
Combating the Illicit Trafficking of Nuclear and other Radioactive Material (No. 6)
Nuclear Security Culture (No. 7)
Preventive and Protective Measures against Insider Threats (No. 8)
Security in the Transport of Radioactive Material (No.9)
Development and Maintenance of the Design Basis Threat (No. 10)
Security of Radioactive Sources (No. 11)
Educational Programme in Nuclear Security (No. 12)
Nuclear Security Recommendations on Physical Protection of Nuclear Material and
Nuclear Facilities (No. 13, also INFCIRC 225/Rev. 5)
Nuclear Security Recommendations on Radioactive Material and Associated Facilities (No.
14)
Nuclear Security Recommendations on Nuclear and Other Radioactive Material out of
Regulations Control (No. 15)
Computer Security at Nuclear Facilities (No. 17)
Nuclear Security Systems and Measures for Major Public Events (No. 18)
Establishing the nuclear security infrastructure for a nuclear power programme (No. 19)
Nuclear security systems and measures for the detection of nuclear and other radioactive
material out of regulatory control (No. 21)

Additional NSS guidance documents are under development.
4. – Organizations and Initiatives Relevant for Nuclear Security
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In addition to the large number of legal instruments, guidance documents and publications relating to
nuclear security, a number of international bodies have become more active in the field. Also, some
new initiatives or institutions have been established to address nuclear security issues. My papers
for the INLA Congresses in 2009 at Toronto and 2012 in Manchester discussed the activities of
relevant bodies.25 Therefore, I will not discuss them here. However, I would like to repeat my
earlier comments that the expanding number and activity of security initiatives makes it increasing
important that active cooperation and coordination is implemented to avoid duplication or
inconsistencies in the activities of the various bodies. It is particularly important to organize
activities in a manner that does not unduly burden national authorities responsible for nuclear
security, particularly in States with limited human and financial resources.
5. – Nuclear Security Summits
One recent development that warrants specific attention is the convening of three Nuclear Security
Summits.
A. The 2010 NSS in Washington
The first Summit was held April 12-13, 2010 in Washington at the invitation of U.S. President
Barack Obama. Delegations from forty-six governments attended, thirty-eight of which were
represented by heads of state or government. Delegations from the EU, IAEA and UN also attended.
The participants issued a non-binding communiqué addressing nuclear terrorism in fifteen
provisions. Even though non-binding, many of the provisions are relevant to the development and
implementation of nuclear security law, including supporting existing nuclear security instruments
and advocating broader adherence to them. The communiqué recognized ―nuclear terrorism as one
of the most challenging threats to international security‖ and included the following provisions:
1. Reaffirm the fundamental responsibilities of States, consistent with the respective
international obligations to address nuclear security
2. Call on States to work cooperatively as an international community to advance
nuclear security
3. Recognize that highly enriched uranium and separated plutonium require
special
precautions
4. Endeavor to fully implement all existing nuclear security commitments and
work
toward acceding to those not yet jointed
5. Support the objectives of international nuclear security instruments
6. Reaffirm the essential role of the IAEA in the international nuclear security
network
7. Recognize the role and contributions of the United Nations
8. Acknowledge the need for capacity building for nuclear security and cooperation
at
bilateral, regional and multilateral levels\
9. Recognize the need for cooperation among States to effectively prevent and respond to
incidents of illicit nuclear trafficking
10. Recognize the continuing role of the nuclear industry in nuclear security
11. Support the implementation of strong nuclear security practices
25

See footnotes 1 and 2, supra.
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12. Recognize that measures contributing to nuclear security have value in relation to the
security of radioactive substances
B. The 2012 NSS in Seoul
A second Nuclear Security Summit was held March 26-27, 2012 in Seoul, Republic of Korea.
Delegations from 53 heads of state and governments attended, with representatives of the United
Nations, IAEA, EU and INTERPOL. The communiqué of the Seoul Summit builds on that of the
2010 Washington Summit, emphasizing the need for action in the following eleven areas:
1. Global nuclear security architecture
2. Role of the IAEA
3. Nuclear materials
4. Radioactive sources
5. Nuclear security and safety
6. Transportation security
7. Combating illicit trafficking
8. Nuclear forensics
9. Nuclear security culture
10. Information security
11. International cooperation
In another action relevant for nuclear law, the participants set a goal of 2014 for bringing the 2005
Amendment to the CPPNM into force. This goal was unfortunately not met.
C. The 2014 NSS in the Hague
A third Nuclear Security Summit was held in the Hague, Netherlands on 24-25 March, 2014. Fiftythree countries, four international organizations and 58 world leaders attended the Summit, in
addition to thousands of delegates and journalists.
The 7 page NSS Communiqué26 included 39 paragraphs addressing the following 17 areas:
1. Fundamental responsibility of States
2. International Cooperation
3. Strengthened international nuclear security architecture
4. Legal instruments
5. Role of the International Atomic Energy Agency
6. Role of the United Nations
7. Role of other international initiatives
8. Voluntary measures
9. Nuclear material
10. Radioactive sources and materials
11. Nuclear security and safety
12. Nuclear Industry
26

See https://www.nss2014.com/en/nss-2014
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13. Information and cyber security
14. Nuclear transportation
15. Illicit trafficking
16. Nuclear forensics
17. Future of the process
D. The 2016 NSS in Washington
The fourth and final Nuclear Security Summit was conducted in Washington, DC on March 31-April
1, 2016.27 A brief two-page communiqué very generally noted progress since the Hague summit, but
contained no specific initiatives. The parties positively noted the entry into force of the Amendment
to the CPPNM. The participation of China and India in the initiative was also positively noted. The
parties noted that ―the Work Plan of the 2010 Summit will continue to guide . . . efforts . . . to fully
implement them‖.
E. The December 2016 International Nuclear Security Conference in Vienna
Although not strictly-speaking a NSS, the International Nuclear Security Conference scheduled for
December 5-9, 2016 at the IAEA in Vienna, follows up on a number of initiatives in the NSS
process. Most prominent is the proposal for an international convention or treaty on nuclear
security. Although organized by the IAEA, at least fourteen international and regional organizations
will participate in the Conference. The Conference is intended to attract industry and civil society
representatives, including non-governmental organizations and academic institutions. A range of
papers on nuclear security subjects will be presented and reflected in the Conference proceedings. 28
F. Summary on the Nuclear Security Summit Process
Very briefly, the NSS process has introduced a high level of political attention to the issue of nuclear
security on a global level that had not heretofore been present. The NSS communiqués and other
documentation have consistently focused on the main elements of an enhanced international regime
for nuclear security. It would be difficult to assess the concrete achievements of the NSS process
that must be implemented on a national basis in a large number of States. The emphasis on legal
instruments and national legislation obviously can contribute to the further development of nuclear
security law. Another—perhaps final—Summit is scheduled for 2016 in the United States. This
provides an opportunity to further assess the NSS process and its achievements.
6. – National Legislation Implementation Kit on Nuclear Security
One notable initiative announced at the Seoul Summit was a proposal by Indonesia (supported by 17
other States) to draw up a National Legislation Implementation Kit (NLIK) on Nuclear Security.
The stated objective of the initiative is to help States develop more comprehensive national
legislation on nuclear security in accordance with their own respective internal legal processes. The
Implementation Kit is intended to provide States with references to a wide array of consolidated
27
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elements and provisions from different nuclear security conventions/treaties, as well as international
legal instruments and frameworks. The IAEA was assigned the role of coordinating the task of
compiling the Implementation Kit, with the involvement of other international organizations relevant
for nuclear security, including: [list organizations, e.g. UNODC, ICAO, IMO, WCO, UN Security
Council 1540 Committee].
The completed NLIK was presented by the Government of Indonesia at the 2014 Nuclear Security
Summit in the Hague, Netherlands. A detailed presentation on the development and elements
contained in the Implementation Kit will be made at this Congress by a representative of the
Verification Research, Training and Information Centre (VERTIC) in London).29 VERTIC assisted
the Government of Indonesia in developing the NLIK. Elsewhere, I have offered my views on the
structure and content of a national legal framework for nuclear security, including how States,
including approaches newcomer nuclear States, may wish to take in the process of legislative
development.30
7. United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540
Adopted in 2004, UNSCR 1540 was intended to address the risk that non-state actors could obtain
access to weapons of mass destruction. During the decade since its adoption, the 1540 regime has
been continuously enhanced and now represents an important legal and institutional component of
the global system for addressing the WMD threat, including the nuclear threat. A detailed
discussion of the scope, status, elements and possible future actions that could be conducted within
the framework of UNSCR 1540 are contained in my paper at the Buenos Aires Congress.31
8. Iran Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
The most recent major development in the field of nuclear security and non-proliferation was the
agreement between the world powers (P5+1 or the permanent members of the UN Security
Council—the United States, United Kingdom, Russia, France, and China—plus Germany) and the
European Union with the Islamic Republic of Iran in a framework to ensure that Iran does not
develop a nuclear weapons programme. Based on a Joint Plan of Action adopted in Geneva in
November of 2013, the framework is designated as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA) and was announced at a press conference on April 2, 2015. The JCPOA addresses a
number of subjects:





Limits on Iran’s uranium enrichment capacity, levels and stockpiles
Limits on reprocessing of nuclear materials to avoid weapon grade plutonium
Monitoring by the IAEA under the Additional Protocol
Sanctions on Iran to be terminated as compliance is demonstrated

29

See S. Dobysz, ―A New Legal Tool for States: The National Legislation Implementation Kit on Nuclear Security‖ in
this volume at (insert reference)
30
A compressed version of the discussion of the procedural aspects of legislative development contained in this paper is
set forth (with cartoon illustrations) in C. Stoiber, ―Developing National Legislation for Nuclear Security: Priority Issues
and Basic Approaches‖ in Volume 1, Issue 2 of the 1540 Compass published by the University of Georgia at the
following website: cits.uga.edu/publications/compass/
31
See reference in Footnote 1, supra at pages 515-523.
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An IAEA Road Map for monitoring of the JCPOA by the IAEA was signed on July 14, 2015
between the Agency and Iran.
Implementation of the JCPA involves complex administrative and monitoring arrangements and will
need to be constantly reviewed to determine its success in restraining a nuclear weapons programme
in Iran and, perhaps more importantly, whether it forms a model for future arrangements in the
future.
The following websites contain information on the JCPOA and its implementation.32
9. Additional Steps for Strengthening the International WMD Law
My discussion of UNSCR 1540 at Buenos Aires summarized its status relevant to the
implementation of the international WMD law, summarizing the basic elements of this important
legal framework for global security. Although my discussion identified a broad range of activities
that contribute to the regime, consideration should be given to further legal approaches to
strengthening its development and implementation. The 1540 Committee’s Annual Report for 2013
(referenced earlier) contains a lengthy set of recommended future actions in its Part IV ―Assessment
of progress and future perspectives‖ at pages 12-16. Some of these steps (18 of which are
summarized in paragraph 80 of the Report) are relevant to the development of WMD law.
Assistance in developing national laws and regulations is only one such measure. However, in
addition to these recommendations, consideration might be given to two additional measures
explicitly focused on international WMD law.
10. An Integrated Academic Course on WMD Law
Reference has been made in this article to a number of legal education courses or schools that
instruct relevant persons (officials, parliamentarians, lawyers, law students, NGOs, law enforcement
officers, etc.) in fields related to international WMD law. The author is particularly familiar with
such activities in the international nuclear law field.33 Similar activities in the chemical and
biological weapons fields are beyond the scope of this article. These activities contribute
significantly to the broader understanding and application of WMD law. However, it is submitted
there is room for improvement along several lines. First, the offerings in these schools relevant to
WMD are limited by the time available in courses that must cover a broad range of other subjects in
their respective fields. Second, because they focus on only one of the three relevant WMD
technologies, they do not consider cross-cutting legal issues or possible conflicts or inconsistencies
in the handling of the different technologies. Third, they typically focus only on existing legal
measures, not taking a forward-looking view on whether or how the WMD legal regime might be
improved.

32
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One approach that could be considered is for the UNSCR 1540 Committee to sponsor a course on
international WMD law, perhaps at United Nations headquarters in New York. The course would
draw its faculty from relevant international organizations (IAEA, OECD/NEA, UNODC, UNODA,
OPCW) and experts (both legal and technical) from national governments. A curriculum would
need to be developed that would first discuss the basic technical aspects of the WMD threat, moving
on to a discussion of the relevant individual WMD legal regimes (nuclear, chemical and biological)
and then further to discuss cross-cutting legal issues and approaches. Finally, it would be of interest
for the course to include consideration of ―the way forward‖ in terms of strengthening and
consolidating the WMD legal regime, possibly with suggestions for measures to be taken either in
the implementation of UNSCR 1540, in other international instruments or by relevant organizations
and national governments. Funding for such a course could be provided by the various participating
organizations and national governments, with travel and subsistence of participants paid by their
institutions or governments, with the possibility of assistance for persons from States where support
was not available.
11. An International WMD Law Manual or Handbook
As discussed previously, a large number of publications from a variety of sources address various
aspects of international WMD law. These not only include material on the website of the 1540
Committee, but also publications of relevant international organizations such as those mentioned in
V.A above. Also, there are numerous publications of academic institutions, non-governmental
organization and industry. Although these publications focus on relevant aspects of WMD law
within their competence or areas of particular interest, they may contain a great deal of material not
relevant to the WMD proliferation. Further, they typically address only one technology or one
aspect of the WMD proliferation. It is suggested that a consolidated publication that could be used
by the 1540 Committee and other relevant bodies—both international and national—in
implementing WMD law would be a welcome addition to the literature. The 1540 Committee would
be a logical body to propose such a publication and to convene representatives of other relevant
bodies and other experts to determine the structure and content of such a publication. Printing the
volume in all official UN languages (and perhaps others) would make it an even greater tool for
assistance and instruction.
12. – General Conclusions
As indicated at the outset, the brief survey of the international legal and institutional framework
relating to nuclear security offered in this paper is meant only to provide a context for more specific
presentations at this session of the 2016 AIDN/INLA Inter Jura Congress. However, even this
summary discussion indicates some conclusions that may be relevant for further efforts by the
Association’s Working Group on Nuclear Security, as well as interested Association members.
•

First—it is self-evident that a high level of nuclear security is a necessary basis for the
continued use of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes.

•

Second—the international legal framework for nuclear security includes a large number of
binding and non-binding legal instruments and guidance documents. This body of law has
seen significant recent development as a reaction to terrorist events. Broader adherence to
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a number of these instruments/documents by States and harmonization of relevant
provisions can make a major contribution to achieving an acceptable level of nuclear
security in individual Nations and globally. Mechanisms such as periodic review
conferences and meetings of relevant national authorities responsible for nuclear security
measures can enhance the effective implementation of these instruments and documents.
•

Third—in addition to the recently expanded role of the IAEA in nuclear security, an
increasing number of other international bodies and initiatives are engaged in activities in
this field. Among the most important of these are the numerous nuclear security summits
convened in the United States, Republic of Korea and the Netherlands as well as the now
decade-old UN Security Council Resolution 1540 and its implementation Committee.

•

Fourth—a particularly important initiative for nuclear security is the preparation of a
National Legislation Tool Kit for Nuclear Security as an initiative of the Government of
Indonesia in the context of the recent Nuclear Security Summits. In conjunction with the
IAEA’s legislative assistance programme, this initiative can make an important
contribution to enabling States to establish a necessary legal framework for nuclear security
and should be actively supported by all relevant stakeholders.

•

Fifth—effective application of the various legal instruments and coordination of the
activities of international bodies will require a focused and continuing effort by all
stakeholders—on both an international and national level. The relevant stakeholders
include a broad range of national governmental authorities, users of nuclear technology,
industry and professional bodies, non-governmental interest groups, the information media
and the public.

APPENDIX I-- AIDN-INLA Working Group on Nuclear Security
Terms of Reference (INLA-WGNS-2)
1. Objectives
The Working Group on Nuclear Security (hereinafter WGNS) will seek to:
 enhance the knowledge of members of the Association concerning issues arising from the
legal aspects of nuclear security


develop information and analysis concerning legal issues in the nuclear security field,
including possible ways to enhance the international and national legal frameworks for
dealing with threats to nuclear security

2. Scope of Activities
For purposes of its activities the Working Group considers nuclear security to involve measures for
the prevention, detection and response to illegal or unauthorized actions involving nuclear and other
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radioactive materials and associated facilities. Particular attention will be given to the threat that
criminal or terrorist actions could lead to acquisition or development by groups or individuals of
nuclear weapons, radiological dispersal devices, or sabotage of nuclear facilities or modes of
transport.
The Working Group will not focus directly on issues of nuclear disarmament or the proliferation of
nuclear weapons to additional nation States. However, measures adopted to address proliferation
that may have relevance for nuclear security may be examined. Similarly, measures primarily
addressing nuclear safety that may be relevant for nuclear security may be examined.
3. Composition and Members
Consistent with the Guidance for INLA Working Groups set forth in the AIDN-INLA Statutes, the
WGNS shall be composed as follows:


The Working Group Chairperson will be appointed by the Association’s Board of
Management (Carlton Stoiber is selected as the initial Chairperson)



The Working Group will appoint a Secretary



The membership of the Working Group will consist of AIDN-INLA members and other
persons who have expressed interest in participating in the WGNS to the Association
President, Secretary General or Chairperson



Membership is not restricted to Association members only, but WGNS participants are
encouraged to join the Association



Members will finance their own participation in the Working Group



The working language of the WGNS will be English

4. Work Plan and Reports
The Working Group Chairperson will develop a Work Plan for approval by the Board of
Management.
The Working Group will prepare a report for presentation at the Association’s Congress. The report
will be included in the Congress proceedings. The Chairperson will prepare a draft press release on
the report to the Congress organizer.
Interim reports on the activities of the WGNS will be prepared by the Chairperson for the Board of
Management every six months for inclusion in the Association newsletter.
Appendix 2—INLA WGNS Draft Work Plan (INLA-WGNS-3)
At its first meeting (5 June 2008 in Brussels) a group of persons that had expressed interest in
participating in the WGNS discussed its possible activities. After discussion of the Working
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Group’s Terms of Reference (see document INLA-WGNS-2), the meeting turned to a discussion of
a work plan for activities leading up to the 2009 INLA Congress in Toronto, Canada.
Topics Considered
A listing of fifteen possible topical subjects was prepared by the Chairperson and discussed at the
first meeting. The topics included:
1. Response to NS incidents, including identification of what situations should be considered
as NS incidents
2. Harmonization of national laws and regulations on NS and rationalization of international
instruments and guidance documents in the field
3. Handling of security-related information, including the issues of confidentiality, the
exchange of information between national and international organizations in the security
field, transparency, public disclosure and public confidence
4. The use of force in dealing with nuclear security incidents; including what circumstances
can justify the use of deadly force
5. Transport issues, including whether certain interdiction measures raise issues under
international law (e.g., freedom of navigation)
6. Security of waste and decommissioned facilities, including whether specialized regimes
should be developed to reflect differences in the threat posed by waste materials, facilities or
decommissioned facilities
7. Export/import issues, including relationships with existing regimes
8. Border controls and border monitoring (it was noted that a recent book
―Atomic
Bazaar‖ by William Langewiesche questions the effectiveness of border monitoring for
nuclear proliferation/security)
9. Physical protection of nuclear and radioactive materials and facilities, including
interpretation of the CPPNM and its Amendment
10. Legal measures for dealing with the insider threat or the even more sensitive issue of
corruption by government officials, including border guards or customs officers
11. Nuclear security culture, including its treatment under national law and international
instruments
12. Responsibility for security, including: how to define the responsibility of the licensee or
owner of material or facilities, as distinguished from the responsibilities of law enforcement,
regulatory or other government security or emergency response agencies or other
stakeholders; how to apportion the financing of necessary nuclear security measures
13. Criminalization issues, including application of criminal laws in the transnational context
14. Civil liability for security incidents
15. The Nuclear Renaissance, including nuclear security implications of expanded use of
nuclear energy, including by additional states and in regions heretofore not utilizing nuclear
energy for electricity production
Initial Work Program
The participants in the first WGNS meeting agreed that the best approach would be to address one or
a few topics of particular relevance and interest, with the objective of producing a substantive report
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for the 2009 Association Congress to be held in Toronto, Canada. The first topic in the list, on
responding to a nuclear security incident, was selected for further work. Several participants
emphasized the urgency of developing legal measures for incident response and that they had
encountered difficulties in this area in their own activities.
As a first step, it was decided that WGNS members and other persons expressing interest in the
Working Group, but who had not been able to attend the first meeting, would be asked to identify
examples of cases where issues of response to nuclear security issues had arisen or could be
anticipated to arise. These cases could be real or hypothetical, but should be based on recognized or
likely threats to nuclear security. The IAEA’s Illicit Trafficking Database was mentioned as one
source for such cases. Persons should submit suggested cases to the Working Group Chairperson via
e-mail by Friday, June 20. Suggested cases should include both factual information concerning the
nature of the incident and legal issues to be addressed in developing response measures. Relevant
provisions of relevant international instruments or national laws should also be referenced, where
appropriate. A key element of this initial phase would be to identify what circumstances could be
considered as ―nuclear security incidents‖.
Based on the suggestions noted above, the Chairperson would prepare a paper describing cases to be
analyzed and organizing them in a consistent format. This paper would be circulated by e-mail to
participants at the first meeting and other interested persons. Within two weeks of receiving the
Chairperson’s paper, WGNS participants would volunteer to provide analysis of one or more cases
or cross-cutting issues set forth in the paper. These follow-on papers should analyze legal issues
arising from the cases and could include suggestions for enhancing the legal framework for an
effective and efficient response to nuclear security incidents. The Chairperson would collate
submissions into a consolidated report that could be circulated to WGNS members in September.
Additional Projects
Although it was agreed that the WGNS should focus initially on the response issue, some
participants felt that opportunities should be provided to work on other issues, in particular some of
those in the list of 15 topics. It was agreed that the Chairperson would note the 15 topics in his
communication seeking cases and work assignments on the response issue. If sufficient persons
indicated an interest in another subject, including any not included on the 15 topic list, consideration
would be given by the Chairperson (in consultation with WG members and the Secretary General) to
forming a ―sub-group‖ to prepare a report on that issue. One participant indicated a particular
interest in developing a compendium of instruments and documents in the nuclear security field,
including national laws and regulations of some organizations (the IAEA, UNODOC and the UNSC
1540 Committee were mentioned) already contain many relevant documents. Perhaps the INLA
website could be used to hyper-link other websites and to record other documents. The Working
Group will give further consideration to this idea, in consultation with INLA management.
Second Meeting
The participants at the first meeting agreed that a second meeting, for the primary purpose of
reviewing the report on response to a nuclear security incident, should be scheduled sometime in the
autumn of 2008. It was mentioned that the IAEA General Conference would be held this year at the
end of September and beginning of October, and might provide a convenient venue for another
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meeting. The Chairperson, in consultation with the Secretary General and members of the Working
Group will propose a date and venue for the second meeting by the beginning of August. An
additional subject for the second meeting would be to identify additional projects for the WGNS,
beyond the study of response to a nuclear incident.
Scheduling of Future Meetings
As stated, the broad geographical distribution of Working Group members has made it extremely
difficult to conduct formal WG meetings since the Ottawa INLA Congress. Therefore, activities
related to nuclear security have been conducted by members on an informal basis in the context of
other events, including IAEA legislative assistance missions and meetings to develop Nuclear
Security Series documents. Other contacts have been maintained at several nuclear law education
programs, including the OECD/Nuclear Energy Agency’s annual International School of Nuclear
Law at the Université of Montpellier and International Nuclear Law Essentials in Paris and the
IAEA International Nuclear Law Institute in Vienna. Given the difficulties in arranging meetings,
consideration should be given to developing an electronic website to provide for more regular
contacts between WG members and possible projects or other activities.
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I.INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to summarize the reviewed information distributed in previous International
Conferences, the International Legal Framework (binding and non-binding legal instruments),
information provided within IAEA technical meetings and publications. This reports is intended to
provide an up to date, overall picture of the management of disused sealed radioactive sources (DSRSs)
based upon the current legal status and trends in this field. Problems encountered and lessons learned are
also highlighted in this report.
Sealed radioactive sources (SRSs) are used extensively in agriculture, industry, medicine and various
research areas in both developed and developing Member States. Virtually, all countries utilize
radioactive SRSs for one purpose or another. The total inventory of SRSs worldwide is estimated to be
in the millions. Despite their predominantly small physical size, many sources contain very high
concentrations of radionuclides (industrial and medical sources are typically in the GBq to PBq range).
The radiation emitted from these sources is quite intense, requiring heavily shielded containers for their
safe use, transportation and storage.
A radioactive source that is no longer in use or not intended to be used, for the practice for which an
authorization has been granted, is termed as disused [1]. If a source is no longer suitable for its intended
purpose as a result of radioactive decay, it is considered as spent [1] . It is important to emphasize that a
source declared by one user as disused may still be used by a different user, supplier or manufacturer. A
disused or spent SRS may still be highly radioactive and potentially hazardous to human health and the
environment. Although the vast majority of radioactive sources used around the world are managed
safely and securely, bringing many benefits to humankind, a number of accidents involving radioactive
sources have occurred.
Where the amount of radioactive material is substantial, as in the case of radiotherapy sources or
industrial radiography sources, the accidents have resulted in severe or even fatal consequences. The
majority of accidents were related to SRSs in use, which were still under regulatory control, but several
accidents have occurred with disused sources when regulatory control was weak or totally absent. Some
of these accidents have resulted in contamination of large areas that required costly clean-up operations
for mitigation of the consequences of such accidents.
In order to reduce the risks associated with disused sealed radioactive sources (DSRSs), it is important
to have a well-developed national strategy, legal framework and infrastructure for their safe
management both at the user‟s site and in the entire country. It is essential that sources that either are in
use, or declared disused, do not pose any potential hazard to the workers, the general public or the
environment. Ideally, all requirements for the safe management of DSRSs need to be enforced and
implemented, prior to initiating any particular application of SRSs in a State.
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Although most States have laid down a regulatory framework to control sealed sources and have
adequate technical abilities to handle them properly, there are still a number of uncertainties concerning
the management of these sources during their life cycle.
Countries lacking comprehensive infrastructure for radiation protection and waste management systems
may not be cognizant of the risks associated with disused radioactive sources. Even some developed
countries that use SRSs extensively may underestimate the risks involved and, thus, may not have fully
effective control of their radioactive sources, even though they have adequate legislation, radiation
protection and a waste management system in place. Other countries do not give high enough priority to
DSRS management programmes because there are more urgent issues demanding their available
resources. Even if the risks associated with using SRSs are recognized, there are still significant
potential risks associated with disused SRSs.
The number of disused radioactive sources in a given Member State does not influence the
consequences of an individual accident, but increases the likelihood that an accident will occur. The
degree of regulatory control and its effectiveness also influence the probability of an accident. The
consequences of such accidents are governed by the characteristics of the source (source design, activity,
chemical form etc.), nature of the accident, and the people involved, countermeasures taken, etc.)
II. BACKGROUND
Management schemes and practices currently implemented in States may be somewhat conflicting and
create problems for storage, particularly the disposal of disused sources. For instance, there is no
consensus on the appropriate methods of conditioning of sources held in central interim storage. In most
cases, the methods used are determined to a large extent by the available facilities, which may have been
built to deal principally with other types of waste. The IAEA‟s experience in working with Member
States has revealed that the modest infrastructure and limited budgets in many Member States require
simple solutions that are low cost and straightforward, without compromising safety or security.
Recognizing the need to assist Member States in the safe and effective management of disused sources,
the IAEA developed an „Action Plan on the Safety of Radiation Sources and Security of Radioactive
Material‟, which focused on the development of a series of publications dealing with the handling,
conditioning, storage and disposal of such sources. Titles in this series, for example entitled „Technical
Manuals for the Management of Low and Intermediate Level Wastes Generated at Small Nuclear
Research Centres and by Radioisotope Users in Medicine, Research and Industry‟, have been published
since the 1990s with the objective of addressing the needs of developing Member States by suggesting
technological solutions that can fulfil requirements, implement solutions and meet criteria set in IAEA
publications, and can also be easily integrated into an overall national programme.
Although Member States have benefited from these publications issued over the last two decades, it was
felt they needed to be revised and upgraded to take advantage of new developments and to ensure
compliance with modern standards. Since previously published reports addressed specific areas of the
management of disused sealed sources for different categories of sources, the Nuclear Energy SeriesNo.NW-T-1.3 [2] merge the contents into one single report.
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Until recently, the emphasis was primarily on the safety of radioactive sources, with source security as
one aspect of safety. However, given the potential for the use of radioactive sources in malevolent acts,
source security has taken on a new urgency. The new approach of cradle to grave control of radioactive
sources can provide protection against malevolent uses. This means consideration of security during the
entire life cycle of radioactive sources, covering all phases, including manufacture, distribution,
installation, commission, use, storage and disposal, is of paramount importance.
III. MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES AND REQUIREMENTS
The preferred option for managing disused sealed sources is to recycle them for further use. If this is not
possible, the preferred management option for disused sealed sources and always for spent sources is the
return of the source to its supplier. If no further use is foreseen and it cannot be otherwise removed from
regulatory control, the only sustainable long term option is disposal. As such, disused sources for which
no recycling or repatriation options exist should be declared as radioactive waste and should be managed
as such, in compliance with relevant international legal instruments, safety standards, and good
practices.
The IAEA has issued a number of publications related to the responsibilities for safety within a legal and
governmental infrastructure for ensuring the safety of sources in its Member States:
 The Safety Fundamentals publication entitled Fundamental Safety Principles [3] sets out the
objectives, concepts and principles of protection and safety and provides the basis for the IAEA
Safety Requirements, including the responsibility of the government to establish a legal
framework for safety in order to provide for the regulatory control of activities involving
radiation sources.
 GSR Part 3, the BSS [4], place requirements on responsible parties, particularly registrants,
licensees and employers, to put in place a system of control for radiation sources to ensure their
safety.
 GSR Part 1, Governmental, Legal and Regulatory Framework for Safety [5] sets out the essential
aspects of the governmental and legal framework for establishing a regulatory body and for
taking other actions necessary to ensure the effective regulatory control.
 The Safety Guide on the Safety of Radiation Generators and Sealed Radioactive Sources [6]
provides guidance on responsibilities for safety within the legal and governmental infrastructure,
on methodologies for performing safety assessments and on specific design and operational
measures that should be taken to ensure safety throughout the lifetime of a radiation source.
 The Safety Guide on Regulatory Control of Radioactive Sources [7] provides guidance for the
implementation of a national regulatory infrastructure necessary to achieve an appropriate level
of protection and safety for radiation sources in medicine, industry, agriculture, research and
education.
As follows from the above mentioned Safety Standards and Guides, the following elements of the
national system need to be in place to ensure the safe management of disused radioactive sources:
 A rational set of safety, radiological and environmental protection objectives from which
standards and criteria may be derived within the regulatory control system;
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 Identification of all parties involved in the various steps of the management of disused sources
and specification of their responsibilities;
 Identification of existing and anticipated disused sources (national register);
 Resources (financing, technical capability, staffing, personnel qualification and training);
 Management system;
 Public information.
III. A) REGULATORY CONTROL
Regardless of the type of the process involved, the management of disused sources needs to be carried
out in accordance with the national regulatory and licensing framework and in compliance with
international recommendations. It is important that the Member States develop appropriate regulatory
measures for handling, conditioning, transportation, storage and disposal practices at the national level.
All these practices usually require operating licenses, which define the scope of the operations,
radioactive material possession limits and any specific conditions that are to be observed [32]. The legal
requirements for records keeping need to be identified, as part of a management system, which itself
may be part of the license requirements.
Most countries have some legislation and regulations in place, governing radiation protection and safety
of radioactive sources. There is no specific legislation that deals with the management of disused
sources; however, it is generally included in radiation protection or waste management legislation. If it
is determined that new or additional legislation is needed, a note of caution is required to minimize
overlapping or conflicting requirements for radiation protection and safety.
Not all the general requirements may be necessary or appropriate under specific circumstances. A
Member State needs to decide to what extent the requirements are applicable in a particular situation.
Furthermore, the organizations involved may exist under a different structure or may have a different
name. In order to ensure compliance, it is important to differentiate between the regulatory nature of the
work and the operational aspects. Regulatory control of sources throughout their life cycle will ensure
continuity of control when sources cease to be used and become potentially more vulnerable to loss.
Information collected as part of the regulatory scheme may also be of use in forecasting the numbers and
types of sources no longer in use, thereby identifying the future requirements of the disposal
management scheme.
III. B) RESPONSIBILITIES
A fundamental concept in the legislation is that prime responsibility for radiation safety resides with
those authorized to possess and to use, manufacture, supply or install radiation sources. “The prime
responsibility for safety shall be assigned to the operator.” Authorization by licensing is required by the
regulatory body for all practices, other than those to which an exemption applies, that are not otherwise
designated as suitable for notification alone or registration. In all cases the operators using a sealed
source are, as a minimum, required to submit in support of notification and for application for
authorization the information described in requirements 3.32 and 3.33 of GS-R-1 [5].
Most Member States have systems in place that date back to the time prior to the purchase of the
sources, currently in use. This means that all sources in current use are likely to be covered by a license.
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Sealed sources have a life cycle, beginning with manufacture and ending in disposal. A source life cycle
can involve a series of individuals in various organizations, such as regulatory body, source
manufacturer, device manufacturer, distributor, user(s) (one or subsequent users), waste processing
organization, and operator of a storage and/or disposal facility. The potential involvement of a large
number of organizations and their interactions mean that source life cycles are indeed complex and often
difficult to establish.
IV. THE CODE OF CONDUCT ON THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF RADIOACTIVE
SOURCES AND SUPPLEMENTARY GUIDANCE ON THE IMPORT AND EXPORT OF
RADIOACTIVE SOURCES.
The Code of Conduct on the safety and security of radioactive sources and supplementary guidance on
the import and export of radioactive sources [8] a non-binding document provides guiding principles for
States to achieve and maintain a high level of safety and security of radioactive sources. An important
element of the Code of Conduct is for Member States to ensure that arrangements are made for the safe
management and secure protection of radioactive sources once they have become disused.
The Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources has been strengthened to take
account of international concerns following the events of September 11, 2001. The text of the revised
Code was approved by the IAEA Board of Governors in September 2003 and in resolution
GC(47)/RES/7 the IAEA General Conference welcomed the Board's approval, while recognizing that
the Code is not a legally binding instrument. The Code was published by IAEA in January 2004 and
many countries have written to the Director General, expressing their support for the Code. The
Secretariat has been working with Member States to develop practical guidance on how to comply with
the Code. In this regard the text of Guidance on the Import and Export of Radioactive Sources was
approved by the IAEA Board of Governors in September 2004, and in resolution GC(48)/RES/10.D the
IAEA General Conference welcomed the Board's approval; endorsed the Guidance while recognizing
that it is not legally binding; encouraged States to act in accordance with the Guidance on a harmonized
basis
V. THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF
RADIOACTIVE SOURCES (ABU DHABI 27-31 OCTOBER)
This Conference´s objective was to review current success and challenges in ensuring the safety and
security of radioactive sources, and to identify means to maintain the highest level of safety and security
throughout their lifecycle, from manufacture to disposal. In addition to that the Conference had also the
scope to review the development of the application of the Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of
Radioactive Sources and looked at the ongoing challenges relating to the safety and security of sources.
The IAEA Safety Standards and other publications like the Code of Conduct on Safety and Security of
Radioactive Sources, together with the Guidance on the Import and Export of Radioactive Sources
provide the international requirements and recommendations for an appropriate and sustainable
regulatory system for the control of sources.
Finally the conclusion is focus on the discussion about the future legal status about the Code of Conduct
on Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources.
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The Abu Dhabi Conference1 discussed various options for the management of radioactive sources at the
end of their useful lives. These include: increasing the recommended working life2; return to
supplier/manufacturer; reuse or recycling; long-term storage; or disposal. Participants accepted that a
source does not become waste until it reaches the point when final disposal becomes the only viable
option3.
VI. GUIDANCE FOR IMPLEMENTING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CODE OF
CONDUCT ON THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF RADIOACTIVE SOURCES IN
RELATION TO THE MANAGEMENT OF DISUSED RADIOACTIVE SOURCES
While the Code of Conduct recognizes the importance of managing disused sources safely and securely,
the applicable provisions are dispersed throughout the text and do not provide sufficient guidance for
States in order to fully address this topic. As a consequence, some States have requested further
guidance on the management of disused sources consistent with the Code. So a supplementary Guidance
was developed in order to meet that need.
This non-legally binding Guidance takes account of the relevant Safety Standards and Nuclear Security
Series publications and the provisions of the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management
and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management (1997). It is intended to be used by States when
establishing or strengthening their national policy, strategy and legislation consistent with their relevant
international commitments.
The purpose of the draft Guidance on the Management of Disused Radioactive Sources is to
complement the Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources, and to help
Member States in improving the safety and security of radioactive sources once they become disused.
The draft Guidance was discussed with Member States at three open-ended meetings held in October
2014, December 2015 and June 2016.
The draft text entitled Guidance on the Management of Disused Radioactive Sources (supplementary
Guidance to the Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources) was prepared as a
draft through a series of consultants‟ meetings and three open-ended technical meetings with Member
States. Updates on the document development were also provided to the Nuclear Security Guidance
Committee (NSGC), Radiation Safety Standards Committee (RASSC), and Waste Safety Standards
Committee (WASSC). These Committees Members are also informed of this review request, and invited
to contribute comments to the Secretariat via official channels.
Chairman´s report drew the following conclusions:
1

Recommendations about this issue are available on the IAEA web site. ―Findings of the President of the Conference‖ International
Conference on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources: Maintaining Continuous Control of Sources throughout Their Life Cycle.
27-31 October 2013 – Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
2

Recommended working life is a concept defined in ‗Radiological protection—Sealed radioactive sources—General requirements and
classification‘, ISO 2919:2012.
3

The Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management defines radioactive
waste as ‗radioactive material in gaseous, liquid or solid form for which no further use is foreseen by the Contracting Party or by a natural
or legal person whose decision is accepted by the Contracting Party…‘ Further, Article 28 of that Convention obliges each Contracting
Party to ‗allow for reentry into [its] territory of disused sealed sources if, in the framework of its national law, it has accepted that they be
returned to a manufacturer qualified to receive and possess the disused sealed sources‘.
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 As revised during the meeting, the content of the draft document was agreed to by the experts
from all but one State participating in this meeting;
 A large number of States agreed that the text does not need further revision and supported the
approach that the document should be sent to the Board of Governors for approval as
supplementary guidance under the Code;
 One State however did not agree with this approach and considered that the text would need to
be revised once the issue of the format had been resolved.
VII CONCLUSION
The Code had helped Member States to improve the safety and security of radioactive sources. Just one
month before the third open-ended meeting, over 190 representatives from 100 Member States, as well
as observer organizations, clearly affirmed the importance of the Code, through their significant
participation in the third open-ended meeting to discuss implementation of the entire Code and its
supplementary Import-Export Guidance. Clearly, Member States find the Code extremely useful to draw
upon as a resource in which to aid them in establishing their national safety and security infrastructures
for radioactive sources. However, the management of disused radioactive sources has long been
recognized as a critical issue because of their vulnerability to accidents or malicious use. The
improvement in the safety and security of disused sources was therefore still a challenge to be
addressed.
The objective of this draft Guidance is to provide direction to States on the management of disused
radioactive sources. Given the vulnerability of disused sources at the end of their lifecycle from both the
safety and security perspectives, additional guidance supplementary to the Code of Conduct is needed to
assist States to establish strategies for managing disused sources which take into account all available
management options. This publication may be useful for States, for regulatory bodies, and for other
competent authorities with responsibilities for managing disused sources.
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THE CENTRALISED TEMPORARY STORAGE (CTS) IN
SPAIN
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ABSTRACT:
This global study focuses on the legal and administrative assessment of the current
situation of radioactive waste in Spain. Following the open debate and with the approval
of the Nuclear Safety Council (CSN), a favourable report was released on the
installation of the Centralised Temporary Storage (CTS) in Villar de Cañas (Cuenca).
The Regional Government of Castilla-La Mancha is studying a procedure for its
location in the Natura 2000, the area in which its construction is planned. A further
stage in the debate on nuclear energy in Spain is once again unfolding, at the core of
which are the facilities that nuclear power plants will require for the management of
their radioactive waste.

I.

CENTRALISED

TEMPORARY

STORAGE

AS

AN

ESSENTIAL

INSTRUMENT IN THE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR WASTE IN SPAIN

A. The need for CTS
Spent fuel in Spain from the nuclear plants of Vandellós I, José Cabrera, and
Santa Mª de Garoña was initially reprocessed; a practice that was interrupted in 1982.
As a consequence of the commitments written into various reprocessing
contracts, medium and high radioactive nuclear waste from fuel reprocessing at the
nuclear plant of Vandellós I, stored at the AREVA company facilities in France, and
radioactive materials (uranium and plutonium) recovered from fuel reprocessing at the
nuclear plant of Garoña, and placed in storage at the BNFL installations in the United
Kingdom, must all return to Spain.
Leaving aside these exceptions, all spent fuel at nuclear plants generated in
Spain is otherwise stored in their fuel pools.
Their saturation requires the progressive substitution of the original apparatus
for other more compact structures, which has postponed the need to provide the Spanish

system with fuel storage capacity in addition to the fuel pools, but this situation also has
temporal restrictions.
According to the information in the 6th General Radioactive Waste Plan
(GRWP) [Plan de Residuos Radiactivos] in Spain, dated 23 June 2006, there were 3,272
tU (tons of Uranium) stored at that time in the various Spanish nuclear plants, which,
added to the 98 tU stored in the Individualized Temporary Storage Unit of the Trillo
nuclear plant, amounted to a total of 3,370 tU. The estimate for spent fuel generated
over the period 2014-2018 is 6,700 tU.
Hence, on 5 July 2006, Royal Decree 775/2006, of 23 June, was published in the
Official State Gazette 5-7-2006, by which the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and
Commerce (MITYC) set forth the decision of the Spanish state to construct Centralised
Temporary Storage (CTS), for the management of radioactive waste produced in
Spanish nuclear plants.
In addition, there is a legal obligation on the Spanish state to construct this CTS,
as a term in article 2 i) of the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management
and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, of 29 September 1997, also refers
to the concept of „storage‟.
Equally, Directive 2011/70/EURATOM, of 19 July, established the obligation
that “radioactive waste shall be disposed of in the Member State in which it was
generated, unless (…) an agreement (…), has entered into force between the Member
State concerned and another Member State or a third country to use a disposal facility in
one of them”, article 4.4.

B. The procedure for the selection of the location of the CTS
The 6th GRWP established the need to articulate an administrative procedure for
public information and participation, on behalf of those who may be affected, that
facilitates the necessary political and social consensus to determine the location of the
CTS, to avoid the NIMBY (“not in my backyard”) effect.
On 29 December 2009, the Secretariat of State for Energy published a
Resolution in 2009, in which a procedure was announced for the selection of candidate
municipalities as sites for the CTS of spent nuclear fuel and high radioactive waste and
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the associated technological centre. It established the procedure and terms and
conditions that would govern the process for the designation of the site.
Following this selection process, on 16 September 2010, a Report on the
proposal of candidate sites was proposed, in which it was concluded that, from a
technical point of view, the most suitable landsites were found in the municipalities of
Zarra, Ascó, Yebra, and Villar de Cañas for the completion of the project. The technical
assessment found scarce few differences between them.
Finally, after almost 6 years from the start of this procedure, with the Agreement
of the Government of Spain, of 30 December 2011, the designation of the site of the
CTS and its Associated Technological Centre in the locality of Villar de Cañas
(Cuenca) was approved, (section 2). In addition, it provided that “the aforementioned
installation of the CTS and its associated technological centre will provide an essential
public service, under State ownership, leased to the National Radioactive Waste
Company [Empresa Nacional de Residuos Radiactivos, SA (ENRESA)], in accordance
with the provisions of article 38 bis of Law 25/1964, of 29 April, on nuclear energy
(…)”.
This CTS will receive the spent fuel and the vitrified waste that will be
contained in six modules consisting of 240 tubes that will be suspended in two concrete
domes. They will therefore have a system of passive refrigeration that will permit the
necessary cooling process of the fuel through the convection of the airflow that is
external to the tubes.

C. The intervention of the CSN and the valuation of the environmental interests
The construction and functioning of the CTS requires the concession of a set of
administrative authorizations from the Spanish Ministry of Industry, Energy and
Tourism, for which the preceptive reports must exist from the Council of Nuclear
Safety (CNS), article 28.1 of Law 25/1964, of 29 April, on Nuclear Energy (LEN).
Therefore, ENRESA has submitted a request for prior authorization or
localization of the Villar de Cañas CTS, which has received a favourable report from
the CSN in its plenary meeting of 27 July 2015.
According to article 1.1 LEN, the actions of the CSN only approve this project
for the CTS in terms of guaranteeing nuclear safety and radiological protection.
3

The rest of the consequences that this project may create should be studied, by
taking into account the criteria of “the prevalence of the environmental interests that the
natural resource management plans uphold over and above any other public interests”,
as the case-law of the Spanish Constitutional Court reminds us1.
The Regional Government of Castilla-La Mancha has enlarged a zone of natural
protection, forming part of the previously existing Natura 2000, wild birds and local flora,
known as the “Laguna del Hito [Hito Lagoon]”, a protected area in which the location
of CTS is found.
The administrative process for the construction of the CTS has to comply with
Community Directive 92/43/EEC, of 21 May, on conservation of natural habitats, and
in particular, the requirements laid down in article 6, sections 3 and 4,2 of that
Directive.
Thus, as the European Court of Justice (ECJ) has ruled, “in order for the
integrity of a site as a natural habitat not to be adversely affected for the purposes of the
second sentence of Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive the site needs to be preserved
at a favourable conservation status; this entails the lasting preservation of the
constitutive characteristics of the site concerned that are connected to the presence of a
natural habitat type whose preservation was the objective justifying the designation of
that site in the list of SCIs, in accordance with the directive”3.

1

Constitutional Court Judgment STC 154/2014, Point of Law 4.
The contents of which are as follows:”3. Any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to
the management of the site but likely to have a significant effect thereon, either individually or in
combination with other plans or projects, shall be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications for
the site in view of the site's conservation objectives. In the light of the conclusions of the assessment of
the implications for the site and subject to the provisions of paragraph 4, the competent national
authorities shall agree to the plan or project only after having ascertained that it will not adversely affect
the integrity of the site concerned and, if appropriate, after having obtained the opinion of the general
public.”.
“4. If, in spite of a negative assessment of the implications for the site and in the absence of alternative
solutions, a plan or project must nevertheless be carried out for imperative reasons of overriding public
interest, including those of a social or economic nature, the Member State shall take all compensatory
measures necessary to ensure that the overall coherence of Natura 2000 is protected. It shall inform the
Commission of the compensatory measures adopted”.
3
ECJ Judgment of 15 May 2014, T.C. Briels and Others/Minister van Infrastructuur en Milieu, C-521/12,
section 21.
4
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For which it should undertake “appropriate assessment of the implications for a
protected site of a plan or project when there is a likelihood that the plan or project will
have a significant effect on that site”4.
And, if despite the negative conclusions of the evaluation of the repercussions on
the place and the lack of alternative solutions, an exception to this limitation may exist
when there are “imperative reasons of overriding public interest” and the damage
caused to the environmental interests will require the adoption of “compensatory
measures”, mentioned in article 6.4 of the Community Directive.
This community Directive has been transposed into Spanish Law through Law
42/2007, on Natural Heritage and Biodiversity.
The provisions of article 46.5 of that law establish that the existence of projects
that are carried out “for imperative reasons of overriding public interest” may be
determined, either through an “ad hoc” law or by the “agreement of the Council of
Ministers, when it is a matter of plans, programmes, or projects that should be approved
or authorized by the General Administration of the State”; having to decide on “the
adoption of compensatory measures that will be carried out, where necessary, during
the procedure involving the environmental evaluation of plans and programmes and the
evaluation of the environmental impact of projects”.
This precept should be interpreted in connection with the Directive on natural
habitats, and in particular article 6, sections 3 and 4.
In short, it will have to be the Spanish Government that, at the time of the
approval of the Environmental Impact Evaluation of the CTS project, will decide
whether there are impacts on these natural values and, were they to exist, it could make
an exception to the application of this protection, by means of a declaration of
“imperative reasons of overriding public interest” in relation to the project, “in which
case the decision will have to be reasoned and will be in the public domain”5, and with
the corresponding adoption of compensatory measures commensurate with the impact
caused to the natural environment.

II. The experience of the CTS in other European models
4

ECJ Judgment of 11 April 2013, Peter Sweetman, Ireland, Attorney General, Minister for the
Environment, Heritage and Local Government/An Bord Pleanála, C-258/11, section 29.
5

The solution of the CTS as a tool for the storage of nuclear waste may be found
in various European countries with nuclear installations. The Dutch experience has
served as a model for Spain.
So, in the case of Holland, its CTS is located in the industrial zone of
Vlissingen-Oost, to the south-east of the country, close to the nuclear plant of Borssele,
under the Dutch acronym of HABOG (Building for the Treatment and Storage of HighActive Waste), which entered into service in September 2003.
Two fundamental aspects are significant in this example, which has been
followed for the Spanish CTS; the first refers to the procedure followed for the selection
of the site, which was done by taking account of criteria based on the availability of
suitable infrastructure, the industrialization of the zone, and voluntary acceptance
forthcoming from the municipality. A Commission of senior public officials convoked
for the purpose of applying these criteria selected twelve possible sites, from among
which two sites were willing to house the installations.
In the second place, the waste destined for storage is of high, medium and low
radioactivity, and the installations have an expected storage capacity of over 100 years.
This type of installation also exists in Germany, Belgium, France, United
Kingdom, Sweden and Switzerland. From among them all, those that deserve the most
attention are found in France, given the capacity for nuclear generation in that country.
So, a policy based on reprocessing and recycling of irradiated fuel in nuclear
countries has been followed in that country. To do so, it has a plant at La Hague with a
reprocessing capacity of 1,700 tons of irradiated fuel annually and a plant for the
manufacture of mixed-oxide fuel (MOX) at Marcoule. Once conditioned, the waste is
stored at La Hague. These storage facilities were initially designed for a period of 50
years, although according to the studies performed in the framework of the investigation
conducted in accordance with the Law of 1991, the most modern facilities could operate
for a period of up to 100 years. The volume of glass waste stored at these facilities
amounts to 1,700 m3 and the volume of medium and long-life active waste amounts to
46,000 m3.

5

As provided for in article 18.3 of Law 42/2007.
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III. Conclusions

The conclusions are as follows:


The decision over the site of the CTS at Villar de Cañas (Cuenca) has

reopened the debate on the use of nuclear energy in Spain.


With regard to the position of the CSN on matters of authorizations for

the use of nuclear installations, and to comply with the provisions of the IAEA
Conventions ratified by Spain, it is understood that the reports of the CSN, as
well as being preceptive, should be binding with regard to the exercise of
competences in matters of nuclear security and the radiological protection of
these installations.


The CTS should comply with Directive 92/43/EEC, of 21 May, and very

especially the requirements laid out in article 6, sections 3 and 4, as well as the
State Law 42/2007, of 13 December, on Natural Heritage and Biodiversity that
transposes it into internal Law.


The legal conflict generated over the location of the CTS in Villar de

Cañas, will in all likelihood be settled in favour of the Government of Spain,
were it necessary for it to use. This is because of the legal mechanism of
considering this installation as a project linked to “imperative reasons of
overriding public interest” despite the possible negative consequences for
natural resources.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

To hear the political pundits speak in the United States of America (U.S.A.) during the current
2016 Presidential Election cycle, one hears that ‗regulation‘ has the power to cure all ills, or it
will cause the downfall of civilization, as currently known. One key argument in the international
commercial and financial sectors, with the occurrence of globalization over the last thirty to forty
years, is that regulation created by national regulatory agencies can have international
consequence. This is also a maxim that holds especially true for the nuclear sector.
Due to the particular nature of the effects of radiation with its abilities to cross ‗at will‘ the
imaginary borders of our nation states, the stability and legitimacy of the regulatory environment
in any one particular nuclear energy producing nation state can have enormous consequences on
the regulatory environment of another. Samuel Alito1, a sitting judge of the US Supreme Court,
highlighted this dilemma of legitimacy, when he stated: ―I think that the legitimacy of the court
would be undermined in any case if the court made a decision based on its perception of public
opinion.‖
The paper discusses the challenges to creating and maintaining a legitimate nuclear waste
management program in a world of ever shifting views among both government and the public.
The paper also considers the financial, legislative, and regulatory frameworks in two nuclear
superpowers, the U.S.A. and China.

II.

REGULATION AND THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

In general, the theory of ‗regulation‘ ―is a rule or law designed to control or govern conduct.‖
These obligations, which are imposed by public law, are ―designed to induce individuals and
firms to outcomes which they would not voluntarily reach. Regulation is largely enforced by

1

Samuel Anthony Alito, Jr. is an Associate Justice of the US Supreme Court, having been nominated by President
George W. Bush. He joined the court on January 31, 2006.
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public officials and compliance is aided by the threat or imposition of some sanction. As such,
regulation covers a vast array of state controls over industrial and commercial activities.2‖
Baldwin provides the justification for such ―secondary legislation‖ and its positives and
negatives thusly:
―The Common justifications for secondary legislation are that delegations of rulemaking are necessary and useful because Parliament does not have the time or the
detailed knowledge to make specialist bodies of rules; that some subjects are too
technical to justify parliamentary attention; that secondary rules are much more
flexible and responsive than statutes; and that delegations of rule-making power
allow adjustments and updating or amending exercises to be carried out
efficiently.3‖
An issue for the regulatory agency is the question, does the decision (i.e., regulation or rule) meet
an acceptable standard of legitimacy, and will it remain legitimate in the future?

A. LEGITIMATE, OR IS IT?
It is not enough for the regulator to state ‗the law gives us power to govern‘, there must also be a
claim as to why these powers which are being exercised ought to be accepted by most of the
people for most of the time. This is the basic concept of legitimacy. According to Andrew Le
Sueur:
―Conditions of legitimacy exist if, for good reason, people have confidence in
administrative processes and respect and accept decisions of public authorities,
even though they may disagree with some individual determinations. The notion
of ‗diffuse support‘ is important: people may be willing to comply with
determinations even when they disagree with them; ‗specific support‘ relates to
particular determinations. If conditions of legitimacy exist, winners and losers - in
individual decisions and in broader political debates – should accept the outcome.
Legitimacy is therefore closely related to, but extends beyond, the idea of public
compliance or consent. Compliance in a legitimate system is based on reason and
principle not merely ‗a matter of lingering habit, or expediency, or necessity.4‖
However, no matter how precise the language found in the statute, the inherent imprecision of
language usually raises questions of legitimacy in the applicability to a particular situation,
which the courts must seek to resolve.
1. A REGULATORY BODY

2

Anthony Angus, ―Regulation Revisited‖, P.L. 2009, Apr, 332-346
R. Baldwin, ‗Legislation , types of‘, in P. Cane and J. Conaghan (eds) The New Oxford Companion to Law (2009,
Oxford: OUP), pg. 721
4
Andrew Le Sueur, ‗People as ―users‖ and citizens‖: the quest for legitimacy in British public administration‘ ch. 3
in Matthias Ruffert (ed), Legitimacy in European Administrative Law (2011, Groningen: Europe Law Publishing),
pg. 30.
3
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A regulatory body does not just drop from the clear blue sky with rights and powers to create
burdens upon the citizenry. These delegated powers are entrusted to the executive by the
legislative branch to carry out public policy. These ―Statutory Instruments are a form of law.
Governments can make two broad types of domestic law – primary and secondary legislation.5‖
There are indeed relevant questions which are pertinent to any regulatory body and which relate
to the legitimacy of that body. A summarization of these is as follows:
―If one meets a powerful person…one can ask five questions: (i) what power do
you have; (ii) where did you get it; (iii) in whose interests do you exercise it; (iv)
to whom are you accountable; and, (v) how can we get rid of you?6‖
Munro, in quoting John Stuart Mill, succinctly explains this delegator-principle, and why there is
a need to delegate powers to the executive:
―As John Stuart Mill Said, ‗there is a radical distinction between controlling the
business of government, and actually doing it‘. England had an unhappy
experience of a Parliament‘s efforts to govern the country in 1648 and 1649 when
the Long Parliament proved to be so inefficient, intolerant, and meddlesome, as to
provoke Cromwell‘s further intervention. That experience was perhaps in Mill‘s
mind when he expressed the view that a representative assembly was ‗radically‘
unfit to govern. In practice, the parliamentary body is not organized in such a way
as would enable it to execute foreign policy or implement domestic policies.
When it is said that we have ‗parliamentary government‘, this must be understood
as referring not to government by Parliament, but an executive drawn from and
accountable to Parliament.‖
2. ITS CATALYST

The main catalyst for the creation of ―new regulatory programs and major expansions of existing
regulatory programs follow[s] a crisis or a series of crises that focuses public attention on the
failure of existing laws to protect the public or the environment from abuse.7‖ For the nuclear
industry, this unfortunately tends to be the inertia that brings about regulatory change, and is also
the most destabilizing and harmful process of change. It implies negligence or failure on the part
of the industry and/or regulatory body to protect the public from harm.
According to McGarity, it is not so much negligence or failure on the part of the regulatory body,
but the common flaw of humankind that those ―who forget history are doomed to repeat it.‖ He
notes:
―Students of the policymaking process have long understood that the protective
purposes of regulatory programs established over the opposition of regulated
industries during times of crisis are often undermined through a slow process of
5

Edward C. Page, Governing by Numbers (2001, Oxford: Hart Publishing) pg. 20
Quoting Tony Benn, House of Commons Hansard, 16 November 1998, col.319. Mr. Benn was a Labour MP for
fifty years and served as a minister in Labour-led government in the 1970‘s.
7
Mcgarity, TO 2012, 'ADMINISTRATIVE LAW AS BLOOD SPORT: POLICY EROSION IN A HIGHLY
PARTISAN AGE', Duke Law Journal, 61, 8, pp. 1671-1762.
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erosion, drift, or slippage, as the industries, agencies, and beneficiary groups
engage in what Professor Eugene Bardach calls ―the implementation game.8‖

III.

SCIENCE, POLITICS, & ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

“It has been said that politics is the second oldest profession. I have learned that it bears a
striking resemblance to the first.”
Ronald Reagan
According to Aristotle, ―Man is by nature a political animal.‖ Man views his world through this
lens, and as such, this can be an obstacle towards what man wishes to achieve through science.
Politics often determines the science, and this eternal conflict between these two areas have
raised frequent commentary and academic debates. This is very evident in debates surrounding
the nuclear waste dilemma9.
Discussions regarding the impact such debates have is ―atopic that has thus far been underappreciated [for its effect] on the democratic legitimacy of an agency‘s policy
decision.10‖Certainly, the regulatory body through its delegated powers has ―statutory
requirements that they consider scientific information in certain policy areas, but the legitimacy
question is of a higher order of magnitude.‖11

A. THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE
The regulatory administrative body is a modern construction, which began to develop within the
latter half of the 19th century, and rapidly expanded in its development as technologies and
inventions progressed throughout the 20th Century. Today, we look to these agencies to deal with
various public policy needs, such as pollution.
For instance, on August 3, 2015, President Obama and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) announced the Clean Power Plan with the goal to reduce carbon pollution from power
plants that leads to climate change12. This was not the case centuries ago, and in England in 1306
during the reign of King Edward I, one sees that matters, such as air pollution, was handled
through other means:
―Upon complaint of the clergy and nobility resorting to the City of London,
touching the great annoyance and danger of contagion growing by the reason of
the stench of burning sea-coal, which divers fire makers in Southwark, Wapping
and East Smithfield now used to make their common fires because of the
cheapness thereof…The King expressly commanded the mayor and sheriffs of
8

Ibid. (footnotes omitted)
Also in discussions surrounding climate change issue or global warming.
10
Virelli, IJ 2013, 'Science, Politics, and Administrative Legitimacy', Missouri Law Review, 78, 2, pp. 511-525,
11
Ibid.
12
See http://www.epa.gov/cleanpowerplan and https://www.whitehouse.gov/climate-change; The EPA states that it
has the authority to promulgate regulations under this plan through the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. §7401 et seq.
(1970)
9
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London forthwith to make proclamation that all those fire makers should cease
their burning sea-coal, and make their fires of such wood and coal as had been
formerly used.‖13

B. AGENCY RULE MAKING
“Show me the man, and I will show you the law”
Scottish Proverb
Sir Winston Churchill once stated, ―If you have ten thousand regulations you destroy all respect
for the law.‖ This statement finds its clarity in the understanding that ―the administrative state is
not explicitly provided for in the Constitution, [and] administrative law is under constant
pressure to justify agency rulemaking, enforcement, and adjudication in a system where all three
of those powers are expressly assigned to coordinate branches of government.14‖
In a paper for the International Nuclear Law Association Congress 2014 Inter Jura in Buenos
Aires, the manner in which such rules are created in the U.S.A. was considered:
―Under the conventional model of administration rulemaking, an agency should
initiate the endeavor by assembling and analyzing all the relevant technical
studies to understand all the various aspects in how the proposed regulation will
affect the citizenry. In drafting a notice of the proposed rulemaking, the preamble
will highlight the issues to discuss, followed by the scientific, technical, and
economic studies it intends to undertake, with a conclusion to explain the
proposal.15‖
It is important to note that in the U.S.A. courts will, when there is ambiguity in the statute and/or
especially where congress has been silent on the issue, defer to the agency‘s rationale for the rule
created. This is even in those situations where the science may confer an overwhelming
justification for a certain action, but where the agency believes another path is more appropriate
from a public policy perspective16. This brings us to the back to the core problem in seeking
legitimacy through regulation in the nuclear waste dilemma in the ―Show me the man, and I will
show you the law‖ concept of creating rules and regulations, which in the end must contain a
thread of legitimacy to remain viable.

13

From the Annals of John Stow, as quoted in The Oxford Book of Royal Anecdotes (1991) pg. 99-100, edited by
Elisabeth Longford
14
Virelli, IJ 2013, 'Science, Politics, and Administrative Legitimacy', Missouri Law Review, 78, 2, pp. 511-525,
15
Mark C. Sanders & Charlotta Sanders, United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Modernization of
Nixon Era Radiation Standards – An Exercise of Legal Responsibility to Protect the Public with sound Theoretical
and Technical Foundation or Politics at Play? http://aidn-inla.be/content/uploads/2014/12/sanders-usa-epa-andradiation-protection-standards.pdf
16
Note the reasoning of the court in Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 467 U.S.
837(No. 82-1005) - ―Congress has delegated policymaking responsibilities and may, within the limits of that
delegation … rely upon their own [the incumbent administration] views of wise policy to inform its judgments.‖
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1. THE LITERAL RULE

In the act of interpreting, the main method most often used is the ‗Literal Rule‘. Judges often
suggest that the role of the court is to seek an interpretation of what the legislative body implied
with the ordinary and natural meanings used in the text of the parent act. It is implied that the
duty of the court is to interpret the words as written. Further, the court should give to the words
the standard definitions generally applied and in the grammatical context written, even though
this could lead to a bizarre outcome. In R v Judge of the City of London Court, Lord Esher
opined, ―If the words of the Act are clear, you must follow them, even though they lead to a
manifest absurdity. The court has nothing to do with the question of whether the legislature has
committed an absurdity17.‖
In the U.S.A., ―The court acknowledged if ―the intent of the Congress is clear, that is the end of
the matter‖ and the courts and the agency must give effect to the unambiguously expressed
intent.18‖ In other words, the ―regulatory body‘s desire to create regulation based on what it
deems to be desirable has restrictions.19‖
In Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.20, the court established a
two-part process to determine if the agency has acted outside of its expressed authority (ultra
vires – beyond the powers). The Chevron test is to determine ―whether congress has spoken to
the precise question at issue21‖ being brought before the court. If the court finds that congress
was clear on the issue, then the courts and agency must give way and let the voice of congress be
heard. If the statute is ―silent or ambiguous with respect to the specific issue‖ the court will
proceed to Chevron‘s second step, asking whether the ―agency‘s interpretation is based on a
permissible construction of the statute.‖22
This being said however, others suggest that statutes should be ‗always speaking‘ and take a
context to the backdrop of the time in which the interpretation is being undertaken, and not
always through the view of when it was written. This is well illustrated by Bennion:
―[The] interpreter is to presume that Parliament intended the original Act to be
applied at any future time in such a way as to give effect to the original intention.
Accordingly the interpreter is to make allowances for any relevant changes that
have occurred, since the Act‘s passing, in law, social conditions, technology, the
meaning of words and other matters.23‖

17

R v Judge of the City of London Court [1892] 1 QB 273 at 290.
Mark C. Sanders & Charlotta Sanders, United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Modernization of
Nixon Era Radiation Standards – An Exercise of Legal Responsibility to Protect the Public with sound Theoretical
and Technical Foundation or Politics at Play? http://aidn-inla.be/content/uploads/2014/12/sanders-usa-epa-andradiation-protection-standards.pdf
19
Ibid.
20
Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 104 S.Ct. 2778, 81 L.Ed.2d 694
(1984)
21
Id. at 843, 104 S.Ct. at 278
22
Id. at 843, 104 S.Ct. at 278
23
Bennion F (1997) Statutory interpretation pg. 686.
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IV.

LEGITIMACY THROUGH LINKAGE

For legitimacy to exist in an administrative or legal decision, the legal tradition of the country
must contain something more than ―legal institutions and processes, which make up a state's
legal system. It also [must] encompass[es] the legal culture, which develops within a state based
on the historical foundations of the law and the society's perceptions about the appropriate role of
the rule of law24.''In all societies, cultures and nation states there exists ―some ―common core
values‖…, such as lawfulness, expertise, and being people-oriented (ideal values), and
lawfulness, efficiency, and effectiveness(actual values).25‖
These legal cultures and values are important tools in developing the environment for legitimacy
to exist, as the creation of the necessary laws, statutes, regulations, and rules comes to fruition.
Such tools will assist in the process of effectively meeting all the aspects of a nuclear waste
management program from inception, to a time point far into the future.
Certainly, one of the most difficult and imposing challenges facing a nuclear waste management
program is: will the administrative impositions provided for today, still be perceived as
legitimate and reasonable in a vastly changed society one hundred, a thousand, or even ten
thousand years from now?
In the early 1800‘s a new philosophy of ―stability through linkage‖ was presented by Erik Gustaf
Geijer,26who was a Swedish historian and author. Geijer‘s proposition ―is that ‗human history is
a chain of connections of people and ideas through the ages of time.‖ In law, this is demonstrated
through the legal tradition of ‗precedent‘ as defined in the common law, in which each legal
decision finds its validity based upon the concepts of the previous decisions which have been
established. A Chinese proverb says, one understands that one should ―cross the river by feeling
the stones.‖27
Geijer further ―suggested that in order to achieve stability between the bonds that link these
connections, sudden large chasms should not appear between each link of this chain. Based on
this model, each new action, decision, or discovery should therefore occur at a slow and steady
pace in its progression. To achieve this sought after ‗stability,‘ an incremental or step-by-step
approach is therefore required.28‖

A. THE RULE OF LAW
There are deep disagreements about what the Rule of Law is. Importantly, there is deep
disagreement about what constitutes a ―good‖ or ―bad‖ law. The most widely accepted definition
24

Zartner, D 2012, 'THE CULTURE OF LAW: UNDERSTANDING THE INFLUENCE OF LEGAL TRADITION
ON TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE IN POST-CONFLICT SOCIETIES', Indiana International & Comparative Law
Review, 22, 2, pp. 297-315, Academic Search Complete, EBSCO host, viewed 10 January 2015.
25
Yang, L, & van der Wal, Z 2014, 'Rule of Morality vs. Rule of Law?‘ Public Integrity, 16, 2, pp. 187-206,
Academic Search Complete, EBSCO host, viewed 10 January 2015.
26
Erik Gustaf Geijer (1783 – 1847) was a Swedish writer, historian, poet, philosopher, and composer.
27
―Cross the river by feeling the stones‖. 摸着石头过河 Mōzhe shítou guòhé.
28
M.C. Sanders and C.E. Sanders, ―A world‘s dilemma ‗upon which the sun never sets‘ – The nuclear waste
management strategy (part I): Western European Nation States and the United States of America‖, Progress in
Nuclear Energy 90, 69-97 (2016).
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of Rule of Law is that ―those who govern us cannot wield the power of the state towards their
personal ends either "just because they want to . . . or because they have force on their side.‖29
Craig argues however that though we ―may all agree that laws should be just, [and] that their
content should be morally sound [with] rights protected,30‖ this in essence creates a destabilizing
force for the Rule of Law. The problem created is that ―if the rule of law is taken to encompass
the necessity for ‗good laws‘ in this sense, then the concept ceases to have an independent
function.31‖ In other words, there must be both ‗good‘ and ‗bad‘ laws which are written and
judged according to some sort of conception regarding rights, democracy, and/or the other ideals
or legal traditions of a particular society at a given moment in time.
This concept has been further expanded by Ronald Dworkin:
―What is the rule of law? Lawyers (and almost everyone else) think that there is a
distinct and important political ideal called the rule of law. But they disagree
about what the ideal is. There are, in fact, two very different conceptions of the
rules of law, each of which has it partisans.32‖
Dworkin seeks to divide the rule of law into two distinct camps, which he refers to as the ‗rulebook conception‘ and the ‗rights conception‘. According to Dworkin, ‗the rule-book conception‘
implies that the power of the state should only be used against the citizenry in accordance to
these guidelines that are written, clearly defined, and available to the public at large33.
As for the ‗rights‘ conception to the rule of law, the onus is more squarely placed on the
shoulders of what is assumed to be an educated and instructed citizenry regarding not only their
rights, but also their duties towards the state and to one another. ―It insists that these moral and
political rights be recognized in positive law, so that they may be enforced upon the demand of
individual citizens through the courts and other judicial institutions…‖34

V.

CHINA & THE U.S.A.

China and the U.S.A have very separate and distinct systems of government and legal traditions,
which directly affect the legitimacy of each nation‘s nuclear waste management and nuclear
power programs. China‘s system of government may be discussed in terms of ‗socialist law35‘ or
‗people‘s law, which was established in 1949. In essence, this concept revolves around the idea
29

Peter M. Shane, ‗The Rule of Law and the Inevitability of Discretion‘, Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy,
vol. 36, No. 1, pp 21-29
30
Paul Craig, ‗The Rule of Law‘ A paper for the House of Lord‘s Constitution Committee, 6 th Report 2006-07, HL
151 Relations between the Executive, the Judiciary and Parliament, p. 101.
31
Ibid.
32
Ronald Dworkin, ‗Political Judges and the Rule of Law‘, in a Matter of Principle (1985, Oxford: OUP), ch.1, pp.
11-12
33
Dworkin states that the rule-book conception has one fault, in that the state might use ―its police power over
individual citizens otherwise than the rule-book states.‖ Ibid.
34
Ibid.
35
Socialist law theory is based upon the works of Karl Marx, or the doctrine of Marxism.
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of putting people first in governmental decisions or decrees36. Though China has moved towards
a concept of putting people first, it is still considered an authoritarian system, and therefore is not
generally considered to be a rights-based37 system of government. Thus, ―China is a country
where obligations are weighed significantly over rights and hardly any right may be deemed
natural38.‖
The U.S.A is, however, deemed a rights-based system of government, in which the people, to act
in the interests of the people, entrust the government with certain powers. This is clearly
summarized in the Declaration of Independence of July 4, 1776, in that ―Governments are
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed.‖ Though the
government of the U.S.A. is a rights-based system, there does arise the conflict of ―indirect
democracy‖ in the administrative state, where more rules and regulations are created by
unelected bureaucrats in a regulatory agency, than laws passed by the people‘s elected
representatives. These unelected officials are not directly accountable to the citizenry. Therefore,
a destabilizing paradox for the legitimate rule of law may be created between the legislative and
executive in the minds of the public.
As such, these two nuclear powers may be said to have similar concerns with the administrative
state regarding the rule of law and the legitimacy of the decisions and actions of the nation state
as these pertain to the nuclear waste management strategy and a nuclear power program.

A. CHINA
China is party to the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the
Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, which was adopted on 5 September 1997. On
September 13, 2006, China sent its submission of accession instrument. The Joint Convention
entered into force on December 12, 2008.
The Legislation Law of the People's Republic of China39 (LLRPC) provides the foundational
support governing the legislative framework of the safety of spent fuel management and the
36

The doctrine of putting people first also has its origins in Confucian philosophy. According to Xunzi, ―[it]is the
water that sustains the boat, and it is the water that capsizes the boat.‖ Knoblock, supra note 405 at 262, as quoted in
Mo Zhang, THE SOCIALIST LEGAL SYSTEM WITH CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS: CHINA'S DISCOURSE FOR
THE RULE OF LAW AND A BITTER EXPERIENCE, 24 Temp. Int'l & Comp. L.J. 1 2010.
37
Two fundamental values are generally contained within a legal system - rights and obligations. See K. D. Irani,
Values and Rights Underlying Social Justice, in RANDOLPH BRAHAM, SOCIAL JUSTICE 29 (Springer 1982).
A right is denoted as a legal or moral entitlement. Obligations are considered to be a course of action imposed by
law, society, or conscience by which one is bound or restricted. See H.L.A. HART, THE CONCEPT OF LAW (2d.
ed.) 170-171 (Oxford 1994). See alsoDaniel Elazar, Changing Conception of Rights in the United States and the
West, 22 J.FEDERALISM 14 (Spring 1992).
38
Mo Zhang, THE SOCIALIST LEGAL SYSTEM WITH CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS: CHINA'S DISCOURSE
FOR THE RULE OF LAW AND A BITTER EXPERIENCE, 24 Temp. Int'l & Comp. L.J. 1 2010
39
The Legislation Law of the People's Republic of China is a law passed by the National People's Congress and it
describes the relationship between laws and regulations, as well as the roles of various institutions in the Chinese
government. See Article 1 – ―This Law is enacted in accordance with the Constitution in order to standardize
lawmaking activities, to perfect state legislative institution, to establish and perfect our socialist legal system with
Chinese characteristics, to safeguard and develop socialist democracy, to promote the governance of the country
through legal mechanism, and to build a socialist country under the rule of law.‖
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safety of radioactive waste management. This embodies the incorporation of a comprehensive set
of relevant national laws, administrative regulations, departmental rules, management guides, as
well as reference documents.
Laws which govern the safety of spent fuel management and the safety of radioactive waste
management are developed and promulgated by the National People's Congress Standing
Committee40 (NPCSC). These laws are:










The Law of the People‘s Republic of China on Environmental Protection (1989)
The Law of the People‘s Republic of China on Prevention and Control of Water Pollution
(1996 [Revised])
The Law of the People‘s Republic of China on Prevention and Control of Air Pollution
(2000)
The Law of the People‘s Republic of China on Marine Environment Protection (2000)
The Law of the People‘s Republic of China on Safety of Operation (2002)
The Law of the People‘s Republic of China on Environmental Impact Assessment (2003)
The Law of the People‘s Republic of China on Prevention and Control of Radioactive
Pollution (2003)
The Law of the People‘s Republic of China on Prevention and Control of Solid Waste
Pollution (2005 [Revised])
The Law of the People‘s Republic of China on Prevention and Control of Occupational
Disease (2011 [Revised])

Additionally, administrative regulations are developed and issued by the State Council.
Departmental rules are created by the environmental protection authority, nuclear facility
authority and the health and family planning authority, which operate under the State Council.
Management guides are developed and issued by the relevant departments of the State Council
and further reference documents are developed and issued by the State Council departments or
its mandated agencies, as well. Therefore, all appropriate actions of the state are undertaken in
line with the consideration of the State Council. Apart from these, a wide range of technical
standards are written to standardize and clarify technical standards for the management of spent
fuel and radioactive waste, as needed.
The Interim Procedures on Collection, Utilization and Management of the Funds for Treatment
and Disposal of Spent Fuel at Nuclear Power Plants(IPCUMFTDSFNPP) was issued in July
2010. These funds are ear-marked for use in the treatment and disposal of spent fuel in the
following ways: (1) spent fuel transport, (2) spent fuel away-from-reactor storage; (3) spent fuel
reprocessing; (4) treatment and disposal of HLW generated from such reprocessing, (5)
construction, operation, modification and decommissioning of the reprocessing plant, and (6)
other applications related to such treatment and disposal. These funds are collected by charging
RMB 0.026 Yuan/kWh for the actual online sales of electricity generated by Nuclear Power

40

The Standing Committee of the National People's Congress is a committee of about 150 members of the National
People's Congress.
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Plants after 5 years commercial operation. These fees are charged into electricity generation
costs for a nuclear power plant.41
Hou et. al. (2011)42 noted the following areas of concern for the Chinese nuclear power program,
which has a causal effect towards the legitimacy and sustainability thereof. These are:







Large-scale development of nuclear power in China needs a large number of nuclear
professionals. China is not able to provide a sufficient workforce for nuclear power
development, the quick expansion of nuclear power will result in excessive dilution of
existing human resources.
Governmental departments work under different ministries and have different interests in
developing nuclear power. No institutional arrangement has been made to encourage
harmonious collaboration among these agencies. As a result, coordination among
different departments is heavily retarded, and the responsibilities of each agency with
respect to nuclear power development are unclear.
An effective legal system for nuclear power safety should be established.
Nuclear power construction requires a large amount of capital investment. Currently,
nuclear power investors in China are mainly state-owned enterprises, which include
China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC), China Guangdong Nuclear Power Holding
Co., Ltd. (CGNPC), and China Power Investment Corporation (CPI).The government has
not defined the role of private investment in nuclear power development.

B. THE U.S.A.
The centerpiece of US nuclear legislation is the Atomic Energy Act of 195443. It regulates
possession and use of radioactive material and the facilities that produce or use such materials44.
The act‘s importance as a cornerstone of US Nuclear legislation is that it provides for private
industry to participate in the nuclear arena (for peaceful and non-military use). Until this time,
this has remained the sole domain of the federal government45.
In order to facilitate the private participation of atomic uses, the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) was established by this act. A new independent agency was born. Because of the comingling of the regulatory and promotional aspects of the AEC, in 1974, the Energy

41

Much of the information in this section was gleaned from: The PEOPLE‘S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, Third
National Report for the Joint Convention of Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive
Waste Management, September 2014.
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Hou, J, Tan, Z, Wang, J, & Xie, P 2011, 'Government Policy and Future Projection for Nuclear Power in China',
Journal Of Energy Engineering, 137, 3, pp. 151-158, Academic Search Complete, EBSCO host, viewed 19 February
2014.
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Reorganization Act abolished the AEC, and its licensing and regulatory powers were then placed
in the newly created Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)46.
The role of the NRC is to formulate and implement the regulations deemed necessary for the
storage and disposal methods undertaken as part of the U.S.A.‘s nuclear waste management
program. The overriding goal of the agency is to ensure the safe and long term storage of
waste47.The NRC has the responsibility to review and approve or reject a license submitted to it
for the purpose of the building and operation of such a facility48. However, it is the responsibility
of the Department of Energy (DOE) to lead the way for the development of technologies for the
handling, treatment, transportation and disposal of DOE generated or owned waste49. Finally, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is under an obligation of establishing standards for the
protection of the environment from radionuclide released to the biosphere.50 A point of concern
with all these agencies is that the heads of these are politically appointed individuals. Therefore,
these persons are subject to being managed by an individual with an overriding political agenda,
more so than the underlying reasons for the creation of the agency in the first instance51.
Certainly, both China and the U.S.A. show similar traits in that their bureaucracies are agents of
politics instead of legitimate agents of purpose.
1. HIGH LEVEL WASTE MANAGEMENT

High-level waste management in the U.S.A. is performed through the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982 (NWPA) (signed into law on January 07, 1983) and amended greatly in 1987. This forms
the bulk of the US waste management policy52. The Energy Policy Act of 199253 made changes
once again to this framework. This act authorizes, following the licensing acceptance of the
NRC, the secretary of Energy to construct, and operate a geological repository. Transportation
issues involving the type of packing needed for moving waste from its current site to a repository
must receive a license by the NRC.54
46
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47
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In 2002, the Secretary of Energy recommended to then President George W. Bush the Yucca
Mountain site located in Nye County, Nevada as the place for the development of a deep
geological repository. This recommendation was accepted by the President and approved by the
Congress.55 In April 2002, the Governor of the State of Nevada, as provided for by the NWPA,
vetoed this decision.
However, President Obama effectually ended the Yucca Mountain program in 2009. The Blue
Ribbon Commission on America‘s Nuclear Future (BRC) was established in accordance with the
provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA)56. This charter establishes the
Commission under the authority of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Its work was
submitted to the Secretary of Energy on January 26, 2012. The majority of the Commission‘s
recommendations require action to be taken by the Administration and Congress.
2. THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE KILLS YUCCA

On July 9, 2004, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit found in
favor to a regulatory challenge concerning three regulatory authorities, these being the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the
US Department of Energy (DOE). The court also considered whether the Congress had acted
appropriately in the exercise of its authority in selecting the Yucca Mountain site as the nation‘s
long-term high-level waste repository. The actions of the President and Secretary of Energy were
also considered. In its judgement, the court held ―that the congressional resolution selecting
Yucca Mountain for development was an appropriate exercise of Congress's authority over
federal property.‖57 Lastly, the court ―held that the actions of the President and the DOE leading
to the selection of the site were unreviewable as being moot or unripe.‖58
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As evidence of the scientific basis for going forward with the Yucca Mountain site, the Secretary‘s
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―The EPA shall, based upon and consistent with the findings and
recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, promulgate, by rule,
public health and safety standards for protection of the public from releases from
radioactive materials stored or disposed of in the repository at the Yucca
Mountain site.‖59
The EPA acting in accordance with the statute promulgated a three-part rule. Through its
delegated authority, it acted to protect individuals who are living near the site, as well as
groundwater from harm caused by excessive radioactive contamination. The first part of the rule,
known as the 'individual-protection standard', provides that:
―the DOE must demonstrate ... that there is a reasonable expectation that, for
10,000 years following disposal, the reasonably maximally exposed individual
receives no more than an annual committed effective dose equivalent of 150
microsieverts from releases from the undisturbed Yucca Mountain disposal system
...‖60
The second part required that it must be reasonably demonstrated that no human 61 would be
exposed to more than a specified dose of radiation for a 10,000-year period, ―even if humans
drill into the waste package, intentionally or otherwise.62‖
Lastly, the groundwater protection standard written by the EPA provides:
―the DOE must demonstrate that there is a reasonable expectation that, for 10,000
years of undisturbed performance after disposal, releases of radionuclides from
waste in the Yucca Mountain disposal system into the accessible environment will
not cause the level of radioactivity in the representative volume of ground water
to exceed the[specified] limits.‖
Therefore, in order to obtain a license from the NRC, the DOE would have had to demonstrate
that it had reasonably met this regulatory burden to protect the public from a perceived harm
(i.e., it had met the ―'reasonable expectation of compliance' with each of the three protection
standards).‖63
The EPA argued that to amend its standard to meet the recommended approach by the National
Academy of Sciences would lead to an absurd burden and outcome for the regulatory process in
that a 1,000,000-year timeframe 'is not practical for regulatory decision making'64. Further, the
DOE also concurred with the EPA synopsis of ―the absurd‖ that to impose such a burden of
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requiring regulation for a ―significantly longer time period for assessing compliance would be
unprecedented, unworkable, and probably unimplementable.‖65
Though the court agreed that the statute did not specify precisely how the EPA followed the
advice and consent of the National Academy of Sciences, it held that the rules promulgated as a
standard that was neither ‗based‘ nor ‗consistent‘ with these finding, could not be considered a
legitimate standard, even though it might achieve an absurd result. In quoting Judge Tatel:―the
EPA ha[s] 'unabashedly rejected' the Academy's findings andgoing on to promulgate a
'dramatically different standard, one which the Academy had expressly rejected.66'‖ He further
adds, ―[o]nly in a world where "based upon" means "in disregard of" and "consistent with"
means "inconsistent with" could EPA's adoption of a 10,000 year compliance period be
considered a permissible construction of [the Act]‖.
Therefore, the court fully rejected the EPA's argument, in this instance, that policy aspects was
sufficient a cause for justifying its deviation from the recommendations by the National
Academy of Sciences. Where ―the intent of the Congress is clear, that is the end of the matter‖
and the courts and the agency must give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent.‖67

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

While there are technical challenges for regulatory agencies in promulgating regulation and
standards for the disposal of long-lived nuclear wastes and spent fuel, these challenges are
dwarfed by the need to promulgate standards that are perceived to be legitimate, fair, and
equitable in the eyes of the public. The nuclear waste dilemma cannot be solved by an attempt to
regulate through a claim to legitimacy by virtue of an agency‘s delegated powers. Legitimacy
must ‗regulate‘ the thought and manner in which these standards are promulgated.
For China, one of the overriding concerns for the legitimacy of its nuclear waste management
program is that the bureaucracy is far too complex. Having so many governmental departments,
throughout different ministries, with different and sometimes conflicting interests, places an
unworkable and undue burden in creating a legitimate waste management program. China should
seek to streamline its processes and laws to provide clarity and uniformity in the rule-making
process. For the U.S.A., though it has a well-regulated and developed administrative state, its
challenge is to avoid even the appearance of politics in scientific and regulatory burdens created
by agencies, and to ensure that the rule-making processes are deemed to be fair and equitable.
Unfortunately, as has been noted, the Administrative state can lead to absurd and unworkable
results. Legitimacy in this public body of law can be achieved as long as those who wield the
power to promulgate such rules and standards curb their political enthusiasm in the regulatory
process. To quote Shakespeare, ―The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, But in [the
administrative state], that we are underlings." [Julius Caesar (I, ii, 140-141)]
65
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I. Introduction
The future of nuclear law is most probably determined by today’s actions. If some provisions of nuclear
law at the international level are misunderstood at the national level and such precedent is set, something
has to be done to avoid its repetition in the future - be it amendment of the rules on national or
international levels.
This article examines the problem of organisation of the regulatory body (also referred to as ―the
regulatory authority‖ or ―the regulator‖) for radioactive waste management at the national level. In
particular, this is a brief overview of the organisation of the Regulatory Body for Radioactive Waste
Management under the newly adopted legislative package of Georgia, and, more precisely, under the
Law of Georgia ―On Radioactive Waste‖, Amendments to the Law of Georgia ―On Nuclear and
Radiation Safety‖ and other related laws of the country. The initiator of the legislative package and the
author of it refer [3] to the implementation of the international obligations of Georgia in adopting these
rules. More precisely, of the Joint Convention on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management and on
the Safety of Spent Fuel Management (hereinafter ―Joint Convention‖ or ―Convention‖), International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Safety Standards, Association Agreement between the European Union
and the European Atomic Energy Community and their Member States, of the one part, and Georgia, of
the other part [4] (hereinafter ―EU – Georgia Association Agreement‖ or ―Association Agreement‖), and
other IAEA documentation. It is to be highlighted that the legislative package appeared to be very
controversial in Georgia in many regards. Nevertheless, the present Article will examine solely the issue
of the compliance of the rules on the organisation of the Regulatory Body for Radioactive Waste
Management of Georgia with international requirements stated above. And, in particular, institutional
separation of regulatory functions from non-regulatory functions, which is considered to be one of the
elements in assessing regulatory independence [5].
The question is whether Georgian legislation makes the institutional separation of an organisation
charged with radioactive waste management from the agency charged with radioactive waste
management regulation and thus complies with the requirements of the Joint Convention and other
international rules and regulations.
The methodology of the article has included research and analysis of legal texts and technical
requirements at national, European (regional) and international levels. It has also included interviews
with relevant organisations and the reviews of various reports and recordings.
First of all, to understand the country’s activities in regulating and managing radioactive waste, it is
necessary to examine the sources from which radioactive waste occurs in the country and its nuclear
profile in general (Part I). Secondly, it is indispensable to examine international requirements as the
imperative rules for States to follow in the first place (Part II) as well as regional ones (Part III). Rules
at the national level will be studied in light of international and regional rules and requirements (Part
[3] Available at: http://www.parliament.ge/ge/law/9986/26128;
[4] The Association Agreement entered into force on 1 July 2016. Under paragraph 2 of Article 231, the [Association]
Agreement shall enter into force on the first day of the second month following the date of the deposit of the last instrument
of ratification or approval;
[5] Carlton Stoiber, Abdelmadjid Cherf, Wolfram Tonhauser, Maria de Lourdes Vez Carmona, Handbook on Nuclear Law,
Implementing Legislation, IAEA, Vienna, at p. 26;
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IV). And, lastly, practice of other States has to be examined as they show an understanding of the rules
that have been set (Part V).

II.

Georgia’s nuclear profile

Georgia is not a nuclear country and has no nuclear industry at the present time. However, in 2012, the
newly framed Law ―On Nuclear and Radiation Safety‖ of Georgia allowed the construction and
operation of nuclear facilities with more than 5 megawatts capacity on the territory of Georgia that was
banned in the 1998 version of the Law.6

A.

Sources of radioactive waste in Georgia

Radioactive waste in Georgia comes mainly from illegal trafficking, scrap metal transportation, sources
from the former soviet military bases on the territory of Georgia, legacy – orphan and disused sources,
decommissioning of the Mtskheta research reactor7 and from medical use of sources and secondary
radioactive waste. Article 34 of the Law of Georgia ―On Nuclear and Radiation Safety‖ forbids the
import of radioactive waste generated outside Georgia. Other waste may occur.
B.

Radioactive management facilities in Georgia

Georgia has currently two radioactive waste management facilities8: the ―Saakadze waste disposal‖9 and
―Mtskheta waste interim repository‖10. The facilities contain former soviet era radioactive waste
heritage, waste from the demolition of Mtskheta reactor and other disused and orphan sources.

III.

International rules

At the international level, the organization of a regulatory body for radioactive waste management is
governed by the Joint Convention. Georgia joined the Joint Convention in 2006 [11] and, thus, its
provisions became compulsory [12] for it.

[6] See Article 5 of the Law of Georgia ―On Nuclear and Radiation Safety‖, No. 1674, 1998 (repealed);
7
See, for instance, Chabashvili M., Japaridze G. I., Lortkipanidze Sh., Pataraia T., Rostomashvili Z., Nuclear Research in
Soviet Georgia in Georgia’s Nuclear Odyssey, The Path from Soviet Atomic Legacy to Global Nonproliferation Regime,
Tbilisi, 2014, at p. 16;
[8] Under the Joint Convention "radioactive waste management facility" means ―any facility or installation the primary
purpose of which is radioactive waste management, including a nuclear facility in the process of being decommissioned only
if it is designated by the Contracting Party as a radioactive waste management facility‖, see Article 2, paragraph ―j‖;
[9] Under Law of Georgia ―On Radioactive Waste‖, ―radioactive waste disposal facility‖ means ―the premises where
radioactive waste is disposed permanently for safe preservation without the intention of its future retrieval‖, see Article 4,
paragraph ―g‖;
[10]Under Law of Georgia ―On Radioactive Waste‖, ―radioactive waste repository‖ means ―premises where radioactive
waste may be placed temporarily for safe preservation, including state-owned radioactive waste, taking into consideration the
possibility of its future retrieval‖, see Article 4, paragraph ―i‖ (official translation reads as ―radioactive waste management
facility‖, however, in Georgian it reads as ―radioactive waste repository‖).
[11] Available at: http://www.iaea.org/Publications/Documents/Conventions/jointconv_status.pdf;
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A.
Requirements under the Joint Convention as to the establishment of the regulatory
body
Establishment of a regulatory body is governed by Article 20 of the Joint Convention which in its turn
makes reference to Article 19.
1.

Obligation on the establishment of a regulatory body

Article 20 of the Joint Convention states that each contracting Party (that is including Georgia) shall
establish or designate a regulatory body entrusted with the implementation of the legislative and
regulatory framework referred to in Article 19. Article 19 in its turn states that each Contracting Party
shall establish and maintain a legislative and regulatory framework to govern the safety of spent fuel and
radioactive waste [13]. It also lists what such legislative and regulatory framework shall provide for.
These will be referred to as the regulatory functions [14].
2.

Requirement on effective independence

Apart from the obligation to establish (or designate) a regulatory body, the Joint Convention sets
requirements on its organization. More precisely, in Its Article 20, the Joint Convention establishes that
―[e]ach Contracting Party, in accordance with its legislative and regulatory framework, shall take the
appropriate steps to ensure the effective independence of the regulatory functions from other functions
where organizations are involved in both spent fuel or radioactive waste management and their
regulation‖ [15].This is where inconsistencies appear between the Joint Convention and the Law ―On
Radioactive Waste‖ and other related laws including the Law ―On Nuclear and Radiation Safety‖ and
the Law ―On Licences and Permits‖ of Georgia. If we read the Joint Convention in conjunction with the
Guidelines regarding the Form and Structure of National Reports [16], we will discover that from now
on [17] the States should include in their National Reports the ―means by which the effective
independence of the regulatory functions from those of spent fuel management and radioactive waste
management is ensured‖ [18]. In the case of the Guidelines, this is rather a recommendation than a
mandatory requirement as in the Joint Convention. However, these recommendations shed light on the
requirements of the Convention, which prescribe separation of regulatory functions from the
management.
The concept of effective independence will be examined in Chapter IV, Section C of this paper. In the
authors’ opinion, implementation of the principle of effective independence serves the achievement of

[12] See Article 26 of the Convention on the Law of Treaties, Vienna, 1969;
[13] See Article 20, paragraph 1 and Article 19 paragraph 1;
[14] Carlton Stoiber, Alec Baer, Norbert Pelzer, Wolfram Tonhauser, Nuclear Law Handbook, IAEA, Vienna, 2003, at p. 28;
[15] See paragraph 2;
[16] See, INFCIRC/604/Rev.3, p. 1, paragraph 1; See Article 31, paragraph 2 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties, Vienna, 1969;
[17] INFCIRC/604/Rev.2; see also Peri Lynne Jonhnson, Opening address: developments in nuclear law, in Proceedings of
the 21st Nuclear Inter Jura Congress ―Nuclear Law in Progress‖ held in Buenos Aires (Argentina) from 20 to 23 October
2014, at p. 20;
[18] See, INFCIRC/604/Rev.3, at p. 4, paragraph 23;
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the objectives of the Convention. According to the Nuclear Law Handbook [19], a fundamental
requisite for an effective regulatory body is that it possesses an adequate measure of independence or
functional separation from entities having interest or responsibilities that could unduly influence
regulatory decision making.
B.

Objectives of the Convention

By joining the Convention, Georgia committed to achieve and maintain a consistently high level of
safety [20] in managing radioactive waste and regulating it.
The Joint Convention lists the following objectives: 1. to achieve a high level of safety worldwide in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management, through the enhancement of national measures and
international cooperation, including where appropriate, safety-related technical cooperation; 2. to ensure
that during all stages of spent fuel and radioactive waste management there are effective defenses
against potential hazards so that individuals, society and the environment are protected from the harmful
effects of ionizing radiation, now and in the future, in such a way that the needs and aspirations of the
present generation are met without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their
needs and aspirations; 3. to prevent accidents with radiological consequences and to mitigate their
consequences should they occur during any stage of spent fuel or radioactive waste management [21].
It is to be noted that all the other operating provisions of the Joint Convention serve to the
accomplishments of the objectives listed in Article 1 of the Convention. Article 19 and 20 of the
Convention shall be read in light of the objectives of the Convention. Even INFCIRC/604/Rev.3 [22]
states that in Accordance with Article 1 [of the Convention], the National Reports should illustrate how
the objectives of the Convention, especially high level of safety in spent fuel and radioactive waste
management, have been achieved [23]. In the author’s opinion, if the Regulatory Body for nuclear and
radiation safety of Georgia (including radioactive waste management) is deprived of its regulatory
functions in relation to the Radioactive Waste Management Department that carries out radioactive
waste management functions, than such regulatory authority would be deprived of its ―ultimate
responsibility for ensuring the safety of …radioactive waste management‖ [24] as reaffirms the
Convention. [Emphasis added]
Study of the objectives of the Convention lead to the examination of the concept of safety.
C.

Safety

Nuclear safety is a large topic and will be addressed here only briefly.
[19] Carlton Stoiber, Abdelmadjid Cherf, Wolfram Tonhauser, Maria de Lourdes Vez Carmona, Handbook on Nuclear Law,
Implementing Legislation, IAEA, Vienna, 2010, at p. 25;
[20] International Atomic Energy Agency, Management of Spent Fuel and Radioactive Waste, Hans Forsström, Senior
Adviser, SKB International AB, Sweden, Nuclear Law Institute, Baden bei Wien 6 – 17 October 2014, p. 37; See also,
Article 1 of the Joint Convention;
[21] See Article 1 of the Convention;
[22]Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management,
Guidelines regarding the Form and Structure of National Reports, 2014;
[23] See at p. 1, paragraph 2;
[24] See the Joint Convention, Preamble, paragraph (vi);
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The Joint Convention has as one of its objectives the achievement of the high level of safety in
radioactive waste management, inter alia.
The fundamental safety objective is to protect people and the environment from the harmful effects of
ionizing radiation [25]. It applies to all facilities and activities including associated radioactive waste
management [26]. As to the definition, SF-1, for the purposes of the publication, defines ―safety‖ as ―the
protection of people and the environment against radiation risks, and the safety of facilities and activities
that give rise to radiation risk‖ and includes the safety of radioactive waste management [27].
―Radiation risk‖ is in its turn defined as ―— Detrimental health effects of exposure to radiation
(including the likelihood of such effects occurring). — Any other safety related risks (including those to
ecosystems in the environment) that might arise as a direct consequence of: • Exposure to radiation; •
The presence of radioactive material (including radioactive waste) or its release to the environment; • A
loss of control over a nuclear reactor core, nuclear chain reaction, radioactive source or any other source
of radiation‖ [28].
Safety is concerned with both radiation risks under normal circumstances and as a consequence of
incidents, as well as with other possible direct consequences of a loss of control over a nuclear reactor
core, nuclear chain reaction, radioactive source or any other source of radiation. Safety measures include
actions to prevent incidents and arrangements put in place to mitigate their consequences if they were to
occur [29].
D.

Regulatory functions vs. management

It appears from the legal texts that regulatory functions have to be distinguished from the management
of radioactive waste, and that these are evidently two distinct concepts. It is understood from the texts
below, that regulatory functions serve the insurance of safety of management of radioactive waste.
1.

Regulatory functions

According to the Nuclear Law Handbook [30], regulatory functions for radioactive waste management
have been listed in paragraph 2 of Article 19 of the Joint Convention [31]. These are: establishment of
applicable national safety requirements and regulations; licensing of radioactive waste management
activities; prohibition of the operation of a radioactive waste management facility without a licence;
appropriate institutional control, regulatory inspection and documentation and reporting; enforcement of
applicable regulations and of the term of the licences; a clear allocation of responsibilities of the bodies
involved in the different steps of radioactive waste management. Other regulatory functions are assigned

[25] IAEA Safety Standards, Fundamental Safety Principles, Safety Fundamentals No. SF-1, IAEA, Vienna, 2006, p. 4;
[26] Ibid., paragraph 2.2. ;
[27] Ibid., paragraph 3.1. ;
[28] Ibid., p. 1;
[29] Ibid., paragraph 3.2.;
[30] Carlton Stoiber, Alec Baer, Norbert Pelzer, Wolfram Tonhauser, Nuclear Law Handbook, IAEA, Vienna, 2003, at p. 28;
[31] Carlton Stoiber, Alec Baer, Norbert Pelzer, Wolfram Tonhauser, Nuclear Law Handbook, IAEA, Vienna, 2003, at p. 28;
Joint Convention, Article 19, paragraph 2;
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to the regulatory body not provided in the Convention but provided in the IAEA Standards [32]. These
are: provision of information on regulated activities to the public, the media, the legislature and other
relevant stakeholders [33], and coordination of its activities by the regulatory body with the activities of
international and other national bodies involved in nuclear safety [34].
2.

Management

At the international level, the definition of radioactive waste management is given in the Joint
Convention. In particular, ―radioactive waste management‖ under the Convention means ―all activities,
including decommissioning activities that relate to the handling, pretreatment, treatment, conditioning,
storage, or disposal of radioactive waste excluding off-site transportation. It may also involve
discharges[35]. Under the same convention, ―radioactive waste‖ in its turn means ―radioactive material
in gaseous, liquid or solid form for which no further use is foreseen by the Contracting Party or by a
natural or legal person whose decision is accepted by the Contracting Party, and which is controled as
radioactive waste by a regulatory body under the legislative and regulatory framework of the
Contracting party‖[36]. These definitions also determine the scope of the application of the Convention.
However, the national definition of this concept may differ in wording from the international definition,
as we will see later.
E.

INSAG recommendations

The international Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG), which is an advisory group to the Director
General of the International Atomic Energy Agency [37], gives a recommendation that a regulatory
body must be independent of the organizations that it regulates, whether these are State owned or
privately owned. In the present case, the Radioactive Waste Management Department is ―within the
system‖ of the Nuclear and Radiation Safety Agency – the regulator.

IV.

European rules

Europe radioactive waste management is regulated by the European Council 2011/70/EURATOM
Directive derived from the EURATOM treaty. In 2014, Georgia concluded an Association Agreement
with the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community and their Member States. The
Association Agreement governs, inter alia, radioactive waste management and nuclear safety matters.
A.

EU – Georgia Association Agreement

Association Agreement prescribes implementation of certain European directives and regulations.
Georgia has no direct obligation to implement the European Council 2011/70/EURATOM Directive

[32] Carlton Stoiber, Alec Baer, Norbert Pelzer, Wolfram Tonhauser, Nuclear Law Handbook, IAEA, Vienna, 2003, at p. 23;
[33] Ibid., p. 28;
[34] Ibid.;
[35] See Article 2 (i);
[36] See Article 2 (h);
[37] Independence in Regulatory Decision making, INSAG-17, A report by the International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group,
IAEA, Vienna, 2003, at. p. 2;
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(also referred to as the ―Waste Directive‖) under the Association Agreement [38]. However, it should
cooperate with the European Union, EURATOM and their Member States under the terms of the Article
298 (k) of the Association Agreement with the EU with regard to nuclear safety, security and radiation
protection. The Article highlights, in particular, that “[t]he cooperation should cover, inter alia, the
following areas:…cooperation on nuclear safety, security and radiation protection, in accordance with
the principles and standards of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the relevant
international treaties and conventions concluded within the framework of the IAEA as well as in
compliance with the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community where applicable.‖
The Association Agreement entered into force on 1 July 2016 [39], and, applied provisionally since 1
September 2014 [40] in parts (80% of the Agreement) including nuclear safety and radioactive waste
management.
B.

IAEA Safety Standards as referred to in the EU – Georgia Association Agreement

According to INFCIRC/604/Rev.3, ―[t]he IAEA Safety Standards, in particular, Safety Fundamentals
and Requirements, provide a basis for what constitutes a high level of safety and are objective,
transparent and technologically neutral, which gives valuable guidance on how to meet the obligations
of the [Joint] Convention‖ [41]. [Emphasis added]
The IAEA Safety Standards also highlight how the regulatory body has to be organized in relation to
radioactive waste management. In particular, in accordance with the SF-1, ―[i]n the event that the
licensee is a branch of government, this branch must be clearly identified as distinct from and effectively
independent of the branches of government with responsibilities for regulatory functions‖ [42]. GSR
Part 1 (Rev. 1) [43] requires under its Requirement 4 that ―[n]o responsibilities shall be assigned to the
regulatory body that might compromise or conflict with its discharging of its responsibility for
regulating the safety of facilities and activities‖ [44]. It further states that ―[i]n the event that a
department or agency of government is itself an authorized party operating an authorized facility or
facilities, or conducting authorized activities, the regulatory body shall be separate from, and effectively
independent of, the authorized party‖ [45]. In the Georgian case, the Radioactive Waste Management
Department is exempt from licence, it however, may be regarded as a ―licensee‖ or ―authorized party‖ in
the sense of the above provisions.

C.

The Concept of Effective Independence

[38] See Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community and their
Member States, of the one part, and Georgia, of the other part, done on 27 June, 2014, in Brussels;
[39] http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/NOT/?uri=CELEX:22014A0830(02)&qid=1453021579784;
[40] Ibid.;
[41] See at p. 3, paragraph 14;
[42] See IAEA Safety Standards, Fundamental Safety Principles, Safety Fundamentals No. SF-1, IAEA, Vienna, 2006,
Principle 2, paragraph 3.11.;
[43] See IAEA Safety Standards, Governmental, Legal and Regulatory Framework for Safety, General Safety Requirements
Part 1, No. GSR Part 1 (Rev. 1), IAEA, Vienna, 2016, paragraph 2.9.;
[44] See paragraph 2.9.;
[45] See paragraph 2.11.;
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A lot has been written about effective independence. In the present case, if we read the Joint Convention
in conjunction with the IAEA Safety Standards we will discover that IAEA Safety Standards, GSR Part
1 (Rev. 1) [46], gives a detailed explanation of the content of ―effective independence‖ with regard to
the regulatory body. Under requirement 4 ―Independence of the regulatory body‖, ―[t]he government
shall ensure that the regulatory body is effectively independent in its safety related decision making and
that it has functional separation from entities having responsibilities or interests that could unduly
influence its decision making.‖. Under requirement 17 ―Effective independence in the performance of
regulatory functions‖, [t]he regulatory body shall perform its functions in a manner that does not
compromise its effective independence‖. It is specified under paragraph 4.9. that ―[t]o maintain its
effective independence, the regulatory body shall ensure that, in its liaison with interested parties, it has
a clear separation from organizations or bodies that have been assigned responsibilities for facilities or
activities or for their promotion‖.
What interests us here is the separation or not of the functions of the regulatory body for radioactive
waste management with an organisation charged with the management of radioactive waste. According
to the Nuclear Law Handbook [47], recognized means of achieving such effective regulatory
independence include institutional separation of regulatory and non-regulatory functions (non-regulatory
– which includes management functions which are distinct from regulatory functions as we have seen in
Chapter III, Section D above.)

V.

Georgian rules

The legislative package of Georgia, mentioned in the Introduction to this paper, established the ―Agency
of Nuclear and Radiation Safety‖ (hereinafter referred to as the ―NRSA‖ or the ―Agency‖) as the
Regulatory Body (for the purpose of regulation of nuclear and radiation safety), under the Ministry of
Environment and Natural Resources Protection of Georgia. ―Within its system‖ a Radioactive Waste
Management Department (hereinafter referred to as the ―RWMD‖ or the ―Department‖) was created.
Other Competent Authorities are identified under the law.
A.

Agency vs Department in the Georgian regulatory system

It is argued by the author of the legislative package referred to above that the RWMD is formally having
a higher degree of independence through the nomination of its head by the Minister of the Environment
and Natural Resources Protection of Georgia [48]. It may be true, however, that it still stays within the
―system‖ of the Regulatory Body – the NRSA- and it is assumed that it benefits the exemption from
licensing. In deference from the very first versions of the draft legislative package the NRSA is no more
referred to as the ―operator‖ [49].
The Department for Radioactive Waste Management formally has a higher degree of independence also
by being accountable to the Minister of the Environment and Natural Resources Protection of Georgia
(it submits a report on its activities every 6 months) and not to the Head of the LPPL Nuclear and
[46] Requirement 17; See also Requirement 4.
[47] Carlton Stoiber, Abdelmadjid Cherf, Wolfram Tonhauser, Maria de Lourdes Vez Carmona, Handbook on Nuclear Law,
Implementing Legislation, IAEA, Vienna, 2010, at p. 26;
[48] See http://www.parliament.ge/ge/law/9986/26128;
[49] Available at: http://moe.gov.ge/index.php?lang_id=GEO&sec_id=40&info_id=3571;
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Radiation Safety Agency, for example. Nonetheless, this does not change the fact that the Department is
a ―part of the Agency system‖ [50]. What does this mean? This is not clear, and the following
ambiguities come up within the law. Some of these are:


The Agency is exempt from licensing [51]. Does this mean that the Department is as well?



The Agency is, therefore, exempt from inspections [52]. Is the same true for the Department?



No enforcement measures may be introduced against the Agency. Is the same true for the
Department?



May the report submission substitute to the licensing and inspections mechanisms under the
Convention? What does the Convention say about it?

Let’s try to respond to these questions:


Actually, the law does not give an exact and clear response to this question. Therefore, it could
be interpreted either way. Let’s examine how it has been done in practice. There is no public
information yet on this matter. It is assumed that the Department is also exempt from a licensing
requirement like the Agency as it is part of the ―system‖ of the Agency.



The terms of inspections does not apply to the Department, as they come into play under the
licence - except for inspections ―where such need has been established‖. To be determined in
practice.



No licensing and no inspections mean no enforcement measures, except for the inspections stated
above.



The Joint Convention lists reporting only one of the measures of regulatory control, however it
does not seem to be substituting inspections as it is listed as a totally separate activity.
B.

Definitions under the Law

The scope of the Georgian legislation with regard to radioactive waste management requires to be
clarified. The Georgian legislation with regard to radioactive waste management consists of the frame
law ―On Nuclear and Radiation Safety‖ and the Law of Georgia ―On Radioactive Waste‖ as well as
other related laws and regulations.
1.

The concept of radioactive waste

The Law of Georgia ―On Radioactive Waste‖ defines ―radioactive waste‖ as ―products, including
disused radioactive sources, devices, substances in any physical condition containing radionuclides with
[50] See the Law of Georgia ―On Nuclear and Radiation Safety‖, Article 6, paragraph 3;
[51] Law ―On Licenses and Permits‖, Article 1, paragraph 2;
[52] See the Law of Georgia ―On Nuclear and Radiation Safety‖, Article 25, except for inspections for activities/works
―where such need has been established‖;
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activity concentration exceeding the clearance level, or contaminated with such radionuclide, the further
use of which is not foreseen‖ [53].

2.

The concept of radioactive waste management

―Radioactive waste management‖ is defined as ―the joint operations of radioactive waste handling and
relevant organisational measures―[54]. ―Radioactive waste handling‖ is defined in its turn as ―a measure,
or a set of measures, that includes radioactive waste collection, sorting, processing, conditioning,
transportation, storage and burial and the operation, decommissioning/dismantling and closure of
facilities, installations and devices designed for radioactive waste handling‖ [55].
C.

Competent Authorities

Georgian legislation lists the following competent authorities in the field of radioactive waste
management along with the Department and the Agency:
The competent authorities appear to be listed in hierarchical order.


The Government of Georgia which is, inter alia, authorized to establish safety and security
requirements of radioactive waste management [56]. It appears it has been assigned some of the
Regulatory Body functions under the Joint Convention.



Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources Protection of Georgia, which is, inter alia,
authorized to establish State control over the activity of the Agency on Nuclear and Radiation
Safety (the Regulatory Body under the law) in the field of radioactive waste management [57].



Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia, which, inter alia, participates in the retrieval of
radioactive waste, the transportation of radioactive waste, etc. [58].



The Agency of Nuclear and Radiation Safety (the Regulator), which, inter alia, carries out
authorization of particular radioactive waste management activities, carries out inspections of
such activities, takes enforcement measures in case of infringement of licence conditions and
unauthorized activities related to radioactive waste, participates in the elaboration of draft legal
acts on radioactive waste management [59].



The Department carries out the following functions: the management of state-owned radioactive
waste; the administration (management) of radioactive waste repository and radioactive waste

[53] See Article 4 (e);
[54] See Article 4 (j);
[55] See Article 4 (l);
[56] See Article 5, of the Law ―On Radioactive Waste‖;
[57] Ibid.;
[58] Ibid.;
[59] Ibid.;
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disposal facilities; the transportation of radioactive waste and radioactive substances;
decontamination of areas and surfaces contaminated by radioactive substances and others [60].
So, these appear to be activities that evidently need to be licensed. As the Nuclear Law
Handbook says, ―any owner of and any person handling radioactive waste must be licensed‖
[61].
Thus, in the authors’ opinion, the objectives of the Convention have been disregarded. If the role of the
regulator is in regulating the safety, than it is deprived of this possibility.
One of the misleading factors may be the possible mistranslation of the text of the Convention.
However, this is not for sure, as the Joint Convention clearly states that English texts of the Joint
Convention along with Arabic, Chinese, French, Russian and Spanish texts are ―equally authentic‖ [62].
Georgian is not listed among them. However, it is possible that the text of the Joint Convention in other
authentic languages have the same wording, like, for instance, in Russian.
In the above case, treaty law provides that ―[t]he terms of the treaty are presumed to have the same
meaning in each authentic text [63].
The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties provides that in interpreting a treaty, it was necessary to
take into account, together with the context, any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty
which establishes the agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation [64].
In the present case, we examine the practice of two other European States.

VI.

Practice of other States

We would like to examine the practice of two other States (from a Georgian perspective) as to the
organization of the regulatory body for radioactive waste management. The purpose of this article is not
to fully examine the radioactive waste management system and its regulation by the two States but to
give short examples that would probably support or refute our opinions.
We would like to take, in particular, Estonia (C) and Finland (B) as the two European countries. Both of
them are not only parties to the Joint Convention [65], but also to the EURATOM [66] treaty. What does
this mean? As EURATOM Member States they have an obligation to transpose the

[60] Ibid.;
[61] Carlton Stoiber, Alec Baer, Norbert Pelzer, Wolfram Tonhauser, Nuclear Law Handbook, IAEA, Vienna, 2003,
paragraph 10.4;
[62] See Article 44;
[63] Article 33, paragraph 3 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Vienna, 1969;
[64] See Article 31, paragraph 3 (b);
[65] Available at: http://www.iaea.org/Publications/Documents/Conventions/jointconv_status.pdf.
[66] Report of the European Atomic Energy Community On the implementation of the obligations under the Joint
Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, Fifth review
Meeting of Contracting Parties, Vienna, May 2015, at p. 1; See http://europa.eu/about-eu/countries/index_en.htm;
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2011/70/EURATOM Directive like the Joint Convention. EURATOM is a member of the Joint
Convention [67] since 2006. (A)
A.

Obligations under the Waste Directive vs. Joint Convention

Georgia under the EU Association Agreement has no direct obligation to transpose the Waste Directive,
solely to implement the Joint Convention. However under the Association Agreement Georgia should
cooperate with the EU and EURATOM on nuclear safety, security and radiation protection, inter alia,
“in compliance with the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community where applicable‖
[68].
The provisions of the Waste Directive, as has been acknowledged at the 4th review meeting of the
Contracting Parties of the Joint Convention ―have close reference to Articles of the Joint Convention‖
[69]. The Waste Directive like the Joint Convention talks about the organisation of the regulatory
authority (―regulatory body‖ in the Joint Convention) in the field of radioactive waste management. In
particular, in its Article 6, the Waste Directive states that ―[e]ach Member State shall establish and
maintain a competent regulatory authority in the field of safety of spent fuel and radioactive waste
management‖ [70]. It continues that ―Member States shall ensure that the competent regulatory authority
is functionally separate from any other body or organisation concerned with the promotion or utilisation
of nuclear energy or radioactive material, including electricity production and radioisotope applications,
or with the management of spent fuel and radioactive waste, in order to ensure effective independence
from undue influence on its regulatory function‖ [71]. [Emphasis added]. ―Member States shall ensure
that the competent regulatory authority is given the legal powers and human and financial resources
necessary to fulfill its obligations in connection with the national framework [...]‖ [72].
The above rules need to be complied with.
B.

The case of Finland

The World Nuclear Association reports on its website that in Finland the Regulator is a ―Radiation and
Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK)‖, while an agency with responsibility for radioactive waste
management is the Ministry of Employment and the Economy [73].

[67] See the joint Convention status document – since 2006, date of deposit of instrument of accession is 2005;
[68] See Article 298, Paragraph (k);
[69] Report of the European Atomic Energy Community On the implementation of the obligations under the Joint
Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, Fifth review
Meeting of Contracting Parties, Vienna, May 2015, at p. 2, and JC/RM4/04/Rev.2 Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent
Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, Fourth Review Meeting of Contracting Parties, 14
to 23 May 2012, Vienna, Austria, Final Summary Report, Mr Chang Sun Kang, President Ms Olena Mykolaichuk, VicePresident Mr Mark Bassett, Acting Vice-President, Vienna, 23 May 2012 at paragraph 24;
[70] Paragraph 1;
[71] Paragraph 2;
[72] Paragraph 3;
[73]http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/Nuclear-Fuel-Cycle/Nuclear-Wastes/Appendices/Radioactive-Waste-ManagementAppendix-3--National-Policies/;
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Finland has submitted a report under the Joint Convention at its 5th review meeting, whereby under
Article 6.2. of the Directive 2011/70/EURATOM, ―STUK– Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority‖ is
reported to be administratively under the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, while independent from
the Ministry Finance and the Economy [74]. In particular it is stated that ―the regulatory oversight of the
safe use of nuclear energy and radiation is independently carried out by STUK and other governmental
bodies cannot take for their decision a matter that has been delegated by law to STUK. STUK has no
responsibilities, duties or functions which would be in conflict with the regulatory oversight‖ [75].
C.

The case of Estonia

The Environmental Board which is under the Ministry of the Environment is authorized to fulfil the
obligation of the regulatory authority in Estonia. The other body, the Environmental Inspectorate, is
provided an authorization to carry out inspections of the licensed practices. Both authorities have their
budget on the annual Fiscal Act. The Ministry of Environment, as such, is independent from the
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications which administrates State owned radioactive waste
facilities and its state owned company A.L.A.R.A. Ltd, which performs decommissioning of nuclear
installations [76].
As we see from the above examples, radioactive waste management agencies are independent and
separate from the regulatory authorities. This partly confirms our point of view that the Georgian case
might need to improve.

VII. Conclusions
In any case, whatever the reason may be, international agreements of Georgia have a priority over the
legal acts of Georgia according to the Constitution of Georgia [77] and have to be aligned with them
[78].
The question that stays is whether the Convention allows such cases as that of Georgia?
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INTRODUCTION
Having a national programme for the management of radioactive waste should beone of the first stepsin the
uses of nuclear energy. Two important reasonsjustifythe need for adopting national programmes for RWM:




One of them is the holistic approachthat needs to be taken into account in the overall planning of the
use of nuclear energy. This is true not only for countries embarking in nuclear programmes but for all
countries that enjoy the benefits of nuclear energy in medical or industrial applications. Radioactive
waste is generated in a wide range of activities from the operation of nuclear power plants to the use of
radioisotopes in medicine, research and industry; therefore, almost all countries are concerned in the
generation of radioactive waste and should rely on policies and strategies for the management of this
type of waste. In particular, countries having nuclear power programmes will face bigger amounts in the
RW generation and major complexity of its management. In this case, “when planning or designing
nuclear installations, all the associated implications must be considered –both immediate and long term.
The generation of radioactive waste and the subsequent need to manage it is one of the implications,
and learning from past experience, greater emphasis should be given to planning for the minimization of
waste generation and optimization of its management, as well as for its financing. In doing this, the
whole lifecycle of radioactive waste, starting with its generation and ending with its emplacement in a
repository, needs to be considered”1. Countries also with minor nuclear applications will need to take
care of the resulting waste in a responsible and safe manner. Holistic approach means in this context
that the management of radioactive waste needs to be taken into consideration at a very early stage in
the use of nuclear energy –this implies when the use of nuclear energy is foreseen.
The other one is the long timescales needed for its management. “Human and environmental protection
have to be ensured over very long timescales, from decades, in cases where the decommissioning of a
nuclear installation is deferred, to many thousands of years in the case of geological disposal of
intermediate and high level radioactive waste. Thus, there has to be a long term commitment to creating
and maintaining efficient infrastructure in the schemes and strategies for radioactive waste
management involving adequate active and passive measures”2.

In the joint meeting of INLA Working Group 1 and Working Group 5 which took place in May 2015 in Madrid,
INLA WG5 decided to undertake a comparative study on the existence and contents of national programmes in
different countries. During that meeting, the group felt that it is good to know how many countries rely on a
national programme and to compare their degree of detail and enforceability. The expected outcome of the
study identified in Madrid would be to share knowledge between countries or even to be considered as a
reference for countries with less mature national programmes.
An initial problem identified in this regard was the need to agree on the terminology. The preferred term in this
study is that of “national programmes” but indeed this might be perceived as an undue influence from the legal
culture of Euratom, as the Nuclear Waste Directive employs this term: “Member States should establish national
programmes to ensure the transposition of political decisions into clear provisions for the timely implementation
of all steps of spent fuel and radioactive waste management from generation to disposal” (recital 28); “The
national programmes shall set out how the Member States intend to implement their national policies” (Article
12).
1
2

“Radioactive Waste Management Objectives”, IAEA Nuclear Energy Series No. NW-0, 2011.
“Radioactive Waste Management Objectives”, IAEA Nuclear Energy Series No. NW-0, 2011.
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What in the Directive is called “national programme” can be referred to in some countries as “policy document”
or “main strategic lines”, among other names. It is not the intention of the drafters of the present study to adopt
such Eurocentric terminology without further ado, but to agree on a term that covers the concept of “national
policy” and the main lines of the “national strategy” as defined by the IAEA3:




“Policy is a set of established goals or requirements for the safe management of spent fuel and
radioactive waste; it normally defines national roles and responsibilities. As such, policy is mainly
established by the national government; policy may also be codified in the national legislative system.
Strategy is the means for achieving the goals and requirements set out in the national policy for the safe
management of spent fuel and radioactive waste. Strategy is normally established by the relevant waste
owner or operator, either a governmental agency or a private entity. The national policy may be
elaborated in several different strategies. The individual strategies may address different types of waste
(e.g. reactor waste, decommissioning waste, institutional waste, etc.) or waste belonging to different
owners”.

For the purposes of this study, “national programme” means the official document, adopted by the government
of a given country, establishing the policy for managing radioactive waste, based on a set of goals and defining
the responsibilities related, as well as the main steps to implement that policy (i.e. the main strategic lines).
Two aspects can be distinguished in this analysis:



One of them is the existence “at all” and the content of the national programme. This includes the scope
and comparison of the level of detail of the plan; the consideration of milestones and time planning, etc.
The other one is about procedural andlegal aspects: what status the national programme has, its degree
of enforceability, the parties involved in its drafting and adoption, the mechanisms for public
participation, etc.

To our knowledge, such comparative study has not been undertaken so far and it can bring valuable information
on the above mentioned aspects. For example, it can be helpful for countries that are planning to issue a
national programme to know which bodies are in charge of doing so in other countries or what the procedure
for adoption is, whether the SEA is considered as mandatory, etc.
It is, of course, necessary to put this information in the context of each country’sbackground: the amount and
types of RW generated in that country, the experience accumulated in the management of RW, but also the
legal and political culture in that country (eg. common law vs. continental), the complexity of its political and
administrative organization (federal States vs. centralized States); etc. There is not a single formula valid for all
of them for establishing a national programme; or, in other words, the perfect national programme is that which
satisfies the particular needs of a particular country. This study can help, nevertheless, to identify some aspects
that are shared by a number of countries, and therefore there is a common understanding of their importance –
but the hows depend very much on the circumstances of the country; and here, as in many other areas, the devil
is in the details.
Accordingly, a questionnaire was drafted and circulated among the members of the group. The questionnaire
had the following parts: radioactive waste management facilities in the country concerned, experience in
drafting and adoption, character of the document and procedure for adoption, scope, contents, degree of

3

“Policies and Strategies for Radioactive Waste Management”, IAEA Nuclear Energy Series, No. NW-G-1.1., 2009.
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enforceability and personal evaluation. Thanks to the efforts of some members of the group in spreading the
questionnaire among other countries, a wide range of answers has been collected. Fifteen countries submitted
their answers, the essence of which is presented below: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, South
Korea, Finland, Hungary, Lithuania, The Netherlands, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom
(UK) and United States of America (USA).
The questionnaire and the answers provided are included as Annex in this study.Please note that sometimes
the information provided at this final report might not be coincident with the answers provided; this is due to
the fact that the draft report has been submitted to the respondents for comments during the summer of 2016,
and in some occasions updated information was referred and included in this report. The information contained
has been checked by the respondents up to beginning of September 2016.

ANSWERS OF THE COUNTRIES
On the development of the waste management storage and disposal programmes in the
countries
Question 3 of the questionnaire read as follows: “Does your country already have waste management facilities
in operation? / under construction? / planned? If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage;
off-site storage, interim storage, final storage) and for what type of radioactive waste”.
This question is examined here in first instance, as it provides an excellent starting point for our study. The
respondents provided detailed information about their waste processing facilities –see the answers–. The
following table provides a general idea of the status of storage and disposal facilities in the respective countries:
(Please note: the information contained in this table comes mainly from the responses given, but additionally
the database from the World Nuclear Association has been used4)

4

http://www.world-nuclear.org/
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Country

Austria

Number of
commercial
reactors in
operation
0

Plans
developed
for new
build?
No

Belgium

7

No

Czech
Republic

6

No

RW storage RW
disposal Comments and main
facilities
in facilities
in projects
operation
operation
Interim
None
storage
of
LILW
available until
2045
LILW and SF: None
mostly on-site

LILW and SF: LLW disposal (3
mostly on-site facilities:Dukovany,
Richard
and
Bratrstvi)

Soil
measurement
facility planned.

LILW
disposal:
repository
planned;
application submitted
in 2013 and ongoing.

VLLW
disposal:
repository envisaged.
SF/HLW disposal: GDF
planned
start
of
(*) Dukovany is the operation by 2065.
main facility
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Country

Germany

Number of
commercial
reactors in
operation
Currently 8

Plans
developed
for new
build?
No

(*)
Since
governmental
decision
of
2011,
9
reactors shut
down
(next
reactor to be
shut down end
2017; rest until
2022).

Korea

25

Yes

Finland

4

Yes

Hungary

4

Yes

RW
storage RW disposal Comments
facilities
in facilities
in projects
operation
operation
LILW and SF: None
on-site and offsite

and

main

LILW disposal:
- 2 sites under
construction
(Konrad, Asse).
- 1 site out of
operation
and
pending retrieval
/decommissionin
g (Morsleben)
HLW disposal: new site
selection process started
in 2013 (Gorleben not
excluded).
LILW and SF: LILW disposal LILW disposal: Second
mostly on-site. (1
facility: phase of existing facility
Off-site
Wolseong).
expected
to
start
storage
of
operation in 2020.
LILW
from
radioisotope
applications.
LILW and SF: LILW disposal LILW disposal: 1 facility
on-site
(one facility planned at new NPP.
on each NPP SF/HLW: GDF at Eurajoki,
site, overall 2 construction
license
LILW disposal granted by government
facilities)
in November 2015.
Underground
rock
characterization facility
(Onkalo) having started
construction in 2004.
SF on site
LILW disposal LILW disposal: additional
(2 facilities: chambers and modules
Bátaapáti
under construction.
and
SF storage: additional
Püspökszilágy) chambers and modules
(*) Bátaapáti is under construction.
the main facility. SF/HLW disposal: GDF
Püspökszilágy is
planned
start
of
mainly
considered
for operation by 2064.
institutional
waste.
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Country

Lithuania

Number of
commercial
reactors in
operation
0

Plans
developed
for new
build?
Yes

The
1
Netherlands

No

Romania

2

Yes

Slovenia

1

No

(*) Krško NPP
shared
with
Croatia

Spain

7

No

RW
storage RW disposal Comments
facilities
in facilities
in projects
operation
operation

and

main

Temporary
waste storage
buildings
inside
the
perimeter of
the
Ignalina
NPP
All waste types
stored in 1
facility
(HABOG) for
100
years.
Only
some
VLL-NORM
disposed
of
outside
this
site.
On-site storage
at existing NPP
(Cernavoda) or
at
existing
research
reactors.

None

LILW disposal: site close
to
Ignalina
NPP
undergoing
licensing
procedure
(operating
license expected by 2017)

None

Currently
plans

LILW disposal
for
institutional
waste at Baita
Bihor

On-site storage
at existing NPP
and research
reactor.
Centralized
interim
storage facility
for
institutional
waste (Brinje).
On-site storage
of SF/HLW at
existing NPPs

None

VLLW facility planned (no
deadline given)
LILW facility planned for
short-lived LILW from
NPP (expected operation
by 2021)
DGR planned for HLW
and long-lived LILW.
(expected operation by
2055)
LILW: disposal facility in
planning phase (Vrbina
site
in
Krško);
commissioning expected
in 2020.
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LILW
disposal:
facility
Cabril)

no

disposal

SF/HLW:
1
- Centralized
(El
storage facility in
process
of
licensing (Villar
de Cañas).

-

Country

Disposal to be
commissioned by
2050.

Number of
commercial
reactors in
operation
5

Plans
developed
for new
build?
No

RW
storage RW disposal Comments
facilities
in facilities
in projects
operation
operation

United
Kingdom

15

Yes

USA

99

Yes

All waste types
on-site and offsite
All waste types
on-site and offsite

Switzerland

Operational
None
LILWand
SF/HLW: onsite storage at
the 4 NPPs and
in centralized
facility
(Würenlingen).
Institutional
LILW:
1
separate
facility

LLW disposal:
1
facility
(Drigg)
HLW, defenserelated:
1
disposal
facility (WIPP)
LLW:
4
disposal
facilities
(Andrews
County, Clive,
Barnwell and
Richland)

and

main

Institutional LILW: new
storage
facility
in
licensing process.
LILW
and
SF/HLW
disposal:
- Since 1983 WMO
has operated an
underground
research
laboratory
at
Grimsel site for
HLW disposal.
- Site
selection
process for two
GDFs (one for
LILW, one for
HLW)
ongoing
and expected to
end by 2027.
SF/HLW disposal: GDF
proposed,
to
be
commissioned by 2050.
SF/HLW disposal: Yucca
Mountain
repository
initially planned to be
operational about 2021
but licensing process
interrupted.
Prolonged storage of
SF/HLW:
Plans
announced
for
the
construction
and
operation of new SF
storage facilities.
“Under DOE strategy, a pilot
interim storage facility with
limited
capacity
would
commence operations in 2021,
followed
by
a
larger,
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consolidated interim storage
facility
to
commence
operations in 2025, and a
permanent geologic repository
for SF and HLW to be
authorized for construction by
2042 and licensed to operate
by 2048”.

Questions 1 and 2 inquired about the existence of a national programme “at all”. For the countries being a
member of the European Union, it was asked whether they had timely submitted their national programme to
the European Commission (by August 2015) and whether their country complied with the obligations set in the
Nuclear Waste Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of that programme, covering all the
items provided in Article 12 of the said Directive. For non-EU members, it was asked whether a national
programme existed in the sense of IAEA Guide No. NW-G-1.1 and whether the drafting of such programme was
a requirement established by law. In the answers, the following aspects can be highlighted:








All the respondents reported having a national programme or being in the process of adoptingone very
early.
A clear “yes” was given by Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, Korea, Finland, Hungary, Lithuania,
Romania, Slovenia, Spain and theUK.
Switzerland did not provide information of a “single” national programme in the sense of a radioactive
waste management programme agreed at national level. Instead, the Swiss answer reports about
individual waste management programmes prepared by the waste producers, being this required by
their Nuclear Energy Act.
Neither theUSA has a single policy document, but a set of programmes based on the category of
radioactive waste management involved. Quoting the answer provided: “… thus, although each type of
RWM is addressed, the result is something of a patchwork of laws and regulations rather than an
integrated, single program”.
At the time Austria provided the answer to this questionnaire, this country had not adopted its national
programme (NB: Austria was one of the first countries providing an answer to the questionnaire, early in
September 2015). However, parts of the national programme have been established since 2007 by
contract with the responsible authority. Also The Netherlands reported a small delay in the preparation
and submission of the national programme to the European Commission, having a first draft of it in
February 2016.

Question number 2,“Is it mandatory that a national programme exists?”, was written with the purpose of
discovering to what degree the national programme is integrated in the legal and regulatory framework of the
respondent countries. The national programme can “exist” as the voluntary will of a given government; a further
step is making it mandatory through a legal requirement.
For the respondents that are part of the European Union, the answer should be positive: “Member States shall
establish and maintain a national legislative, regulatory and organisational framework (‘national framework’)
for spent fuel and radioactive waste management that allocates responsibility and provides for coordination
10

between relevant competent bodies. The national framework shall provide for all of the following: (a) a national
programme for the implementation of spent fuel and radioactive waste management policy”; (article 5 of the
Waste Directive). This is why this question has not been posed for these particular countries. Instead, the
questionnaire focuses on whether the Member State has complied with the obligations set out in the Directive
and whether the national programme covers all the elements required by the Directive5.


As regards the answers provided by countries out of the European Union:
o The Korean concept of “master plan” for RWM coincides basically with that of “national
programme” as defined by this study. In this country, the Radioactive Waste Management Act
requires the Ministry to establish a master plan with the following elements: a framework
policy, an inventory of current and expected generation of waste, a plan for the installation of
facilities (i.e. site selection), an investment plan and other matters that may be considered by
the Ministry. In accordance with that master plan, the law further establishes that the WMO
shall establish and execute an implementation plan subject to the approval of the same
Ministry.
o In Switzerland, the Nuclear Energy Act and the Ordinance thereof, both in force since 2005,
require the preparation of waste management programmes by the waste producers6.The waste

5

The mandatory elements that the national programme must cover, according to Article 12 of the Waste Directive, are the
following:
(a) the overall objectives of the Member State’s national policy in respect of spent fuel and radioactive waste
management;
(b) the significant milestones and clear timeframes for the achievement of those milestones in light of the overarching objectives of the national programme;
(c) an inventory of all spent fuel and radioactive waste and estimates for future quantities, including those from
decommissioning, clearly indicating the location and amount of the radioactive waste and spent fuel in accordance
with appropriate classification of the radioactive waste;
(d) the concepts or plans and technical solutions for spent fuel and radioactive waste management from
generation to disposal;
(e) the concepts or plans for the post-closure period of a disposal facility’s lifetime, including the period during
which appropriate controls are retained and the means to be employed to preserve knowledge of that facility in
the longer term;
(f) the research, development and demonstration activities that are needed in order to implement solutions for
the management of spent fuel and radioactive waste;
(g) the responsibility for the implementation of the national programme and the key performance indicators to
monitor progress towards implementation;
(h) an assessment of the national programme costs and the underlying basis and hypotheses for that assessment,
which must include a profile over time;
(i) the financing scheme(s) in force;
(j) a transparency policy or process as referred to in Article 10;
(k) if any, the agreement(s) concluded with a Member State or a third country on management of spent fuel or
radioactive waste, including on the use of disposal facilities.
6

Indeed, the producers of radioactive waste, i.e., the NPP operators and the Federal State (for the waste from medicine,
industry and research) have formed the National Cooperative for the Disposal of Radioactive Waste (NAGRA) which is
responsible for the planning of the disposal of all kinds of radioactive waste(First National Report of Switzerlandin
Accordance with Article 32 of the Convention, April 2003,http://www-ns.iaea.org/conventions/resultsmeetings.asp?s=6&l=40#first).
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management programme must include: an inventory of waste, the required deep geological
repositories and the allocation of RW to them, the plan for the realisation of the deep geological
repositories, the duration and required capacity of central and decentralisedinterim storage
centres, a financial plan and the (public) information concept. The programme must be updated
every five years.
o In USA, there is no concept of a (single) law requiring that a (single) national programme should
be adopted. Instead, a series of acts both of nuclear and environmental law provide for certain
mandates for various types of wastes.
As regards the answers provided by members of the European Union: as has been explained, all the
respondents have transposed the obligation of adopting a national programme; and in principle all of
them should have that programme containing all the elements required by the Waste Directive.
However, because this is a relatively recent requirement, some respondents have expressed nuances to
the question of the mandatory elements of the national programme.
o Two answers, from Czech Republic and Spain, acknowledge that the element of “concepts and
technical solution for the post-closure of disposal facilities” is not covered, or only very partially
covered, by their national programme. Besides, the respondent from The Netherlands observes
that “the significant milestones and clear timeframes are rather abstractly presented in the
document”, given the fact that this country relies on capacity for interim storage of all waste
types for a period of up to 100 years. For this reason, one may assume (although this is not
literally written in the response) that the concepts for post-closure of disposal facilities are also
lacking or very generally formulated.
o The Lithuanian respondent asserts that the parts of the national programme on financing the
costs of RWM still need clarification in the near future.
o Belgium reports that the national programme sent to the European Commission is indeed “a
description of the existing situation (…) without normative content(…). That being said I think
that the national programme covers all items of the directives”.

Experience in drafting and adoption
Question 4. To the question “When was your national programme established for the first time?”, and, in the
case of respondents from the EU, whether they had a national programme before the enactment of the Waste
Directive in 2011, the following answers were collected:





Korea’s national programme was adopted for the first time in 1998.
The first national programme of Switzerland datesback to 2008.
In the USA, the principal statutes addressing storage and disposal of RW were enacted primarily in the
1970’s and early 1980´s.
In the European Union,most of the programmes existed in some manner before the adoption of the
Waste Directive, but not with the same contents or the required level of detail as they have now. This is
to say that the Directive has helped in providing uniform contents.
o The following countries declare that they have drafted their national programme expressly to
meet the obligations derived from the Directive (this does not necessarily mean that no policy
document was adopted beforehand; often a “germ” of the national programmes precede the
current situation): Austria (“germ” since 2007), Finland (since 1978), Germany (since 2000),
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o

Hungary (since 1998), Lithuania (having a “germ” but the date is not specified), The Netherlands
(since 1984) and the UK (“germ” back to 1987 with the creation of NIREX; however the most
direct precedent of the current plan is the White Paper “Managing Radioactive Waste Safely: A
Framework for implementing Geological Disposal” adopted in 2008. This White Paper has been
replaced in July 2014 by the current “White Paper in Implementing Geological Disposal”.
Nevertheless, it must be said that this is not the only policy paper in force –see answer to
question number 2 in the UK-).
The following respondents declare that their national programme existed beforehand: Belgium
(2011, in the form of a strategic report prepared by the WMO), Czech Republic (policy 1997,
strategy 2002; however not completely coincident with the current national programme, in
particular lacking the post-closure element), Romania (national strategy dated 2004), Slovenia
(2006), Spain (1987). In this case, one may assume that the policy document of these countries
had a greater degree of maturity than the “germs” described in the bullet above.

Question 5. It was asked how often the national programmes are reviewed or updated and whether there is a
legal requirement to update them with a certain periodicity.






The Korean response explains that the update or revision of the programme depends on voluntary
governmental action.
In Switzerland, there is the legal requirement to update it every five years. However, the first national
programme of 2008 was not updated in 2013, but in 2016, i.e. eight years later, due to the necessary
encompassment of the update of the costs estimated for decommissioning and disposal.
In the USA there are no update requirements. Revision is based on voluntary action by the responsible
authorities; and in the case of SF, no substantial update has taken place since 1992.
In the EU, the answers differ:
o Belgium does not anticipate any particular revision date or update of the programme; neither
doFinland, The Netherlands and Romania. In these countries, the national programme is
supposed to be updated or reviewed when the need arises.
o Other countries establish concrete dates for revision. In Spain, an update of the national
programme must be proposed by the WMO every four years; however, the Ministry is not
obliged to adopt such proposal. In Hungary, mandatory updates take place every five years. In
Germany, the period is of three years, and in Lithuania, ofseven years in accordance with a rule
that also applies to all national programmes –not only in the field ofRW–. In the Czech Republic,
the current update of the programme was approved in 2015 and the next revision is foreseen in
2025. Ten years is also the period established by Slovenia, where the first programme covered
the period from 2006 to 2015, while the next one, which was adopted in the Parliament this
year, is valid for the period from 2016 to 2025.
o The UK does not report on a review or update in the sense of a regular “amendment” of the
national programme; however it refers to the obligation of the UK Government to submit an
annual report to the Parliament settingout progress in relation to the management of HLW; this
is called “annual update reporting”.
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Character of the document and procedure for adoption
(Please note that the description of responses to question 7 precede that of question 6; this is only for narrative
reasons).
Question 7.Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total
+ annexes)? These questionsmay seem rather superficial, but they can be helpful to estimate roughly the level of
detail of the national programme. Here, the range varies between countries having quite short national
programmes -Austria: 20-25 pages plus annexes; Finland: 31 pages; Lithuania: 9 pages of programme and 8
pages in annexes (programme implementation criteria); Romania: strategy having 11 pages plus 2 pages
describing the action plan-, to others around 100 pages, where the trend seems to be to separate a main
document containing the “essentials” and one or more annexes: Belgium: 73 pages plus other supporting
documents; Korea: master plan 20 pages, implementation plans 140 pages; Czech Republic: 84 pages without
annexes; Hungary: a single document with 2 annexes, 102 pages in total; Germany: a set of documents
containing concept (26 pages), costs and funding (14 pages) and inventory (84 pages)7;The Netherlands: one
single document of 81 pages; Spain: single document, about 250 pages (70 pages main text plus annexes);
Switzerland: single document of 134 pages, to be completed in the future by an additional R&D programme; UK:
55:100:40 pages respectively for the White Papers of England, Northern Ireland and Wales and Scotland, “but it
should be noted that these policy documents are only intended to establish a framework within which more
detailed implementing strategies can be developed” (and, again, it must be noted that these White Papers
coexist with a number of policy papers as explained by the UK in answer to question 2). Some objections are
expressed by Slovenia: “the number of pages depends on the format of the text and the shape of the print and
we find such information quite irrelevant”; anyway the respondent provides the link from the Official Gazette to
a document of 58 pages just for the purpose of a very rough comparison, as has been explained. Compared with
all this, the answer by the USA indicates clearly a very different conception: the American respondent refers to
“thousands of pages” in various laws and resolutions.
Question 6. More relevant is the question on the legal nature of the programme and the procedure used to
adopt it. These are key issues, as they reflect its binding character, its degree of enforceability and the
involvement of the main political parties and institutions in its drafting. Roughly, the possible instruments for
establishing the national programme go from less formal Government White Papers which are policy documents
setting out proposals for future legislation to one (or several) Act(s) of Law adopted by Parliament, or a
Governmental Decree or Resolution.
The borderline between “Governmental Resolution” and “White Paper” is not clear for the drafter of this study,
and would surely merit much deeper reflection. In principle, both types of document emanate from the
executive power (Government) and not from the legislative power, this being the main difference between a
policy paper and an Act of Law adopted by the Parliament. A Governmental Resolution normally has a clear
binding character, being integrated in the legal system of a given country: for example, it would be published in
7

Germany also considers that the national report on the implementation of the Waste Directive (53 pages), i.e. the report
sent to the European Commission in compliance with Article 14.1 of the Directive, is a part of the set of documents relating
to the national programme. However, in the opinion of the drafter of this study this national report is a document of a
different nature than the national programme, with a different purpose, and therefore it is not referred to here. Besides,
this national report is not being considered by the rest of the Member States responding the questionnaire.
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the Official Gazette. The types and names can vary among countries: Government Resolution, Decree, Royal
Decree, etc. In some cases it will be adopted by the Council of Ministers, in other cases it can be adopted by just
one Ministry (Ministerial Decree) or an equivalent high administrative authority. Depending on the country, it
can be adopted after a number of hearings in the Parliament or need the agreement of the main parliamentary
groups. In the judicial system of a given country, the right of recourse against these acts should be guaranteed.
In contrast, a White Paper is merely a policy document which sets out proposals for future legislation. They are
less formal than the “Governmental resolutions” outlined above and are generally provided as a basis for further
consultation and discussion with interested or affected groups to allow final changes to be made to any
proposed legislation









The following respondents have declared that their national programme is established by a “white
paper”: Austria;The Netherlands (the term used is “policy document” which seems to be similar to
“white paper”); Spain and the UK (“white paper” is the term used for the national programme in
England and Northern Ireland and Wales. “Government policy statement” is the term used in Scotland;
conceptually they seem to be very similar). The German respondent says that, although the
transposition of the Directive requires amendment of the Atomic Energy Act, the national programme is
a “concept” elaborated by the Federal Government –therefore considered here under the category of
“white papers”.
The following countries report having a Governmental Resolution or some kind of Governmental Act or
Decree: Belgium (Ministerial decree); Czech Republic (the national policy is formulated in an Act, and the
strategy, in a governmental decree); Finland (the national programme is a White paper, but the policies,
strategies etc. are established trough Government Resolution); Korea (resolution of the Atomic Energy
Promotion Council, based on a law); Lithuania (Government resolution); Romania (Order of the
President of Governmental Agency, equivalent to a Minister).
In particular, two countries refer to a “Resolution of the Parliament”, which seems to be a formula close
to the procedures established for an act of Law: in Slovenia, the national programme is adopted by
Resolution of the Parliament, and the respondent explains: “it has to be pointed out that the procedure
for adoption is the same as for the law”. A Resolution of the Parliament is also a formula used in
Hungary, but in a different context. There, the national policy is adopted as a Resolution by the
Parliament; and following the principles of that policy, the national programme is adopted by the
Government under the form of a Governmental Resolution which must undergo an SEA.
The USA maintains the description of the national programme as a “patchwork of laws, each applicable
to a different subset of waste forms, and implementing regulations adopted by regulatory authorities”.
The Swiss programme, compiled by the waste producers, does not fit in the concept of White Paper
since the waste producers have a private nature. After submission, it is reviewed by the nuclear
regulator (ENSI) and the Swiss Federal Office of Energy and a public consultation is held. An official
decree by the federal council is the end of the review process, already with binding character.

Question 8. “Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are consulted in its
drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies in its drafting and
adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?”


A common path for drafting and adopting seems to be that the WMO prepares a first draft and proposes
it to the corresponding Governmental authority, which, in turn, either adopts it or proposes its adoption
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to a higher governmental instance. This is basically the schema followed by the Czech Republic (where
the first draft is prepared by a team of specialists chaired by the WMO), Hungary, Romania, Slovenia and
Spain. Lithuania follows a similar path, but, instead of being the WMO the “only” organisation providing
the first draft, this is prepared by a working group of different specialists (Ministries, regulatory body,
Ignalina NPP, WMO, etc.) and then submitted for adoption to the Ministry in charge. Also essentially this
is the case in Switzerland, where the waste management programme is compiled by the waste
producers (which have set up the WMO, Nagra), and then submitted to the safety authority (ENSI) and
subsequently to the Federal Office of Energy (Ministry), who prepares a recommendation to the Swiss
government (Federal Council), which formally approves the Programme.
In other countries, the drafting and adoption is reserved to governmental instances, which does not
preclude that WMOs and other specialists can be consulted in the process. This is basically the case in
Germany, Finland, the UK and in the USA. The UK reports diverse procedures for adoption of the White
Paper for England and Northern Ireland, and for Wales and Scotland. In the US, as the nature of the
national programme is legal or regulatory, the institutions in charge of drafting and adopting it are the
corresponding law-makers and regulators.
Korea presents a mixed schema where the master plans are drafted by the Ministry of Energy and
adopted by the Atomic Energy Promotion Council; and the Implementation plans are drafted by the
WMOs and adopted by the Ministry of Energy.
In Belgium, a “National Programme Committee” has been created by law, being composed by the
Government, the WMO and Synatom, “(Société belge des combustibles nucléaires, subsidiary of the
nuclear power plants operator Electrabel), which is responsible for the fuel cycle for Belgian nuclear
power plants, with the exception of activities assigned to ONDRAF/NIRAS, and is the owner of this fuel.”
This Committee is chaired by the Government.
In two cases, the nuclear regulatory authorities draft or adopt the national programme: Austria and The
Netherlands (in the latter case, drafting by the corresponding Ministry and adoption by the nuclear
regulator, with the inventory provided by the WMO).
All countries report on a wide range of governmental bodies or authorities intervening in the drafting,
besides the waste producers or WMOs. In some cases, there is in addition the necessary coordination
with regional or federal authorities (Spain, Germany, UK, USA) –see the particular answers for more
detailed information.

Question 9. “Are the authorities of neighbouring countries consulted or informed during the process of
adoption?” Commonly, there is no formal obligation to consult the authorities of neighbouring countries in the
drafting and adoption of the national programme. There are exceptions: Austria convenes annual bilateral
expert meetings with all its neighbour countries, one of the most important topics being the developmentstatus
of the national programme; the Czech Republic applies the SEA and consequently consults formally its
neighbours; Hungary and Slovenia anticipate the consultation as a part of the SEA (Slovenia having so far
consulted with Austria on a bilateral basis; and finally Hungary having undergone SEA and passed the
programme by 2016) and in the UK the procedure to follow depends on the type of policy document (see next
paragraph). USA reports a treaty with Canada concerning the Great Lakes where that country is consulted;
otherwise, common information, dissemination and transparency procedures are used.
Question 10. “Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if
any, are required?”In relation to this, the following respondents report that the SEA is mandatory in their
countries for the drafting and adoption of the national programmes: Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania,
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Slovenia and Spain (for future national programmes, as the current one has not been prepared applying it). In
the UK, some policy documents are subject to SEA (such as the UK Strategy for the Management of Solid LLW
from the nuclear industry, the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority strategy and the National Policy Statement of
the siting of a GDF); but the White Papers as such are not so subject. A different question is the submission of
particular building or decommissioning projects to the EIA process. In the rest of the cases, undergoing SEA is
not mandatory. The Belgian respondent explains the decision not to submit the national programme by SEA was
confirmed by a formal consultation with a SEA Advisory Committee.
Question 11. “Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?” All
the respondents inform that their national programme is publicly available in their official language(s). The
exceptions are Belgium, Finland, Spain and Slovenia, presenting English versions additionally (in Slovenia, the old
programme, valid until end of 2015, was available only in Slovenian language).
Question 12. “Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?)” To the question whether a specific procedure for amendment of the national
programme is foreseen, some countries did not have an answer so far, as their national programmes have not
been adopted or were adopted only very recently (Austria, The Netherlands).
All the countries consulted report that the same procedure is applied for the updates as for the drafting and
adoption of the programmes. Only Lithuania suggests that a specific procedure for updating the Government
resolutions is applied.
Germany does not refer to a procedure for amendment of the national programme, but notes that the
programme is under the reservation of the outcomes of an advisory Commission which has delivered its
conclusions with suggestions for the site selection procedure –to the date of this report, the document of
conclusions with ca. 680 pages has been produced; however, as the respondent comments, “it is too early to tell
how the implications for the national report will look like”.

Scope
Question 13. “Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?”The scope of the national programmes in
the countries asked seems to be in accordance with the RW that they generate.







Austria has a single document for all the RW generated in the country (managing LILW except for small
quantities of SF that are returned to their provider). The same scoping on all types of RW is found in
Belgium, the Czech Republic, Korea, Finland, Hungary, Lithuania, The Netherlands, Romania, Slovenia,
Spain, Switzerland and theUK (with some exceptions enumerated in the answer).
Belgium makes a particular remark: the national programme “does not specifically address the
management of potential radioactive waste streams generated by radiological incidents or accidents,
because these are managed on a case-by-case basis and, by definition, cannot be anticipated in a
programme”.
Germany acknowledges that the RW from small users “is not separately expressed in the programme,
but recorded in central institutions of the federal states”.
The USA, as has been said, presents a variety of federal and state laws addressing the RWM in a
comprehensive manner.
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Question 14. “Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering
NORM in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)”.






NORM waste is commonly not defined as RW and therefore subject to specific environmental
regulation, despite being under the radiation protection regime. In the following countries NORM is NOT
included in the national programmes: Austria, Germany, Korea, Finland (“only referred to in general
level”), Hungary, Romania and UK (there is a specific strategy for its management).
By contrast, NORM is considered in the national programme of Belgium (including potential NORM, see
answer), the Czech Republic, Lithuania (due to the generation of NORM by Ignalina NPP), in The
Netherlands, Spain (only the NORM originated in the fuel cycle) and Slovenia (the old programme
considered only the NORM originated in the fuel cycle, but the new national programme, valid from
2016, will also cover NORM and TENORM from other industries).NORM is also covered by the USA
regulatory regime.
Switzerland reports that some NORMs will fall in the definition of RW and therefore they will be covered
by the national programme, and must be delivered to the national collection centre for LILW of nonnuclear origin (Paul Scherrer Institute), while some others can be disposed of in conventional landfills.

Question 15.“Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)”The temporal scope of the national
programmes differs from country to country. Here, the countries have defined different years as endpoints for
the operation of storage facilities and start of operation of disposal sites, or for the end of operation of the
disposal sites and start of institutional surveillance. Some countries as Hungary describe the main milestones of
the projects envisaged to pursue the URL and the construction of operation of the DGF –there is also quite
detailed information from Slovenia, where two different scenarios of association (or not) with Croatia are
contemplated-. The years quoted vary from country to country, and we can find references up to 2110 (Finland),
2130 (The Netherlands), 2150 (Romania) or even beyond (UK). Of course, the plans regarding new build have an
impact in the setting of dates for operation and closure of repositories: this becomes evident in the answer
provided by the USA: “In the U.S., since virtually all nuclear activities (except reprocessing of commercial SNF)
are on-going (e.g., five new nuclear power reactors are expected to open in the next 5 years), no end point is
contemplated for the waste streams they generate”. For more detailed information, it is advisable to look into
the different answers provided. The Belgian respondent argues in a similar manner: “Since the program is a
descriptive program it does not contemplate action in the medium or long term”.

Contents
Question 16. “Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under
your country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?”The answer is
positive for all the respondents, covering present amounts as well as estimates for the future. The following
additional comments can be said:


Lithuania –where the total number of pages of the national programme was reported to be very
modest– is an exception; there, the inventory of SF and RW arising from the decommissioning of
Ignalina NPP is presented in a different document, approved by the Ministry of Energy, and the data for
other types of waste are administered by a different authority.
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Germany plans to publish an index of all the RW and SF covered by the national programme, including
present amounts and forecasts, additionally to the national programme itself.
The Netherlands has published its inventory as of 2015 on the internet.
Slovenia clarifies that the old programme (valid up to 2015) made no forecasts beyond 2015; but the
new programme includes future forecasts. Inventory of radioactive waste and spent fuel as of end of
each particular year is published on the internet in frame of pertinent Annual report on radiation and
nuclear safety in the Republic of Slovenia.
The UK, which has also published its inventory as of 2013, reports that almost all RW types are covered
by it; however, certain types of waste are reported in a separate inventory published by the NDA, that
includes some SF that is not considered as RW, unspent fuel, Plutonium, Uranium, Thorium, radioactive
contaminated land and miscellaneous wastes and materials for which no final treatment, packaging or
disposal route has yet been identified.

Question 17. “Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of
new NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and spent
fuel generated)?”
All countries responding say that these factors are taken into account, except Korea and Belgium.
Countries where the construction of new NPPs is not envisaged, or even forbidden by law, and therefore only
decommissioning activities are expected, are Austria (only expecting the decommissioning of a small university
reactor), Germany (last NPP to be shut down in 2022, completion of decommissioning by 2045), The
Netherlands (closure of Borssele NPP in 2033), Slovenia, Spain and Switzerland.
Among the countries having plans for new build, three of them –Finland, Hungary and Romania– state that their
national programme takes into consideration the calculated impactof the new NPP units, presumably in terms of
both operational RW and RW from decommissioning. Two countries reportlydo not to deal with these plans in
the national programme for RWM:



Czech Republic explains that planning of construction and exploitation is envisaged in a different policy
plan.
Lithuania also refers that “at present time there is no final decision on governmental level to start
construction of new NPPs, therefore the possible amounts of RW from new NPPs are not evaluated”. On
the other hand, the time-planning for the decommissioning of Ignalina NPP is out of the scope of the
national programme, although the main steps are considered.

The UK´s national programme covers the decommissioning of existing facilities, but not their SF which is not
considered to be RW. RW from the UK’s new NPPs is not currently included in its formal waste inventory, but
such waste is covered by the national programme.
In the USA this is an issue, and the respondent makes this interesting observation: “Neither the Atomic Energy
Act nor the NWPA [Nuclear Waste Policy Act]requires a temporal relationship between availability of additional
repositories and the construction/operation/decommissioning of NPPs, and the NRC [Nuclear Regulatory
Commission]has determined (in its SNF Generic Environmental Impact Statement, issued in 2014) that dry
storage of SNF can be continued indefinitely in the absence of a deep geologic repository. Accordingly, (…) the
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absence of a permanent repository does not constrain power reactor construction or operation under federal
law. About ten states, however, including California, have moratoria in place on new reactor construction
pending the availability of a repository for the SNF they would produce”8.
Question 18. “Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind
of facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for starting construction? / starting operation? / ending their
lifetime and being decommissioned?”The construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities is
commonly contemplated in the national programmes –Belgium is the only exception–. The respondents have
provided here very useful information about the plans for RWM in their countries; we recommend reading
directly their answers. The most relevant information is summarized in the table to question 3 of this study.
Countries such as Hungary, Lithuania, Slovenia or Spain provide detailed information about the time-planning
for the different types of facilities needed. Long-term projects such as the closure of disposal facilities which are
not constructed yet, are not considered (eg. Korea) or only considered in a general manner. The Netherlands is
somewhat an exception, as “there is only certainty that the start of construction [of the GDF] will not be within
100y”.
Question 19. “Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e.
establishing steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?”Commonly, the milestones of the objectives are
described in the manner of project management, i.e. establishing steps with estimated timetables for
achievement, in a general manner in the national programmes, and more in detail in the corresponding
developments of these. The answer of Finland is typical for this approach: “The national programme is not seen
as tool for project management since organisations having waste management obligation (NEA 9§) are required
to submit a programme for their waste management every three years to ministry of employment and the
economy”; and similar answers are given by many countries.
Some countries are more reluctant to plan detailed steps in concrete deadlines. The answer of Germany reads:
“A specific monitoring of time of project progresses (i.e. based on milestones) is not intended within the
programme. Only a few timescale objectives for the procedure of processes are legally intended, solely for the
selection of final disposal sites for high active waste. In particular, the completion of the selection process is
determined (by 2031)”. Lithuania makes the exception of the planning of the GDF; the rest of activities foreseen
in the national programme are described in the manner of project management; and The Netherlands does not
make use of project-management tools in the national programme. In the USA, “the facilities described in the
DOE [Department of Energy]Strategy do not yet have project management milestones, in part because none of
them have yet been sited” (see the complete answer).
Question 20.“Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities
foreseen in spent fuel and radioactive waste management?”The calculation of costs is assumed to be in the core
of many national programmes. Some countries explain that additionally the costs are defined in contracts where
one of the parties is the waste generator (or the collective of them) and the other party, either the

8

The NRC’s GEIS [Generic Environmental Impact Statement] and continued storage rule were upheld by the Court of
Appeals for the D.C.Circuit in mid-2016 (note added by the American respondent).
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Governmental authority or the WMO –eg. Austria-. Switzerland also reports how the waste generators must
undertake separate cost studies.
In the particular case of Germany, the costs estimates do not include the establishment of disposal sites. In The
Netherlands, the costs estimates are not included in the national programme and will be published separately.
The answer of the USA, again, differs from the concept described by the rest of respondents: “In the U.S., the
cost of storing and disposing of RWMs (other than DOE-owned (…)) is borne by its private-sector owners and
generators. There is no national program to keep track of those private-sector costs”. However, the Secretary of
Energyconducts “an annual review to determine whether the fees being collected by DOE from the nuclear
utilities will be adequate to fund the disposal of their SNF (…). DOE also prepares, for federal government
budgeting purposes, cost estimates for the storage and disposal of defense-related RWM in its custody”.
Question 21. “Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to
cover these activities?”As well, the national programmes usually include an explanation of the financial
mechanisms foreseen to cover those costs (an exception is Lithuania, where thefinancing mechanisms are
currently in discussion).Romania reports the existence of two separate funds, respectively for decommissioning
and RW disposal. Some respondents explain the basis for collecting the necessary funds for decommissioning
and waste management, and this makes the answers more informative although the question asked was
(strictly) whether the national programme includes this aspect or not. Thus, the answers provided inter alia by
Germany, Hungary, Romaniaand the US depict in an interesting way the main concepts and mechanisms for
provisioning these funds, in particular when they come from private entities.For more detailed information we
highly recommend to read these answers.
Question 22. “Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and
make it participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?” The national programmes of all the
respondentscontain consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it participate in the relevant
decisions –in particular insite selections–. This is reinforced by those countries submitting the national
programme to SEA. The Romanian response explains that the national programme “also provides a review of the
previous experience in public involvement and proposes a strategy for further public engagement in the
geological disposal programme, including the requirement for public engagement once a siting programme is
implemented”. Some countries explain that, apart from the corresponding chapter on public information and
participation in the national programme, the participation of the public (in particular in site selection
procedures) is regulated by law –eg. Switzerland–. In the particular case of Belgium, the national programme
refers to procedures which had been followed at the moment of drafting the program or the partnerships that
have been concluded with local communities, but does not foresee how this question is going to be addressed in
the future.
Question 23. “Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and
training of new workers?”The previsions for R&D, as well as for education and training of new workers, are
contemplated in the national programmes of some of the countries.
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Some respondents mention additional mechanisms in these areas –eg. Austriaor Spain, where a specific
plan for R&D is developed by the WMO.
In Romania, the R&D activities are well covered by the national programme, whereas education and
training is not specifically addressed in this document. The same occurs in Spain.
Slovenia did not have this content in the old national programme, but the new programme is much
more elaborated in terms of R&D. A similar answer is provided by Switzerland.
Czech Republic does not specifically include these questions in the national programme, although both
aspects are required by law.
In The Netherlands, no specific indication seems to be included in this regard in the national programme
either.
The respondent from the US reports that the DOE is authorized to use funds from the Nuclear Waste
Fund for “nongeneric” research and development.
Again, Belgium reports past and existing measures, but not the forecasts for new ones.

Question 24. It was asked whether the national programme includes previsions on management for legacy
wastes. This question is of course determined by the historical background of each country.
 Legacy wastes are covered by the national programmes in the Czech Republic, Germany (in particular
due to the underground mines of Wismut), in Hungary (for the repository of Püspökszilágy), in Lithuania
(Ignalina NPP), in Slovenia, in Spain, the UK and the US.
 In the particular case of Germany, the respondent explained: “The only legacy waste case in Germany
has been the underground uranium mines of Wismutal. However, as the concept of restoration is already
completed at this site, there is no need to include Wismut in the national programme”.
 Austria reports that the management of legacy wastes is agreed by contract by the WMO and the
corresponding Ministry; apparently, this question is not dealt with in detail in the national programme.
 By contrast, legacy wastes are not dealt with in the national programmes ofBelgium, Korea, Finland
(which explains that this country does not have legacy wastes that need any future treatment), The
Netherlands (where a separate project for legacy waste from Petten exists), Romania (not needed) and
Switzerland (also not needed).
Question 25. The last question regarding the contents of the national programmes was: “Does your national
programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of treatment of NORM?”
 There are no mining or milling facilities in Austria. The national programme in Germany does not
address NORM either, with the exception explained of legacies from the Wismut mine, and a similar
situation occurs in Belgium. The treatment of NORM is also not addressed in the national programme of
Korea, Finland, Hungary, Lithuania, The Netherlands (only reference made is to a separate project
regarding a defunct phosphate smelter in Vlissingen) and Romania.
 In the Czech Republic, the remediation of mines and mills is outside the Atomic law and is performed by
a State organization different from the WMO. Only NORM waste exceeding the limits for radioactive
material must be managed according to the Atomic Law.
 NORM is contemplated in the national programme In Slovenia, as has been explained in question nr. 14,
and of Switzerland, although this country does not have NORM arising from mining and milling facilities.
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Also in Spain, “whereas it must be said that most of the works on remediation of old mines are already
finished”. NORM is also extensively covered by the national programme of the UK.
The remediation of Uranium mining facilities is regulated by environmental law rather than nuclear law
in the US; however, Uranium leach recovery facilities and Uranium milling activities are subject to the
jurisdiction of the NRC. The answer provided by the US respondent explains the assignment of
responsibilities for remediation and long term surveillance in these cases. This response also provides
more detailed information on the treatment of NORM in the American system.

Degree of “enforceability”
Question 26. “What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?” The
institutions in charge of leading/coordinating the implementation of the national programmes are commonly
the Ministries or governmental bodies –in some cases the WMO– that were involved in their drafting; possibly
also with the involvement of the nuclear regulator which more typically does not participate in the drafting.
Germany is an exception as it relies primarily on the Federal States –also with an important role to the national
regulator-, while the drafting was of the responsibility of the corresponding Ministry. The Netherlands also
diverge from this trend, because the drafting of the national programme is in hands of the corresponding
Ministry upon the inputs of a series of institutions and qualified stakeholders, while the lead in the
implementation is said to be in the WMO. The answer from the USA identifies the different organizations, both
private and public, in charge of implementing disposal of each type of RWM.
Question 27. “How (and by whom) will the implementation of the national programme of your country be
followed up?” For checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme, commonly the
respondents point to the Ministries, sometimes the same as the drafters (eg. Czech Republic, Hungary), but
more often different entities (eg. Germany). Some of the respondents include here the nuclear regulator as
having an oversight on the implementation (eg. Finland or Lithuania).A few countries refer to a kind of
Parliamentary control on the implementation of the programme: The Netherlands, Slovenia (in the new
programme), Spain and the UK. In the first three cases, commonly it is the nuclear regulator who reports to the
Parliament on the implementation of the national programme. In the case of the UK, it is the policy maker, i.e.
the Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, the institution accountable to Parliament.
Question 28. “What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?” The
following countries report literally that the consequences for not following the main lines announced at the
national programme are not foreseen in the law or in the national programme itself: Czech Republic, Finland,
Romania, Slovenia, Spain and the UK; and this can also be assumed in other countries that have not given this
literal answer (eg. The Netherlands).
The fact that there are no legal consequences for not following the national programme does not prevent the
existence of political and commercial consequences, as many countries acknowledge. Furthermore, some of the
European respondents (Austria, Spain) express their hope that the examination procedures foreseen in the
Waste Directive and the peer reviews will create pressure for the fulfilment of the programme.
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As long as the national programmes are anchored in a document with a normative nature, it should be in
principle possible to request formally its compliance. In the case of countries having their national programmes
in the form of a Governmental Decree, the answer by Belgium reflects this: “The Law (…) does not provide for
sanctions if one does not comply with the program. But the ministers (program was published as ministerial
decree) could impose sanctions or take measures in order to remedy the situation”. This becomes more evident
for those other countries having their national programme anchored in a Law. Switzerland explains that, as long
as the main lines of the national programme are crystalized in the law, any contravention of the law is declared
to be an offence and therefore punishable. As the main lines of the national programme of the USA are also
established by law, a similar answer is to be understood by this country. The American respondent illustrates
this with the failed experience in Yucca Mountain, which is worth reproducing here: “Under the NWPA (for SNF
and other commercial HLW), however, the DOE has failed to go forward in accordance with statutory
requirements. The principal consequence of that is that the courts have required DOE to pay for storage costs
incurred by nuclear utilities due to the delay in opening a permanent SNF repository, have refused to allow DOE
to withdraw its construction permit application for Yucca Mountain, and have required the NRC to go forward
with its consideration of that application (subject to the availability of funds appropriated by Congress from the
Nuclear Waste Fund). Other consequences of DOE’s delays under the NWPA include state moratoria on the
construction of new NPPs and a two-year suspension of NRC final actions on new and renewal NRC licenses for
NPPs. The DOE has also faced court actions by states when it has failed to comply with its plans to address
defense wastes”.

Personal evaluation
Question 29.“When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and
disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion?”








9

A numberof countries, having stressed more or less the importance of international cooperation in the
implementation of the national programmes, reject nevertheless the idea of importing or exporting RW
(Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, Korea, Finland, Hungary, Spain, Switzerland, UK and the USA). In
some cases, such export ban is written in the law; and in other cases it is a matter of fact. The Hungarian
response even brings this issue in connection with the problem that “such a participation in a regional
programme could hinder the State in executing the on-going national programme in terms of generating
additional public fears and new political debate about disposing of foreign waste in Hungary.”
By contrast, Austria and The Netherlands declare to be much in favor of conceiving regional
programmes, making reference to ERDO9 and other initiatives.
The Lithuanian respondent admits that a joint “Baltic solution” would be a very good possibility for
Latvia and Estonia, in particular as these countries have only small amounts of LILW to manage, but adds
that for the time being the Lithuanian law does not allow for the import of RW.
The Romanian respondent also sees the benefits of joint programmes for smaller countries, though
referring to the increase in risks in the transport, and discards this idea for her own country.
Slovenia makes specific reference to the bilateral Treaty with Croatia affecting the investment,
exploitation and decommissioning of Krško NPP.

http://www.erdo-wg.eu/Home.html
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Question 30. “How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your
country? What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?” The answers
are so diverse, that in this case it is deemed more adequate to make direct reference to them:
 The Austrian respondent expresses his hope that the European legislation will bring an impulse to the
national programme and acknowledges that the involvement of the public is an “uncalculated factor” in
it.
 The Belgian answer reads: “Since the first edition of the program is a pure descriptive document of the
existing situation in Belgium it is not possible to assess the level of maturity. The next step should consist
of complying with all the provisions of the directive. In this respect it should be verified to what extend
existing decisions/situations comply with requirements of the directive”.
 The Czech respondent affirms that the institutional, financial and technical infrastructure exists for
undertaking the disposal of RW. This answer points (as confirmed by the respondent) that the issue of
social acceptance is the major challenge. Thus, this conclusion would be coincident with the Austrian
response.
 The German respondent is very critical towards the feasibility of the national programme. The problem
does not lie on the formal lack of enforcement, since the national programme is mostly contained in
legal regulations; but on the very high and detailed requirements set for the disposal of HLW (inter alia
the technical requirement of having to demonstrate safety for a period of one million years). This leads
to a paradoxical and controversial situation: “Based on these high requirements, large uncertainties arise
when timing the realization of disposal sites. A time lag on the way to operation of disposal sites entails
longer operation periods of interim storage sites over ground, which is however only exceptionally
permitted by law for overall 40 years, while on the basis of the already elapsed storage time, the interim
storage would need to be excluded on a regular basis.
Based on these severe uncertainties regarding the time in implementing the programme, first of all, it
results in huge cost burdens for the operators. Second of all, these severe uncertainties lead to the
problem that the time period in which the waste producers need to fund the establishment of disposal
sites cannot be limited.
Finally, the technical implementation of individual parts of the concept, such as the retrieval of the stored
waste in the mine Asse and their transfer in another final storage, is considered to be difficult with regard
to feasibility”.





The Korean response explains that, although the management of LILW is being successfully
implemented, the SF and HLW remains the main challenge.
The Finish respondent concludes that the national programme “is for most areas very well established.
“The strengths of Finnish programmes have been strong political commitment, clear roles and early
commitment of different stakeholders”.
The Hungarian response is positive, asserting that the national programme is mature and ready for
implementation. The country hasan adequate legal and institutional infrastructure and repositories for
the disposal of LILW. For SF, interim solutions are being applied and significant research work has been
made in investigation of a geological formation –see the response for major detail.
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The Lithuanian evaluation is good in general terms, although it is acknowledged that the financial
mechanism is not clearly described, “but it should be clarified in the near future (…) at Governmental
level”. Also the need of expertise in RWM is seen as a challenge for the coming years.
The respondent from The Netherlands remains critical: “It is quite immature. Because of the 100 year
postponement of implementation of measures (such as site selection) this “wait and see” approach is
well accepted by the public. A weakness is, that because no sites are being reserved for a storage facility,
and our country is so densely populated, the scientifically best locations may become unavailable
because of other site uses”.
The Romanian answer is positive. The main strength is said to be the clear vision of the situation of
RWM in the country, i. e. the clear definitions of “roles, responsibilities, milestones and deadlines
*which+ show that a comprehensive legal framework is in place”. The weakness is still that the national
programme “does not provide enough information on how the strategy will be implemented, many
aspects (as R&D, E&T, time-lines) being approached at a general level”.
The Slovenian response is also very positive, referring to both the old and the new national
programmes.
The Spanish evaluation of the plan is positive. However, the respondent signals the political risks that
any policy document entails: “In my personal opinion, if the Parliament had a more active role in its
adoption, that would minimize the political uncertainties. I think it would be beneficial to strengthen the
parliamentary debate and have some kind of compromise that the main parties are going to be
committed by the main lines of action of the plan. For example, beyond being heard, the [national
programme+ could be endorsed by the majority of the Parliament in a consultation of the type “yes/no”
(not a co-draft of the text, but an endorsement of the final draft).In the same manner and for similar
reasons, I think it would be beneficial if the regional Governments would have a major role in the
adoption of the GRWP, because that would make them more cooperative by complying with it (that
would minimize the risk that the regional Governments concerned by licensing procedures under their
jurisdiction would try to bias the project for purely political reasons)”. The respondent also says that it
would be beneficial to add some contents to the programme, such as a clearer strategy on public
information and participation or a strategy for the renewal of qualified workers and preservation of
knowledge.
The Swiss evaluation is very positive. All relevant factors are taken into account and the public and “all
relevant players can influence the disposal planning, the final decision lying with the Swiss Government”.
Specific disposal steps as the site selection procedure or the licensing procedures are defined and
conducted in other documents such as the “Sectoral plan” or the relevant law and ordinance.
The strengths enumerated by the UK respondent are: the transparency and continuous improvement in
its adoption; the good research done for the GDF concept, allowing detailed cost modelling; the good
existing land use planning system; the great qualification of the nuclear and decommissioning sector in
the UK; and the decommissioning funding system that will affect the operators of the new NPPs. The
weaknesses perceived are three: “the policy does not provide for a way forward in the absence of a
volunteer community; the role of interim storage is potentially open-ended; and continued uncertainty
over a final disposal solution could threaten public confidence in the nuclear new build in the UK”.
The USA response is conclusive: ““Maturity” of the program is not the issue in the U.S. Likewise,
resources to pay for the costs of storage and disposal are not the problem. The critical issue has been and
remains the political will to address the problem and to implement the laws Congress has enacted (…).
The principal weakness of RWM management programs in the U.S., especially with respect to SNF, is the
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lack of consistent leadership and direction. Those who feel the burden of nearby waste disposal tend to
exert more vigorous political pressure than the larger numbers of people who benefit from NPP
operations. As a result, Nevada, a state of relatively small population, has succeeded thus far in opposing
HLW/SNF repository construction at Yucca Mountain. The Blue Ribbon Commission on America’s Nuclear
Future has proposed that any HLW/SNF repository be sited only with local consent. However, this
approach risks the possibility of further decades passing without finding a geologically acceptable site” –
see the complete answer for major detail.
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A VERY SHORT SET OF CONCLUSIONS
The variety of answers given by the respondents to this last question has been reproduced because it seemed
too reductionist to shorten them. A couple of common issues can be depicted, however. The most obvious one
is that neither the technical expertise nor the financial coverage are lacking in the countries for undertaking the
disposal of RW, but the political will remains in doubt due to the public rejections. At first sight, it might seem
that national programmes which are crystallized in legal acts are more enforceable as compared to purely
political documents, because implementation of what is written in the law can be firmly requested in the courts.
However, countries like the USA or Germany, where many elements of the national programme are contained in
laws, do not seem to be more effective in terms of execution of the objectives in RWM –this, notwithstanding
the remark of the Spanish respondent, observing that a degree of parliamentary agreement on the national
programme would help bringing consensus, i.e. reducing political uncertainties-.
In the responses it can also be observed that the countries having federal structures (except Switzerland, which
does not refer to this aspect in particular… but Spain, Germany, UK and the USA do) have an additional layer of
complexity in the adoption, approval and implementation of the programmes. The conclusion seems to be that
such countries must pay particular attention to the alignment of the objectives and execution of the national
programme among the central authority and the federal or regional ones.
The wide consensus of the institutions and the involvement of the public is seen as a key element in almost all
countries in the adoption and implementation of the national programme. As has been explained, there is no
magic formula to adopt and bring into realization a national programme –but comparison and knowledge always
help.
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ANNEX: QUESTIONNAIRE AND ANSWERS PROVIDED
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(INITIAL FORM)

QUESTIONNAIRE ON NATIONAL PROGRAMMES FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
INLA WG 5
28th July 2015

Initial remark: Your answers to this questionnaire are intended to be the basis for the INLA report of WG5, to be
presented in New Delhi in the context of the next Inter Jura Congress 2016 (7th to 11th November). Please be so
kind to answer to these questions and submit them to Ms Nuria Prieto, nprs@enresa.es, in due time, but at the
latest by the 15th of October 2015. When relevant, please be so kind to provide the reasons for your answers
(please avoid answers of the type “yes” or “no”). The more accurate and complete your answers are, the better
the quality of the final report, for the sake of our common profit. THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!
Introduction:
The importance for a State of having a defined policy and strategy for spent fuel and radioactive waste
management cannot be sufficiently stressed. Quoting the IAEA:
Every country should have some form of policy and strategy for managing its spent fuel and radioactive
waste. Such policies and strategies are important; they set out the nationally agreed position and plans
for managing spent fuel and radioactive waste, and are visible evidence of the concern and intent of the
government and the relevant national organizations to ensure that spent fuel and radioactive waste are
properly taken care of. Formulation of a national policy and strategy is particularly vital in countries
introducing nuclear power; it is one of the prerequisites for initiating such projects.
“Policies and Strategies for Radioactive Waste Management”, No. NW-G-1.1, IAEA 2009
The concept of “national programme” in this context can be considered as the embodiment in a document (or a
set of them) of both policies and strategies, considering that “the policy establishes the principles for radioactive
waste management and the strategy contains the approaches for the implementation of the policy”.
In the context of the EURATOM legislation, this concept has been key in the adoption of Council Directive
2011/70/EURATOM (hereinafter Nuclear Waste Directive). Recital 28 of this Directive depicts the national
programmes as the way “to ensure the transposition of political decisions into clear provisions for the timely
implementation of all steps of spent fuel and radioactive waste management from generation to disposal”. The
national programmes that the EU Member States are required to draft and adopt (and regularly update) shall
cover all types of waste at all stages of management and be the first part of their legislative, regulatory and
organisational frameworks.
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This questionnaire intends to provide input for a comparison of national programmes for both EU and non-EU
States; it focuses on the procedures for drafting and adopting them and on their contents as well as the
mechanisms to ensure their compliance, once they have been adopted.
Country:

Name of the respondent:
Email:
Organization:
Date:

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before?
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme?
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by
the Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
Questions for non-EU members:
1. Does your country rely on a national programme establishing the policies and strategies of RWM in the
sense of the mentioned IAEA Guide No. NW-G-1.1?
2. In your country, is the drafting of such programme a requirement established by law? If so, please
provide a citation to the law and any relevant quote(s) of the specific requirement in that legal
document.
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a)
in operation?
b)

under construction?

c)

planned ?

If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
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Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity,
or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the
adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are
consulted in its drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies
in its drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required?
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?)
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
Contents:
16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)?
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
a. Starting construction?
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b. Starting operation?
c. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers?
24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme
in your country?
28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?

Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and
disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion?
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
Thanking you for your answer,
INLA Working Group 5
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Austria
Name of the respondent: Dr. Günter Hillebrand
Email: hillebrand@aon.at
Organization: Nuclear Advisor
Date: 14 September 2015

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before?
Austria has a small delay in notifying the EC Directive programme.
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme?
Austria fully complies with the obligations.
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by
the Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
Our national programme will cover all items defined in Art. 12; Austria will participate in
regional European cooperation initiative “ERDO”.
Questions for non-EU members:
3. Does your country rely on a national programme establishing the policies and strategies of RWM in the
sense of the mentioned IAEA Guide No. NW-G-1.1?
4. In your country, is the drafting of such programme a requirement established by law? If so, please
provide a citation to the law and any relevant quote(s) of the specific requirement in that legal
document.
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
5. Does your country already have waste management facilities
Nuclear Engineering Seibersdorf Ltd. (NES) is the responsible organization for all waste management
activities in Austria.
a)

in operation?
- High force compactor
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- Hot cell laboratory
- Drum drying system
- Active waste water treatment plant
- Incinerator
- Dehumidifier
- Cement solidification
- Low level measurement facility
- Buffer Storage
- Transfer Storage
b)

under construction?
- New Handling Center - authorization procedures are in progress

c)

planned ?
- NES soil measurement facility (incl. hall)
Besides this we have a longterm interim storage until 2045 renewed in 2012 covering all stateof-the art procedures

If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
Experience in drafting and adoption:
6. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
Parts of the national programme are established since 2007 by contract with our responsible authority
and 2012 with an additional contract amendment.
7. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity,
or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
The national programme is in elaborating status.
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
8. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the
adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
Based on the national radiation protection law (revision under process) and on the radiation protection
ordinance, the final national programme will act as a white paper.
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9. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
The adopted national programme will be a single document with several annexes, in total approx. 20 –
25 pages.
10. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are
consulted in its drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies
in its drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
Responsible for drafting is the Austrian authority BMLFUW (Bundesministerium für Land- und
Forstwirtschaft,
Umwelt
und
Wasserwirtschaft,
in
English:
Federal
Ministry
of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water Management), the Austrian nuclear regulator.
Furthermore Nuclear Engineering Seibersdorf Ltd. (NES) is supporting the drafting in addition to nuclear
experts.
11. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
There are annual bilateral expert meetings with all Austrian neighbour countries, one of the most
important topics is the drawing status of the national programme.
12. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required?
Currently it is not subject to SEA (Strategic Environmental Accessment procedures), because there is no
change of the programme in future except the final storage planning starts.
13. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
The national programme will be published and will be available in German language.
14. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?)
The detailed procedures concerning the update/amendment of the national programme will be decided
if the national programme will be adopted and notified.
Scope:
15. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
Austria has no HLW from spent fuels existing, because for research reactors we have contracts with USA
deliverer. There only occurs small and intermediate level waste in Austria besides the disused sealed
sources, where the producers cannot be identified.
16. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
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For NORM waste we have separate regulations in the radiation protection ordinance, not from fuel
cycle, but from industrial activities in the early 1900-years.
17. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
Nuclear Engineering Seibersdorf Ltd. (NES) is the responsible organization for all waste management
activities in Austria. A long term interim storage until 2045 is foreseen, until this time, a final storage
should start operating.
Contents:
18. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
The inventory of radioactive waste is fundamental part of the waste management procedures in our
integrated waste management programme by using a company-wide documentation system “DOKURAD
2.0”. Besides this documentation system, an assumption of the future amount of waste is calculated.
19. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)?
The operation of a new NPP is forbidden by law and even constitutional. The first NPP never went in
operation, the large research reactor in Seibersdorf was decommissioned 2005. A small university
reactor is planned to be operated until 2026. The spent fuel will be sent back to USA.
20. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
d. Starting construction?
2008.
e. Starting operation?
2011.
f. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
Not before 2050.
21. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
All facility milestones are described in the quarterly management reports and presented in the quarterly
advisory meetings.
22. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
Detailed cost calculations for undertaking all waste management activities are defined in the contracts
between the responsible authority and Nuclear Engineering Seibersdorf Ltd. (NES) until 2045. All cost
details are valorized.
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23. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
There is a detailed financial mechanism foreseen to cover all waste management activities, based on the
contract with our authority and will be fixed in the national programme, too.
24. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
Since the EC directive was published, the national authority and NES Ltd. is prepared to inform public
and provide them with periodical information meetings in the New Information Center on site in
Seibersdorf.
25. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers?
Education and training of new workers as well as periodically checks of all workers are central topics and
part of the Quality Management programme. In some respect R&D activities are foreseen, if we cannot
use outside experiences, e.g. in our remediation programme of the site. We also developed a new stateof-the art Water Treatment plant to reduce secondary radioactive waste.
26. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
The management of legacy wastes is fixed in our contract (2003) with BMVIT (Bundesministerium für
Verkehr, Innovation und Technologie, English: Federal Ministry of Transport, Innovation and
Technology), amended in 2008. The future amount of waste is calculated and the financial provisions are
covered in this contract.
27. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
There are no mining and milling facilities in Austria.

Degree of “enforceability”
28. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
The responsible authority is the BMLFUW (Bundesministerium für Land- und Forstwirtschaft, Umwelt
und Wasserwirtschaft, in English: Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water
Management) and is in charge of leading and coordinating the national programme.

29. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme
in your country?
The implementation is supported by NES Ltd., they are checked annually according to “§ 17 checks” in
all sectors.
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30. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
The consequences of not following the national programme details are forced by the future EC
examination procedures and the international peer reviews which will be set up every 3 years.

Personal evaluation
31. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and
disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion?
Austria is interested in cooperation with neighbour contries. Therefore Austria is member of “ERDO”
programme for regional repositories. Austria is a small non-nuclear country with a small amount of
radioactive waste and is interested in getting information and experiences concerning the construction
of a final respository.
32. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
By adopting the EC waste management directive there will be a political focus on the importance of safe
waste management activities in our country. Because radioactivity is a not accepted matter in general
public, the involvement of the public will be an “uncalculated factor”.
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Belgium
Name of the respondent: Benjamin Maquestieau
Email: b.maquestieau@nirond.be
Organization: ONDRAF/NIRAS (Belgian agency in charge of management of radioactive
waste and spent fuel)
Date:

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before? Belgium has officially notified the national program on 3 September 2016.
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme?
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by
the Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
Belgium has taken a specific approach to drafting the first edition of it national program since it has been decide
to limit this document to a description of the existing situation in terms of national policies, the implementation
of these policies and the national framework for this implementation, without new normative content. This
results in that in the view of the next program Belgium should verify to what extend the existing
rules/decisions/situations comply with the requirements of the directive. That being said I think that the
national program covers all items of the directives (from a quantitative point of view)^.
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a)

in operation? Yes but there is still no repository in operation.

b)

under construction? No.

c)
planned ? On 31 January 2013, ONDRAF/NIRAS submitted the nuclear licence application,
needed to begin the construction of the surface repository for category A waste, to FANC (section 7.4.1).
This application is pending.
If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
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Principal activities

Main facilities or types of radioactive waste

Activities related to the nuclear fuel cycle
Fuel reprocessing
Eurochemic (1966–1974, Dessel, end of dismantling)
Pilot reprocessing plant (built as part of an OECD project)
Fuel fabrication
FBFC
International
(1973–2015,
Dessel,
beingFabrication facilities for UO2 fuel assemblies from enriched UO2 and fuel
dismantled)
assembly facilities for MOX from rods of MOX fuel
Belgonucleaire (1973–2006, Dessel, end of dismantling) Fabrication facilities for rods of MOX fuel from UO2 and PuO2
Electricity production
Electrabel
(Doel
and
Tihange)7 reactors (net installed capacity, industrial commissioning date and
(Synatom owns the fuel; Electrabel owns the Doel 1 andoperational end date stipulated by the law to phase out nuclear energy
2
[Belgian
Official
Journal,
2003b])
reactors and shares ownership of the Tihange 1 reactor Doel 1 (433 MWe): 15 February 1975 – 15 February 2015
with EDF Belgium and ownership of the Doel 3 and 4 Doel 2 (433 MWe): 1 December 1975 – 1 December 2015
and Tihange 2 and 3 reactors with EDF Luminus)
Doel 3 (1006 MWe): 1 October 1982 – 1 October 2022
Doel
4
(1039
MWe):
1
July
1985
–
1
July
2025
Tihange 1 (962 MWe): 1 October 1975 – 1 October 2025
Tihange 2 (1008 MWe): 1 February 1983 – 1 February 2023
Tihange 3 (1046 MWe): 1 September 1985 – 1 September 2025
Treatment, conditioning and storage facilities, including storage facilities for
spent fuel
Research
Belgian Nuclear Research Centre (SCK•CEN, Mol)

6 reactors: BR1, BR2 and VENUS-F (operational), BR02 (dismantled), BR3
(being dismantled) and VENUS (changed into VENUS-F for GUINEVERE),
laboratories
Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements1 linear accelerator, laboratories
(IRMM,
Geel) of the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission
Ghent University (Ghent)
Thétis reactor (being dismantled), 1 cyclotron, 2 linear accelerators put out of
service
Five other Belgian universities
8 cyclotrons (including 2 attached to university hospitals), 2 linear accelerators
Radioisotope production for medical and industrial use
National Radioelements Institute (IRE, Fleurus)
SCK•CEN (Mol)
Private companies
Radium and uranium production (from 1922 to 1977)
Umicore (formerly Union Minière, Olen)

Radioisotope production facilities
Radioisotope production in the BR2 reactor
7 cyclotrons (including 2 put out of service)
UMTRAP and Bankloop storage facilities, subject to nuclear licences and
containing
materials
with
radioactive
waste
status
Contaminated industrial landfills and diffuse contamination, likely to require
interventions generating radioactive waste

Activities of certain NORM industries

Radioactive waste from the operation and dismantling of the facilities of
certain
NORM
industries
Contaminated industrial landfills and diffuse contamination, likely to require
interventions generating radioactive waste

Old domestic devices

Ionising smoke detectors, lightening conductors, etc.

Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
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In 2011 ONDRAF has adopted a strategic report designed to provide the government with the necessary
elements to enable it to establish the bases for the national policy for the long-term management of
high-level and/or long-lived radioactive waste (long lived and high level waste).
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity,
or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action? The waste plan was published in the Belgian
Official Journal on 30 September 2011. It has not been updated but it has been taken into account in
drafting the national program. There is no legal obligation to update the plan but the law of 13 February
2006 relating to strategic environmental assessment(environmental impact assessment as defined by
the Law of 13 February 2006 and Directive 2001/42/EC) provides for that a new assessment and public
consultation are required in case of major modification.
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the
adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
Pursuant to Article 6 of the Law of 3 June 2014, the national program dated October 2015 was
submitted to the ministers responsible for the Economy and Energy, with a view to its approval by
decree debated in the Council of Ministers. The national program has been published as ministerial
decree.
7.

Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)? The national program contains 73 pages. It refers to following documents that support it :
EIG EURIDICE, Activity Report 2013, Doc. 14-107, 2014, 90 pages
A report that provides an overview of the works achieved in 2013 by EURIDICE, the Economic Interest Grouping responsible for
managing and operating the HADES underground research laboratory dedicated to research, development and demonstration (RD&D)
activities regarding the geological disposal of high-level and/or long-lived radioactive waste.
IAEA, Country Nuclear Power Profiles, Belgium, updated 2014, 64 pages
Summary report on the organisational and industrial aspects of the Belgian nuclear sector, including the national legal and regulatory
framework and the international framework.
Kingdom of Belgium, Fifth meeting of the Contracting Parties to the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on
the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, National Report, October 2014, 164 pages
Report by Belgium drafted pursuant to Article 32 of the Joint Convention. This report contains in particular information on the actors in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management and descriptions of the management facilities present in Belgium.
ONDRAF/NIRAS, The cAt project in Dessel — A long-term solution for Belgian category A waste, report NIROND 2010-02 E, March 2010,
140 pages
General description, for a wide audience, of the integrated project for surface disposal of category A waste according to all its
components.
ONDRAF/NIRAS, Waste Plan for the long-term management of conditioned high-level and/or long-lived radioactive waste and overview
of related issues, report NIROND 2011-02 E, September 2011, 262 pages
Strategic report designed to provide the government with the necessary elements to enable it to establish the bases for the national
policy for the long-term management of high-level and/or long-lived radioactive waste (category B&C waste).
ONDRAF/NIRAS, Troisième rapport d’inventaire des passifs nucléaires de l’ONDRAF à sa tutelle (période 2008–2012) — Evaluation de
l’existence, de la suffisance et de la disponibilité des provisions destinées à couvrir les coûts nucléaires estimés associés aux
installations nucléaires et aux sites contenant des substances radioactives, hors coûts de gestion des déchets d’exploitation futurs,
report NIROND 2012-02 F, janvier 2013, 288 pages //
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Financial-type report containing in particular a detailed description and analysis of the legal and regulatory framework for covering
management costs, an evaluation of the provisions made by the financially liable entities to cover their management costs and
comprehensive recommendations as to the improvements to be made to the legal and regulatory framework.
ONDRAF/NIRAS, ONDRAF/NIRAS Research, Development and Demonstration (RD&D) Plan for the geological disposal of high-level
and/or long-lived radioactive waste including irradiated fuel if considered as waste — State-of-the-art report as of December 2012,
report NIROND-TR 2013-12 E, December 2013, 412 pages
Specialised scientific and technical report which reviews the state of the knowledge in terms of geological disposal of
category B&C waste in poorly indurated clay and draws short-term and medium-term research priorities from it.
ONDRAF/NIRAS, Référentiel de gestion à long terme des déchets radioactifs — Approche unifiée d’identification de solutions de gestion
à long terme, plus particulièrement pour les déchets radioactifs radifères et les déchets radioactifs NORM, et considérations relatives à
l’établissement de plans stratégiques en vue de leur gestion, report NIROND 2015-01 F, février 2015, 72 pages // ONDRAF/NIRAS,
Referentiekader voor het langetermijnbeheer van radioactief afval — Eenvormige aanpak voor het bepalen van oplossingen voor het
langetermijnbeheer, in het bijzonder voor radioactief radiumhoudend afval en radioactief NORM-afval, en overwegingen inzake het
opstellen van strategische plannen voor het beheer ervan, rapport NIROND 2015-01 N, februari 2015, 72 bladzijden
A strategic report which presents a unified view of the issue of identifying and developing solutions for the long-term management of all
radioactive waste, including radium-bearing and NORM radioactive wastes, in preparation for the subsequent development of strategic
plans for the long-term management of radium-bearing and NORM radioactive wastes.
SPF Economie, Informations générales sur le cycle du combustible nucléaire en Belgique (in press) // FOD Economie, Algemene
informatie over de Belgische splijtstofcyclus (in press)
Document summarising the regulatory and technical elements needed to understand the problems surrounding the choice of a longterm management strategy for commercial nuclear fuel in Belgium.
SPF Economie, Etude préliminaire sur les stratégies de gestion du combustible nucléaire en Belgique (in press) // FOD Economie,
Vergelijkende studie van de beheerstrategieën van de Belgische splijtstof (in press)

8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are
consulted in its drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies
in its drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?The
national programme was drafted by the National Programme Committee created by Article 6 of the Law
of 3 June 2014. In accordance with the law, this committee is comprised of representatives from the
Federal Public Service responsible for Energy, which chairs the committee, the Belgian Agency for
Radioactive Waste and Enriched Fissile Materials (ONDRAF/NIRAS) and the limited company Synatom
(Société belge des combustibles nucléaires, subsidiary of the nuclear power plants operator Electrabel),
which is responsible for the fuel cycle for Belgian nuclear power plants, with the exception of activities
assigned to ONDRAF/NIRAS, and is the owner of this fuel.
Due to its composition the committee had to take into account different even opposite point of views,
which resulted in slowing down the drafting and adopting processes. It was clear that the
representatives which set up the committee did not share the same priorities and did not try to reach
the same objectives (personal opinion shared by several participants).
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption? No.
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required? The program was submitted on 20 August 2015 to the Belgian SEA Advisory Committee for
its opinion as to the necessity to submit this first edition of the programme to a strategic environmental
assessment pursuant to Article 6, § 3, 2°, of the law of 13 February 2006 on the assessment of the
effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment and on public participation in respect of
the drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the environment. The SEA Advisory
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Committee confirmed that the first edition of the national programme must not be subjected to a
strategic environmental assessment.
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language? A courtesy
translation was in English (in addition to existing French, Dutch and German versions).
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?) The same procedure applies but should be shorter.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it? The program covers following
waste:
very short-lived radioactive waste that can be cleared after decay;



‒

‒
‒

radioactive waste that after treatment and conditioning ends up in the category of:
short-lived, low-level and medium-level conditioned waste, also called category A waste (It
corresponds to low-level waste in the IAEA 2009 classification [IAEA, 2009].); ONDRAF/NIRAS
considers short-lived, very low-level waste that cannot be cleared to be category A waste;
long-lived, low-level and medium-level conditioned waste, also called category B waste (It
corresponds to medium-level waste in the IAEA 2009 classification.);
high-level conditioned waste, also called category C waste, which includes non-reprocessed spent
fuel from commercial nuclear power plants and from certain research reactors that would be
declared as waste and vitrified waste from the reprocessing of spent fuel from commercial nuclear
power plants (It corresponds to high-level waste in the IAEA 2009 classification.);



radium-bearing waste that has radioactive waste status;



radium-bearing waste likely to take on radioactive waste status, also called “potential” radiumbearing radioactive waste;



NORM (naturally occurring radioactive materials) waste, i.e. waste from traditional industries using
raw materials containing naturally occurring radioactive substances, without the radioactive character
being a desired property of these substances and which is likely to take on radioactive waste status, in
which case it is called “potential” NORM radioactive waste.
The program also covers spent fuel from commercial nuclear power plants and research reactors
(spent fuel from the BR2 research reactor of the Belgian Nuclear Research Centre (SCK•CEN), namely
reprocessing, spent fuel from SCK•CEN’s BR3 research reactor, namely the safe storage of spent fuel
spent fuel from Ghent University’s Thétis research reactor, namely its declaration as radioactive
waste to ONDRAF/NIRAS).
Pursuant to the provisions of Directive 2011/70/Euratom and the Law of 3 June 2014, the national
programme does not cover the management of enriched fissile materials and plutonium-bearing
materials which are not nuclear fuel and which have not been declared as radioactive waste. It does
not specifically address the management of potential radioactive waste streams generated by
radiological incidents or accidents, because these are managed on a case-by-case basis and, by
definition, cannot be anticipated in a programme.
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14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.). See above.
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…). Since the program is a
descriptive program it does not contemplate action in the medium or long term.
Contents:
16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts? Yes.
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)? No.
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
g. Starting construction?
h. Starting operation?
i. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)? Yes.
20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management? Yes (for radioactive waste).
21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities? Yes (for radioactive waste).
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)? Since the national program is a descriptive
document it does not provides for additional measures in terms of consultation or participation of the
public. The program refers to procedures which had been followed at the moment of drafting the
program (for instance for the existing national policies). Concerning the selection of sitse the program
refers to the partnerships that have been concluded with local communities in managing low level and
short lived waste in Dessel (but does not enter into the details).
23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers? No, it only includes past and existing measures.
24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes? No, it only refers
to historical events in this respect.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM? It contains descriptive provisions on radium bearing waste an NORM waste (no
previsions).
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Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme
in your country?
28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
The National Programme Committee created by Article 6 of the Law of 3 June 2014 amending Article 179 of
the Law of 8 August 1980 on the budgetary proposals for 1979–1980 for the purposes of transposing Council
Directive 2011/70/Euratom of 19 July 2011 establishing a Community framework for the responsible and
safe management of spent fuel and radioactive waste into domestic law. In accordance with the law, this
committee is comprised of representatives from the Federal Public Service responsible for Energy, the
Belgian Agency for Radioactive Waste and Enriched Fissile Materials (ONDRAF/NIRAS) and Synatom, the
company which is responsible for the fuel cycle for Belgian nuclear power plants, with the exception of
activities assigned to ONDRAF/NIRAS, and is the owner of this fuel. The committee is in charge of
coordinating and implementing the program. The Law of 3 June does not provide for sanctions if one does
not comply with the program. But the ministers (program was published as ministerial decree) could impose
sanctions or take measures in order to remedy the situation (Committee is chaired by a representative of
the State);

Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and
disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion? No.
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme? Since the first
edition of the program is a pure descriptive document of the existing situation in Belgium it is not
possible to assess the level of maturity. The next step should consist of complying with all the provisions
of the directive. In this respect it should be verified to what extend existing decisions/situations comply
with requirements of the directive.
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Czech Republic
Name of the respondent: Lumir Nachmilner
Email:
Organization:
Date: October 2015

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before?
It has been done (to check)
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme?
Yes, it was established prior the Directive was issued
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by
the Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
Yes, all issues are sufficiently covered except for item e): the postclosure institutional control is
required but not specified. Actually, it has been adopted at a closed repository Hostim (operated
1955-1960) but without specification of its duration (it consists of environmental monitoring)
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a)
in operation?
RW storage, liquid and solid waste processing, LLW disposal (3 facilities), SNF at reactor (pool)
and away from reactor (casks) storage (both on NPP and research reactor sites)
b)
under construction?
None
c)
planned ?
A deep geological repository for ILW and HLW/SNF, very LLW repository
If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
RW classification system applied in the CR is similar to that published in GSG-1, IAEA
Experience in drafting and adoption:
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4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
The national policy is formulated by the Act No. 18/1997 Coll., on Peaceful Utilisation of Nuclear Energy
and Ionising Radiation (the Atomic Act) and on Amendments and Additions to Related Acts.
The strategy was formulated in the National concept of SNF/RW management (Governmental decree No
487/2002 from 15.5.2002)
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity,
or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
Currently, the Atomic Act is under a principal revision.
The update of the Concept was approved by the government in Dec 2014, final approval will be after the
completion of SEA of the Concept. The next revision is planned in 2025
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the
adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
See items 4 and 5 above
7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
The Atomic Act has 53 pages and the Concept document 112 pages (no annexes)
8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are
consulted in its drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies
in its drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
The Atomic Act was drafted by a commission chaired by the regulator (SONS) and consisting of
representatives of the major nuclear utilities (NPP operator, Nuclear Research Institute), Min of the
Trade and Industry, Min of the Environment. It was approved by the Parliament.
The Concept was drafted by a team of specialists organized and chaired by the WMO (RAWRA) and
through Min of Trade and Industry submitted for the approval by the Government (Gov decree). Then, it
was published by the MIT
In both cases the documents were results of consensual work of representatives of different institutions
and of specialists.
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
Yes, through the Strategic Environmental Assessment process
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required?
SEA including public hearing is required for Concept approval, the Atomic Law has standard regime for
approval (two chambers Parliament)
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
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Yes, it is published on web of the regulator (Atomic act) and WMO (Concept), both in CZ and English
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?)
Yes, the same procedure is being applied during the update of both documents
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
Both documents are relevant for all radioactive waste and SNF generated in the CR
14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
Yes, the process of identification of Norm waste has been initiated. According to the Atomic Law, U
mining&milling tailings are not classified as waste , they are considered as ‘secondary raw material’ and
as such they are not regulated by the Atomic Law
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
The Concept is formulated for the period until 2070, but some activities are to be terminated after 2100
(end of operation of repositories)
Contents:
16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
Yes, present and future estimates for all RW and SNF sources (NPP, institutional)
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)?
The Concept considers new NPP’s, but planning of their construction and exploitation is in another
Governmental decree (The Energy Concept)
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
j. Starting construction?
k. Starting operation?
l. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
LLW processing, storage and 3 disposal facilities are in operation, they shall be closed round 2025,
2070 and 2110. SNF storage facilities are in operation, will be closed after a deep geological
repository is available (planned start of operation in 2065)
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
Yes, the Concept contains rough planning of milestones, but this generic planning is elaborated in
medium term (≈ 15 y) short term (≈ 5 y) and annual (budgeting) plans of activities
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20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
Yes, cost estimates are in the Concept
21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
The financing scheme was established by the Atomic Law and consists of the Nuclear Account to cover
the current and future costs of SNF/RW management and decommissioning fund to collect money for
facility decommissioning
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
Yes, information principles and provisions for public are formulated in the Atomic Law
23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers?
The WMO (RAWRA) is responsible for organizing R&D regarding waste disposal. Education and training
regarding SNF/RWM are not specifically indicated in the two documents, but training of the staff is
required and prescribed by the Atomic Law.
24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
Yes, RAWRA is responsible for managing orphan waste. Management of legacy waste (all kinds, not only
radioactive) is under other programme managed by the Min of the Environment. If the waste is
radioactive, then, measures set in the Atomic Law and the Concept are applicable.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
No, M&M remediation is outside the Atomic Law and is performed by the State organization DIAMO
under different regime.
NORM waste management is being established, but if such waste exceeds limits for radioactive material
it must be managed according to the Atomic Law
Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
Nuclear Regulator – State Office for Nuclear Safety
Ministry of Trade and Industry – supervises NPP operator (CEZ) and the WMO (RAWRA)
RAWRA is the only institution entitled to develop, operate and close disposal facilities

27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme
in your country?
Ministry of Trade and Industry
28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
Not specified, apparently, RAWRA management will be fired
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Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and
disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion?
Actually not, as our programme was initiated independently from the others. However, cooperation
within EU has been very much promoted as well as some activities performed by NEA/OECD and IAEA.
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
RW disposal started in 1955, it required early development of RW processing facilities, incl. those for
NPP LLW waste (Russian vendor did not deliver such technologies). DGR programme was initiated in
1990, however, negative public reaction has slowed down the siting process. The formal infrastructure,
including regulatory and legislative system, exists, as well as adequate technical infrastructure
(represented by RAWRA and its contractors). Financing scheme was established in 1997 and provides
sufficient financial resources for performing all necessary activities, including postclosure period of
repositories.
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Finland
Name of the respondent: (questionnaire provided by the Finnish member of INLA WG5)
Email:
Organization:
Date:

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before?
Finland has submitted the national programme to EC in July 2015.
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme?
Finland complies with the obligations.
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by
the Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
Finland’s national programme was structured based on Article 12, so it addresses all the different items. Some
are treated in quite general manner since a detailed discussion would have required significantly longer
document. Our national programme document submitted to EC is restricted to directive obligations since the
document is anly produced to meet directive obligations. The national policy and strategy and provisions in are
described in our legislation and government decisions. The national programme submitted to EC does not
contain any new policy or strategy decisions.

Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a)
in operation?
Finland has waste management facilities (interim storage and conditioning) in NPP sites (Olkiluoto and
Loviisa). Both NPP sites have in operation interim storage for SNF. Also there is operating LILW
repository (disposal facility) in Loviisa and in Olkiluoto.
b)

under construction?
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SNF encapsulation and disposal facility is expected to have construction license from the government
during autumn 2015. As part of this facility Posiva has already constructed the Onkalo underground rock
characterization facility.
c)

planned ?

Fennovoima company has a Decision-in-Principle for new NPP, on-site interim strorage for SNF, interim
storage and conditioning facilities for LILW management and LILW repository. These will be situated in
the NPP site.
If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
A single document programme was established for the EC. In nuclear waste management first elements of policy
and strategy were first decided by the government in 1978 and after that in series of separate decisions and
establishment of new nuclear energy act.
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity,
or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
There is now legal requirement for updating national programme. It must be updated when major changes take
place.
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the
adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
It is a white paper. The national programme does not establish any new policies, strategies or provisions since
they are established in legislation government decisions.
7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
The programme is single document of 31 pages.
8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are
consulted in its drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies
in its drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
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Ministry of Emplyment and the Economy is responsible for the programme. They have the overall responsibility
of nuclear energy in Finland, which produces the largest share of radioactive waste.
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
No they are not since this programme does not introduce any new elements. Neighboring countries are
consulted as part of EIA process according to our international agreements.
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required?
Programme is not subject to SEA since it does not introduce any new elements.
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
Programme is publicly available. It has been produced in Finnish, but also translated to English.
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?)
Programme is updated when needed. Any major changesin policy, strategy or provisions will go through change
in legislation or as government decision. They have their own procedure for consultation etc.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
The programme covers radioactive waste and spent fuel with the same scope as the directive.

14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
The programme discusses NORM from mining or other areas of industry in general level.
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
The programme discusses of endpoints, but these are in the responsibility of waste procucer having waste
management obligation. In the area of nuclear waste reported endpoint are for example the following:






Loviisa NPP LILW disposal ~2065
Olkiluoto NPP LILW disposal ~2110
Fennovoima NPP LILW disposal ~2110
Loviisa and Olkiluoto SNF disposal ~2110
Fennovoima NPP SNF disposal ~2110

Contents:
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16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
The present amounts and future forecasts are described in general level. The actual amounts are reported as
part of national report submitted at the same time.
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)?
The planned operating times of NPPs and following decommissioning has been taken into account in the
programme and in scheduling of waste management activities.
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
m. Starting construction?
n. Starting operation?
o. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
The national progaramme does not describe construction or commissioning times for facilities. It includes
overall time schedule for starting operations and decommissioning activities.
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
The national programme is not seen as tool for project management since organisations having waste
management obligation (NEA 9§) are required to submit a programme for their waste management every three
years to ministry of employment and the economy.
20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
The programme includes overall cost estimate for radioactive waste and spent fuel management. It does not
contain detailed cost calculations, which are separately reviewed every year and more detail in every three
years.
21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
It describes in general the funding mechanism, but these provisions have been established in more detail
through existing legislation.
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
The licensing step including public participation are established through existing legislation. National programme
describes this information in general level.
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23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers?
These provisions are established throught existing legislation. National programme describes this information in
general level.
24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
Finland does not have legady wastes that need any future treatment.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?

Since the radioactive waste from extractive industry is covered by another European directive, the
Finnish national programme does not cover the remediation of mining and milling activities.
Directive 2006/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2006 on the management of waste
from extractive industries ( 8 ) covers the management of waste from extractive industries which may be radioactive, but
excluding such aspects as are specific to radioactivity, which are matters dealt with under the Euratom Treaty.

Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
Ministry of employment and the economy has overall responsibility of Nuclear energy in Finland. Our legislation
(Nuclear energy act, 9§) provides that waste producers has the waste management obligation and they are
responsible for implementation. Similarly waste producers of other types of radioactive waste are responsible,
but for this institutional waste the state is responsible for implementing waste management.

27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme
in your country?
Ministry of employment and the economy has overall responsibility of Nuclear energy in Finland. Radiotion and
nuclear safety authority (STUK) is responsible to have oversight on the safety of waste management and also
that the measures belonging to nuclear waste management and their preparation are carried out in accordance
with the pertinent rules and regulations and the decisions issued by virtue of section 28 of the Nuclear Energy
Act.
28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
This is to be decided by ministry of the employment and the economy. The programme does nor describe any
direct enforcement actions.
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Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and
disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion?
Finnish legislation denies import or export of radioactive waste. One exception is research reactor spent fuel
that can be repatriated to USA through existing programme.
There is now consideration of joing national programmes, but co-operation with neighboring countries in
implementation of the programme is an important element.
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
Our national programme was first established in 70’ and 80’ regarding policy, national framework and
responsibilities for implementation. The most important steering tool regarding implementation are the waste
management programmes that are required from companies having waste management obligation.
Waste management programme is for most areas already very well established. The strengths of Finnish
programmes have been strong political commitment, clear roles and early commitment of different
stakeholders. Govermnent has had important role in early nuclear energy development to require concrete
plans and commitment for solving waste management proglem.
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Germany
Answers prepared by several respondents. Compiled by Ulrike Feldmann

Answer to question 1.:
With the “National Waste Management Programme”, Germany created a comprehensive programme for
disposal of radioactive waste. This programme was published on 11th August 2015 and also sent to the European
Commission for information.
Answer to question 2.:
a. In preparing the National Waste Management Programme, the obligations set by the Nuclear Waste
Directive of the European Commission, have completely been considered and implemented by the
German government without any restrictions.
b. The legal requirements according to Article 12 of the EU-Nuclear-Waste-Directive have all been
considered and implemented through the National Waste Management Programme. Agreements
between Germany and other EU member States or third countries on utilisation of repositories in
member states or third countries within the meaning of Art. 12 letter k of the directive are eliminated,
because legal provisions expressly stipulate the final storage in Germany (Art. 1 Para 1 (1) Repository
Site Selection Act ).
Answer to question 3.:
Facilities in operation (see also list of radioactive waste – annex to National Waste Management Programme):






on-site-interim-storage HAW: Brunsbüttel, Brokdorf, Krümmel, Unterweser, Lingen, Grohnde, Biblis,
Grafenrheinfeld, Philippsburg, Neckarwestheim, Gundremmingen, Isar, Jülich, Obrigheim
on-site-interim-storage LAW/MAW: Brunsbüttel, Brokdorf, Krümmel, Unterweser, Lingen, Grohnde,
Biblis, Grafenrheinfeld, Philippsburg, Neckarwestheim, Gundremmingen, Isar, Jülich, Karlsruhe,
Dresden/Rossendorf, KIT Karlsruhe, Garching (Technical University of Munich), Karlstein, Berlin,
Rheinsberg, Greifswald, Gronau, Hamm, Würgassen, Krefeld, Mülheim-Kärlich, Mainz
off-site-interim-storage HAW: Rubenow, Gorleben, Ahaus
off-site-interim storage LAW/MAW and working storage at conditioning plants: Karlsruhe, Mitterteich,
Dresden/Rossendorf, Duisburg, Ebsdorfergrund, Hanau (NCS), Rubenow, Braunschweig, Leese, Munster,
Ellweiler, Elm-Derlen, Geesthacht

Facilities under construction:


Final storage LAW/HAW: Schacht Konrad, Morsleben (out of operation; license for decommissioning not
yet granted), Asse

Facilities planned:
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Final storage HAW: new site selection process started in 2013 (exploration of the saltdome in Gorleben
is on hold)

Answer to question 4.:
Initial approaches for the creation of the National Waste Management Programme came into existence in the
beginning of 2000. However, these have not achieved a binding character. A complete national waste
management programme was only submitted in August 2015.
Answer to question 5.:
The national waste management programme itself does not contain any specification for regular reviews or
updates. Those will have to be legally implemented in Germany according to Art. 14 of the EU-Nuclear-WasteDirective. Furthermore, these need to be in accordance with the specifications in Art. 14 of the EU-NuclearWaste-Directive and regulate inspections at intervals of ten years.
Answer to question 6.:
In principle, requirements from EU-directives will be legally implemented in Germany. Also in case of the EUNuclear-Waste-Directive the requirements should be implemented in German legislation through a review of
the Atomic Energy Act. The legal regulations, however, can be designed in such a way that for further detailing
for individual questions with authorised concepts by the Federal Government with regards to precise content,
subject-specific implementation of the legal provision can be shaped. In this case, the Federal Government
submitted such a concept with its “National Waste Management Programme”.
Answer to question 7.:
As mentioned in answer to question 6 the aformentioned programme with regards to content still professionally
develops the outstanding legal provisions. It, consists of, besides the concept paper itself (26 pages), a report on
costs and funding radioactive waste (14 pages), a report on implementing the EU-Nuclear-Waste-Directive (53
pages) and an index of radioactive waste in Germany (84 pages). Therefore, it is a set of documents. All
documents have without the not yet submitted legal provision so far, an extent of 177 pages of text. In addition,
there are the documents from the “Joint Waste Convention” of the IAEA, which have also been included in the
creation of the programme.
Answer to question 8.:
For the draft of the “National Waste Management Programme” the Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety is initially responsible. This ministry is obliged to directly
involve the Ministry for Economy and Energy during preparation, particularly with questions regarding funding.
On the basis of the form of government of the Federal Republic of Germany it is necessary to involve the federal
states during preparation of such a programme created by the Federal Ministry. The submitted programme is
coordinated with the federal states. Important stakeholders are in this case the lower technical authority for
nuclear waste disposal, which is subordinated to the ministry, the Federal Office for Radiation Protection as well
as the companies that are commissioned by waste producers with the performance of duties to the current
disposal regulations. The latter are the Energiewerke Nord GmbH for governmental institutions in the nuclear
sector as well as the Gesellschaft für Nuklear-Service mbH, which accepts the disposal on behalf of private
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energy utilities. Also these stakeholders have been involved in the preparation of the “National Waste
Management Programme”.
Answer to question 9.:
To the best of our knowledge, the competent authorities of neighbouring countries have not been involved in
the process to the draft of the German “National Waste Management Programme”.
Answer to question 10.:
On the basis of legal provisions a SEA has mandatorily been performed for the preparation of the “National
Waste Management Programme”. This has been performed by the “Öko-Institut, Darmstadt” on behalf of the
Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety. In this context, through both
the public within the framework of the existing German legislation and through a recent hearing of German
associations, the institutions concerned as well as the industry branches have been involved in the procedure for
preparation of the programme.
Answer to question 11.:
All documents regarding the “National Waste Management Programme” are publicly available. They are
available in printed and digital version on the internet at the competent authorities. The documents of “Joint
Waste Convention” of the IAEA are also available in English. The “National Waste Management Programme” is
only available in German up to now.
Answer to question 12.:
In the preamble of the nationale programme it is said that the programme is under the reservation of the
outcome of the recommendations the „Commission Storage of Radioactive Waste“ might give in future. If the
recommendations will lead to essential alterations of the national programme than an update of the
programme will be necessary.
Furthermore it is said in the preamble that in the framework of the report on implementing directive
2011/70/Euratom every three years progress in conducting the national programme will be described including
an update on the status of radioactive waste (inventory and forecast) as well as on the costs and financing of the
final disposal of spent fuel elements and radioactive waste.

Answer to question 13.:
In principle, all waste from all sources will completely be recorded through the “National Waste Management
Programme”. In any case, this applies to waste producers with large quantities of radioactive waste (e.g. energy
utilities), and also for waste from research facilities. The quantities, which small user must dispose, will not
separately be expressed in the programme, but recorded in central institutions of the federal states (“federal
state collecting facility”), which accept and collect these wastes in order to dispose it according to the current
disposal regulations.
Answer to question 14.:
NORM wastes are principally not contemplated by the national disposal programme.
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Answer to question 15.:
With regard to final disposal of radioactive waste, the programme provides that for low and medium active
waste the final storage “Konrad” will be brought into operation by the year 2022. The storage of overall 303.000
cbm radioactive wastes should not exceed 40 years, so that the final storage shall close from the year 2062
according with the schedule.
Answer to question 16.:
All radioactive waste and spent fuel will completely be recorded with the simultaneously published index of
radioactive waste from the National Waste Management Programme. Furthermore, the National Waste
Management Programme itself contains a forecast of any possible accruing future radioactive waste (see page
11). The index of radioactive waste also contains this forecast in more detail (see page 82-84).
Answer to question 17.:
New constructions of nuclear power plants are prohibited by law in Germany. The nuclear phase-out was
decided and determined by legislation through the parliament in Germany in 2013. According to this, power
operation of the last nuclear power plant shall be terminated in the year 2022. The financial statement for the
National Waste Management Programme forecasts the completion of decommissioning by 2045 (see page 8).
Answer to question 18.:
All the interim storage sites, which have been discussed in answer 3, are already in operation. Construction of
storage is planned at the disposal site location, in which the emplacement of waste shall be provided in the
disposal site. This storage shall start operation after granting the first partial permit for the disposal site. The
first partial permit shall be granted according to the implemented SEA in 2041, so that the start of operation of
the supply storage will also be accepted in 2041.
The time periods for commissioning the disposal sites have already been presented in answer 15.
Answer to question 19.:
A specific monitoring of time of project progresses (i.e. based on milestones) is not intended within the
programme. Only a few timescale objectives for the procedure of processes are legally intended, solely for the
selection of final disposal sites for high active waste. In particular, the completion of the selection process is
determined (by 2031).
Answer to question 20.:
The programme includes an annex about costs and funding of the entire radioactive waste management (14
pages). Thus, for the disposal of radioactive waste from governmental institutions shall entail costs of EUR 6
billion until 2080. The programme estimates a total of costs of EUR 34 billion for the disposal of waste from
private institutions. The calculations for the private institutions will end in 2103. The cost estimates, however,
do not include the establishment of disposal sites, so that the programme does not include these.
Answer to question 21.:
The programme assumes that the funding of disposal of governmental institutions will be ensured through the
state budget and that the private institutions will establish accruals for the costs of disposal. The private
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institutions have to prove these accruals yearly. The costs of the public authorities will be scheduled in the state
budget in the long term.
Answer to question 22.:
According to the implementation of the National Waste Management Programme it provides both the public
participation in the course of SEA and the participation of neighbouring countries in case of activities on sites
near the border.
For the selection process of a location for a disposal site, a comprehensive participation of the overall public, the
local population, the cities and municipalities and specific stakeholders will be provided for each procedural
step. Also, a social advisory group will be established, which monitors the public participation according to law
until completion of the selection process for a disposal site.
Answer to question 23.:
The programme determines that the state provides provisions for scientific and technical basics, which are
required for the realisation of disposal sites. Also, the state ensures further development of safety requirements
in the area of nuclear waste disposal. The state supports construction, further development and preservation of
scientific-technical competencies and makes substantial contributions to youth development in the mining
industry and nuclear technology.
Answer to question 24.:
The management for legacy waste has only become necessary in case of restoration of the underground mine
“Wismut” in Germany so far. The concept of renovation is already completed at this site. The remaining plants
have to be completely decommissioned without any residuals in accordance with the relevant statutory
provisions.
Answer to question 25.:
This question has already been answered by answer 14. The programme does not address natural occurring
radioactive material.
Answer to question 26.:
On the basis of the form of government of federal states, the implementation is primarily led and coordinated
by the federal states and their specialised authorities. Besides that, the Federal Office for Radiation and
Protection is also responsible for the execution of the statutory provisions in the area of nuclear safety. Both the
federal states and the Federal Office for Radiation and Protection are therefore also responsible for the
execution of the programme.
Answer to question 27.:
The Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety monitors the
execution of provisions in nuclear law and the waste management Programme. In future, also the Federal Office
for the regulation of Nuclear Waste Management will be responsible for monitoring the execution of legal
requirements in the area of final waste disposal.
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Answer to question 28.:
The Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety instructs the
authorities, which are concerned with the execution within their supervisory skills, with the implementation of
the National Waste Management Programme.
Answer to question 29.:
In Germany, the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety is
solely responsible for the design of such programmes. Therefore, local programmes are not intended. However,
those would have to be beneficial in border regions, because the disposal would not only have to be oriented to
the provision in the own state, but also towards the neighbouring states.
Answer to question 30.:
The content of the National Waste Management Programme are already mostly content of the existing legal
regulations. The complete legal execution is not yet occurred however. Thus, the feasibility is still not yet
completely given. The selection for a location for the disposal site, especially for high active waste, is legally very
detailed regulated. However, the requirements (exploration of several locations over and underground) go way
beyond the internationally set requirements. Furthermore, the safety of a final disposal has to be completely
documented without interruption for a period of one million years.
Based on these high requirements, large uncertainties arise when timing the realisation of disposal sites. A time
lag on the way to operation of disposal sites entails longer operation periods of interim storage sites over
ground, which is however only exceptionally permitted by law for overall 40 years, while on the basis of the
already elapsed storage time, the interim storage would need to be excluded on a regular basis.
Based on these severe uncertainties regarding the time in implementing the programme, first of all, it results in
huge cost burdens for the operators. Second of all, these severe uncertainties lead to the problem that the time
period in which the waste producers need to fund the establishment of disposal sites cannot be limited.
Finally, the technical implementation of individual parts of the concept, such as the retrieval of the stored waste
in the mine Asse and their transfer in another final storage, is considered to be difficult with regard to feasibility.
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Hungary
Name of the respondent: Balázs Molnár
Email: molnar.balazs@rhk.hu
Organization: Public Limited Company for Radioactive Waste Management (PURAM)

Date: September 23, 2015

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before?
Answer 1: Hungary notified the Commission of the content of the Hungary national programme on
24 August 2015.
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme?
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by the
Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
Answer 2:
1. Yes, we do comply with the obligations set out in the Directive. The national policy was
drafted by the Government and adopted by the Parliament in its Resolution 21/2015. (V. 5.)
OGY in April 2015. The national programme based on the national policy was also
elaborated and discussed by the Government. In lack of a strategic environmental
assessment (SEA) required by law (Directive 2001/42/EC) in advance, the national
programme may be subject to change if necessary after accomplishing SEA in April 2016.
Finally, the Government gave its consent to notify the Commission of the content of the
national program in its present form.
2. The national programme - in its present form - strictly follows the items given in Article 12
of the Directive 2011/70/EURATOM and does not have additional contents.
Questions for all respondents:
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Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a)

in operation?

b)

under construction?

c)

planned ?

If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final storage)
and for what type of radioactive waste.
Answer 3:
1. The Radioactive Waste Treatment and Disposal Facility (Püspökszilágy), the Interim Spent Fuel
Storage Facility (Paks) and the National Radioactive Waste Repository (Bátaapáti) are in
operation, respectively, since 1976, 1997 and 2012.
2. Additional disposal chambers and modules are under construction in the National Radioactive
Waste Repository and in Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facility, respectively.
3. In line with the current national programme, a geological research programme is ongoing
aiming at a deep geological repository suitable for HLW (spent fuel) expected to start operation
in 2064.
Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could be
partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents than
those required by it.)

Answer 4:
National programme, as such, was developed for the first time in 2015. Nevertheless, the
intermediate and long term plan for activities financed by the Central Nuclear Financial Fund
which has been annually updated since 1998 can be regarded as a kind of national programme. It
provides and updates time schedules and cost estimates for the leading scenario of the national
programme (called as the reference scenario). The reference scenario covers the whole spectrum of
the Hungarian radioactive waste management. Regarding the back-end question (i.e.: direct
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disposal or reprocessing) which is open for the time being the reference scenario plans with the
direct domestic disposal of the NPP spent fuels.

5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity, or
is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
Answer 5:
According to the Act on atomic energy the national programme is to be updated every five years.
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the adoption
of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
Answer 6:
The national policy was adopted as a resolution by the Parliament.
The national programme was accepted by the Government and after accomplishing SEA it will be
adopted as a resolution of the Government.

7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
Answer 7:
The national programme is one single document with two short annexes containing 102 pages in
total.
8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are consulted
in its drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies in its
drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
Answer 8:
According to the Act on Atomic Energy, the minister having jurisdiction over the Central Nuclear
Financial Fund is responsible for preparing and updating the national programme. The national
waste management organization, the Public Limited Company for RWM (PURAM) is in charge of
making proposal for the national programme.
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
Answer 9:
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The preparation of the strategic environmental assessment by Directive 2001/42/EC has not been
completed, yet. (See Answer 2) The international consultation according to Espoo convention is
anticipated to take place in February 2016.
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required?
Answer 10:
The national programme is subject to strategic environmental assessment. The preparation of the
strategic environmental assessment by Directive 2001/42/EC has not been completed, yet. (See
Answer 2).
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
Answer 11:
In its current form the national programme is available only in Hungarian.
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a simplified
procedure?)4
Answer 12:
Yes, the same procedure has to be applied for the update/amendment of the national programme.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
Answer 13:
Yes, it contemplates all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin..
14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
Answer 14:
The national programme does not contemplate NORM issues.
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is envisaged
as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
Answer 15:
The national programme contemplates actions in the medium and long term. The major milestones
are set out for each waste streams and activities till the end points. A more detailed time schedule of
the work is annually updated during the preparation of the intermediate and long term plan for
activities financed by the Central Nuclear Financial Fund. The relevant end points are clearly
defined in the national programme.
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a.

At the Radioactive Waste Treatment and Disposal Facility (in operation since 1976,
Püspökszilágy) closure of the facility ends and active institutional control starts in 2067.

b.

At the Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facility (in operation since 1997, Paks) decommissioning
ends in 2077 after removing all spent fuels by 2073.

c.

At the National Radioactive Waste Repository (in operation since 2012, Bátaapáti) closure
of the facility ends and active institutional control starts in 2084

d.

Major milestones of the HLW repository project are the following:
a)

2030: completion of the surface based site selection of an URL

b)

2030-2038: construction of URL

c)

2038-2055: investigation in URL

d)

2055-2064: construction of HLW repository

e)

2065-2083: operation

f)

2084: closure of the facility subject to change (depending on the needs of the new
NPP units)

Contents:
16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
Answer 16:
The national programme contains an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste including
the present amounts and future forecasts.
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new NPPs
and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and spent
fuel generated)?
Answer 17:
The national programme takes into consideration a time planning for the decommissioning of the
existing NPP units and considers the possible effects of the new NPP units.
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
p. Starting construction?
q. Starting operation?
r.

Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?

Answer 18:
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e.

The Radioactive Waste Treatment and Disposal Facility in Püspökszilágy has been in
operation since 1976. It receives LILW-SL wastes from non NPP origin (institutional waste)
for final disposal. The closure activities end and active institutional control starts in 2067.

f.

The Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facility in Paks has been in operation since 1997. It stores
spent fuels from the Paks NPP. The decommissioning activities end in 2077 after removing
all spent fuels by 2073.

g.

The National Radioactive Waste Repository has been in operation since 2012 in Bátaapáti.
It receives LILW short lived waste from NPP operation and decommissioning. The closure
of the facility ends and active institutional control starts in 2084.

h.

A future deep geological repository is planned in the national programme in order to
dispose of the HLW wastes. Depending on the future decision on the back-end of the fuel
cycle, spent fuel or HLW vitrified waste can be disposed of in this facility, as well. The
repository is expected to start its operation in 2064. Major milestones of the HLW
repository project are the following:
g)

2030: completion of the surface based site selection of an URL

h)

2030-2038: construction of URL

i)

2038-2055: investigation in URL

j)

2055-2064: construction of HLW repository

k)

2065-2083: operation

l)

2084: closure of the facility subject to change (depending on the needs of the new
NPP units)

19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
Answer 19:
The national programme contemplates actions to be taken till the endpoints. The major milestones
are set out for each waste streams and activities. A more detailed time schedule of the work is
annually updated during the preparation of the intermediate and long term plan for activities
financed by the Central Nuclear Financial Fund each year.
20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
Answer 20:
The national programme contemplates actions to be taken till the endpoints. The major milestones
are set out for each waste streams and activities. A more detailed time schedule of the work and the
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associated cost estimates are annually updated during the preparation of the intermediate and long
term plan for activities financed by the Central Nuclear Financial Fund. The total cost estimates of
the main activities till the endpoint of the national programme are presented in the national
programme.
21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
Answer 21:
The financial and funding mechanism was established by the Act on atomic energy in 1998, since
then no significant change has been necessary.
The national programme in a separate chapter describes the financial mechanism.
The key element of that financial mechanism is the Central Nuclear Financial Fund. It is a
segregated state fund. By law it is exclusively earmarked for RWM and SF purposes. Based on the
cost estimations covering all future RW&SF management activities till the endpoint (2084) and
annually updated in the intermediate and long term plans (see Answer20)) the largest waste
producer, the Paks NPP is obliged to annually pay into the Fund over its whole life time. Small
scale producers are obliged to contribute to the Fund each time they transport waste into the
repository in Püspökszilágy.
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
Answer 22:
The relevant measures about how to inform and involve public are set out by law (Act on atomic
energy, Act on environment protection). Nevertheless a separate chapter is dedicated to the issue in
the national programme recalling the basic principles and summarizing the current practice.
23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training
of new workers?
Answer 23:
Yes, a separate chapter deals with a the R&D tasks enhancing the future decision on the fuel cycle
back-end, the safety enhancement programme in RWTDF in Püspökszilágy, the extension of the
NRWR in Bátaapáti, the future deep geological repository as well as the decommissioning of the
nuclear facilities.
24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
Answer 24:
Legacy waste is an issue which makes the safety enhancement programme necessary in the
repository in Püspökszilágy. The programme started in 2006 and aims at the gradual retrieval
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certain historical waste packages that may cause long term safety problem after the closure of the
facility. Naturally, the national programme deals with it.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
Answer 25:
Certain well-defined long term tasks (mainly water treatment and monitoring activities) have
remained after completing a successful remediation programme at the former U-mine. These
activities are out of the scope of RWM that is defined by the Act on atomic energy. Being managed
from a source other than the CNFF this task is not covered by the national programme.

Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
Answer 26:
According to the act on atomic energy the Public Limited Company for RWM (PURAM) is
responsible for carrying out tasks associated with radioactive waste disposal, storage of spent fuel,
back-end of the fuel cycle and decommissioning of nuclear facilities. In this regard it is the technical
implementer of the national programme.
27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme in
your country?
Answer 27:
The minister having jurisdiction over the CNFF (now the Minister of National Development) is
responsible for updating the national programme every five years. In course of the update of the
national programme the achievements of the previous period is analysed and taken into account.
The implementation of the national programme is based on the annual work schedule of PURAM
which is to be approved by the Minister. In course of the approval of the annual work schedule the
compliance with the national programme is checked. Moreover the contracts necessary to carry out
the projects of the work schedule are subject of approval by the special administration of the
Minister.

28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
Answer 28:

Due to the mechanism of planning and implementing the annual work schedule of PURAM (see
previous Answer) the responsible minister and its administration (the manager of the CNFF) can
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closely follow the implementation of the national programme. Moreover, PURAM has to report
annually the results of the fulfilment of the annual work schedule. If it is necessary, corrective
measures can be taken in due time so it is unlikely that the main lines of the national programme
would be lost.

Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional programmes
joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and disadvantages
could such an option have in your opinion?
Answer 29
Hungary attaches great importance to the exchange of experience and scientific cooperation with
our neighbouring countries, but the political situation and the lack of public acceptance do not
allow to include regional programmes in the framework of our national programme. It has also to
be considered that the Hungarian legislation stresses the responsibility of the State in RW&SF
management and such a participation in a regional programme could hinder the State in executing
the on-going national programme in terms of generating additional public fears and new political
debate about disposing of foreign waste in Hungary

30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
We believe that the national programme is mature and ready for implantation. In fact its
implementation started two decades ago based on the annually updated intermediate and long term
plans. (See Answer 4.)

Hungary set up a national framework two decades ago which has been successfully functioning
since then. The Act of 1996 on atomic energy clearly defined and distributed the responsibilities
among the key actors. PURAM, the national radioactive waste management organization was
founded in 1998 which is responsible for the management of all radioactive waste and spent fuels,
as well as the decommissioning of nuclear facilities in the country. The Central Nuclear Financial
Fund was established in 1998 to finance PURAM’s activities. .
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A well-functioning planning and implementation mechanism has been elaborated based on the
intermediate and long term plans and annual work schedules.

Over two decades the payments from the Paks NPP determined by the Act on the annual state
budget have ensured sufficient financial background for PURAM’s activities. The balance of the
CNFF was 243 billion HUF (1 euro ~ 310 HUF) by the end of 2014, reserved for future expenditures
arising after the last unit of the Paks NPP ends its operation in 2037.

Almost all major projects which are the main pillars of the current national programme have been
developed very well: modernization and safety enhancement programme in Püspökszilágy, a new
intermediate depth disposal facility in Bátaaápáti, continuous extension of the interim spent fuel
storage facility in Paks. Significant research work has been made so far in investigation of a
geological formation expected to be suitable for a future HLW repository.
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Lithuania
Name of the respondent: Viktor Ognerubov
Email: ognerubov@iae.lt
Organization: Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant
Date: 2015 10 09

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before?
Yes, Lithuania provide draft version of national programme in August of 2015. At present time document are
at the final stage of approval at ministry and governmental level. (Working group was established by the
Ministry of Energy in April of 2014 and draft program were prepared during 2014.)
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme?
Yes, in Lithuania it was done all necessary action to implement Nuclear Waste Directive.
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by
the Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
By the my opinion, it was trying to implement all items provided in Article 12, only the financing
aspects of Programme implementation it was under discussion at ministry and Governmental
level at present time and should be clarified in the near future (few years). As well declaration of
construction of deep geological repository was done, but real activity in this area didn’t start at
present time (start of activities it is planned in few years).
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a)
in operation?
Few facilities are in operation which usually are presented at NPP’s, as well free release facility for Class
“0” and buffer storage for Class “A” (VLLW-SL) are in operation.
RADON type facility of institutional waste producers. At present time closed and in near future should
be retrieved and waste transported to Ignalina NPP for treatment and disposal or storage until disposal.
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b)
under construction?
Landfill facility for Class “A” (VLLW-SL) tendering shortly (all designing work are finished, and
construction should be finished and start of operation it is planned in 2017).
Solid radioactive waste treatment and storage facilities for Class “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, “E” and “F” wastes
(Class “A” – VLLW, Class “B” and “C” – LILW-SL, Class “D”, “E” – LILW-LL and Class “F” – SSS) under
construction. Start of operation it is planned in 2018.
Near surface repository Class “B” and Class “C” wastes (LILW-SL) are designed, start of construction
2017, start of operation 2021.
Spent fuel storage facility already constructed and at present time under finalization of the project. Start
of operation in 2017.
c)
planned ?
Transformation of bitumen compound storage facility to repository until 2026.
Deep geological repository in accordance to the National programme for LL wastes should be
constructed at the territory of Lithuania until 2060-2070, (selection of place and design should be done
by 2038).
If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
All facility are constructed on site of only one NPP in Lithuania – at Ignalina NPP site. After the end of
decommissioning of Ignalina NPP it is planned that on site it will be 3 repositories for SL wastes, 2 storage
facilities for LL wastes, and 2 storage facilities for spent fuel storage. After the construction of deep
geological repository all LL waste and SNF should be disposed there.
Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
In principle national programme was established in Lithuania before Nuclear Waste Directive in the
national Law, but after the directive it was prepared as summarizing document with additional aspects
which was noted in Nuclear Waste Directive and earlier were not discussed at the national level in
different institutions involved in RAW management.
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity,
or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
National radioactive waste management program will be the part of the national legal system.
Regarding Government resolution No. 827 On Approval of the strategic planning methodology (2002,
amended 2013) all national programs should be adopted for the 7 year period. After this period
programs should be revised mandatory. The programs can be reviewed sooner if necessary. The
implementation of the National radioactive waste management program is coordinated by the Ministry
of Energy. The Ministry of Energy about implementation and progress of the National radioactive waste
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management program in the previous year in the beginning of the year inform the Government of the
Republic of Lithuania.

Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the
adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
National programme in Lithuania will be established by the Government resolution.
7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
National programme it is legal act and due to this reason it is quite small document (repeat of
information provided in other legal documents it is not acceptable, only references should be
presented) – 9 pages of programme and 8 pages in annexes (programme implementation criteria).
8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are
consulted in its drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies
in its drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
By the Ministry of Energy of Lithuania it was established the working group for national programme
preparation. In the activity of this working group it was involved specialist of various organization which
has different knowledge of various aspects related to the RAW management (in the working group it
was involved specialist from Ministry of energy, Ministry of environmental, Regulatory body, Ignalina
NPP (more than 99 % of RAW in Lithuania are concentrated here), Radioactive waste management
agency (collect RAW from small producers and transport to Ignalina NPP for storage, treatment and
disposal), Radiation protection center, Lithuanian Geological Agengy, Lithuanian energy institute).
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
During the preparation of national Programme neighboring countries were not informed directly, but it
is no changes occur in the strategy of RAW management in Lithuania, because all aspects already were
implemented in the national documents, and only the few aspects are described to fulfill the Nuclear
Waste Directive requirements and to provide answers to all items of Article 12.
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required?
Programme it is not the subject for the environmental assessment. But main aspects described in the
programme as decommissioning activities of Ignalina NPP, construction of storage facilities, and
repositories for RAW are the subjects for the environmental assessment, information of public and
neighboring countries. As well for the Programme it was prepared Strategical evaluation on
environmental impact, which was presented officially in Lithuania for the public through the mass media
and are available in internet.
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11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
National programme is prepared in national language (Lithuanian).
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?)
National programme of RAW management it is Government Resolution and updated by the Government
Resolution updating procedures.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
All SNF in Lithuania are from operational of Ignalina NPP only.
14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
Yes at Ignalina NPP it was collected about 50 m3 of NORM, which was collected during routine water
preparation for the city needs.
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
End point of all SL RAW presented now it is repositories which should be filled and closed util 2040. All
LL and other RAW collected after closing of SL repositories should be disposed in the planned deep
geological repository at the territory of Lithuania. Expected date of deep geological repository operation
– 2060-2070.
Contents:
16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
In the the National programme it is not presented all inventory directly, because this level of national
documents are limited by the page numbers, and other requirements as no repeating of information
from other laws and national level documents. And references are provided to the other documents. All
inventory of spent fuel and radioactive waste including forecast from all decommissioning of Ignalina
NPP RAW (more that 99 %of RAW in Lithuania) are presented in the Final decommissioning plan of
Ignalina NPP approved by ministry of Energy. All other wastes as well should be collected and
transported by Radioactive waste management agency to Ignalina NPP for the treatment, storage and
disposal (RADON type repository should be retrieved until 2023). All data of sealed sources in Lithuania
are administrated by Radiation protection center. After usage SSS are transported for the treatment and
storage to the Ignalina NPP for future disposal in deep geological repository.
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)?
In Lithuania main source of RAW is Ignalina NPP which at decommissioning stage from 2009.
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Time-planning for the decommissioning of existing NPP (Ignalina NPP is only NPP in Lithuania) is out of
scope of national program, but main steps of Ignalina NPP decommissioning program implementation
for 7 years period are included in the criteria of national program of RAW management implementation.
New NPP project implementation enterprise are established in Lithuania, but at present time it is no
final decision on governmental level to start construction of New NPP, therefore it is not evaluated
possible amounts of RAW from New NPP.
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
s. Starting construction?
Landfill– 2016
Near Surface Repository – 2017
Solid radioactive waste treatment and storage facility – at construction stage
Dry spent fuel storage facility – at construction stage
Deep geological repository - 2040
t.

Starting operation?
Landfill – 2017
Near Surface Repository – 2021
Solid radioactive waste treatment and storage facility – 2018
Dry spent fuel storage facility – 2017
Deep geological repository – 2060-2065

u. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
Landfill – 2038
Near Surface Repository – 2038
Solid radioactive waste treatment and storage facility – 2070
Dry spent fuel storage facility – 2070
Deep geological repository – 2070
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
All milestones for the planned object except of Deep geological repository are described in the manner
of project management.
20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
It is estimated approximately by using data from report of feasibility study of construction of deep
geological repository in Lithuania. Cost is mostly based on Sweden evaluations of such repository. For
the all other radioactive wastes management facilities (including repositories) the project are already at
implementation stage or implemented and price are known or evaluated, but cost are not included in
the Programme.
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21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
Finansing mechanism of future activities at present time are object of discussion at the ministry and
governmental level and financing mechanism and national level documents of ensuring of financing
mechanism under preparation.
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
One of the scope of Programme it is information of the public and ensuring of the transparency of SNF
and RAW management.
23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers?
Yes, education of new personal for decommissioning of Ignalina NPP and RAW management, as well
transfer of knowledge is an item of the national Programme.
24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
All possible quantities of RAW are known, but uncertainties in the waste quantities from
decommissioning of Ignalina NPP much larger than expected quantities of waste from small producers.
Quantities of SSS are known and are much smaller than accumulated at Ignalina NPP storage facilities at
present time.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
Remediation of mining and milling is out of scope of national program, because no mining and milling
facilities exist in Lithuania.
Treatment of NORM is not foreseen, because in accordance to the classification of RAW it is Class “A”
waste and it should be disposed as Class “A” (VLLW-SL) wastes in Landfill disposal facility.
Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
The implementation of the National radioactive waste management program is coordinated by the
Ministry of Energy. The Ministry of Energy about implementation and progress of the National
radioactive waste management program in the previous year in the beginning of the year inform the
Government of the Republic of Lithuania.
Institutions which are involved in to implementation of the National radioactive waste management
program prepare they own programs and plans: State Enterprise Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant
decommissioning inter-institutional action plan, Radioactive Waste Management Agency and State
Enterprise Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant annual operating plans.
27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme
in your country?
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Government
Ministry of energy
Ignalina NPP

Regulatory body
Radioactive
agency*

waste

management

*Radioactive waste management agency perform independent verification function by the control of Ignalina NPP
package with RAW formation processes, and involved in activities related to the establishment of requirements for
RAW packages.

Regulatory body performed control and established the national regulation of activities related to the
nuclear energy sector objects and ionization sources, provide licenses for activities in this areas.
28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
The consequences of not following the main lines announced in programme is bad situation in the RAW
management in Lithuania, if we understand the Programme not the prepared paper but existing RAW
management rules in Lithuania, because main aspects of rules and requirements of RAW management are
presented in Programme.

Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and
disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion?
Lithuania should have national RAW management program due to the reasons of decommissioning of
Ignalina NPP were quantities of RAW are quite big, but for the neighbouring countries like Latvia or
Estonia it can be very good to have possibility to sent their RAW to Lithuania or to other countries with
biggest amount of RAW to decrease total number of disposal facilities in region and in the world, but in
accordance to the today law in Lithuania it is no possibility to disposal of RAW from neighboring
countries. For the Lithuania it will be interested idea of regional deep geological repository first of all for
SNF and for LL also wastes if main idea is to decrease number of such facilities around the world.
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
National RAW management program in Lithuania are at good condition, all necessary project already
implemented or will be implemented in near future it is strengths of our programme.
Weaknesses of Programme implementation it is not clearly described financing mechanism at present
time, but it should be clarified in near future after necessary decision making at Government level. At
the latest stage it will be problem with the high quality personal for finalization of RAW management
program: for the preparation of SNF and long lived waste for disposal and for the construction of Deep
geological repository.
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The Netherlands
Name of the respondent: Caroline Verwijs
Email: c.verwijs@epz.nl
Organization: N.V. EPZ
Date: 22 april 2016

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before?
Yes, the submission was delayed somewhat but was announced to be submitted as “Draft National
Programme” by February 2016. Apparently, this has not yet been done it will be discussed in a
parliamentary working group end of May (as it is foreseen now. Postponement is always possible)
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme? No, the
document has been drafted and submitted to Parliament 10-02-2016 but not yet adopted and
notified to the Commission
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by
the Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
No. The significant milestones and clear timeframes called for by the Directive are rather abstractly
presented in the document. Since the Dutch politics decided many years ago to have a minimum
of 100 years interim storage, there is no urgency felt to have any decision before the year 2100.
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
Yes, the COVRA government-owned organization is tasked with the collection, interim storage and final
disposal of the waste, and with management of the funds needed. They have facilities and the organisation to
perform the collection and interim storage tasks.
a)
b)
c)
d)

in operation?
Yes, for NORM, for LLW, for ILW and HLW.
under construction?
Yes, the existing facilities for LLW and for HLW are currently being extended.

c)

planned ?
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If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
All waste types, NORM (mainly residues of phosphate industry), Low Level Waste , depleted uranium,
intermediate level waste and high level waste (research reactor fuel and vitrified fission products from
reprocessing commercial reactor fuel) are collected on one site, the site of COVRA in the Vlissingen
industrial area. Only some very low-level NORM is allowed to be disposed of on industrial sites outside the
COVRA site.
Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
a national radioactive waste policy, including the principle of centralized management on 1 location for 100
years, was published 19 April 1984.
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity,
or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
There is no legal obligation for periodical review of the national policy. A major report on the feasibility of
geological disposal was commissioned in September 2002 (the CORA project) and in 2011, a research project
on disposal options and the accompanying roadmap was voluntary initiated by the nuclear industry (the
OPERA project). This OPERA project is expected to report results in 2017.

Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the
adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
The Government Policy Document was issued in 1984 and was never formally reviewed of put into law.
The requirement for a National Programme, as in the Directive, was implemented into Dutch Law in
January 2013.

7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
8. The Draft National Programme is 1 document of 81 pages including annexes. Who is the institution in
charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management Organization / Nuclear Regulator,
others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are consulted in its drafting and adoption?
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How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies in its drafting and adoption (eg.
Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
The ANVS (the Nuclear authority) is in charge. In 2013, the Project Plan to draft the national programme was
drafted by the Economics Ministry. ARCADIS, engineers-consultants , produced a scoping study. Rathenau and
NRG produced supporting documents on international practices and public participation. COVRA provided a
formal waste inventory report.
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required?
The MER commission has submitted an advice on the roadmap towards a publicly supported solution.
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
All documents are in Dutch and available on internet http://www.autoriteitnvs.nl/onderwerpen/nationaleprogramma-radioactief-afval
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?)
This is not yet clear.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
14. The programme considers all forms of radioactive waste.
15. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
The classical NORM is mostly residues of the phosphate production industry.
Separately, there is a significant quantity of depleted uranium (oxide) from the uranium enrichment industry.
16. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
From 2130, the implementation of geological disposal should begin. All waste, high and low level, should be in
the geological disposal site (no shallow ground disposal foreseen, because most of the country’s territory is
under sea level or only slightly above).
Contents:
17. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
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Yes, this inventory is available on internet http://www.autoriteitnvs.nl/onderwerpen/nationale-programmaradioactief-afval/documenten/publicatie/2015/9/30/inventaris-radioactief-afval-in-nederland
18. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)?
The programme assumes the foreseen closure of the Borssele power plant in 2033, but no new build.
19. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
v. Starting construction?
w. Starting operation?
x. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
No, there is only certainty that the start of construction will not be within 100 y
20. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
no
21. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
No, but a new cost estimate is part of the OPERA project and will be published separately.
22. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
Yes, and there is periodical publication of the status of the decommissioning fund.
23. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
Yes, extensively.
24. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers?
No. In general terms, it is stated that the 100 years of intermediate storage must be used for
preparatory work and that the “polluters” should cover the cost

25. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
Not explicitly. There is a separate project for legacy waste in the Petten research centre which is destined for repackaging and transport to COVRA. For financial reasons, this project has been stalled for many years.
26. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
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There is no mining and milling activity. There is a separate project to sanitize the NORM-polluted site of the
defunct phosphate smelter in Vlissingen.
Degree of “enforceability”
27. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
COVRA
28. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme
in your country?
The ANVS will be reporting periodically to Parliament
29. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
The 100 year intermediate storage solution could be indefinitely extended.

Personal evaluation
30. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and
disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion?
The national programme does not address the regional solution but the COVRA is actively engaged in discussions
with sister organisations in other EU countries with small nuclear programmes.
31. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
It is quite immature. Because of the 100 year postponement of implementation of measures (such as site
selection) this “wait and see” approach is well accepted by the public. A weakness is, that because no sites are
being reserved for a storage facilty, and our country is so densely populated, the scientifically best locations may
become unavailable because of other site uses.
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Romania
Name of the respondent: Daniela Diaconu
Email: daniela.diaconu@nuclear.ro
Organization: Institute for Nuclear Research Pitesti
Date: November 2015

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before?
Romania has notified the EC on the national program content by August 23, 2015.
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme?
Yes, because it reflects the existing policy, the strategy and the action plan updated to the
current national context; it was adopted following a consultation process in which the major
stakeholders have been involved.
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by
the Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
Yes. The report covers all art. 12(1) requirements (from a to k) and followed the NAPRO Guide
for the structure of a Lead Document. Supplementary, the Romanian document provides
information on the legal and regulatory framework.
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a)

in operation?
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Source of waste

Type
of
waste
VLL
LIL - SL
ILW -LL
Spent fuel

Type of storage

Operating Facility

On-site storage
On-site storage
On-site storage
On-site storage

Institutional waste

LIL – SL

Research reactors

ILW-LL
Spent fuel

Final
storage
(disposal)
On-site storage
On-site storage

Interim storage facility
Interim storage facility
Storage pool
Reactor pool and dry interim
storage facility
National repository Baita Bihor

Cernavoda NPP

b)

Pits

under construction?
Currently there is no facility under construction.

c)
Source of waste
Cernavoda NPP

planned ?
Type
waste
VLL

of

Type of storage

Planned Facility

Final storage (Disposal)

Near
surface
disposal
with
less
complex
arrangements
than needed for
LLW-SL.
Near
surface
repository
Geological
repository
Geological
repository

LIL - SL

Final storage (Disposal)

ILW -LL

Final storage (Disposal)

Spent fuel

Final storage (Disposal)

Expected date
commissioning
Not mentioned

for

2021
2055
2055

If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
In Romania the first document framing the radioactive waste management was elaborated in 2004
through the National Strategy on Medium and Long Term Management of Spent Nuclear Fuel and
Radioactive Waste, including the Disposal and Decommissioning of Nuclear and Radiological Facilities
and is part of the National Nuclear Plan (Government Decision 1259/2002).The Strategy includes the
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first Action Plan on short, medium and long-term. There is a good coincidence between the contents of
the Strategy and National Plan and the content of the national programme as requested by the EC
Directive. There are provisions on responsibilities, waste characterization, inventory, public involvement,
financial issues, and research.
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity,
or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
Both the strategy and its Action Plan can be reviewed at the initiative of the WMO or at the
Governmental request. No important revisions of this document occurred since its elaboration.
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the
adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
From legal point of view, the Strategy and its associated implementing program is an Order of the
President of Governmental Agency (equivalent of a minister) and followed a generally used procedure
for this kind of document.
7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
The Strategy and the Action Plan is one single document, but other legal documents are complementing
the national programme. The strategy has 11 pages plus 2 pages dedicated to the Action Plan (as annex),
while the Report on National Programme submitted to the EC has 38 pages.
8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are
consulted in its drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies
in its drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
The national programme is prepared by the Waste Management Organization and approved by the
Ministry of Economy.
Organizations consulted in drafting and adoption were: Ministry of Energy, the regulatory body, waste
producers, nuclear research entities, professional NGOs.
Collaboration with Ministry of Economy was in particularly beneficial for the correlation of the specific
objectives of the nuclear energy program with the RWM programme at national level.
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
As I know, in adoption of the national programme the neighboring countries have been not consulted,
neither informed.
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required?
Yes, it is. Government Decision 564/2006 transposes Directive 2003/35/EC and provides for public
participation in the drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the environment, and so
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requires an SEA. Mainly the consultation consists in collecting feedback on the document released for
public consultation for 30 days (or more, case by case).
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
The Strategy is publicly available (on the WMO web-site) only in Romanian. However, the national
programme sent to the EC is available in English but it is not yet publicly available.
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?)
Any significant future revisions to this National Programme will fall under the regime mentioned at 10.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
The national programme covers all types of waste produced by the nuclear industry, research,
medicine, conventional industry. Orphan and historical sources are also considered.
14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
No, NORM wastes are not in the scope of the national programme.
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)

-

The programme addresses the short, medium and long term. The end points are:
operational LIL-SL - commissioning in 2021, closure in 2090

-

institutional LIL-SL – end of disposal operation – 2040

-

Spent fuel and LIL-LL – start of operation: 2055; closure: 2150

Contents
16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
Yes, the national programme gives data on the spent fuel and the other radioactive
waste inventory,
existing and estimated (considering different scenarios for nuclear program evolution)
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)?
Yes. Construction of 2 new units, as well as decommissioning are considered in the
time-planning.
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
y. Starting construction?
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operational LIL-SL: 2019
SF&LIL-LL repository: 2045
z. Starting operation?
operational LIL-SL: 2021
SF&LIL-LL repository: 2055
aa. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
Institutional LIL-SL: 2040
operational LIL-SL: 2090
SF&LIL-LL repository: 2150
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
Yes, indicative timelines with key milestone dates for the implementation programme for
LIL-SL
repository and for the geological disposal are provided.
20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
Yes, the programme includes rough cost estimations for the new LIL-SL repository,
geological
disposal and NPP decommissioning (at the level of 2006).
21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
Yes, the chapter “Financing schemes, needs and estimations” gives some information on the financial
mechanism. In principle there are two distinct funds (Waste disposal
and decommissioning fund)
collecting the fee from the waste producers; the funds are managed by the WMO and are invested
conservatively in low-risk arrangements (through the State Treasury), but earn commensurately low
returns. According to the current estimations, the funds should cover the activities needed to implement
the
WM Strategy.
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
Yes, the chapter “Transparency policy and public involvement” indicates all legal
documents
framing the stakeholder engagement and public hearings in different
stages (program elaboration and
implementation: EIA, SEA).
The chapter provides also a review of the previous experience in public involvement and proposes a
strategy for further public engagement in the geological disposal programme, including the requirement
for public engagement once a siting
programme is implemented.
23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers?
RD&D plans and activities are indeed included. The main players are clearly
identified; the major
research activities needed to support not only the key early
stages, but also medium to long-term,
and those that may require long lead-times are
also indicated.
E&T is not specifically addressed in the Strategy or in the national programme.
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24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
There are few mentions about the orphan sources, historic wastes resulting from past practices,
and
wastes resulting from accidents or nuclear incidents, but there is not
clearly define their way to
disposal.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
No
Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
National Agency and for Radioactive Waste – is responsible for planning and implementing
National Programme

the

27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme
in your country?
The Ministry of Economy, Commerce and Tourism - is the central authority
the National Programme is implemented (by ANDR).

responsible for ensuring

28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
There are not provisions on the consequences.
Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and
disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion?
No. it hasn’t been considered because at present Romania is not interested in a
regional
repository.
I see financial advantages for the small nuclear programs, a guarantee for safety,
benefits for the
environment at large scale, an enforcement of the regional
cooperation.
Disadvantages – waste disposal is a sensitive issue even when it is about the own
country waste:
therefore it seems difficult to reach political commitment and public
acceptance.
Technically –
transport of HLW/SF containers could raise a risk.
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
For sure – it is ready for implementation, even if it is not a perfect programme.
Main strength: the Strategy and the Report on the National program give a clear vision on
the
radioactive waste management in Romania (they define roles, responsibilities,
milestones and deadlines
and show a comprehensive legal framework is in place).
Weaknesses: the national programme however does not provide enough information on
how
the
strategy will be implemented, many aspects (as R&D, E&T, time-lines)
being approached at a general
level.
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Slovenia
Name of the respondent: ALEŠ ŠKRABAN
Email: ales.skraban@gov.si
Organization: Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA)

Date: 29. October 2015

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before?
YES. The EC was notified about the national programme in Avgust 2015.
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme?
YES.
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by
the Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
The Resolution on the 2006–2015 National Programme for Managing Radioactive Waste and Spent
Nuclear Fuel was adopted in the Slovenian Parliament in February 2006 and covers considerably all
contents required by the Directive. The validity of the national programme expires at the end of this
year. The draft of a new programme has been prepared and it is in the process of adoption.
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a)

in operation?

If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
List of Radioactive Waste Management Facilities:
 Central interim storage of radioactive waste in Brinje – for storage of radioactive waste produced
in industry, research and medicine;
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Jazbec Mine Waste Pile at Žirovski vrh uranium mine (under closure) for deposition of mine waste
and decommissioning waste of uranium mine;
Boršt Mill Tailings Site at Žirovski vrh uranium mine (under closure) for deposition of hydrometallurgical tailings.

The Republic of Slovenia has no off-site spent fuel management facilities. The spent fuel that is generated
by the operation of the Krško NPP and the IJS Reactor Infrastructure Centre (TRIGA Mark II research
reactor) is managed in storage facilities which are integral parts of these nuclear facilities. The operational
waste from the Krško NPP is managed and stored in storages under an operating license for the Krško NPP.
Part of the IJS Reactor Infrastructure Centre is a hot laboratory, which is among other also licensed for
treatment of radioactive waste from small producers.
b)
c)

under construction?
planned ?

Under construction: Disposal facility for LILW
The site for the low and intermediate level waste disposal was approved in 2009.
The Vrbina site in the municipality of Krško was adopted by the Government decree on the national
spatial plan. In July 2014, feasibility study and implementation programme for LILW repository were
approved by the Ministry of Infrastructure and Spatial Planning setting the investment framework for
repository construction. The LILW repository project is advancing through the phase of obtaining a
construction permit. Under the current plan the repository should start the commissioning phase in
2020.
Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
The Slovenian first national programme was established in 2006, when the Resolution on the 2006–2015
National Programme for Managing Radioactive Waste and Spent Nuclear Fuel was adopted in the
Parliament.
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Every 10 years. Is there a legal requirement to update it with a
certain periodicity, or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
Yes. The legal requirement for update is given in the 2015 amendments to the Ionising Radiation
Protection and Nuclear Safety Act (Article 98).
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. It is adopted in the
form
of
Resolution
of
the
Parliament.
In case it is not a law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the
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frame of the adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its
adoption?
For such kind of document the form of the Resolution is generally used and it has to be pointed out that
the procedure for adoption is the same as for the Law.
7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? It is a single document. How many pages
does it have (in total + annexes)? The number of pages depends on theformatof the textand theshape of
the print and we find such information quite irrelevant; the link of the Official Gazette, where the
Resolution has been published is here: http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=RESO42.
8 . Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? The Agency for Radioactive Waste Management prepares
the technical basis for the national programme, based on which the Ministry of the Environment and
Special Planning in cooperation with a Ministry responsible for energy prepare a draft for approval by the
Government.
Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). After approval
by the Government the final adoption of the Resolution is on the Parliament (and afterwards published
in the national Official Gazette).
What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are consulted in its drafting and adoption? In drafting
the Agency for Radioactive Waste has to be mentioned, while in the adoption process the
intergovernmental procedure is used (as for the adoption of a law), where all governmental
sectors/ministries are involved. In addition the draft was opened to public and all other stakeholders
(NPP operator, research institute etc.) for comments which culminated in the public hearing. How would
you describe the cooperation among different bodies in its drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of
Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)? It was very constructive.
9. Are the authorities of neighbouring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
When adopting the Resolution, which is in force, the authorities of the neighbouring countries were not
consulted, since at that time Slovenia was not a party to the Protocol on SEA. In the current process of the
preparation of the Resolution for the next ten years the draft was also translated into English, published
on the SNSA’s home page and presented to the representatives of Austria during the last regular meeting
based on the bilateral agreement on exchange of information.
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? No, for the new 2016-2025 Resolution the
Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning has performed the relevant screening process and
concluded that the SEA is not needed as the national programme is not foreseeing any new facilities,
which have not been or would not be subject to SEA.
What kind of public consultations, if any, are required? The same as with other legal acts – The draft of
the resolutionwaspublishedon the websites ofthe Government(and the SNSA) formore than 30 days, and
the publichad the opportunityto giveany comments, observations, remarks and questions. At the end of
that process the public hearing was also performed (see above).
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11. Is it publicly available? Yes, the existing Resolution on the 2006–2015 National Programme for Managing
Radioactive Waste and Spent Nuclear Fuel is published in the Official Gazette (and on the SNSA website),
while the new one – which is to be adopted by the end of this year- is (in the draft version) published on
the websites ofthe Government(and the SNSA) for comments. After adoption in the Parliament, it will be
also published in the Official Gazette.Is it available in different languages, other than your official
language? The existing one is available in the Slovenian language only, while the draft of the new one is
also translated into English.
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a simplified
procedure?) Yes.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research) Yes, or is it limited to a certain type of it No.
14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM in
the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
The 2006–2015 Resolution on National Programme covers NORM in the fuel cycle (mining, milling and
decommissioning waste from the former Žirovski vrh Uranium Mine). The new Resolution also covers
NORM/TENORM waste from other industry. The definition of NORM/TENORM is: “substances with
technologically enhanced radioactivity are materials and waste which are usually not regarded as
radioactive, but contain naturally occurring radionuclides in the extent that can potentially expose
workers or individual from population”.
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is envisaged
as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
The 2006–2015 Resolution on National Programme defines the year 2008 as the deadline for site
selection of the LILW repository, while the repository shall have the license for operation until 2013.
Unfortunately, this goal has not been achieved and the current target date for the beginning of
commissioning of the repository is 2020.
According to the new 2016-2025 Resolution on National Programme the first phase of operation of
repository will be from 2020 to 2024. After 2024, temporary closure of the repository is foreseen until
2050; during this period the storages of LILW in the Krško NPP and in the CSRAO will be in operation. The
second “operational” phase of the repository is envisaged, after the permanent shut down of the Krško
NPP between 2050 and 2061. Based on the analysis of the needs for further disposal, the operation of
the repository might continue after 2061. Otherwise the repository shall be closed in 2062 and the
implementation of long-term monitoring and maintenance will begin. If Slovenia reaches an agreement
with the Republic of Croatia for the joint repository of radioactive waste from the Krško NPP the first
phase of operation of the repository will be extended until 2028.
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The existing 2006-2015 Resolution on National Programme foresees the construction of dry storage for
SNF. The storage is to be constructed between 2024 and 2037 and to operate until 2070, when SNF will
be disposed in the final repository or permanently exported to another country.
In the new 2016-2025 Resolution on National Programme due to NPP life time extension and safety
issues for prevention of major accidents and mitigation of their consequences, the date for operation of
dry storage has been revised. Krško NPP shall construct a dry storage for SF at the site by 2018 with the
operating life of 60 years and with the possibility of extension of operation.
Because disposal of HLW and SNF from a single nuclear power plant in its own repository is, based on
the preliminary analysis, not a feasible solution in economic sense, searching for international
cooperation is a logical option. Only if no joint solution is found, then the construction of our own
repository will be necessary. The Programme foresees the beginning of operation of the final repository
for HLW and spent nuclear fuel in 2065; the national spatial plan for the location of the SF and HLW
repository should be adopted by 2055 and then the construction of the SF and HLW repository should
start in the period between 2055 and 2065. In the event of extension of dry storage operation in the
Krško NPP, the activities for the commencement of the operation of SF and HLW repository shall be
adjusted accordingly.
Contents:
16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Yes. Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts? Yes, but in
the Resolution, which is in force and is valid for the period 2006 -2015 the forecast is limited until the end
of this period.
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new NPPs
and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and spent
fuel generated)?
The existing national programme does not foresee planning, construction and operation of new NPPs.
The time frame for decommissioning activities for the existing NPP is defined.
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
bb. Starting construction?
cc. Starting operation?
dd. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
(See answer to question 15)
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)? (See answer to question 15)
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20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management? Yes.
21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities? Yes.
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)? Yes.
23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers? In Resolution in force such part is missing and that is why the new Resolution (for the
period of 2016- 2025) which is under adoption, is much more elaborated in terms of R&D.
24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
The national programme includes provisions on management for legacy through performing mandatory
public service of radioactive waste management which is carried out by the Agency for Radioactive
Waste Management. The part of public service is also collecting legacy waste.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
Yes. (See answer to question 14)
Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
For performing the public service of radioactive waste in the Republic of Slovenia, the competence lies
on the Agency for Radioactive Waste Management (ARAO), which was established by a Governmental
Decree in 1991. For some specific tasks some ministries are also in charge (Ministry of the Environment
and Spatial Planning, Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration; Ministry of Infrastructure,…). The SNSA is
in charge to report on the implementation of the Resolution.
27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme in
your country?
There is no such institution envisaged in the Resolution, which is in force; on the other hand the new
Resolution (for the period of 2016- 2025) which is under adoption has a provision on reporting of the
SNSA to the Government and the Parliament within the annual report on nuclear and radiation safety.
28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme? The
Resolution does not have the so-called “penal provisions”; responsibility/accountability of those in charge of
leading/coordinating the implementation of the Resolution would be questioned.
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Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional programmes
joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and disadvantages could
such an option have in your opinion?
When adopting the Slovenian programme (the Resolution in force as well as the new one) the provisions
of the Treaty between the Government of the Republic of Slovenia and the Government of the Republic
of Croatia on the regulation of the status and other legal relations regarding investment, exploitation
and decommissioning of the Krško Nuclear Plant were taken into account – specially when dealing with
low and intermediate level radioactive waste and spent fuel from the Krško NPP.
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme? …
The existing programme is very mature, as it is in place already for 10 years. The new one will be ready
for immediate implementation, as it will basically be the improved continuation of the existing one.
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Republic of Korea

Name of the respondent: Ji-hye Park
Email: jhpark@kins.re.kr
Organization: Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety
Date: Oct. 14, 2015
Questions for non-EU members:
1. Does your country rely on a national programme establishing the policies and strategies of RWM in the
sense of the mentioned IAEA Guide No. NW-G-1.1?
Yes.
2. In your country, is the drafting of such programme a requirement established by law? If so, please
provide a citation to the law and any relevant quote(s) of the specific requirement in that legal
document.
Yes.
『Radioactive Waste Management Act』
Article 4 (Responsibilities of State and Local Governments)(1) The State shall prepare necessary
measures to ensure safe and efficient radioactive waste management in a way that will not impose
undue burdens on future generations.
Article 6 (Master Plans for Radioactive Waste Management)(1) The Minister of Knowledge Economy
shall establish a master plan for radioactive waste management (hereinafter referred to as "master
plan") to ensure the safe and efficient management of radioactive waste.
(2) When the Minister of Knowledge Economy establishes a master plan, he/she shall bring the
proposed plan to the Nuclear Energy Promotion Commission under Article 3 of the Nuclear Energy
Promotion Act for deliberation and resolution. The same shall also apply to the intended alteration to
important matters specified by Presidential Decree in the details of the master plan. <Amended by Act
No. 10909, Jul. 25, 2011>
(3) A master plan shall include the following:
1. A framework policy for radioactive waste management;
2. The current status of and prospects for generation of radioactive waste;
3. A facilities installation plan, such as the selection of sites for radioactive waste management facilities;
4. An investment plan for radioactive waste management facilities;
5. Other matters specified by Ordinance of the Ministry of Knowledge Economy as necessary for
radioactive waste management.
Article 7 (Implementation Plans for Radioactive Waste Management)(1) A radioactive waste
management agency shall establish and execute an implementation plan for radioactive waste
management (hereinafter referred to as "implementation plan") in accordance with a master plan.
(2) The implementation plan shall be subject to approval of the Minister of Knowledge Economy to be
duly established. The intended revisions to any approved matter shall also be subject to approval,
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however any intended modification to an insignificant matter specified by Ordinance of the Ministry of
Knowledge Economy shall be reported to the Minister of Knowledge Economy.
(3) Necessary matters concerning the procedure for approval and reporting under paragraph (2) shall be
prescribed by Ordinance of the Ministry of Knowledge Economy.
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
4. Does your country already have waste management facilities
Yes.
If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
List of Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at NPP Sites
Facility

Location/Function

Status

Kori Unit 1 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Kori Unit 2 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Kori Unit 3 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Kori Unit 4 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Shin-Kori Unit 1 Storage On-site storage Interim In operation
Pool
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Shin-Kori Unit 2 Storage On-site storage Interim In operation
Pool
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanbit Unit 1 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanbit Unit 2 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanbit Unit 3 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)
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Types of Waste

Hanbit Unit 4 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanbit Unit 5 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanbit Unit 6 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanul Unit 1 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanul Unit 2 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanul Unit 3 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanul Unit 4 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanul Unit 5 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Hanul Unit 6 Storage Pool

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Wolsong Unit 1 Storage On-site storage Interim In operation
Pool
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PHWR)

Wolsong Unit 2 Storage On-site storage Interim In operation
Pool
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PHWR)

Wolsong Unit 3 Storage On-site storage Interim In operation
Pool
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PHWR)

Wolsong Unit 4 Storage On-site storage Interim In operation
Pool
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PHWR)

Shin-Wolsong
Storage Pool

Unit

1 On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage
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Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Shin-Wolsong
Storage Pool

Unit

Wolsong Dry Storage

2 On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage
On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage
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Spent Fuel (from PWR)

Spent Fuel (from PHWR)

List of Spent Fuel Storage Facilities for Research Activities
Facility

Location/Function

HANARO

On-site storage Interim
Storage
In operation

Spent Fuel

Off-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Spent Fuel (from PWR)

spent fuel storage pool
PIEF
spent fuel storage pool

Status

Types of Waste

(from the research reactor,
HANAARO)

List of LILW Storage Facilities at NPP Sites
Facility

Location/Function

Status

Types of Waste

storage Interim In operation
Kori storage building No. 1 On-site
Storage

LILW

Kori storage building No. 2

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

LILW

Kori storage building No. 3

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

LILW

Kori storage building No. 4

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

LILW

Shin-Kori storage building On-site storage Interim In operation
NO. 1
Storage

LILW

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

LILW

Wolsong storage building On-site storage Interim In operation
No. 1
Storage

LILW

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

LILW

Hanbit storage building No. On-site storage Interim In operation
1
Storage

LILW

RCA and other facilities

RCA and other facilities
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Hanbit storage building No. On-site storage Interim In operation
2
Storage

LILW

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

LILW

Hanul storage building No. On-site storage Interim In operation
1
Storage

LILW

Hanul storage building No. On-site storage Interim In operation
2
Storage

LILW

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

LILW

RCA and other facilities

RCA and other facilities

List of LILW Management Facilities for Research Activities
Facility

Location/Function

KAERI Storage building

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Combustible
treatment facility

waste On-site,
Processing

Status

In operation

Types of Waste
LILW
LILW

List of LILW Storage Facilities for Nuclear Fuel Fabrication Plants
Facility

Location/Function

Status

Types of Waste

storage On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

LILW

1st floor of storage building On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage
No. 1

LILW

On-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

LILW

2nd floor of
building No. 1

Storage building No. 2
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List of RI Waste Management Facility
Facility

Location/Function

RI waste
facility

Status

management Off-site storage Interim In operation
Storage

Types of Waste
LILW
(from Radioisotope application)

List of Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility (including Receipt/Storage Building)
Facility

Wolson
Center

LILW

Disposal

Location/Function

Status

Types of Waste

Off-site

In operation

LILW

Disposal,
Storage

Interim

Experience in drafting and adoption:
5. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
The national programme for radioactive waste management was firstly established in October 1, 1998.
6. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity,
or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
It depends on voluntary governmental action.
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
7. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the
adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
Resolution of Atomic Energy Promotion Council based on 『RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMMENT
ACT』
8. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
A set of documents.
- Master Plans for Radioactive Waste Management / 20pages
- Implementation Plans for Radioactive Waste Management / 140pages
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9. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are
consulted in its drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies
in its drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
- Master Plans for Radioactive Waste Management: drafted by Ministry of Trade,Industry and Energy /
adopted by Atomic Energy Promotion Council
- Implementation Plans for Radioactive Waste Management: drafted by Korea Radioactive Waste
Agency / adopted by Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy
10. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
No.
11. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required?
No.
12. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
Yes / No (only Korean)
13. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?)
Yes. It follows the same procedure.
Scope:
14. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
It contemplates all spent fuel and radioactive waste from all origins.
15. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
No.
Legal provisions for management of NORM are addressed in『Act on Protective Action Guidelines against
Radiation in the Natural Environment』.
16. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
Yes.
Contents:
17. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
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Yes. / Yes.
18. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)?
No.
19. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated?
Yes.
What kind of facility (-ies)? LILW disposal facilities
What are the dates foreseen for:
ee. Starting construction? 2nd phase LILW disposal facilities is now in detailed design phase and the
construction work will be undertaken after issuance of construction permit from the regulatory
body.
ff. Starting operation? 2nd phase LILW disposal facilities is expected to start it operation in 2020.
gg. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
20. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
- 1st phase of rock-cavern type LILW disposal facilities: in operation since 2015
- 2nd phase of near-surface LILW disposal facilities: will be constructed by 2019. Dec.
- 3rd phase of near-surface LILW disposal facilities : will be constructed (But the time schedule has not
been decided yet).
21. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
Yes.
22. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
Yes.
23. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
Yes.
24. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers?
Yes.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
No.
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26. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
No. We have 『Act on Protective Action Guidelines against Radiation in the Natural Environment』 for
management of NORM.
Degree of “enforceability”
27. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country? Korea
Radioactive Waste Agency
28. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme
in your country? Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy
29. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme? There is no
specific legal provision.
Personal evaluation
30. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and
disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion?
No.
31. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
A part of national programme for management of LILW has been already implemented for the last few
decades. However the national programme for management of spent fuel has not been decided yet. In
accordance with the press release from the Ministry, our national programme for sustainable
management of all types of radioactive waste (i.e. both LILW and spent fuel) is expected to be
consummated by late of this year or early next year.
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Spain
Name of the respondent: Nuria Prieto Serrano
Email: nprs@enresa.es
Organization: ENRESA –Radioactive Waste Management Organization
Date: 15th October 2015

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme by
23 August 2015 or before? yes
2.
a. In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste
Directive as regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme? We
have presented our General Radioactive Waste Plan (GRWP) which in its last version dates 2006
(i.e. previous to the Directive). Basically, the GRWP complies with the requirements of the
Directive although the mandatory points of Article 12 are not systematically addressed (see
answer to question 2b).
b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of
the Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by
the Directive? Please explain shortly your reasons.
One item of Article 12 is uncovered: (e) the concepts or plans for the post-closure period of a
disposal facility’s lifetime, including the period during which appropriate controls are retained
and the means to be employed to preserve knowledge of that facility in the longer term; this
aspect is not considered in the current version of the GRWP. Now, the instrument of
transposition of the Nuclear Waste Directive (which is in Spain the Royal Decree 102/201410;
hereinafter referred to as “Royal Decree on Radioactive Waste”) makes it mandatory to consider
this question in future editions of the GRWP; but for the time being this is lacking.
Apart from this, there is an item of article 12 that, although being covered or considered in
different parts of the GRWP, is not treated in a distinguished chapter: item (j) a transparency
policy or process as referred to in Article 10. See answer to question nr 22.
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities

10

Royal Decree 102/2014, of February 21st, on the responsible and safe management of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive
waste
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a)
in operation? Yes: surface disposal facility for LILW and VLLW in El Cabril (province of Córdoba,
Andalusia) and different types of interim storage facilities for long lived ILW and HLW-SF at the sites of
the nuclear power plants:




Long-lived ILW: interim storage in El Cabril, until future shipment to the Centralized Interim
Storage facility (and ultimately to a disposal facility).
Pools for SF at all NPPs: Ascó, Cofrentes, Trillo, Santa Maria de Garoña and Almaraz. The pools of
Vandellós and José Cabrera are already dismantled.
Additional individualized storage capacities based on containers for SF at the sites of Trillo,
Ascó and José Cabrera. There is a similar type of storage centre in construction in Santa Maria
de Garoña.

b)
under construction? We are in the process of licensing a Centralized Interim Storage facility in
Villar de Cañas (province of Cuenta, Castilla La Mancha). It is expected to be operational between 2018
and 2077, and to host all the SF under Spanish jurisdiction, HLW and ILW returning from reprocessing
besides some amounts of long-lived ILW that cannot be accommodated for disposal in El Cabril. In 2014,
ENRESA, which is the waste management organization in Spain, submitted to the licensing authority the
application of the site and construction licenses; and in July 2015, the regulatory body has provided a
positive evaluation report (however the license is not provided to-date). The construction works shall
start once ENRESA becomes these licenses.
As explained, there is also an individualized storage center in the site of the NPP Santa Maria de Garoña.
c)
planned? The GRWP announces the necessity of a disposal facility for HLW and SF, but to date
the site selection process for this facility has not started. With regard to this type of waste, the priority is
the consecution of the Centralized Storage Facility.
Specifically, the current GRWP says: “From the point of view of economic calculation and planning, it has
been assumed that a definitive disposal facility could be put into operation around the year 2050, which
would house this spent fuel, the HLW and those other intermediate activity wastes that cannot be sent to
the El Cabril facility”.
If so, please, indicate which facilities these are (on-site storage; off-site storage, interim storage, final
storage) and for what type of radioactive waste.
Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.) The First GRWP was adopted in 1987 and since then several editions of the
GRWP have been drafted; currently in force is the Sixth one, adopted in 2006.
That first GRWP of 1987 was adopted in compliance with a Royal Decree that had been enacted in 1984,
creating the public company ENRESA in charge of the radioactive waste management in Spain. During all
these years, the contents and the level of detail of the different “editions” of the GRWP have
significantly increased. The basic elements of the GRWP were, at the very beginning, two: the activities
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planned during the temporary horizon of the plan, and an overview of the financial means to achieve
them. In successive editions, the contents have been increased to consider additional aspects and
provide more details.
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity,
or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action? The Royal Decree on Radioactive Waste
establishes that ENRESA shall submit to the Ministry of Industry, every four years or whenever required
by the Ministry, an update of the GRWP. However, there is no obligation for the Ministry to adopt
ENRESA’s proposal -this explains why we have currently the 2006 edition of the PGRR-.
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. It is a kind of
“White Paper” adopted by the Cabinet of Ministers. In case it is not a law or equivalent, is the procedure
to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the adoption of other kind of programmes, or
has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption. The procedure defined in article 5 of the Royal
Decree on Radioactive Waste has two parts:
 The adoption of the GRWP as described for question nr 8 of this questionnaire – this is an ad-hoc
procedure designed by this Royal Decree.
 In parallel, the SEA (see answer to question nr 10; SEA is requested by this Royal Decree). In this
regard, the GRWP is treated as any other plans or programmes with an environmental impact
subject to the relevant environmental legislation.
7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)? Single document, about 250 pages (70 pages main text plus annexes).
8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? ENRESA presents a draft to the Ministry of Industry. The
Ministry of Industry, if accepting the draft, submits it to the Cabinet of Ministries. Of adopting it? The
Cabinet of Ministries (Ministry / Waste Management Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What
other relevant institutions and stakeholders are consulted in its drafting and adoption? Before adoption,
a favorable report of the Nuclear Safety Council (the Spanish nuclear safety regulator) is needed and the
Autonomous Communities with competence on urban planning and environment are heard. Once it is
adopted, the GRWP is presented before the Parliament. This is what has happened up to the Sixth
(current) edition of the GRWP (2006); for the next edition of the GRWP, additionally, a SEA procedure
will be run as a result of the new legislation in force (i.e. the Royal Decree on Radioactive Waste of
2014). How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies in its drafting and adoption (eg.
Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)? Good. It is essential to have the GRWP
endorsed by the nuclear safety regulator and to take into account the opinions of the Regional
Governments before adoption. Up to date, there has been good agreement and cooperation upon the
essential aspects defined in the GRWP. Some further reflections on this are done for the question nr 30.
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption? It is
not envisaged in the specific provisions ruling the drafting of the Plan but it is to be carried out according
to SEA.
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10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required? From the enactment in 2014 of the Royal Decree on Radioactive Waste, SEA is a
requirement and therefore it will be conducted in the future editions of the GRWP.
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language? It is
available in the internet in Spanish and English11.
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?) The same procedure: the updates or new “editions” of the GRWP are subject to
the above described procedure.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it? It contemplates all RW and SF of
whatever origin as long as it is under Spanish jurisdiction (this includes for example high level waste
spent fuel that is pending return to Spain from France after reprocessing in La Hague).
14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM
in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.) In the Spanish regime, NORM is not defined as radioactive waste.
Nevertheless, the GRWP includes NORM originated in the fuel cycle. The responsibility for managing this
waste, i.e. for the closure and restoration of the sites, is not in principle assigned to ENRESA, unless the
Authorities determine otherwise.
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…) (see page 157 of the GRWP
reproduced in the figure at the end of this answer)
For LILW, the year contemplated as end point is the point in time when, after decommissioning of all the
existing NPPs, the closure of the disposal center of El Cabril is foreseen and the institutional surveillance
for this site is expected to start: 2040.
For HLW, the end point considered is 2070, when the deep geological repository (which is not yet
developed) is supposed to be closed and institutional surveillance started.
Contents:
16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts? Yes: Annex B
of the GRWP on “RW generation” presents the data on current situation and future forecasts on the
basis of a reference scenario and certain calculation assumptions.
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)? Yes: not for the construction of new NPPs, but for the decommissioning of the
existing ones. A basic reference scenario has been assumed for the purposes of calculation and
planning; this reference scenario contemplates 40 years of service lifetime for the 6 operating NPP’s, at
an operating level similar to today. This leads to a time-planning in the decommissioning of the NPPs,
11

http://www.enresa.es/buscar/6th+general+radioactive+waste+plan
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based on the date when they started their operational life. (see page 157, reproduced in the figure at
the end of this questionnaire)
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
hh. Starting construction?
ii. Starting operation?
See page 41 of the Sixth GRWP, dated 2006: “The solution proposed (…) is based on the
availability of a vault type Centralised Temporary Storage (CTS) facility by around 2010, the
operating period of which would be some 60 years. From the point of view of economic
calculation and planning, it has been assumed that a definitive disposal facility could be put into
operation around the year 2050, which would house this spent fuel, the HLW and those other
intermediate activity wastes that cannot be sent to the El Cabril facility”. By now, these
objectives (at least in respect of the Centralized Interim Storage Facility) have not been reached
–see answer to question nr 3b.
jj. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
See answer to question 17: As reflected in the figure at the end of this questionnaire, the
foreseen service lifetime for NPPs is 40 years for the purpose of planning and calculation. This
does not preclude that, upon certain circumstances, a NPP operator could apply for a lifetime
extension and, upon the necessary favorable report of the nuclear regulator (Nuclear Safety
Council), it might obtain the relevant permit from the licensing authority which is the Ministry of
Industry. If this were the case, the assumptions that serve as a basis for the calculations of the
GRWP would have to be revised in respect of that particular NPP (eg. from 40 to 50 years
operation).
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)? Yes, still in a rough i.e. non detailed description.
20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management? Yes
21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities? Yes
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)? It does not include a specific chapter on “public
information and participation”. However, it addresses this question as a very important one in different
parts.
As an example, the (current) Sixth Edition of the GRWP assigns ENRESA the mandate to
undertake a study “including the experiences of decision-making processes in relation to SF and
HLW management in countries having similar problems to Spain. (…) This information will serve
as a basis for the analysis and formulation of possible parliamentary initiatives that might
facilitate the decision-making process and the definition of a more adequate framework for
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participation”. In summary: there is a consideration of this question, but not a detailed planning
of actions to be undertaken.
ENRESA is also in charge of “Consolidation and application of a methodology for the search for
existing and possible solutions to projects involving difficulties in achieving social acceptance,
adapted to the characteristics of the CTS facility, which should lead to the achievement of a
socially acceptable site fully contributing to the success of the project and its future long-term
governability”
As has been explained, it is likely that the future editions of the GRWP will have a separated chapter
devoted to public information and participation.
23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? Yes; support to the R&D is generally under
the strategic lines of action in the different waste streams and activities. However, it must be said that a
specific planning for R&D takes place in a separate document elaborated by ENRESA (currently the 7th
Plan covering the period 2014-1812) And specifically for education and training of new workers? This
aspect is not specifically covered; just mentioned in the GRWP or even in the Plan on R&D.
24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes? Yes from the
point of view of decommissioning and closure of old sites.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM? Yes; whereas it must be said that most of the works on remediation of old mines
are already finished.
Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country? In particular
ENRESA as waste management organization is the implementer of the measures contained in the GRWP.
The institutions are also involved, in particular the Nuclear Safety Council as safety regulator and the
Ministry of Industry as policy-maker and licensing authority. Also the waste generators, in particular the
electricity companies, are concerned.
27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme
in your country? Once a project foreseen in the GRWP is on-going, for example the licensing procedure
of a facility, there are the legal channels to monitor its right implementation based on the legal
framework. On a general basis there is the obligation to report to the nuclear safety regulator (Nuclear
Safety Council) on the activities in fulfilment of the GRWP.
28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme? It would be
a political failure for problems not being resolved. It is hard to imagine that judicial action could be
taken against the Government (?) for not having followed what is established at the GRWP. On the other
hand, since the entry into force of the Waste Directive, the European Commission could seek for
clarification to the Member State, if the measures contained in the national programme are not
complied with.

12

http://www.enresa.es/files/multimedios/plann_id_2014.pdf
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Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? The need of
international cooperation in R&D on geological disposal is widely acknowledged. However, participating
in the construction of a shared repository has not been considered. What advantages and disadvantages
could such an option have in your opinion? The GRWP is full of references to the necessary international
cooperation in the search for the best solutions for managing radioactive waste. Building a common
repository among several Member States has in my opinion many advantages in general terms, but in
the case of Spain I think it is not likely to occur.
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country? It
is mature, it contains very clear provisions What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of
your national programme? As this is a Governmental plan, there is always the risk that a change of
government occurs and the new government does not accept the Plan; therefore a new one must be
done starting from zero, which is not a good practice (especially if such situation occurs repeatedly). In
my personal opinion, if the Parliament had a more active role in its adoption, that would minimize the
political uncertainties. I think it would be beneficial to strengthen the parliamentary debate and have
some kind of compromise that the main parties are going to be committed by the main lines of action of
the plan. For example, beyond being heard, the GRWP could be endorsed by the majority of the
Parliament in a consultation of the type “yes/no” (not a co-draft of the text, but an endorsement of the
final draft13).
In the same manner and for similar reasons, I think it would be beneficial if the regional Governments
would have a major role in the adoption of the GRWP, because that would make them more cooperative
by complying with it (that would minimize the risk that the regional Governments concerned by licensing
procedures under their jurisdiction would try to bias the project for purely political reasons).
From the point of view of the contents of the plan, some new aspects could be addressed: for example a
clear strategy on public information and participation with precise measures beyond the pure rhetoric;
or a strategy for the renewal of qualified workers and preservation of knowledge, as the first generation
of nuclear technicians is close to retirement.
Having said this, in my personal opinion the Spanish GRWP has a good level of clarity and completeness
in general terms, apart from the couple of suggestions done.

13

Indeed a particular part of the plan was submitted to approval by a parliamentary commission, who conceptually agreed
on the need of developing a Centralized Interim Storage facility; but a formal endorsement of the GRWP as such has not
been given.
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Figure: General Schedule for RW and SF management, basic planning scenario at page 157 GRWP
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Switzerland
Country: Switzerland
Name of the respondent: Annatina Foppa
Email: annatina.foppa@bfe.admin.ch
Organization: Swiss Federal Office of Energy SFOE
Date: 2015–10–20
Questions for non-EU members:
1. Does your country rely on a national programme establishing the policies and strategies of RWM in the
sense of the mentioned IAEA Guide No. NW-G-1.1?
The Nuclear Energy Act NEA of 21 March 2003 and the Nuclear Energy Ordinance NEO of 10 December
2004 provide comprehensive regulation of all aspects of radioactive waste management. They entered
into force on 1 February 2005.
According to Art. 32 NEA, the waste producers are required to prepare a waste management
programme. The programme is reviewed by the federal authorities and approved by the Federal Council
(Swiss Government). The waste producers have to provide information on the radioactive waste for
disposal, the required geological repositories and their design concepts, the allocation of waste to the
repositories, the time plan for implementing the repositories and the financing of waste management
activities.
2. In your country, is the drafting of such programme a requirement established by law? If so, please provide a
citation to the law and any relevant quote(s) of the specific requirement in that legal document.
Yes, it is required by the Nuclear Energy Act NEA. The requirements are specified in the Nuclear Energy
Ordinance NEO, see below:
Nuclear Energy Act
Art. 32 NEA Waste management programme
 1 Those required to manage and dispose of radioactive waste shall draw up a waste management
programme, which shall include a financial plan up to the time at which the nuclear installations
will be taken out of operation. The Federal Council shall specify a deadline by which the waste
management programme is to be submitted.
 2 The waste management programme shall be reviewed by an authority designated by the
Federal Council, after which it shall be forwarded by the Department to the Federal Council for
approval.
 3 The authority designated by the Federal Council shall monitor compliance with the programme
after it has been approved.
 4 The persons responsible for the management of radioactive waste are obliged to periodically
adapt the programme to changing circumstances.
 5 The Federal Council shall provide regular reports on the programme to the Federal Assembly.
Nuclear Energy Ordinance
Art. 52 NEO Waste management programme
 1 Those required to manage radioactive waste must include the following information in the
waste management programme:
a) origin, type and quantity of radioactive waste;
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b)
c)
d)
e)
f)




the required deep geological repositories, including their design concept;
allocation of radioactive waste to the deep geological repositories;
plan for the realisation of the deep geological repositories;
duration and required capacity of central and decentral interim storage;
financial plan for the waste management operations through to decommissioning of the
nuclear installations, including details concerning:
1. the activities to be carried out;
2. the associated costs;
3. the type of financing;
g) the information concept.
2 The waste management programme must be updated every five years.
3 ENSI and the Federal Office are responsible for reviewing and monitoring compliance with the
waste management programme.1

Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a) in operation?
Facilities for spent fuel management
Besides the spent fuel pools in the five nuclear power reactor units at the four NPP sites, the following
spent fuel management facilities exist in Switzerland:
 ZZL: The Central Interim Storage Facility in Würenlingen, owned and operated by the Zwilag
company, itself a subsidiary of the NPP companies. Its storage hall for dry storage of spent fuel
and vitrified HLW can accommodate 200 transport and storage casks The storage facility started
operation in 2001.


ZWIBEZ: The interim storage facility at Beznau NPP. The storage hall for dry storage of spent fuel
and vitrified HLW can accommodate 48 transport and storage casks. The storage facility started
operation in 2008.



Gösgen NPP wet storage facility («Nasslager»): The additional spent fuel pool on the Gösgen NPP
site. This storage facility has a capacity of 1,008 spent fuel elements from Gösgen NPP. It is
intended for independent operation for several years after the future shutdown of Gösgen NPP.
For the moment it is operated under the general operation regime of the NPP. The facility started
operation in April 2008.

Facilities for radioactive waste management
At present, the following radioactive waste management facilities exist in Switzerland:
 Nuclear Power Plants: All four Swiss nuclear power plants have on-site waste treatment and
conditioning facilities as well as on-site stores for low- and intermediate-level operational waste.


ZZL: The Central Interim Storage Facility in Würenlingen, owned and operated by the Zwilag
company. In addition to a storage hall for dry storage of spent fuel and vitrified HLW that can
accommodate 200 transport and storage casks, it features a storage building for ILW with a
capacity of 4,000 m3 of waste and a storage hall for LLW with acapacity of 16,500 m3 of waste.
Auxiliary facilities for the sorting and decontamination of materials and for the conditioning of
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waste are also available. The most important conditioning facility is the plasma incinerator for
melting and incineration of LLW. The storage facility started active operation in June 2001. The
sorting, decontamination and conditioning facilities have been available for active operation
since December 2003. Test campaigns of the plasma incinerator with active waste started in
2004. In September 2009 a permit for the permanent operation of the plasma incinerator was
granted by ENSI. The storage hall for LLW has not yet been commissioned.
ZWIBEZ: The interim storage facility at Beznau NPP. In addition to the hall for dry storage of
spent fuel and vitrified HLW, it consists of a storage hall for the storage of low-level operational
waste from Beznau NPP with a capacity of 6,000 m3 of waste. The storage hall for LLW was
licensed in 1990 and started operation in 1994.
PSI: The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) operates the National Collection Centre for all non-nuclear
radioactive waste (e.g., from medicine, industry and research), where the waste is sorted and
conditioned. PSI also operates the Federal Storage Facility (BZL) for this waste, with a capacity of
2,100 m3 of waste.

b) under construction?
None.
b) planned ?
New interim storage facility at PSI
In order to extend the storage capacity of non-nuclear radioactive waste (e.g., from medicine, industry
and research) the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) plans to build a new interim storage facility beside the
Federal Storage Facility (BZL). In June 2014, PSI submitted the application for the construction and
operation licence to the Swiss Federal Office of Energy (SFOE).
Geological disposal facilities:
The site selection procedure for two deep geological repositories (one for L/ILW, one for HLW; or a
combined single site for all waste categories is possible) is ongoing and expected to end approximately in
2027.
You find an overview over the nuclear installations and potential areas for deep geological repositories in
Switzerland on the following document, excerpted from the website of the Swiss Federal Office of Energy.
Further Details are documented in the 5th national report of Switzerland in Accordance with Article 32 of
Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste
Management.

Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could be
partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents than those
required by it.)
The first waste management programme was handed in by the waste producers in 2008.
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5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity, or
is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
The programme has to be updated every five years (legal requirement; see NEA and NEO above).
However, to synchronize the updates of the waste management programme with the updates of the also
legally required cost estimates of decommissioning and disposal costs, the government decided 2013
that the next waste management programme is to be handed in at the same time as the updated cost
estimates, i.e. 2016, 8 years after the first programme.
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a law
or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the adoption of
other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
The NEA and NEO cover the policies and strategies of Swiss radioactive waste management. The
procedure to adopt the waste management programme is therefore set by NEA and NEO and
corresponds to the usual legal and political procedures.
7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
The first waste management programme 2008 consists of 1 single document and 134 pages. It
documents the general conditions and the fundamental procedures for the implementation of
repositories and is based on a manifold of other studies, inventories, etc.
For the next and following waste management programmes, the Swiss Government mandated that an
additional RD&D-programme has to be handed in together with the disposal programme.
8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management Organization
/ Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are consulted in its drafting
and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies in its drafting and adoption
(eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
The waste producers draft it and are thereby obliged to comply with the requirements defined in the
nuclear energy ordinance.
It is examined by the relevant federal authorities (Federal Office of Energy SFOE, Swiss Nuclear Safety
Inspectorate ENSI, Federal Nuclear Safety Commission NSC), followed by a public inspection and
consultation.
After completion, the Federal Council (= the Swiss Government) will decide whether or not to approve
the programme.
The whole process from submitting, reviewing, assessing to public consultation and approval by the
Federal Council is led by the Federal Office of Energy SFOE on behalf of the Federal Department of the
Environment, Transport, Energy and Communications DETEC.
ENSI and SFOE are responsible for reviewing and monitoring compliance with the waste management
programme. (Art. 52 para. 3 NEO)
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
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They can take part in the public consultation which is carried out before adoption.
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any, are
required?
Switzerland has not yet introduced the SEA. The EIA is concluded in the specific licensing procedures such
as the general license procedure for a nuclear facility.
There is a public consultation required before adoption.
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
It is publicly available (www.entsorgungsprogramm.ch), in German. Some explicatory documents of the
public consultation are additionally available in French and Italian (note that these two languages are
also official Swiss languages).
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a simplified
procedure?)
The same procedure, every five years.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
It contemplates all types of radioactive waste.
14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM in
the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
The Radiological Protection Ordinance defines the conditions under which naturally occurring radioactive
material falls under the provisions of the radiation protection legislation. If such material is radioactive
waste, it is subject to the same requirements as other radioactive waste and is considered to be
radioactive waste for the purposes of the Convention. Radioactive waste containing exclusively naturally
occurring radioactive materials can, under certain circumstances, be disposed of in conventional landfills.
The waste that cannot be conventionally disposed of must be delivered to the National Collection Centre
at PSI, where it is conditioned and stored for later disposal. At present no large amount of such
radioactive waste is in storage at PSI nor is expected to arise in the future.
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is envisaged
as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
It contemplates actions in the short, medium and long term of radioactive waste management up to the
closure of a deep geological repository, i.e. later than 2100.

Contents:
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16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
The waste management programme has to describe origin, type and quantity of radioactive waste (Art.
52 para. 1 NEA). The information is based on MIRAM, the Model Inventory for Radioactive Materials.
This does include present amounts and future forecasts.
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new NPPs
and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and spent fuel
generated)?
These scenarios are mentioned in the waste management programme and taken into account for the
calculation of the amount of radioactive waste. Note that the Swiss Government has decided not to
permit any new NPPs.
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
a. Starting construction?
b. Starting operation?
c. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
Yes, these contemplations are required by law. The dates of the waste management programme 2008
are outdated and need to be revised for the next programme 2016. It is estimated that deep geological
repositories will not be available before 2050 (L/ILW) or 2060 (HLW), respectively.
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
Yes, they are (Chapter 5).
20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
See Art. 52 para. 1 NEO: A financial plan is required.
The costs of decommissioning and disposal have to be estimated in separate cost studies that are to be
handed in by the waste producers at the same time as the waste management programme.
21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
See Art. 52 para. 1 NEO:
1 Those required to manage radioactive waste must include the following information in the waste
management programme:
*…+
f. financial plan for the waste management operations through to decommissioning of the nuclear
installations, including details concerning:
1. the activities to be carried out;
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2. the associated costs;
3. the type of financing;
*…+
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
The site selection procedure is specified in the «Sectoral Plan for Deep Geological Repositories» that was
approved by the Swiss Government in 2008. It describes the involvement of the affected population
through extensive participation. The information and participation requirements within the licensing
procedures are described by law (NEA and NEO).
Concerning the waste management programme, see Art. 52 para. 1 NEO:
1 Those required to manage radioactive waste must include the following information in the waste
management programme:
*…+
g. the information concept.
*…+
23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers?
For the next and following waste management programmes, the Swiss Government mandated that an
additional RD&D-programme has to be attached to the disposal programme.
24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
Switzerland has no specific legacy waste. The national programme covers all waste categories.
The former Lucens experimental NPP was decommissioned and dismantled after experiencing a loss of
coolant accident in 1969. With the exception of a small nuclear waste storage area, this site was
declassified and released for non-nuclear activities in March 1995. In 2003 the nuclear waste from this
storage area was transported to the Central Interim Storage Facility (ZZL). The site was completely
released from nuclear legislation by the Federal Council in 2004.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
Switzerland has no specific NORM waste or waste of mining and milling facilities (see answer to question
14). The national programme covers all waste categories.
Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
The whole process from submitting, assessing to public consultation and approval by the Federal Council
is led by the Federal Office of Energy SFOE on behalf of the Federal Department of the Environment,
Transport, Energy and Communications DETEC. The Government decides on its approval.
The implementation lies in the responsibility of the waste producers. ENSI and SFOE are responsible for
reviewing and monitoring compliance with the waste management programme (Art. 52 para. 3 NEO).
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27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme in
your country?
The federal institutions ENSI and SFOE are responsible for reviewing and monitoring compliance with the
waste management programme (Art. 52 para. 3 NEO). The Government decides on its approval and has
the possibility to enforce additional prerequisites.
28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
See Art. 93 para. 1 let. c:
Art. 93Contraventions
1 Anyone who wilfully commits any of the following contraventions shall be liable to a term of
imprisonment or a fine of up to 100,000 Swiss francs:
*…+
c. infringing in any other way a provision of this Act or of an implementing regulation if the contravention
thereof is declared to be an offence, or against a ruling if infringement thereof is declared punishable by
law, where no unlawful behaviour is involved in accordance with another criminal offence.
Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional programmes
joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and disadvantages
could such an option have in your opinion?
No, regional programmes have not been considered. The NEA states that «All radioactive waste
produced in Switzerland shall, as a general rule, be managed in Switzerland» (Art. 30 para. 2 NEA).
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
The waste management programme is a valuable steering instrument of Swiss radioactive waste
management. It reflects the general conditions and the fundamental procedures for the implementation
of repositories. Through its being examined and put to public consultation, all relevant players can
influence the disposal planning, the final decision lying with the Swiss Government.
As for the first programme, the Government mandated several legal obligations for the upcoming
programmes, thereby improving the disposal planning. For example, the Government decided that for
the next and following programmes an additional RD&D-programme has to be handed in. Additionally,
to synchronize the updates of the waste management programme with the updates of the cost estimates
of decommissioning and disposal costs, the government decided that these updates have to be handed in
at the same time. Other obligations concern the rock laboratory L/ILW or the systematic approach of the
realization plans for the repository.
Up to now, the current waste management is conducted according to the waste management
programme. Specific disposal steps as the site selection procedure or the licensing procedures are defined
and conducted in other documents such as the “Sectoral plan” or the NEA/NEO.
To conclude, the waste management programme is an important element of Swiss policies and strategies
for managing the radioactive waste. It is a valuable instrument for the authorities and population to
influence the short, middle and long term disposal planning.
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United Kingdom
Name of the respondent:
Email:
Organization:

Ian Salter
ian.salter@burges-salmon.com
Burges Salmon LLP

Date:

Questions for EU Members:
1. Does your country plan to notify the European Commission the content of their national programme
by 23 August 2015 or before?
Yes the UK's national programme was notified to the European Commission in August 2015. The Lead
Document
setting
out
the
UK's
National
Programme
is
publically
available
at
(https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/457904/Lead_Document
_on_the_United_Kingdom_National_Programme_under_Council_Directive_2011-70-Euratom_-_FINAL.pdf)
2.
a.

In your opinion, does your country comply with the obligations set in the Nuclear Waste Directive as
regards the drafting, adoption and notification of the national programme?
The Nuclear Waste Directive is implemented into English Law by primary and secondary legislation,
guidance and a number of government policy documents.
The UK has notified the following primary and secondary legislation as implementing the requirements of
the Nuclear Waste Directive:
The UK’s programme for the management of spent fuel and radioactive waste under its jurisdiction at all
stages from generation to disposal is set out in a range of policy and strategy documents.
Current policy that forms the main part of the UK programme includes:







The Defra Circular 01/2006: Environmental Protection Act 1990: Part 2A Contaminated Land 2006;
Policy for the Long Term Management of Solid Low Level Radioactive Waste in the United Kingdom
- published on 26 March 2007 covering all aspects of the generation, management and regulation
of solid low level radioactive waste;
White Paper on Managing Radioactive Waste Safely 2008 which remain in force in relation to Wales
only;
The UK Strategy for Radioactive Discharges 2001-2020 – published in July 2009;
The UK Strategy for the Management of Solid Low Level Radioactive Waste from the Nuclear
Industry – published in August 2010 pursuant to the Policy issued in 2007, this strategy deals with
solid low level radioactive waste that arises at sites that hold a nuclear site licence;
Scotland’s Higher Activity Waste Policy 2011 - which advocates long term management of higher
activity radioactive waste in Scotland in near-surface facilities as near to the point of waste
production as possible;
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The NDA Strategy Effective from April 2011 – published in March 2001, this outlined the NDA’s
strategy in delivering its statutory obligations in relation to site restoration, spent fuel, nuclear
materials and integrated waste management;
Strategy for the Management of Solid Low Level Radioactive Waste from the Non-Nuclear Industry
in the United Kingdom: Part 1 – Anthropogenic radionuclides was published in March 2012
pursuant to the Policy issued in 2007, this strategy deals with solid low level radioactive waste that
arises at sites that do not hold a nuclear site licence but does not covers naturally occurring
radioactive materials;
The UK NORM Strategy – published in 2014 pursuant to the Policy issued in 2007, dealing with the
management of all NORM waste in the UK, regardless of origin or activity level, including liquid and
gaseous NORM wastes as well as solid wastes;
White Paper on Implementing Geological Disposal – A framework for the long-term management of
higher activity waste – published in July 2014 and updated annually this White Paper confirms that
the preferred approach in England and Northern Ireland to the management and disposal of higher
activity radioactive waste and spent fuel considered as waste, is geological disposal coupled with
safe and secure interim storage and ongoing research and development.

b. Does your national programme cover, in your opinion, all the items provided for in Article 12 of the
Nuclear Waste Directive? Does it have additional contents, other than those announced by the Directive?
Please explain shortly your reasons.
The requirements of Article 12 of the Nuclear Waste Directive are implemented into English law as follows:
i.
the overall objectives of the Member State’s national policy in respect of spent fuel and radioactive
waste management
The overall objectives of the UK’s policy in relation to radioactive waste and spent fuel that is
considered to be waste are set out in:

The Policy for the Long Term Management of Solid Low Level Radioactive Waste in the United
Kingdom – published on 26 March 2007 covering all aspects of the generation, management and
regulation of solid low level radioactive waste; and

The White Paper on Implementing Geological Disposal in relation to higher activity wastes
published in July 2014.
ii.
the significant milestones and clear timeframes for the achievement of those milestones in light of
the over-arching objectives of the national programme
Time frames for decommissioning of legacy wastes are clearly set out in current decommissioning
plans agreed pursuant to the NDA’s overall Strategy. Whilst the White Paper on Implementing
Geological Disposal 2014 sets out time periods during which it expects various stages of development
of the GDF to occur for obvious reasons it does not set out specific timescales.
iii.
an inventory of all spent fuel and radioactive waste and estimates for future quantities, including
those from decommissioning, clearly indicating the location and amount of the radioactive waste
and spent fuel in accordance with appropriate classification of the radioactive waste
The UK’s current Radioactive Waste Inventory was published in 2013 and is reviewed every 3 years.
The current inventory includes all current legacy radioactive waste as well as estimates for future
quantities and indicated the location and amount of waste by classification, site and responsible
nuclear site operator. These figures do not include, however, spent fuel that is not considered to be
waste or any radioactive waste or spent fuel from planned new nuclear power stations. Waste and
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iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.

ix.

x.

xi.

spent fuel from NNPs are managed through specific decommissioning plans funded by new nuclear
operators.
A separate Inventory is also maintained of radioactive waste and nuclear matter not included in the
main inventory.
the concepts or plans and technical solutions for spent fuel and radioactive waste management from
generation to disposal
Concepts, plans and technical solutions for spent fuel and radioactive waste management are
enshrined in policy documentation where it is appropriate to do so. For example Geological Disposal is
identified as the chosen concept for the long term disposal of ILW, HLW and spent fuel recognising that
significant technological progress will have to be made prior to implementation;
the concepts or plans for the post-closure period of a disposal facility’s lifetime, including the period
during which appropriate controls are retained and the means to be employed to preserve
knowledge of that facility in the longer term
The NDA Strategy will cover closure and post closure management of all disposal facilities;
the research, development and demonstration activities that are needed in order to implement
solutions for the management of spent fuel and radioactive waste
The current programme identifies the Radioactive Waste Management Directorate of the NDA as the
body responsible for research and development of a geological disposal facility;
the responsibility for the implementation of the national programme and the key performance
indicators to monitor progress towards implementation
This sits with the Department of Energy and Climate Change for the UK as a whole. The Welsh
Government is currently considering its position whereas the Scottish Government has chosen to
pursue and implement its own separate policy;
an assessment of the national programme costs and the underlying basis and hypotheses for that
assessment, which must include a profile over time
The costs of a GDF have been modelled for a range of scenarios by the Radioactive Waste
Management Directorate of the NDA;
the financing scheme(s) in force
Government funded (NLF) for legacy wastes and spent fuel and operator funded (funded
decommissioning programme overseen by the Nuclear Liabilities Fund Advisory Board) for NNP wastes
and spent fuel. In relation to NNP's operators are legally obliged to establish and maintain a funded
decommissioning programme for all NNPs which included a price for transferring waste arisings to the
UK Government for final disposal in the GDF;
a transparency policy or process as referred to in Article 10
All government policy, legislation and guidance are all fully available to the public. Furthermore
individuals can request specific information held by state authorities under the Freedom of
Information Act and the Environmental Information Regulations;
if any, the agreement(s) concluded with a Member State or a third country on management of spent
fuel or radioactive waste, including on the use of disposal facilities
There are various arrangements in place with other Member States and third countries by which UK
facilities reprocess certain categories of radioactive waste and return waste of equivalent radioactivity.

Waste management facilities in your country:
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3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a)

in operation?

Various small scale waste management facilities at nuclear licensed sites across the UK.
An extremely complex radioactive waste management and fuel reprocessing facility at Sellafield,
Cumbria, storing and managing all categories of legacy radioactive waste and spent fuel.
A permanent repository for the disposal low level waste at Drigg, Cumbria.
b)

under construction?

No
c)

planned ?

A GDF for the disposal of England's higher activity radioactive waste and spent fuel considered as waste
for both legacy and NNP’s is proposed.
Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could
be partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents
than those required by it.)
The origins of the UK’s national programme for the management and disposal of radioactive waste can
be traced back to the establishment of the Nuclear Industry Radioactive Waste Executive (Nirex) in 1982
by the UK Nuclear Industry to manage an inventory of the UK’s radioactive waste and to promote the
safe management options for increasing amounts of radioactive waste being generated. Work began
and led to a planning application in 1996 for construction of a rock characterization facility in Cumbria
which was ultimately refused. Following this refusal the Committee on Radioactive Waste Management
(CoRWM) was established to review long term options for the management of the UK's radioactive
waste and spent fuel. After CoRWM issued its report recommending geological disposal in 2006 the UK
Government transferred its shares in Nirex to the newly formed NDA. Recognising the need for
independence from its own waste generating activities NDA transferred its waste management
responsibilities to a standalone Radioactive Waste Management Directorate within its organization in
2007. In 2008 the UK Government issued the White Paper: Managing Radioactive Waste Safely: A
Framework for Implementing Geological Disposal which is the origin of the UK’s current policy on
radioactive waste management for higher activity wastes.
Following a major review in 2013 the 2008 White Paper was replaced in July 2014 by the current White
Paper on Implementing Geological Disposal – A framework for the long-term management of higher
activity waste.
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain
periodicity, or is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
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Following a House of Lords Science and Technology Select Committee report in March 2010, the UK
Government committed to producing an annual report to Parliament setting out progress in relation to
the management of higher activity radioactive waste in the UK. In July 2015 the UK Government
published its fifth annual update reporting on the period between April 2014 to March 2015. This fifth
annual report was the first since the publication of the new White Paper in 2014.
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a
law or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the
adoption of other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
The policy for implementing geological disposal in the England and Northern Ireland and Wales are both
set out in a series of White Papers.
The Scottish Programme is set out in Government Policy Statement.
It is normal for framework policies to be set out in White Papers and Policy Statement with the
expectation that further implementing strategies will follow.
7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total
+ annexes)?
The White Papers for England and Northern Ireland and Wales are only 55 pages and 100 pagers
respectively with the Scottish Policy Statement being 40 pages but it should be noted that these policy
documents are only intended to establish a framework within which more detailed implementing
strategies can be developed.
8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management
Organization / Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are
consulted in its drafting and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different
bodies in its drafting and adoption (eg. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
For England and Northern Ireland the Government Department with overall responsibility for the
development of a GDF is the Office of Nuclear Development within the Department of Energy and
Climate Change (DECC). The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority is an Executive Non-Departmental
Public Body reporting to DECC and/or the Scottish Ministers which is responsible for managing the
effective and efficient clean-up of the UK’s nuclear legacy and, through its Radioactive Waste
Management Directorate, the implementation of government policy on higher activity radioactive
waste.
Other government departments, agencies, committees, regulatory authorities and consultees include:




The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs in the UK Government.
The Office for Nuclear Regulation which is a statutory corporation responsible for regulation of
nuclear installations in the UK.
The Environment Agency, the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency and Natural Resources
Wales who are environmental regulators in the UK.
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The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority.
The Health and Safety Executive.
The Committee on Radioactive Waste Management (CoRWM).
The Nuclear Legacy Advisory Forum.

For Wales and Scotland the institutions responsible are the Welsh Assembly and the Scottish Parliament
respectively.
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
The devolved administrations in Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland are all consulted on the
development of a UK White Paper as well as the development of any further implementing legislation,
policy or guidance. Other neighboring countries would be consulted on the development of
implementing strategies in accordance with applicable EU and domestic legislation.
10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any,
are required?
Government White Papers are not subject to SEA, EIA of appropriate assessment under the Habitats
Directive as they only establish the framework within which more detailed implementing strategies will
be developed.
Further strategies or policy statements that are developed within the framework of existing policy are
subjected to the SEA process such as the UK Strategy for the Management of Solid Low Level Radioactive
Waste from the Nuclear Industry, the NDA Strategy and the a National Policy Statement on the siting of
a GDF.
When site specific proposals are brought forward by a developer under the National Policy Statement a
full environmental impact assessment will have to be undertaken.
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
All legislation is available at www.legislation.gov.uk
All
applicable
government
policy
is
publically
available
https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/radioactive-and-nuclear-substances-and-waste?page=3.

at:

All documents will be available in English and Welsh but not any other language.
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a
simplified procedure?)
Any update or amendment will be subject to further public consultation and any changes made would
be subject to judicial review.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
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The UK Programme for geological disposal is based on the materials listed in the UK Radioactive Waste
Inventory which is published every three years, most recently in 2013. The UK programme therefore
covers:




legacy radioactive wastes that exist now;
radioactive wastes that will arise in future; and
radioactive materials i.e. radioactive items that may be classed as radioactive in future if no
further use can be found for them.

The UK Radioactive Waste Inventory and hence the UK Programme for geological disposal does not
currently cover:









nuclear materials not currently deemed to be waste such as some spent fuel, uranium, thorium
and plutonium;
radioactive contaminated land;
Liquid and gaseous wastes that are authorised to be discharged into the environment that
contain very low levels of radioactivity;
Wastes from small user sites, such as hospitals and universities, which have very low levels of
radioactivity and can be safely disposed of through incineration or landfill;
Radioactive materials which are not subject to nuclear safeguards;
Radioactive sources which are subject to the Environmental Permitting Regulations in England
and Wales and the Radioactive Substances Act 1993 in Scotland and Northern Ireland;
Naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORMS); and
Radioactive substances which are exempt from being permitted, such as those substances used
within smoke detectors.

14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering
NORM in the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
The UK Programme includes a specific Strategy for the Management of all NORM waste in the UK,
regardless of origin or activity level, including liquid and gaseous NORM wastes as well as solid wastes.
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is
envisaged as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
Elements of the UK's Programme relate to medium and long term planning. The White Paper:
“Implementing Geological Disposal – A framework for the long-term management of higher activity
radioactive waste” does not specify dates for completion but does state that the construction of the GDF
is planned to commence within the next 20-25 years and that the GDF is expected to close in 100+ years.
Contents:
16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under
your country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
The UK Radioactive Waste Inventory was last updated in 2013 (
http://www.nda.gov.uk/ukinventory/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2014/02/14D039-NDASTSTY140006131

UKRWI-2013-High-Level-Summary.pdf). This inventory includes a total of 4,500,000 m3 of radioactive
wastes comprising present and forecast amounts for existing nuclear power stations, spent fuel
reprocessing, nuclear energy R&D, defence and medical/industrial sources:





HLW – 1,100m3 (0.02%)
ILW – 290,000 m3 (6.4%)
LLW – 1,400,000 m3 (30.4%)
VLLW – 2,800,000m3 (63.2%)

Projected waste from nuclear new build in the UK i.e. any new nuclear power plant built after 1995, is
not currently included in the UK Radioactive Waste Inventory. Operators of NNPs are legally obliged to
establish and maintain prudent provision for the decommissioning and disposal of all radioactive waste
and spent fuel (considered as waste) over the life time of their NNPs. On payment of a waste transfer
fee by the Operator to the UK Government the UK Government will take title to the Operator's waste
and spent fuel (considered as waste) for disposal in the GDF;
Other radioactive wastes and nuclear materials not included in the UK Radioactive Waste Inventory are
reported in a separate inventory published by the NDA and include:








Some spent Fuel which is not considered a waste by the UK government;
Unspent fuel;
Plutonium;
Uranium;
Thorium;
Radioactive contaminated land;
Miscellaneous wastes and materials for which no final treatment, packaging or disposal route
has yet been identified.

The UK’s current stock of spent fuel is about 9,600 tonnes with estimated future arisings of abount 2,200
tonnes. The UK currently plans to reprocess some of its current spent fuel and its future Magnox spent
fuel arisings and leave about 4,500 of AGR fuel in long-term storage. The Sizewell B PWR station is
expected to generate about 1,000 tonnes of spent fuel over its operating lifetime which will be held in
long-term storage.
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new
NPPs and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and
spent fuel generated)?
As above the existing radioactive waste inventory covers the decommissioning of existing facilities but
not currently their spent fuel which is not considered to be waste. Radioactive waste from NNPs will be
passed to the UK Government for disposal in the GDF subject to a waste transfer fee payable by the
Operator to account for disposal costs.
18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)?
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The UK’s current Programme proposes construction of a GDF at a site to be determined in accordance
with the Government White Paper on Implementation of Geological Disposal.
What are the dates foreseen for:
kk. Starting construction?
Construction of the GDF is projected to start in 20-25 years time.
ll. Starting operation?
30-35 years time
mm.

Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?

Closure of the GDF is projected in 100 years+
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e.
establishing steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
The steps and estimated timetables are as follows:




National geological screening, preparing work with volunteer communities and developing land
use planning processes – between July 2014 – July 2016
Engagement with volunteer communities, site investigations and design and planning of the GDF
- July 2016 - July 2036
Construction, operations and closure – Construction to commence between 2031-2036,
operation between 2041-2046 and closure from 2116+

20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen
in spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
The costs of managing historic and future wastes from legacy facilities are contained in the NDA lifetime
plans for each site. The costs of managing future wastes from NNPs is calculated in accordance with
government guidance and recovered from NNP operators through a waste transfer fee paid by the NNP
operator to the UK Government.
21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
The Nuclear Liabilities Fund exists to meet waste management costs from the UK’s legacy nuclear sites
i.e. those constructed prior to 2000. Operators of NNPs are legally obliged to establish and maintain
prudent provision for the decommissioning and disposal of all radioactive waste and spent fuel
(considered as waste) over the life time of their NNPs. On payment of a waste transfer fee by the
Operator to the UK Government the UK Government will take title to the Operator's waste and spent
fuel (considered as waste) for disposal in the GDF.
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make
it participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
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All UK government policy and decisions in the UK are subject to extensive public and stakeholder
consultation. Any government policy or decision can also be reviewed by the Courts.
23. Does your national programme include provisions for R&D? And specifically for education and training
of new workers?
The UK Government White Paper specifically recognises the importance of research in supporting its
ultimate aim of developing a GDF which is recognized in the NDA Strategy.
24. Does your national programme include provisions on management for legacy wastes?
Legacy wastes are included in the current UK Radioactive Waste Inventory subject to the exceptions
listed above.
25. Does your national programme include provisions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
The UK Programme includes a specific Strategy for the Management of all NORM waste in the UK,
regardless of origin or activity level, including liquid and gaseous NORM wastes as well as solid wastes.
Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
See 8 above.
27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national
programme in your country?
The Department of Energy and Climate Change is ultimately responsible for implementing the UK's
policy on geological disposal of high level waste and is ultimately accountable to Parliament. For this
purpose annual reviews are provided to Parliament.
The implementation of strategy developed pursuant to high level policy will the responsibility of a
number of other organisations including the NDA and its Radioactive Waste Management Directorate.
28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
As the UK’s Programme is not enshrined in law there are no legal consequences. There would however
be commercial and political consequences.
Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional
programmes joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages
and disadvantages could such an option have in your opinion?
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Only one GDF is being considered for England and Wales with Scotland considering near surface stores
in proximity to its nuclear power stations.
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your
country? What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
The UK Programme is very well developed and has been in operation for a number of years.
Strengths:






Government policy is full transparent and is constantly being updated to account for lessons learnt
from previous attempts to progress plans for a GDF;
The GDF concept is well researched allowing detailed cost modelling;
The UK now has a specific land use planning system for implementing nationally significant
infrastructure projects;
The UK has as an established nuclear sector and is a world leader in nuclear decommissioning
Operators of new nuclear power stations are required to contribute to the cost of developing the
GDF through their funded decommissioning programmes.

Weaknesses:




The policy does not provide for a way forward in the absence of a volunteer community;
The role of interim storage is potentially open-ended
Continued uncertainty over a final disposal solution could threaten public confidence in the nuclear
new build in the UK
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United States of America
Name of the respondent: Jay R. Kraemer
Email: jay.kraemer@friedfrank.com
Organization: Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP
Date: October 6, 2015
Questions for non-EU members:
1. Does your country rely on a national programme establishing the policies and strategies of RWM in the
sense of the mentioned IAEA Guide No. NW-G-1.1?
In the U.S., there is not a single integrated national program for dealing with all categories of RWM, but
rather a set of programs for RWM administered by the federal (or applicable state) government, based
on the category of RWM involved. Thus, although each type of RWM is addressed, the result is
something of a patchwork of laws and regulations rather than an integrated, single program.
2. In your country, is the drafting of such programme a requirement established by law? If so, please provide a
citation to the law and any relevant quote(s) of the specific requirement in that legal document.
There is no single document that establishes a regulatory principle for all categories of RWM in the U.S.
Rather, some forms of RWM are dealt with under laws viewed as primarily “nuclear” in focus (e.g., the
Atomic Energy Act, Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of
1978, Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act (1980), West Valley Demonstration Project Act, Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985, section 651 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005), while
others are regulated under environmental laws of more general application (e.g., the Solid Waste
Disposal Act, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, Toxic Substances Act, and their state law
analogues).
Questions for all respondents:
Waste management facilities in your country:
3. Does your country already have waste management facilities
a) in operation?
1. Transuranic (TRU) and certain other defense-related wastes are disposed of in the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico (operations suspended since February 2014 unintended release
incident)
2. Defense-related reprocessing wastes, submarine spent fuel, damaged fuel from TMI-2 accident, and
other defense nuclear wastes are stored primarily at facilities at Hanford, Washington, Savannah River,
South Carolina, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and the Idaho National Laboratory, Idaho. Non-defense-related
reprocessing wastes are held by the Department of Energy at the West Valley Demonstration Project
Site in New York State.
3. Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) is stored primarily in at-reactor spent fuel pools and in
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSIs) at nearly 70 retired and operating reactor sites in
some 33 states. Additional SNF is held at facilities in Idaho administered by the Department of Energy,
and at a handful of away-from-reactor sites (e.g., West Valley, NY, Morris, IL).
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4. Greater than Class C (GTCC) Waste arising from nuclear weapons activities is administered by the
Department of Energy. It will be disposed of as High Level Waste (HLW) under the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 1982, when (and if) a repository is constructed and licensed under that statute. The relatively
small quantity of commercial GTCC waste, principally from NPPs, could be stored at the facility in
Andrews County, Texas or at-reactor until a repository is available under the NWPA.
5. Low-level Radioactive Waste (LLRW) is currently disposed of at facilities in Clive, Utah, Richland,
Washington, Barnwell, South Carolina, and Andrews County, Texas.
6. Uranium enrichment tailings from DOE and USEC operations are stored by the Department of Energy
at Portsmouth, Ohio, Padukah, Kentucky, and Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Urenco USA reportedly plans to
dispose of its enrichment tailings in Andrews County, Texas and/or Clive, Utah.
7. Uranium mill tailings from facilities under active NRC (or Agreement State) license in 1978 or
thereafter are stabilized in place by the owner/operator, and the sites are then turned over to the
Department of Energy under Title II of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978
(“UMTRCA”). This situation applies at numerous uranium processing sites throughout the U.S. Legacy
uranium mill tailings sites (i.e., where no NRC or Agreement state license was in place in or after 1978)
are administered by DOE pursuant to authority in Title I of the UMTRCA.
8. Mixed waste, principally low-activity radioactive waste contaminated with hazardous chemicals, is
primarily held at Department of Energy sites.
9. Naturally-occurring radioactive material (other than radium-226 in discrete sources) is subject to
environmental laws administered by the Environmental Protection Agency, and disposed of at EPAapproved facilities such as Grand View, Idaho, Dear Trail, Colorado, and Andrews County, Texas.
b) under construction?
Unknown.
c) planned?
1. Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, a repository for SNF and other high-level radioactive waste is
planned to be built at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, but the construction permit proceedings before a
Licensing Board of the NRC were suspended in 2010 and have not yet resumed.
2. Additional ISFSIs are planned to be built at 6 U.S. reactor sites.
3. SNF consolidated storage facilities have been proposed to be built in Texas and New Mexico, but
construction permit applications will not be submitted to the NRC until 2016 at the earliest.
Experience in drafting and adoption:
4. When was your national programme established for the first time? (EU countries might have these
programmes at a time prior to the Nuclear Waste Directive; if this is the case, such programmes could be
partially coincident with those required by the Directive, for example by having different contents than those
required by it.)
There is no single national program for RWM management in the U.S. The principal statutes addressing storage
and disposal of such wastes, as well as environmental laws of application to lower activity RMW, were enacted
primarily in the 1970s and early 1980s.
5. How often is it reviewed or updated? Is there a legal requirement to update it with a certain periodicity, or
is its revision based on voluntary governmental action?
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There are no update requirements. Revision is based on voluntary action by the responsible legislative
or administrative authorities. In the case of SNF, the U.S. Congress has not substantively updated the
applicable statute since 1992.
Character of the document and procedure for adoption:
6. What is the legal nature of your national programme? Law, Decree, White Paper, etc. In case it is not a law
or equivalent, is the procedure to adopt it generally used in your country in the frame of the adoption of
other kind of programmes, or has an ad-hoc procedure been used for its adoption?
As noted above, there is no single U.S. national program for RWM management. Rather, it consists of a
patchwork of laws, each applicable to a different subset of waste forms, and implementing regulations
adopted by regulatory authorities. In the case of waste forms other than HLW and SNF, both federal and
state laws are frequently in existence and may be concurrently applicable.
7. Does it consist of one single document, or a set of documents? How many pages does it have (in total +
annexes)?
As noted above, there are different federal laws applicable to different waste forms. Combined, these
laws total hundreds of pages, with thousands of pages of implementing regulations, at the federal level.
Collectively, it is reasonable to assume that there are several times as many pages of laws and
regulations at the state level.
8. Who is the institution in charge of drafting it? Of adopting it? (Ministry / Waste Management Organization
/ Nuclear Regulator, others). What other relevant institutions and stakeholders are consulted in its drafting
and adoption? How would you describe the cooperation among different bodies in its drafting and adoption
(e.g. Ministries of Industry / Environment / urban planning, etc.)?
Federal laws are drafted and enacted by the U.S. Congress, subject to veto by the President (which veto
is itself subject to override by supermajority vote of Congress). Implementing regulations are adopted by
the federal agency assigned by statute to administer the law. In the case of RWM, the principal federal
agencies involved are the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), Department of Energy (DOE), and Department of Transportation (DOT). Parallel systems of RWM
regulation apply at the state level (i.e., state legislatures and state agencies) where the Atomic Energy
Act or other federal law has not pre-empted state authority (e.g., for wastes not including special
fissionable material). Industry, environmentalists, and local jurisdictions and communities can all receive
notice of developments and participate in the creation of both laws and regulations, typically by making
presentations at hearings and submitting written comments. A high degree of communication and
cooperation among entities at the federal and state levels occurs in drafting and adoption of laws and
regulations concerning the storage and disposal of RWM.
9. Are the authorities of neighboring countries consulted or informed during the process of adoption?
There is no formal requirement (except for a treaty with Canada concerning the Great Lakes) under U.S.
law to consult with neighboring countries during the adoption of federal or state laws or regulations, but
typically neighboring countries are informed of the process of adoption, either formally or though the
same process by which the public is informed of such processes.
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10. Is it subject to SEA or any kind of environmental assessment? What kind of public consultations, if any, are
required?
Under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), all major federal actions with significant impact on
the quality of the human environment require the preparation of a formal environmental impacts
statement (EIS). Lesser federal actions require an environmental assessment (EA). All EISs require public
hearings on both scoping and substance, and most EAs involve at least hearings on the substance. Any
federal permit for the siting, construction, or operation of a facility for the storage or disposal of RWM
would almost certainly require an EIS, including consultation with authorities from the host state and
localities (including Native American tribes). In addition to hearings, written comments are received and
considered as part of the EIS process. To the extent state authority over the particular form of RWM has
not been pre-empted by federal authority, states typically have their own analogues to the NEPA
processes for analysis of environmental effects. Judicial review is available to determine whether the
agency preparing the EIS has met the analytical requirements of NEPA and, if no EIS has been prepared,
whether NEPA requires the preparation of such a document.
11. Is it publicly available? Is it available in different languages, other than your official language?
All U.S. laws, regulations, EISs and EAs are publicly available. So far as I know, these documents at the
federal level are required to be made available only in English. Some state laws, however, may require
the availability of state statutes, regulations, and environmental documents also in other languages
(e.g., Spanish).
12. Is the same procedure considered for the update/amendment of the national programme? (or a simplified
procedure?)
At the federal level, updates and amendments to laws, regulations, and environmental documents
concerning the treatment, storage, and disposal of RWM are all subject to the same procedures as are
required for their initial adoption. Typically, this is also the case at the state level, but there may be
limited exceptions.
Scope:
13. Does it contemplate all spent fuel and radioactive waste of whatever origin (e.g. nuclear industry,
conventional industry, research), or is it limited to a certain type of it?
As noted above, in the U.S. there are a variety of federal and state laws addressing RWM. Collectively,
these laws, and their implementing regulations, are very comprehensive and address the treatment,
storage, and disposal of RWM of essentially every origin and in virtually every form. Any lacuna that is
identified is typically filled rather quickly by whatever agency has statutory authority over that form or
origin of waste.
14. Does it contemplate NORM wastes? If so, please define NORM in this respect (e.g. only covering NORM in
the fuel cycle, other types of it, etc.)
Yes, the U.S. regulatory regime addresses a variety of NORM wastes. These include radioactive coal ash
and fly ash (containing small quantities of radium, thorium and/or uranium), as well as TechnologicallyEnhanced Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material (TENORM), which are all subject to federal
regulation by the EPA under the Solid Waste Disposal Act (or the Resource Conservation and Recovery
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Act) and (typically) state regulation under analogous state laws. These statutes also apply to Naturally
Occurring or Accelerator-Produced Radioactive Material (NARM), such as discrete sources of radium-226
used for medical purposes.
15. Temporal scope: does it contemplate actions in the medium and in the long term? What year is envisaged
as the “end point” for each waste stream? (eg. 2050, 2070…)
Yes, the laws and regulations contemplate both medium- and long-term actions. For example, the DOE
now anticipates construction of a SNF repository to open in 2048 and to remain open for decades. In the
U.S., since virtually all nuclear activities (except reprocessing of commercial SNF) are on-going (e.g., five
new nuclear power reactors are expected to open in the next 5 years), no end point is contemplated for
the waste streams they generate.
Contents:
16. Does your national programme contain an inventory of the spent fuel and radioactive waste under your
country’s jurisdiction? Does this inventory include present amounts and future forecasts?
Yes, the U.S. NRC regulatory programs applicable to RWM contain requirements that the licensee (or
owner) maintain inventories and prepare manifests when the RMWs are transported. The DOE
maintains a Manifest Information Management System (MIMS) to keep track of the transportation of
LLRW. With respect to commercial SNF, the DOE maintains inventories of both present amounts and
future forecasts under the waste disposal agreements that it maintains with nuclear utility companies.
This enables DOE to plan for the repository space it must provide under those contracts and the NWPA.
Similar planning occurs within DOE with respect to defense-related wastes, but the future forecasts are
largely classified for national security reasons. The lowest-activity wastes, such as NORM, are not subject
to NRC or DOE requirements for forecasts.
17. Does your national programme envisage a time-planning for the construction and operation of new NPPs
and/or the decommissioning of existing NPPs (which has an impact on the radioactive waste and spent fuel
generated)?
The NWPA places a limit of 70,000 metric tons of heavy metal on the capacity of the first HLW repository
to be constructed and opened in the U.S. The amount of SNF already in storage in the U.S. recently
surpassed that figure. Therefore, in principle, a repository for SNF should already be open. In fact,
however, notwithstanding the NWPA’s January 31, 1998 deadline for opening the first repository, the
current DOE strategy (issued in 2013) foresees that a first repository will open by 2048. Unless the
statute is amended to permit an increased capacity for the first repository, a second repository (and
perhaps a third) will be required merely to deal with the SNF from retired and currently operating NPPs
in the U.S. (plus the five more power reactors currently under construction in the U.S. and scheduled to
begin operations by 2020). Neither the Atomic Energy Act nor the NWPA requires a temporal
relationship
between
availability
of
additional
repositories
and
the
construction/operation/decommissioning of NPPs, and the NRC has determined (in its SNF Generic
Environmental Impact Statement, issued in 2014) that dry storage of SNF can be continued indefinitely
in the absence of a deep geologic repository. Accordingly, and unless the NRC’s GEIS and accompanying
Continued Storage Rule are overturned by the courts (a judicial challenge is currently pending), the
absence of a permanent repository does not constrain power reactor construction or operation under
federal law. About ten states, however, including California, have moratoria in place on new reactor
construction pending the availability of a repository for the SNF they would produce.
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18. Is the construction and commissioning of storage and disposal facilities contemplated? What kind of
facility (-ies)? What are the dates foreseen for:
a. Starting construction?
Two private entities have announced plans for the construction and operation of consolidated SNF
storage facilities, one in Texas and one in New Mexico. Applications for permits to construct these
facilities may be submitted as soon as 2016, with construction to begin soon after such permits are
issued (perhaps in 2019).
b. Starting operation?
If no delays are encountered in the construction and licensing of one or both of these consolidated SNF
storage facilities, they might begin operation early in the next decade. In addition, six NPP sites in the
U.S. were (as of March, 2015) seeking to construct at-reactor ISFSFs. In January, 2013, DOE announced a
new “Strategy for the Management and Disposal of Used Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive
Waste” to fulfill its responsibilities under the NWPA. Under this DOE Strategy, a pilot interim storage
facility with limited capacity would commence operations in 2021, followed by a larger, consolidated
interim storage facility to commence operations in 2025, and a permanent geologic repository for HLW
and SNF to be authorized for construction by 2042 and licensed to operate by 2048.
c. Ending their lifetime and being decommissioned?
All U.S. facilities for the storage or disposal of HLW and/or SNF are projected to have operating lives (i.e.,
with surveillance and active means for preventing intrusion) of at least several decades.
19. Are the milestones of such objectives described in the manner of project management (i.e. establishing
steps with estimated timetables for achievement)?
The facilities described in the DOE Strategy do not yet have project management milestones, in part
because none of them have yet been sited. The proposed privately-owned consolidated SNF storage
facilities will have to have project management milestones as part of their construction permit
applications, anticipated to be submitted to the NRC as soon as 2016.
20. Does your national programme include a calculation of costs for undertaking all the activities foreseen in
spent fuel and radioactive waste management?
In the U.S., the cost of storing and disposing of RWMs (other than DOE-owned RWM (including nuclear
weapons research and production waste), SNF, and waste in legacy sites under Title I of the Uranium
Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act) is borne by its private-sector owners and generators. There is no
national program to keep track of those private-sector costs. For commercial SNF, section 302 of the
NWPA requires the Secretary of Energy to conduct an annual review to determine whether the fees
being collected by DOE from the nuclear utilities will be adequate to fund the disposal of their SNF in
accordance with DOE’s contractual obligations to those utilities. In early 2014, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit struck down DOE’s cost estimate for a HLW repository for being
based on assumptions inconsistent with the NWPA. DOE also prepares, for federal government
budgeting purposes, cost estimates for the storage and disposal of defense-related RWM in its custody.
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21. Does your national programme include an explanation of the financial mechanisms foreseen to cover
these activities?
Section 302 of the NWPA provides that DOE will enter into contracts with U.S. nuclear utilities to dispose
of their SNF, and will collect fees from those utilities (initially set at $0.001 per KwH) sufficient to pay for
such disposal. Until 2014, those fees averaged about $750 million per year. Because expenditures on
disposal activities were substantially less than the fees (and because interest accumulated on the
balance in the Nuclear Waste Fund established by section 302 of the NWPA), by 2014 the Fund had
grown to over $30 billion. In early 2014, in light of the DOE’s decision not to proceed with its
construction permit application for the repository site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada and its failure to
secure congressional approval for choosing any other site, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit ordered DOE to notify Congress that it was reducing the fee to zero. Collection of the
fee was, accordingly, suspended in May 2014. Congressional appropriations for disposal of defenserelated wastes were initially deposited into the Nuclear Waste Fund under the NWPA. However, in 1993,
Congress changed the funding mechanism for those wastes, so that appropriations for their disposal
went instead into a separate Defense Nuclear Waste Disposal appropriation. By mid-2012, that
appropriation had an accumulated balance of $3.7 billion. DOE also receives separate appropriations for
surveillance and maintenance of uranium mill tailings stabilization sites under UMTRCA and
owners/generators pay the government for those services with respect to UMTRCA Title II sites.
22. Does your national programme include consideration of the measures to inform the public and make it
participate in the relevant decisions (e.g. site selection)?
Yes, both the NEPA environmental scoping and analysis process and NRC/Agreement State licensing
processes for RWM storage and disposal sites contain extensive requirements to inform the public and
consider public comments, including public hearings in most instances.
23. Does your national programme include previsions for R&D? And specifically for education and training of
new workers?
Yes. For example, section 302(d) of the NWPA authorizes the DOE to use funds from the Nuclear Waste
Fund for “nongeneric” research and development to carry out the purposes of the Act.
24. Does your national programme include previsions on management for legacy wastes?
Title I of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act deals specifically with 22 mill tailings legacy sites
(most of which arose from uranium production for defense purposes). Under NRC general license, DOE
has completed all surface cleanups at these legacy sites, but continues to clean up ground water at
several of them and to provide long-term surveillance to prevent intrusions and maintain integrity of the
tails stabilization. As of now, no SNF is considered legacy waste. To the extent additional legacy wastes
may be identified in other types of RWM, an attempt would be made to find a responsible party (e.g.,
owner, generator, transporter) who would have liability for storage and disposal costs.
25. Does your national programme include previsions on remediation of mining and milling facilities? Of
treatment of NORM?
Uranium mining facilities are under the jurisdiction of the Office of Surface Mining (“OSM”) in the
Department of the Interior. Reclamation, stabilization, and remediation of mines and mine tailings are
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subject to the OSM’s rules, not the Atomic Energy Act or NRC rules. Uranium leach recovery facilities, by
contrast, are subject to NRC jurisdiction. However, they do not produce significant above-ground tailings
accumulations.
Mill tailings are defined, under section 11e.(2) of the Atomic Energy Act, as “by-product material” and
therefore not LLWM. Uranium mill tailings at mills still active in 1978 or thereafter are licensed under
NRC (or authorized Agreement State—Colorado, Illinois, Texas, Utah, and Washington) jurisdiction. For
these active (or Title II UMTRCA) sites, the private owner/operator mills the uranium and is responsible
for cleanup of any site contamination. Its tailings pile designs must meet NRC license requirements in 10
CFR Part 40, and operations (including cleanup of contamination) must conform to NRC/Agreement
State license requirements. When operations cease, DOE prepares a long-term surveillance plan, which
is reviewed by NRC in light of EPA environmental standards in 40 CFR Part 192. Once the
NRC/Agreement State determines that plan meets cleanup standards requirements, the operating
license terminates and the site transfers to DOE for long-term surveillance and maintenance of
stabilization integrity under general license (10 CFR 40.27 for Title I UMTRCA sites and 10 CFR 40.28 for
Title II sites). The private owner/operator pays DOE for taking over the site and its post-closure activities
at Title II sites. While most mill tailings are stabilized “in place,” the facility in Clive, Utah is also licensed
to receive mill tailings.
Some forms of NORM (principally radium-226 in discrete sources), along with accelerator-produced
radioactive materials (together known as “NARM”) are regulated as byproduct material under sections
11e.(3) and (4) of the Atomic Energy Act and are, accordingly, not classified as LLWM. When disposed of,
however, these materials are subject to federal and state laws other than the Atomic Energy Act, such as
the Solid Waste Disposal Act, in accordance with NRC regulations in 10 CFR Parts 20 and 61. Other forms
of NORM, as well as TENORM, are subject to regulation by the EPA under the Solid Waste Disposal Act or
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. These NORM and TENORM materials are disposed of in
EPA-approved facilities, such as Grand View, Idaho, Deer Trail, Colorado, and Andrews County, Texas.
Degree of “enforceability”
26. What institutions are in charge of leading/coordinating its implementation in your country?
The Department of Energy is responsible for implementing disposal of HLW, SNF, transuranic waste,
greater than Class C waste, most uranium enrichment tailings, and most mixed waste in the U.S. It also is
responsible for post-closure surveillance and maintenance of mill tailings stabilization sites. Under the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act of 1980 and the 1985 Amendments thereto, the states are
responsible for the ultimate disposal of the three classes of LLWM, although the waste generators are
required to bear the cost and private companies own and operate the disposal sites. Urenco is
responsible for the disposition of its enrichment tailings, probably in privately owned/operated facilities
in Texas and/or Utah. NARM, NORM, and TENORM disposal is the responsibility of the owner/generator,
and will occur in privately owned/operated facilities.
27. What institutions are in charge of checking or ensuring the implementation of the national programme in
your country?
The NRC regulates the disposal of non-defense HLW, SNF, and non-defense GTCC waste. The DOE has
authority to regulate its own disposal of defense-related HLW (unless collocated with commercial SNF),
TRU in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, defense-related GTCC waste, and defense-related mixed wastes.
However, the DOE has indicated its intent that NRC regulate the disposal of certain defense-related
HLW, even if not collocated with commercial SNF disposal.
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NRC has proposed to amend Part 61 of its regulations to include disposal of uranium enrichment tails.
NRC also licenses DOE to maintain uranium mil tailings disposal sites, while the Clive, Utah site is
licensed and regulated by the State of Utah. The host states license and regulate the four LLRW disposal
sites, subject to NRC standards in 10 CFR Part 61. NRC regulates the disposal of commercial mixed
wastes (subject to an EPA conditional exemption under RCRA). NORM, NARM, and TENARM disposal is
principally regulated by the EPA and host states.
28. What are the consequences of not following the main lines announced in your programme?
If license obligations are not fulfilled by the disposal site operator, the regulatory/licensing agency may
impose fines and issue compulsory orders. These will be enforced by the courts, if need be. Under the
NWPA (for SNF and other commercial HLW), however, the DOE has failed to go forward in accordance
with statutory requirements. The principal consequence of that is that the courts have required DOE to
pay for storage costs incurred by nuclear utilities due to the delay in opening a permanent SNF
repository, have refused to allow DOE to withdraw its construction permit application for Yucca
Mountain, and have required the NRC to go forward with its consideration of that application (subject to
the availability of funds appropriated by Congress from the Nuclear Waste Fund). Other consequences
of DOE’s delays under the NWPA include state moratoria on the construction of new NPPs and a twoyear suspension of NRC final actions on new and renewal NRC licenses for NPPs. The DOE has also faced
court actions by states when it has failed to comply with its plans to address defense wastes.
Personal evaluation
29. When adopting your national programme, has the option been considered of having regional programmes
joining up national programmes of various neighbouring countries? What advantages and disadvantages
could such an option have in your opinion?
Regional integration has not seriously been considered. The RWMs generated in the U.S. are so much
larger in quantity and varied in form than those in neighboring countries that few advantages are likely
to derive to the U.S. from cooperation with Canada or Mexico. Also, the storage and disposal of RWMs is
so politically sensitive that it seems unlikely agreement could be obtained in the U.S. for disposal of
foreign-generated wastes. (Even agreement on the storage and disposal of U.S.-generated wastes is
often difficult or impossible.)
30. How mature (i.e. ready for implementation) do you consider the national programme of your country?
What are, in your opinion, the strengths and weaknesses of your national programme?
“Maturity” of the program is not the issue in the U.S. Likewise, resources to pay for the costs of storage
and disposal are not the problem. The critical issue has been and remains the political will to address the
problem and to implement the laws Congress has enacted. The NWPA program to dispose of SNF and
other HLW at Yucca Mountain, Nevada is, quite obviously, in shambles—so much so that the most
optimistic estimate from the DOE as to when a repository will open is 50 years after the date set in the
statute. The principal problems of the NWPA are the determined opposition of the State of Nevada, the
role of Congress as a “middleman” in annually appropriating money from the Nuclear Waste Fund
collected from the utilities, and the absence of an apolitical entity charged with siting, designing, and
constructing a repository. Almost certainly, significant amendments to the NWPA will be required in
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these and other respects if progress is to be made toward disposal, but constructive amendments seem
highly unlikely in the current political situation in the U.S.
Disposal of TRU at the WIPP was proceeding without serious issue until the facility received a drum of
waste from a DOE laboratory that spontaneously released radioactive contamination in January 2014.
Since then, the WIPP has remained closed to new disposal, is not expected to reopen until at least the
end of 2016, and will require more than $500 million for decontamination. Thus, disposal of TRU, which
had been a model of sorts, is no longer pointed to by advocates of consent-based siting.
Disposal of LLRW is going reasonably well in practice, aided by significant advances in volume reduction.
However, the regime of multistate compacts, each with its own LLRW repository, envisioned by the
LLRWPA, as amended, never came to pass. Instead, only one new LLRW repository has opened since the
statute was enacted, and most states, regardless of region, continue to send their LLRW to the facilities
in Utah (Class A only) and Texas.
Disposal programs for uranium mill tailings, enrichment tailings (i.e., depleted uranium), mixed waste,
NORM, NARM, and TENORM all seem to be proceeding well, without serious controversy or delay.
Because of their relatively low level of radioactivity, they do not seem to create the degree of public
attention and concern associated with the storage and disposal of other RWM.
The principal weakness of RWM management programs in the U.S., especially with respect to SNF, is the
lack of consistent leadership and direction. Those who feel the burden of nearby waste disposal tend to
exert more vigorous political pressure than the larger numbers of people who benefit from NPP
operations. As a result, Nevada, a state of relatively small population, has succeeded thus far in
opposing HLW/SNF repository construction at Yucca Mountain. The Blue Ribbon Commission on
America’s Nuclear Future has proposed that any HLW/SNF repository be sited only with local consent.
However, this approach risks the possibility of further decades passing without finding a geologically
acceptable site.
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ABSTRACT
The paper describes how Regulation and Authorization of the nuclear industry took place through a case
law ruling in San Rafael, Mendoza Province, Argentine Republic. It analyses the context in which a Non
Governmental Organization, that sought a Court order to shut down permanently an important uranium
mining Complex, was redirected in such a way that the legal process became the only institutional
channel to carry out many construction works and improvements in the management of mining tailings.
The alternatives of the legal proceedings shall be explored, as well as the obstacles generated by the lack
of Decision of Federal Authorities, and the hesitant and unbalanced steps of Local Authorities.
Finally, there will be an assessment of the importance of: 1) Legal environmental provisions, Judicial
discretion; 2) Local and Federal jurisdiction- legal and Constitutional bases - ; 3) the weighting of the
intervention of the Courts; 4) the general feeling that the Judges are closely related to the inhabitants'
concerns and fears (sociological aspects).
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REGULATION OF THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY THROUGH LITIGATION: CASE LAW
RELATED TO URANIUM MINING. IMPLICATIONS AND POSSIBILITIES

I.

PRECEDENTS/ INITIAL APPROACH

The Complejo Minero Fabril San Rafael (CMFSR) [Industrial Mining Complex San Rafael], located in
the Province of Mendoza, which belongs to the Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica (CNEA)
[National Atomic Energy Commission] of Argentina, has been the main supplier of uranium (yellow
cake) for the operation of the Argentine Nuclear Sector. At the time of its operation -1979 to1997-, this
Sector consisted primarily of two nuclear power plants and other installations dedicated to research and
the provision of radioisotopes for industry and medicine. 1
It is worthwhile to consider that the Province of Mendoza is located at the westernmost edge of
Argentina, that its extension is of 150,000 square kilometers, and that it is the richest and more densely
populated province of the region called Cuyo which lies between the Andes Mountain Range and the
Chilean Republic. It is a semi-desert zone, which, however, since before colonial times, was able to show
a resourceful usage of the water generated by rains and snowmelt from the Andean heights, which created
- thanks to several waterways that flow from the west- very productive and fertile agricultural oases.
These are, nonetheless, of a certain fragility, because they necessarily depend on a restricted water supply.
This fact has given rise, pursuant to the Constitution of the Province of Mendoza itself, to an institutional
set-up that grants exceptional importance to the Departamento General de Irrigación (DGI) [General
Department of Irrigation] as an independent agency with stability and powers of control, including
sanctioning powers. As a result, it has a decisive influence on the origin, evolution and development of
productive activities.
It is important to point out that the CMFSR is overseen and controlled by diverse agencies, both national
and provincial: 1) At the national level, the main authority of control of the CNEA is the Autoridad
Regulatoria Nuclear (ARN) [Nuclear Regulatory Authority] which ensures proper compliance with the
obligations pursuant to Act 24804 on Nuclear Activity; to its regulatory decree 1390/98, as well as to
every regulation issued by the ARN. CNEA is under the obligation to submit periodical reports to the
ARN; 2) at the provincial level, the Departamento General de Irrigación (DGI) [General Department of
Irrigation] of Mendoza is the enforcement agency regarding obligations pursuant to the General Water
Act and its amendments, and to any regulation issued by the DGI. It is the entity in charge of the
overseeing of water resources, and, as such, holds the power of police over this matter; 3) the Secretaría
de Ambiente y Desarrollo Sustentable de la Nación (SAyDS) [National Department of Environment and
Sustainable Development] nowadays raised to the status of Ministry of Environment and Sustainable
Development: regarding the obligations pursuant to Act 24051 and its regulatory decree 831/93 on
Hazardous Waste and their amendments, and the obligations pursuant to Act 25670 on Minimum
Protection Standards for the Management and Disposal of PCBs; 4) Secretaría de Ambiente y Desarrollo
Sustentable de la Provincia de Mendoza [Department of Environment and Sustainable Development of the
province of Mendoza], -basically the Agency of Environmental Control of the said Department-, in
connection with the obligations pursuant to Act 5917/92 and its regulatory decree 2625/99 on hazardous
waste and their amendments; regarding full implementation of Resolution 1314/04 which lays down the
different procedures for the survey and replenishment of the equipment contaminated with PCBs;
sampling, spills and transportation to storage, treatment and final disposal of PCBs; and in relation to
obligations pursuant to Act 5961/93 on the Preservation of the Environment and its regulatory decree
2109/94.
Likewise, CNEA carries out cooperation activities with other institutions:
1

At the time of writing this paper, there are three power reactors: Atucha I, the first nuclear power
generator in Latin America, operating since 1974; Atucha II; and Embalse, of CANDU technology, which
operated since 1984 and is currently shut down while in full process of life extension. Likewise, there are
important installations operating for the provision of radioisotopes and research. At both levels, that is,
for nuclear power and for the supplies for industrial and medical purposes, there are expansion projects
being carried out, such as the construction of a Modular Reactor (CAREM 25), and RA 10 at the Ezeiza
Atomic Center.
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Universidad Tecnológica Nacional (UTN) Regional Avellaneda [National Technological
University of the region of Avellaneda] Evaluación de Impacto Ambiental - EIA 2004[Environmental Impact Assessment],
Universidad Nacional de Cuyo (UNC) [National University of Cuyo] Department of Industrial
Applied Sciences - EIA 2006-; and
Instituto Nacional del Agua [National Water Institute].

The national production of uranium concentrate has been interrupted since 1997, due to economic
circumstances, such as the fall in the international price of the input. The changes which took place in the
international market between 2005 and 2006 resulted in a reduction of the worldwide production and
available stock of the input in the order of 10%.This caused a quadruplication of prices, which are
nowadays relatively restrained and stabilized.
Currently the CMFSR is not operating (safe shutdown), keeping a staff of approximately 90, who carry
out maintenance tasks. Both the mineral tailings and the liquid effluents are potential sources of soil
contamination, as well as water and air pollution in the areas neighbouring the uranium extraction zone,
unless an adequate clean up is performed.
The inventory of waste up to December 2005 as reported in 2006 was the following:
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Inventory to December 2005

DESIGNATION

PRIORITY

VOLUM
E

MASS

CONTENT

(m3)

(t)

U%

U
Total
(kg)

Ra
(Bq/l/k
g)

Ra
Total
(mg)

Quarry water

1

871,920

871,920

0.0004
3

3,749

0.416

10.57

Solid Waste

1

1,044.6

1,067.6

1.33

14249

0

0

Treatment tailings

2

946,667

1,704,000

0.018

306,720

9,102

428,04
0

Marginal Minerals

2

210,000

376,000

0.029

110,636

2,933

18,929

Solid Precipitates

2

269,180

323,016

0.018

47,379

207

1,442

Sandstone Dumps

3

5,180,00
0

9,470,000

0.0002

1,900

20.2

325

Quarries Tigre III,
Gaucho I - II

4

1,626,00
0 (1)

...

...

...

...

...

Tobas Dumps

5

14,000,0
00

25,600,000

...

...

...

...

(1) Volume to be refilled
From the end of the eighties to the first years of the twenty first century, the legal and constitutional
regulations of Argentina, both at the national and federal levels, were amended to update and explicitly
enforce the protection of the right to a healthy environment. Regarding the National Constitution (CN),
the reform that took place in 1994 introduced a very important section– Section 412 -, and the General
Environment Act no 25675 (2002) was passed. This Act was also called "Of Minimum Standards",
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Section 41.- All inhabitants are entitled to the right to a healthy and balanced environment fit for human
development in order that productive activities shall meet present needs without endangering those of
future generations; and shall have the duty to preserve it. As a first priority, environmental damage shall
bring about the obligation to repair it according to law. The authorities shall provide for the protection of
this right, the rational use of natural resources, the preservation of the natural and cultural heritage and of
the biological diversity, and shall also provide for environmental information and education. The Nation
shall regulate the minimum protection standards, and the provinces those necessary to reinforce them,
without altering their local jurisdictions. The entry into the national territory of present or potential
dangerous wastes, and of radioactive ones, is forbidden.
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quoting the phrase used in the text of the National Constitution. The Acts and Decrees aforementioned in
this chapter provide a detailed account of this process.
Finally, in 1995, under the provisions of the reform of the National Mining Code, the Régimen de
Minerales Nucleares de Argentina [Nuclear Minerals Regime of Argentina] was reformed, including a
peculiar amendment which grants the CNEA -in its own right- the power to decide the start-up and
discharge of the Fields of Sierra Pintada (CMFSR) and Cerro Solo (Province of the Chubut). 3
It is also appropriate to mention that the 1987 Agreement between the CNEA and the province of
Mendoza, passed by the Provincial Act 5330 (1988) remains formally in effect. This Act made provisions
that should be considered, such as those stated in Section 10: "The Commission will commit to safeguard
the low-grade ores that have been temporarily rejected due to their unprofitability, which will be
measured and deposited in a separate dump in case of a possible future exploitation. The same procedure
will be followed for the "tailings" of the plant treatment." Some people are of the opinion that it has been
practically repealed by the general content of the subsequent environmental regulations and by the reform
of the Régimen de Minerales Nucleares [Nuclear Minerals Regime]. But what seems paradoxical, keeping
in mind the regulation aforementioned, is the way in which even the reasonable and wise provisions that
safeguarded the riches of the Province were overturned, be it by way of explicit abrogation or by the
"convenient" interpretation given by movements allegedly in favour of environmental protection, based
on certain or hypothetical contamination alarms, which were however, never ascertained.
Two last comments about the status of the site of the Field: the surface of the Field is integrated by lands
belonging to the Province of Mendoza, who expropriated them in 1976 claiming them as premises of
public interest, with the express purpose of having CNEA exploit the uraniferous wealth of the mines
called Dr. Baulíes and Los Reyunos, pursuant to a comprehensive agreement between CNEA and the
Province of Mendoza. An interesting perspective is opened by the consideration that, given the scarcity of
industrial mining complexes of this type in the Argentine Republic with proven reserves, its ownership by
CNEA qualifies it as an Establecimiento de Utilidad Nacional [Premise of National Interest]. As such, it
falls under the protection of Section 75, subsection 30 of the National Constitution, which expressly
limits the Province of Mendoza's power to exercise its attributions regarding the specific ends of the
institution: "Section 75.- Congress is empowered: 30.- To exercise exclusive legislation over the territory
of the Capital City of the Nation and to enact the legislation necessary for the achievement of the specific
ends of premises of national interest in the territory of the Republic. Provincial and municipal authorities
shall hold power to levy taxes and power of police over these premises, insofar as they do not interfere
with the achievement of those ends."
II. EVENTS:

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS PURSUED/ LITIGIOUSNESS
In 2004, an Environmental Impact Report leading to environmental remediation with the synchronous
rehabilitation of the CMFSR was submitted. From the start, it was not favourably received by the
authorities of the Province of Mendoza, that is, by the Department of Environmental Control of the
Province of Mendoza, which is dependent on the Ministry of Public Works and Environment of Mendoza.
Given this situation, as a consequence of a meeting held between the highest authorities of CNEA and the
aforementioned Ministry by the end of December 2005, there was a verbal agreement to make the
procedure viable in stages, and, since then, the possibility of restarting the mineral production became a
subject that could not be mentioned openly. In fact, the CNEA had delayed a decision on the economic

3

Section 211 of the Mining Code: - The National Atomic Energy Commission may carry out the
prospection, exploration and exploitation of nuclear minerals, pursuant to the general rules of the Mining
Act. Should a new Statute be adopted for this entity, such activities will be subject to the provisions
contained in the Statute on that matter. The National Atomic Energy Commission is vested with powers to
decide on the exploitation or discharge of the following nuclear Fields registered under its name: Doctor
Baulies/, Los Reyunos/ (Province of Mendoza) and Cerro Solo/ (Province of the Chubut).
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exploitation of the mineral resource, to concentrate on the alleged consensus regarding the need for
remediation of liabilities.
During 2005, coinciding with the renewed possibilities provided by the new international conditions of
the uranium market, a sector of local interest groups from the Province of Mendoza, in particular from
San Rafael, the second city of the provincial state, located 30 kilometers downstream from CMFSR,
created an NGO named Asociación Multisectorial del Sur para la defensa del Desarrollo Sustentable
[Multisectoral Association of the South for the Defense of Sustainable Development] which initiated a
lawsuit, seeking a declaratory judgement, before the Federal Court of San Rafael, concurrent with a
precautionary measure. Beyond presenting the obvious request that the Judge should order CNEA to
comply with the prevalent national and provincial environmental law -spanning from the National
Constitution to local resolutions- , the NGO was keen on preventing any activity leading to the possibility
of resuming the uranium extractive activity at the CMFSR.
Although the Court sustained the claim and issued a Court Order in that regard, the Federal Appeals
Court of Mendoza overturned the precautionary measure. It is important to underscore that at no time had
CNEA envisaged beginning exploitation activities prior to compliance with all the necessary steps for
this, pursuant to current provincial legislation, and express authorization: unquestionably, there was the
need to adapt to new paradigms of environmental protection, and these had motivated the EIA proposed
by CNEA in 2004.
The confrontation before the Courts knew no truce: the Multisectoral NGO appealed the ruling issued by
the Federal Appeals Court of Mendoza before the Supreme Court of Argentina, and did not obtain a
favourable result. On the other hand, in the local sphere of the Federal Court of San Rafael, counting on
the favourable ruling already issued by the Judge in charge, based on the prevalent broad or universal
legitimacy that exists for environmental matters4, some particular members of the NGO initiated new
legal proceedings of environmental protection, which, with minor differences, were directed at the same
objectives as the previous ones5, together with precautionary measures to prevent CNEA activities linked
to a possible productive horizon for the Field.
Given the vague definitions of the National Authority CNEA, which was about to conduct entry into the
production of the Field, these measures were sustained, and, in this instance, confirmed by the Federal
Appeals Court of Mendoza. This result, no doubt, was helped by the vague definitions alluded to: for,
indeed, the citizens' demands for remediation could hardly be questioned when a Section of the Nuclear
Minerals Regime of the Argentine Mining Code establishes that the National Authority CNEA -in its own
right- is empowered to decide the start-up of production, discharge or abandonment of the mines of the
CMFSR Fields (Los Reyunos and Dr. Baulíes), and this power was not enforced.
Thus, in February 2006, a Report called "Manifestación General de Impacto Ambiental" (MGIA)
[Environmental Impact General Statement], was submitted in response to the requirements pursuant to
the Technical Report 207/2005 issued by the Dirección General de Saneamiento Ambiental [General
Bureau of Environmental Sanitation] and in compliance with Resolution 142-AOP-2005 (Ministerio de

4

Act 25675 - Section 30: Once collective environmental damage occurs, those affected, the Ombudsman
and the Environmental Defense NGOs, pursuant to Section 43 of the National Constitution, as well as the
National, Provincial and Municipal governments, will have legitimacy to claim for the remediation of the
damaged environment; likewise, the persons directly suffering damages within their jurisdiction, shall
have legitimacy to initiate legal proceedings seeking compensation for pertinent damages or remediation.
Once the proceedings have been initiated by one of the parties mentioned, the remaining parties will not
be able to file them; however, they have the right to intervene as third parties. Notwithstanding the
aforementioned stipulations, everyone may seek, by means of action for the enforcement of constitutional
rights, the discontinuance of the activities responsible for the collective environmental damage.
5

Arenas Gabriel Francisco vs. Estado Nacional on protection and precautionary measure, initiated in
2005; and Gomez Carmona Beatriz Lucrecia vs. Estado Federal CNEA on action for the enforcement of
constitutional rights, initiated in 2007; both currently pending in court before the Federal Court of San
Rafael, Province of Mendoza
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Ambiente y Obras Públicas de Mendoza) [Ministry of Public Works and Environment of Mendoza]. In the
presentation CNEA informed that the MGIA Report is based on a definition of priorities already specified
in previous Reports, Resolutions AOP 1135 (7-09-2001) and 850 (14-08-2002).
The MGIA focused on the environmental remediation activities, that is, the management of the waste
resulting from the exploitation of the Complex, observing the order of priority approved by Resolutions
850/ 02 y 1179/04 of the Ministry of Public Works and Environment of the Province of Mendoza.
Since under the provincial regulations regarding the approval process of the Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) a public hearing was compulsory, and as the CNEA itself -which had summoned the
hearing- did not attend, because of a decision allegedly attributed to the Federal Government, the
approval process could not be finalised.
As of 2007, the position of the anti-mining and anti-nuclear pressure groups is reinforced, since they
obtain the enacting of the Provincial Act 7722/07 by the Legislature of the Province of Mendoza. This
Act, through the Ministry of Public Works and Environment as its Enforcement Authority, with the
proclaimed intention of " ... providing appropriately for natural resources, especially for the protection of
water resources", forbids the use of chemicals such as cyanide, mercury, sulfuric acid, and other similar
toxic substances in the metal ore mining process of exploration, prospecting work, exploitation and/or
industrialisation of metal ores obtained by means of any extractive method.
Regarding metal ore mining projects, the Act also states that the Declaration of Environmental Impact
must be ratified by law and that the municipal sectoral reports, as well as the reports issued by the
General Department of Irrigation and by other autonomous entities, are mandatory and must include a
specific statement of the environmental impact on water resources.
In this context, the Enforcement Authority must regulate the establishment of an Environmental
Guarantee Insurance Policy, and create within its scope the Environmental Mining Police, whose purpose
will be to control and monitor each mining undertaking. Regarding water use and preservation, the
General Department of Irrigation will exercise specific control, and monitor each undertaking.
Facts show that the aforementioned regulation produced a setback in the possibilities of exploitation of
the mineral riches of the Province, and this was also the case with the rest of the local regulations in
connection with or regulating the industrial mining activity, mostly by way of an excessive accumulation
of apparently logical requirements -the demand of agreements between multiple authorities in a joint task,
of their meeting in opportunities and number of assistants which were difficult to implement. This
resulted in Organizaciones Empresariales Mineras [Mining Business Organisations] y Organizaciones
Sindicales Nucleares [Nuclear Trade Unions Organisations] (CNEA Professionals Association), filing
diverse legal proceedings before the Supreme Court of Mendoza. An initial approach to the subject
allowed to predict a confirmatory judgement on the validity of the anti-mining Provincial Act: in fact, it is
possible to surmise that, in the judicial analysis of the local Court, the lack of substantial mining projects
-currently this is also the case in the Province of Mendoza regarding the sector of oil resources, which,
although it seems not to have been affected, will inevitably have similar restrictions in the future-, gave
prevalence to political and merely theoretical considerations over the real impact that follows when there
are substantial mining projects in operation with a concrete influence on the economy, so that they
become an unavoidable element when invoking the principle of sustainability of Environmental Law.
(Section 4, Act 25675).6
In such a case, the principle acts as a moderator, as it requires that the decision should compare between
the contaminating capacity of all other human activities and the balance of poverty or wealth which is
incorporated when these are stimulated, suppressed or maintained; in short, the sustainability of
maintaining the environment in better conditions when they are abrogated.
The result was that the ruling upheld the status quo, favouring the existing activities at the expense of the
exploitation of the potential mining projects of the Mendoza Province -including the important
uraniferous wealth of the CMFSR- , and one may guess the legal considerations that resolved the
litigation -which, indeed, coincide with the ease with which such regulations are enacted-, such as the
doubtlessly praiseworthy objective of controlling any prospect of a possibility of massive contamination.
Who could be against the enacting of a general obligation not to contaminate, in particular directed to
6

www.jus.mendoza.gov.ar/.../0/...Ley+7722.../8a0252ea-5b64-4858-bca3-699f7efe94.
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those who might do so to a greater extent? They have thus refrained from investigating the incorrect
speculation that governs this type of provision, particularly when an arbitrary discrimination is evident as
it allows the continuity and even the increase of pollution by the use of the same elements only to those
who are already using them, in many cases without control or unscrupulously. This leads to the
conclusion that the holders of contaminating activities become the real beneficiaries, those who
monopolise the right to contaminate.
On the other hand, in the legal proceedings before the Federal Court of San Rafael, Province of Mendoza,
which put at stake a virtual interdiction to the activities of CMFSR, one may infer from the presentations
during the trial that both parties, that is, the environmental and NGO on one side and those who aspired to
exploit the uranium on the other, perceived each other as a lethal danger. From the mining business point
of view, ecologist NGOs are seen as a threat to that extraordinary generator of value which is the mining
industry and all those who are directly or indirectly involved in it (geologists, businesses, unions, mining
towns or villages, provinces, central government itself). From the point of view of the NGOs, mining is
smeared with focused symbolic characteristics -scapegoat- because of the magnitude, generally
accumulated and concentrated, of the risks associated to the mining activity, connected to some wild or
bucolic environments -impact contrast-. Pollution risks in the rest of anthropic activities appear
disseminated or less concentrated or rendered invisible -medium and small industries in cities, automobile
culture, roads, air or maritime navigation-; these activities provide contemporary and consequent benefits
which society does not even remotely consider giving up, although the magnitude of the routine impact
and potential damages associated to their generalisation and because of it, their dispersal, sometimes
infinitely surpass those of the mining industry.
This situation resulted in a virtual paralysis of CNEA's concrete activities, limiting these to institutional
control of the mining complex: the Province of Mendoza through its control entities, did not encourage
the continuation of effective works concurrent and favourable to the remediation of the environmental
liabilities.
Under these circumstances, and under the accusation of a lack of will to complete all necessary
remediation which was presented by the Multisectoral NGO, the Judge in charge of the Federal Court
decided to summon a hearing in December 2009, with the purpose, as was later ascertained, of taking on
the dynamic role of the person qualified to authorise, to provide the setting for an imperative technical
dialogue, and to become a likely mediator in view of the hesitant or extreme attitudes of each Local
Provincial Authority and of the CNEA itself. It is interesting to note that this interlocutory judgement
held it to be a given fact that any remediation activity remained subordinate to his definitive authority,
even when this attribution surpassed the legal reality of that moment. In 2009 the Judge authorized
remediation works. The effect was that the authorities of the CNEA considered themselves empowered to
submit the authorisation requests before the ARN, the Environment Protection Department of the
Province and the General Department of Irrigation. These authorities, notwithstanding the objections that
may be raised, saw the need to respond in good time and in an appropriate manner, at the risk of having
the activities authorised by the Judge hearing the case. This actually happened on some occasions, when
works and realizations were pending on the Judge's authorisation, even when there were reservations or
direct lack of authorisation from the specific authorities, such as the General Department of Irrigation.
It is important to point out that this lack of harmony constrains the activity of the CNEA, the entity that
must carry out the works, since it remains wide open to possible future objections kept in reserve by the
Local Authority, who might come back with new demands, different from those currently authorised by
the Judge, and might even consider itself eventually empowered to impose sanctions, given the loose
wording of the descriptions of the conducts repressed in the environmental or water administrative
regimes. Thus, at the present time, the Water Authority (GID), has in place various administrative
proceedings, which, though virtually paralysed, are however not concluded, and depend on the continuity
of the Judge's proactive attitude, in order to avoid the possibility of a standstill of the works or projects
carried out according to the investment level made by CNEA in compliance with its own Plans (Plan
Estratégico de la CNEA en materia minera con relación al CMFSR) [CNEA Strategic Mining Plan related
to the CMFSR].
It is worthwhile considering at this point, that the participation that the Judge has given not only to the
interested provincial and national entities, but, obviously, also to the parties of the trial -mainly to the
plaintiff NGO- has virtually limited their role in the trial, since he converted the proceedings into a setting
to provide a dialogue, in which the general interest is embodied in a Judge who is an active defender of
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the environment. e.g. a challenge presented by the plaintiff, based on the opinion of a biologist called
Montenegro, which had been included in the presentation, was removed by the Court, since it did not
coincide with even the minimum facts of the case – the alleged contamination it was addressing.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Since 2009, the proactive judicial attitude, which transformed the Judge hearing the case into the
authority that bears the responsibility of controlling the effective progress of the remediation activities
proposed by the CNEA, required ways to access background information which might facilitate such an
immediate control. From a procedural point of view, this took place through the following measures:

1) Periodical fixing of Judicial Recognition Hearings, in which the magistrate goes to the
CMFSR and requires explanations in situ 2) summoning a meeting of every provincial and national
authority with powers to intervene as authorisers or controllers, in order to express themselves, to witness
the deliberation or the conduct of the proceedings prior to the issuing of resolutions on remediation
activities: e.g. magnitude of each undertaking, solution or process of settlement of incidents, construction
or usage of dams, etc. 3) aggregation of data regarding the activities envisaged by the CNEA -including
planning and budgetary issues-, to the proceedings, as information for the plaintiff and society at large for
that matter, it should be emphasized that this active role caused the Judge to summon the highest
authorities of CNEA in charge of the diverse aspects of remediation activities.
It is important to underscore that this behaviour is solidly backed by national legislation, in particular Act
25675, known as the General Environmental Act, and, moreover, by the National Constitution.

It is clearly evident that the nuclear mining sector has an insular character within society; the
productive standstill in 1997 resulted in the loss of elementary technical continuity, and this has harmed
mainly the workers of the uraniferous mining sector, and altered the advantages associated to the activity
(work force selective volume, high profitability associated, generation of cluster of supplying companies,
outsourcing of the remuneration of unskilled labour).
These workers, and even the public sector in charge of exploration, the development of knowledge of
mining wealth, the operating companies, and the contractors have not been able to overturn, in spite of the
obvious advantages, the social and economic benefits, the social consideration, the virtues of
technological complexity associated to material and intellectual effort (prestige and visibility obtained in
national and international technical and academic spheres), and the increased possibilities enabled by the
extraordinary mining revenue, a generalised demonisation of the mining business by the media.
Whether right or wrong, this harangue, which, largely irrational and exaggerated, has had real effects and
turned mining into an undertaking almost always associated with the negligent and unrestrained
generation of pollution.

The return of the demonisation coming from an arbitrator (Federal Judge) who is presumed fair
and sufficiently empowered to protect the interests -supposedly weakly represented- of the environment
and society against the demon, has taken place by means of judicialization: in fact, not through traditional
litigious activity, but by a proactive activity carried out by the Judiciary in an instance where
administrative activity does not have the possibility of making effective decisions.
In this regard it has been said: " ... there are certain kinds of decisions which a government generally
cannot make effectively. Traditionally these fall into three categories: 1.- Those referred to individual
rights guaranteed by the Constitution, when they conflict with current legislation or regulation, 2.- those
related to the political and electoral system, since they affect directly the political and personal interests
of the legislators and officials in charge of making decisions, and 3.- those concerning minorities, who
may be discriminated against or simply be considered obnoxious in a majority government ..." The
mining sector, not only in Argentina, but on a worldwide level, would fall under the criteria of points 1
and 3.
Along the same lines, it was held that: "If there are demands for legislation or for regulation in general,
the political system may not be in a position to absorb them, given the importance of the legislators'
transaction costs: they are supposed to acknowledge social demands, conduct hearings, seek consensus
among the petitioners, draft a project. The difficulties in negotiating should be added to this list …”

Thus a crossroads is reached; which road of the regulation must be chosen? That of negotiating
with the parties directly interested in the regulations or seeking and obtaining a judicial regulatory
decision?
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In fact, "the regulations obtained by consensus tend to be ambiguous, because they avoid issues which
may be sensitive to the parties, or, if they achieve including them, it usually is by means of superficial
regulations. Consensus leads to the lowest common denominator which renders the regulations thus
approved less likely to have probabilities of promoting innovations ... One should also not forget the
"ego" of the negotiators: every negotiation raises issues of political prestige. When government officials
decide that they will negotiate the contents of a set of rules, they send a message to the public, to the
interest groups, as well as to the legislators, pointing out that the particular agency is more interested in
negotiating than in the imposition of rules. The objective of this kind of behaviour is to increase the
credibility of the government agency in the eyes of legislators and interest groups". As may be inferred,
even when facing the possibility of consensus, it is important to have initially in place a prestigious
authority that will give legal strength to the commitment, and sometimes build that commitment directly,
assigning the duty of action or tolerance to the opposing parties.

Although "there are more dramatic occasions, as in the case of a standstill between powers
which prevent demands from being considered"7 “...in support of minorities who have difficulties in
making their interests known or who cannot associate themselves with other groups in their defence. In
this way they will be outside of the legislative process, and for this reason judicial protection is a
correction to this situation and justifies the existence of a counter-majoritarian element in judicial
control. The intervention of the Supreme Court in their defence compensates for this weakness in the
system ... We must keep in mind that minorities are usually considered obnoxious by majorities and by the
interest groups that influence power". The preeminence of agricultural and cattle-breeding activities in
some provinces in Argentina and the strong repercussion and endorsement raised by environmentalism, as
well as the remarkably absolute political and cultural correctness associated with the obsession of
environmental care to the detriment of other values protected by the National Constitution, exert a
paralysing influence on the Administrative Authorities; in this case, on the local ones.

In view of the constant challenge of the same possibility of undertaking traditional or nontraditional mining, based on an interpretation of the environmental clauses of the National Constitution as
a system almost abrogative of traditional or nontraditional mining, it is fitting to follow the roadmap
traced by someone who has a valid opinion on the subject. On this subject it has been said, "... This
modern contractual outlook continues the idea of the association of the Constitution with a social
contract originally put forward by John Marshall in the 1819 case "McCulloch vs. Maryland". Marshall
began his analysis of constitutional interpretation with a famous sentence: "we must never forget, that it
is a constitution we are expounding, and a constitution may not have the verbosity of a code..." The
question that follows is: who manages that long term contract we call a Constitution? Furthermore,
which is its governing body? Marshall had answered this question in a previous ruling, one of the most
famous ones, "Marbury vs. Madison" 1803, where he establishes that "it is emphatically the province and
duty of the judicial department to say what the law is", providing that it was fitting for the judges and as a
last resort for the Supreme Court, to define the contents of the Constitution. This idea is reinforced by non
contractual authors such as Jürgen Habermas. For Habermas, Law must be dialogical, that is, the
product of a debate between the parties and the Judge and there is no monological solution for the Law:
there may be a hypothetical initial rule, which, to be applied, must be debated in court by the parties and
the Judge. In Habermas's thinking, proof of legitimacy of a law is that it must be self-imposed, in other
words, that it must be accepted in such a way that it may be considered as imposed by oneself; and this
requires participating in the debate leading to its approval. Judicial debate in a democratic society is
legitimated by the fact that it allows a debate on the rule that will effectively be applied. Participation,
ideal in a Congress debate, imposes very high transaction costs for the interested parties, and this
renders it impossible for everyday people", and, one may add: for those who are clearly in the minority or
who are considered contemptible, modern imitations of the insane, lepers, witches, etc. of olden times "...
But this participation is guaranteed in the judicial debate; and for that reason, both Habermas and
7

Under some circumstances the causes for inaction are even more complex, given that in a democratic
majority system, minorities affected by a serious problem often cannot make themselves known nor
demand a solution to their problems, these are the commonly called "discreet and insular minorities", to
which the United States Supreme Court made reference in 1938 (1 in the case United States vs. Carolene
Products Company, 304, US, 144 1938) The Carolene formula focuses its attention on the political
weakness of minorities, and the damage and discrimination they suffer in a pluralist democracy. Alike to
what happens to the trades of the mining sector and of mining production in general, exception made of
that almost almighty and untouchable oil and petroleum sector.
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Michelman consider that judicial decisions are democratic, as they allow people to participate in the
rules that will be applied to them."

An element to be borne in mind is that the Judge will always make a decision, given that silence
as an answer is excluded; moreover, when confronting political powers, only the constitutional right to
petition will prevail. That is the reason why the judicial solution appears as efficient, not because the
Judge necessarily knows much more about the problem than the regulator, but because of the virtues of
the dialogue that unfolds between the parties before the Judge. Thus, the solution may be the outcome of
a conciliation process. Therefore, if we consider the judicial process as a dialogue between parties who
debate before a Judge on matters of Fact and Law, the ideal solution to a complex litigation is
conciliation, rather than a ruling.

Argentine Law provides for legal proceedings to request a declaratory judgement, the very
ancient "action in jactitation", which is a real lawsuit allowing the full implementation of constitutionality
control of the rules and the actions of government and private individuals. In the debate previous to the
judicial decision, participation is restricted exclusively to the parties at trial and to those who introduce a
brief as amicus curiae. In some cases the idea of parties has great scope. For example, when a class action
is filed, or in cases of judicial administration of substantial conflicts; as no case is small when it comes to
important regulatory issues.

Law is the product of evolution and, through a wide participation of individuals, even those who
cannot make their voices heard in the political process, even in societies like ours in which electoral
decisions have consequences sometimes unimagined by the voters, political activity is part of the "show
business State" or the "seducer State", according to the expressions of Régis Debray, rather than the
answer to social demands. For this reason, judicial decision finally seems democratic, as it allows the
direct participation of individuals in the rule that will be applied to them.

The judicialization of large scale projects, due to the sensitivity that society has developed
towards nuclear mining and mining in general, requires an advance towards Institutions that may rule
with full authority, away from suspicions of collusion, but who simultaneously acknowledge that the
system of judicial appeals offers a reinsurance against the arbitrariness of that same Judge or authority:
hence it is advisable to undertake legal proceedings, as they command respect for the values generally
questioned, according to the opinion of environmental NGOs, as well as the natural subordination that
Judicial Courts transmit to the population at large.
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NUCLEAR PHASE-OUT LEGISLATION AND NUCLEAR
WASTE MANAGEMENT IN GERMANY


By Gunther Kühne

Abstract

In 2016, the German nuclear phase-out legislation enacted in 2011 which provides for the termination of
the use of nuclear energy for electricity generation by 2022 at the latest, has to stand several crucial tests
as to its constitutional validity and to its ability to be implemented.

At the constitutional level the Federal Constitutional Court has to judge on the compatibility of the
phase-out scheme with the property guarantee clause from the standpoint of the issue of compensation.
ICSID (International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes) arbitration in Washington is the
second arena for these issues concerning the suit brought by the Swedish energy company Vattenfall
against Germany. Among the problems of implementability financing of nuclear phase-out costs and
follow-on liability of entities within nuclear company groups for dismantling and nuclear waste disposal
costs are in the foreground. The new repository site selection procedure timetable has accomplished its
first phase with the presentation of a methodological Commission report in July 2016.

The paper discusses these events and issues that are crucial for the viability and the outcome of the
German nuclear phase-out policy and legislation. It puts them into perspective also in consideration of
the fact that public participation and litigation, for a long time already, are the driving forces in
Germany’s nuclear phase-out and waste management policies.
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I.

The Legal-Political Context of Germany’s Nuclear Phase-out Policy from a Global
Perspective

1.

The Early Stage

The history of the peaceful use of nuclear energy in Germany, to a large part, is a history of abandoning
nuclear energy. The euphoric phase of using nuclear energy started during the 1950s and reached its
climax during the 1960s with the installation of most of the 18 German power plants. This phase
continued up into the mid-seventies when there was still the widespread belief that the energy supply
problems raised by the oil crisis during the 1970s could be solved or, at least, mitigated by having
recourse to nuclear power. The critical phase that started towards the end of the 1970s was significantly
fostered by the Three-Mile-Island accident (1979). In 1986 the combative phase began with the
Chernobyl disaster, when immediately afterwards the Social democratic Party, one of the two big
German political parties, began to embark on a straightforward anti-nuclear course.1 In the ensuing
political controversy between the conservative/liberal pro-nuclear and the red/green anti-nuclear camps
the issue of nuclear waste disposal began to take centre stage. In particular, the selection of the salt dome
at Gorleben as the site for a high-level nuclear waste repository played an ever increasing role as the
symbol of a bitterly contested nuclear energy policy.

The pro-abandonment policy became the official political doctrine when in 1998 a red-green coalition
government came to power. In 2001 the Federal Government and the four nuclear energy producing
companies entered into an agreement by which the use of nuclear power for electricity generation was to
be phased out: The existing nuclear power plants were allotted certain residual electricity production
quantities. This scheme was designed to terminate nuclear power production in Germany by the mid2020s. The agreement was transferred into an amendment of the German Atomic Act in 2002.2 The
exploration of the Gorleben salt dome was suspended until 2010. In 2009 a nuclear-friendly
conservative/liberal coalition Government was elected into office again. In 2010 the new Government

1
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amended the Atomic Act by easing the phase-out scheme enacted in 2001/2002:3 The nuclear power
plants were allotted additional residual electricity production quantities. Their implementation would
have extended the lifespan of nuclear energy in Germany into the 2030s. This phase-out scheme was
suddenly thwarted by the Fukushima disaster on 11 March 2011.

2.

The Fukushima Disaster and its Aftermath

Immediately after the Fukushima disaster unfolded, an all-party consensus evolved in Germany as to the
urgency of an accelerated abandonment of nuclear power as a source of energy. In the summer of 2011
the Atomic Act was again amended:4 Instead of a phase-out through residual electricity production
quantities the new Act installed a system of a staged phase-out determined by statutorily fixed deadlines.
The eight oldest reactors were already shut down in 2011. The remaining nine plants are required to
terminate their operation according to a phase-out scheme with the last plant to close down at the end of
2022. By that time Germany will be the only major industrial country to have completely abandoned
nuclear energy for electricity generation. Even though there is a heated public debate on Germany’s
further course in energy policy in general and on the pace of introducing renewable energies in
particular, the political consensus on abandoning nuclear energy still holds firm and most probably will
continue to do so.
If one widens the perspective beyond Germany’s borders the picture is definitely a very different one. At
the International level, roughly 65 power plants are either under construction or in the planning stage.
Even within the EU we observe a divergence of attitudes towards nuclear energy. Slovakia, e.g., is
planning two new plants and the United Kingdom envisages to construct new reactors at Hinkley Point.
France recently suspended until 2019 its commitment to reduce from 75 p.c. to 50 p.c. the share of
nuclear energy in its overall electricity generation. Among the non-European countries the US is
currently planning the construction of 5 nuclear plants. India and China are planning 6 and 21 new
plants respectively.5 This overall positive assessment is somewhat surprising in light of the fact that
3
4
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information on some key projects currently under construction regarding a new generation of
pressurized water reactor systems as, e.g., the facilities in Flamanville (France) and Olkiluoto (Finland)
is anything but encouraging. Technical problems and exploding budgetary circumstances are the key
characteristics of these ventures. Regardless of the overall positive outlook for nuclear energy at the
international level, in Germany the phase-out policy for nuclear energy appears unshakable.

3.

Main Legal Issues of Germany’s Phase-out Legislation

Germany’s nuclear phase-out legislation and its nuclear waste disposal consequences concern several
key legal complexes. Time- and issuewise they are located at different levels. First, there is the central
issue of constitutionality, in particular the compatibility with the constitutional guarantee of property
(II.). A side theatre is international arbitration: The Swedish utility Vattenfall which had operated two
nuclear power plants in Germany sued the Federal Republic of Germany in 2013 before the International
Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) in Washington for damages incurred as a
result of the post-Fukushima shutdown of its facilities (III.). Funding and financially guaranteeing
nuclear waste disposal including the decommissioning and dismantling of the facilities and the
intermediate and final storage of nuclear waste are the other problem areas that reach far into the future.
In recent times these questions have developed a particular explosiveness as a consequence of the
deteriorating financial status of the big nuclear power companies (E.ON, RWE) in connection with the
so-called “energy switch” (“Energiewende”) –the switch from fossil fuel energy to renewable energies
(wind, solar power) (IV.). One particular aspect of ensuring the recoverability of post-operation costs is
to make sure through legislative measures that funds needed for waste disposal are not channelled into
subsidiary corporations and, thereby, made unavailable for liability purposes (the problem of follow-on
liability) (V.).

Finally, another complexity reaching far into the future, (the next century?) is the final storage of
radioactive waste itself, meaning the exploration, installation, operation and closure of a final repository.
For low- and medium range radioactive waste the Konrad mine is the site which has already got judicial
approval.6 It is currently being retooled but will go into operation not before 2022. In the area of high-
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level radioactive waste Germany, after abandoning the exploration of the Gorleben salt dome, will
embark at point zero on the search for a new site( VI. ).

II.

The (Un-)Constitutionality of the Phase-out Legislation

In mid-March 2016 oral arguments were held before the 1st Senate (Chamber) of the Federal
Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht, BVerfG) in one of the most voluminous court
proceedings of its history: the constitutional complaints (Verfassungsbeschwerden) lodged by three
nuclear power producing utilities against the constitutionality of the 13th Amendment (2011) to the
Atomic Energy Act which enacted the phase-out scheme for Germany’s nuclear power industry to
terminate electricity production by the end of 2022 at the latest. The central argument of the
complainants concerns Art. 14 GG of the Constitution (Grundgesetz, GG), which guarantees freedom of
property. The complaining companies argue that, by ordering the termination of nuclear power
production at the end of 2022, the legislature violated Art. 14 GG. Art. 14 para. 1 sent. 1 GG guarantees
freedom of property. Sent. 2 makes the addition: “Content and limitations [of property] are determined
by statute”. Art. 14 para. 3 sent. 1 GG says that an expropriation is permitted only for the public welfare
and sent. 2 requires that an expropriation may only be ordered by a statute or on the basis of a statute
that regulates both kind and extent of compensation. The phase-out statute of 2011 does not contain a
compensation clause. This is the key point in the complainants’ argument. In their view the statutory
termination of nuclear power production violates the constitutional guarantee of property since this
statutory invasion of property constitutes an expropriation which, under Art. 14 para. 3 GG, is permitted
only in exchange for compensation. This line of argument shows that the complaining companies do not
seek a reversal of the phase-out policy and legislation but sue for compensation. The amounts under
discussion add up to 15 bill. EUR. One of the nuclear power producing companies, Energie BadenWürttemberg (EnBW), did not lodge a constitutional complaint which is at first sight surprising. The
reason is that under German constitutional law fundamental or basic rights (Grundrechte) are vested
only in those legal entities, e.g. corporations, which have a majority of private owners. 7 EnBW, on its
part, is dominated by municipalities and counties. The rule that public entities do not enjoy basic rights
rests on the idea that basic rights, by their very essence, are designed to protect private entities from the
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state, not to protect public entities inter se. But the rule also has its drawbacks: It leads to inequalities
where public and private entities are confronted in a competitive relationship.

That said, the central legal issue in the constitutional case appears to boil down to the following
alternative:8 Does the statutory shutdown of nuclear reactors constitute a “limitation of property” (Art.
14 para. 1 sent. 2 GG) without compensation or does it constitute an “expropriation” (Art. 14 para. 3
GG), subject to compensation? This clear juxtaposition, however, becomes shady if one considers the
history of the phase-out legislation since the year 2000.

One of the central issues relates to the extent of the property rights the phase-out amendment of 2011 is
supposed to have violated. For assessing this one has to analyze the development and vicissitudes of
nuclear law since 2002, i.e. the first piece of phase-out legislation. At the time when the reactor licences
were granted during the 60s and 70s of last century their duration was unlimited in time under the
proviso, of course, that the plant was in a state to fulfil all safety requirements. It was only in 2002 that
limitations were introduced. The agreement between the Federal Government and the four nuclear
electricity producing companies that was incorporated into the Atomic Act limited the life span of the
nuclear plants for the first time. But this was brought about not by time deadlines, but by residual
electricity production quantities granted to the operators per power plant. Thereby, under certain
conditions, the companies were able also to transfer production quantities from one plant to the other.
This mechanism enabled the operators to determine autonomously by themselves the exact operational
deadline of each plant. As a result of the agreement preceding the statutory amendment in 2002 the
companies did not lodge legal actions against the limitation which the companies, however, still
regarded as an encroachment on their rights. From hindsight, the willingness on the part of the
companies to enter into an agreement with the red-green coalition Government appears to have been a
strategic miscalculation. Obviously, the companies agreed to this with the expectation that the general
elections of 2002 would bring back to power a nuclear-friendly Government. As we know, this
happened only as late as in autumn 2009. It did, therefore, not come unexpectedly that in December
2010 the Atomic Act was again amended to the effect that the limitations imposed in 2002 were
extended by 12 years on average. The companies were granted corresponding additional residual
electricity production quantities.
8

For an extensive discussion of the constitutional property problem see Th. Mann, supra n. 4, at pp. 54 – 60.
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This brief historical overview of the phase-out legislation suffices to demonstrate that, by 2011, the
extent of the property rights in the nuclear facilities and the companies’ justified expectations in the
legislative stability of their legal position had become blurred and relative. The decision the Federal
Constitutional Court is to hand down in late autumn of 2016 is expected to contain some clarifications
on the notion of “expropriation”. There seems to be a prevailing opinion that an expropriation requires
both a loss by the victim and a gain on the part of the state (expropriation as an imposed acquisition). 9
Some proponents argue that there only has to be a loss on the part of the victim. This controversy, to
some extent, has been bridged by more recent Constitutional Court decisions. In these decisions the
Court argues that statutory infringements on property rights which do not constitute “expropriation”
because of their general character, i.e. the so-called regulatory takings situations, nevertheless are
compensable under Art. 14 para. 1 sent. 2 GG where the infringement is so grave that some form of
compensation is required by the constitutional principle of proportionality as part of the “rule of law”
principle (Art. 20 para. 3 GG).10

One can easily imagine that these questions may need a lengthy debate and will be addressed by the
Constitutional Court. The oral arguments before the Court in mid-March conveyed the impression that
the Court probably will refrain from an all-or-nothing result. It is most likely that the Court will look
into the concrete losses nuclear operators may have incurred after the prolongation of reactor life spans
in 2010 followed by the abrupt accelerated phase-out scheme in 2011. For example, investments in
backfitting measures incurred in 2010/2011 may have become useless for a much shorter life span as
result of the 2011 amendment. Or else the change of system from residual electricity production
quantities to fixed deadlines may render such quantities unusable and, thereby, worthless.
III. The ICSID-Arbitration Case of Vattenfall’s German Nuclear Power Plants

A different anti-phase-out litigation theatre is connected to a law suit initiated by the Swedish utility of
Vattenfall before the arbitral tribunal of the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment
9
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See, e.g., Decision of the Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht, BVerfG) of 22 May 2001,
BVerfGE 104, 1.
See, e.g., Decision of the Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht, BVerfG) of 2 March
1999,BVerfGE 100, 226, concerning the impact of monumental conservation laws upon the use of property.
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Disputes (ICSID) in Washington. In 2013 Vattenfall sued the Federal Republic of Germany for
compensation of losses amounting to 4,7 billion EUR suffered as a result of the imposed closure of two
nuclear power plants (Krümmel and Brunsbüttel).11 What is the ISCID-Arbitration about? The legal
basis for Vattenfall’s strategy is the European Energy Charter Treaty (henceforth: the Treaty). The
Treaty was concluded in 1994 among 53 Contracting States, most of them European. Its principal
objective is to foster international investments in energy infrastructure (e.g. power plants, pipelines) and
to intensify international energy trade. Historically, the Treaty was concluded after the breakdown of the
Communist bloc when Eastern Europe foreseeably needed large-scale investments in order to renew its
run-down infrastructure, in particular the energy infrastructure. In order to attract sufficient interest for
investments the concluding parties to the Treaty had to ensure a climate of legal certainty for the
investor and to provide for an adjudication system independent from the judicial system of the host state.
Rules for investment protection therefore are an essential element of the Treaty. The core institution in
this respect is the availability of dispute resolution mechanisms in case of violation of the investor’s
right by the host state. Art. 26 of the Treaty offers different avenues and one of these is access to arbitral
proceedings under ICSID.

The Vattenfall case is special in so far as it involves a dispute between two EU member states (Sweden,
Federal Republic of Germany). This gave rise to doubts whether ICSID is also competent also for
disputes between EU member states. The ICSID tribunal apparently holds itself as having jurisdiction.
Details are unknown since the proceedings are taking place under secrecy.

As to the substantive aspect of the case, there are two issues involved: Do the German phase-out
measures constitute “indirect expropriation” under Art. 13 of the Treaty? Did Germany violate the
“standard of fair and equitable treatment” which is relevant under Art. 10 para. 1 of the Treaty? The
practice of the ICSID arbitral tribunal tends to be very much directed by the specific patterns of the
individual case which makes it relatively unpredictable. But it appears well conceivable that in case
Vattenfall can prove that concrete investment expenditures caused by the phase-out measures were
frustrated or that legitimate expectations on the part of Vattenfall in the realization of such investments
were thwarted the ICSID tribunal may well grant compensation.
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The ISCID tribunal will probably hand down its decision towards the end of 2016. At the same time
Vattenfall is one of the complainants before the German Constitutional Court. But it is very doubtful,
whether Vattenfall has standing in the German court since it is a public entity (the State of Sweden is the
owner) and it is a foreign entity that, normally, does not enjoy basic rights under the German
constitution (Art. 19 para. 3 GG).12 In case the German Constitutional Court should accept Vattenfall’s
standing and deal with the substantive issues another tricky question might arise, i.e. the relationship
between – conflicting or parallel – verdicts by the German Constitutional Court and the ICSID tribunal.

IV. Financing of Nuclear Phase-out Costs

It does not require specific imagination to realize that the accomplishment of the nuclear phase-out
process will need enormous financial efforts. As per 2014 costs for the disposal of nuclear waste are
estimated at 47.5 bill. EUR. If one adds the estimated additional costs for a complete dismantling (400
mill. EUR) and for disposal of non-spent nuclear fuel (900 mill. EUR) total costs will amount to 48.8
bill. EUR. According to statutory obligations the operators have created provisions for the costs when
they fall due. These provisions amounted to 38.3 bill. EUR in 2014. They include costs for:

-

decommissioning and dismantling of nuclear power plants;

-

packaging of radioactive fuel elements and of radioactive waste from reprocessing as well as
packaging of other radioactive waste, containers required for intermediate and final disposal,
transport and return transport of radioactive waste from reprocessing;

-

interim storage of radioactive waste;

-

final storage of radioactive waste with negligible heat generation in the Konrad repository;

-

final disposal of radioactive fuel elements and of high-level waste in a high-level final repository
including costs for exploring and selecting final repositories for high-level nuclear waste.

On 14 October 2015 the Federal Cabinet had taken the decision to set up a “Commission to Review the
Financing for the Phase-out of Nuclear Energy”. The Commission was entrusted with the mandate to
work out recommendations for guaranteeing the funding of decommissioning and dismantling of the
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The restriction under Art. 19 para. 3 GG may be inapplicable because of being incompatible with the general
prohibition of discriminatory practices under European law.
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nuclear power plants as well as of nuclear waste disposal. The mandate, at the same time, asked for
recommendations that would economically enable the operators in the long term to fulfill their
obligations arising from their nuclear activities in the past. This shows that the setting up of the
Commission was motivated by apprehensions on the part of the Government that operators, due to the
recent deterioration of their economic situation, in the future might not be able to meet their financial
obligations arising out of their former nuclear activities. The Commission published its report on 27
April 2016.13

Basically, it is one fundamental problem the Commission had to tackle: How to allocate performance
responsibility and funding responsibility to the operators or to the state/society/taxpayer? Or rather; who
does what? Who pays for what? To allocate both responsibilities to one of the two sides exclusively
never was considered seriously. Performance responsibility was divided as early as in the 1976
amendment of the Atomic Act:14 Final disposal of nuclear waste was declared a state responsibility and
there was no inclination now to shift this task to the operators. Under discussion now were two things: A
fine tuning of performance responsibility and a solution to the funding responsibility. Two models were
under discussion:

1)

The Establishment of a Private Foundation

Under this alternative nuclear operators would have to transfer their provisions for nuclear activities to a
new Foundation until 2022. After that transfer the Foundation would be responsible for dismantling and
packaging as well as for the interim and final disposal of nuclear waste. All financial risks beyond the
transferred provisions would fall upon the state, i.e. finally the taxpayer.

2)

The Establishment of a Public Fund

The other option under consideration was the establishment of a Public Fund: the Fund would also
receive the accrued provisions. But in case of insufficient financial assets the operators would be liable
without limitation.

13
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The Report is available in English via Internet under bmwi.de (Press release of 27 April 2016). The title is:
“Responsibility, Safety and Certainty – A new Consensus on Nuclear Waste Disposal”.
4th Act to Amend the Atomic Energy Act of 30 August 1976 (Bundesgesetzblatt 1976 I, 2573).
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The Compromise Solution

The Commission had rejected both options because of their imbalance: The Foundation would put the
burden only on the state, the Public Fund would exclusively disadvantage the operators. Instead, the
Commission chose a compromise model. Its central characteristic is congruence of performance
responsibility and financial responsibility: Who has to perform has to pay accordingly. This means:

The state shall be assigned the obligations of interim storage, manufacturing containers of waste from
reprocessing for final storage as well as transport from the interim storage to the final repository. The
funds required for securing financing that amounts to 4.7 bill. EUR plus a risk surcharge are also to be
transferred to the state. The financial assets necessary for exploration, construction, operation and
decommissioning of final repositories, i.e. for activities within state responsibility already under present
law, will again be transferred to the state. They amount to 12.5 bill. EUR, plus a risk surcharge.
Accordingly, 17,2 billion EUR will have to be transferred. The risk surcharge of 35 % is to close the gap
between provisions and real costs. All in all, the total volume of assets to be transferred to the state fund
that will be established under public law will amount to 23,3 billion EUR including the risk surcharge.
Along with the step-by-step payment of the risk surcharge the operators will be discharged. This means
that in terms of both performance and financial responsibility operators will continue to be in charge of
decommissioning, dismantling and packaging. In this respect the operators will be liable without
limitation. Even this reduced burden to be shouldered by the operator companies may turn out to cause
financial troubles. The operator companies may therefore look for a different kind of relief pertaining to
company law.

V.

Follow-on Liability for Dismantling and Disposing of Nuclear Waste

On 1 June 2016 the Federal Government decided to speedily present a draft transposing into law the
proposals put forward by the “Commission to Review the Financing for the Phase-out of Nuclear
Energy”. At the same time the Government reaffirmed its intention to further pursue its legislative
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proposal of 201515 to ensure follow-on liability in case a nuclear company is split up or reorganized to
the effect of shielding assets designed to cover decommissioning and dismantling costs from liability
and thereby making them unavailable for fulfilling their purpose. The idea of the legislative draft is to
“pierce the corporate veil”. This would make it possible to retrieve the assets from other corporate
entities within a group. This legislative project recently gained additional urgency because the two
biggest German utilities (E.ON AG, RWE AG) which are under profitability pressure have been and still
are engaged in activities for the reshaping of their respective groups. Under the follow-on liability
concept the entities within a group of companies will be held liable vis-á-vis the new public fund as long
as a nuclear operator has not paid the risk surcharge. If the risk surcharge is not completely paid by 2022
it is up to the companies to ensure follow-on liability by way of their provisions. This follow-on liability
statute is to enter into force by the end of 2016. It will have retroactive effect for all reorganizations that
occurred after 1 June 2016 – the day when the Federal Government took its decision to enact follow-on
liability legislation.

VI. The Repository Site Selection Procedure

One of the political fallouts of the Fukushima disaster was the unanimity among German political
parties to terminate the exploration of the salt dome at Gorleben as the site for the final repository of
high-level radioactive waste in Germany. In 2013 the Parliament enacted the new Repository Site
Selection Act (RSSA) (Standortauswahlgesetz). Under this statute the search for a new site is to be
started from scratch. It contains provisions for the different stages of the search leading to the final
determination of the site. The main features of the statute are discussed at some length by this author’s
presentation in the materials for the XXI. INLA Congress in Buenos Aires in 2014.16 It may therefore
suffice here to just recall the four phases leading up to the final determination of the site:
(1)The preparatory stage is represented by an investigation within a “Commission Storage High-Level
Radioactive Waste” (KommissionLagerunghoch-radioaktiverAbfälle). The Commission was charged
with the task to work out a report on the general safety requirements for the storage of high-level
15
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Draft Statute on Follow-on Liability for Dismantling and Waste Disposal Costs in the Nuclear Sector, of 9 November
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See G. Kühne, The German Path towards a Final Nuclear Waste Repository, in: R.M. Manóvil (ed.), Nuclear Law in
Progress, 2014, pp. 373 - 392.
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radioactive waste, exclusion criteria and minimum requirements regarding geological formations, hostformation-specific exclusion and selection criteria for certain host mineral formations, methods of
weighing criteria and on further key decision making elements. This also includes recommendations for
amending the RSSA. With the publication of its Report in early July 2016 this first stage is now
accomplished.

(2) During the 2d stage potential sites are to be explored on the surface. The criteria for the selection of
the sites by way of on-surface analysis and exploration are those recommended by the Commission and
to be approved by legislative decision of Parliament. The potential sites to be explored will also need
parliamentary approval.

(3)The third phase consists of underground exploration of individual sites after prior legislative approval
and designation. It will take place on the basis of a thorough geological exploration program and of siterelated test criteria.

(4)The fourth phase is to deal with the decision to determine the definitive site to be selected on the
basis of a comparative investigation. This decision again will need statutory and parliamentary
enactment.
The Commission published its Final Report on 5 July 2016.17 It has a volume of roughly 700 pages. The
Report contains a multitude of scientific criteria as well as recommendations for the selection of a
suitable repository site. It is supported by a large majority within the Commission.

As a summary characterization it is apt to say that the Commission, despite suggesting a considerable
number of mostly technical modifications in many details, does not propose systematic changes to the
procedural structure as laid out in the RSSA. “Best possible safety” over a time period of one million
years is and remains the prime objective. The Commission proposes final storage in deep underground
formations as a preferable method of disposal.
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The Commission emphasizes the need to develop methods of retrieving and the salvaging of stored
radioactive waste substances in order to obtain opportunities for redressing faults made when the
substances were stored in the first place.

Geographically, the Commission based its findings on the entire territory of the Federal Republic. The
Commission followed the principle of the “white map”. This means that no site in the whole federal
territory had to be regarded as excluded a priori. The new search to be started now had to be
geographically “neutral”. One big and very controversial issue in this respect was whether the site of
Gorleben was to be admitted as a potential site or to be excluded because its unsuitability was allegedly
proven. The majority within the Commission took the position that under the principle of geographical
neutrality, Gorleben had to be included.
VII. Public Participation and Litigation as Driving Forces in Germany’s Nuclear Phase-out and
Waste Management Policies

1.

Nuclear Licencing: From Bilateralism to Public Participation

The structural character of licensing proceedings for the construction, operation and decommissioning of
large industrial, in particular nuclear, facilities has covered a long way since its inception during the
early 1960s. At that time such administrative proceedings basically showed a bilateral character with the
confrontation between applicant/operator and the administrative authority as the two decisive players
under normal circumstances. This almost idyllic picture changed during the late 1970s when doubts
increasingly surfaced as to the viability of nuclear energy. Substantial extra procedural resistance
including violent demonstrations began to hamper the undisturbed course of licensing procedures. The
increasing anti-nuclear opposition was directed against “classical” nuclear facilities (reactors) but in
particular against technologically advanced projects like the “Fast Breeder” reactor at Kalkar and the
Reprocessing Plant at Wackersdorf. Another target of the opposition was the exploratory investigations
at the candidate sites for final repositories of light-medium level and high-level nuclear waste at Konrad
(decommissioned iron ore mine) and Gorleben (salt dome) respectively. It is true that during the mid1970s a new type of administrative proceeding was created for large industrial projects, the project
approval proceedings (Planfeststellungsverfahren). It provided for public participation. Nuclear licenses,
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however, did not fall under the ambit of this innovation and, in the area of exploring repository sites,
mining law was the dominating area of law – an area that was traditionally the least developed branch of
law as far as public participation is concerned.

2.

Litigation as a Form of Governance during the 1980s and 1990s

At the beginning of the 1980s the anti-nuclear opposition crystallized on the political landscape when its
spearhead, the Green movement, matured into a political party (the Green Party) gaining parliamentary
representation at the federal level (the Bundestag) and in some States. In the late 1980s and in the 1990s
the Green Party joined coalition governments in the States where sites of nuclear power plants and waste
repositories were located, i.e. Hesse and Lower Saxony. Executive responsibilities for nuclear facilities
constitutionally were divided between the federal and the state level. As a consequence, during the late
1980s and the 1990s, a confrontation arose between the pro-nuclear Federal Government and some antinuclear States. This confrontation with litigation as a way of conflict strategy at times took the character
of judicial warfare (war of attrition). The legal issues in dispute centered around the demarcation of
federal and state competences. The preferred targets at this time were the Fast Breeder reactor at Kalkar,
the site for the Wackersdorf Reprocessing Plant and the site for the Gorleben final repository candidate
site. In addition, legal actions by environmental action groups and by ordinary citizens gained more
significance as the Courts more and more generously interpreted the procedural requirement of
“standing” in light of the constitutional principle that everybody whose rights are adversely affected by
public authority including third parties in licensing proceedings has a right to judicial recourse.18 In the
end this “litigation warfare” led to the result that the development of nuclear power in Germany was
paralyzed and that activities concerning advanced nuclear technology (Fast Breeder reactor,
Reprocessing of nuclear fuel) were stifled.

3.

Judicial “Cease-fire” after 1998

Tensions eased after 2001 when the red-green coalition Government that had come to power in 1998
concluded an agreement with the nuclear operators on the first phase-out scheme. This agreement was
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Art. 19 para. 4 of the Constitution.
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then incorporated into the 2002 Atomic Act amendment.19 Because of the contractual nature of the
agreement the 2002 phase-out scheme was not challenged in court. With regard to the Gorleben
repository site the confrontation was defused through a 10-year moratorium during which further
exploration of the salt dome was halted.

4.

Enhanced Level of Public Participation and Litigation under General Law

One important source of enhanced public participation and litigation is to be found in the impact of
general environmental law of which nuclear law generally is regarded as a part. Since the 1980s
European law has shown an ever growing momentum. A big step in this direction was the enactment of
the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Directive in 198520 which Germany implemented only in
1990. Public participation is one of the cornerstones of the Directive. By traditional standards, the time
has come for public participation after a detailed project plan has been presented by the project
developer. Over time, however, this order was criticized because it was deemed that public participation
eventually comes too late, especially in case of large and voluminous project plans. This experience was
made in non-nuclear projects, i.e. the construction of a new underground railway station in Stuttgart.
There is one important factor that has raised the general public’s interest and involvement at a very early
stage of a project: The Internet. That is why Germany enacted a statute in 2011 on speeding up the
construction of electricity gridlines where public participation via Internet at an early project stage is
granted.21 And as far as litigation is concerned an intensification is to be expected as a result of a recent
case law from the European Court of Justice (ECJ) according to which environmental associations (nongovernmental organizations) enjoy an extended right of action against acts from a public authority:22
Under traditional German procedural law a plaintiff has to show that public authority has violated a legal
provision that is designed to protect the individual. Under the new ECJ decision the association/plaintiff
may show the violation of any objective environmental provision regardless of whether it is designed to
protect the rights of an individual.
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See supra I.1.
Council Directive 85/337/EEC of 27 June 1985 on the assessment ofthe effects of certain public and private projects
on the environment, Official Journal L 175 of 5 July 1985, pp. 40 – 48.
Grid Expansion Acceleration Act of 28 July 2011 (Bundesgesetzblatt 2011 I, 1690).
European Court of Justice (ECJ); Case C 115/09, European Law Report 2011 I – 03673.
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5.

Resurgence of Litigation in the Post-Fukushima Phase-out Era

The phase-out policy and legislation after the Fukushima disaster which were not agreed upon by the
Government and the operators as in 2002 triggered a new wave of law suits. This time they were mainly
initiated by nuclear operators. Their main objective is to obtain compensation from the State for the
financial losses suffered in connection with the immediate shutdown of the 8 oldest reactors and the
phase-out/ decommissioning of the 9 remaining facilities until 2022. This is also the ultimate objective
of the constitutional lawsuit dealt with under II. supra. The immediate shutdown order issued by the
Government three days after the Fukushima disaster has already been held illegal by administrative
courts.23 The compensation claims amount to several hundred millions of EUR.

6.

Recent Innovations in Societal and Public Participation: The Repository Site Selection Statute of
2013

New standards of societal and public participation were set up by the Repository Site Selection Statute
that was enacted in 2013. It regulates the administrative procedure for the search, the exploration and the
determination of a site for a final repository for high-level radioactive waste. The legislature’s clear
intention was to replace the public participation standards applied during the salt dome exploration
activities at Gorleben that were regarded as insufficient by a novel and extremely high standard of
societal and public participation. The sophisticated mechanisms of public and societal involvement as
laid down in the 2013 Statute pervade all stages of the licensing proceedings for the new repository site.
– It was already the first phase of the site selection procedure, i.e. the investigation and evaluation by the
“Commission Storage High-Level Radioactive Waste”, the results of which have just been published
(see supra VI.), that was characterized by the use of all modern facilities of communication, in particular
Internet Livestream Coverage of all sessions and debates. All expert opinions commissioned during the
deliberations were published in full.
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See Decisions by the Bundesverwaltungsgericht (Federal Supreme Administrative Court) of 20 December 2013, in:
DeutschesVerwaltungsblatt 2014, 303, concerning the shutdown order for the Biblis nuclear power plant.
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Shortly after an evaluation of the Commission’s Report by the Bundestag (German Parliament) the
Federal

Ministry

for

Environmental

Affairs

will

appoint

a

Social

Supporting

Body

(GesellschaftlichesBegleitgremium, Sect. 8 RSSA).
– The principles of public participation are laid down in sect. 9 RSSA. Under these guidelines the
Federal Office for Nuclear Waste Disposal (BundesamtfürkerntechnischeEntsorgung) and the Project
Manager have the duty to ensure that the public is comprehensively and systematically informed at an
early stage, and during the site selection procedure through citizens’ assemblies, citizens’ dialogues via
the Internet and other appropriate media about the objectives of the project, the state of its
implementation as well as about its presumptive effects.
In addition, the Federal Office shall organize citizens’ dialogues with the aim of holding an open and
pluralistic dialogue in the public arena. The Federal Office is also held to maintain a citizens’ office in
potential site regions and sites in order to substantively advise the public.
– The broadest form of public participation is the so-called Citizens’ Assembly (Bürgerversammlung,
sect. 10 RSSA). They are to be held before new procedural phases are initiated in order to prepare them
in cooperation with the public. Both the Project Manager and the other public authorities concerned are
under an obligation to cooperate.

This extreme form of public participation has to be seen against the background of the decades-long
confrontation concerning the Gorleben site. It remains to be seen whether in case new potential sites will
be looming, this arsenal of public participation will be successful in fulfilling its task of pacification.

VIII. Final Observations

After half a century since the beginning of the nuclear age Germany has decided to terminate the use of
nuclear energy for electricity generation. As shown above, this decision and its implementation are
fraught with a host of serious legal problems. They include the (un)constitutionality of the phase-out
legislation under property protection, the financial aspects and waste disposal with final storage as the
central problem. Especially this aspect will be a matter of great concern for a long time after the
18

decommissioning of the last German reactor in 2022. At the same time the nuclear phase-out process is
representative of the problems connected with all infrastructural projects of a large dimension. Germany,
in its approach to reopen the search for a final nuclear repository, has left behind the traditional bilateral
and often confrontational principle of classical administrative proceedings (applicant/authority) and has
chosen to follow the idea of a dialogue among the parties concerned: State, applicant/operator and the
public. It remains to be seen whether this approach will stand the test of reality.
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U.S. SANCTIONS AGAINST IRAN AFTER THE NUCLEAR DEAL:
WHILE SOME REGULATIONS HAVE CHANGED, MANY RESTRICTIONS REMAIN THE
SAME
By Ajay Kuntamukkala, Amy C. Roma, and Sean L. Carlesimo
With the January 16, 2016 announcement that the United States and the European Union lifted
certain sanctions as part of the Iran nuclear agreement, many businesses have expressed interest in
entering the Iranian market, the world’s 18th largest economy. But businesses should proceed with
caution: despite the sanctions relief, numerous restrictions remain in place, especially for companies
evaluating whether to participate in the Iranian nuclear power program.
With its five annexes and four attachments, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (“JCPOA”)
is a complex and detailed agreement by which the United States and the EU “cease the application” of
certain nuclear-related sanctions now that the International Atomic Energy Agency (“IAEA”) has
certified that Iran has carried out its obligations under the JCPOA regarding its nuclear program. Other
sanctions, including those related to Iran’s human rights violations and support for international
terrorism, remain in effect.
The EU has lifted much of its sanctions regime against Iran and provided for a procedure for
non-U.S. companies to engage in exports and services related to Iran’s civil nuclear program (the
“Procurement Channel”). The relief implemented by the United States is more modest. The United
States lifted most of its nuclear-related “secondary” sanctions that apply to non-U.S. companies, but its
“primary” trade embargo against Iran remains in place. These primary sanctions are restrictions on
activities by U.S. persons, U.S. companies, or that otherwise have a U.S. nexus (e.g., the export or reexport of U.S.-origin goods or transactions denominated in U.S. dollars that clear through the U.S.
financial system). Secondary sanctions generally are directed toward non-U.S. persons for specified
conduct involving Iran that occurs entirely outside of U.S. jurisdiction.
Doing business in Iran also implicates a host of other regulations, including, export controls, as
well as state and local divestment laws, anti-money laundering regulations, federal contracting
regulations, and Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) reporting requirements. Importantly,
the different approaches to sanctions relief taken by the United States relative to the EU and other
countries likely will create a greater degree of risk for U.S. businesses that operate globally as they
will have to carefully monitor their direct and indirect involvement in the Iran-related activities of
their non-U.S. customers, affiliates, and business partners. For U.S. businesses and individuals
operating in the nuclear power industry, in particular, the web of nuclear export control restrictions
administered by the U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the U.S.
Department of Commerce continue to strictly prohibit U.S. participation in the Iranian nuclear power
program. Additionally, the EU will continue to maintain restrictions on exporting certain nuclearrelated items to Iran.
This article focuses on the changing regulatory landscape in the United States as a result of
the JCPOA. It provides context for the agreement, including a brief discussion of corresponding
changes to EU law. It concludes by reiterating the need to move carefully and maintain robust
compliance programs when considering entry into the Iranian market. It also notes the U.S. nuclear
export control restrictions that prevent U.S. businesses and individuals from participating in the
Iranian nuclear power program, which are unlikely to change.
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I.

BACKGROUND ON THE IRAN NUCLEAR DEAL

On July 14, 2015, after months of negotiations, China, France, Germany, Russia, the United
Kingdom, and the United States (the “P5+1,” or, together with the EU, the “EU3+3”) and Iran
announced the JCPOA. Annex V to the agreement specifies a detailed timeline by which the parties
must complete their commitments in the agreement, beginning with its announcement (“Finalization
Day”). On July 20, 2015 the United Nations Security Council passed a resolution endorsing the JCPOA.
“Adoption Day” occurred on October 18, 2015, 90 days after the Security Council resolution. On
Adoption Day, the EU published the acts amending its nuclear-related Iran sanctions legislation, to come
into force on “Implementation Day.” The United States began to prepare to issue statutory waivers and
to terminate certain Executive Orders on Implementation Day, as well as “ceas[ing] the application” of
certain secondary sanctions specified in JCPOA Annex II. In order to trigger Implementation Day, the
IAEA had to verify that Iran met 12 nuclear-related commitments specified in Annex I of the JCPOA.
Iran acted quickly to meet these obligations and secure IAEA verification in advance of parliamentary
elections in February 2016. When Implementation Day occurred on January 16, 2016, these amending
acts and waivers became effective, resulting in the lifting of certain sanctions measures.
Not all U.S. and EU commitments occurred on Implementation Day, however. For example, over
200 Iranian entities set forth on the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets
Control’s (“OFAC”) Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons List (“SDN List”) remain
blocked under U.S. law, and dealings with these entities are still sanctionable activities for non-U.S.
persons.
The next JCPOA event is “Transition Day,” expected to occur at the latest by October 18, 2023,
eight years from Adoption Day. Only then will the United States remove a second list of SDNs and the
EU terminate its last remaining sanctions. Finally, on “Termination Day,” expected to occur by October
18, 2025, 10 years after Adoption Day, the U.N. Security Council resolution endorsing the JCPOA and
the JCPOA itself will terminate.
II.

WHAT SANCTIONS HAVE BEEN LIFTED?

Implementation Day occurred on January 16, 2016, when both the United States and the EU
implemented sanctions relief, per the terms of the JCPOA. Pursuant to the U.N. Security Council
resolution adopting the JCPOA, the U.N. Security Council also terminated the restrictions imposed in a
number of prior Security Council Resolutions, subject to their potential reimposition through the
snapback mechanism, as described later in this article.1
A.

EU Sanctions

The lifting of sanctions by the EU is expected to have a more immediate effect on business with
Iran than the lifting of U.S. sanctions. On Implementation Day, the EU adopted a Council Decision 2
bringing into force regulations providing for sanctions relief that were previously issued pursuant to the
EU’s Adoption Day commitments.3 By virtue of these legislative acts, the EU has lifted with immediate
1

S.C. Res. 2231, ¶ 7, U.N. Doc. S/RES/2231 (July 15, 2015).
Council Decision 2016/37; see also Information Notice OJ C15 1/1 (2016).
3
Council Regulation (EU) 2015/1861; Council Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/1862; Council Decision 2015/1863.
2
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effect most of its nuclear-related sanctions, as described in the JCPOA. The sanctions that were lifted
cover a number of sectors, including banking, insurance, energy, transport, precious metals, and
software.
Nonetheless, certain EU restrictions remain in place. Continuing nuclear-related sanctions
include an arms embargo covering all goods on the EU Common Military List and sanctions on dual-use
items covering goods, technology, and software on the Nuclear Suppliers Group list; goods and
technology that could contribute to reprocessing-related, enrichment-related, heavy water-related, or
other activities inconsistent with the JCPOA; and goods and technology set forth on the Missile
Technology Control Regime List. These sanctions include the sale, supply, transfer, or export of items
covered, as well as the provision of technical assistance, brokering services, and financial assistance in
relation to such transactions. Certain Iranian individuals and entities remain listed and continue to be
subject to asset-freezing measures. Finally, the JCPOA does not affect EU sanctions related to Iran’s
human rights violations, as well as EU export-control regimes for certain dual-use items.
Furthermore, certain nuclear sector transfers and activities remain subject to prior authorization
requirements, including the sale, supply, transfer, or export of listed base metals. However, with respect
to civil nuclear-related goods, the JCPOA did establish a new regime for the procurement of such goods
for Iran, known as the Procurement Channel. This new regime includes a procedure that enables the
export to Iran of goods and services related to Iran's civil nuclear program, which were previously
prohibited before Implementation Day, as well as the involvement of Iran in certain commercial nuclearrelated activities in other countries. Article 2a of the EU Iran Sanctions Regulation adopts the UN
obligations regarding this Procurement Channel, stating that the EU Member State concerned shall
submit the proposed authorization to the UN Security Council for approval on a case-by-case basis and
shall not grant the authorization until that approval has been received. The Procurement Channel is
therefore implemented directly by EU member states, with the final decision made by the UN Security
Council. As of July 2016, this channel has reportedly only been invoked on one occasion by an EU
member state, though that application was subsequently withdrawn.
B.

U.S. Secondary Sanctions

While the majority of EU sanctions have been lifted, most U.S. sanctions relief comes from
lifting nuclear-related secondary sanctions that apply to non-U.S. companies. U.S. secondary sanctions
are comprised of a large number of restrictions encompassing a variety of sectors, including the energy,
shipping, shipbuilding, automotive, insurance, and financial sectors. Although extra-territorial sanctions
against Iran date back to 1996, these measures were significantly expanded with the 2010 passage of the
Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act (“CISADA”),4 the Iran Threat
Reduction and Syria Human Rights Act of 2012 (“ITRA”),5 the Iran Freedom continued and CounterProliferation Act of 2012 (“IFCA”),6 and several other statutes and Executive Orders.
On Implementation Day, President Obama issued an Executive Order terminating certain prior
Executive Orders pertaining to secondary sanctions. The remainder of secondary sanctions relief is
being implemented through waivers and the underlying statutes will remain on the books until they are
4

Pub. L. No. 111-195.
Pub. L. No. 112-158.
6
Pub. L. No. 112-239.
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rescinded by Congress. On Transition Day, the United States commits to “seek such legislative action as
may be appropriate to terminate” the statutory sanctions waived by the President.7
Some of the sector-specific secondary sanctions relief that went into effect on Implementation
Day includes:


7

Financial and banking-related sanctions: Non-U.S. financial institutions will no longer
be subject to secondary sanctions for transactions with, among others, the Central Bank
of Iran (“CBI”), the National Iranian Oil Company (“NIOC”), the NaftiranIntertrade
Company (“NICO”), the National Iranian Tanker Company (“NITC”), and certain other
entities that were removed from the SDN List. Transactions involving the Iranian rial
and Iranian sovereign debt, or the provision of specialized financial messaging services
to the CBI, are also no longer subject to secondary sanctions. In addition, non-U.S.
companies may engage in the sale, supply, export, or transfer, to or from Iran, of gold or
other precious metals, conduct or facilitate financial transactions, and provide other
services (such as security, insurance, and transportation) for such transactions.
Transactions with certain SDNs, including entities blocked in connection with Iran’s
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, however, remain prohibited:
—

Certain Iranian banks remain on the SDN List, including Bank Saderat Iran,
Iran Export Bank, Ansar Bank, and Mehr Bank.

—

Likewise, broad prohibitions on the use of U.S. dollars in Iran-related
transactions that clear through the U.S. financial system remain in effect.



Sanctions on the provision of underwriting services, insurance, or re-insurance: NonU.S. companies are no longer subject to secondary sanctions for providing underwriting
services, insurance, or reinsurance in connection with activities consistent with the
JCPOA. Specifically, these include activities in the energy, shipping, and ship-building
sectors of Iran, for NIOC or NITC, or for vessels that transport crude oil, natural gas,
liquefied natural gas, petroleum, and petrochemical products to or from Iran. U.S. reinsurers, however, remain subject to primary U.S. sanctions and generally cannot
provide cover to non-U.S. insurers who are taking advantage of this easing of secondary
U.S. sanctions.



Sanctions on Iran’s energy and petrochemical sectors: The United States has ceased
efforts to reduce Iran’s crude oil sales, including limitations on the quantities of Iranian
crude oil sold and the nations that can purchase Iranian crude oil. Non-U.S. companies
are no longer subject to secondary sanctions for investment activities in the energy
sector, including through participation in joint ventures or the provision of goods,
services, information, technology and technical expertise, and support for Iran’s oil, gas,
and petrochemical sectors. Likewise, the purchase, acquisition, sale, transportation, or
marketing of petroleum, petrochemical products, and natural gas from Iran, and the
export, sale, or provision to Iran of refined petroleum products and petrochemical

JCPOA Annex V, paragraph 21.
4
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products are no longer sanctionable activities, nor are transactions with Iran’s energy
sector, including NIOC, NICO, and NITC.


Sanctions on transactions with Iran’s shipping and shipbuilding sectors and port
operators: Non-U.S. companies are no longer subject to secondary sanctions for
engaging in transactions with Iran’s shipping and shipbuilding sectors, including with
NITC, the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines, and South Shipping Line. Similarly,
based on OFAC’s determination that Tidewater Middle East Co. is no longer the port
operator of Bandar Abbas, secondary sanctions will no longer apply solely on the basis
of engaging in transactions with or conducting trade through Bandar Abbas.



Sanctions on the sale, supply, or transfer of goods and services used in connection with
Iran’s automotive sector: Non-U.S. companies are no longer subject to secondary
sanctions for engaging in the sale, supply, or transfer of goods and services to be used in
connection with Iran’s automotive sector.



Restricted parties: A number of Iranian entities specified in the JCPOA were removed
from the SDN List, so non-U.S. persons dealing with such removed entities will not face
exposure under residual secondary U.S. sanctions. A number of those entities removed
from the SDN List remain subject to primary sanctions as they are owned or controlled
by the Government of Iran, and are included on a separate list that OFAC is maintaining
for such purposes. In addition, about 200 Iranian SDNs remain listed and create liability
under secondary sanctions.

C.

U.S. Primary Sanctions

While the United States did not lift its primary sanctions against Iran, OFAC did issue a general
license authorizing certain activities by foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies. In addition, OFAC
issued a general license for the importation of Iranian-origin foodstuffs and carpets into the United
States, a general license for the reexportation by non-U.S. persons of certain civil aircraft on temporary
sojourn, and a favorable licensing policy for certain other activities pertaining to civil aviation.
1.

Non-U.S. Subsidiaries of U.S. Companies

OFAC has issued Iran General License H (“GL H”), authorizing U.S.-owned or controlled
foreign entities to engage in certain transactions with Iran that would otherwise be prohibited under
OFAC’s Iranian Transactions and Sanctions Regulations (“ITSR”),8 provided that the foreign entities act
independently of the U.S. parent and the transactions do not involve a U.S. nexus (e.g., U.S.-origin
items, U.S. dollar-denominated transactions clearing through the U.S. financial system, or the
involvement of U.S. persons wherever located). Transactions under GL H also cannot involve persons
on the SDN or Foreign Sanctions Evaders Lists; any military, paramilitary, intelligence, or law
enforcement entity of the Government of Iran, or any official, agent, or affiliate thereof; or activities that
are sanctionable under certain Executive Orders related to weapons of mass destruction, ballistic missile
technology, international terrorism, human rights abuses, and destabilizing activities in Syria and
Yemen. GL H defines an entity as owned or controlled by a U.S. person “if the U.S. person: (1) holds a
8

31 C.F.R. Part 560.
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50 percent or greater equity interest by vote or value in the entity; (2) holds a majority of seats on the
board of directors of the entity; or (3) otherwise controls the actions, policies, or personnel decisions of
the entity.”
Importantly, GL H does not permit any approval or facilitation of transactions with Iran by U.S.
persons, including the U.S. parent, except where U.S. persons are involved in: (1) establishing or
altering operational policies or procedures to permit the activities involving Iran by the non-U.S.
subsidiary and (2) the use of certain common information technology or business information systems
operated by U.S. persons. In practice, this means that the non-U.S. subsidiary must act independently of
the U.S. parent and avoid any U.S. nexus in pursuing and engaging in Iran business.
2.

Food and Carpets

OFAC has also amended the ITSR to authorize the importation into the United States of Iranianorigin carpets and foodstuffs, including caviar and pistachios. The new general license authorizes
imports of these Iranian-origin goods into the United States from Iran or a third country, as well as
dealings in Iranian-origin food (even if not being imported into the United States).
3.

Civil Aviation

OFAC has issued a statement of licensing policyestablishing a favorable licensing policy for
requests for specific authorization to engage in transactions for the (1) export, re-export, sale, lease, or
transfer to Iran of commercial passenger aircraft for exclusively civil aviation end-use; (2) export, reexport, sale, lease, or transfer to Iran of spare parts and components for commercial passenger aircraft;
and (3) provision of associated services, including warranty, maintenance, and repair services and
safety-related inspections, for all the foregoing, provided that licensed items and services are used
exclusively for commercial passenger aviation. OFAC also issued General License I (“GL I”) on March
24, 2016, which authorizes companies to negotiate and enter contracts for activities specified in the
favorable licensing policy. Prior to GL I, both the negotiation and the ultimate transaction required
separate authorization by OFAC.
Additionally, on July 29, 2016, OFAC issued General License J (“GL J”) authorizing the
reexportation by non-U.S. persons of certain civil aircraft to Iran on temporary sojourn and related
transactions. GL J is limited to “Eligible Aircraft” that meet a number of conditions outlined in the
license, including, but not limited to, that the aircraft be a fixed-wing civil aircraft, that U.S. persons are
not responsible for determining flight routes and certain other administrative decisions, and that the
aircraft remain in Iran for no more than 72 hours.
If the United States determines that licensed aircraft, goods, or services have been used for
purposes other than exclusively for commercial passenger aviation, or have been re-sold or retransferred to persons on the SDN List, the United States would view this as grounds to cease
performing its civil aviation commitments in the JCPOA.
III.

WHAT RESTRICTIONS REMAIN IN EFFECT?
A.

Remaining U.S. Sanctions

The following U.S. sanctions remain in place even after Implementation Day:
6
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U.S. Primary Sanctions: The impact of the JCPOA on primary U.S. sanctions under the
ITSR is very limited and the general embargo on U.S. trade with Iran remains in place.
As such, activities with Iran continue to be subject to U.S. sanctions laws to the extent
they involve a U.S. nexus, including (1) activities by U.S. persons, wherever located, or
non-U.S. entities owned or controlled by U.S. persons (unless they qualify for GL H):
(2) activities involving U.S. dollar-denominated transactions clearing through the U.S.
financial system; or (3) U.S.-origin goods, software, or technology, or foreign-made
items with a certain amount of U.S.-origin content, unless a general license or specific
license applies.



These broad prohibitions include a ban on the use of the U.S. financial system, which, as
a practical matter, includes a prohibition on U.S. dollar-denominated transactions. This
also includes the use of U.S. dollar clearing services for Iran-related transactions that
have no other nexus to the United States (so-called “U-turn” transactions).



Remaining Secondary Sanctions for SDNs: While the United States has removed over
400 individuals and entities from OFAC’s SDN List, the Foreign Sanctions Evaders List,
and the Non-SDN Iran Sanctions Act List, secondary sanctions continue to apply to nonU.S. persons for conducting transactions with any of the more than 200 Iranian or Iranrelated individuals and entities that remain or are placed on the SDN List. These
remaining SDNs’ assets and property interests remain subject to blocking (freezing) until
Transition Day, which is expected to occur in October 2023. As a result, both U.S. and
non-U.S. companies that are permitted to engage in transactions with Iran should
nonetheless screen all parties to the transactions against the U.S. and EU restricted party
lists. In addition, many of the 400 individuals and entities that were removed from the
SDN List remain subject to restrictions on dealings by U.S. persons under the ITSR, as
such entities are owned or controlled by the Government of Iran.

B.

U.S. Nuclear Export Controls

The U.S. nuclear export control laws and regulations continue to prevent U.S. companies from
participating in the Iranian nuclear power program. The U.S. government regulates the export of nuclear
reactors, equipment, components, and related technology, including the provision of assistance to any
foreign parties, including Iran, with regard to this technology. Depending on the actual type of export,
i.e. technology only, a complete reactor design, nuclear equipment, nuclear materials, etc., different
types of U.S. government approvals from various agencies may be necessary, including from the U.S.
Department of Energy (“DOE”), the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (“NRC”), and the Bureau of
Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce . These agencies are unlikely to provide
approvals for projects involving Iran. Other applicable U.S. laws are also in place that further restrict
nuclear-related exports to Iran, such as the lack of a bilateral agreement for nuclear cooperation—also
known as a Section 123 Agreement—with Iran.
Generally, exports and imports of nuclear reactors, equipment, components, and materials are
regulated by the NRC, while the exports of technology and technical assistance related to these reactors,
equipment, components, and materials are governed by the DOE. In addition, exports of certain “dualuse” items, including technology controlled for nuclear nonproliferation reasons, are governed by the
Department of Commerce.
7
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1.

NRC Export Control Regulations

The NRC regulates the export of nuclear reactors and other facilities, major components,
equipment and nuclear material pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Part 110. In general, the NRC requires that either a
general or specific license, depending on the country involved, be obtained for the import and export of
specified reactors and other facilities, major components, equipment, or nuclear materials. A specific
license would be required for any export to Iran, but is unlikely to be issued by the agency. The NRC
also cannot issue approval of significant nuclear exports without a Section 123 Agreement in place with
the recipient country.
2.

DOE Export Control Regulations

Under its nuclear export control regulations set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 810, DOE administers
controls over the export and re-export of unclassified nuclear technology and assistance. This includes,
but is not limited to, technology and assistance related to nuclear reactors and nuclear fuel cycle
facilities.
A specific authorization is required for the export of all technology under the jurisdiction of
DOE that is not eligible for a general authorization, including exports to Iran. Applications for specific
authorization must be submitted to DOE, and must include a description of all the parties to the
transaction, certain corporate information, and a detailed description of the proposed activities. DOE
may approve an application if it decides, with the concurrence of the State Department, the Department
of Commerce, the NRC, and the Department of Defense, that the application is not inimical to the
interest of the United States. As with the NRC, given U.S. sanctions law, DOE is unlikely to grant a
specific authorization for Iran.
3.

Department of Commerce Export Control Regulations

All licensing requirements and prohibitions under the ITSR and the U.S. Export Administration
Regulations (“EAR”), administered by the Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and Security
(“BIS”), continue to apply to exports from the United States to Iran or the Government of Iran, as well as
re-exports by non-U.S. persons of foreign-made items with 10 percent or more U.S.-origin-controlled
content to Iran or the Government of Iran. The Department of Commerce, under the EAR, also has
jurisdiction over certain dual-use and commercial items, including certain items used in the “balance of
plant” portion of a nuclear power facility (i.e., non-strictly nuclear equipment). The equipment subject to
the EAR is identified in the Department of Commerce’s Commerce Control List (“CCL”).
More broadly, while BIS has ceded primary licensing jurisdiction over Iran to OFAC and considers
transactions authorized by OFAC (whether by general or specific license) to be authorized by BIS,
companies must continue to assess products sold to Iran to determine whether they are U.S. origin or
contain 10 percent or more U.S.-origin-controlled content, and are therefore subject to the EAR and the
ITSR. Both OFAC and BIS will continue to enforce the ITSR and the EAR, and in at least one recent
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case involving sales of Web filtering products to Iran, both agencies assessed penalties against a
California company, totaling over $1.5 million.9
4.

Section 123 Agreements

The U.S. does not have a Section 123 Agreement in place with Iran, which further restricts
nuclear trade. The term “Section 123 Agreement” refers to Section 123 of the U.S. Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amended, which governs bilateral agreements for peaceful nuclear cooperation between the
United States and other nations. Section 123 Agreements permit the transfer of civilian nuclear energy
technology, material, and equipment, including reactors and related components, for power generation
and nuclear fuel. A Section 123 Agreement generally must be implemented before the U.S. Government
can authorize the transfer of nuclear energy technology and equipment for use in a foreign country.
C.

Other Requirements Remaining in Force

In addition to economic sanctions, and the U.S. nuclear export control regime, a number of other
measures can restrict the ability of U.S. and non-U.S. companies to engage in Iran-related transactions.
These include:


State and Local Laws: A number of U.S. states have divestment and procurement bans on
companies that have dealings with Iran. These state and local laws are not impacted by
the JCPOA in general, or Implementation Day in particular. As of this writing, a majority
of American states have one or more of these laws in place, including California, Florida,
Illinois, New York, and Texas. Other states, including Kansas, have debated enacting
such laws, particularly since the July 2015 conclusion of the JCPOA. With the loosening
of certain federal sanctions restrictions, activist groups, such as United Against Nuclear
Iran, may put additional pressure on state government officials to investigate companies’
business dealings with Iran and impose penalties under state law.



SEC Reporting Requirements: Section 219 of ITRA requires U.S. issuers, including both
U.S. and non-U.S. companies, to report activities involving certain types of transactions
in or with Iran, including but not limited to activities with certain entities in Iran or on the
SDN List, or transactions with the Government of Iran that have not been authorized by
OFAC. The reporting obligation is not extinguished by the recent changes to U.S.
sanctions, and U.S. and non-U.S. companies that are issuers in the United States should
continue to assess whether Iran-related activities need to be reported in quarterly and
annual reports due to the SEC.



Anti-Money Laundering Rules: The U.S. Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
(“FinCEN”) within the Department of the Treasury proposed rules in 201110 to
implement11 its finding that Iran is a jurisdiction of primary money laundering concern. If

9

See OFAC Enforcement Information for November 24, 2015, https://www.treasury.gov/resourcecenter/sanctions/CivPen/Documents/ 20151124_Barracuda.pdf; “California Company Fined $1.5 Million for Illegal Exports
to Iran, Syria, and Sudan,” BIS Press Release, https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/about-bis/newsroom/press-releases/65template/ press-release/959-califomia-company-fined-1-5-million-forillegal-exports-to-iran-syria-and-sudan.
10
76 Fed. Reg. 72878 (Nov. 28, 2011).
11
Fed. Reg. 72756 (Nov. 25, 2011).
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FinCEN were to issue final rules, these would impose a number of additional anti-money
laundering obligations under Section 311 of the PATRIOT Act12 upon financial
institutions that engage in Iran-related transactions.


Government Contractors: Under the requirements of the Federal Acquisition Regulations,
offerors bidding on government contracts are required to make a number of certifications
regarding their activities and those of certain affiliates involving Iran. The re-entry of a
U.S. company’s non-U.S. affiliate into the Iranian market could affect the company’s
ability to make these certifications.

D.

Other Risks

Finally, depending upon Iran’s commitment to its obligations under the JCPOA and the actions it
takes in the next 10 years until Termination Day, there are additional risks that should be considered
prior to entering the Iranian market.


Snapback: The United Nations, EU, and United States have the ability to re-impose
sanctions to the extent Iran engages in significant non-compliance with the JCPOA, a
process commonly referred to as the “snapback” provision. After exhausting the
agreement’s dispute resolution process, a party to the JCPOA may submit a complaint to
the U.N. Security Council. Once a complaint is brought, the Security Council must
affirmatively pass a resolution to continue to lift the U.N. sanctions. Failure to adopt such
a resolution would cause U.N. sanctions to “snap back” into place. This default puts the
burden on those wishing to retain the sanctions relief and essentially gives any member of
the Security Council “veto power” over continuing sanctions relief for Iran in the event of
its significant non-compliance with the JCPOA.
In addition to reintroducing U.N. sanctions, the United States and the EU also could reimpose their autonomous sanctions currently subject to relief in the event of significant
non-compliance with the terms of JCPOA by Iran and exhaustion of the JCPOA dispute
resolution process. OFAC has indicated that it will not grandfather contracts entered into
prior to snapback, but it may issue limited wind-down authorization allowing companies
to terminate their business activities in Iran. By contrast, the EU has indicated that it
would contemplate a grace period in the event of snapback of the sanctions currently
subject to relief.



12

Additional Designations: As the United States made clear by imposing sanctions on a
number of entities involved in Iran’s ballistic missile program the day after
Implementation Day, Iran could be subject to additional, non-nuclear sanctions in the
future. The U.S. has retained a number of authorities to counter Iran’s activities in other
areas, including:
—

support for terrorism;

—

human rights abuses;

Pub.L. No. 107-56.
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—

proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction (“WMDs”) and their means of
delivery, including ballistic missiles;

—

support for persons involved in human rights abuses in Syria or for the
Government of Syria; and

—

support for persons threatening the peace, security, or stability of Yemen.

In practice, any new sanctions from the United States risk being viewed by Iran as violations of
the JCPOA. If the United States or EU were to impose new non-nuclear sanctions, Iran might question
whether the new sanctions were merely an attempt to re-impose the prior nuclear sanctions under the
guise of non-nuclear sanctions.13 The JCPOA allows a party, including Iran, to cease performance of its
commitments in whole or in part if, after exhausting the JCPOA’s dispute-resolution process, another
party has engaged in “significant nonperformance” of its commitments.14
IV.

CONCLUSION

Implementation Day did mark the lifting of a number of the international sanctions against Iran
and new developments continue to reduce applicable restrictions. However, U.S. and non-U.S.
companies doing business in the Iranian market may continue to be subject to substantial restrictions.
The U.S. embargo of Iran remains in place, and U.S. companies are still subject to primary sanctions.
Though non-U.S. companies face less restrictions from EU sanctions, strict requirements, like use of the
Procurement Channel, have been newly created or remain in place. Thus, though many of the sanctions
that existed prior to implementation of the JCPOA have been lifted, businesses must continue to ensure
that they remain compliant with the numerous restrictions still imposed on transacting with Iran. For
U.S. businesses, the Iranian nuclear power program remains closed pursuant to not only the U.S.
sanctions law, but a web of nuclear export control law and regulations. Such restrictions are unlikely to
change any time in the foreseeable future.

13

Paragraph 26 of the JCPOA provides that “Iran has stated that it will treat such a re-introduction or re-imposition of the
sanctions specified in Annex II, or such an imposition of new nuclear-related sanctions, as grounds to cease performing its
commitments under this JCPOA in whole or in part.”
14
JCPOA paragraph 36.
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Introduction

The monitoring and verification mechanism lies at the heart of the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action regarding Iran's nuclear programme (“JCPOA”). It includes a diverse mechanism
that represents a culmination of the long evolution of specific tools. The present research will
focus on the advances in monitoring and verification measures of the deal in order to
demonstrate the mechanism‟s uniqueness and enhanced force.
The research is divided into three parts. Part I part will provide information concerning the
historical development of the monitoring and verifications tools (the Comprehensive
Safeguards Agreement and the Model Additional Protocol to it). Part II will outline the
history of monitoring and verification in Iran prior to 14 July 2015. Part III will demonstrate
the structure and functioning of the JCPOA and the central role of the monitoring and
verification mechanism in it. It will further argue that the mechanism represents an enhanced
tool against proliferation.
I. The history of two main monitoring and verification tools: the Comprehensive
Safeguards Agreement and the Model Additional Protocol to it
Today, only a few countries possess nuclear weapons, a fact we take for granted. However,
this has been so thanks to the considerable work on non-proliferation carried out by
individuals, states and international organisations and, in particular by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter “the IAEA” or “the Agency”). Its continuous work
enhancing the non-proliferation regime was described as “of incalculable importance” by the
Norwegian Nobel Committee when it awarded the IAEA the Nobel Peace Prize in 2005.1
Entering into force on 29 July 1957, the Statute of the IAEA enshrined in the Agency‟s
fundamental objectives, of not only “accelerating and enlarging the contribution of atomic
energy to peace” but also “ensuring that assistance provided by it or at its request or under its
supervision or control is not used in such a way as to further any military purpose.” 2To this
end, Article III.A.5 of the Statute authorises the IAEA to establish and administer safeguards
to ensure that special fissionable and other materials, services, equipment, facilities and
information provided by the IAEA or at its request or under its supervision or control are not
used for military purpose, and to apply safeguards to any bilateral or multilateral arrangement
at the request of the parties, or to any of the State‟s nuclear activities at that State‟ s
request.3The document also provides a definition of “special fissionable material” and “source
material.”4Article XII.A further describes the rights and responsibilities of the IAEA when
carrying out safeguards.5Non-compliance with a safeguards agreement on the part of a State
may trigger the application of measures by the IAEA inspectors, the Director General and the
Board such as: calling upon the State to remedy non-compliance; reporting non-compliance to
all IAEA Member States, to the Security Council and the General Assembly of the United
Nations; calling for the return of materials and equipment made available to the State, and
suspending the State from the exercise of the privileges and rights of IAEA membership.6 The
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safeguards described in the Statute, however, are not automatically applicable to a Member
State of the IAEA and require a separate safeguards agreement.
In 1959 the safeguards were applied for the first time to three tons of natural uranium metal
that Canada was supplying to Japan for a small research reactor. 7 This project pushed the
IAEA to further develop the safeguards system that culminated in the adoption of the
document the “Agency‟s Safeguards” on 31 January 1961.8 It applied only to “research, test
and power reactors with less than 100 megawatts thermal output, to the source and special
fissionable material used and produced in these reactors and to small research and
development facilities” and “to first generation produced material.”9The safeguards procedure
started to cover larger reactors by virtue of the Board decision adopted on 26 February 1964.10
The safeguards system was further revised in September 1965 when the Board adopted the
“Agency‟s Safeguards System” document (INFCIRC/66). Together with its two subsequent
annexes, the document, now referred to as INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, contains provisions for
safeguarded nuclear material in reprocessing, conversion and fuel fabrication plants. Since the
document is not a model agreement but rather a set of procedures, the latter should be
incorporated by reference in agreements based on that document. Such agreements are
commonly referred to as “INFCIRC/66-type agreement” or “item specific agreements”.
The next significant step in the development of the safeguards system both qualitatively and
quantitatively was made with the adoption of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (the “NPT”), signed on 1 July 1968 and in force since 5 March 1970.With 190
parties joining it, the NPT is the only global treaty that contains obligation to adopt
safeguards. The treaty distinguishes between the five nuclear-weapon states 11 and others,
namely non-nuclear-weapon states (the “NNWSs”). The latter are obligated not to
manufacture or acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices, or to seek or
receive assistance in their manufacture.12 Under Article III.1 the NNWS are required to accept
safeguards in the form of an agreement concluded with the IAEA on all source or special
fissionable material in all peaceful nuclear activities within its territory, under its jurisdiction
or control. Such agreements are commonly referred to as “full scope” or “comprehensive”
safeguards agreements (the “CSA”)13and were negotiated on the basis of the document “The
Structure and Content of Agreements between the IAEA and States Required in Connection
with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons”14, adopted by the Board on
1 June 1972.Although the document represented a considerable step forward in the
development of safeguards, it contained two fundamental proliferation flaws. Firstly, after
conclusion of the agreement, a State Party is required to provide the IAEA with the
information concerning all nuclear material and facilities, both existing ones and under
construction. The completeness of this initial declaration depends in large part on the
goodwill of the State, which was reflected in the language of the document: firstly, the CSA
entrusts the IAEA with verification that all declared nuclear material was not diverted from
7
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the peaceful uses (“correctness” of State declarations of nuclear materials), and secondly, the
paragraphs 18 and 19 do not address “non-compliance”, rather “non-diversion”. Secondly, the
IAEA‟s power to discover undeclared activities (“completeness” of the State declarations)
was limited. The comprehensive safeguards of the IAEA do not cover uranium mining and
ore processing, it only required general information concerning the import-export of “any
material containing uranium or thorium which has not reached the stage of the nuclear fuel
cycle”15. Moreover, the CSA provides for IAEA‟s access to verify design information, and for
three types of inspections, namely ad hoc, routine and special ones, with only the latter being
capable of accessing sites and materials beyond the State‟s declaration. 16 However, as the
Board concluded in 1992, special inspections are “only expected to occur on rare
occasions”17, so in practice they did not have much use and were seen as having “substantial
accusatory and political overtones.”18
In the beginning of the 1990s the following three events triggered a substantial change in the
system: the discovery of Iraqi clandestine nuclear activities, South Africa‟s voluntary
disclosure of its nuclear weapons programme, and the lack of cooperation between the
Democratic People‟s Republic of Korea's (“the DPRK”) and the Agency after the latter
revealed inconsistencies between the DPRK‟s initial declaration and the IAEA‟s subsequent
findings.
After the events in Iraq, already in 1993 the IAEA started strengthening its safeguards process
in order to verify not only correctness but also the completeness of the States‟ declarations,
the “Programme 93+2”. 19 The eventual proposal, presented two years later, contained two
layers: measures that could be implemented within the existing framework, including the
early provision of design information; the second group required complementary authority to
be granted to the IAEA.20Moreover, Code 3.1 of the General Part of Subsidiary Arrangements
(prescribed by the CSA agreements between a State and the IAEA detailing implementation
of the safeguards agreement) was modified, now obligating a State to submit the design
information as soon as the decision to construct, authorise construction or to modify a facility
has been adopted, or the design is developed. Previously the term was 180 days before nuclear
material was introduced into a new facility.
In a special session on 15 May 1997 the Board of Governors approved the document as a new
mechanism enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of the comprehensive safeguards
system, known as “The Model Protocol Additional to the Agreement(s) between State(s) and
the International Atomic Energy Agency for the Application of Safeguards” (“the AP”).21
The AP complements the CSA and establishes that in the case of conflict its provisions
prevail over those of the CSA.22It expands the scope of safeguards to the whole nuclear fuel
cycle.23 The document guarantees a “complimentary access” for IAEA inspectors in certain
15
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situations,including when they need to carry out location specific environmental sampling at
any site specified by the Agency. 24 Article 4 establishes that a notice for complementary
access must be given 24 hours in advance, save the cases when access is sought in
conjunction with design information verification, ad hoc or routine inspections on that site. In
that case the period of advance notice shall be up to two hours.25
Taken together, the CSA and the AP seem to provide a complete outlook on a State‟s ongoing
and future nuclear programme. The combined mechanism strengthens the IAEA‟s ability to
draw the conclusion that all nuclear material in the State has been declared. It also
encompasses procedures to detect indicators of undeclared nuclear material and nuclear
activities, or indicators of diversion of nuclear material.
II. Monitoring and Verification in Iran before 14 July 2015
Iran‟s civil nuclear programme was established in 1957 under the US Atoms for Peace
programme, before Iran became a member of the IAEA on 16 September 1959.26Initially, its
capacity was limited to a 5-megawatt Tehran Nuclear Research Reactor (“TTR”) fuelled by
uranium enriched to 93 %, transferred to Iran by the USA with the assistance of the IAEA but
with no safeguard provision.27The reactor was converted to use uranium enriched to 20 %
level in 1993 by the Argentina‟s Applied Research Institute, pursuant to the 1987
agreement.28Argentina also delivered 115 kilograms of fuel for it.
In 1970 Iran ratified the NPT and on 15 May 1974 it concluded a comprehensive safeguards
agreement with the IAEA. 29 In the same year Shah Reza Pahlavi established the Atomic
Energy Organization of Iran and set an objective to generate about 23,000 megawatts of
electrical power within 20 years through the construction of 23 nuclear power plants and the
development of a full nuclear fuel cycle.30 To achieve that goal, Iran concluded contracts with
Kraftwerk Union (a Siemens subsidiary of then-West Germany) to build two 1,200 megawatt
reactors at Bushehr 31 and negotiated with the French company Framatome for the
construction of two additional 900 megawatt reactors.32Several agreements were also signed
with France and the U.S. for the training of personnel. Furthermore, Iran bought a 10 % share
in a European consortium Eurodif, which operated a French uranium enrichment plant.33The
country also had plans to develop an indigenous nuclear programme, in particular, at the
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premises of the Isfahan Nuclear technology Centre. 34 Following the Iranian Revolution of
1979 Iran‟s relationship with the West significantly deteriorated, and there was a complete
severance of U.S.-Iran relations. As a result, Iranian nuclear projects were halted. The
subsequent war with Iraq consumed resources and negatively impacted Iran's existing nuclear
infrastructure, including the partial destruction of the unfinished reactors at the Bushehr site.
On 19 January 1984 the U.S. added Iran to its list of state sponsors of terrorism and imposed
sanctions on Tehran. Meanwhile, the Iran‟s nuclear programme revived under the presidency
Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani in the late 1980s.35In 1992 the U.S. Congress passed the Iran-Iraq
Arms Non-proliferation Act36 prohibiting the transfer of controlled goods or technology that
might contribute “knowingly and materially” to Iran‟s proliferation of advanced conventional
weapons. At the same time, Iran relied on assistance from Russia, China and Pakistan. In
particular, in 1995 the country signed a protocol of cooperation with Russia in order to
complete the reactor construction at the Bushehr site and possibly supply a uranium
enrichment plant. 37 The Russian side was also prepared to supply Iran with three more
reactors.38
On 5 August 1996 the U.S. Congress adopts the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act (or “Iran Sanctions
Act”), that penalises foreign and U.S. investment exceeding 20 million US dollars in Iran‟s
energy sector in one year with an objective of “denying Iran the financial means to sustain its
nuclear, chemical, biological, and missile weapons programmes.”39
In mid-2002 the Agency began receiving information about the construction of a possible
nuclear-related site in the town of Natanz. 40 Later on 14 August the National Council of
Resistance on Iran, aParis-based Iranian opposition group, declared that Iran had built nuclear
facilities near Natanz and Arak.41The event gave birth to the so-called “Iran‟s case”.
The whole timeline of the Iran‟s case, from 2002 to the moment when the JCPOA was signed,
comprises several consecutive periods. The first period terminated in end-2003 when Iran
agreed to implement the AP and the modified Code 3.1. The second period lasted before
Iran‟s case was referred to the United Nations Security Council (“UNSC”) on 4 February
2006 and Iran stopped implementing the two previously referenced agreements. The third
period ended in 2013 with the signing of the Framework for Cooperation Agreement between
the IAEA and Iran, and the Joint Plan of Action between Iran and the P5+1 countries (China,
France, Germany, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States), both of which
provided the IAEA with an access to broader information concerning Iran‟s nuclear
programme. Finally, the fourth period culminated in signing the JCPOA on 14 July 2015.
Throughout the whole period Iran was bound by its commitments under the CSA.
Afterthe public revelation of Iran‟s possible non-compliance, the IAEA first sought to resolve
the issue diplomatically and through the inspections. However, an inspection to which Iran
had agreed for October 2002 did not take place until February 2003 after “a long list of
excuses.”42The first written report by Director General on Iran came on 6 June 2003 and,
34
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remarkably, did not include the term “non-compliance”, but rather used the term “failures”.
The report underlined failures to declare the import of natural uranium in 1991, facilities and
ways of its subsequent storage and processing, and also failures to provide information on
updated design information for the Molybdenum, Iodine and Xenon Radioisotope Production
Facility and the TTR, and on the waste storage at Esfahan and at Anarak.43
Later on 12 September 2003 the Board adopted a resolution calling for Iran to suspend all
activities related to enrichment and reprocessing. 44 It also required Iran to “remedy all
failures”, i.e. declare all material relevant to its enrichment programme, and allow IAEA
inspectors to carry out environmental sampling at any location, setting the time-limit of
31 October2003. Subsequently, Iran admitted some undeclared activities like carrying out
some testing of centrifuges at the Kalaye Electric Company between 1998 and 2002 using
UF6 imported in 1991, a laser enrichment programme in place between 1991 and 2000 that
had used 30 kg of undeclared uranium metal, and extraction of small quantities of plutonium
between 1988 and 1992.45On 18 December 2003 Iran signed the AP and in five months it
submitted a declaration under the AP. The Agency started using AP provisions, in particular,
when obtaining complementary access.46 In 2003 Iran also accepted and started implementing
the modified Code 3.1.
Overall, the reports since 2004 grew longer and more complex since the IAEA was reporting
on three issues: Iran‟s compliance with the AP, its voluntary “suspension” of enrichment and
reprocessing activities, and unaddressed concerns. The Director General‟s report of
24 February 2004 noted Iran‟s cooperation in some areas but found as “a matter of serious
concern” Iran‟s omission as to details about its centrifuge research and development as well
as “outstanding matters” in respect of the Kalaye Electric Company and Natanz.47 However,
the Agency deferred a conclusion as to possible non-compliance. In November Iran notified
the IAEA that it would suspend enrichment-related activities following the so-called Paris
Agreement (with France, Germany, and the United Kingdom), welcomed by the Board which
decided not to refer the Iran case to the UN Security Council. 48 However, the agreement
collapsed as early as on 10 August 2005 when the new Iranian government decided to remove
all IAEA seals and resume uranium conversion. The next day‟s IAEA‟s resolution urged Iran
to reverse its decision. In a separate attempt to prevent Iran from extracting plutonium from
the spent nuclear fuel, Russia concluded with Iran a nuclear fuel supply agreement on
27 February 2005. It stipulated that Iran would return the spent nuclear fuel from the Bushehr
reactor back to Russia.49
In a resolution of 24September 2005 the IAEA concluded Iran‟s non-compliance with CSA.
In particular, the resolution stated that the nature of Iran‟s nuclear activities and the lack of
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assurance in their peaceful nature fell in “the competence of the Security Council,”50in other
words, predicting a future referral. Indeed, on 4 February 2006 the Board referred Iran‟s case
to the UNSC through a resolution that required Iran to suspend its enrichment-related
activities, reconsider the construction of the Arak heavy-water reactor, ratify as soon as
possible the AP, and fully cooperate with the Agency in a framework of transparency
measures. 51 In response, Iran stopped the voluntary implementation of the AP, other nonlegally binding inspection procedures, 52 and the modified Code 3.1, effectively restoring a
1976 version.53 It is interesting that the Agency dismissed Iran‟s reason of “non-ratification”,
setting out three arguments: firstly, impossibility to modify Subsidiary Arrangements
unilaterally; secondly, the CSA provide no mechanism for the suspension of provisions
agreed to in Subsidiary Arrangements; lastly, it is the Agency‟s continuous right to verify
design information, not dependent on the construction stage of a facility or the presence of
nuclear material there.54
At that point the UNSC and Iran‟s negotiating partners continued a “carrots-and-sticks
strategy,” which consisted in combination of inducements to negotiate the full suspension of
possible proliferation activities and “hard-law” sanctions. On 31 July2006 the UNSC adopted
Resolution 1696, which acknowledged a legally binding force of the IAEA‟s calls for Iran to
suspend enrichment-related and reprocessing activities.55Since the call was later rejected by
Iran, on 23 December the UNSC unanimously adopted Resolution 1737 that imposed
sanctions on Iran. In particular, the document prohibited countries from transferring sensitive
nuclear- and missile-related technology to Iran and prescribed to freeze the assets of ten
Iranian organizations and twelve individuals for their involvement in the country‟s nuclear
and missile programmes.56 The following two resolutions 174757 adopted in March 2007 and
180358 adopted in March 2008 further broadened sanctions on Iran requiring increased efforts
from the states to prevent Iran from acquiring sensitive nuclear or missile technology. UNSC
Resolution 183559 adopted on 27 September 2008 reaffirmed the demands made in resolution
1696 and did not impose additional sanctions. The UNSC significantly expanded sanctions
with the adoption of Resolution 1929 on 9 June 2010. In particular, it imposed an arms
embargo and banned any activity related to ballistic missiles capable of delivering nuclear
weapons.60
The U.S. and the EU also adopted several packages of sanctions against Iran. In particular, the
U.S. restrictions concerned firms investing in Iran‟s energy sector and foreign banks that
continued to process transactions with the Central Bank of Iran,61 whereas the EU imposed
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restrictive measures, among other, in the areas of trade, assets, financial services, energy and
transport.62
Alternatively, a series of incentives packages were proposed to Iran by the P5+1 countries in
exchange of lifting the existing or non-imposition of new sanctions. The conditions basically
included: a complete freeze of the enrichment programme or submission of at least a part of it
under international supervision,63 answer long-standing questions about its nuclear activities
and confidence-building measures. However, the overall situation did not significantly change
since Iran continued with its enrichment programme. In particular, the IAEA report of
30 August 2012 stated that the country had increased the number of centrifuges at the Fordow
enrichment plant and continued to enrich uranium to 20 % in excess of its needs for the
TRR.64
The breakthrough occurred in November 2013 and resulted in two events. First, on
11 November the IAEA and Iran signed a Framework for Cooperation Agreement “aimed at
ensuring the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran‟s nuclear programme through the resolution
of all outstanding issues.”65 The document provided that within three months Iran would take
certain initial practical steps, such as granting IAEA‟s access to the Heavy Water Production
Plant at the Arak site and to the Gchine uranium mine, providing the Agency with information
on new research reactors and planned nuclear power plants, and clarification on some
outstanding issues. This agreement seems to have embraced certain provisions of both the AP
and modified Code 3.1 earlier abandoned by Iran.
Secondly, on 24 November Iran and the P5+1 countries signed an agreement called the Joint
Plan of Action (“JPA”).66 It set out a specific step-by-step mechanism in a six-month firstphase agreement, Iran‟s implementation of which guaranteed a limited sanctions relief.
During the first phase, Iran accepted to undertake the following “voluntary measures”: to
freeze further developments in its nuclear program and reduce the stockpile of uranium
enriched to 5 % and 20 %. Moreover, the IAEA was granted more extensive monitoring rights
(including Iran‟s providing information to the IAEA on planned nuclear sites and the Arak
reactor) and access to nuclear sites, such as centrifuge workshops and uranium mines and
mills. Lastly, all research and development activities, including on enrichment, were placed
under the IAEA safeguards. The document also established the framework for negotiating a
future comprehensive solution, which resulted in the JCPOA. The implementation began on
20 January 2014.67
III. Monitoring and verification mechanism in the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
Signed on 14 July 2015, the JCPOA is an agreement aimed at preventing Iran from acquiring
nuclear weapons for at least 15 years. Iran is required to fully cooperate in demonstrating the
peaceful nature of its nuclear programme. In response, the United Nations, the EU and the
62
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United States undertake to lift the existing sanctions against the country. 68 The provisions of
the JCPOA state, inter alia, that it “builds on” the implementation of the JPA and that the
“full implementation of the JCPOA will ensure the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran‟s
nuclear programme”.69 The adoption of the document was welcomed by the Director General
of the IAEA who stated that it would “facilitate the IAEA‟s further verification work in
Iran”.70
The JCPOA comprises 159 pages and five annexes. The provisions of the document may be
put under the following four groups: measures aimed at blocking the “uranium” and
“plutonium routes”71 of obtaining nuclear weapons;72 establishment of a Joint Commission
that will be in charge of supervising of implementation of the JCPOA and of dispute
resolution;73 implementation plan with certain deadlines;74 timeline of the sanctions relief;75
cooperation on civil nuclear projects, 76 and “transparency and confidence building
measures”, 77 in other words, provisions concerning monitoring and verification of Iran‟s
commitments to the peaceful use of nuclear energy.
Taken separately, each element of the deal may not be regarded as blocking Iran‟s pathway to
nuclear weapons completely. Taken together the nuclear restrictions make a strong system
that will put nuclear weapons out of Iran‟s reach for at least 15 years. However, this system
could not be regarded as comprehensive and complete without an effective monitoring and
verification system provided by the IAEA.
The JCPOA provides for a three-layer international monitoring of every element of Iran‟s
nuclear fuel cycle. The monitoring mechanism includes Iran‟s CSA currently in force (with a
modified Code 3.1 of the General Part of Subsidiary Arrangements), the AP to the CSA,
which shall be implemented by Iran in virtue of the JCPOA, and additional verification
measures (“Transparency and Confidence Building Measures”), which have been introduced
for the first time by the JCPOA. As a State party to the NPT, Iran will have an obligation to
adhere permanently to the two types of safeguards agreements. As to the specific verification
measures stipulated in the deal, they will remain in force for a period of 10 to 25 years. The
deal also set out some specific provisions concerning IAEA‟s supervision of import of
materials and technologies for its nuclear program and verification of the county‟s
outstanding issues related to the nuclear programme.
Iran‟s existing safeguards agreement requires the country to provide the IAEA with a
complete list of the quantities and locations of all nuclear material on its territory and the
related activities. In order to enjoy the most complete protection that the existing safeguards
provide, the JCPOA also obligates to accept the modified version of Code 3.1. So, Iran will
notify the IAEA of any new facilities as soon as a decision to build them has been taken, and
before nuclear material is introduced. Iran will also allow design information verification
(DIV) visits to the declared sites.
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As previously described, Iran already implemented the AP on a provisional voluntary basis
from 2003 to 2006. According to the deal, Iran will resume the provisional implementation
until Adoption Day78 occurs or until the IAEA reaches the “broader conclusion” that all of
Iran‟s nuclear material remains for peaceful uses, whichever comes first. At that point Iran
will pursue ratification of the AP by its parliament. It is evident that the compulsory, legally
binding character of the provisional application of the AP renders Iran‟s commitment a
stronger status than its past “voluntary implementation” had.
The particular provisions of the AP include the following. The IAEA can request on a short
notice a “complementary access” to any location on the site of declared nuclear facilities: in
case if the IAEA inspector is already on the site carrying out an inspection or DIV, the
notification time is of 2 hours; for all other cases its is 24 hours. There are no established
deadlines for resolving disputes over complementary access. The AP also allows for
“managed access” to sites in order to protect sensitive or proprietary information. It also
empowers the IAEA to access locations outside of declared nuclear facilities if it considers it
necessary to complete verification.
In case a question or inconsistency arises, the AP prescribes the following procedure. Firstly,
the IAEA is required to provide Iran with an opportunity to clarify and try to resolve the
question or inconsistency. Secondly, if no plausible response was received and if the IAEA
considers that any delay in access is prejudicial to the purpose of the access, the IAEA makes
a request for a broader access. It should be noted that no conclusions on the question or
inconsistency may be drawn by the IAEA unless it first gives this opportunity to Iran. Thirdly,
if no access is provided, Iran will be required to make every reasonable effort to meet the
IAEA‟s requirements without delay through other means, such as location-specific or wide
area environmental sampling.
Iran‟s application of the AP will without any doubt enhance the monitoring and verification
system of its nuclear program for an indefinite time. It will provide the IAEA with greater
inspection powers to ensure the absence of undeclared nuclear activities in Iran more
effectively. However, there also exist certain risks. Since the commencement of ratification of
the AP is staved off until Transition Day79, it is uncertain whether Iran‟s parliament will vote
for it. Since ratification requirement is an integral part of the JCPOA, failure to do so would
inevitably lead to a breach of the agreement. Accordingly, the P5+1 would be expected to
restore the sanctions or terminate the deal. On the other hand, from the JCPOA no practical
difference can be inferred between the provisional application of the AP and its application
after ratification, since in both cases adherence to the AP provisions is fully binding.
However, according to Olli Heinonen, former IAEA Deputy Director of Safeguards, legally
binding application of the non-ratified AP did not have historical precedents:
“Implementation of the Additional Protocol (AP) remains provisional until the time when the
IAEA has reached a “broader conclusion” on the peaceful nature of Iran‟s nuclear program.
This contradicts current safeguards practices. Such conclusions have only been drawn by the
IAEA when an AP is in force and ratified. This is not a matter to easily dismiss as we need to
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be mindful of potential complications down the road should Iran seek to leverage, pull back,
or dilute some of its obligations at some point in time under its „provisional‟ status.”80
If Iran fails to fully comply with the AP, the whole JCPOA will be undermined. It will have
further repercussions taking into account the fact that the additional verification measures are
limited in time (to a maximum of 25 years).
In addition, the JCPOA provides that the IAEA will be able to reach the Broader Conclusion
that “all nuclear material in Iran remains in peaceful activities,” with the CSA, the AP and
other verification measures in place. The conclusion obviously requires an enormous amount
of work to be done by the Agency, which can take several years. Moreover, the absence of the
conclusion does not automatically entail non-compliance. In fact, according to the IAEA‟s
statistics, there are several countries with both CSA and AP in force for which the Agency
had not yet drawn a broader conclusion. 81 That may be the reason why arriving to the
conclusion is only one of the two alternative preconditions for the Implementation Day to
occur, the second being the eight-year period.
The third layer of monitoring and verification activities is expressly provided by the JCPOA
itself. According to it, the IAEA will be entrusted with the task of confirming that Iran is
implementing provisions of the deal. To that end, the powers of the IAEA go beyond the
those under the CSA and the AP.
Firstly, Iran shall provide necessary conditions for increasing the efficiency of the IAEA‟s
monitoring for 15 years “or longer.” This implies meeting the IAEA needs of its long-term
presence in the country such as authorisation of long-term visas for IAEA inspectors and
providing them with appropriate working space at nuclear sites or near them. Iran also shall
allow the increase of 130-150 designated IAEA inspectors within nine months from the
Implementation Day and let them use “approved and certified” modern technologies. Among
such equipment are the apparatus for continuous on-line monitoring the enrichment level of
uranium and electronic seals that automatically communicate changes in their status to
inspectors on site. This increases to certain extent responsibility or provides certain discretion
to inspectors on site since the seals will not be able to transmit data directly back to IAEA
headquarters. Finally, there is a condition that inspectors should be from nations that have
diplomatic relations with Iran, thus excluding U.S. nationals from the list.82
Secondly, Iran will permit the IAEA to monitor for 25 years that all uranium ore concentrate
in Iran is transferred to the Uranium Conversion Facility at the Esfahan site or any other
future facility. Agreed measures will include containment and surveillance. It may be inferred
that this provision could fall victim to the classical CSA fault should Iran try to provide
incomplete initial declaration. In fact, there is no indication that Iran is somehow obligated to
allow the IAEA to prove completeness of its initial uranium declaration. One option is to use
mechanism stipulated in the AP, but the issue is not clear for the moment.
Thirdly, the JCPOA empowers the IAEA to perform a thorough scrutiny of Iran‟s enrichment
process. The relevant provisions make reference to two basic elements: centrifuges and their
parts, and the Natanz enrichment site. For 20 years the Agency will carry out containment and
surveillance on centrifuge rotor tubes and bellows. Iran is obligated to provide an initial
inventory of all existing centrifuge rotor tubes and bellows and provide reports on changes in
the inventory, and allow the IAEA to verify the numbers by item counting and numbering
them. Furthermore, Iran will declare locations and equipment used in the production of rotor
tubes, and permit IAEA to exercise continuous monitoring regarding their use. Finally, for
80
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15 years Iran will permit the IAEA to implement continuous monitoring, including through
containment and surveillance measures, to verify that stored centrifuges and infrastructure
remain in storage in Hall B of the Fuel Enrichment Plant (“FEP”) at the Natanz enrichment
site and are used only to replace failed or damaged centrifuges.
As to buildings at the Natanz site, for 15 years Iran will permit the IAEA regular access to
them, including daily access as requested. The relevant buildings include all parts of the FEP
and the Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (centrifuge research and development facility). The
JCPOA provides that for 15 years all enrichment and safeguarded R&D activities will take
place solely there.
Alongside with monitoring Iran‟s declared facilities, the JCPOA establishes for 15 years a
procedure designed to ensure IAEA inspectors‟ access to Iran‟s undeclared material and sites
where nuclear activities are suspected to be carried out. The deal expressly stipulates that this
kind of access will not cause prejudice to Iran‟s safeguards agreement and the AP thereto. The
access provision in the JCPOA established a new mechanism that evidently was planned to
cover the loopholes of the previous 24-hour notice one by rendering IAEA access requests
more enforceable. Firstly, in case the IAEA has concerns regarding undeclared nuclear
materials or activities, or activities inconsistent with the JCPOA, a trigger event will be the
IAEA‟s submission of its basis for concerns to Iran with a request for clarification. Then, if
Iran‟s explanations do not resolve the concerns, the Agency is entitled to request access to
certain locations to verify the absence of undeclared nuclear materials and activities
inconsistent with the JCPOA, and will provide Iran in writing the basis for its requests and
information about its concerns. In turn, Iran can propose to the IAEA an alternative means for
resolving the concerns. In case both parties are unable to reach agreement for access within 14
days of the IAEA‟s original request, the Joint Commission enters in the dispute. In the event
of the further absence of agreement between the IAEA, Iran, and the Joint Commission, the
Joint Commission would by consensus or by a vote of five or more of its eight members
within seven days decide that access be granted. As a result, Iran would grant access within
three additional days. In case Iran refuses to grant IAEA access, any member of the P5+1 can
start a process before the UNSC to restore sanctions.
On the one hand, the access provision has certain shortcomings. To begin with, it is the
extension of the granting period from previous 2-24 hours to overall 24 days. Some authors
believe that this period could be enough time for Iran to relocate undeclared activities that are
in violation of the JCPOA or to hide evidence that would not necessarily leave a trace in
environmental sampling.83The specialists, however, assess that the larger the scale of Iran‟s
nuclear and nuclear-weapon-related activities, the higher the probability that their traces will
be detected. 84 The former include, for example, high explosive testing related to nuclear
weapons, small centrifuge manufacturing plant, and small centrifuge plant that uses advanced
centrifuges organized in specially designed facilities suitable for rapid removal and with a
containment system. 85 The latter group includes facilities that use significant amounts of
uranium or plutonium, such as large-scale uranium conversion, centrifuge plants with
thousands of gas centrifuges, reactors or reprocessing plants, high explosive works with
natural uranium as a surrogate.86
The fact that the provision will not last indefinitely, rather for only 15 years, can be regarded
as another weak point of the access provision. Thirdly, the following language of the
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provision may seem to discourage IAEA inspectors from seeking routine access to military
sites:“requests for access... will be kept... to the minimum necessary to effectively implement
the verification responsibilities under this JCPOA,” and will not be“aimed at interfering with
Iranian military or other national security activities.”87
Lastly, some authors emphasize that this provision prescribes a new form of interaction for
the IAEA. 88 Now it will not be the Board of Governors that will decide a case of noncooperation on the part of Iran within a non-determined period of time, but the Joint
Commission, and finally the UNSC, which will resolve the dispute according to a fixed
timetable. Furthermore, there is no indication in the deal that the Joint Commission cannot
make conclusions as to Iran‟s non-compliance. This fact can have negative implications on
the Board‟s role to direct the verification work of the IAEA and to pronounce on noncompliance. However, whether the Commission chooses to substitute the Board lies beyond
legal analysis, rather in the political one.
The IAEA will also have an important role in verifying how Iran will apply nuclear import
policies and practices concerning nuclear material, equipment and technology obtained
through the so-called “Procurement Channel”. The country shall engage in enrichment-related
exports after it receives the approval of the Joint Commission and provide the IAEA with
access to the locations of the intended use of all items, materials, equipment, goods and
technology set out in INFCIRC/254/Rev.12/Part 1 or the Nuclear Suppliers Group direct
nuclear use list, imported following the procedure under Section 6 of Annex IV to the
JCPOA. The exporting state will also be permitted to verify the end use of all items, materials,
equipment, goods and technology set out in INFCIRC/254/Rev.9/Part 2 or the NSG nuclear
dual-use goods list, imported following the same procedure. These two provisions reveal
inconsistency of the approach to the two types of goods. In other words, the IAEA cannot
directly verify that it was a declared end user that has received a dual-use item. One of the
viable options for the Agency would be recourse to its right to access if it has concerns that
the item is being used for undeclared nuclear activities, or activities inconsistent with the
JCPOA. This provision will remain in force for 10 years.
The JCPOA appears to require Iran to fully implement the “Roadmap for Clarification of Past
and Present Outstanding Issues regarding Iran‟s Nuclear Program.” 89 The document was
signed by Iran and the IAEA on 14 July 2014 prior to the announcement of the JCPOA, and
described as “a significant step forward towards clarifying outstanding issues regarding Iran‟s
nuclear programme.” 90 Under its provisions, Iran is obligated to clarify on the possible
military dimensions (“PMD”) of its nuclear programme as “since 2002, the Agency has
become increasingly concerned about the possible existence in Iran of undisclosed nuclear
related activities involving military related organizations, including activities related to the
development of a nuclear payload for a missile.” 91 The Roadmap is based on the 2013
Framework for Cooperation. Under its provisions Iran undertook to cooperate further with the
IAEA to “resolve all present and past issues, and to proceed with such activities in a step by
step manner.” However, by the time the JCPOA was negotiated Iran had implemented only
87
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the first and some in the second step measures of the framework.92The roadmap requires Iran
to “provide explanations regarding outstanding issues set out in the annex of the 2011
Director‟s General report (GOV/2011/65).”The IAEA would then review the received
information and submit to Iran questions on any possible ambiguities. The Roadmap provides
for technical-expert meetings and discussions, as well as a separate arrangement regarding the
issue of the Parchin site (a military research and development complex and testing ground).
The specific commitments of Iran with regards to technical expert meetings and discussions,
and access to the Parchin site are contained in two separate documents between Iran and the
IAEA that are not available to public. The IAEA verifies completion of these measures, which
shall occur before the Implementation Day.
On 2 December 2015 the IAEA released a report entitled “Final Assessment on Past and
Present Outstanding Issues regarding Iran‟s Nuclear Programme.” 93 Two important
conclusions are placed in paragraphs 77 and 88 of the document. Firstly, the Agency “has not
found indications of an undeclared nuclear fuel cycle in Iran, beyond those activities declared
retrospectively by Iran.” The statement reinforces confidence that Iran used all nuclear and
nuclear-related material for peaceful purposes. In other words, it establishes the “point zero”
for monitoring and verification, and the IAEA will focus basically on the declared facilities.
Secondly, paragraph 88 states that “the Agency has found no credible indications of the
diversion of nuclear material in connection with the possible military dimensions to Iran‟s
nuclear programme.” Overall, the statement may serve as a solid start both for the
implementation of the deal and for the IAEA to work on drawing the broader conclusion that
all of Iran‟s nuclear material has been declared to the IAEA and is placed under safeguards.
However, the language employed in the final conclusion is less affirmative than, for example,
the one used by the Secretariat when concluding on a State‟s compliance with provisions of
the CSA or the AP. On the one hand, the IAEA states that there were no “credible”
indications of the diversion, which means that there might have actually been certain
indications. On the other, the Agency has refrained from asserting that there was no diversion
and all the nuclear material remained for peaceful use, rather it referred to the absence of any
“credible indications”.
Conclusion
The comprehensive safeguards agreement concluded by Iran following its joining the NPT
remained the principal tool for monitoring and verification of Iran‟s nuclear programme for
roughly 20 years. However, its shortcomings consisting in the “classic catch-22 of the NPT”94
started to appear approximately at the time when the IAEA launched the “93+2” Programme”
aimed at covering the CSA‟s loopholes. After discovery of Iran‟s undeclared nuclear
activities, three groups of measures were chosen as viable: in the framework of Iran‟s current
CSA undertakings the country accepted the modified Code 3.1; moreover, Iran agreed to
implement the AP; the third group contained a patchwork of voluntary measures sometimes
including elements of the first two groups. However, the measures were not fully successful.
The implementation of the first two had provisional character since Iran had never ratified
them, thus the termination of their application in 2007 and 2006 respectively did not
constitute violation of either. In addition, the voluntary measures had time-limited and issuespecific character.
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The JCPOA has assembled the previous tools in one new bundle and added some genuinely
new mechanisms. The main goal of the document is to prevent Iran from obtaining resources
for developing nuclear weapons. Applying the “carrot-and-stick” method, the deal promises
the lifting of existing sanctions in case Iran fully implements the physical constraints on its
nuclear programme. The vital part of the deal is the regime of monitoring and verification by
the IAEA that has “technical mandate and not strays into politics.”95 This regime has two
basic objectives. Firstly, it is intended to verify that, at declared nuclear facilities, the
constraints are being respected and no nuclear material is diverted to undeclared uses.
Secondly, the monitoring and verification regime is considered to deter or detect any
clandestine or undeclared nuclear activities of Iran prohibited by the JCPOA. The three main
tools available to the Agency, the CSA, the AP and measures specific to the JCPOA, each
have certain loopholes. However, they provide for a new enhanced monitoring and
verification super-tool, on the one hand, altogether covering more nuclear-related issues than
each one of them alone, and on the other hand, reinforcing each other and creating a solid,
enhanced fabric of monitoring and verification. In other words, the “catch-22” that damaged
non-proliferation has been replaced by a “perfect storm” that could be employed to thwart
proliferation threats posed by Iran or any other country in the future.
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EMPLOYEE PROTECTION LAWS AND REGULATIONS: STRENGTHENING
NUCLEAR SAFETY CULTURE THROUGH THE LEGAL SYSTEM
By Kimberly Sexton Nick
It is an oft repeated maxim that nuclear safety culture cannot be regulated. While the validity of the
statement can be and has been debated by regulators and operators alike, the fact remains that
components of safety culture are already being regulated, and even adjudicated, in countries around the
world. This article leaves for another day the question of how to (or even whether to) regulate safety
culture, but instead argues that by adopting or strengthening employee protection laws and regulations,
countries will be able to advance nuclear safety culture without having to take a side in the debate on
whether safety culture as a concept can or cannot be regulated.

I.

History of Nuclear Safety Culture
A.

Defining Nuclear Safety Culture

The term ―nuclear safety culture‖ originated 30 years ago.Following the Chernobyl accident, the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)formed an International Safety Advisory Group
(INSAG)tasked to investigate the cause of the Chernobyl nuclear accident. This groupreleased two
critically important reports: one in 1986 and another in 1992. In the first report, INSAGstated that ―[t]he
root cause of the Chernobyl accident ... is to be found in the so-called human element‖ and that ―[t]here
is a need for a ‗nuclear safety culture‘ in all operating nuclear power plants‖.1INSAGfound that three
actions were necessary to address the existing deficient safety culture: (1) training, (2) auditing and (3)
―[a] permanent awareness by all personnel of the potential safety implications of any deviation from the
procedures‖.2INSAG‘s 1992 follow-up report on Chernobyl continued the safety culture theme, stating
―safety culture had not been properly instilled in nuclear power plants in the USSR prior to the
Chernobyl accident. Many of its requirements seem to have existed in regulations, but these were not
enforced. Many other features did not exist at all‖.3
The 1986 INSAG-1 report is the first time that the term ―nuclear safety culture‖ was used.4Although the
concept of safety culture was much discussed afterwards, at the time it was first introduced there was no
commonly accepted definition. Theterm was used ―to refer to the safety regime that should prevail at a
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nuclear plant‖,5 though its meaning was left open to interpretation. This situation was remedied in 1991
when the first real definition of safety culture was put out by the IAEA, in fact by the same group that
first coined the term five years earlier: INSAG.
According to the IAEA in 1991, ―Safety Culture is that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in
organizations and individuals which establishes that, as an overriding priority, nuclear plant safety issues
receive the attention warranted by their significance.‖6 The IAEA‘s definition haschanged since then,
with a modification in 2007 from ―nuclear plant safety issues‖ to ―protection and safety issues‖:―the
assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and individuals which establishes that, as an
overriding priority, protection and safety issues receive the attention warranted by their
significance.‖7The IAEA widened the definition so that the concept of safety culture would not only
apply to nuclear power plants, but would also include any organisation dealing with radioactive sources
(such as regulatory bodies), transportation, nuclear waste ornuclear medicine. The IAEA explained that
while ―the definition relates Safety Culture to personal attitudes and habits of thought, and to the style of
organizations‖ and ―that such matters are generally intangible; ... nevertheless such qualities lead to
tangible manifestations‖.8These manifestations were clearly evident, and well-documented, in the
Chernobyl accident.
B.

Identifying Deficient Safety Culture

Since Chernobyl, safety culturecontinues to becited either as a contributing factor or a root cause in
lessons learnt from accidents such as the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident, as well as in
near-misses like the Davis-Besse reactor pressure vessel head degradation event. It has even been cited
in security incidents.9 In the same 1991 report that provided the first definition of safety culture, INSAG
declared in the first sentence of theintroduction that ―[e]xcept for what are sometimes called ‗Acts of
5
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www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/7d01b994-292f-47e4-a1fe-c42291761ca6/dalekleintestimony.pdf, p. 3, discussing
the Peach Bottom incident (―this event at Peach Bottom, and other security-related incidents at some nuclear plants in recent
years, suggest that there may be a disconnect between safety and security culture. NRC staff has been reviewing how best to
modify the oversight process for security functions to ensure that establishing and maintaining a sound safety culture also
encompasses a healthy security culture.‖). For reference, the IAEA defines security culture as: ―The assembly of
characteristics, attitudes and behaviour of individuals, organizations and institutions which serves as a means to support and
enhance nuclear security‖, where nuclear security is defined as: ―The prevention and detection of, and response to, theft,
sabotage, unauthorized access, illegal transfer or other malicious acts involving nuclear or other radioactive substances or
their associated facilities.‖ IAEA (2008), Nuclear Security Culture: Implementing Guide, Nuclear Security Series No. 7,
IAEA, Vienna, p. 3.
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God‘, any problems arising at a nuclear plant originate in some way in human error‖.10 Although this
bold statement may have been shocking at the time, it has certainly born out in reality.
Poor safety culture can manifest effects both large and small. The following two examples provide a set
of worst case scenarios and should not be read as the only ways poor safety culture is evidenced. In fact,
in each of these circumstances, the resulting accident or near-miss was not the result of one bad decision
but was rather the culmination of years of poor safety culture building up.
1.

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident

The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident was not the first event where the Japanese nuclear
industry was challenged by safety culture. Going back to the 1980s, numerous instances of falsification
of inspection records occurred at Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) facilities and were covered
up by the operator.11 This led to attempts at cultural reform that, according to TEPCO, did not yield any
actual results.12 Following an external review, TEPCO developed 7 Principles of Safety Culture in 2009
and ―management communicated the approach of safety first‖.13 Despite these activities, TEPCO did not
take the necessary actions to prevent the ―deterioration of a safety culture throughout the entire
organization‖, which ultimately contributed to the Fukushima accident.14
Interestingly, the actual words ―safety culture‖ were mentioned only sparingly in the Japanese
government‘s independent report on the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident.15In fact, the
first instance of its mention in the report was actually in reference to the regulatory capture of the
nuclear industry.16 Instead, the concept as it is most often understood was used more in reference to
national and organisational culture:
What must be admitted – very painfully – is that this was a disaster ―Made in Japan.‖Its
fundamental causes are to be found in the ingrained conventions of Japanese culture: our
reflexive obedience; our reluctance to question authority; our devotion to ―sticking with the
program‖; our groupism; and our insularity.17
These national, cultural characteristics were exhibited by both the operator and the regulator and had a
direct effect on the safety of nuclear power plants in Japan. For example, the NAIIC Report‘s
―Recommendation 4: Monitoring the operators‖ states that ―TEPCO must undergo fundamental
corporate changes, including strengthening its governance, working towards building an organizational
culture which prioritizes safety‖.18 As for the regulator, the NAIIC Report found that the regulatory
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INSAG-4, supra note 6, p. 3.
IAEA (2015), The Fukushima Daiichi Accident, Technical Volume 2/5, ―Safety Assessment‖, IAEA, Vienna, p. 135
(IAEA Fukushima Report).
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Ibid.
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Ibid., p. 136.
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Ibid.
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The National Diet of Japan (2012), ―The Official Report of the Fukushima Nuclear Accident Independent Investigation
Commission‖, Executive Summary, (NAIIC Report).
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Ibid., p. 43.
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Ibid., ―Message from the Chairman‖.
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body had prioritised ―[its] own institutional wellbeing‖ over public safety.19 Thus, the lack of a healthy
safety culture in the regulator reinforced behaviours in the operator and decreased their effectiveness in
ensuring safety.
Since the NAIIC Report was released, Japan has spent a great deal of time and effort trying to remedy
these issues, as noted by a 12-day IAEA Integrated Regulatory Review Service (IRRS) mission that was
carried out in Japan in January 2016, where the ―team of [international] experts said Japan‘s regulatory
body for nuclear and radiation safety has demonstrated independence and transparency since it was set
up in 2012‖.20 But, it was noted that there is still work to be done. Specifically, the IRRS mission
recommended that Japan should ―continue and strengthen the promotion of safety culture including a
questioning attitude, to achieve a high level of safety. This is equally applicable to[the Nuclear
Regulation Authority (NRA) of Japan] and regulated entities‖.21 In a practical sense, the IRRS report
highlighted the NRA‘s inspection procedure stating that the:
NRA has recently developed and started a programme for monitoring safety culture within
licensed facilities. The understanding [of] what safety culture is and what safety culture is
meant to achieve is increasing among both regulatory staff and regulated entities. This is an
area where the regulator and licensees can work together. However, embedded safety culture
requires a profound change in attitudes and the concept of ―safety culture‖ does not translate
easily into the Japanese language which in itself may be an obstacle to its implementation.22
Despite the innate challenges, Japan is gradually making progress. For example, the NRA issued a
Statement on Nuclear Safety Culture on 27 May 2015, stating that ―[s]afety shall be given the utmost
priority in the use of nuclear energy[.] Safety culture is recognized as continued practices with mindful
awareness of this principle. It is the duty of everyone involved in nuclear energy to foster safety
culture.‖23Japan‘s safety culture journey may be a long road, but the government‘s commitment is
clear.As demonstrated in the following example, however, even a country that has a longer history
withnuclear safety culture is not immune from human error.
2.

Davis-Besse Reactor Pressure Vessel Head Incident

In March 2002, a cavity approximately the size of an American football was discovered on the head of
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) at the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station in the US state of Ohio.
This cavity extended all the way through the six-inch carbon steel RPV head, leaving only the 3/8 inch
stainless steel cladding to protect the RPV, which it is not designed to do.24 Had the stainless steel
cladding failed, a loss-of-coolant accident would have occurred.25
19
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The plant operator, FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC), had been alerted by the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission about a phenomenon at other similar nuclear power plants that could, if
undetected, lead to this ultimate circumstance.26 Specifically, the NRC requested that similarly situated
licensees perform certain inspections in order to determine if they were susceptible to the
phenomenon.27 If certain indications were detected during the inspections, further regulatory actions
could be taken.
Based on initial information provided by FENOC, the NRC was considering ordering FENOC to shut
down operations at Davis-Besse for more detailed inspections to be carried out.28 FENOC provided
additional information ―to justify that it was safe to operate the plant until the next scheduled refuelling
outage‖, which the NRC partially accepted.29After the fact, the NRC found out that this information was
inaccurate and incomplete.30 FENOC‘s actionsto put off shutdown ultimately led to this serious nuclear
safety near-miss accident.31
Both the licensee and the NRC identified poor safety culture as one of the root causes of this event.32
This was encapsulated by the licensee in its 2002 Root Cause Analysis Report in the overall conclusion:
Over time, the plant appeared to become complacent. In many areas, a minimum compliance
standard existed in management and thus throughout the Davis-Besse organization. The
plant did not use industry experience or vendors effectively, and in many areas became
isolated from the industry. ... There was a lack of sensitivity to nuclear safety and the focus
was to justify existing conditions. The overall conclusion is that Management ineffectively
implemented processes and thus failed to detect and address plant problems as opportunities
arose.33
While the NRC‘s own Lessons Learned Task Force Report from the same year did not specifically
mention safety culture, some of the cited performance issues clearly indicated poor safety culture:
Based on Lessons Learned, NUREG/BR-0353, Rev. 1, p. 4.
26
NRC (2001), ―Circumferential Cracking of Reactor Pressure Vessel Head Penetration Nozzles‖, NRC Bulletin 2001-01,
OMB Control No.: 3150-0012 (Bulletin 2001-01). ―NRC Bulletins require responses by licensees‖ and these responses are
―used on a plant-specific basis to determine if additional regulatory actions are needed by the NRC, either for the individual
plant or for the industry as a whole‖. David Geisen, Initial Decision, LBP-09-24, 70 NRC 676, 694, n. 26 (2009).
27
Bulletin 2001-01, supra note 26, pp. 11-12.
28
David Geisen, supra note 26, 70 NRC at 686.
29
LLTF Report, supra note 24, pp. 12, 30-31.
30
Letter to G. Leidich, FENOC President, from E. Merschoff, NRC Deputy Executive Director for Reactor Programs,
regarding ―Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties - $5,450,000; (NRC Office of Investigations
Report No. 3-2002-006; NRC Special Inspection Report No. 50-346/2002-08(DRS)); Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station‖,
p. 3 (21 April 2005) (―Finally, the NRC determined that FENOC wilfully provided incomplete and inaccurate information
associated with its responses to the NRC Bulletin 2001-01, ‗Circumferential Cracking of Reactor Pressure Vessel Head
Penetration Nozzles,‘ which contributed to continued operation of the plant with ongoing reactor coolant system pressure
boundary leakage and the significant degradation of the reactor pressure vessel head‖).
31
NRC (2014), 2002 Davis-Besse Reactor Pressure Vessel Head Degradation Knowledge Management Digest,
NUREG/KM-0005, p. 1.
32
See, e.g. NRC (2004), ―Recommended Staff Actions Regarding Agency Guidance in the Areas of Safety Conscious Work
Environment and Safety Culture‖, SECY-04-0111, p. 3.
33
FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (2002), ―Root Cause Analysis Report: Failure to Identify Significant Degradation
of the Reactor Pressure Vessel Head‖, p. 1.
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(1) strained engineering resources; (2) an approach of addressing the symptoms of problems
as a means of minimizing production impacts; (3) a long-standing acceptance of degraded
equipment; (4) a lack of management involvement in important safety significant work
activities and decisions, including a lack of a questioning attitude by managers; (5) a lack of
engineering rigor in the approach to problem resolution; (6) a lack of awareness of internal
and external operating experience, including the inability to implement effective actions to
address the lessons-learned from past events; (7) ineffective and untimely corrective actions,
including the inability to recognize or address repetitive or recurring problems; (8)
ineffective self-assessments of safety performance; (9) weaknesses in the implementation of
the employee concerns program; and (10) a lack of compliance with procedures.34
Just as in other nuclear accidents, the operator was not solely at fault, as the NRC ―failed to adequately
review, assess, and follow-up on relevant operating experience‖ and also ―failed to integrate known or
available information into its assessments of [Davis-Besse‘s] safety performance‖.35And this happened
in a country where safety culture had been addressed by the regulator for over a decade.But, while the
NRC may have previously dealt the concept in a policy statement, itsrole in ensuring safety was not
fully appreciated. As explained by the NRC itself, ―[t]he Davis-Besse event reemphasized the
importance of safety culture and demonstrated that significant problems can occur as a direct result of
safety culture weaknesses that are not recognized and addressed early.‖36With all these factors
combined, it is clear that both parties – the operator and the regulator – had serious reform efforts to
undertake, efforts which lasted almost a decade.
C.

Safety Culture in Nuclear Safety Conventions and Instruments

Despite theimportant role that safety culture has to play in the safe operation of nuclear installations,
safety culture is specifically mentioned only once in each of the main safety conventions, and even then
only in the preamble, with a passing reference to a ―desir[e] to promote an effective nuclear safety
culture‖37 as one of many objectives of the convention. Neither of the conventions elaborate how the
provisions advance this objective.
That being said, many of the articles touch on issues related to safety culture. For example, Article 10 of
the CNS addresses ―establish[ing] policies that give due priority to nuclear safety‖, which relates to
having leadership for safety and safety communication, while Article 11 speaks to the need to ―ensure
that sufficient numbers of qualified staff with appropriate education, training and retraining are available
for all safety-related activities in or for each nuclear installation, throughout its life‖, which relates to
continuous learning.On the other hand, the Joint Convention addresses common safety culture attributes
a bit more directly. Article 22(i) states that ―qualified staff are available as needed for safety-related
activities during the operating lifetime of a spent fuel and a radioactive waste management facility‖,
which relates to continuous learning, while Article 9 details a number of requirements for operation,
34
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such as ―incidents significant to safety are reported in a timely manner by the holder of the licence to the
regulatory body‖ and ―programmes to collect and analyse relevant operating experience are established
and that the results are acted upon, where appropriate‖, which both relate to problem identification and
resolution.
In the absence of an international commitment in the form of a treaty or convention, international
governmental organisations like the IAEA and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) have over the years added a great deal to the
conversation about safety culture. By documenting requirements,38recommendations39 and best
practices,40 as well as performing some safety culture assessments,41 the IAEA and NEA have worked to
evaluate and improve safety culture in their member countries. Private, international, member-based
organisations like the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) have contributed as well, from
the operators‘ perspective.42 But, without specific, treaty- or convention-based obligations directly
related to safety culture, there is a real gap in international commitment to safety culture.

II.

Safety Culture at the National Level
A.

National Definitions of Safety Culture

At a national level, the definitions of safety culture do not differ much from that put out by the IAEA.43
For example, both the United Kingdom‘s (UK) Office for Nuclear Regulation(ONR)44 and the United

38

In a recently released General Safety Requirement volume, the IAEA provides 14 requirements in 6 subject areas
―establishing, assessing, sustaining and continuously improving effective leadership and management for safety in
organizations concerned with, and facilities and activities that give rise to, radiation risks‖. IAEA (2016), ―Leadership and
Management for Safety‖, IAEA Safety Standards Series, General Safety Requirements, No. GSR Part 2, p. 1. Requirement
number 12, ―Fostering a culture for safety‖ requires that ―[i]ndividuals in the organization, from senior managers downwards,
shall foster a strong safety culture. The management system and leadership for safety shall be such as to foster and sustain a
strong safety culture‖. IAEA (2016), ―Leadership and Management for Safety‖, IAEA Safety Standards Series, General
Safety Requirements, No. GSR Part 2, IAEA, Vienna, p. 15.
39
Recommendations are made in an IAEA safety guide ―to provide a means of meeting [the] requirements‖. IAEA (2009),
―The Management System for Nuclear Installations‖, IAEA Safety Standards Series, Safety Guide, No. GS-G-3.5, IAEA,
Vienna, p. 6.
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an Effective Nuclear Regulatory Body, No. 7247, NEA, Paris.
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WANO (2013), Traits of a Healthy Nuclear Safety Culture, WANO Principles PL 2013-1, WANO; and WANO (2014),
Traits of a Health Nuclear Safety Culture, Addendum II: Cross References, WANO Guideline GL 2013-1, WANO.
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Arab Emirates (UAE) Federal Authority for Nuclear Regulation (FANR) adopted the IAEA definition of
nuclear safety culture.45 Germany took the IAEA‘s definition and added to it, stating that:
Safety culture is determined by a safety-oriented attitude, responsibility and conduct of all
staff required for ensuring the safety of the plant. For this purpose, safety culture comprises
the assembly of characteristics and attitudes in a company and of individuals which
establishes that, as an overriding priority, nuclear safety receives the attention required by
their significance. Safety culture concerns both the organisation and the individual.46
Other countries took the IAEA definition but modified the terms used. For example, the US NRC and
the Institute for Nuclear Power Operation‘s (INPO) (as well as WANO) use the following definition of
safety culture: ―Nuclear safety culture is the core values and behaviors resulting from a collective
commitment by leaders and individuals to emphasize safety over competing goals to ensure protection
of people and the environment‖.47Similarly, an August 2012 discussion paper put out by the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) references a safety culture definition from the mid-1990s as ―the
characteristics of the work environment, such as the values, rules and common understandings that
influence employees‘ perceptions and attitudes about the importance that the organization places on
safety‖.48
Not all countries define safety culture, however, with many providing a series ofcharacteristics, traits
and attributes to explain the concept, rather than define it.49For example, instead of providing a
definition, Japan‘s Statement on Nuclear Safety Culture includes the following eight nuclear safety
culture traits:


priority to safety,



decision-making taking into account the risks,



fostering, sustaining and strengthening safety culture,



maintaining high level of expertise and organizational learning,



effective communication,



questioning attitude,



rigorous and prudent decisions and agile actions,

45
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harmonization with nuclear security.50

While there are some differences between the international and national definitions of safety culture,
they both use common words as they relate to two key components of the definition: the who and the
what. In speaking about the who, the international definition references organisations and individuals,
while the national definitions that differ from the IAEA reference companies/organisations and
individuals (Germany), leaders and individuals (US and INPO) and organizations and employees
(Canada). In speaking about the what, the international definition refers to characteristics and attitudes
as do some national definitions (Germany), while other national definitions refer to values and
behaviours (US and INPO) and values, rules, common understandings, perceptions and attitudes
(Canada).
Therefore, regardless of which definition is used, there appears to be broad agreement that safety culture
boils down to the workplace, the people in it, their assumptions and ultimate actions.
B.

Legislation and Regulation of Safety Culture

As just shown, while the definitions and traits related to safety culture are not identical among
international organisations and national governments, the concept is universal. But, the approaches to
enhance safety culture differ. Although this paper will not be answering the question of whether it is
possible to legislate or regulate the concept of safety culture, onecountry, the United States,offers a good
example of how it is possible to provide expectations for maintaining a positive safety culture through a
―policy statement‖, rather than a regulation, and providing oversight of licensees‘ safety culture.
The NRC has had a ―Safety Culture Policy Statement‖ (SCPS) since 1989,51 two years before INSAG-4
was published. This statement was updated most recently in 2011.52 As explained by the NRC, the SCPS
is neither a regulation nor a rule, which means that it ―cannot be considered binding upon, or
enforceable against, NRC [] licensees‖.53 Rather, the SCPS was ―developed to engage individuals and
organizations performing regulated activities involving nuclear materials and share the Commission‘s
expectations regarding the development and maintenance of a positive safety culture‖.54
Because there is no safety culture regulation, the NRC‘s oversight of safety culture is provided through
the Reactor Oversight Process (or ROP), which ―is the agency‘s programme to inspect, measure, and
assess the safety and security performance of operating commercial nuclear power plants‖, and to
respond to any decline in their performance.55 The ROP is just one component of the NRC‘s regulatory

50
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process, but plays an important role in ensuring that licensee activities are conducted properly, and in
accordance with NRC regulations, to ensure safe operations.56
At a high-level, the ROP monitors plant performance in three key ―strategic performance areas‖: reactor
safety, radiation safety and safeguards. From there, seven ―cornerstones‖ are used to measure the three
broad strategic areas: (1) initiating events; (2) mitigating systems; (3) barrier integrity; (4) emergency
preparedness; (5) public radiation safety; (6) occupational radiation safety; and (7) security. 57 Lastly,
and most important for safety culture, are the three so-called ―cross-cutting‖ areas, which contain the
fundamental performance characteristics that can affect all seven of the ROP cornerstones of safety. 58
These three areas are: human performance; problem identification and resolution; and safety-conscious
work environment (SCWE). This is where the NRC is able to detect, during its inspections, any decline
in safety culture.
Most importantly from a legal perspective is the cross-cutting area of SCWE, which is the ―area [that]
monitors an environment in which workers feel free to raise nuclear safety concerns without fear of
harassment, intimidation, retaliation, or discrimination‖.59 Specifically, inspectors are looking for three
SCWE aspects to determine if there are any cross-cutting themes or issues:


SCWE Policy: The organization effectively implements a policy that supports individuals‘
rights and responsibilities to raise safety concerns, and does not tolerate harassment,
intimidation, retaliation, or discrimination for doing so.



Alternate Process for Raising Concerns: The organization effectively implements a process
for raising and resolving concerns that is independent of line management influence. Safety
issues may be raised in confidence and are resolved in a timely and effective manner.



Free Flow of Information: Individuals communicate openly and candidly, both up, down,
and across the organization and with oversight, audit, and regulatory organizations.60

There are a number of increasing levels of possible regulatory response to declining performance,
ranging from normal regional-level oversight to agency-level responses such as enforcement orders, or
even operating license suspension.61 Most often, the declining performance does not rise to this level
and actions are limited to follow-up or additional inspections. But, there does arise the circumstance
when some kind of civil penalty may be necessary, be it a fine or an enforcement order. And issues
within the SCWE area tend to fall into this category.62
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III. Employee Protection as it Relates to Safety Culture
The US NRC is not the only body concerned with ensuring a SCWE. Publications by WANO 63 and
INPO64 both highlight ―environment for raising concerns‖ as a trait of a healthy safety culture. Other
countries, like Belgium, list ―Work Environment Where Safety Problems May be Brought up without
Fear for Sanction‖ as a necessary condition for good safety culture.65 Companies also cite the
importance of this issue:


TVO: ―Good safety culture consists of: … creating an atmosphere and an operating philosophy
where events can be reported openly without fear of blame‖66



AREVA: ―Anyone who observes an obvious malfunction or a breach of a legal or regulatory
obligation shall have the reflex and the duty to alert his or her direct supervisor or the next level
of management immediately and without fear of harassment.‖67

In the United States, however, this issue, unlike other safety culture components, is backed up by both
legislation and regulation.
A.

Legislating an Environment for Raising Safety Concerns in the US

Nuclear industry employees have been protected against discrimination for engaging in protected
activities for decades. Since 1978,68 the US Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended (ERA)69
has provided that no discriminatory action may be taken by an employer against any employee because
the employee has engaged in a number of enumerated activities. The original 1978 law was amended
approximately 15 years later by section 2902 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, which added three new
categories of protected whistleblower activity and also laid out an entire evidentiary framework for
proving a case under section 211.70 The new law stated:
§ 5851. Employee protection
(a) Discrimination against employee
(1) No employer may discharge any employee or otherwise discriminate against any
employee with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of
63
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employment because the employee (or any person acting pursuant to a request of the
employee)—
(A) notified his employer of an alleged violation of this chapter or the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 [(AEA)] … ;
(B) refused to engage in any practice made unlawful by this chapter or the [AEA],
if the employee has identified the alleged illegality to the employer;
(C) testified before Congress or at any Federal or State proceeding regarding any
provision (or proposed provision) of this chapter or the [AEA];
(D) commenced, caused to be commenced, or is about to commence or cause to be
commenced a proceeding under this chapter or the [AEA], or a proceeding for the
administration or enforcement of any requirement imposed under this chapter or the
[AEA];
(E) testified or is about to testify in any such proceeding or;
(F) assisted or participated or is about to assist or participate in any manner in such
a proceeding or in any other manner in such a proceeding or in any other action to
carry out the purposes of this chapter or the [AEA].
This law, however, only offers protection through the US Department of Labor (DOL), whereby the
DOL can investigate claims of discrimination and provide a personal remedy should the claim be
substantiated.71 This, however, left a gap. As explained by the now-defunct NRC Atomic Safety and
Licensing Appeal Board, section 211 ―focuses chiefly on protecting employees against retaliation, rather
than on safeguarding the public‘s rights‖.72 Specifically, the Secretary of Labor ―lacks two remedial
powers – which the Commission possesses – necessary to insure full protection of the public interest.
The first is the right to take important actions against the employer, and the other is authority to do so
immediately‖.73
B.

Regulating an Environment for Raising Safety Concerns in the US

The NRC staff believed that in the absence of a regulation, a violation of section 211 of the ERA was
not a violation for which the NRC could assess a civil penalty, thus reducing the Commission‘s
enforcement authority. Congress as well believed that there was an important role for the US NRC to
play in protecting employees who engage in protected activity. In fact, when the US Senate was
debating the 1978 amendment to the ERA, the Senate floor manager, Senator Gary Hart, urged his
colleagues to accept the amendment, stating that the new law was ―not intended to in any way abridge

71

See NRC (2011), ―James Luehman; Denial of Petition for Rulemaking‖, 76 Fed. Reg. 12,295 (7 Mar. 2011) (Luehman
Petition); NRC (1996), ―Freedom of Employees in the Nuclear Industry To Raise Safety Concerns Without Fear of
Retaliation; Policy Statement‖, 61 Fed. Reg. 24,337-24,338 (1996 Policy Statement).
72
Union Electric Company (Calloway Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-527, 9 NRC 126, *26 (1979).
73
Ibid., at *27.
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the Commission‘s current authority to investigate an alleged discrimination and take appropriate action
against a licensee-employer, such as a civil penalty, license suspension or license revocation‖.74
Thus, in 1982, the Commission promulgated regulations prohibiting discrimination, implementing the
Commission‘s authority under the AEA, which gives the Commission broad authority to establish rules
and regulations in order to carry out its public health and safety mission. 75In addition, the AEA also
grants the NRC ―authority to investigate allegations that employees of licensees or their contractors have
been discriminated against for raising concerns and to take enforcement action if discrimination is
substantiated‖.76
In 1993, the NRC updated its Employee Protection Rule to conform to a 1992 amendment to the
evidentiary standard contained in section 211 of the ERA.77 The 1993 amendment language is still
contained in the Employee Protection Rule‘s present form.
10 CFR 50.7, Employee protection78
(a)Discrimination by a Commission licensee, an applicant for a Commission license, or a
contractor or subcontractor of a Commission licensee or applicant against an employee
for engaging in certain protected activities is prohibited. Discrimination includes
discharge and other actions that relate to compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of
employment. The protected activities are established in section 211 of the [ERA], and in
general are related to the administration or enforcement of a requirement imposed under
the [AEA] or the [ERA].
(1) The protected activities include but are not limited to:
(i) Providing the Commission or his or her employer information about alleged
violations of either of the statutes named in paragraph (a) introductory text of this
section or possible violations of requirements imposed under either of those
statutes;
(ii) Refusing to engage in any practice made unlawful under either of the statutes
named in paragraph (a) introductory text or under these requirements if the
employee has identified the alleged illegality to the employer;
(iii) Requesting the Commission to institute action against his or her employer for
the administration or enforcement of these requirements;
74

124 Cong. Rec. S15,318 (daily ed. September 18,1978) (remarks of Senator Hart).
Section 161b of the AEA gives the Commission authority to ―establish by rule, regulation, or order, such standards and
instructions ... as the Commission may deem necessary or desirable to promote the common defense and security or to protect
public health or to minimize danger to life or property.‖ Atomic Energy Act of 1954, sec. 161b., 42 USC § 2201(b).
76
1996 Policy Statement, supra note 71, at 24,337. See also, 42 USC §§ 2201(c) and (o); 42 USC § 2236(a).
77
NRC (1993), ―Final Rule: Whistleblower Protection for Employees of NRC-Licensed Activities‖, 58 Fed. Reg. 52,406 (8
Oct. 1993).
78
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(iv) Testifying in any Commission proceeding, or before Congress, or at any
Federal or State proceeding regarding any provision (or proposed provision) of
either of the statutes named in paragraph (a) introductory text.
(v) Assisting or participating in, or is about to assist or participate in, these
activities.
The central importance of this issue was explained by the NRC in a policy statement on this subject: ―A
reluctance on the part of employees to raise concerns is detrimental to nuclear safety‖.79
C.

The Legal Framework for Ensuring a SCWE in the US

Providing a legal framework where employees are free to raise safety concerns without fear of
retaliation is difficult in the drafting and even more complicated in the implementation. Motivations and
intentions are not always easily discernible, but are critically important in ensuring a fair resolution for
all involved parties. As the Commission itself recognised, ―not every concern raised by employees is
safety significant or, for that matter, is valid‖;80 therefore, it is critical that the agency ―get[s] it right‖.
At a high level, in evaluating whether a licensee, applicant, contractor or subcontractor violated the
employee protection regulations, two questions must be addressed. First, the burden is on the NRC to
show, by a preponderance of the evidence, that protected activity was a ―contributing factor‖ in an
unfavorable personnel action. If the NRC meets this burden, the next question is whether the licensee,
applicant, contractor or subcontractor (i.e., the ―employer‖) can show, by ―clear and convincing
evidence‖, that it would have taken the same personnel action regardless of the protected activity. 81
These questions are adapted from ERAsection 211.82
As previously mentioned, the NRC bears the initial burden, by a preponderance of the evidence, to show
that protected activity was a ―contributing factor‖ in an unfavorable personnel action. As explained by
the Commission, this means that:
[t]o demonstrate a whistleblower violation …, [the Employee Protection Rule] requires the
NRC [] to show three things: (1) an employee engaged in ‗protected activity‘ while working
for a licensee, for an applicant, or for a contractor or subcontractor of a licensee or applicant;
(2) the employer took adverse personnel action against the employee; and (3) the employer
took such action ‗because‘ of the protected activity.83
Each item on this list will be explained below.
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1996 Policy Statement, supra note 71, at24,336.
Ibid., at 24,336.
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Luehman Petition, supra note 71, at 12,295; TVA, supra note 70, p. 194. See also NRC (2013), Enforcement Manual, Rev.
9, updated 10 December 2015, p. 283.
82
TVA, supra note 70, p. 194 (―Here, section 211 – the most recent expression of congressional policy on nuclear
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1.

Protected Activity

First, one must determine whether the individual was engaged in a protected activity. 10 CFR 50.7(a)
states that ―[t]he protected activities are established in section 211 of the [ERA] and in general are
related to the administration or enforcement of a requirement imposed under the [AEA] or the
[ERA].‖84The regulation then goes on to list activities that could qualify as protected, though it
specifically states that this list is not closed (―include but are not limited to‖); thus, other types of
activities could be considered protected that are not specifically enumerated.
As outlined in the list, an individual‘s actions must be something more than mere involvement in safetyrelated activities to be afforded whistleblower protection by the NRC. For instance:


50.7(a)(1) addresses providing the Commission or his or her employer information about alleged
violations;



50.7(a)(2) addresses refusing to engage in any practice made unlawful;



50.7(a)(3) addresses requesting the Commission to institute actions; and



50.7(a)(4) addresses testifying in certain proceedings.

Each of these types of actions speaks to what the NRC requires of an individual in a 50.7 case: they are
required to actually blow the whistle. The Commission stated that ―[t]he intent underlying the inclusion
of these (and other) examples of whistleblowing activities was to protect employees who, knowingly or
otherwise, risk retribution from their employers for pointing out safety or regulatory compliance
problems‖.85 Therefore, each of these describes a situation where an employee is concerned about a
safety issue and then in some way raises that concern in the face of potential retribution, disapproval or
anger.
In addition to requiring positive action on the part of the employee, another requirement is that the
employee‘s action relate to new safety or regulatory compliance issues, rather than the resolution of
previously identified issues.86 As explained by the Commission, ―the mere involvement – without more
– in the resolution of a safety or regulatory compliance issue raised by another person does not
constitute ‗protected activity‘‖.87So, for example, an employee working on a task force to resolve a
known safety issue is not engaging in protected activity.But, if that same employee, during the course of
resolving the original safety issue, discovers an entirely new safety issue and reports it, then the
employeeis engaging in protected activity.88
2.

Adverse Action

Next, it must be determined whether there was an adverse action taken against the individual.
Unfortunately, there is no definition of ―adverse‖ in the regulations or the regulatory history or the

84

10 CFR 50.7(a).
TVA, supra note 70, p.206.
86
Ibid., pp.208-209.
87
Ibid., p.209.
88
See e.g., ibid.
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legislation or even in the NRC‘s Enforcement Manual. Instead, the NRC‘s Enforcement Policy provides
the definition:
Adverse Action is any action that may adversely impact the compensation, terms,
conditions, or privileges of employment including but not limited to a failure to receive a
routine annual pay increase or bonus; demotion or arbitrary downgrade of a position;
transfer to a position that is recognized to have a lesser status or be less desirable (e.g., from
a supervisory to nonsupervisory position); failure to promote; overall performance appraisal
downgrade; verbal or written counseling, or other forms of constructive discipline.89
An adverse action could also include less serious actions that could nonetheless ―generate a chilling
effect that may discourage other workers from raising concerns‖. 90 These could include actions such as
relocating an employee‘s office, denying an employee executive parking privileges that employee would
otherwise be entitled to and supplying negative reference information. In addition, case law from the
Department of Labor and comparable whistleblower cases decided in federal courtare also instructive.
3.

Causation

Lastly, the NRC must address the issue of causation: was the adverse action taken because the individual
was engaged in a protected activity?91 Both the NRC and the employer have a role in the causation
analysis. First, though, is the NRC‘s burden. The Commission has decided that the correct question to
ask in determining whether the protected activity was a ―contributing factor‖ in the adverse action is:
whether the ―protected activity contributed ‗in any degree‘ or played ‗at least some role‘ in the
[employer‘s] personnel decisions‖.92 The Commission is clear that the protected activity does not have
to be a ―significant‖ or ―motivating‖ factor in the adverse action.93
But, simply because the protected activity does not have to be a significant or motivating factor, the
―contributing factor‖ test ―is not a ‗toothless‘ test‖.94 The Commission has stated that:
An employee may not simply engage in protected activities and expect immunity from
future unfavorable personnel actions. Mere employer (or supervisor) knowledge of the
protected activity does not suffice as a ―contributing factor;‖ nor does ―the equivalent of
adding ‗a drop of water into the ocean.‘‖The evidence, direct or indirect, must allow a
reasonable person to infer that protected activities influenced the unfavorable personnel
action to some degree. In cases where the evidence is weak, employers should be able to

89
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avoid liability by providing ―clear and convincing evidence‖ that they would have taken the
same personnel action anyway, based on non-discriminatory grounds.95
Thus, it should not be assumed that every adverse action that follows a protected activity is
automatically retaliation.
So, whileit is true that while the NRC has an initially lower threshold to clear, the second question
allows the employer an opportunity to avoid liability by demonstrating,by ―clear and convincing
evidence‖, that it would have taken the same personnel action regardless of the protected activity.9610
CFR 50.7 ―makes clear that engaging in protected activities does not immunize employees‖. 97 In fact, it
was intended ―to preserve the flexibility nuclear employers require to take appropriate action against
alleged whistleblowers who also are ineffective on the job or unneeded in the workplace. Employers are
simply asked to prove that they would have made the same personnel decisions regardless of any
whistleblowing activity.‖98
D.

A Holistic Approach to SCWE

One of the truly unfortunate aspects of the Davis-Besse saga is that it never had to end the way it did.
For years, engineers were aware of issues with the RPV head. Some tried to raise their concerns with
management early on, but became complacent when their concerns were brushed aside. 99 As the NRC
learned, legislation and regulation was not enough. As shown in the Davis-Besse incident, the laws and
rules were in place but these did not ensure an environment where the numerous engineers who knew of
the condition of the head felt that they could continue to report the unsafe condition up the FENOC
chain of management, or even to the NRC. Follow-through was needed and based on the lessons learnt
from Davis-Besse, this meant more NRC oversight.100 The NRC therefore enhanced its inspection
process to more fully address SCWE concerns within a more robust treatment of safety culture under the
ROP. In addition, the NRC issued a Regulatory Issue Summary, providing guidance for establishing and
maintaining a safety conscious work environment.101
The US government‘s commitment to ensuring thefreedom of employees in the nuclear industry to raise
safety concerns without fear of retaliation is clear: it is backed by both law and regulation, as well as
regulatory oversight.

IV.

Conclusion
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There are many different aspects of safety culture and a safety conscious work environment is just one
of those aspects, albeit a very important one. As of 2011, only six of the G20 countries had in place
―comprehensive and dedicated legislation to protect public sector whistleblowers‖ (Australia, Canada,
Japan, South Africa, the United Kingdom and the United States).102 Out of those, only a handful
provideprotection to private sector employees.103Having strong whistleblower and employee protection
laws and regulations, complemented by regulatory oversight, is one very clear legal route to ensuring
that at least one important safety culture trait is adopted, promoted and adhered to. But, without
whistleblower legislation protecting private sector employees who report nuclear safety concerns, not
only through personal remedies but also allowing regulatory actions against the employer, an important
tool in the pursuit of an effective and strong safety culture is lost.
Organisations like the Nuclear Energy Agency havemade safety culture, both in nuclear operations
organisations and in nuclear safety regulatory bodies, a central issue in addressing nuclear safety
concerns in the aftermath of the Fukushima Daiichi accident. As noted by the NEA, a good nuclear
safety culture is not ancillary to the overall operation of a nuclear-focused organisation, but instead must
be an integral objective of the organisation. In the end, the complex goal of ensuring nuclear safety
culture involves a number of necessary elements including committed leadership, continuous
reinforcement of good practices and behaviours, awareness of broader cultural contexts and training at
all levels of an organisation, in addition to a strong legal framework, which includes employee
protection.
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Annex 1: Definitions of Safety Culture
IAEA

NEA

WANO

INPO

US

the assembly of
characteristics and attitudes
in organizations and
individuals which establishes
that, as an overriding
priority, protection and
safety issues receive the
attention warranted by their
significance

the assembly of
characteristics and attitudes
in organizations and
individuals which establishes
that, as an overriding
priority, protection and
safety issues receive the
attention warranted by their
significance

the core values and
behaviours resulting from a
collective commitment by
leaders and individuals to
emphasise safety over
competing goals, to ensure
protection of people and the
environment

the core values and
behaviors resulting from a
collective commitment by
leaders and individuals to
emphasize safety over
competing goals to ensure
protection of people and the
environment

the core values and
behaviors resulting from a
collective commitment by
leaders and individuals to
emphasize safety over
competing goals to ensure
protection of people and the
environment

UK

UAE

Belgium

Germany

Canada

Safety culture is defined by
that assembly of
characteristics and attitudes
in the organisations and with
the individuals which
establishes that, as an
overriding priority, nuclear
plant safety issues receive
the priority attention
warranted by their
significance.

Safety culture is determined
by a safety-oriented attitude,
responsibility and conduct of
all staff required for ensuring
the safety of the plant. For
this purpose, safety culture
comprises the assembly of
characteristics and attitudes
in a company and of
individuals which establishes
that, as an overriding
priority, nuclear safety
receives the attention
required by their
significance. Safety culture
concerns both the
organisation and the
individual.

the characteristics of the
work environment, such as
the values, rules and
common understandings that
influence employees‘
perceptions and attitudes
about the importance that the
organization places on safety

the assembly of
characteristics and attitudes
in organizations and
individuals which establishes
that, as an overriding
priority, protection and
safety issues receive the
attention warranted by their
significance

the assembly of
characteristics and attitudes
in organizations and
individuals which establishes
that, as an overriding
priority, protection and
safety issues receive the
attention warranted by their
significance
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Annex 2: Safety Culture Traits/Characteristics
IAEA

Accountability for
safety is clear

Safety is a clearly
recognized value

Leadership for safety is
clear

NEA

WANO

INPO

US

Strong sense of
personal accountability
so that everyone takes
personal ownership of
their actions and
decisions with respect
to safety

Personal Accountability

Personal Accountability

Personal Accountability

Questioning Attitude

Questioning Attitude

Questioning Attitude

Decision-Making

Decision-Making

Safety Communication

Safety Communication

Effective Safety
Communications

Leadership
Accountability

Leadership
Accountability

Leadership Safety
Values and Actions

Open Management at
All Levels

Respectful Work
Environment

Respectful Work
Environment

Respectful Work
Environment

Rigour and
Professionalism

Open and transparent
communication,
internally and
externally
Excellence in
leadership for safety at
all levels of the
organisation to
demonstrate the
importance of
prioritising safety above
all else.
Informed, balanced
accountability that
encourages open and
honest reporting and
respects safety
information.
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Japan

Questioning Attitude

Belgium

Questioning Attitude,
Modesty

Decision-Making
Taking into Account the
Risks
Effective
Communication

Annex 2: Safety Culture Traits/Characteristics
IAEA

Safety is learning
driven

NEA
Continuous
improvement and
learning: an open,
adaptable and learning
attitude in technical,
regulatory and
organisational areas
helps avoid
complacency by
continuously
challenging existing
conditions and
activities.

WANO

INPO

US

Continuous Learning

Continuous Learning

Continuous Learning

Problem Identification
and Resolution

Problem Identification
and Resolution

Problem Identification
and Resolution

Environment for
Raising Concerns

Environment for
Raising Concerns

Environment for
Raising Concerns

Work Processes

Work Processes

Work Processes

Safety is integrated into
all activities

Japan

Maintaining High Level
of Expertise and
Organizational
Learning

Continuous Learning
and Improvement,
Particularly Through
Experience Feedback

Rigorous and Prudent
Decisions and Agile
Actions
Work Environment
Where Safety Problems
May be Brought Up
Without Fear for
Sanction
Priority to Safety
Fostering, Sustaining
and Strengthening
Safety Culture
Harmonization with
Nuclear Security
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TRANSITION OF THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY BODIES IN JAPAN
KeiyaMurakami
JAPAN ENERGY LAW INSTITUTE

I.

INTRODUCTION

As a result of the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear power accident (hereinafter the “Fukushima accident”), the
government had to reconsider the meaning of its nuclear regulatory systems. Therefore, the Nuclear
Regulation Authority (NRA) was established under Article 3 of the National Government Organization
Act, and the NRA exercises executive power independently, not under the direction and supervision of the
Cabinet Minister.
Based on Article 5 of the Act for Establishment of the Nuclear Regulation Authority (hereinafter the
“Establishment Act”), the government organization, which commands the work relating to ensuring safety
in nuclear energy use, are due to be reviewed within three years after enforcement of the Establishment
Act. The "last adjustment" for review was presented in September 2015, and in the adjustment, it is
indicated that points of argument about the state of the Nuclear Regulation Authority have already been
corresponding.
Moreover, the IAEA conducted an Integrated Regulatory Review Service (IRRS)1 mission to the NRA
from 11 Jan 2016 to 22 Jan 2016. The mission report was sent from the IAEA and received by the NRA on
23 April, 2016.
Japan's Nuclear Regulatory Bodies have been restructured each time on the basis of lessons learned from
accidents that occurred in the past. So I would like to overview the Transition of the Nuclear Regulatory
Bodies while paying particular attention to independence and centralization.
II. THE TRANSITIONS OF THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY BODIES
The Nuclear Regulatory Bodies were restructured from 1957, when the Regulation of Nuclear Source
Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors (hereinafter the “Nuclear Reactors Regulation Act”) was
established, because of the following three accidents: Radiation leaks from the Nuclear Power Ship
“Mutsu”, The JCO nuclear criticality accident, and the Fukushima accident.

1

IAEA, REPORT OF THE INTEGRATED REGULATORY REVIEW SERVICE (IRRS) MISSION TO JAPAN 10-22
January 2016.
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A.

Establishment

From 1957 to 1978, when the Nuclear Reactors Regulation Act was revised, the license for all reactor
installments were permitted by the prime minister, and so the prime minister must have taken cognizance
of the opinions of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). In addition, the chairman of the AEC was
General Director of the Science and Technology Agency and the office work of the AEC was handled by
the Science and Technology Agency.
Although the AEC was established under the Cabinet Office based on Article 8 of the National
Government Organization Act, it was understood as having had high independency, because it had the
character of the regulatory authority de facto and the consent of both Houses of Diet was required to
appoint members of it2.
However, as for power reactors and marine reactors, administrative measures required the consent of the
competent ministers (the Minister of the International Trade and Industry (MITI) and the Minister of
Transport). And permission for the design and construction method of the reactor concerned were not
under the requirements of the Nuclear Reactors Regulation Act.

B.

Radiation leaks from the Nuclear Power Ship “Mutsu”

As a result of Radiation leaks from the Nuclear Power Ship “Mutsu” in 1974, an Advisory Committee on
Atomic Energy Administration was set up as the Prime Minister's private consulting group under the
chairmanship of Hiromi Arisawa, Emeritus Professor of the University of Tokyo. The state of nuclear
administration was discussed by the Committee. It pointed out that it was necessary to separate the
functions relating to nuclear safety from those which the AEC had had. Based on this recommendation,
the Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC), which is in charge of safety regulation, was established. Moreover,
the Science and Technology Agency had become the agency to deal with the office work of the
Commission, so that NSC could be functionally separated from general administration and be neutral and
equal to each ministry agency.
Furthermore, based on criticisms that consistency of safety regulations was lacking, each related minister
regulated from the license for reactor installment to the regulatory activities subsequent to the licensing.
Hence, nuclear power reactors are regulated by the Minister of the MITI, marine reactors are regulated by
the Minister of Transport, and research and test reactors and those in the stage of research and
development are regulated by the Prime Minister. In addition, since each Minister had the responsibility of
2
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both promoting development and safety regulations and there was a possibility that a distrust about
nuclear safety regulation may arise, the NSC came to check safety reviews of each minister (hereinafter
the “double-checking system”).

C.

The JCO (a nuclear fuel production company) nuclear criticality accident

In 1999 after the JCO Nuclear Accident, the Accident Investigation Board (established within the Nuclear
Safety Commission), which conducted the investigation to determine the cause of the accident and in
order to prevent recurrence, proposed “strengthening the deployment and clarifying the role of safety
regulatory Authorities” and “strengthening the independency of the NSC, strengthening the NSC
secretariat, securing groups of experts in a wide variety of fields”.
In response to this proposal, the control of the NSC secretariat was transferred from the Science and
Technology Agency to the Prime Minister's office. There was also an increase in the number of personnel
and deploying of experts etc. to strengthen the system. Furthermore, in keeping with the abolition of the
Prime Minister's office through the reorganization of central government ministries, the NSC along with
the AEC came to belong to the Cabinet Office. The fact that control of the NSC was transferred in this way
from the Prime Minister's office, which was equal to the other Ministries, to the Cabinet Office, which has
a higher status than the other Ministries, and came to possess an independent secretariat was evaluated to
have increased its independence 3 . However, at this time, revisions were being made to the Act for
Establishment of the Atomic Energy Commission and Nuclear Safety Commission, and the “respecting
the decisions” of the AEC and the NSC, which was stipulated in Article 23 of said act, has been repealed.
This was repealed consequent upon the organization and rationalization of the Council, etc., but the
purpose of the rationalization was given as "to resolve the problems of the Council, etc. such as its inviting
of the so-called cloak of invisibility criticism and promoting an over-compartmentalized bureaucracy and
clearly define administrative responsibility", and it seems to carry a potential of losing its meaning as the
core of the “double-checking system”. Furthermore, at the 64th regular meeting of the Atomic Energy
Commission (held on November 2, 1999), an explanation was made to the effect that the existence of the
“respecting the decisions” and the importance of the Commission of inquiry were separate issues, and that
it is natural that the opinions of the AEC and the NSC be respected.
Furthermore, the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) was deemed to have jurisdiction over
regulations on commercial power reactors and reactors at the stage of research and development as well as
regulations on nuclear fuel facilities, etc., while commercial marine reactors were to be regulated by the
Minister of Land, Infrastructure and transport (inherited from the Minister of Transport) and research and
test reactors by the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (inherited from the
3
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Prime Minister).
Regarding the organizational structure of the METI as well, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency
(NISA) was newly established as a "special Organ" in the Agency of Natural Resources and Energy, which
is an external bureau of the METI, and while maintaining independence it became burdened with
regulations. Furthermore, there is an opinion that the National Government Organization Act possesses a
function to formalize structural units of central government ministries and Authorities other than the
Cabinet Office, but the "special Organ" is a concept which refers to all things which do not fall under such
fixed forms, and simply because such an agency may be established it cannot be thought to have
immediately secured independence4.
III. THE FUKUSHIMA ACCIDENT

A.

Issues which have been pointed out after the Fukushima accident

In the "Report of Japanese Government to the IAEA Ministerial Conference on Nuclear Safety" submitted
after the Fukushima accident, the government reported that it was unclear as to who had the primary
responsibility for conducting sufficient safety maintenance activities to prevent accidents. This was due to
the fact that the government organizations responsible to ensure nuclear energy safety were being divided.
NISA as a primary regulatory agency was responsible for safety regulations, supervision of the primary
administrative agency's regulations was within the domain of the NSC, and environmental monitoring was
done by concerned municipalities and each ministry during emergencies.
Furthermore, a survey/report has been conducted by 4 accident investigation committees--the
government's Accident Investigation Committee, the Independent Investigation Commission on the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accident by the private Rebuild Japan Initiative Foundation, the Fukushima
Accident Investigation by Tokyo Electric Power Co., and the Accident Investigation Committee which
was established by the National Diet--which pointed out organizational and institutional problems with
nuclear safety regulations, namely that the independence of the regulatory authorities from the lobbying
Authorities and business people had become a mere facade and that the safety regulation organizations
needed independence from the lobbying organizations and business people.

B.

Response after the Fukushima accident

In August 2011, a cabinet decision was taken on the basic policy for reform of organizations relating to
nuclear safety regulations. This was done to win back the trust and improve the function of the Nuclear
Safety Administration after the Fukushima accident. Further, at the Advisory Committee for Prevention of
4
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Nuclear Accident, a detailed proposal5regarding nuclear reform was finalized in December 2011.
In this proposal, they indicated 7 principles for reforming nuclear safety regulatory bodies and pointed out
that the efficacy of ensuring safety with consideration for the use of nuclear energy must not decline
("separation of regulation and utilization") and a unification of limited resources must take place
("centralization").
Considering this proposal, in January 2012, the government established the Nuclear Regulatory Agency as
an external bureau of the Ministry of the Environment and submitted the Nuclear Organization Structural
Reform Bill, establishing a Nuclear Safety Investigation Commission to conduct investigations regarding
the implementation of regulations, etc. relating to ensuring nuclear safety (hereinafter referred to as "the
government bill") to the 180th National Diet. Furthermore, in the government bill, permission and
authorization is mainly carried out by the Minister for the Environment, while the authority for safeguards
and radiation monitoring, etc. remained with the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology.
On the other hand, the opposition party independently set up a project team concerning nuclear regulatory
bodies, and submitted a bill on the Establishment of the Nuclear Regulation Authority to the lower house,
which proposed to establish the Nuclear Regulation Authority as an Article-3 based commission and to
establish the Secretariat of the Nuclear Regulation Authority (April 2012). Under this bill, the Nuclear
Regulation Authority had the power to accord permission and authorization, and all the powers on matters
which were left under the authority of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
in the government bill, were centralized under it. The majority and minority parties subsequently
negotiated to conclude a revised bill on the establishment of the Nuclear Regulation Authority on June 20,
2012.
Organized in this way, the NRA possesses a high level of independence as an Article-3 based commission,
while also securing the exercise of authority independent from not only the Ministry of the Environment,
but other government Authorities in the establishment Act. Also, control of the nuclear reactor regulations,
nuclear security, etc., which was previously handled by related government Authorities, was transferred to
the Nuclear Regulation Authority, which is now responsible for said control with a unification of Safety,
Security, and Safeguards. Additionally, the members of the Nuclear Regulation Authority are to be
appointed by the Prime Minister from among persons who possess specialized knowledge, experience,
excluding those who operate nuclear activities or are executives or employees thereof, securing its
independence from nuclear operators as well.
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Furthermore, the Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization (JNES), which was established as a Technical
assistance agency for NISA, was abolished and merged with the NRA, thus enhancing the expertise of the
NRA.
Following a series of such institutional reforms, a group of “Technical knowledge” directly came to
handle Japanese nuclear regulations. It is said that this organizational reform has developed nuclear
“Technical knowledge” as a tool of “Governance”67.

C.

Opinions regarding the current nuclear regulatory bodies

Regarding the establishment of the NRA in the Ministry of the Environment, there are also opinions that it
should be established in the Cabinet Office due to the concern that conflicts of interest could arise in
global warming counter-measures, etc., but looking at the nuclear regulatory bodies of various countries,
we see that there are a variety of ministries and offices to which nuclear regulatory bodies belong such as
under the Department for Work and Pensions (United Kingdom), the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health
(Finland), and the Ministry of the Environment (Sweden), as well as being placed as independent
organizations not belonging to other government organizations (USA), and there is also the opinion that it
is difficult to find a need to transfer control of the nuclear regulatory bodies, which has measures in place
(Article-3 based commission, separation of regulation and utilization), to improve its independence to the
Cabinet Office.
It has also been pointed out that as the NRA must not fall into "isolation", it should adhere to rules of
transparency and deepen communication between concerned government Authorities, business operators,
municipalities and other concerned parties.
IV. INTEGRATED REGULATORY REVIEW SERVICE (IRRS)
The IAEA conducted an Integrated Regulatory Review Service (IRRS) mission to the NRA from 11 Jan
2016 to 22 Jan 2016. The mission report was sent from IAEA and received by the NRA on 23 April.
In the report, it was recognized as a good practice to have established the NRA as a new effective
independent and transparent regulatory with increased power, by citing the following points about the
independence and centralization of NRA:
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JNES merged with the NRA. The NRA now has sole responsibility for regulating nuclear safety,
nuclear security and safeguards based on international commitments, and regulating radiation
monitoring and the use of radioactive isotopes that were formerly handled by a range of
administrative bodies.




The NRA is clearly separated from METI who holds jurisdiction over the use of nuclear energy.
The Chairman and Commissioners of the NRA are appointed by the Prime Minister, with the
consent of the Diet.



The openness and transparency by which the NRA acts, and some of the regulatory actions
considered by the IRRS team, also suggests that NRA acts with a high level of integrity, i.e. that
the NRA in those aspects has demonstrated effective (de facto) independence.

However, as a result of the self-assessment carried out in preparation for the IRRS, the NRA has identified
that it does not have a sufficient number of qualified staff for performing the assigned responsibilities. In
the report, IRRS members agreed with this, and recommend that the NRA should further develop and
implement the activities relating to the evaluation of competencies, execution of training programmes, on
the job training, internal job rotation, and strengthening of safety research, co-operation with technical
support organisations (JAEA), universities, research organisations and international and foreign
organisations.
Further, with regard to the coordination of authorities, IRRS members recommend that the government
should ensure that the Japanese regulatory authorities, having responsibilities relevant to nuclear and
radiation safety, develop and implement an effective, collaborative process for the exchange of
information regarding policies, authorizations, inspections and enforcement actions to provide
coordinated and effective regulatory oversight that should also ensure a harmonized regulatory framework
under their respective responsibilities. In order to respond to this recommendation, the NRA is expected to
provide a special regime (project team, etc.).
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
As elaborated above, it can be seen that the Nuclear Regulatory Bodies have been restructured based on
the lessons learned from the various accidents that have occurred in the past and various views regarding
independence and centralization have been discussed.
After the Fukushima accident, it was strongly pointed out that the “double-checking system” hadn’t been
functioning and "separation of regulation and utilization" wasn’t enough, but it had been recognized that
there was a problem with them. And the NSR had played a role in preventing the problem (at least at the
time when the "double-checking system" was introduced), but it can be said that the NSR did not fulfill
8

that role well.
Although it is of course important to ensure the independence and centralization of nuclear regulatory
bodies at the surface of organizational structures, in order for the structure to function properly, I hope that
the NRC continues to demonstrate(de facto) independence which was recognized as a good practice in the
IRRS mission report through acting with a high level of integrity.
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I.

GENERAL FRAMEWORK
A. The phase out of nuclear power in Belgium – a legislative three-step waltz
The Kingdom of Belgium currently has seven nuclear plants respectively commissioned
between 1975 and 1985, which cover 55 % of the electric energy needs of the country. Such
plants were at the time authorized on the basis of administrative authorisations issued in the
form of Royal Decrees for an unlimited period.
Step One:
As of the early 2000s the idea of a nuclear phase out became the subject of debate. Subsequent
to these debates, on 31 January 2003, the Belgian Federal Parliament voted on phasing out
nuclear energy for purposes of industrial production of electricity.
This national policy known as „nuclear phase out‟ is based on the twin principles i) of the
inactivation of existing nuclear power plants forty years after their industrial commissioning,
resulting in a full exit from nuclear power by 2025 and ii) of the prohibition to create and
operate any new nuclear power plant.
The aim of the federal legislator is to ensure the development of renewable energy sources,
while allowing time to develop such alternative energy, without compromising the country‟s
security of supply of electrical energy.
Step Two:
After discovering that renewable energy sources did not develop at the pace that was hoped
for, and for fear that, for various reasons, the supply of the country's electricity could be at risk,
the Belgian federal legislator decided, according to the law of December 18, 2013, to postpone
by 10 years, the inactivation of one nuclear power plant only (Tihange 1), while respecting the
final deadline of the nuclear phase out by 2025.
This first modification of the schedule for inactivation of nuclear power plants did not provoke,
at the time of its adoption, any judicial action.
The principle of extending the Tihange 1 plant as decided by virtue of the law of December 18,
2013 was, however, a matter of theoretical capacity, since the effective implementation of this
extension was subject to two conditions: firstly it was subject to the prior agreement of the
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Belgian nuclear administrative authorities, referring to a particular extension project of the said
plant that had to be submitted to them by the operator (Long Term Operation – hereinafter
referred to as LTO); secondly, it was subject to the agreement of the operator itself.
Step Three:
After becoming aware, for a second time, of a potentially problematic situation for the country
regarding security of supply in the short-term and in order to avoid all risks of power shortage,
the Belgian federal legislator decided, by virtue of a law of June 28, 2015, to again adapt the
schedule of the nuclear phase out, without prejudice to the national policy of nuclear phase out
by 2025.
The Belgian federal legislator therefore decided that two other nuclear plants (Doel 1 and Doel
2) could also potentially generate electricity for an additional period of ten years, on the
following two conditions: firstly, the explicit green light by the Belgian administrative nuclear
authorities, based on an LTO project to be submitted by the operator and, secondly, the
agreement of the operator.
It is important to note from the outset that neither one of the three aforementioned laws, be it i)
the one on nuclear phase out or ii) the ones on partial nuclear extension, have been subjected to
an environmental impact assessment and to a consultation of the public.

B. LTO projects of the operator
Framework. The Belgian Federal Agency for Nuclear Control (hereafter “FANC”) has
established, prior to the analysis of the operator‟s LTO projects, the security requirements for a
possible extension of the industrial generation of electricity beyond the threshold of 40 years, as
initially imposed by the above-mentioned law of 31 January 2003, called “the nuclear phase
out law”.
FANC thus requires the operator to analyze more in particular, and within the framework of its
LTO projects, the following aspects :






The aging management program,
The reassessment of the design and identification of the necessary improvements for the
implementation of an “agreed design upgrade”,
The rules to be applied,
The reliability of the equipment,
Human and organizational factors, including management skills, training and transfer of
knowledge and experience.
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Principles and objectives:
The LTO, in conjunction with the fourth periodic safety review of the concerned nuclear plants,
should thus permit the pursuance of the process of continuous improvement of nuclear power
plants, byupgrading the oldest of them to a safety level that approaches as much as possible that
of the most recent nuclear power plants.
In this context, the technical, economic, social, financial and safety aspects are studied in depth.
Also are taken into account the results of the stress tests (Belgian Stress Test – BEST) which
were carried out at the initiative of the European Commission after the Fukushima accident in
March 2011 and the actions (post-BEST projects) that ensued.
Environmental screening note. As part of its LTO projects, the operator filed not only a
summary report outlining the technical aspects of its projects, as required by the FANC, but has
in addition filed an environmental screening note to inform the FANC on the potential
environmental impact of the 4th periodic safety review (including the LTO program).
The potential environmental effects in a broad sense as well as the potential effects induced by
ionizing radiations are both discussed in this document.
The content of this environmental screening note is based on the criteria of Annex IIA
(Information to be provided by the developer) and III (Selection criteria) of the European
Directive 2011/92/EU on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on
the environment, as amended by Directive 2014/52/EU.
The operator‟s file includes :






A description of the project;
The location of the project;
A description of the elements of the environment likely to be significantly affected by the
project;
The description of all the significant effects that the project is likely to have on the
environment;
The description of the measures foreseen to avoid and mitigate significant adverse effects
and, if possible to correct them.

C. Decisions of the FANC on the environmental screening note submitted by the operator in
support of its LTO projects.
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In 2015, the FANC decides, based on the environmental screening notes transmitted by the
operator and based on the criteria of Annex III of Directive 2011/92/EU, that the LTO
programs presented to it for the three nuclear power plants for which the capacity to generate
electricity is legally and potentially extended by 10 years, should not be subject to an
environmental impact assessment since the amendments to the said plants will have no negative
radiological environmental impact and will have no significant effect on the existing
radiological impact.
The FANC states that the lack of effect on cross-border radiological environmental impacts
supports its conclusion that an assessment of the project impacts on the environment is not
necessary.
The reasoning of the FANC can be shortly summarized as follows :




LTO projects are included in the concept of "project" within the meaning of Article 1.2.a. of
Directive 2011/92 / EU to the extent that these projects include modifications to nuclear
power plants, which result in works to make physical changes to the said power plants.
LTO projects are not automatically subject to environmental impact assessments. The
FANC notes in this regard that the LTO projects certainly involve changes to existing
nuclear plants, but do not meet the criterion 2b of Annex I of Directive 2011/92 / EU, which
refers only to the creation of a new plant or the dismantling of an existing plant.

The FANC also notes that the LTO projects do not meet the following criteria: 3.a (installations
for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel), 3.b.i. (facilities designed for the production or
enrichment of nuclear fuel), 3.b.ii. (facilitiesdesigned for the processing of irradiated nuclear
fuel or high-level radioactive waste), 3.b.iii. (Installations designed for the final disposal of
irradiated nuclear fuel); 3.b.iv. (Installations designed solely for the final disposal of radioactive
waste), 3.b.v. (facilities designed solely for the storage (planned for more than ten years) of
irradiated nuclear fuels or radioactive waste in a different site than the production site).
The FANC finally finds that with respect to criterion 24 of Annex I of Directive 2011/92/EU,
the LTO projects do not result in exceeding any threshold set by the directive, so that this
criterion is not applicable either.


LTO projects entail modifications to already licensed nuclear power plants, so that these
projects are at best only potentially subject to an environmental impact assessment. Such
projects should therefore be analyzed with respect to the criteria of annex III of Directive
2011/92/EU.

The FANC firstly notes in this respect, that in this case, criterion 3.g. (installations for the
storage of radioactive waste (unless included in Annex I of the Directive)) is not applicable, nor
criterion 13.b. of Annex I of Directive 2011/92 / EU (projects in Annex I, undertaken
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exclusively or mainly for the development and testing of new methods or products and not used
for more than two years).
The FANC notes on the contrary, that in this case criterion 13.a. of Annex I of Directive
2011/92/ EU (any change or extension of projects listed in Annex I of the Directive, already
authorized, executed or in the process of being executed, which may have significant adverse
effects on the environment) applies.
After recalling that the evaluation to be made by its services, on the requirement to, or not to,
make an environmental impact assessment, i) is based on the criteria of Directive 2011/92/EU,
ii) which takes into account potential transboundary effects (Espoo Convention and Directive
2011/92/EU) and the criteria contained in the Aarhus Convention and iii) covers only the single
question of protection against ionizing radiation. FANC made their conclusions after the
completion of its analysis:- i) of the characteristics of LTO projects, ii) of their location, and
iii) of the type and characteristics of their potential impact, in the following terms:
« Based on the total environmental screening note and on the criteria of Annex III of Directive
2011/92/EU, the FANC has concluded that the LTO program (…) should not be subject to an
environmental impact assessment since the modifications will not have negative radiological
environmental effects and will not significantly impact existing radiological environmental
effects.
The lack of impact on transboundary radiological environmental effects supports the
conclusion of the FANC that an environmental impact assessment of the project is not
necessary ».

D. Royal decrees by which reactor licensing requirements are completed as part of the long-term
operation
Royal Decrees were adopted to enable the LTO projects.
These decrees impose special additional operating requirements complementing initial licenses.
II. APPEALS AGAINST BOTH THE NUCLEAR EXTENSION
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS RELATED TO LTO PROJECTS

LAWS

AND

Environmental protection associations have introduced three types of judicial proceedings against
the above-mentioned process of temporary extension of the operation of three nuclear power plants:


A request for an environmental injunction, brought before the civil courts, aimed at an order to
end the operation of the three plants concerned beyond the term of 40 years set by the law of 31
January 2003. This claim was dismissed at the first instance for reasons that are not directly
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related to the legal issues addressed in this contribution. An appeal was lodged, however,
which is under investigation.
An annulment procedure coupled with a request for suspension brought before the Belgian
Council of State, against administrative decisions authorizing the extension of the operation of
three nuclear power plants based on the LTO projects submitted by the operator. The request
for suspension was rejected for lack of urgency. The annulment procedure is still pending.
An annulment procedure, lodged with the Constitutional Court of Belgium, against the law of
28 June 2015 authorizing the 10-year extension of the operation of nuclear plants Doel 1 and
Doel 2. This annulment procedure is still pending.
The main justifications invoked by the applicant associations are quite similar and are
essentially based on i) the omission, when adopting the extension laws of 2013 and 2015 of the
realization of a preliminary environmental impact assessment and ii) the lack of public
consultation relating thereto.

III. CONCEPTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION, APPLIED TO THE ADOPTION OF AN EXTENSION LAW FOR THE
OPERATION OF EXISTING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS.

A. Highlights from the position of the applicant associations
Invoked International, European and constitutional provisions: The applicant associations
base their claims on an alleged infringementof :








Directive 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and Council of 13 December 2011 on the
assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment (articles
2 to 8 and 11, Annexes I, II and III),
Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild
fauna and flora (article 6),
Directive 2009/147/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 November
2009 on the conservation of wild birds (articles 3 and 4)
the Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context, signed
in Espoo February 25, 1991 (article 2 §§ 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7, article 3, § 8, article 5, article 6, §
1 and point 2 of appendix II),
the Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and
Access to Justice in Environmental Matters, signed in Aarhus 25 June 1998 (Article 2, 6
and Annex I.1).

All these in combination with Belgian constitutional law and, in particular, Articles 10 and 11
(principle of equality and non-discrimination of the Belgians before the law) and 23 (standstill
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principle: prohibition to the legislator of reducing notably the protection level of the right to
protection of a healthy environment, at least without compelling reasons).
Summary of the thesis of environmental protection associations: Environmental protection
associations criticize the laws extending the operation of the three concerned nuclear reactors
primarily for having been adopted without i) the prior organization of an environmental
assessment procedure relating to the impact of the adoption of such laws, without ii) allowing
public participation in the legislative process or, a fortiori, without iii) having duly taken into
account the results of the impact assessment on the environment, as well as the comments of
the public received with respect to it.
Whereas, in the esteem of the applicant associations, the 2013 and 2015 extension laws i)
constitute as many “projects” within the meaning of the aforementioned directives and
international agreements, by allowing the continued operation of three specific nuclear power
plants and, therefore, ii) should be subject to environmental impact assessment as well as public
consultation, transboundary included, prior to their adoption.
B. Highlights from the positions of the Belgian State and of the operator
1.

Extension laws are equivalent to policies, which are free of any obligation of
environmental impact assessment and public participation.
Prescriptions of the directives and international conventions. It is important in this
respect to recall that neither the European directives nor the international conventions
invoked in support of the recourse impose to submit “policies” to an impact assessment and
public consultation. At the most, the States Parties to these directives and international
conventions are invited to submit their policies to such requirements.
Espoo Convention. The said convention provides the following in article 2, 7th:
“To the extent appropriate, the Parties shall endeavour to apply the principles of
environmental impact assessment to policies, plans and programs.”
Aarhus Convention. The said convention provides in article 7, and solely with respect to
environmental policies, more specifically the following:
“Each Party shall make appropriate practical and/or other provisions for the public to
participate during the preparation of plans and programmes relating to the environment,”
Directive 2011/92/EU.The directive covers only the projects defined in article 1 referring
to i) the execution of construction works or other installations or schemes and to ii) other
interventions in the natural surroundings and landscape, including those involving the
extraction of mineral resources.
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Directive 92/43/EEC. The directive provides in article 10, and solely with respect to land
use policies (which do not concern the above-mentioned extension laws), more specifically
the following:
“Member States shall endeavor, where they consider it necessary, in their land-use
planning and development policies and, in particular, with a view to improving the
ecological coherence of the Natura 2000 network, to encourage the management of
features of the landscape which are of major importance for wild fauna and flora.”
Directive 2009/147/EC. While the preamble to that directive states that it fits in the
framework of a conservation policy, Directive 2009/147 in no way intends to apply to
other types of policies, such as the nuclear phase out policy and the policy of secure
electricity supply.
Political principle. The Belgian State and the operator argue in essence that the criticized
extension laws establish at most a political principle of a potential postponement, with 10
years, of the deactivation of the concerned nuclear plants.
Economic policy. The national policy of nuclear phase-out in 2025 – which included the
criticized extension laws – is indeed based on the twin principles of i) the deactivation of
existing plants by 2025 and ii) the prohibition to create and operate any new nuclear power
plant.
These are two of the founding principles of a policy that is strictly economic, which aims
to promote a massive emergence of renewable energy sources.
The preparatory works of the extension laws, which are right in line with the law of 31
January 2003, could, in this regard not be more clear:
« The law of 31 January 2003 has the purpose to prohibit the generation of electricity and
to end the permissions to operate and industrially produce electricity. This prohibition
must be understood in a purely economic sense».
“Marie-Christine Marghem, Minister : (…) I have always said, the government has always
said, and repeats, and it is also written extensively in the 2013 law, and besides it was Mr.
Deleuze who had already spoken in the works of the law of 2003, that the prohibition of
electricity generation, the inability to produce electricity further, must be understood in a
purely economic sense, i.e., as I have already had the occasion to explain here in plenary
session,the possibility of injecting electricity into the network and to gain income from the
injection of electricity into the network” (Doc. Ch. Session 2014-2015 54 Doc 0967/005, p.
73).
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Policy of security of energy supply: The national policy of nuclear phase-out in 2025 was
accompanied, upon adoption of the law of 31 January 2003, by a policy related to the
necessary security of energy supply.
Extension laws have no other purpose than to adapt the schedule of the nuclear phase-out,
decided upon in 2003, while respecting the final term of 2025 and that, strictly for reasons
of security of supply of the country.
The parliamentary works of the law of 28 June 2015 specify it in the following terms :
“The draft law establishes an economic and energy policy in order to lift the inability to
produce electricity that the legislator had imposed in other circumstances. There is no
question here to authorize on a concrete and technical level the restart of the Doel 1 plant,
as this power legally belongs to the FANC (as explained below). This is about
establishing, given the short-term electricity supply risk and the well-known emergency
context,through the entry into force of the law, a legal possibility to produce for the Doel 1
nuclear plant.
The debated law therefore postpones the date of deactivation of the Doel 1 nuclear power
plant until 15 February 2025 and lifts a legal incapacity of producing electricity beyond15
February 2015. Accordingly, the law gives the possibility for this plant, provided that the
FANC agrees, to still produce electricity and inject it into the network.
→ the restart of the Doel 1 power plant is conditional upon the green light that the Federal
Agency for Nuclear Control may give, once the law is adopted.
Solely the FANC is able to decide on the technical and security level ».
Political principle with uncertain effective implementation: Finally, the extension laws
imply a political choice which can in no way be equated with a „project‟ as the concrete
future application that will result from them remains uncertain.
As was noted above, the effective implementation of such a political choice depends not
only on :



the will of the operator who may not accept the extension of the activation of its
nuclear plants.
but also the position to be taken by the administrative „nuclear‟ authorities (FANC and
the King (= legal term denoting the Belgian Federal government)) with respect to the
LTO projects submitted to them by the operator.
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The parliamentary works of the above-mentioned law of 28 June 2015 state it in the
following terms :
“The agreement of the Federal Agency for Nuclear Control, which will set the conditions
relating to safety and security, will be an essential prerequisite before the extension of
these units is effective”.
Or :
“Given the risks to the country‟s security of supply, the lifetime of the nuclear power plants
Doel 1 and Doel 2 should be extended for 10 years, meaning until 2025, provided it
satisfies the requirements of ten-year safety reassessment covering in particular the
specific aspects of "LTO" (Long Term Operation), the adaptation of the action plan on
stress tests and the necessary approvals of the Federal Agency for Nuclear Control”.
Therefore, the day they were adopted, parliamentarians could obviously not be certain of
what the future would have in store for the two extension laws.
Political principle with undetermined effective implementation.The extension laws also
imply a political choice which can in no way be equated with a „project‟ because it is
undetermined as to its practical application and future.
As specified above, the effective implementation of such a political choice depends indeed
on the LTO project to be submitted by the operator to the „nuclear‟ administrative
authorities.
But, on the day of the adoption of the extension laws, parliamentarians were not in
possession of the LTO projects of the operator and did not know the ins or outs and this for
the following two reasons :



firstly, because the LTO projects were not finalized;
secondly, the Parliament is obviously not the place to present a strictly technical
project of extension of industrial production of electricity from the concerned nuclear
power plants.

The file related to the LTO project is, for these technical reasons, only transmitted to the
FANC and not to the parliamentarians.
Conclusions.It appears that the Belgian State as well as the operator demonstrate that the
extension laws are not constitutive of a „project‟ to be submitted to environmental impact
assessment and public consultation, but are constitutive of a „policy‟ exempt of such
procedural requirements.
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Besides the fact that no concrete project to postpone deactivation and, as a consequence, of
extended industrial production of electricity form the power plants of Tihange 1, Doel
1&2, for an additional period of 10 years, was put to the vote of the parliamentarians, the
criticized extension laws of 2013 and 2015 do not, in themselves, carry the authorization to
extend, for another 10 years, the exploitation of the concerned nuclear power plants.
Only the FANC and the King (= legal term denoting the Belgian Federal government) have
indeed authority, after the evaluation of the environmental impact assessment of individual
LTO projects to be submitted by the operator, to authorize or not the requested extension
for an additional 10 years. This is the „green light‟ to which the preparatory works for the
extension laws make repeated reference to.
For this reason in particular the extension laws do not impose in themselves any change of
any kind whatsoever, to the authorizations to create and operate the concerned plants,
which will only be modified at the King‟s (= legal term denoting the Belgian Federal
government) initiative, according to the FANC‟s advice and taking into account the
particular LTO projects submitted by the operator.
2.

The extension laws do not involve in themselves any environmental impact and are,
therefore, also exempt of any obligation towards environmental impact assessment and
public participation.
Prescriptions of the directives and international conventions; The European directives
as well as the international conventions invoked by the applicant associations further limit
the obligations imposed to the States Parties in terms of environmental assessment and
public consultation, solely to the area of plans, programs or projects or to the projects
alone, with a potential impact on the environment.
The prescribed conventions and directives referred to in the briefs, and as listed below,
demonstrate this sufficiently.
Espoo Convention. The preamble of the said convention expresses this in the following
terms :
“Mindful of the need and importance to develop anticipatory policies and of preventing,
mitigating and monitoring significant adverse environmental impact in general and more
specifically in a transboundary context,
Conscious of the need to give explicit consideration to environmental factors at an early
stage in the decision-making process by applying environmental impact assessment, at all
appropriate administrative levels, as a necessary tool to improve the quality of information
13

presented to decision makers so that environmentally sound decisions can be made paying
careful attention to minimizing significant adverse impact, particularly in a transboundary
context.”
Article 1 of the convention defines the notions of impact and transboundary impact in the
following terms :
“(vii) „Impact‟ means any effect caused by a proposed activity on the environment
including human health and safety, flora, fauna, soil, air, water, climate, landscape and
historical monuments or other physical structures or the interaction among these factors; it
also includes effects on cultural heritage or socio-economic conditions resulting from
alterations to those factors;
(viii) „Transboundary impact‟ means any impact, not exclusively of a global nature, within
an area under the jurisdiction of a Party caused by a proposed activity the physical origin
of which is situated wholly or in part within the area under the jurisdiction of another
Party.”
Article 2 of the convention meanwhile states that :
“1. The Parties shall, either individually or jointly, take all appropriate and effective
measures to prevent, reduce and control significant adverse transboundary environmental
impact from proposed activities (…).
4. The Party of origin shall, consistent with the provisions of this Convention, ensure that
affected Parties are notified of a proposed activity listed in Appendix I that is likely to
cause a significant adverse transboundary impact.
5. Concerned Parties shall, at the initiative of any such Party, enter into discussions on
whether one or more proposed activities not listed in Appendix I is or are likely to cause a
significant adverse transboundary impact and thus should be treated as if it or they were
so listed. Where those Parties so agree, the activity or activities shall be thus treated.
General guidance for identifying criteria to determine significant adverse impact is set
forth in Appendix III.”
Article 3 of the convention in turn states that :
“1. For a proposed activity listed in Appendix I that is likely to cause a significant adverse
transboundary impact, the Party of origin shall, for the purposes of ensuring adequate and
effective consultations under Article 5, notify any Party which it considers may be an
affected Party as early as possible and no later than when informing its own public about
that proposed activity (…).
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7. When a Party considers that it would be affected by a significant adverse transboundary
impact of a proposed activity listed in Appendix I, and when no notification has taken place
in accordance with paragraph 1 of this Article, the concerned Parties shall, at the request
of the affected Party, exchange sufficient information for the purposes of holding
discussions on whether there is likely to be a significant adverse transboundary impact. If
those Parties agree that there is likely to be a significant adverse transboundary impact,
the provisions of this Convention shall apply accordingly. If those Parties cannot agree
whether there is likely to be a significant adverse transboundary impact, any such Party
may submit that question to an inquiry commission in accordance with the provisions of
Appendix IV to advise on the likelihood of significant adverse transboundary impact,
unless they agree on another method of settling this question”.
Aarhus Convention.This convention provides in article 6 relating to public participation to
decisions on specific activities :
« 1. Each Party:
(a) Shall apply the provisions of this article with respect to decisions on whether to permit
proposed activities listed in annex I;
(b) Shall, in accordance with its national law, also apply the provisions of this article to
decisions on proposed activities not listed in annex I which may have a significant effect on
the environment. To this end, Parties shall determine whether such a proposed activity is
subject to these provisions”.
Directive 2011/92/EU.The directive provides the following in point 6 of the preamble:
“General principles for the assessment of environmental effects should be laid down with a
view to supplementing and coordinating development consent procedures governing public
and private projects likely to have a major effect on the environment.”
Directive 92/43/EEC. The directive provides as follows in article 6.3. :
“Any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the
site but likely to have a significant effect thereon, either individually or in combination
with other plans or projects, shall be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications
for the site in view of the site's conservation objectives. In the light of the conclusions of the
assessment of the implications for the site and subject to the provisions of paragraph 4, the
competent national authorities shall agree to the plan or project only after having
ascertained that it will not adversely affect the integrity of the site concerned and, if
appropriate, after having obtained the opinion of the general public.”
Directive 2009/147/EC: the directive provides as follows in its article 2:
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“Member States shall take the requisite measures to maintain the population of the species
referred to in Article 1 at a level which corresponds in particular to ecological, scientific
and cultural requirements, while taking account of economic and recreational
requirements, or to adapt the population of these species to that level.”
And the directive pursues in particular in article 3:
“1. In the light of the requirements referred to in Article 2, Member States shall take the
requisite measures to preserve, maintain or re-establish a sufficient diversity and area of
habitats for all the species of birds referred to in Article 1.”
Thus requiring Member States to take all necessary measures to preserve, maintain or
restore certain animal species and certain habitats, the European Union limits the
requirements imposed on Members States only to plans, programs and/or projects likely to
affect such species and/or habitats.
Conclusions. It seems that it is also correct that the Belgian State and the operator argue in
this regard, in essence, that the criticized extension laws of 2013 and 2015, i)whereas they
fall under the notion of economic policy and policy of security of supply, ii)whereas they
do not authorize any particular project, iii) whereas they do not in themselves modify
nuclear power plants, or impose changes to the said plants and finally iv) whereas an LTO
project must be submitted by the operator and subjected to the express approval of the
administrative nuclear authorities, do notentail, in themselves, an environmental impact so
that they do not fall within the scope of international conventions and guidelines invoked in
support of the appeals.
3.

Extension laws and the Espoo Convention.
Scope of the Espoo convention – new nuclear power plants and major changes to
licensed nuclear facilities. The Espoo Convention covers solely the activities that require
an authorization. Therefore, the preamble of the Convention refers in particular to "the
need to give explicit consideration to environmental factors at an early stage in the
decision-making process."
Appendix I of the Convention refers only to “nuclear power stations and other nuclear
reactors”. The concept of “proposed activity”, as contained in article 1, v) also enters into
the field of application of the convention “any major change to a nuclear facility”.
A combined reading of the aforementioned principles leads to the conclusion that only the
establishment and operatingpermit for new nuclear plants as well as authorizations for
major modifications to licensed nuclear facilities are subject to the Convention.
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Extension laws are not comparable to authorization of the establishment and
operation or to the authorization of modification of a nuclear plant. As was stated
above, extension laws only aim,according to the economic policy and the policy of security
of supply, to postpone the deactivation date and therefore to establish a legal possibility of
extension of industrial production of electricity from some nuclear plants, for an additional
period of 10 years, subject to the agreement of the operator and the prior approval of the
„nuclear‟ administrative authorities (FANC and King (= legal term denoting the Belgian
Federal government)), based on the concrete project proposed by the operator.
The nuclear plants concerned are indeed covered by a Royal Decree authorizing their
creation and exploitation for an indefinite duration, which remains strictly applicable –
subject to amendments made by the King (= legal term denoting the Belgian Federal
government) himself – until it is substituted by a dismantling authorization.
So, this is, we believe, why the Belgian State and the operator argue correctly that there can
be no question of assimilating the 2013 and 2015 extension laws to an authorization, within
the meaning of the Espoo Convention, subject to environmental impact assessment and
transboundary public consultation.
This is even less the case since the specific LTO projects submitted by the operator, have
themselves been subject to :





A decision of the FANC describing the changes made to the facility as not important –
in opposition to the notion of „major change‟ laid down by the Espoo convention,
A decision of the FANC, deciding after environmental screening, not to submit the
LTO project to a preliminary environmental impact assessment, in the absence of any
significant environmental impact, both inside the kingdom and outside the borders – in
opposition to the concept of „significant adverse transboundary impact‟ established by
the Convention.
And finally, a Royal Decree endorsing the above-mentioned decisions of the FANC
and amending the Royal Decree laying down the original authorization by
supplementing it with new special operating conditions relating to the LTO project.

These authorizations demonstrate in themselves that the implementation itself of the
extension laws do not fall under the notions of “major change » of a nuclear facility, nor of
« significant adverse transboundary impact”.
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Background note on the application of the Convention to nuclear energy-related
activities.The appellant associations also invoke, to support their thesis, the “Background
note on the application of the Convention to nuclear energy-related activities” of the
Economic Commission for Europe of the Economic and Social Council of the United
Nations.
They are of the opinion that this document would consider the extension of the lifetime of a
nuclear power plant as a “major change” in the sense of the Espoo Convention.
This document does not however have any force of law.
Indeed, the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations has no competence to
impose any legally binding rule at all.
In its preamble, the above-mentioned document also clearly states the following :
“This note attempts to reflect the diverse and sometimes conflicting views expressed on the
application of the Convention to nuclear energy-related activities, particularly nuclear
power plants. It is not a guidance note, but rather is intended to encourage debate on key
issues during the panel discussion on nuclear energy-related projects to be held during the
fifth session of the Meeting of the Parties to the Convention. This note does not necessarily
reflect the views of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe or of the
secretariat”.
This document therefore limits itself to present “information on how the Convention has
been and is applied to such activities and suggests good practice, primarily with respect to
nuclear power plants”.
Moreover, the Court of Justice of the European Union has pronounced itself explicitly in
this way in a judgment of 16 February 2012 with regard to an Aarhus Convention
implementation guide. The judgment Solvay e.a. finds the following in this respect:
“25. By its first question the referring court asks whether Articles 2(2) and 9(4) of the
Aarhus Convention must be interpreted in accordance with the guidance in the Aarhus
Convention Implementation Guide.
26. It is apparent from the wording of that Guide, in particular the observations in the
section headed “How to use this Guide”, that the aim of the document, drawn up by
international experts, is solely to provide an analysis of the Aarhus Convention which
“introduces the reader to the Convention and to what it can mean in practice”.
27. While the Aarhus Convention Implementation Guide may thus be regarded as an
explanatory document, capable of being taken into consideration if appropriate among
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other relevant material for the purpose of interpreting the Convention, the observations in
the Guide have no binding force and do not have the normative effect of the provisions of
the Aarhus Convention.
28. The answer to Question 1 is therefore that, for the interpretation of Articles 2(2) and
9(4) of the Aarhus Convention, it is permissible to take the Aarhus Convention
Implementation Guide into consideration, but that Guide has no binding force and does not
have the normative effect of the provisions of the Aarhus Convention”1.
The conclusion of the Court of Justice in this respect can obviously be perfectly transposed
to the “Background Note” invoked by the appellant associations.
Good Practice Recommendations on the application of the Convention to nuclear
energy-related activities, dated 16 march 2015.
In its Good Practice Recommendations on the application of the Convention to nuclear
energy-related activities, dated 16 March 2015, the Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations moreover specifies as follows :
“Screening will have to determine whether nuclear activities, as well as major changes to
them, fall under the scope of the Convention. That is, is the proposed activity listed under
appendix I, as amended, and likely to cause a significant transboundary impact. (…)
Screening includes considerations about the extension, renewal or update of a license (e.g.
lifetime extension)”.
Such a recommendation has effectively been respected in the case at hand.
The screening in question has indeed been effected by the FANC in the stadium of the
appreciation of the concrete LTO projects, which are the only ones subject to a “license”,
as presented by the operator and having entailed modifications by the King (= legal term
denoting the Belgian Federal government) to the basic operating permits.
Therefore it is in our opinion justified that the Belgian State as well as the operator invoke
that the Espoo Convention is not applicable to the extension laws.
4.

The extensions laws, the Aarhus Convention and directive 2011/92/EU
The scope of the Aarhus Convention and directive 2011/92/EU – new nuclear power
plants and major changes to licensed nuclear facilities. Both the Aarhus Convention as
well as directive 2011/92/EU apply solely to activities that require a license.

1

C.J.U.E. C-182/10 of 16 february 2012, Solvay s.a., n°s 25-28.
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Thus article 6.2. a) of the Convention refers to “the proposed activity and the application
on which a decision will be taken”. It is also in this way that article 6.5. of the Convention
provides that “Each Party should, where appropriate, encourage prospective applicants to
identify the public concerned (…)”.
As far as the directive is concerned, it provides in its sixth consideration : “General
principles for the assessment of environmental effects should be laid down with a view to
supplementing and coordinating development consent procedures governing public and
private projects likely to have a major effect on the environment”. The said notion of
development consent is further defined in the following words: “development consent”
means the decision of the competent authority or authorities which entitles the developer to
proceed with the project”.
Annex I to the Convention solely refers in its point 1 to the “Nuclear power stations and
other nuclear reactors including the dismantling or decommissioning of such power
stations or reactors”.
Moreover article 6, 10 of the Aarhus Convention provides as follows : “Each Party shall
ensure that, when a public authority reconsiders or updates the operating conditions for an
activity referred to in paragraph 1, the provisions of paragraph 2 to 9 of this article are
applied mutatis mutandis, and where appropriate”.
As far as Annex I to directive 2011/92/EU is concerned, it refers in its point 2 b) to the
“Nuclear power stations and other nuclear reactors including the dismantling or
decommissioning of such power stations or reactors” and in its point 24, “Any change to or
extension of projects listed in this Annex where such a change or extension in itself meets
the thresholds, if any, set out in this Annex”.
In Annex II of directive 2011/92/EU, it refers in its point 13 a) to : “Any change or
extension of projects listed in Annex I or this Annex, already authorised, executed or in the
process of being executed, which may have significant adverse effects on the environment
(change or extension not included in Annex I)”.
The constant jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the European Union specifies in this
respect that the term “project” referred to in article 1 of the Directive covers only the acts,
works or interventions that alter the physical reality of the establishment or the site of
implantation
concerned
(C.J.E.U.,
Abraham,
C-2/07;
C.J.E.U.,
Brussels
HoofdstedelijkGewest, C-275/09;…).
A combined reading of the above mentioned provisions and principles leads to the
conclusion that the Convention and the Directive only refer to the licenses for the
establishment and the operation of new nuclear power plants as well as the consents to
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modifications of licensed nuclear facilities, that are susceptible to have major negative
effects on the environment.
The extension laws cannot be assimilated to a license to establish and operate, nor to a
license to change a nuclear power plant. Thus, the extension laws of 2013 and 2015 are
limited, as an economic policy and a policy of security of supply, to postponing a date of
deactivation and, consequently, to establish a legal capacity to extend the industrial
production of electricity from the concerned nuclear power plants, for a supplementary
duration of 10 years, provided the operator agrees and the “nuclear” administrative
authorities (FANC and the King (= legal term denoting the Belgian Federal government))
give their consent, on the basis of a concrete project proposed by the operator.
Therefore we think it is justified that the Belgian State and the operator advance that the
extension laws must in no way be confused with a license to establish or to operate, nor
with a license to change a nuclear power plant. These laws do not give the operator the
right to act or to work. They allow the operator to generate electricity to be injected on the
grid, on condition that he requests and disposes of the necessary authorizations.
Indeed, the concerned nuclear power plants are covered by a Royal Decree authorizing
their establishment and their operation, for an undetermined duration, that remains strictly
applicable – except for the modifications made by the King (= legal term denoting the
Belgian Federal government) himself – until it is substituted by a dismantling license.
The Court of Justice of the European Union has, incidentally, explicitly affirmed such a
position with respect to the renewal of an existing license to operate a landfill of waste in
the following terms :
“(…) any change to or extension of a landfill site, such as the one at issue in the main
proceedings, may constitute a “project” within the meaning of Directive 85/337 where it
may have significant adverse effects on the environment.
As has been established by the Court, the term “project” refers to works or interventions
involving alterations to the physical aspect of the site (Case C-275/09 Brussels
HoofdstedelijkGewest and Others [2011] ECR I-1753, paragraphs 20,24 and 38).
Thus, the mere renewal of an existing permit to operate a landfill site cannot, in the
absence of any works or interventions involving alterations to the physical aspect of the
site, be classified as a “project” within the meaning of Article 1(2) of Directive 85/337.(…)
Accordingly, the answer to the question referred is that the definitive decision relating to
the carrying on of operations at an existing landfill site (…), does not constitute a
“consent” within the meaning of Article 1(2) of Directive 85/337 unless that decision
authorizes a change to or extension of that installation or site, through works or
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interventions involving alterations to its physical aspect, which may have significant
adverse effects on the environment within the meaning of point 13 of Annex II to Directive
85/337 and thus constitute a “project” within the meaning of Article 1(2) of that
Directive.”(Case C-121/11).
The above-mentioned jurisprudence can in our view be transposed to the criticized
extension laws, that in no way modify the operation conditions of the nuclear power plants
that they cover. These operating conditions are solely contained in the “consents” required
for the operation of the nuclear power plants in the meaning of Directive 2011/92/EU.
It should moreover be recalled that the LTO projects have been submitted to
i)

ii)

A decision of the FANC qualifying the changes made to the classified
establishment as not significant – as opposed to the notion of “major change”
referred to in the Convention
A decision of the FANC deciding, after environmental screening, not to subject the
LTO project to a prior environmental impact assessment, in the absence of
significant environmental effect, inside as well as outside the border of the kingdom
– as opposed to the notions of “significant effect” on the environment, referred to
by the convention and by the directive,

And finally
iii)

A Royal Decree confirming the above-mentioned decisions of the FANC and
modifying the original royal decrees by complementing them with new specific
operating conditions relating to the LTO project.

These consents demonstrate in themselves, as far as necessary, that the application of the
extension laws does not fall under the notion of “physical alteration” entailing a
“significant effect” on the environment.
The above-mentioned considerations are mutatis mutandis applicable to the other European
directives invoked by the applicant associations.
5.

Conclusions
It seems justified to us that the Belgian State and the operator argue that the 10 year
extension laws of the three concerned nuclear power plants did not have to be subject to a
prior environmental impact assessment nor to a (possibly transboundary) public
consultation.
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This being said, it is essentially up to the Belgian Constitutional Court to decide on this
issue, possibly after having asked a prejudicial question to the European Court of Justice,
as has in fact been suggested by the operator.
The Constitutional Court should pronounce its judgment by the end of 2016 or the
beginning of 2017.
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ANALYSE THE LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGES
FOR A COUNTRY THAT WISHES TO EMBARK UPON
A NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME
INTRODUCTION
Since last three decades a significant number of developed countries have stopped investing in
new nuclear programmes for many reasons. First of all, the safety of nuclear power and Three
Mile Island, Chernoblyl and Fukishima nuclear accidents. Secondly, there is no any
permanent safety solution for storing nuclear waste, the increase of public awareness about
environmental issues and nuclear arms. The climate change policies have affected negatively
on the production of the coal and natural gas plants, and have encouraged the investments in
renouvable and nuclear energies.
When considering to introducing to a nuclear power programme, a fundamental requirement
must be the protection of people, property, society and environment from radiation with a
well management of radioactive materials, radioactive waste and nuclear spent fuel. Besides,
nuclear power requires trust among the public, stakeholders and international cooperation for
international confidence especially with neighbouring countries, non-proliferation and
potential cross-border impacts in the event of nuclear incident.
IAEA Director General Yukiya Amano states that “Many countries are interested in
introducing or expanding nuclear energy programmes because they regard nuclear power as
a clean and stable source of electricity that can help to mitigate the impact of climate change.
All IAEA Member States should have access to nuclear power if they wish to add it to their
energy mix.”1 Since nuclear power is a proven and an environmentally friendly technology
with the potential to be a sustainable long term energy supply, and it is complementary with
renewable energy sources as it provides reliable, base load power, many IAEA Member
States without nuclear power programmes have expressed interest to the Agency about the
possibility of introducing nuclear power plants to meet their energy needs without increasing
their reliance upon fossil fuels.

E-learning for nuclear newcomers available at http://www.iaea.org/NuclearPower/Infrastructure/elearning/.
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Nuclear new build has been steadily progressing since the year 2000, with the construction of
94 new reactors initiated and 56 completed reactors connected to the grid. Today 68 nuclear
reactors are under construction and 159 projects are planned. Almost all of the nuclear power
plants constructed in the last decade are located in Japan, South Korea, China and India. The
largest single market is that the People’s Republic of China, with 27 reactors under
construction and 56 reactors planned.
Nevertheless there are many countries like Turkey, Bangladesh, Vietnam, Jordan, Nigeria,
Egypt, Belarus, and Kazakhstan who plan to embark upon the nuclear power programme for
the first time. The transition to nuclear power in these countries underlines the need for a wide
range infrastructure issues.2 While a majority of the reactors under construction remain
generation II designs, an increasing number of new build projects concern generation II/III+
reactors.
A “Safety First” approach must be the watchword for the IAEA Member states considering
the introduction of nuclear power and also among nuclear power plant operators, governments
and regulators all over the world. The new nuclear countries assess the progress towards the
development of its infrastructure, and identify the required activities to complete in order to
prepare to order license, construct and then safely operate a nuclear power plant.
A nuclear power programme is a major undertaking requiring careful planning, preparation
and investment in time and human resources. The decision by a country to embark on a
nuclear programme should be based upon a commitment to use nuclear power for peaceful
purposes, in a safe and secure manner. The new nuclear country should establish a complete
infrastructure to satisfy all requirements of his commitments related to governmental, legal,
regulatory, managerial, technological, human and industrial areas.
The demonstration of compliance with international legal instruments, internationally
accepted nuclear safety standards, security guidelines and safeguards requirements is essential
in establishing a responsible nuclear power programme. The implementation of an appropriate
infrastructure to support the successful introduction of nuclear power and its safe, secure and
peaceful application is an issue of main concern, especially for countries that are considering
and planning the first nuclear power plant.

An overall desription of the issues was presented by the IAEA in a brochure “Considerations to Launch a Nuclear Power
Programme”, which was provided for information to its Board of Governors as GOV/INF/2007/2 in March 2007.
2
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In order to set up and operate a nuclear programme, the main infrastructure covers from the
physical facilities and equipment associated with the delivery of the electricity, the transport
of the material, the site, the facilities for handling the radioactive waste material, to the legal
and institutional regulatory framework within which all of the necessary activities are carried
out, the human and financial resources. In order to avoid the future difficulties which will
affect the successful introduction of nuclear power, the new nuclear countries should pay
attention to all the issued mentioned by the IAEA publications about the development of the
nuclear infrastructures.
The new nuclear programme requires sustainable national infrastructure which includes all
activities and arrangements to set up and operate a nuclear programme. The introduction of a
new nuclear programme involves thus a commitment of at least 100 years, with a 10 - 15 year
initial implementation period between an initial policy decision by a State to consider nuclear
power until the initiation of its first nuclear power plant, to maintain the national
infrastructure throughout operation, decommissioning and waste disposal. For this reason, the
development of a nuclear power programme represents major challenges for the involved
governmental, utility, regulatory, supplier and other support organizations in the newcomer
countries wishing to embark on the nuclear power program.3
All individuals and organizations engaged in activities related to nuclear power plant should
adopt and behave according to a well established “Safety Culture”4 in order to well manage
the risks of nuclear energy. The national legislation which sets the national policy and basis
for safety culture is the most important step to affect nuclear plant safety. For the new nuclear
countries, the main challenges concerning the ability to fulfill the requirements for ensuring a
safe transition to nuclear power is the human resources gap. As these countries have had no
experience in managing a large scale nuclear power capacity, they lack the human resources
to carry out effectively the state’s regulatory functions in particular concerning safety issues.
In order to overcome this main issue, they should adopt a long term human resources
development policy which involves a comprehensive cooperation with the IAEA in the area
of professional training.5

3

IAEA, Managing the First Nuclear Power Plant Project, IAEA - TECDOC - 1555, IAEA, Vienna, 2007.
The IAEA defines a strong safety culture as “the assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and individuals
which establishes that, as an overriding priority, protection and safety issues receive the attention warranted by their significance”.
5
The EU’s TAIEX program offers the twinning programs between domestic regulatory institution and EU member states’
nuclear authorities.
4
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In the new nuclear countries, there is also the regulatory gap. Most of them have not a
sufficiently developed and sophisticated legal and regulatory framework for the regulation of
nuclear power plant facilities and activities and for the clear assignment of responsibilities.
They have not yet setup an independent regulatory authority to oversee the transition to
nuclear power, and will need the effective risk management system for ensuring nuclear
power plant safety.
In order to ensure a safe transition to nuclear energy in the new nuclear countries, a
competent, independent institutional capacity with sufficiently well endowed human
resources and the legal infrastructure should be set up. There may be a need for existing
institutions to seek third party international assistance to overcome the bottleneck of human
resources in the short term. The new nuclear countries should be ready to rely on the
procedure of peer reviews in addition to its own internal regulatory capacity. IAEA would
assess whether the national legislation and the regulatory framework of these countries are
sufficient to allow a safe and secure transition to nuclear power. Besides, these new nuclear
countries should be flexible to cooperate with the World Association of Nuclear Operators in
order to test the new nuclear plants before their entry into operation.
The IAEA has developed guidelines and milestones to help countries work in a systematic
way towards the introduction of nuclear power. Use of the milestones approach will increase
transparency both within a country introducing nuclear power and between it and other States.
According to the Milestones in the Development of a National Infrastructure for Nuclear
Power document6 prepared by IAEA, the three programme phases of the development of
infrastructure to support a nuclear power programme would be followed. Those are
considerations before a decision to launch a nuclear power programme is taken, preparatory
work for the construction of a nuclear power plant after a policy decision has been taken,
activities to implement a first nuclear power plant.
The completion of each phase is marked by specific milestones which are ready to make a
knowledgeable commitment to a nuclear programme, ready to invite bids7 for the first nuclear
power plant, ready to commission and operate the first nuclear power plant. While
implementing each programme phase and achieving the associated milestones, the country

IAEA infrastructure support documents in nuclear power available at http://www.iaea.org/NuclearPower/Infrastructure/Bibliography/.
IAEA Invitation and Evaluation of Bids for Nuclear Power Plants, IAEA Nuclear Energy Series No. NG - T - 3.9, IAEA, Vienna,
available at http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Publications/PDF/Pub1536_web.pdf.
6
7
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embarking upon a new nuclear programme has various challenges including legal and
institutional.
The major institutional entities involved in the development of a nuclear power programme
are the government, the owner, the operator of the nuclear power plant and the regulatory
authority. The government will organize the new nuclear programme according to its needs
and customs. The owner or operator organization may be State owned, be part of a utility or
be another commercial entity. The regulatory authority is effectively independent from the
owner or operator of the nuclear power plant and other government institutions which are
involved in the nuclear programme.
For new nuclear programme from a legal standpoint the determination of the legal framework
is the most important issue. From an economist’s perspective, the decision making under the
national framework, the funding and financing issues are to be the prime considerations.
Nevertheless, the major organizations government, owner or operator and regulatory authority
need to ensure that there is awareness of all these issues.8
This study provides the overall description of the challenges with the focus on legal and
institutional challenges during the implementation of the nuclear power program in a
newcomer country by synthesizing experiences and providing insights into the principal
challenges facing nuclear new build.
I.

MAIN CHALLENGES

A country wishing to embark on a nuclear power program should be ready to assume required
obligations and commitments to overcome the specific challenges throughout the lifetime of
the Nuclear Power Programme (« NPP »). The national energy policy should clearly adopt the
new NPP. The national legislation, regulation and other standards should be transposed into
the national legal system to fulfill international and national responsibilities in nuclear field.
Strong governmental leadership and funding are vital elements for a successful
implementation of a NPP. In addition to the Government, the Nuclear Energy Programme

8

IAEA Nuclear Energy Series (2007), « Milestones in the Development of a National Infrastructure for Nuclear Power », No. NG - G - 3.1,
p. 9.
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Implementing Organization (« NEPIO »9), the owner or operator of the nuclear power plant
and the nuclear regulatory authority should play their role in a good degree of synchronization
with each other during the implementation of NPP.
In this chapter, some of the main challenges which might be faced by all involved parties
during the implementation of the first NPP will be studied. In the first section, the study deals
with general requirements and challenges of the NPP preparation phase. In the second section,
the study focuses on the legal and institutional challenges for a newcomer country.

A - Organizational Challenges: Management and Financing

The construction of a new nuclear power plant is a major industrial undertaking involving a
number of complex economic, technical and regulatory challenges which also have political
and social repercussions. The organizational challenges during the implementation of the first
NPP in a newcomer country have been deeply analyzed by IAEA. The latter’s Milestones in
the Development of a National Infrastructure for Nuclear Power emphasizes the importance
of following a Milestones Approach in order to better understand the issues associated with
the uniqueness of nuclear power and lessons which have been learned from the past.
The main issues faced by the newcomer countries in nuclear energy are various. In some
countries, specific issues were the main focus, but the larger picture was missed, thus the
NPPs did not move beyond the planning phase. In some other countries, the NPPs have been
developed not enough sustainable, and they built the nuclear power plants, but have never
reached operation phase.
In order to follow a constructed programme in cooperation of the international organizations
and to avoid the mistakes of the unsuccessful newcomer countries, a newcomer country
should consider all the requirements of the NPP, and should apply them in a systematic
manner.
This section will explain general challenges of building a new nuclear power plant for a
newcomer country: (1) project management, (2) funding and financing.

Responsabilities and Capabilities of a Nuclear Energy Programme Implementing Orgazitaion NE Series No. NG - T - 3.6.
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1. Project Management

The highly competent management is vital to the success at all stages of the development of
the national nuclear programme. The criteria for a successful implementation of the nuclear
power project are all associated with managing and mitigating project risk including well
designed economic plants, stable regulatory regime, risk sharing amongst all project
stakeholders, strong project management. Notably, the newcomer country’s risks allocated in
the management are the costly delays due to problems with designs, equipment, supply,
project management, construction and commissioning.10
In order to well organize the nuclear project, all various risks associated with a project of this
complexity and magnitude and the contractual structure allocated those risks amongst key
stakeholders should be taken into consideration. In the early stage the NEPIO will carry out
the required activities of the implementation of the NPP. The leadership of the organization
and the responsibility for the study are undertaken by the individuals of national origin.
NEPIO will ensure the implementation of national laws, establishment, funding and staffing
of the regulatory authority.
The government should designate the owner/operate organization that will assume the
responsibility of preparing a nuclear power plant order, construction and operation. The
selected owner/operator organization functions independent of the political and regulatory
institutions and should assume the responsibility for the development and implementation of
the first nuclear power plant. The government should also work with the legislative authority
to enact the appropriate laws to facilitate the development of a safe and peaceful nuclear
power programme, and establish an independent regulatory authority.
On the other hand, the independent regulatory should increase staff as appropriate to develop
a regulatory structure, establish a formal management system and develop the regulations to
implement the laws for site and plant licensing oversight of nuclear facilities. As a last
milestone, the government should promote industrial and educational development for
national participation in the nuclear programme. In addition, it should lead the national
planning for waste disposal and decommissioning. In parallel, the regulator authority should

10

World Nuclear Association, « Structuring Nuclear Prowects for Success : An Analytic Framework », WNA Report, London, available at
http://www.world-nuclear.org/uploadedFiles/org/WNA/Publications/Working_Group_Reports/Structuring%20Projects%20Report.pdf.
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develop an operational oversight plan, continue staff development and interact with internal
and external stakeholders in a transparent manner.
The procurement of equipment and services for a nuclear power plant is a complex function
requiring special quality and environmental qualification stipulations. The design and quality
standards should be included in the bid specification. If the newcomer country desires the
owner or operator to purchase some of the nuclear safety related equipment from national or
local suppliers or other international suppliers, the owner or operator needs to specify the
quality requirements and verify that the supplier meets those requirements.

2. Project Funding and Financing
Project funding and financing are important challenges that NPP faces. The funding refers to
items that are the fiscal responsibility of a government in establishing a NPP. The financing
refers to items that are the fiscal responsibility of the owner or operator. Thus, the funding for
the NPP is coming from governmental sources. In order to attract the attention of the financial
community, the new nuclear country should ensure them the stable and continuing
determination to establish the construction, licensing and safe operation infrastructure.
With respect to financing nuclear new build, due to its high fixed costs, a new NPP requires a
stable, guaranteed level of electricity prices and hence a steady stream of revenue over a
substantial period of its lifetime. NPP shares cost and risk structure with other low-carbon
technologies such as renewable technologies. For that reason, nuclear new build requires
coherent long-term solutions for financing.
Economic policy and law, debt management and legal risk sharing mechanisms are very
important to determine the appropriate project financing approach. In this regards, there are
different ways for financing the NPPs. The first approach is the total financing and ownership
by the government. The second approach is the export financing which covers only a part of
the overall investment. The more likely approach is obtaining private financing backed by
specific government guarantees. The complete private funding by a consortium of partners
seeking a return the investment is also possible by selling the energy generated from the
nuclear power plant.11 In order to develop an understanding of the commitments required for
embarking upon a new nuclear power programme, the early funding is essential for drafting
the necessary legislation and for establishing the specific regulatory authority.
10

The legal framework should consider all risks and factors to minimize them for a successful
financial plan to attract vendor interest in bidding on the first nuclear power plant. The
political and economic stability of the country, the degree of socio-political involvement, the
continued economic development, the protection to foreign investment, the promulgation of
legislation favorable to nuclear power, the existence of a competent regulatory authority and
the capability to manage large capital construction projects are all issues of interest and
importance to financial institutions.
A strong public and government policy in support of nuclear power and a complete legislative
framework supportive of the peaceful use of nuclear power and of any financial guarantees
necessary to support specific financial approaches are vital to implement successfully the
financing and funding mechanisms to complete the construction of the first nuclear power
plant. For successful nuclear new build, the importance of the long-term stability of electricity
prices in order to ensure stability and the financing of the new build projects. The fixed costs
of nuclear power make it more vulnerable than other dispatchable technologies such as gas to
declines in average electricity prices.
Unfortunately, OECD governments and the regulators are slow to react to the strategy
between electricity market liberalization and investment in low-carbon electricity generation
technologies such as nuclear energy. Long-term electricity price risk is a major deterrent
against investment in nuclear power. Due to the cost structure of NPPs, however, it is equity
holders rather than bondholders that are the consistency most in need of support, as any
change in electricity prices will mainly fall on equity holders. Thus, the electricity price
stability remains a decisive element for new nuclear projects. Long-term electricity price
stability include power purchase agreements with guaranteed prices equity provided directly
by the host country government, regulated tariffs or long-term contracts with commitments to
take-off electricity at average costs.

Taylor M. (2009), « The Financing of Nuclear Power Plants », NEA News, nº 27/2.
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B. Nuclear Industry Related Challenges

In the different phases of the NPPs there are also nuclear safety, safeguards, radiation
protection, emergency planning, security and physical protection, electrical grid, human
resource development, stakeholder involvement, site and supporting facilities, nuclear fuel
cycle, radioactive waste, industrial involvement, procurement challenges. In this session, (1)
nuclear safety and safeguards, (2) radioactive waste - decommissioning and radiation
protection will be analyzed.

1. Nuclear Safety and Safeguards

The nuclear safety is the vital component of all nuclear activities associated with the design,
manufacture, building and operation of a nuclear power facilities which consist of nuclear fuel
fabrication plants, power reactors, spent fuel storage facilities, enrichment plants,
reprocessing facilities, radioactive waste management facilities, radioactive ore mines and
milling plants.
The newcomer country should have a clear understanding of its international non-proliferation
obligations set forth by its safeguards agreement with the IAEA and the Treaty on the NonProliferation of Nuclear Weapons12. The implementation of safeguards is applied as
appropriate to the nuclear material and activities within the State or anywhere under the
control or jurisdiction of the State.
Global nuclear safety regime obligations are very important impact on the achievement of the
NPP implementation. The entire legal and institutional infrastructure should be established
consistently with the IAEA Fundamental Safety Principals and Safety Standards. The key
instruments of the international legal framework on nuclear safety are the Convention on
Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident13, the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a
Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency14, the Convention on Nuclear Safety15, and the
The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons available at http://www.un.org/disarmament/WMD/Nuclear/NPT.shtml.
Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident (INFCIRC/335) available
at http://www.iaea.org/publications/documents/infcircs/convention-early-notification-nuclear-accident.
14
For the texts of the Early Notification and Assistance Conventions see INFCIRC/335 and INFCIRC/336.
12
13

12

Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive
Waste Management.16
In order to regulate the safety of the nuclear facilities, it is essential to establish a strong legal
and regulatory framework in the safety field. The main purpose of the nuclear legislation
concerning nuclear power plants should be the establishment of a legal framework
encompassing all the measures necessary in order to minimize the risks.17
The government will be responsible for establishing an independent, competent and effective
regulatory authority with the trained personnel to have the ability to take nuclear safety
decisions and to evaluate license submissions. From the experience of the nuclear countries,
especially the accidents of Chernobyl and Fukushima, before starting to implement a new
nuclear programme, the newcomers should ensure the establishment of their nuclear legal
structure to ensure nuclear safety.
The dialogue between the authorities and institutions will increase public knowledge about
nuclear safety issues. Besides, the need to participate in the global nuclear safety regime will
include planning to subscribe to intergovernmental instruments on safety as legally binding
conventions and participating in various efforts to share knowledge and experience through
information networks and through participation in regional and international organizations.
The membership as a Contracting Party of the Convention on Nuclear Safety18 and active
participation in the peer review process will demonstrate commitment to the global nuclear
safety regime.
The newcomer country should also have a clear understanding of international nonproliferation obligations set forth by its safeguards agreement with the IAEA and the Treaty
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.19 In this respect, the newcomer country as a

The Convention on Nuclear Safety was opened for signature on 20 September 1994 and entered into force on 24 October 1996. See
IAEA
document INFCIRCI/449.
16
TONHAUSER Wolfram, WETHERALL Anthony, « The International Legal Framework on Nuclear Safety: Developments, Challenges
and Opportunities », International Nuclear Law: History, Evolution and Outlook, 10th Anniversary of International School of Nuclear Law,
2010, OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, p. 157-170. See INFCIRC/546. The Joint Convention was adopted on 5 September 1997, opened for
signature on 29 September 1997 and entered into force on 18 June 2001.
17
Stoiber C. et al., p. 63.
18
STOIBER C., « International Convention on Nuclear Safety: National Reporting as the Key to Effective Implementation », HORBACH
Nathalie, Comtemporary Developments in Nuclear Energy Law: Harmonising Legislation in CEES/NIS (1999).
19
The Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons available at http://www.un.org/disarmament/WMD/Nuclear/NPT.shtml.
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non-nuclear weapon State party to the NPT should have a comprehensive safeguards
agreement conforming to INFCIRC/15320 and INFCIRC/540.21
Furthermore, the IAEA should be allowed to verify the correctness and completeness of the
accounting declaration of the newcomer country. In order to ensure that the national
legislation is consistent with the obligations arising out of all international and regional
safeguards instruments to which it has adhered, the State should follow the safeguards’
guidelines and trainings provided by the IAEA.

2. Radioactive Waste - Decommissioning and Radiation Protection
A national policy22 for spent fuel and radioactive waste management should include a set of
goals to ensure the efficient management of spent fuel and radioactive waste in the newcomer
country in nuclear power. The spent fuel and radioactive management policy should include
defined safety and security objectives, arrangements for providing resources for spent fuel ad
radioactive management, identification of the main approaches for the management of the
national spent fuel and radioactive waste categories, policy on export and import of the
radioactive waste, and provisions for public information and participation. According to the
IAEA Fundamental Safety Principles, the objective of radioactive waste management is to
deal with radioactive waste in a manner that protects human health and the environment now
and in the future.23
The formulating and implementing the spent fuel and radioactive waste strategy begins by the
selection of the technological procedures, allocation the responsibility for the implementation
of the identified procedures, establishing supervisory mechanisms and developing
implementation plans. The national legislation should establish the low and intermediate level
waste management24 and develop the provisions for waste volume and toxicity minimization.

Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement INFCIRC/153 Corr. available at
http://www.iaea.org/publications/documents/infcircs/structureand-content-agreements-between-agency-and-states-required.
21
Additional Protocol pursuant to INFCIR/540 available at http://www.iaea.org/publications/documents/infcircs/model-protocoladditionalagreements-between-states-and.
22
“Policy” has been defined as a set of established goals and requirements for the safe management of spent fuel and radioactive waste,
it
normally defines national roles and responsabilities.
23
IAEA, The Principles of Radioactive Waste Management, Safety Series (1996) no. 111F, IAEA, Vienna.
24
Infrastructure Systems for Nuclear Energy, HSU T. C. Thomas, WU Chiun-Lin, LIN Jui-Liang, WILEY, 2014, UK. p. 13. “Nuclear
Waste
Management Facilities”.
20
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The low and intermediate radioactive waste will be generated once the initial reactor core is
delivered to the nuclear power plant site.25
With respect to applicable international conventions in the field of spent fuel and radioactive
waste, the Joint Convention26, London Convention 1972 related to radioactive waste dumping
at sea27, the Ospar Convention related to the discharge of radioactive material into the northeast Atlantic Ocean28 place on the newcomer country. Article 21.1 of the Joint Convention
reads also « Each Contracting Party shall ensure that prime responsibility for the safety of
spent fuel or radioactive waste management rests with the holder of the relevant license and
shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that each such license holder meets its
responsibility ».
The country embarking upon a nuclear power programme would be expected to have in place
a national infrastructure for radiation, waste and transport safety in compliance with
international standards and covers all activities, practices and facilities in the country in
question.
This existing laws and regulations should be developed to ensure worker, public and
environmental protection in compliance with the Basic Safety Standards and the guidelines
produced by the International Commission on Radiological Protection and the scientific
knowledge on consequences of radiation exposure presented in the United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (« UNSCEAR »).

Policies and Strategies for Radioactive Waste Management (IAEA Nuclear Energy Series NW-G-1.1) p. 1.
Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, INFCIRC/546, IAEA,
Vienna (1997) available at http://www-ns.iaea.org/conventions/waste-jointconvention.asp?s=6&l=40#1.
International Maritime Organization, Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, 1972,
IMO, London (1972) available at http://www.imo.org/About/Conventions/ListOfConventions/Pages/Convention-on-the-Prevention-ofMarine-Pollution-by-Dumping-of-Wastes-and-Other-Matter.aspx.
Ospar Commission, The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North - East Atlantic 2010 - 2020 available
at
https://www.google.at/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#sourceid=chrome-psyapi2&ie=UTF8&q=Ospar%20Convention%20related%20to%20the%20discharge%20of%20radioactive%20material%20into%20the%20northeast%20Atlantic%20Ocean.
25
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II - LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGES

Newcomer countries face challenges in setting up an appropriate legislative and regulatory
infrastructure as well as building the institutions needed with a clear allocation of roles and
responsibilities such as government body, regulator, owner and future operator.29
A country embarking upon a new nuclear power programme should determine its national
position, and adopt a clear statement of intent to introduce a NPP for the safe, clean and
economical generation of electricity, for desalination or process heat. A full understanding of
the commitments can be best achieved by forming a Nuclear Energy Programme
Implementing Organization who will be in charge of carrying out a comprehensive study of
the issues and conditions necessary for the successful implementation of nuclear power
programme.
During the phase of inviting bids for the first nuclear power plant30, the owner/operator has a
key role to manage a nuclear project. In order to ensure that the owner or operator carries out
properly its obligations and achieve the level of organizational and operational culture to meet
regulatory requirements, it is important to create the effective management, to develop staff
capabilities and achieve the necessary level of technical and institutional competence.
For the third milestone which requires to be ready to commission and operate the first nuclear
power plant in the country, all organizations are involved in commitment to the safe, secure
and effective application of nuclear power. The commitments during the implementation of a
new nuclear programme are to fulfill:
•

« The need to ensure the safety, security and non-proliferation of nuclear material,

•

The need to join the appropriate international legal treaties and conventions,

•

The need to develop a comprehensive legal framework covering all aspects of nuclear
law which includes safety, security and nuclear liability and other legislative,
regulatory and commercial aspects,

•

The need to have an effective, independent, competent regulatory authority,

IAEA, Developing Infrastructure for New Nuclear Power Programmes (March 2014), IAEA, Vienna, Austria.
IAEA Nuclear Energy Series (2007), « Milestones in the Development of a National Infrastructure for Nuclear Power », No. NG - G 3.1,
p. 2.
29

30
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•

The appropriate role for and the compatibility of nuclear power in the nation’s
sustainable development strategy,

•

The need to develop project management capabilities,

•

The need to develop and maintain the national human resource capability within both
the government and industrial sectors to successfully manage, operate, maintain and
regulate nuclear facilities,

•

The need to ensure the availability of financial resources for the construction of
nuclear facilities and for the long term operation, regulation and decommissionnign of
those facilities,

•

The need to provide policies, programmes and resources for decommissining and the
safe management of spent fuel and radioactive waste,

•

The need to provide industrial capacity for equipment and services support for the
nuclear programme, either through international procurement or indigenous
development,

•

The importance of gaining and keeping the confidence of the national and the
international community by maintaining open, transparent and timeli interaction and
communication regarding all aspects and activities of the nuclear programme. » 31

In order to provide a credible basis for attracting the investors for the first nuclear power
plant, the government of the country should:
•

« Enact appropriate legislation and adopt the relevant international legal instruments,

•

Establish a competent and effectively independent regulatory authority (or expand the
existing regulatory authority) to license and regulate the design and operation of
nuclear facilities and have adequate authority, staffing and financial resources,

•

Establish and maintain an effective State system of accounting for and control of
nuclear material,

31

IAEA Nuclear Energy Series (2007), « Milestones in the Development of a National Infrastructure for Nuclear Power », No. NG - G - 3.1,
p. 13-14.
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• Establish the financial and operational modalities for the ownership and operation of
nuclear facilities, including government and/or private ownership and foreign
ownership or operation,
• Establish a policy for the nuclear fuel cycle, including arrangements for secure
sources of supply, sage and secure transportation and storage of new and spent
nuclear fuel and long term waste management,
• Establish the legal, organizational and financial arrangements for decommissioning
and radioactive waste management liabilities,
• Establish and maintain stakeholder involvement regarding the nuclear power
programme,
• Establish a policy for national and industrial participation in the nuclear programme
and initiate programmes for the development of the human and physical resources
required to implement the policy,
• Develop programmes for national safeguards for nuclear materials,
• Develop programmes for the security of nuclear materials and facilities,
• Develop programmes for radiation protection and emergency planning
• Adopt international standards for environmental protection. »32
In addition, for the preparation for commissioning and operation within the framework of
established laws and comply with the international commitments, the government should
establish the necessary infrastructure for the license, the regulation and safely operation the
nuclear power plant through the agency charged the responsibility for the nuclear programme
implementation. The government should:
• « ensure that all laws and legal instruments remain in place and the responsibility for
their compliance clearly designated,

32

IAEA Nuclear Energy Series (2007), « Milestones in the Development of a National Infrastructure for Nuclear Power », No. NG - G - 3.1,
p. 15.
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• ensure that the regulatory authority is fully funded, staffed with competent and trained
personnel, and provided with the necessary facilities and resources, and has assumed
its responsibilities and functions with full authority,
• ensure that the regulatory authority has confirmed the technical and management
competence of the owner/operator,
• ensure that stakeholder involvement remains an important priority,
• ensure that the financing is sufficient to sustain the safe operation of the nuclear
power plant and related facilities, and also ensure that mechanisms are available for
compensation of nuclear damage,
• ensure that a system for the funding of decommissioning and spent fuel and waste
management is developed,
• ensure that the programmes for human and physical resource development are
proceeding to support the continued safe operation of all nuclear facilities,
• Ensure that an appropriate funding plan has been implemented for waste, long term
spent fuel management and for the decommissioning of the nuclear power plant.33 »
Once newcomer country established its national position in the nuclear field, then it should
prepare and adopt an appropriate legal and regulatory framework, and develop its institutional
nuclear structure. Under this section, it would be useful to analyze first the legislative and
then regulatory framework requirements and challenges which are waiting for a newcomer
country in the nuclear power programme.

A. Legislative Framework

The nuclear law concept today has a six decades past. The nuclear law is defined as « the
authority of special legal norms created to regulate the conduct of legal or natural engaged in
activities related to fissionable materials, ionizing radiation and exposure to natural

Ibid, p. 16.
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sources of radiation ».34 The main purpose of the nuclear law in each single country should be
« to provide a legal framework for conducting activities related to nuclear energy and
ionizing radiation in a manner which adequately protects individuals, property and
environment ».35
Since nuclear power has some special risks to the safety and health of persons and to
environment and some special benefits in the different areas as health, agriculture, electricity
production, the nuclear law shall be well structured to focus on the nuclear risks and benefits.
The newcomer countries in nuclear power should have an adequate nuclear legal basis in their
legal system for best economic and social benefits from nuclear power and ionizing radiation.
The nuclear law takes its place within the normal national legal hierarchy consisting
constitutional, statutory level, regulations and non-mandatory guidance instruments. In case,
the general framework of national legislation covers nuclear programme activities there is no
need to promulgate a new legislation. The newcomer country in nuclear power needs only to
prepare a new legislation for special character of an activity warrants special treatment.36

1.

Principles of Nuclear Law

The nuclear law has some specific principles37 as the safety principle, the security principle,
the responsibility principle, the permission principle, the continuous control principle, the
compensation principle, the sustainable development principle, the compliance principle, the
independence principle, the transparency principle, the international co-operation principle.
The « Safety First » approach is the primary requisite for the nuclear energy and ionizing
radiation programmes. The security principles are necessary to protect and account for the
types and qualities of nuclear material. The responsibility principle is to identify the primarily
responsible party for ensuring safety in the nuclear activities in which numerous parties
involve such as research and development organizations, processors of nuclear material,
manufacturers of nuclear devices or sources of ionizing radiation, medical practitioners,

CARLTON Stoiber, BAER Alec, PELZER Norbert, TONHAUSER Wolfram, “ Handbook on Nuclear Law” (July 2003), IAEA,
Vienna,
Austria, p. 4.
35
CARLTON Stoiber, et al. p. 5.
36
CARLTON Stoiber, et al. p. 4.
37
which are mentioned in the IAEA Handbook on Nuclear Law book.
34
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architect-engineering firms, construction companies, operators of nuclear installations,
financial institutions and regulatory bodies.
The permission principle is to establish a prior permission mechanism in the form of
authorization, license, permit, certificate and approval by the nuclear regulatory authority for
the activities involving fissionable material and radioisotopes. The compensation principle is
the consequence of the financial liability arising in case of a nuclear accident. The compliance
principle is the requirement to follow and adopt the regional and international bilateral and
multilateral instruments in the national nuclear law.
The independence principle is to establish a national nuclear regulatory authority in the
control of nuclear energy. The transparency principle is to make available all nuclear energy
related activities, especially nuclear incidents. The international co-operation principle is to
require the governments to harmonize their national nuclear policies, to enhance the
cooperation in the field of safety and environment, to adopt the international legal instruments
in the nuclear field. In the light of those mentioned principles a newcomer country in nuclear
power should revise or establish its legal and regulatory framework for the development and
use of nuclear technology and nuclear material.

2.

Legislative Process for Nuclear Law

As a part of the national legal hierarchic system, the legislative process for nuclear law is
similar with the other laws. The nuclear legal law should comply with the national
constitution and institutional system. Prior to the process of drafting an advance, transparent,
clearly understandable nuclear law with easy access by stakeholders and general public, the
newcomer country should assess the current and expected nuclear programme and plans and
identify all nuclear activities. Some countries implement all nuclear technology applications,
some countries use only radiation sources in medicine, agriculture and industry or engage in
the mining of uranium or thorium for export. The newcomer country should review and assess
the existing legal framework related to nuclear energy.38

38

Even the legislation does not contain the provisions directly related to nuclear energy, it can contain the laws and regulations related to
local land use controls, environmental matters, economic regulation of electricity power utilities, the occupational health and safety of
workers, general administrative procedures of governmental bodies, transport, the export and import of nuclear material, intellectual property
rights, liability for non-nuclear damage, emergency management, taxation.
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By taking into account the national legal traditions, the newcomer country is free to enact a
comprehensive Nuclear Energy Act/Code which contains regulations or separate laws. During
the drafting process of the new nuclear legal law, the national legislator should identify the
key terms in the definition, assign the institutional responsibilities, ensure to have the
provisions preventing the potential conflicts of jurisdiction between institutions, appeals by
operators and to have financial plan, to ensure the stakeholder involvement in the regulatory
process. In addition, the legislation should contain provisions providing to the regulatory to
make necessary modifications in order to adjust them to technological, social and economic
changes.
The international nuclear instruments provide the accepted rules of best practice in order to
provide opportunities for governments to harmonize their national nuclear laws with other
countries’ nuclear laws. The relevant international legal instruments for a nuclear power
programme adopted by or under the auspices of the IAEA include:
Nuclear Safety:
•

Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident (INFCIRC/335),

•

Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological
Emergency (INFCIRC/336),

•

Convention on Nuclear Safety (INFCIRC/449),

•

Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of
Radioactive Waste Management (the Joint Convention - INFCIRC/546),

Nuclear Security:
•

Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (INFCIR/274),

•

Amendment to the Convention of the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material
(GOV/INF/2005/10-GC (49)/INF/6),

Safeguards:
•

Structure and Content of Agreements between the Agency and States Required in
Connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(INFCIRC/153 Corrected),
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•

Model Protocol Additional to the Agreement(s) between State(s) and the Agency for
the Application of Safeguards - INFCIRC/540 Corrected,

•

Standard Text of the Small Quantities Protocol - GOV/INF/276,

•

Revised Standard Text of the Small Quantities Protocol - GO V/INF/276/Rev.1

Nuclear Liability:
•

Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (INFCIRC/500),

•

Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris
Convention, reproduced in document INFCIRC/402,

•

Protocol to Amend the 1963 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear
Damage (INFCIRC/566),

•

Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (INFCIRC/567).

Countries embarking on a new nuclear power programme should establish a nuclear legal
framework, not only to implement relevant international instruments to which they are parties
but also to establish the duties and responsibilities of the various organizations required for
the success of the programme.
There are two options to reflect the international instruments in the national legislation of the
newcomer country: external and internal aspects. According to the external aspect, the
legislator should take necessary steps to ratify the instrument and then adopt a separate
national law. According to the internal aspects, the international instruments have impact «
self-executing » in the national legal system without any requirements to adopt a new national
law. Whatever aspect admitted by the newcomer country, the translation of the international
nuclear instruments into the national legislation has a crucial importance.
The legislation should deal with the foreign investment, including the roles of foreign entities,
vendors and suppliers and intellectual property rights to support industrial contracting, and the
roles of national government, local government, stakeholders and the public. The national
nuclear laws should ensure the necessary funding and guarantees for the development of
human resources to ensure the continued integrity of the nuclear programme. The national
legislation should be enacted pursuant to the relevant non-proliferation undertakings of the
country and establishes clearly the responsibility for safety, security and safeguards.
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To sum up, the national nuclear legal framework of the newcomer country in nuclear is very
important to achieve a successful and timely nuclear power programme.

B. Regulatory Framework

The independent, competent, effective and efficient nuclear regulatory authority is vital for a
newcomer nuclear country. According to the IAEA Safety Standards39, the basic requirements
for the establishment of a regulatory body are:
•

the effective independence from undue pressures regarding the political, legislative,
financial, competence, public information, ad international aspects,

•

the appropriate organization, management system, and resources, including human
resources, to effectively implement its functions and responsibilities,

•

the technical and other advisory services to support the implementation of its functions
and responsibilities,

•

the formal and informal mechanisms of communication with authorized parties, and
with other interested parties, on all safety related issues,

•

the stable and consistent regulatory control, including authorization, review and
assessment of safety information, inspection, enforcement, on the basis of graded
approach,

•

the establishment and promulgation of regulations and guides as a basis for the
regulatory control.

Through the nuclear legal system, the government shall establish and maintain a regulatory
body, and shall confer on it the authority and provide it with the competence and the resources
necessary to fulfill its statutory obligation for the regulatory control of facilities and activities.
The government shall ensure that the regulatory body is effectively independent in

39

IAEA Safety Standards for Protecting People and the Environment, Governmental, Legal and Regulatory Framework for Safety, General
Safety Requirements Part 1. No. GSR Part 1 (2010), IAEA, Vienna, Austria, p. 16 - 36.
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its decision making and that it has functional separation from entities having responsibilities
or interests.

1.

Independence and Separation

The main challenges regarding the establishment of the nuclear regulatory authority is to
ensure its separation from the political impacts and other organizations involved in the
implementation of the nuclear power programme.40 The article 8.2 of the Convention on
Nuclear Safety mentions that « Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps to
ensure an effective separation between the functions of the regulatory authority and those of
any other authority or organization concerned with the promotion or utilization of nuclear
energy. » In the same intention, the Joint Convention states in its article 20.2 that « Each
Contracting Party shall take the appreciate steps to ensure the effective independence of the
regulatory functions from other functions where organizations are involved in both spent fuel
and radioactive waste management and in their regulation ».
To make a knowledgeable commitment to the new nuclear programme, a independent nuclear
regulatory should be effectively designed with the necessary human, financial resources and
technical support. The regulatory authority should develop the specific nuclear regulations for
licensing, review, assessment, inspection, enforcement and public information, and also
implement its international obligations and engage in international cooperation.
The position of the nuclear regulatory authority in the relation with the other nuclear
institutions should be also well determined. The rights and responsibilities of licensees should
be established very clearly in order to avoid any misinterpretation and conflict during the
construction and commissioning of the nuclear power plant. The nuclear regulatory authority
should be compatible with the existing energy regulatory framework of the country for
radiation, waste and transport safety. The regulatory criteria for the acceptance and approval
of the nuclear power plant design should be also determined prior to the issuance of the bids
for the first nuclear power plant.

40

IAEA, Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear, Radiation, Radioactive Waste and Transport (2000), IAEA Safety
Standards Series, No. GS-R-1, IAEA, Vienna.
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The regulatory authority’s staffing should be well trained to perform their tasks to review,
assess and license nuclear plant designs, performance of site licensing, prepare the operational
inspection and oversee the nuclear construction throughout the life of the nuclear facility in
accordance with formally established programmes. Prior to the commissioning and the
operating phase of the first nuclear power plant, all regulatory requirements for nuclear power
plant operator training and certification should be developed and the regulatory authority
should be confirmed the compliance of the licensee with the relevant regulatory requirements.
The nuclear regulatory authority of the newcomer country should be open to the
communications with the government, operator and public and also establish international
relationships with the other nuclear regulatory bodies.

2.

Regulatory Responsibilities

The newcomer country in nuclear may face different regulatory challenges. Some of them are
related to the organization, staffing and training of the regulatory authority, following the
necessary safeguards and security obligations, licensing process, determination of the
regulations, codes and standards for sitting, design, construction and operation necessary for
licensing a nuclear power plant, concerning radiation protection measures, emergency
preparedness requirements, waste and disposal management, nuclear and radioactive
materials transportation, handling and storage issues.
In order to overcome all this regulatory related issues, the nuclear legislation of the newcomer
country should be adopted or amended accordingly to the regulatory issues in terms of nuclear
plant sitting, design, construction and commissioning, import and export, transportation,
storage and handling of nuclear and radioactive material, site environmental assessment and
licensing, security and safeguards, waste and disposal management, radiation protection and
emergency planning.
The newcomer country in nuclear power should elaborate its nuclear infrastructure
development plan « Integrated Nuclear Infrastructure Review - INIR » and the appropriate
nuclear legal framework. The newcomer country should ensure the qualified decision-making
personnel at the governmental level and establish an independent nuclear regulatory authority
having an efficient decision-making capacity. For the implementation process of the nuclear
power

program,

the

governmental

support,
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the

consolidated

liability

and

financial

responsibility are also ensured by the newcomer country by participating in the NPP
construction.
CONCLUSION
IAEA and OECD NEA support newcomer countries during the implementation of
their nuclear power programme to help them to overcome all legal and institutional
challenges. They offer Legislative Assistance Programmes as Nuclear Law Institute41 to
create awareness in the newcomer countries of the international instruments, to assist them to
comply with the international obligations and commitments, and to establish the needed
national legislative and institutional framework. These programmes consist of national
workshops, the individual trainings, the development of reference and training material and
the provision of bilateral assistance in drafting national nuclear laws. They also provide
different publications on nuclear law as Handbook on Nuclear Book which sets the basic
principles of nuclear law, its drafting and implementation.
In addition, IAEA provides a review services for the evaluation of the nuclear
programme developments of the newcomer countries. Integrated Regulatory Review Service
contributes to the enhancement of the regulatory infrastructure of the newcomer countries in
the nuclear, radiation, radioactive waste and transport safety and security of radioactive
sources, by reviewing the regulatory technical and policy issues against IAEA safety
standards and good practices in other countries.
So that, IAEA offers the review services to newcomers for each milestone phase as
follows: Integrated Nuclear Infrastructure Review Mission Phase 1, Site and External Events
Design Review, International Nuclear Security Advisory Service (Milestone 1), Integrated
Nuclear Infrastructure Review Mission Phase 2, IAEA SSAC Advisory Service, International
Physical Protection Advisory Service, Integrated Regulatory Review Service and Follow Up,
Emergency Preparedness Review Service, Peer Review Services (WANO and OSART)
(Milestone 3), Integrated Nuclear Infrastructure Review Mission Phase 3, Other Missions and
Review Services (Milestone 3).42

In 2011, the IAEA Office of Legal Affairs established an annual Nuclear Law Institute in Vienna, in order to meet the increasing
demand
for legislative assistance by Member States in the drafting of national nuclear legislation.
42
IAEA Safety Standards for Protecting People and the Environment, Governmental, Legal and Regulatory Framework for Safety,
General
Safety Requirements Part 1. No. GSR Part 1 (2010), IAEA, Vienna, Austria, p. 9.
41
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Executive Summary
Questioning the “soft” global governance of nuclear safety
by Emma DURAND-POUDRET *

On 9 February 2015, States parties to the Convention on Nuclear Safety (CNS) adopted the
Vienna Declaration on Nuclear Safety during a diplomatic conference. It not only draws lessons
from the Fukushima accident but it also ends a process which started straight after the
catastrophe, with the aim of strengthening the effectiveness of the international framework. This
political declaration remains however a “soft law” instrument, meaning its normative value is
limited either because it lacks binding force or because the latter is limited.
Soft law proliferation is a well-known phenomenon in the international arena and nuclear
governance did not escape this global trend. The IAEA has been something of a pioneer within
the nuclear safety field as it started to adopt non-binding standards since 1958. This originality
can be easily explained by the fact that nuclear safety is a matter of high technicality, in which
State sovereignty is particularly sensitive and for both these reasons is less likely to be
“addressed” by legal norms.
The Fukushima accident seems to confirm the legitimacy of those soft law instruments together
with the traditional sources of international law such as treaties, custom and general principles of
law. With this in mind, we suggest considering several issues.
We will first identify the main factors explaining the large presence of soft law within the safety
field. We will then detail the existing soft law instruments as far as assessing their impact
regarding safety. We will conclude by questioning the relevance of hard law instruments in order
to support compliance with the rule of law in this sector.
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LE FUTUR DU DROIT INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAIRE : VERS UNE REMISE EN
CAUSE DE LA GOUVERNANCE MONDIALE SOUPLE DE LA SURETE ?
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Le 9 février 2015, les Etats parties à la Convention sur la Sûreté Nucléaire (CSN) ont adopté
la Déclaration de Vienne sur la sûreté nucléaire lors d’une conférence diplomatique1. Si cet
acte permet nécessairement de tirer certains enseignements de l’accident de Fukushima, il
symbolise également la fin d’un processus amorcé peu de temps après la catastrophe et visant
à accroître l’efficacité du cadre juridique international2. Cependant, l’adoption d’une telle
déclaration politique ne renforce pas les obligations juridiques des parties à la CSN et
souligne l’existence d’un phénomène récurrent dans les relations internationales, l’utilisation
croissante du droit souple ou soft law.
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Le soft law se définit comme l’ensemble des instruments dont la valeur normative est limitée
du fait de l’absence ou la faiblesse de leur portée contraignante. Sa présence au sein du cadre
international gouvernant l’énergie nucléaire peut être qualifiée d’historique. Dès 1958 en
effet, l’Agence Internationale de l’Energie Atomique (AIEA) débutait son programme de
normes de sûreté au caractère non-obligatoire. L’utilisation du droit souple dans la
gouvernance de l’énergie nucléaire s’est largement développée par la suite, se diversifiant et
s’établissant plus particulièrement dans le domaine de la sûreté où il prolifère largement.
Cette tendance s’explique notamment par la grande technicité de cette matière, moins
susceptible d’être appréhendée par des normes strictement juridiques.
Si la portée de ces instruments reste incertaine en matière de sûreté, cela résulte notamment
du fait qu’aucune juridiction internationale ne s’est prononcée sur ces dispositifs. En effet, les
accidents de Three Miles Island, Tchernobyl et Fukushima n’ont donné lieu à aucun
contentieux engageant la responsabilité internationale des Etats sur un potentiel manquement
à une obligation de sûreté découlant de ces normes. Depuis la catastrophe japonaise, un
recours accentué au droit souple semble pourtant confirmer leur légitimité aux côtés des
sources du droit traditionnelles3.
Plusieurs pistes de réflexion se dégagent de ce constat et seront développées au sein de cette
contribution.
Nous identifierons en premier lieu les différents facteurs qui expliquent la forte présence de
soft law en matière de sûreté. Puis, nous nous attacherons à détailler différentes manifestations
de droit souple tout en évaluant si la sûreté est suffisamment garantie par ces instruments.
Enfin, nous apprécierons la pertinence des instruments contraignants dans un tel contexte,
notamment pour favoriser un meilleur respect de la règle de droit.
I.

Raisons d’être de la gouvernance souple de la sûreté nucléaire

Le droit international classique se révèle parfois insuffisant et démontre à plusieurs égards ses
limites face à la règlementation de sujets globaux et complexes. Ainsi, si les instruments
conventionnels semblent constituer le socle sur lequel repose la gouvernance de la sûreté, ce
champ s’avère particulièrement fertile pour le développement d’autres formes de normativité,
et ce pour différents motifs.
A. Préserver la souveraineté nationale des Etats
Tout d’abord, les traités, instruments formels issus de la théorie des sources du droit
international, soumettent les Etats parties à une « règlementation juridique objective et
précise4 ». Or, dans le domaine de la sûreté nucléaire, marqué par le sceau de la souveraineté
nationale, les Etats sont particulièrement réticents à déléguer leur compétence au profit d’une
action législative internationale. Si ils ont compris l’importance de travailler sur des solutions
internationales reconnues, ils ne sont cependant pas toujours prêts à se soumettre à des règles
juridiquement contraignantes. La maitrise de l’énergie nucléaire reste un symbole de
3

Il s’agit des sources énoncées par l’article 38 du Statut de la Cour international de justice : « 1. La Cour, dont la
mission est de régler conformément au droit international les différends qui lui sont soumis, applique : a. les
conventions internationales, soit générales, soit spéciales, établissant des règles expressément reconnues par les
Etats en litige; b. la coutume internationale comme preuve d'une pratique générale acceptée comme étant le droit;
c. les principes généraux de droit reconnus par les nations civilisées; […] ».
4
KOLB (R.), Théorie du droit international, Bruxelles, Bruylant, 2ème éd., 2013, p.198.
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puissance et d’indépendance énergétique et les Etats souhaitent conserver leur prérogative en
la matière5. Le recours à des normes plus souples, dépourvues de force obligatoire, est donc
particulièrement attractif pour le secteur de la sûreté nucléaire, dans la mesure où celles-ci
sont laissées à leur appréciation souveraine.
Même si la coopération internationale est intense en matière de sûreté, l’absence
d’engagements trop contraignants permet aux gouvernements nationaux de ne pas déléguer
leur autorité à d’autres centres de pouvoirs qui leur seraient hiérarchiquement supérieurs6.
B. Exprimer la technicité du domaine
Ensuite, la forte technicité7 qui caractérise le secteur de la sûreté nucléaire s’accommode mal
de la rigidité procédurale des instruments conventionnels classiques. Ainsi cette discipline
semble « moins susceptible d’être formalisée par des normes proprement juridiques 8». En
effet, les principes d’amélioration continue, d’adaptabilité et d’innovation inhérents à la sûreté
nucléaire, impliquent que ce secteur ne saurait être figé9 par un texte législatif ou
règlementaire dont la modification serait nécessairement trop lourde.
Un processus poussé de formalisation juridique risquerait de « cristalliser l’état de l’art 10»
selon les termes de P. Strohl. Les conventions se bornent alors à fixer des obligations
générales, et laissent aux normes dites « techniques » le soin de préciser celles ci. Le caractère
parfois vague des obligations peut être interprété, comme l’expression d’ « un certain flou de
la norme juridique. 11». Ce flou exprimerait simplement la distance nécessaire entre
l’encadrement juridique et les données techniques spécialisées, symbolisant la mise en œuvre
de la technologie nucléaire.
Dans le domaine de l’énergie nucléaire, à l’instar d’autres technologiques complexes, les
juristes ne peuvent attendre que « la norme de droit parvienne à épouser toutes les méandres
du système à régir, ni qu’en dernier ressort l’appareil judiciaire se saisisse du choix
technique 12». Dans ce cadre, le rôle de l’expert scientifique devient primordial, puisqu’une
logique de dialogue, développée avec les juristes, permet d’éclairer ces derniers sur la
dimension techno-scientifique de leur objet d’étude, évitant des incertitudes et des erreurs
d’interprétation. Une approche pluridisciplinaire devient alors la clé d’un encadrement
juridique adéquat.
Plus largement, dans son analyse des rapports entre technologie nucléaire et ordre juridique,
K. Boustany cherche à démontrer que la norme nucléaire est largement dépendante des
contraintes du système technologique. La contrainte est double puisqu’il faut à la fois « éviter
5

PELZER (N.), « Les dures leçons de l’expérience : l’accident de Tchernobyl a-t-il contribué à améliorer le droit
nucléaire ? », in Le droit nucléaire international après Tchernobyl, Paris, OCDE-AEN, 2006, p.96 ; STROHL
(P.), « Les risques résultant de l’utilisation pacifique de l’énergie nucléaire » in Académie de Droit International
de La Haye, Centre d’étude et de recherche de droit international et de relations internationales, Dordrecht,
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1993, p.19.
6
ABBOTT (K.W.) et SNIDAL (D.) « Hard and soft law in international governance », International
Organization Vol. 54, n° 3, 2000, p. 453.
7
L’auteur se réfère à la sûreté nucléaire comme une « substance essentiellement formée d’évaluations
scientifiques et de concepts pratiques de nature techniques », STROHL (P.), op.cit., p. 57.
8
STROHL (P.), ibid., p. 50.
9
Les auteurs estiment que « Le progrès technique dans le domaine de la sûreté nucléaire serait entravé si des
règles reflétant l’état de connaissances à un moment particulier étaient figées dans la loi. », STOIBER (C.), et a.,
Manuel de droit nucléaire, Vienne, AIEA, 2006, p.74.
10
STROHL, op.cit., p.40.
11
Ibid.
12
Ibid., p.41.
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l’impérialisme de la norme juridique », mais aussi éviter que le droit ne devienne le « reflet…
voire, le véhicule social 13» de la science nucléaire, impliquant une remise en cause de sa
mission protectrice et de ses valeurs14.
Alors que l’on oppose fréquemment les normes au caractère contraignant et celles qui en sont
dépourvues, il semble qu’elles s’articulent de manière harmonieuse au sein du régime
gouvernant la sûreté nucléaire, créant un phénomène d’internormativité15. Certaines normes
de soft law possèdent un rôle de « matériau normatif interstitiel »16 visant à combler les
faiblesses de ces instruments juridiques traditionnels.
Si ce phénomène d’interaction des normes s’affirme comme un atout au sein du régime
international de la sûreté nucléaire, la souplesse globale dont sont empreintes les normes,
juridiques ou non, semble parfois problématique. En effet, que la sûreté soit gouvernée par
des traités, ou d’autres phénomènes normatifs, il semble que celle-ci soient prise, selon
l’expression consacrée par K. Boustany, « au piège du droit mou et du droit flou 17».
II.

Une gouvernance soft de la sûreté nucléaire : un état des lieux

La sûreté nucléaire est être un terrain d’élection particulièrement prolifique pour le droit
souple. Les manifestations sont nombreuses et extrêmement diversifiées, si bien que le terme
soft law mérite d’être précisé par des sous catégories. A partir de la définition donnée par le
dictionnaire du droit international public18, on peut en établir deux dont la distinction
reposerait sur la nature juridique de l’instrument. On différencie selon si l’énoncé soft law est
inscrit dans un instrument obligatoire ou non, on sépare ainsi le « legal soft law », du « non
legal soft law »19, ou encore le « soft négotium », du « soft instrumentum »20.
A. La gouvernance par le soft négotium
Les instruments de soft law sont plus particulièrement venus bouleverser le paysage du droit
international à partir des années 70. A l’époque, la réflexion menée sur les sources du droit
international public se concrétise et devient un objet d’étude à part entière21.

13

BOUSTANY, « Normativité nucléaire : quelques réflexions », BDN N°51, OCDE-AEN, 1993, p.11.
STROHL, op.cit., p.42.
15
Ce phénomène se traduit par une interaction entre des normes juridiques et d’autres systèmes normatifs. Voir
sur ce point COUTURIER (P.) et DURAND-POUDRET (E.), « L’internormativité dans le domaine de la sûreté
nucléaire, étude à la lumière du droit administratif global », L’internormativité - 14ème congrès de
l’AIMJ/IALM, Bruxelles, à paraitre.
16
HANDL (G.), « Les conventions de l’AIEA sur la sûreté nucléaire : un exemple de bonne gestion des
traités ? », BDN N°72, OCDE-AEN, 2009, p.9.
17
BOUSTANY (K.), « Le développement de la normativité nucléaire ou l’art de l’évasion juridique », BDN
N°61, OCDE-AEN, 1998, p.44.
18
SALMON (J.), Dictionnaire du droit international public, Bruylant, Bruxelles, p.1039 : « [...] des règles dont la
valeur normative serait limitée soit parce que les instruments qui les contiennent ne seraient pas juridiquement
obligatoires, soit parce que les dispositions en cause, bien que figurant dans un instrument contraignant, ne
créeraient pas d’obligation de droit positif, ou ne créeraient que des obligations peu contraignantes ».
19
CHINKIN (C.), « The Challenge of Soft Law: Development and Change in International Law », International
and Comparative Law Quarterly, 1989, pp. 850-866.
20
D’ASPREMONT (J.), « Softness in International Law: A Self-Serving Quest for New Legal Materials »,
European Journal of International Law, 2008, n° 5, pp. 1081-1087.
21
SCHACHTER (O.), « The twilight existence of non-binding agreements », American Journal of International
Law, n° 71, 1977, pp. 296-304 ; BAXTER (R.), « International Law in ‘her infinity variety’ », International and
Comparative Law Quarterly N° 29, 1980, pp. 549-566.
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Bien qu’existant depuis les années 50 dans le domaine de l’énergie nucléaire, les normes de
non legal soft law ont connu un regain d’intérêt suite aux accidents nucléaires civils qui ont
jalonné l’histoire de l’atome. Si elles n’ont suscité que peu d’attention après l’accident de
Tchernobyl, occultées par l’adoption de 4 traités22 composant la famille des conventions de
sûreté nucléaire23, elles se révèlent plus particulièrement après la catastrophe de Fukushima,
le droit contraignant ne parvenant pas, 25 ans après, à susciter un consensus similaire parmi
les Etats.
Nous illustrerons notre propos à l’aide de la récente tentative d’amendement de la CSN.
Proposition d’amendement de la CSN
Après la catastrophe japonaise, la communauté internationale s’est largement mobilisée. Ainsi
à l’occasion de la cinquième réunion des parties contractantes à la Convention, débutait un
processus visant à réexaminer l’efficacité de la CSN24.
En septembre 2011, l'adoption du Plan d'action sur la sûreté nucléaire de l’AIEA,
encourageait les États parties à étudier des mécanismes permettant d'accroitre l’efficacité de la
CSN et à examiner les propositions de modification de cette Convention25. L’établissement
d’un groupe de travail sur l’efficacité et la transparence de la Convention26 concrétisait cet
objectif. Le groupe avait alors pour mission de présenter lors de la sixième réunion d’examen
« une liste de mesures destinées à renforcer la CSN et [sur] les propositions d’amendement, si
nécessaire, de la Convention .27».
La Suisse, en vue de la 6ème réunion d’examen des parties contractantes déposait un
amendement, visant à fournir au principe selon lequel il faut « éviter la contamination hors
site », un caractère contraignant. Afin d’appuyer sa proposition, la Suisse rappelle à juste titre
que le nouvel objectif de sûreté, étendu, visé par l’amendement, est déjà présent en substance
dans plusieurs documents édités par l'AIEA. En effet, il figure au sein de la conclusion 17 du
rapport de synthèse de la deuxième réunion extraordinaire des parties contractantes de 201228,
22

La Convention sur la sûreté nucléaire, International Legal Materials Vol. 33, 1994, p. 1514 ; la Convention
commune sur la sûreté de la gestion du combustible usé et sur la sûreté de la gestion des déchets radioactifs,
International Legal Materials Vol. 36, 1997, p. 1431 ; la Convention sur l’assistance en cas d’accident nucléaire
ou de situation d’urgence radiologique, International Legal Materials Vol. 25, 1986, p.1377 ; la Convention sur
la notification rapide d’un accident nucléaire, International Legal Materials Vol. 25, 1986, p.1370.
23
PELZER (N.), op.cit., p.83.
24
Sur les différentes actions de la communauté internationale entreprises à la suite de l'accident voir :
JOHNSON (P-L.), « La réponse à l’accident de Fukushima Daiichi: Le rôle de la Convention sur la sûreté
nucléaire dans le renforcement du cadre juridique de la sûreté nucléaire », BDN N°91, OCDE-AEN, 2013, pp. 926 et KUENY (L.) et DURAND-POUDRET (E.), « La gouvernance internationale de la sûreté nucléaire : quelle
remise en cause après Fukushima ? », in Proceedings of the 21th INLA Congress, Nuclear Law in Progress, 20 –
23 octobre 2014, Buenos Aires, Argentine, 2014, pp.205-231.
25
AIEA, « Projet de plan d’action de l’AIEA sur la sûreté nucléaire, Rapport du Directeur général », document
de l’AIEA GOV/2011/59-GC(55)/14, AIEA, Vienne, 2011 pp. 4-5.
26
AIEA, Deuxième réunion extraordinaire des Parties contractantes à la Convention sur la sûreté nucléaire, 2731 août 2012 Vienne (Autriche) – Rapport de synthèse final, (ci-après Rapport de la 2ème réunion
extraordinaire), document de l’AIEA CNS/ExM/2012/04/Rev.2, 2012, para. 33.
27
AIEA, « Mesures pour renforcer la coopération internationale dans les domaines de la sûreté nucléaire et
radiologique et de la sûreté du transport et des déchets », document de l’AIEA GC(57)/RES/9, AIEA, Vienne,
2013, p.8.
28
Rapport de la 2ème réunion extraordinaire, para.17 : « Compte tenu du déplacement des populations et de la
contamination des terres après l’accident de Fukushima Daiichi, tous les organismes nationaux de
réglementation devraient déterminer des dispositions pour prévenir et atténuer les risques d’accidents graves
pouvant avoir des conséquences hors site. Les centrales nucléaires devraient être conçues, construites et
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mais également dans la Résolution sur la sûreté nucléaire adoptée en 2013 par la Conférence
Générale de l'Agence29.
Cet amendement ferait aussi écho au processus engagé au niveau de l’Union Européenne,
avec la révision de la directive sur la sûreté nucléaire, la version révisée comportant un
objectif de sûreté conforme en substance, à celui de la proposition suisse30. Il revêtait
également une forte dimension symbolique aux yeux de l’opinion publique s’agissant de tirer
les enseignements de la catastrophe. Il rappelait en outre que la sûreté nucléaire s’inscrit dans
un processus d'amélioration continue notamment pour les installations existantes. Enfin, et
c’est l’enjeu principal de cet amendement, il soumettait les Etats à des obligations juridiques
internationales.
Aux termes de l’article 32 de la CSN, les parties décident de soumettre l’amendement à une
conférence diplomatique, convoquée le 9 février 2015. Celle-ci devait permettre de débattre
plus amplement du contenu de la proposition suisse et de son éventuelle reformulation.
Cependant, les parties, sans surprise, n’ont pas été en mesure de parvenir au consensus requis.
En réalité, les parties avaient anticipé cette issue défavorable lors de réunions préparatoires de
la Conférence, et envisagé d’autres alternatives. Un groupe de travail informel a notamment
mené des travaux sur les questions liées à la substance de l’amendement et à la procédure de
la future conférence. Le résultat de ces travaux a été compilé au sein d’une Déclaration,
présentée lors de la Conférence31. Jugée comme une alternative acceptable à l’amendement,
cette déclaration politique et non contraignante sera adoptée au consensus par les parties.
Comment expliquer l’impossibilité des parties de s’accorder afin de modifier cet instrument
contraignant ?
D’une part, certains Etats refusaient le principe même de l’amendement. Certains évoquent
notamment des difficultés politiques dans la ratification au niveau national32.
D’autres soulignaient qu’une fois entré en vigueur, l’amendement s’appliquerait uniquement
aux parties qui l’auraient ratifié, accepté, approuvé ou confirmé, créant un régime à géométrie
variable où coexisteraient deux versions de la Convention. Les réunions d’examen de la CSN
se baseraient alors sur deux versions différentes, complexifiant davantage un processus déjà
lourd.
exploitées avec comme objectif de prévenir les accidents et, si un accident se produit, d’en atténuer les effets et
d’éviter la contamination hors site. Les Parties contractantes ont aussi noté que les organismes de réglementation
devraient faire en sorte que ces objectifs soient appliqués pour déterminer et mettre en oeuvre des améliorations
appropriées de la sûreté dans les centrales existantes ».
29
AIEA, « Mesures pour renforcer la coopération internationale dans les domaines de la sûreté nucléaire et
radiologique et de la sûreté du transport et des déchets », document de l’AIEA GC(57)/RES/9, AIEA, Vienne,
2013, para. 46 : « Encourage en outre les États Membres à échanger des informations d’ordre réglementaire et
des données d’expérience sur les nouveaux modèles de centrales nucléaires et sur la certification de leur
conception, en tenant compte du fait que les centrales nucléaires devaient être conçues, construites et exploitées
en visant à prévenir les accidents et, si un accident venait à se produire, à en atténuer les effets et à éviter la
contamination hors site ».
30
Directive 2014/87/Euratom du Conseil du 8 juillet 2014 modifiant la directive 2009/71/Euratom établissant un
cadre communautaire pour la sûreté nucléaire des installations nucléaires, JOUE n° L 219, 25 juillet 2014, pp.
42–52 ; Article 8bis Directive 2014/87/Euratom du Conseil du 8 juillet 2014.
31
« Rapport de synthèse - Conférence diplomatique chargée d’examiner une proposition d’amendement de la
Convention sur la sûreté nucléaire émanant de la Suisse », document de l’AIEA CNS/DC/2015/2/Rev.1, AIEA,
Vienne, p.2.
32
WANNER (H.), « La communauté internationale suit l’idée de la Suisse pour améliorer la sécurité nucléaire »,
Inspection fédérale de la sécurité nucléaire, 2015, disponible sur : http://www.ensi.ch/fr/2015/02/09/lacommunaute-internationale-suit-lidee-de-la-suisse-pour-ameliorer-la-securite-nucleaire/(consulté le 31 août
2016).
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Le processus d’amendement d’un accord international tel que la CSN - dont P. Strohl
déclarait qu’elle était « peu évolutive parce que relativement difficile à réviser 33» - est
généralement fastidieux. La vocation globale attachée à cet instrument34 suppose en effet de
réaliser des compromis entre de nombreux Etats.
D’autre part, certaines parties remettaient en cause le contenu de la proposition suisse. Elles
s’interrogeaient surtout sur le coût de mise en œuvre des dispositions prescrites par
l’amendement, et plus particulièrement les conséquences pratiques sur les centrales existantes,
voire les potentielles fermetures d’installation35.
La volonté initiale des parties de modifier un instrument contraignant semble avoir été
supplantée par le désir d’éviter une procédure trop lourde, et de posséder des engagements de
nature politique plutôt que des obligations juridiques contraignantes.
S’agissant du contenu de la Déclaration, il est conforme en plusieurs points à celui de
l’amendement initial. On soulignera cependant que les objectifs de sûreté prévus s’appliquent
uniquement aux nouvelles centrales nucléaires36, éludant ainsi la problématique de
l'applicabilité de telles dispositions techniques aux centrales existantes.
Cette déclaration est loin d’être la seule manifestation de ce phénomène de soft law. Celui-ci
se retrouve en réalité à toutes les niveaux en matière de sûreté. Si l’on examine de plus près
l’évolution du cadre global, différents types de normes se mêlent dans la gouvernance de la
sûreté nucléaire : plan d’action, lignes directrices, normes techniques, codes de conduite...
Si le contenu de la Déclaration de Vienne peut être remis en cause car situé en deçà de
l’intention première de certaines parties, il n’en va pas de même pour tous les types de normes
composant le droit souple. Ainsi les normes de sûreté développées par l’AIEA sont
régulièrement mises à jour en fonction des évolutions techniques, des accidents et du retour
des utilisateurs. Elles demeurent une référence internationale reconnue pour les Etats qui s’en
inspirent largement. Il semble donc difficile de généraliser en matière de soft law.
Une sûreté nucléaire à deux vitesses ?
En revanche, on peut affirmer avec certitude la difficulté de concilier l’existence de
dispositions présentes à la fois dans des instruments contraignants et dans des instruments qui
ne le sont pas.
A nouveau la Déclaration de Vienne vient illustrer cette problématique avec pertinence.
Parallèlement aux travaux menés au niveau global, l’Union Européenne a initié avec succès la
révision de sa directive sur la sûreté nucléaire. Les nouveaux objectifs de sûreté figurant au
33

STROHL (P.), « La Convention de l'AIEA sur la sûreté nucléaire », Annuaire français de droit international
Vol. 40, CNRS Editions, 1994, pp.809-810.
34
Préambule de la CSN : « ii. Réaffirmant la nécessité de continuer à promouvoir un haut niveau de sûreté
nucléaire dans le monde entier; ».
35
Sur ce point voir DURAND-POUDRET (E.), « Vers un nouveau cadre international pour la sûreté nucléaire :
de Fukushima à Vienne, quelle évolution ? », BDN N°95, 2015, OCDE-AEN, pp.31-32.
36
« Les nouvelles centrales nucléaires doivent être conçues, implantées et construites conformément à l’objectif
de prévenir les accidents lors de la mise en service et de l’exploitation et, en cas d’accident, d’atténuer les rejets
éventuels de radionucléides causant une contamination hors site à long terme et d’empêcher les rejets précoces
de matières radioactives et les rejets de matières radioactives d’une ampleur telle que des mesures et des actions
protectrices à long terme sont nécessaires. », AIEA, Déclaration de Vienne sur la sûreté nucléaire - Principes
relatifs à la mise en œuvre de l’objectif de la Convention sur la sûreté nucléaire qui est de prévenir les accidents
et d’atténuer les conséquences radiologiques, Doc. AIEA INFCIRC/872, AIEA, Vienne, 2015.
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sein de celle-ci sont désormais plus stricts que ceux énoncés au niveau international, dans la
mesure où la tentative d’amendement n’a pas été ponctuée de réussite.37 L’autorité de sûreté
nucléaire (ASN) française a vivement critiqué l’adoption de la déclaration qui instaure un
régime « à deux vitesses » :
« L’ASN constate que les conclusions de la Conférence Diplomatique, qui s’est
tenue à Vienne le lundi 9 février, se limitent à une déclaration politique qui ne
renforce pas les obligations juridiques des Etats signataires. Les objectifs
généraux de sûreté figurant dans la Convention restent en deçà des exigences,
juridiquement contraignantes, de la directive européenne de 2014 sur la sûreté
nucléaire. Cette situation risque de déboucher sur une sûreté nucléaire à deux
vitesses dans le monde, ce qui serait néfaste à terme pour tous les pays. En tout
état de cause, ce résultat n’est pas à la hauteur des enjeux rappelés par l’accident
de Fukushima Daiichi. L’ASN continuera de promouvoir les plus hauts standards
de sûreté nucléaire au niveau international. ».
Un deuxième problème qui semble directement lié au premier s’attache au caractère incitatif
que revêt la CSN. Celui-ci lui confèrerait le qualificatif de soft law, la convention tombant
alors dans la catégorie « soft instrumentum ».

B. La gouvernance par le soft instrumentum

La CSN est une convention incitative, un aspect recherché dès les premières négociations
internationales qui ont mené à son adoption 38, et que l’on retrouve au sein du Préambule de
l’instrument39. O. Jankowitsch précise que ce terme doit s’entendre dans le sens
d’« encouragement ou émulation40 ».
Dans cet esprit, le mécanisme par lequel s’effectue la vérification du respect des obligations
prévues par la Convention, ne remet nullement en cause le principe selon lequel la sûreté
demeure une prérogative nationale. Il se base sur un groupe de « pairs », qui se réunissent à
intervalles réguliers, n’excédant pas 3 ans, et analysent les rapports nationaux faisant état de
la sûreté des parties. L’examen de ces rapports, permet l’identification des bonnes pratiques et
des déficiences nationales. La « pression » exercée par ces pairs est supposée obliger les
parties à se conformer aux obligations de la Convention, et par conséquent, promouvoir une
meilleure sûreté.
Ce système a logiquement été questionné, voir remis en cause après l’accident de Fukushima
dans la mesure où la CSN couvre tous les facteurs qui ont contribué au désastre de 2011 :
choix du site, conception, règlementation et organisation pour les cas d’urgence. Le rapport
soumis par le Japon en 201041, dans le cadre de la 5ème réunion d’examen semblait pourtant
37

KUENY (L.) et DURAND-POUDRET (E.), « La gouvernance internationale de la sûreté nucléaire : quelle
remise en cause après Fukushima ? », in Proceedings of the 21th INLA Congress, Nuclear Law in Progress, 20 –
23 octobre 2014, Buenos Aires, Argentine, 2014, pp.205-231.
38
JANKOWITSCH (O.), « La Convention sur la sûreté nucléaire », BDN N°54, OCDE-AEN, 1994, p.13.
39
Préambule CSN : « vii) Affirmant l'importance de la coopération internationale pour améliorer la sûreté
nucléaire par le biais des mécanismes bilatéraux et multilatéraux existants et de l'élaboration de la présente
Convention incitative ».
40
JANKOWITSCH (O.), op.cit., p.13.
41
Convention on Nuclear Safety - National Report of Japan for the Fifth Review Meeting, 2010, pp.41-60,
disponible sur : http://www.nsr.go.jp/data/000110059.pdf
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témoigner de la bonne mise en œuvre des dispositions de la Convention. En réalité, il est
apparu, comme le détaille le récent rapport de l’AIEA sur l’accident de Fukushima42, que le
Japon ne se conformait pas à plusieurs obligations notamment celles issues de l’article 8 sur
l’indépendance de l’organisme de règlementation et de l’article 17 sur le choix du site
d’exploitation.
L’interrogation se porte alors sur l’effectivité assurée par un instrument incitatif, caractérisé
par son absence de sanction. La Convention se base sur « l’intérêt bien compris de chacun des
Etats, dans les affaires de sûreté nucléaire43 » qui « serait plus puissant qu’une quelconque
forme de contrôle extérieur institué en vertu du droit international44 ».
Comment évaluer si les Etats prennent ces « peer review » suffisamment au sérieux ?
Le fait que certaines parties aient été hésitantes quant au fait d’amender la Convention prouve
qu’elles considèrent le respect des obligations de la Convention comme un engagement
sérieux, auquel elles sont liés, même en l’absence de mécanisme de sanction classique. Elles
craignent donc d’une certaine manière la pression des pairs dans le cas où elles ne seraientt
pas en mesure de remplir leurs obligations, telle que celles qui auraient pu découler de la
proposition d’amendement avortée. Comme le rappelle Kolb, la sanction n’est pas l’élément
distinctif du droit45, une assimilation pourtant fréquemment réalisée.
Les réflexions de E. Giraud illustrent ce phénomène d’une manière limpide :
« [L]e droit est une croyance. Ce qui fait sa force, comme celle de
toutes les croyances, c’est le nombre et la valeur des adhésions qu’il
recueille. La contrainte qui sanctionne le droit n’est pas la cause
première de son autorité ; cette cause, c’est la croyance en la justice de
l’utilité de la règle de droit chez la plupart de ceux qu’elle régit.46 ».
Ce constat est pourtant mis à mal par une autre réalité, la participation défectueuse de
certaines parties au processus. Ainsi lors de la 6ème réunion d’examen, divers manquements
ont été constatés. A titre d’exemple, on peut citer le non-respect de 11 parties de l’obligation
de rédaction d’un rapport national47, document qui sert ensuite de base pour la revue par les
pairs. Le rapport de synthèse rédigé à l’occasion de cette réunion met en évidence que : « trois
ans après l’accident de Fukushima Daiichi, certaines des 76 parties contractantes soit n’ont
pas soumis de rapport national, soit ne l’ont pas soumis au Secrétariat en temps voulu pour
que d’autres parties contractantes puissent l’examiner efficacement. En outre, 34 parties
contractantes n’ont pas posé en ligne de questions sur les rapports nationaux de leurs pairs.48».
De plus, 7 parties n’ont pas assisté à la réunion d’examen.

42

AIEA, The Fukushima Daiichi Accident - Technical Volume 2 - Safety Assessment, 2015, pp.49-52 et p.121.
JANKOWITSCH (O.), op.cit., p.13.
44
Ibid.
45
KOLB (R.), op.cit., pp.805-821.
46
GIRAUD (E.), « De la valeur et des rapports des notions - De droit et de politique dans l’ordre international »,
RGDIP Vol. 29, 1922, p.513.
47
Article 5 de la CSN.
48
AIEA, « Sixième réunion d’examen des Parties contractantes à la Convention sur la sûreté nucléaire, 24 mars 4 avril 2014 Vienne (Autriche) - Rapport de synthèse », document de l’AIEA CNS/6RM/2014/11_Final, p.5.
43
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Le tableau comparatif inséré ci-dessous dévoile les tendances en matière de respect des
obligations de la CSN qui intéressent le mécanisme de revue par les pairs.
Réunions d’examen

4ème réunion
2008

5ème réunion
2011

6ème réunion
2014

Nombre de parties à la
CSN

61 parties

72 parties

76 parties

Parties participant au
processus de revue

55 participants

61 participants

69 participants

Présence à la réunion
(Article 24)

6 parties
manquantes

11 parties
manquantes

7 parties manquantes

Remise d’un rapport
(Article 5)

4 Parties
défaillantes

8 parties
défaillantes

11 parties
défaillantes

Si le nombre de parties agissant en violation de l’obligation figurant à l’article 5
« présentation de rapports » augmente depuis 2008, il faut cependant tenir compte de
l’augmentation du nombre totale des parties contractantes et de celles participant au processus
d’examen. Le ratio obtenu montre néanmoins une augmentation constante des cas de nonconformité49. La présence des parties à la réunion semble suivre le chemin inverse, mais elle
présente peu d’intérêt si les parties n’ont pas soumis de rapport préalable.
Il semble alors difficile de savoir si ce mécanisme de « peer review », est complètement
efficace alors même que les Etats n’en font pas un usage optimal et par là même ne respectent
pas certaines des obligations qui leur incombent pourtant. Les réunions d’examen constituent
le pilier de ce système et la qualité technique des débats qui y sont menés devrait inciter les
parties à se prêter à l’exercice, mais le manque d’implication de certaines d’entre elles réduit
considérablement l’intérêt du mécanisme.
L’existence d’un phénomène d’internormativité au sein de la gouvernance de la sûreté
nucléaire constitue un avantage certain. Tandis que l’outil conventionnel, principalement
utilisé pour restaurer la confiance du public dans l’énergie nucléaire après l’accident de
Tchernobyl, constitue le socle « visible » porteur d’obligations sur lequel s’appuie les Etats,
d’autres normes plus souples jouent un rôle majeur et viennent notamment préciser les
dispositions contraignantes du traité ou donner des lignes d’actions aux parties.
S’ils subsistent des problématiques non éludées au sein de ce cadre telles que la portée
juridique de certaines normes par rapport aux instruments juridiques, il ne semble pas
présenter de lacunes substantielles tant la diversité des normes qui le composent s’avère riche.
Le contenu des instruments, qu’il faut certes perpétuellement actualiser en vertu du principe
d’amélioration continue, ne constitue pas l’enjeu principal de l’évolution du cadre global. En
revanche, l’accumulation de souplesse à la fois dans les normes dépourvues de caractère
contraignant mais également dans les instruments classiques obligatoires semble plus
problématique.

49

Entre 2008 et 2014, le pourcentage de parties participant au processus mais ne s’étant pas acquitté de
l’obligation prévue à l’article 5 est passé de 7.27% à 15.94%.
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Aucune de ces deux voies n’a proposé d’alternative satisfaisante face aux accidents
nucléaires, n’empêchant aucun des deux accidents majeurs que sont Tchernobyl et
Fukushima. Comment peut-on améliorer ce cadre international sans pour autant le réformer
complètement ? Faut-il songer à des alternatives plus strictes ?
La majorité des Etats semble refuser de passer une nouvelle étape législative substantielle en
renforçant le caractère contraignant des instruments existants ou en adoptant de nouvelles
conventions. Bien que cette hypothèse apparaisse parfaitement utopique dans la mesure où
l’emprise nationale sur le secteur de la sûreté nucléaire parait plus marquée que jamais, le
renforcement du cadre global devrait pourtant se situer au cœur des réflexions actuelles.
III.

Le renforcement du caractère contraignant du cadre international gouvernant la
sûreté : une démarche désirable ?

Peu après l’accident de Fukushima, le manque d’autorité de la CSN a été révélé par les
requêtes de différents Etats. La Russie et la Suisse, ont ainsi exprimé leur souhait de rendre
obligatoire les revues par les pairs de l’AIEA ainsi que les normes de sûreté (ce sont d’ailleurs
les mêmes Etats qui ont ensuite effectué des propositions d’amendements à la CSN50).
L’AIEA a également formulé des propositions en ce sens. Ces requêtes n’ont pas abouti,
certains Etats nucléarisés, parmi lesquels la Chine, l’Inde, et les Etats Unis, arguant que cela
constituerait une incursion malvenue au sein de leur souveraineté. 51
Il convient d’explorer d’autres alternatives qui permettraient d’accroitre l’efficacité du régime
international de la sûreté nucléaire.

A. Rendre les normes de sûreté de l’AIEA contraignantes
Une analyse du système des garanties développé par l’AIEA en matière de non-prolifération
des armes nucléaires démontre que l’Agence a déjà eu recours à des mécanismes de
vérification contraignants. L’article III du Traité sur la non-prolifération des armes nucléaires
(TNP) dispose que : « Tout Etat non doté d'armes nucléaires qui est Partie au Traité s'engage à
accepter les garanties stipulées dans un accord qui sera négocié et conclu avec l'Agence
internationale de l'énergie atomique […] à seule fin de vérifier l'exécution des obligations
assumées par ledit Etat aux termes du présent Traité en vue d'empêcher que l'énergie nucléaire
ne soit détournée de ses utilisations pacifiques vers des armes nucléaires ou d'autres
dispositifs explosifs nucléaires52 ».
En matière de sûreté, les normes éditées par l’Agence peuvent être contraignantes sous
certaines conditions. En vertu de l’article III.A.6 du statut de l’AIEA, les normes de sûreté
sont contraignantes lorsqu’elle les appliquent en relation avec ses propres opérations et aux
opérations qui comportent l'utilisation de produits, de services, d'équipement, d'installations et
de renseignements fournis par elle ou à sa demande ou sous sa direction ou sous son contrôle.
50

Voir les annexes du Rapport de la 2ème réunion extraordinaire.
HIBBS (M.), « A Failed Effort to Toughen Nuclear Safety Standards », 18 février 2015, Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, disponible sur : http://carnegieendowment.org/2015/02/18/failed-effort-to-toughennuclear-safety-standards (consulté le 31 août 2016).
52
Article III.1 Traité de non prolifération des armes nucléaires.
51
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Serait-il alors possible de faire en sorte que les normes éditées par l’Agence deviennent
contraignantes pour les parties de la CSN ? Amender la CSN en ce sens serait techniquement
réalisable, bien qu’extrêmement ambitieux dans le contexte actuel.
Une référence implicite aux normes de l’Agence est déjà effectuée dans le Préambule de la
CSN :
« viii) Considérant que la présente Convention comporte l'engagement
d'appliquer des principes fondamentaux de sûreté pour les installations
nucléaires plutôt que des normes de sûreté détaillées et qu'il existe, en
matière de sûreté, des orientations définies au niveau international qui
sont actualisées de temps à autre et qui peuvent donc donner des
indications sur les moyens les plus récents d'atteindre un haut niveau
de sûreté; ».
Une mention plus explicite de ces normes dans le corps de texte - qui les désigneraient
explicitement comme référence destinées aux parties de la CSN afin qu’elles se conforment
aux obligations définies par la Convention - permettrait de clarifier la portée normative de
celles-ci et leur confèrerait un caractère contraignant par le biais de leur insertion dans un
outil conventionnel.
En tout état de cause, la problématique de « l’excès de souplesse » à laquelle la sûreté est
confrontée ne serait pas pour autant résolue car la CSN demeurerait une Convention
fondamentalement incitative.
Bien qu’elle soit considérée comme un accessoire du droit, la sanction demeure pourtant un
moyen de garantie de son effectivité, aussi il convient de mener une analyse de sa potentielle
utilité en matière de sûreté internationale.
B. Instaurer un mécanisme de sanction « classique »

Le terme de sanction a toujours crée des difficultés en droit international public, du fait que ce
dernier soit basé sur le principe de souveraineté des Etats. L’avènement des organisations
internationales n’a pas transcendé cette logique. Dans le cadre de la société internationale
institutionnelle53, « si les Etats acceptent de déléguer la prise de décision de l’adoption d’une
sanction, ils restent les principaux acteurs de son exécution 54».
La complexité de la sanction réside non seulement dans la nécessité de son inscription dans un
texte contraignant mais également dans l’absence d’organe supérieur au niveau international,
susceptible d’imposer ces sanctions aux Etats, tel que cela est réalisé dans le cadre de l’Union
Européenne. En effet, le recours au juge international repose sur le consentement des parties,
expliquant l’ « absence d’automatisme entre la violation du droit international et une décision
juridictionnelle 55».
La définition de la sanction en droit international public proposée par J. Combacau : « Toutes
[sanctions] portent atteinte à la situation de l’Etat qu’elles visent, sont fondées sur la violation
d’une obligation, et tendent à l’inviter y mettre fin », permet d’envisager plusieurs types de
sanctions dont pourrait bénéficier la sûreté nucléaire.
53

NORODOM (A-T.), « Les sanctions en droit international public », in Les sanctions en droit contemporain,
Vol.1 La sanction entre technique et politique, Dalloz, Paris, 2012, p.614.
54
Ibid.
55
NORODOM (A-T.), op.cit., p.614.
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Le motif de la sanction doit être le constat d’une illégalité au regard du droit international,
représenté par la CSN. Parmi les différentes typologies de sanction présentes au sein du
système international, nous nous focaliserons notamment sur les mesures contraignantes de
type financière, qui semblent le plus adaptées à notre objet d’étude.
C. Vers un mécanisme de sanction pour la sûreté nucléaire internationale ?
La première étape consiste à établir le constat d’une situation d’illégalité. Pour ce faire, deux
possibilités :
- conserver le « peer review » exercé par les parties à la CSN et le système de rapports
préconisé par la Convention. Lorsque des situations de non-conformité sont décelées, des
sanctions sont appliquées proportionnellement à la violation commise.
- mise en place d’un système d’inspections contraignantes. Le caractère contraignant signifie
que les parties doivent accepter l’intervention des experts venant contrôler leurs installations.
On imagine un corps d’inspecteurs, chapeautés par une autorité de sûreté globale, dont le rôle
serait vraisemblablement joué par l’AIEA.
Le corps d’inspecteurs international agirait de concert avec ses homologues nationaux, voir
régionaux, si un système analogue était par exemple créé au niveau européen. Indéniablement,
cette inspection multi-niveaux permettrait un meilleure contrôle du respect des obligations en
matière de sûreté. En prenant exemple sur le modèle français de l’ASN, deux types
d’inspection seraient réalisées : certaines de manière inopinée, et d’autres préparées et portant
sur un thème précis lié à la sûreté nucléaire.
Le corps d’inspecteurs serait composé d’experts internationaux mêlant inspecteurs issus des
autorités de sûreté nationales et experts issus d’exploitants nucléaires, avec un système
« tournant » qui rendrait compte des différences de culture de sûreté selon la provenance
géographique.
La composition et les missions de ces inspecteurs serait en réalité similaire à certains
mécanismes de revues existants, conduits sous l’égide de l’AIEA telles que les missions IRRS
(Integrated Regulatory Review Service), OSART (Operational Safety Review Team) ou
encore TSR (Technical Safety Review), mais également celles conduites par d’autres
organismes internationaux tels que l’association internationale des exploitants nucléaire, la
WANO.
Ces différents mécanismes demeurent volontaires et à ce titre, ont également soulevé des
critiques à la suite de l’accident de Fukushima. En effet, 4 ans avant la catastrophe, une
mission IRRS avait été conduite au Japon. Le rapport de cette mission avait identifié plusieurs
faiblesses en matière de sûreté dont on peut affirmer qu’elles ont contribué à la survenue de
l’accident56, tels que : le manque de clarté dans la répartition des responsabilités entre les
acteurs chargés du contrôle de la sûreté57 ou l’examen insuffisant des accidents hors
56

KUENY (L.) et DURAND-POUDRET (E.), « La gouvernance internationale de la sûreté nucléaire : quelle
remise en cause après Fukushima ? », in Proceedings of the 21th INLA Congress, Nuclear Law in Progress, 20 –
23 octobre 2014, Buenos Aires, Argentine, 2014, p.211.
57
« NSC [Nuclear Safety Commission] is a council established in the Cabinet Office and supervises NISA, and
NISA [Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency] is the regulatory body. By the stipulation of law, JNES [Japan
Nuclear Energy Safety Organization] conducts some inspections. However, the organizational arrangements
may cause complexity and the responsibilities for nuclear safety among these entities, although defined in the
relevant laws, seem intertwined.», Integrated Regulatory Review Service (IRRS) to Japan, IAEA-NSNI-IRRS-
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dimensionnement58. Or le Japon dans son rapport national réalisé en 2010 dans le cadre de
l’examen par les pairs de la CSN, déclarait avoir pris en considération les recommandations
de la mission IRRS vis-à-vis des défaillances constatées, notamment celles relatives à
l’organisme de règlementation59. Un tel constat incite logiquement à la réflexion sur la
nécessité du caractère contraignant des revues60.
La seconde étape se traduit par l’adoption puis l’exécution de sanction. Dans le cadre de la
sûreté nucléaire, les sanctions suivantes semblent être pertinentes :
- une sanction financière : elle consisterait en un versement d’une somme forfaitaire ou d’une
astreinte, à l’instar du système développé en droit européen en cas de non respect des
obligations du traité, à l’article 260 du TFUE61. Par exemple, en cas de non-transposition de
l’une des obligations de la Directive sûreté récemment révisée, les Etats concernés peuvent in
fine devoir s’acquitter d’une somme pécuniaire. Il est évident que l’instauration d’un tel
système de sanction se réalise plus aisément au niveau régional dans la mesure où le nombre
d’Etat est nécessairement réduit.
- l’arrêt de l’installation jusqu’à sa mise aux normes : soit jusqu’à sa conformité aux
obligations prévues par la Convention. Le manque à gagner résultant de cet arrêt assure alors
une certaine diligence de l’Etat ou de l’exploitant privé à régulariser sa situation.
Dans les deux cas, les sanctions touchent à l’aspect financier soit en imposant un manque à
gagner à l’exploitant, soit en requérant une somme financière conséquente incitant les
exploitants et/ou l’Etat à se mettre rapidement en conformité avec les obligations
internationales.
- Le « name and shame » : il ne s’agit pas réellement d’une sanction au sens littéral du terme.
Le but est de porter atteinte à la réputation de l’Etat ou de l’exploitant, il s’agirait simplement
d’une utilisation plus poussée de la pression exercée par les pairs dans le cadre de la CSN. Les
« mauvais élèves » de la sûreté seraient identifiés de manière plus nette, afin d’alerter
l’opinion publique. La portée de ce mécanisme reste cependant incertaine dans un secteur déjà
souvent situé au cœur des controverses.

2007/01,
AIEA,
20
décembre
2007,
disponible
sur
:
http://wwwns.iaea.org/downloads/actionplan/IRRS%20Mission%20to%20Japan__June_2007.pdf
58
« There are no legal regulations for the consideration of beyond the design basis, as Japanese plants are
considered to be adequately safe as ensured by preventive measures.», ibid.
59
Convention on Nuclear Safety - National Report of Japan for the Fifth Review Meeting, 2010, pp.41-60,
disponible sur : http://www.nsr.go.jp/data/000110059.pdf
60
Voir les réflexions de M. Binder, Président de l’autorité de sûreté canadienne : « Unlike WANO’s, the IAEA’s
peer reviews are not mandatory and countries do not have to commit to following up on recommendations. The
CNSC is a big supporter of peer reviews – however, we will no longer participate in such peer reviews unless
countries commit to following up on recommendations.», CNSC President’s remarks for the WANO Biennial
General Meeting Regulator Panel on Current and Future Issues, 6 octobre 2015, disponible sur :
http://nuclearsafety.gc.ca/eng/resources/presentations/2015-WANO-meeting.cfm (consulté le 31 août 2016).
61
Au terme de la procédure du recours en manquement introduite à l’article 260.2 du Traité sur le
fonctionnement de l’UE : « Si la Commission estime que l'État membre concerné n'a pas pris les mesures que
comporte l'exécution de l'arrêt de la Cour, elle peut saisir la Cour, après avoir mis cet État en mesure de présenter
ses observations. Elle indique le montant de la somme forfaitaire ou de l'astreinte à payer par l'État membre
concerné qu'elle estime adapté aux circonstances. ».
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Conclusion
L’internormativité présente au sein de la gouvernance internationale de la sûreté est un atout
précieux dans ce secteur hautement technique, qui permet également d’agir dans le respect de
la souveraineté des Etats. Cependant, « l’emprise de la techno-science sur la fonction
proprement juridique 62» est parfois perçue de manière négative, comme causant un « déficit
de la norme international impérative dans le domaine de la sûreté nucléaire63».
Si d’un point de vue substantiel, le cadre juridique semble plutôt complet, bien que les
enseignements de l’accident de Fukushima continuent encore d’être tirés, c’est davantage sa
mise en œuvre et l’implication des Etats qui suscite des critiques. Le mécanisme de revue par
les pairs, a révélé plusieurs failles, au fil des réunions d’examen des parties contractantes.
Le caractère incitatif de la CSN est alors remis en cause sans pour autant trouver une
alternative qui susciterait une adhésion globale. Les Etats sont majoritairement opposés aux
procédures amendement, et refusent également d’octroyer un caractère contraignant aux
normes de sûreté de l’AIEA.
Parmi les propositions réalistes, bien qu’ambitieuses, qui permettraient d’améliorer le régime
international, on retiendra la création d’un corps d’ « inspecteurs » international, des examens
et recommandations obligatoires et la mise en application de sanctions proportionnées à la
découverte de cas de non-conformité aux obligations de la CSN.
Faut-il attendre un nouvel accident nucléaire pour que les Etats décident de franchir une
nouvelle étape juridique ? L’argument économique, souvent évoqué par les Etats pour
s’affranchir de l’absence d’évolution du cadre conventionnel, n’est guère recevable dans la
mesure où les conséquences d’un accident feront l’objet de montants nécessairement plus
élevés que ceux découlant des potentielles mises en conformité que les exploitants peuvent
réaliser en amont dans une logique de prévention64.
Enfin, l’absence d’objectif de sûreté étendu et de sanction au niveau international semble peu
préjudiciable aux Etats de l’Union Européenne dont les systèmes de sûreté sont relativement
avancés et qui appliquent la Directive révisée de 2014. En revanche, cela est plus
problématique pour les Etats nouvellement nucléarisés, ou dont les compétences techniques
sont en deçà des meilleures pratiques internationales.
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STROHL, « La Convention sur la sûreté nucléaire », op.cit., p.805.
STROHL, Ibid.
64
A titre d’exemple, l’exploitant japonais TEPCO a déjà versé en date du 26 août 2016 plus de 6310 milliard sde
yens, disponible sur : http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/comp/images/jisseki-e.pdf (consultée le 31 août 2016).
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WG1 WORKING PAPER – COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
POLITICAL SHUTDOWN RISK
I.

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this paper is:


To examine how political risk is dealt with in various countries, and to an extent on an
international level.



To prepare a comparative analysis of how those risks are dealt with by a commercial and nuclear
law.



To build up a resource to enable those looking at this issue to have current viewpoints from
practitioners around the world.



Further studies from other countries would be welcome and if you are able to produce one please
contact the Chair of INLA WG1 Ian Salter at ian.salter@burges-salmon.com.

II.

INTRODUCTION

Following the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in Japan in March 2011 the German
Chancellor Angela Merkel decreed that the oldest eight of Germany‟s nuclear reactors (which had
recently negotiated lifetime extensions) would be shut down with immediate effect. The decision
affected 8.3 GW(e) of generation capacity amounting to around 6.4% of Germany‟s generating capacity.
Despite later confirmation from the German nuclear regulator that all German reactors were safe the
German government later confirmed the phase out of Germany‟s remaining nine nuclear reactors by
2022.
The impact on E.ON, RWE and Vattenfall who own the nuclear plants in Germany has been significant,
not only have they lost the opportunity to generate future profits to recoup historic investments, the
closures have also crystalised significant decommissioning payments which had not been budgeted for.
It is not unsurprising in the circumstances that the utilities concerned are claiming compensation from
the German government. The case also highlighted the issue of political risk which is a feature of all
NPPs – whether in operation or planned.
What has happened in Germany amounts to a direct expropriation of private property by the German
state and as such it is generally accepted that compensation should be payable. What is less clear,
however, is the legal position of nuclear project developers when actions of a host government indirectly
and/or gradually impact the economic viability or practical operation of their assets.
With privately developed nuclear projects likely to be reliant to some extent on host government
support, reliance of developers and their investors on the long term continuation of host government
policy is arguably set to increase.
Another area of particular difficulty is the impact of changes to the regulatory framework of a host
country. Whilst a developer cannot expect to be compensated for costs associated with the
implementation of legitimate regulatory measures in a host country, there is a point beyond which the
1

implementation of a regulatory measure, or a series of such measures, goes „too far‟ thus becoming an
unreasonable interference with private property rights - when do environmental controls for instance
cross the line and become a political risk?
The risks applicable to any given nuclear project will ultimately depend on the nature of the project, its
location and the parties involved. The risk of direct or indirect political interference in a project is one1
of a number of typical project risks considered by developers and their lenders / investors when deciding
whether to build / lend / invest in a nuclear project.
Whilst this paper makes brief references to relevant international law, certain investment protection
treaties and applicable tribunal decisions to provide necessary context, its main aim is to analyse
questionnaire responses received from respondents in the United Kingdom, Germany, USA, Switzerland
and Hungary relating to:


the extent to which compensation is available to developers or operators following a political
shutdown under domestic laws;



the scope of „political shutdown events‟;



the extent to which compensation might be payable under domestic law to a developer in the
event that political actions:


compromise the economic viability of a nuclear power plant under construction or during
operation;



changes regulatory requirements in areas such as safety or environmental protection.



contractual protection under direct investment agreements with a host state.

III.

POLITICAL RISK AND THE NUCLEAR SECTOR

Historically political risk has been highlighted as one of a number of barriers to the private financing of
new nuclear power stations which has meant such projects have almost exclusively remained the
preserve of governments and/or state owned enterprises across the world.
Political risk is certainly not unique to nuclear power projects but the characteristics of such projects do
make the risk of political interference particularly acute.

A

Nuclear Power is Unique

It is well recognised that nuclear power projects carry a different level of risk compared to other energy
or infrastructure projects. Despite an excellent safety record, the potentially catastrophic nature of a
1

Others might include construction risk, operational risk, supply risk, offtake risk, repayment risk, currency risk,

permitting/approvals risk and dispute resolution risk
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nuclear accident puts nuclear power projects in a class of their own. The reality for lenders, investors
and developers of nuclear power projects is that a nuclear accident anywhere in the world could cause a
host government to withdraw its support for nuclear power overnight.

B

High Upfront Capital Costs and a Long Pay-Back Period

Compared with most other infrastructure or energy projects, nuclear developments have significantly
higher up front capital costs meaning quite simply that more capital is at risk from an earlier stage.
As well as having higher upfront capital costs nuclear projects also generally take longer to develop and
construct, meaning a longer pay-back period for investors and more time for political risks to manifest.
For example a typical GW scale nuclear project can easily take 10 years to develop and construct during
which time there are likely to be a number of elections in the host country, each carrying a risk that an
anti-nuclear government may come to power and interfere with, or cancel, the project.

C

Dependency on Subsidies

Most nuclear power stations cannot be privately funded and developed without some support from host
governments.
Even where privately financed projects are proposed, support mechanisms are needed, for instance in the
UK, where the UK government made a policy decision in 2008 to support private investment in new
nuclear power plants, and reformed the UK electricity market by implementing a number of measures
which included a carbon price floor and a price stabilisation mechanism for low carbon generators. The
so called Contract for Difference (“CFD”) essentially guarantees operators an electricity price for 30
years.
Although such a mechanism undoubtedly helps to mitigate the risk of future volatility in electricity
prices, it also increases the dependence of the project on the continuation of government policy over an
extended period. Although new nuclear projects may well be refinanced when their risk profile changes
on commissioning, the continuation of this price support mechanism is likely to remain important to
lenders and operators during the operational phase.
The question that shareholders, developers, lenders and investors will ask themselves is whether any
future reversal of a government policy currently underpinning their investment case, such as withdrawal
of the CFD, would be permitted and if so whether it would trigger a right to compensation under
international law, applicable investment treaties or domestic law and what can be done to mitigate these
sort of political risks.
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IV

Political Shutdown Events

Whilst we draw some conclusions from responses to our political shutdown questionnaire below, a full
list of the questions posed and a more detailed summary of each response is provided in the table at
Annex I.

A

Domestic Legislation Dealing with Political Shutdown

Of our respondent jurisdictions it was only Germany and Hungary that confirmed legislation was in
force that specifically dealt with the payment of compensation following the expropriation of a privately
owned asset. In Germany compensation was payable following a direct expropriation whereas
Hungarian law provided a right to compensation following a nationalisation, expropriation or any other
measures having equivalent effect.
Under UK, US and Swiss law our respondents could not point to specific legislation relating to the
expropriation of private property but they could identify fundamental rights relating to private property
or fairness that were likely to allow a claim to be made following either a direct or indirect expropriation
of a privately owned nuclear power plant by a host government.
In the US these principles are embedded in the US Constitution with the Fifth Amendment providing
that:
"no person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for public use without just compensation". This is known as the “Takings Clause”.
In European states such provisions are ultimately derived from applicable international law such as:


Article 1 of the First Protocol of the European Convention on Human Rights (“ECHR”), which
provides that:
“Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of its possessions. No one
should be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest and subject to the conditions
provided for by the law and by the general principles of international law.”; and



Article 17 (Right to property) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union,
which provides that:
“Everyone has the right to own, use, dispose of and bequeath his or her lawfully acquired
possessions. No one may be deprived of his or her possessions, except in the public interest and
in the cases and under the conditions provided for by law, subject to fair compensation being
paid in good time for their loss. The use of property may be regulated by law in so far as is
necessary for the general interest.”
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Furthermore the legal instruments outlined above are all underpinned by international law, set out in
certain international investment protection treaties, customary international law2, established general
principles of international law3 and/or case law of international courts and tribunals.
There are a number of international treaties that provide protection for developers of nuclear power
stations including both Multilateral Investment Treaties (MIT), such as the Energy Charter Treaty and
bi-lateral investment treaties (BITs) between the developer's home state and the state where the nuclear
power stations is to be built (together “the Investment Treaties”).
Whilst a detailed analysis of the protection offered under international investment treaties is beyond the
scope of this paper, a brief review of commentary in this areas suggests that such treaties are likely to
include the following established principles:


Fair and equitable treatment - a right to procedural fairness, due process and transparency, and
freedom from coercion or harassment. It is also used to protect against host state actions that are
contrary to the investor's legitimate expectations or amount to a denial of justice. Promises of fair
and equitable treatment occasionally incorporate protection against arbitrary and discriminatory
treatment, although this may be provided for separately.



Most favoured nation provisions - a requirement that the host state provides investors with
treatment no less favourable than the treatment it provides to investors under other investment
treaties.



National treatment provisions - a requirement for the host state to provide treatment no less
favourable than that granted to local investors.



Protection against expropriation without compensation - both MITs and BITs tend to reflect
the general principle that the direct or indirect nationalisation or expropriation of private property
by a host state is only legal to the extent that the host state in question complies with certain rules
of customary international law, namely that the expropriation is:



2
3



for a purpose which is in the public interest;



non-discriminatory;



carried out under the due process of law; and



accompanied by the payment of prompt, adequate and effective compensation.

Full protection and security - a requirement that the host state acts reasonably in protecting
assets from threats or attacks which may target property of foreign investors.

General practice accepted as law by the international community
Which includes the principles that persons who intentionally harm others should have to pay compensation or make

reparation.
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Free transfer of funds - a guarantee that the investor can transfer funds relating to the
investment out of the host state at his own discretion and without unreasonable delay4.

The scope of political shutdown events
Whilst our respondents recognised the sovereign right of any host country to directly expropriate private
property in their jurisdictions, there was consensus that a number of conditions had to be met for such
acts to be legal including the prompt payment of compensation. This consensus reflects the position set
out in both International Law5and the Investment Treaties (see above) which in turn represents the
generally accepted standard following the „direct‟ or „indirect‟ expropriation of any investment or
„measures having equivalent effect‟6. There is no consensus, however, on the meaning or scope of these
terms.
The difference between direct and indirect expropriation of an asset ultimately depends on whether the
legal title of the owner is affected by the measure in question. Whilst direct expropriations such as the
events recently seen in Germany are unusual, indirect expropriations by contrast are both more frequent
and harder to recognise.
When considering indirect expropriations perhaps the most readily identifiable examples are those
indirect government actions which have an equivalent effect to a direct expropriation. In the US case of
Lucas v South Carolina Coastal Council the US Supreme Court ruled that any regulation which
permanently denied a property owner of all "economically viable use of his land” should be viewed as a
compensable indirect expropriation on the basis such deprivation was “functionally and economically
equivalent to a physical appropriation of land”.
What is less clear, however, is the position where the impact of a given government action does not
amount to “a categorical taking” as described in the Lucas, but still causes significant losses to the
owner of an asset or property. In another US case, Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York City,
the court suggested that the factors that should be considered when deciding whether compensation was
payable in such circumstances included:


the economic impact on the claimant;



the extent to which the regulation interfered with distinct investment backed expectations ; and



the character of the governmental action.

4

However, under some BITs and MITs a host state is able to prevent a transfer through the application of its laws relating to

issues such as bankruptcy, criminal offences, and ensuring the satisfaction of judgments in adjudicatory proceedings.
5

See Article 1 of the First Protocol of the ECHR and Article 17 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union

both of which recognise that any deprivation of private property rights must be undertaken in the public interest and subject
to the conditions provided for by law.
6

Or in the case of the North American Free Trade Agreement measures „tantamount to nationalization or expropriation of

such an investment‟
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Applying these criteria to a hypothetical, partial regulatory taking of a nuclear power station our US
respondent doubted whether compensation would normally be payable on the basis that:


the economic impact on the claimant would still have to be very high (typically over 90% of the
total economic value);



the highly regulated nature of the nuclear industry and a history of tightening regulation over
time is likely to make it harder for developers of nuclear projects to suggest that a regulation
causing shutdown was unreasonable and should be compensated;



it was likely to be easy for a host government to justify most regulatory improvements as being
in the public interest e.g. the safety improvements following a nuclear accident.

To complicate matters further the concept of a creeping expropriation refers to a combination of
decisions and events that can amount to an expropriation7 with successive decisions, not amounting to an
illegal act in their own right but eventually leading to a decision or action which was “the straw that
breaks the camel's back”8. In one particular example, the denial of a series of necessary permits which
culminated in the termination of an operating agreement, was found to breach the terms of a BIT despite
the fact that the claimant had no legal right to a permit, and none of the individual measures amounted to
an expropriation in their own right9.

B

Policy Change and Economic Viability

It is clear that a range of host government policies could potentially impact the economics of
developing, constructing and operating a nuclear power station such as:


subsidies given to rival generation technologies such as renewables or gas;



restrictions or removal of subsidies affecting particular groups of technologies such as low
carbon generators; or



restrictions or removal of subsidies aimed specifically at nuclear power plants such as imposition
of a new tax on nuclear fuel or removal of the risk insurance available in the US for permitting
delays caused by the US nuclear regulator.

A question likely to be of concern to nuclear developers is whether the implementation of harmful
policies or the withdrawal of benefits could trigger a right to compensation as either a partial or
categorical indirect expropriation of a nuclear power station
Our respondents felt it was unlikely that host government subsidies granted to competing forms of
electricity generation would trigger a right to compensation for a nuclear developer / operator on the
basis that any losses incurred would not be a sufficiently direct, predictable and natural consequence of
such a policy. Our US respondent pointed to the fact that merchant nuclear power plants in the US,
7

Tradex Hellas SA v Republic of Albania (ICSID Case No ARB/94/2) (Award) (29 April 1999),

8

Siemens AG v Argentine Republic (ICSID Case No ARB/02/8) (Award) (6 February 2007)

9

Crystallex International Corporation v Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (ICSID Case No ARB(AF)/11/2),
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which in contrast to regulated plants are exposed to price competition from low priced natural gas
plants, were currently struggling and facing the threat of closure.
In terms of measures aimed at groups of generation technologies such as low carbon generators, again it
seems likely that the indirect impact of the policy in question would make it difficult for a nuclear
developer or operator to justify any resulting closure was compensable. Taking the UK as an example, if
the government was to withdraw all CFDs it would impact all low carbon generators. It may therefore be
difficult for nuclear developers/operators to justify compensation should be payable by law unless they
could perhaps demonstrate that the policy was unduly discriminatory to nuclear as opposed to other low
carbon generators. Given the importance of the CFD to nuclear developers in the UK, compensation for
its cancellation or wrongful termination is likely to be a point developers will seek to specifically
include in any direct investment agreement with the UK government.
Finally, whilst losses incurred by nuclear developers/operators from a policy specifically aimed at
nuclear power, could potentially qualify as a sufficiently direct, predictable and natural consequence of
such a policy, it may still be difficult for a nuclear developer/operator to claim compensation.
In general it would not seem that removal of an existing subsidy benefiting a nuclear developer or
operator would trigger a legal right to compensation unless the developer / operator in question was able
to construct an argument around legitimate expectation, although as we point out above, this seems
unlikely as any reasonable developer or operator will be likely to be deemed to recognise at the outset
that such measures could change over time.

C
Changes to Regulatory Requirements in Areas Such as Safety or Environmental
Protection
The concept of a regulatory expropriation was first given credence to in the US through the case of
Pennsylvania Coal v Mahon in which the court recognised that the exercise of “police power” by the
state clearly eroded private property rights and if taken „too far‟ could result in a regulatory taking that
was compensable.
The concept of an indirect or creeping expropriation through the implementation of a regulation or series
of regulations that ultimately cause the closure of a nuclear power plant, is likely to be of significant
concern to nuclear developers and operators.
Subject to the certain requirements of international law, it is generally recognised that any state has the
sovereign right to pass legislation governing activities within its jurisdiction. Such rights are also
enshrined in certain international laws, such as Article 1 of the First Protocol to the ECHR and Article
17 of the Fundamental Charter of Rights of the European Union.
The balance that must be struck therefore is the need to protect private property rights on the one hand,
which itself is in the public interest, and the right of a host government to exercise „police power‟ to
protect the health and safety of its public on the other.
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Following the US case of Pennsylvania Coal v Mahon, US courts have struggled to define what going
“too far” might mean in practice, due in part to the problem of identifying when any given regulatory
measure is legitimate.
The general view of our respondents was that it would be particularly difficult for the developer or
operator of a nuclear project to claim that the exercise of „police powers‟ by a host state in areas such as
nuclear safety, security, safeguards and environmental protection went 'too far' because:


the public interest in regulation of nuclear power is so high that any impact on a developer would
have to be particularly egregious to warrant compensation being payable. The additional works
required to be carried out in nuclear power stations across the world after the Fukushima disaster
are perhaps a good example;



the nuclear sector is tightly regulated, meaning that at the outset itself a reasonable developer
should expect regulation to tighten over the life of its project. As such it may be difficult for a
nuclear developer or operator to claim further regulations were outside the scope of its
expectations when the original investment was made10; and



the independence of nuclear regulatory authorities means that political interference would be
harder to prove for any claimant.

In summary our respondents suggested that the only instances they could foresee where the
implementation of regulations in these areas might warrant compensation included:


where there was clear evidence of bad faith on behalf of the host government;



the regulatory measure in question was grossly disproportionate to the objective trying to be
achieved;



the measure was inconsistent with the regulatory approach established in the host country; or



the measure was not based on international standards, guidance and best practice and could not
be justified by any other evidence.

Our brief analysis of international arbitration decisions served to emphasise that bad faith on behalf of
the host government was perhaps the most important factor which might enable a developer to claim
compensation following the implementation of a regulatory measure.

D

Contractual Protection

As we have outlined above, there is uncertainty over the extent of the protection available to nuclear
developers or operators under both international and domestic law and the Investment Treaties.

10

See the criteria in the US case of Penn Central
9

Although a number of our respondents cited ad hoc agreements that had been reached between a
developer and a host government once an ongoing project had been de-railed, it was only the UK in
which there was precedent for developers to enter a direct investment agreement with the government
through which compensable political shutdown risks could be defined prior to committing to the
construction of a nuclear power station.
Several of our respondents agreed that developers could potentially secure a greater degree of
investment protection in this scenario, especially if the host country was in need of new nuclear
generation capacity.
Although host governments are unlikely to offer compensation to developers for future changes in
nuclear safety, security and environmental protections for the reasons outlined above, a developer might
be able to secure a contractual right to compensation for other actions of the host state that could cause
significant losses to arise but would not otherwise be compensable.
One area in which a developer may be able to secure „enhanced political risk protection‟ is the future
reversal of a specific government policy which underpins the developer's investment case. By way of
example, nuclear developers in the UK may seek to secure a contractual right of compensation should
the current or any future government withdraw the CFD.
V

Conclusions

The responses to our questionnaire and the provisions of the Investment Treaties suggest that
compensation is likely to be available following the direct expropriation of a nuclear power station by a
host government.
Whilst compensation should also available for certain indirect or creeping expropriations of private
property under both domestic laws and Investment Treaties, the extent of the protection on offer is
uncertain due to the lack of consensus on the scope of indirect expropriations or measures having an
equivalent effect.
Although there is acceptance in case law that general regulatory measures which go „too far‟ can
constitute a compensable indirect expropriation of private property, courts and/or tribunals have
struggled to justify such an outcome in practice.
Once the unique characteristics of the nuclear sector are taken into account, particularly the public
interest in nuclear safety, security and environmental protection and the extent to which the sector is
regulated, it seems unlikely that a developer could successfully claim compensation following the
implementation of host government regulation in these areas, unless there was clear evidence of bad
faith on behalf of the host government.
If a host country has adopted a policy encouraging private investment in nuclear power then developers
could be well placed to negotiate a direct investment agreement with the host government in which
carefully defined protection could be secured for critical risks such as the continuation of a particularly
valuable price support mechanism.
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WG1 WORKING PAPER – COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
POLITICAL SHUTDOWN RISK
Annex – responses to questionnaire on political shutdown events

Are there
rights for
developers
of nuclear
power
stations to
seek
compensati
on in the
event of a
political
shutdown
under your
domestic
law?

UK

Germany

USA

There are no explicit
rights but a claim could be
made if the developer
could
demonstrate
legitimate
expectation.
Alternatively
the
expropriation of private
property is likely to be
actionable as a breach of
human rights pursuant to
either Article 1 of
Protocol
1
of
the
European Convention on
Human Rights and/or
Article 18 of the European
Charter of Fundamental
Human Rights.

There is no explicit right
for developers to seek
compensation for the
political shutdown of a
nuclear power station.
However, in the case of an
expropriation, a developer
could seek compensation
under Article 14(3) of the
Basic Law for the Federal
Republic of Germany
provides that:

The Fifth Amendment to the Under the Atomic
US Constitution provides Energy Act 1959 there
that:
was a state guarantee
that
"no person shall be deprived developers/investors
of life, liberty, or property, would
receive
without due process of law; compensation when a
nor shall private property be lawful facility could
taken for public use without not be built for reasons
just compensation". This is beyond the control of
known as the “Takings the developer.
Clause”
Following a 10 year
There is no definition in law moratorium on nuclear
but the leading cases dealing new build from 1990,
with the Fifth Amendment the Nuclear Energy Act
Key cases are:
2003 (“the NEA") was
enacted in place of the
 Penn
Central Atomic Energy Act
Transportation Co. v 1959.
The
NEA
New York City, 438 US contained no provision
104 (1978); and
for the compensation of
developers/investors in
 Lucas v South Carolina
the event of a political
Coastal Council, 505 US
shutdown.
1003 (1992).

“Expropriation shall only
be permissible for the
public good. It may only
be ordered by or pursuant
to a law that determines
the nature and extent of
compensation.
Such
compensation shall be
determined
by
establishing an equitable
balance
between
the
public interest and the
interests of those affected.
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Switzerland

Hungary
Section 1 (1) of the Act
24 of 1988 on the
investments
of
foreigners in Hungary
requires effective and
prompt compensation for
damages
to
foreign
investors in case of
nationalization,
expropriation or any
other measure having
equivalent effect.
The Act V of 2013 on
the Civil Code (“Civil
Code”) prescribes the
rule of expropriation and
as a general principle it
is also laid down in the
Article XIII of the
Hungarian Constitution:
“Expropriation
shall
only be exceptional and
in the public interest and
in the cases and manner

In case of dispute
concerning the amount of
compensation, recourse
may be had to the
ordinary courts”.

In Lucas the court ruled that
a
regulation
which
permanently deprived the
property owner of all the
economically viable use of
his land constituted a per se
taking on the basis it was
functionally
and
economically equivalent to a
physical expropriation of that
land.
In Penn Central the court had
already established a rule that
compensation
might
be
payable even if there was not
a categorical taking. It
outlined a three limbed test:


Under Swiss public law
the state would be
liable for financial
damages if its actions
were unlawful i.e. they
were not authorised by
legislation.
Even if the act is
authorised
by
legislation, however, it
can still result in
compensation
being
payable on the basis of
the legal protection of
trust
known
as
“material
expropriation”.

The economic impact on There is no case law on
compensation
for
the claimant;
political shutdowns in
The extent to which the Switzerland but both of
regulation has interfered these
rights
to
with distinct investment compensation relate to
backed expectations.
human rights and are
based
on
general
The character of the principles of public
governmental action.
law.
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prescribed by law with
full, unconditional and
immediate
compensation.”
It is arguable that the
Hungarian
investor
protection
regulations
are deficient in that they
do
not
compensate
investors for political
shutdowns outside these
parameters.
The only other possible
claim for an investor
which suffers damage as
a result of a political
shutdown (which does
not have a contract with
the Hungarian State) is a
procedural claim before
the
Hungarian
Constitutional Court on
the basis the regulation
that caused the shutdown
was unconstitutional.

What
constitutes
a
„qualifying
political
shutdown
event‟
including
where the
line
is
drawn
between a
“classical
political
shutdown”
(as
has
occurred in
Germany)
and
a
shutdown
due to the
economic
impractical
ity
of
meeting
environme
ntal
or
other
regulatory
requiremen

There is no definition in There is no definition in A
„qualifying
political
UK law but developers German law.
shutdown‟ would be a taking
may agree to contractual
under the Fifth Amendment
compensation rights with
or its state analogues.
Government for certain
Case law is clear that for a
qualifying events
taking
to
occur
the
governmental
action
in
question must be direct and
virtually the only cause of the
shutdown.
A
material
contribution by the owner
itself or another party would
defeat the claim.

There
are
three
instances in which a
shutdown is lawful
under the NEA to the
extent each poses a
clear
and
present
danger to public safety:


Protection of a
nuclear
facility
from an external
event;



Technical
concerns;

To
demonstrate
a
compensable taking case law 
requires the property owner
to show that its loss is the
direct,
predictable
and
natural consequence of the
government‟s action.
As a result it is unlikely that
the owner of an NPP could
obtain compensation as a
result of the economic
impracticality of competing
against alternative means of
generation even if those
alternative
means
were
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safety

The imposition of
measures which
exceed or deviate
from the terms of
the
operating
licence
in
response to an
immediate threat.

These are technical
shutdowns and political
interests should not be
relevant.
The Federal Supreme

Under Act 20 of 1999 on
the
promotion
and
reciprocal protection of
investment signed by the
Governments
of
Hungary and Russia
specifically,
any
investment of a Party
must not be nationalized
or expropriated by the
other Party, neither must
any other measures be
taken that have a similar
effect to nationalization
or
expropriation
(“Expropriation”),
except if there is a public
interest
in
such
Expropriation.
Expropriation must be
executed lawfully, with
no discrimination and
must be subject to
immediate
and
appropriate
indemnification equal to
the market value of the
investment expropriated,
plus interest incurred

ts
or
competing
against
alternative
means
of
generation
benefiting
from
governmen
tal
subsidies or
other
governmen
t
created
advantages
not
similarly
available to
nuclear

subsidised or enjoyed other
government advantages. In
the US merchant NPPs
(which sell electricity on the
open market)11 have already
closed because they can‟t
compete with low priced
natural gas plants and
solar/wind power.

court has ruled that
there is a difference
between clear and
present danger and
risks
that
are
considered ALARA.

It also seems unlikely that
closures due to costs of
meeting environmental or
other regulatory requirements
such as safety would result in
compensation being payable
(assuming the measures
concerned were supported by
sufficient evidence). Many
coal fired stations are closing
in the US for costs associated
with carbon emissions and no
claims for compensation
have been made.
The only litigation in this
area would focus on the
extent
to
which
environmental
or
other

11

As opposed to ‘regulated NPPs’ which benefit from a guaranteed electricity price if they operate within established parameters of efficiency and safety
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between the time of the
Expropriation and the
actual payment. The
investor,
whose
investment has been
expropriated, has the
right to take recourse to
judicial overview.

regulatory measures were
more stringent that required
under statute rather than
whether they constituted an
uncompensated
regulatory
taking.
Regulations making explicit
limitations based on preexisting
background
principles are excluded (“the
nuisance exception”). For
example
a
regulatory
direction to remove a nuclear
power plant from land where
the plant sat turned out to sit
astride a seismic fault would
not constitute a taking on the
basis the plant was never a
productive economic use in
the first place.
This suggests that if congress
were to find that a
characteristic common to all
nuclear power plants was
inherently
unsafe
a
withdrawal of operating
licences may fall within the
nuisance exemption.
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Is the line
between
political
shutdowns
and other
shutdowns
resulting in
large
degree
from
governmen
tal action
the
same
line drawn
for
the
purposes of
determinin
g whether
the affected
NPP owner
is entitled
to
compensati
on from the
governmen
t for the
shutdown
Are
any

In negotiating contractual
protection
the
UK
government is unlike to
agree that compensation
should be payable in the
event that a nuclear plant
is shutdown on safety,
security or environmental
grounds.

Yes - Article 17 of the
Atomic
Energy
Act
provides for revocation of
licences, permits and
approvals
without
compensation
for
a
number
of
reasons
including failure to fulfil
pre-conditions
of
licensing, breach of law or
a direction for a regulator
and safety grounds

No - there are plenty of
instances where government
actions contribute to an
economic shutdown but no
compensation is payable
because other economic
factors are in play.

No compensation is only
available for certain
political
shutdowns
prescribed
under
Hungarian law. Other
political shutdowns will
not trigger a right to
compensation.

It is also the case that even
some
purely
political
shutdowns might be deemed
justifiable
exercises
of
„police power'under the
nuisance exception in the
Lucas case.

government The only NPP operating
there In theory compensation Yes.Parliament can issue a There is no intention at Current
new could be sought for other new law but only within federal government level to policy in Switzerland in Hungary is Paks. On
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governmen
tal
decisions or
policies
that have
an intended
or
incidental
effect
of
"forcing"
operators
into
premature
closure of
an NPP e.g.
EHS
matters,
subsidies or
other
measures?

shutdown events on the
basis of an infringement
of property rights but a
UK court may be reluctant
to grant such an award if
the developer has failed to
agree this protection in a
detailed agreement it has
entered into with the
Secretary of State.

the vires of existing
framework
legislation.
Parliament
is
not
permitted
to
pass
legislation intended to
expropriate private or
deliberately undermine the
economics of a nuclear
project but this can be
difficult to prove.

force the closure of NPPs
although
the
Obama
administration did shutdown
the programme to construct a
spent fuel disposal facility at
Yucca Mountain in Nevada.
At a state level, however,
Vermont and New York have
played important roles in the
shutdown
the
Vermont
Yankee NPP in 2015 and the
anticipated shutdown of
Fitzpatrick NPP in January
2017.
New York State also refused
to issue a Coastal Zone water
use permit as part of the
NRC operating licence at
Indian Point NPP near New
York City. The denial cited
environmental grounds but
also
mention
increased
threats to the public in light
of nearby seismic faults and
drinking water supplies. On
the basis that nuclear health
and safety considerations are
not within the jurisdiction of
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seeks to phase out
nuclear power on the
grounds it is not safe
enough and is too
expensive.

14 January 2014 the
Hungarian government
signed an agreement
with Russiato build two
new reactors at Paks in
corporation
with
Government
has, Rosatom.
however, changed the
rules providing that Currently, the Hungarian
operators are now government supportsthis
financially responsible new build project so
for their nuclear waste. there are no recent
Under these new rules governmental decisions
operators must pay a or policies which would
premium for undefined force the operators into
„general further risks‟ premature closure of the
even
though
they operating
NPP
or
would be responsible otherwise impede the
for such risks anyway construction of the new
when if/when they reactors.
were to materialise.

State Authorities the operator
has filed a lawsuit.
Is similar Yes.
protection
available to
other types
of
low
carbon or
other
energy
projects

Every individual can seek
compensation in the event
of expropriation of private
property by the state under
Article 14(3) of the Basic
Law for the Federal
Republic of Germany.

The Takings Clause applies No.
to all types of low carbon or
other energy projects. It is
arguable though that as a
highly regulated industry
with the potential for
catastrophic impacts in the
event of an accident that
owners of nuclear power
stations are less protected
under the Takings Clause
than other less regulated low
carbon
generation
technologies.

The nuclear energy
sector in Hungary is
under state control.
Section 7 of the Act
CXVI of 1996 on
Nuclear
Energy
(“Nuclear
Energy
Act”)provides that the
Hungarian government
must provide approval in
principle before title can
be acquired or assigned
to an existing NPP or
before any activities
commence relating to
nuclear new build or
expansion of an existing
NPP. The only nuclear
operator in Hungary is
owned and operated by
the
state-owned
subsidiary of the MVM
Hungarian
Electricity
Ltd.
In other energy sectors
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the state‟s involvement
is not as dominant
meaning developers in
those sectors face less
prescriptive regulation.
By way of example
Section 7 (1) of the Act
LXXXVI of 2007 on
Electricity provides that
any person can set up set
up
new
generation
capacity as long as the
conditions set out in
legislation are met.
However, developers of
low carbon or other
energy projects may also
be exposed to political
interference in the form
of subsidies or taxes.
Developers may have to
set up such projects at
their own risk with their
only protection under
law being those case
prescribed in Hungarian
law.
Is
your
governmen

Technically US maintains a No.
free
market
for
the
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The Paks II project is the
only nuclear project

t seeking to
attract
private
entities to
invest
in
new
nuclear
power
stations

production of energy but in
practice there are currently
more favourable government
incentives for renewables.
Current
incentives
for
nuclear in the Energy Policy
Act 2005 include:


A 20 year extension of
the Price Anderson Act
nuclear liability regime;



Clarification of when the
40 year operating licence
period begins;



A production tax credit
for the first eight years of
operation for up to six
new NPPs;



New authority for up to
$18 billion in loan
guarantees; and



The opportunity for
Department
Environment
reimburse operators
some of the costs
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the
of
to
for
of

currently pursued by the
Hungarian government.
This will be a public
investment in which
Hungary owns 100% of
the investment through
MVM
(Hungarian
Electrical Works) Zrt..
With regard to attracting
private
entities,
the
Hungarian Government
is probably seeking
private subcontractors to
carry out the works
related to the Paks II
project.

regulatory delays
With the possible exception
of R&D funding the Federal
government has done little
else to encourage new NPPs
and its closure of the Yucca
Mountain spent fuel project
has arguably discouraged
new NPPs.
Are
you
aware
of
any claims
made
in
your
jurisdiction
under
Internation
al
or
European
Law
for
political
shutdown
of
power
stations or
other types
of
generation?

No but the owner and
operator of the Indian Point
NNP in New York City has
filed a claim under US law
against the State following
the State's refusal to grant a
Coastal Zone water use
permit on the grounds of
threats to the public in light
of nearby seismic faults and
drinking water supplies.
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No any claim by Swiss
operators would be
under national law on
the basis of the
protection of trust and
the
protection
of
property.

We are not aware of any
claims relating to the
political shutdown of
nuclear or other power
stations in Hungary
under international or
European law.

Is there any
precedent
for
your
governmen
t agreeing
contractual
rights
to
compensati
on
for
developers
of
power
stations or
other assets
which
would be
triggered
by
a
political
shutdown?

Yes, developers are able
to negotiate protective
provisions in the Contract
for Difference as well as
in
direct
investment
agreements
with
the
Secretary of State

Only in relation to NPPs that Yes there are two cases
have not begun commercial which relate to closures
operation.
of
NPPs
during
licensing/construction.
The best example is perhaps
the Shoreham NNP which Kaiseraugst NPP was
was built on Long Island initially licensed but
between 1973 – 1984 (the during
construction
construction period was there were significant
lengthened due to changes local protests. After the
required in the aftermath of Chernobyl accident the
the Three Mile Island government entered an
accident). In 1983 the State agreement with the
concluded
the
area developer under which
surrounding the plant could the
developer
not be evacuated properly in surrendered its licence
the event of an accident. in return for a payment
Despite letting construction of CH 350 million
complete and allowing pre- which amounted to a
operational low per testing of 25% recovery of total
the facility the NRC did not sunk costs.
issue an operating licence.
An agreement was then made In a second example
under which the plant and the there was no licence
$6 billion construction debt actually issued for
was transferred to public Graben NPP but before
such licence was issued
ownership.
the 10 year moratorium
on nuclear new build in
commenced
making
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Yes - if the Hungarian
State has entered into a
contract with an investor
to protect investment and
a political shutdown
event
occurs,
the
Hungarian State is liable
for damages, although a
Hungarian court has
previously exempted the
Hungarian state from
such liability in the
passed on the basis that a
contractual relationship
could not interfere with
national
budgetary
matters.
If the Hungarian State
does not owe any
contractual obligations
to an investor then the
Hungarian Civil Code
does not allow investors
to bring an action against
the Hungarian State for
damage caused by the
exercise of legislative
powers.

completion
of
project unlawful.

the Bilateral
Investment
Treaties (BITs):

Damages of CHF 300
million were granted to
the operator by the
Federal
Supreme
Court.

Under its BIT with
Russia, the Hungarian
Government
cannot
nationalise
Russian
investments or impose
measures which would
lead
to
their
expropriation, except if
it is in the public
interest. If expropriation
occurs, the investors
have to be compensated
promptly and fully.
Furthermore, if Russian
investors incur losses in
case of war, public
emergency,
armed
conflict, civil strife or
any
similar
events
(which might also fit
into the concept of
political
shutdown),
Hungary must provide
compensation
as
guaranteed for national
investors and investors
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of third countries.
Such protection is a
standard right included
in most BITs to which
Hungary is a party as
well as in most BITs
worldwide. (See for
example BITs concluded
with Australia (Articles
7-8.);
the
United
Kingdom (Articles 4, 6)
or Canada (Articles 56).)
On
the
basis that
any
such
agreement
will have to
define the
trigger for
compensati
on to be
payable,
how do you
thing
„Qualifying
Shutdown
Events‟
should be

As a matter of US law the
three limbed test in the Penn
Central case provides the
following requirements for
compensation to be payable:

Independence of the
regulator is the key to
avoiding interference
of politics in regulatory
decisions that should
be purely technical in
The economic impact on nature.
the claimant – to meet
this limb the economic Regulation must be
impact must not only dynamic to ensure that
reduce the value of the it incorporates the
asset in question but latest regulatory best
approach
a
total practice but must also
on
technical
diminution
of
its rely
expertise
and
profitable utilization;
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The Investment Act and
the different BITs (based
on the OECD Model
Agreement)
between
Hungary and other states
may provide a starting
point.
The Investment Act
ensures
that
compensation is payable
for damages arising from
any possible measure
affecting the property of
an investor, such as
nationalization,

defined?



international standards. expropriation or any
measure involving a
Overtime
it
is similar legal effect.
reasonable to expect [Section 1 (2)]
upgrade works to be
required.
However, the Investment
Act does not apply to
The starting point for cases of war, armed
any
claim
for conflict, a state of
compensation should national
emergency,
be an assessment of revolt, insurrection, riot
justified trust and/or or other similar events,
good faith.
in which the property of
Operators
must investors may also be
generate income over damaged. In these cases,
the lifetime of their the BITs apply. The
NPP to pay for BITs also declares that
decommissioning and the states shall ensure
transfer
for
the storage/disposal of free
The character of the
nuclear waste and they investors, but do not
governmental action –
have no way of obligeparties to pay
the government action
knowing how long that compensation for breach.
must be supported by
lifetime is going to be
substantial
(but
not
although it could be Despite the protection
necessarily compelling)
extended by further offered it is difficult for
evidence, not arbitrary or
investors to take action
investment.
capricious and must be
in the event of a breach.
made in good faith and As a result, if the law As a result in case of an
on to advance the general defines the lifetime of agreement between a
an NPP then a political state and the investor,
The extent to which the
regulation has interfered
with distinct investment
backed expectations –
expectations must be
reasonable at the time the
investment is made,
account for the nature of
the
enterprise
contemplated,
the
applicable
regulatory
regime, the history of
governmental constraints
applicable to similar
enterprises and the public
benefit perceived at the
time of the investment
from going ahead.
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public interest.
Assuming
any
contract
would aim to incentivise
investment in NPPs it is
likely that the trigger for
compensation to be payable
may be more relaxed than the
criteria set out above.
An example of a mechanism
that might be used in such a
contract is a liquidated
damages clause establishing
a course of payments that
might diminish over the
projected life of the plant.
There would probably also
be carve outs for shutdowns
resulting from shortcomings
that
were
within
the
operator‟s control such as
serious
safety
issues,
improper installations or
substandard
operating
practices.
The main point of such a
contract would to provide
compensation
for
government actions that
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shutdown in advance of
this in circumstances
that the NPP could
continue to operate
safely, should trigger a
right of compensation
for
the
operator
assuming the operator
has not made excessive
profit and has not yet
accounted
for
its
financial obligations.
Where the law does not
define a lifetime the
any political shutdown
in advance of the
technical
life
expectancy of the NPP
agreed
with
the
regulator
should
similarly provide a
right to compensation
to the operator.

the
definition
“Qualifying Shutdown
Event” may primarily
comprise the following
cases:
 nationalization,
expropriation or any
measure involving a
similar legal effect,
except for a public
purpose,


war, armed conflict,
a state of national
emergency, revolt,
insurrection, riot or
other similar events
an



breach
of
agreement on
state‟s part



the state restricts the
free transfer relating
to the investment in a
freely
convertible
currency.

the
the

These events are similar
to those defined in

would otherwise constitute a
legitimate
exercise
or
regulatory power which
would not trigger a right to
compensation.

Article 11 of the
Convention Establishing
the
Multilateral
Investment
Guarantee
Agency (MIGA).
In addition, to ensure a
balance between the
right of the state to pass
legitimate regulations on
the one hand and the
protection of investors
on the other, additional
provisions
may
be
agreed which benefit
investors.
The state is entitled to
apply
measures
necessary for national
security as well as
protection
of
the
environment, morals and
public
health.
Any
investment must comply
with
laws
and
regulations of the given
jurisdiction.
On the other hand, to
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protect the interest of the
investors,
the
state
should not implement
unreasonable, arbitrary
or
discriminatory
measures to impair the
management,
maintenance,
use,
enjoyment, acquisition
or
disposal
of
investments (Article 2 of
Hungary's BIT with
Azerbaijan).
Furthermore, the state
shall
not
impose
mandatory measures on
investments concerning
purchase of materials,
means of production,
operation, transport and
marketing of its products
or similar orders having
unreasonable
or
discriminatory
effects
(Article 2 of Hungary's
BIT with Azerbaijan).
In addition, the investor
shall at all times be
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accorded
fair
and
equitable treatment and
shall
enjoy
full
protection and security
in the territory of the
state.
The
most-favourednation treatment also
applies to investments
and returns of investors.
The investor shall be
entitled to effective
restitution
or
compensation in case of
a qualifying shutdown
event defined above.
If a developer‟s right to
compensation
is
extended beyond the
political
shutdown
events prescribed in law
then such rights to
compensation must not
unreasonably restrict the
right of the state to
effective regulation.
On

what The developer should be General criteria will apply The
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US

Taking

Clause Closely tied to

the National legislation and

basis
is in the same position as if
compensati the plant had not been
on payable, shut-down
should
it
put
investors in
the
same
position
that
they
would have
been in had
the political
shutdown
not
occurred?

provides that owners are State‟s general liability
entitled
to
„just under Swiss law.
compensation‟ which is
commonly interpreted to
mean fair market value such
that the developers is
returned
to
the
same
economic position it would
Amount of compensation have enjoyed without the
is likely to be based on the taking - no better and no
electricity that would have worse..
been generated had the
utility concerned been In practice the mechanisms
able to sell electricity in for
determining
„just
the future or to reflect compensation‟ are many and
costs that would not have varied but all attempt to
occurred without state apply rational economic
intervention.
assessment to the facts and
circumstances of each case to
achieve a fair result for both
the property owners and
society at large.
to
the
amount
of
compensation
awarded
including proportionality
and achievement of an
equitable balance between
the public interest and the
interest of those affected.
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bilateral
agreements
should
endeavor
to
ensure
appropriate
compensation
for
investors, however, it
would be difficult to put
investors in the same
position they would have
been in case the political
shutdown not occurred,
especially in relation to
loss of future profits.
The
compensation
provided
for
expropriation under the
Investment Act, the
bilateral agreements and
the Act CXXIII of 2007
on
expropriation
(“ExpropriationAct”)
may not cover the future
lost profits. According to
the Hungarian judicial
practice
[(Judgments
Nos.
KGD2012.130.,
KGD2001.94) and the
Expropriation Act, there
is no legal means by
which lost profit can be

compensated
once
economic
activity
terminates
following
expropriation.
However, the Investment
Act
provides
that
compensation
for
damages arising from
nationalization,
expropriation or any
measure involving a
similar legal effect shall
be paid at actual value.
The bilateral agreements
declare that immediate,
adequate and effective
restitution
or
compensation shall be
provided for investors in
case of nationalization,
expropriation or any
measure involving a
similar legal effect, or
war, armed conflict, a
state
of
national
emergency,
revolt,
insurrection, riot or other
similar events.
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The
compensation
includes interest at a
commercially reasonable
rate from the date of
expropriation to the date
of actual payment and
must be paid without
delay, be effectively
realizable and be freely
transferable in a freely
convertible currency.
In
addition,
compensation
for
nationalization,
expropriation or any
measure involving a
similar legal effect must
amount to the market
value of the investment
expropriated
immediately
before
expropriation
or
impending expropriation
became
public
knowledge.
In addition
to outright
shutdowns,

Not
applicable
in Section 638 of the Energy No.
Germany as there is a Policy Act 2005 authorized
moratorium on nuclear the Department of the
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The deadlines applied by
the Hungarian Atomic
Energy Authority during

does
compensati
on
for
governmen
tal/procedu
ral delays
in
NPP
constructio
n exist?

new build. Under general
principles
such
compensation should only
be payable if such delay is
caused unreasonably.

Environment to pay some of
the costs for regulatory
delays at up to 6 new
commercial reactors. For the
first two NPPs this could
have amounted to $500
million each plus interest and
for the next four $250 million
each. Costs arising from the
developers‟ own failures
were not to be compensated.
There is some suggestion that
a
government
caused/regulatory
delay
could constitute a temporary
„regulatory taking‟ but courts
have subsequently struggled
to find circumstances in
which
a
delay
was
sufficiently extraordinary to
constitute a compensable
taking.
Further case law suggests
that for a finding of a
temporary
regulatory
takingsome element of bad
faith on behalf of the
government or regulatory
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the licensing procedure
are laid down in Section
21 – 21/D of the
Government
Decree
118/2011 (VII.11.) on
the Safety requirements
of nuclear power plant
and on the related
procedures
of
the
authority.
Under Decree 208/2015.
(VII.
23.)
the
Government
declared
that the expansion of the
Paks NPP was an
‟investment project of
special importance for
national
economy
considerations‟
which
results that the expedited
deadlines
specified
therein and also in
Section 3 of the Act LIII
of 2006 shall be applied.
These provisions do not
provide any special
compensation for the
applicants
if
the

body would be required to
meet
the
„nature
of
governmental action‟ limb of
the Penn Central ruling.

Hungarian
Atomic
Energy
Authority
exceeds the procedural
deadlines.
With respect to the
charges paid by the
applicant
for
the
proceedings, the Section
33/A of the Act CXL of
2004 on the General
Rules of Administrative
Proceedings
and
Services provides that in
the
event
of
the
authority‟s failure to
comply with the relevant
administrative time limit,
the
authority
shall
reimburse the duties and
other charges to client;
and if the time required
for the proceedings has
exceeded
twice
the
duration of the time
limit,
the
amount
payable shall be double
the amount of duties and
other charges the client
has paid.
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With respect to the
authorities‟ liability for
the damages occurred as
a result of the delay,
Section 4 (2) of the Act
on the General Rules of
Administrative
Proceedings
and
Services
might
be
applied,
because
it
provides that authorities
shall be liable for
damages caused by any
unlawful
proceedings.
Further, according to the
judicial practice, the
authorities‟
delay
without due cause shall
give rise to civil liability
for the damages occurred
(Judgment
No.
EBH2000.
312).
Otherwise, Section 6:548
of the Civil Code
specifies the details and
conditions
of
the
authorities‟ liability; for
damages caused within
the
scope
of
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administrative
jurisdiction the legal
person exercising public
authority shall be liable.
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INTERNATIONAL REGULATION OF NUCLEAR FUSION
Károly Tamás OLAJOS

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear fusion (fusion) has the potential to become a long-term, environmentally friendly and materialefficient energy option which could at the same time address global climate change and gain public
acceptance.Although, for its competitive advantages described in Chapter II, fusion is often called the
ultimate energy source, it is still in the state of research and development (R&D).
For this reason, Chapter III argues that fusion’s commercialisation will require long-term political
support, investment and international collaboration. In order to obtain political support, adequate
funding and financing, and to secure the long-term collaboration of the international community, a
viable proposal for its international regulation must be presented, pursuing forward-looking, ex ante
regulation compared to the reactive, ex post regulation of nuclear fission (fission),with which it has the
same origin but from which it is substantially different in nature.
While fission has a mature international system of regulation, fusion’s regulation is still in its infancy.
At present no comprehensive international convention exists of the purpose of which would be to
regulate fusion generally. Moreover, unlike in scientific debates, as legal issues related to its use are
arguably not mature enough to be comparable to the ones of fission, it has not been crystallised as a
topic in mainstream legal debates. Therefore, instead of describing and critically evaluating how fusion
is regulated by international law, this paper aims to propose the basis for a novel legislative and
regulatory framework for fusion at the international level.
Accordingly, this paper seeks to explain why it is necessary to have international regulation for fusion
and to identify the major principles around which such regulation could be built, which may develop
existing thinking about nuclear regulation. Therefore, Chapter IV critically assesses, based on selected
international conventions in the field of nuclear safety, security, safeguards and non-proliferation, and
liability, considered being a representative sample, if fusion should be regulated through the existing
international nuclear conventions (or their amendments) applicable to fission, or, alternatively,
independently there from through sui generis international convention(s) with the aim of definitely
leaving behind fission so as to become a legally independent energy source.
Chapter V draws conclusions and identifies the subject of further research, aiming to stimulate lively
discussions in order to create the necessary legal conditions by identifying the right incentives for
sovereign states to regulate fusion internationally by the time fusion power plants (FPPs) could be
available and technology would allow fusion’s commercial exploitation. Then law and regulation could
readily provide an appropriate on-the-shelf legislative and regulatory framework that ought to have been
crystallised as a result of thorough discussions by the international community.
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II.

FUSION’SCOMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

Fusion offers the possibility of an energy source cleaner than fossil (as the only CO2-emissions
generated would be those associated with FPP-construction, and the need for external energy-inputs for
commissioning and operation), safer than fission, with a system that, unlike renewables, could be
deployed anywhere and work continuously provided the grid would be sufficiently developed. Thus
fusion would be more compatible with expanding industrial society’s large-scale energy needs.1 As with
nuclear power plants (NPPs), FPPs would provide energy at a constant rate, making them suitable for
base-load electricity supply to serve the needs of densely populated areas and industrial zones. While
they could not be adjusted to specific consumer demands, and therefore, they might not create incentives
for energy consumers to shift to more efficient sustainable energy use, they would further centralise
electricity generation. Consequently, FPPs would be unlikely to extend energy access to the world’s
poorest, remote communities.
Nevertheless, fusion’s fuel supply is indigenous to all nations and is essentially inexhaustible. The fuel,
a mixture of heavy-hydrogen isotopes, deuterium, distillable from all forms of water, and tritium, bred
from lithium or generated in the fusion-fuel cycle that will be used in first-generation FPPs, are so
abundant that fusion would become a very sustainable source, being comparable to fission breeder.
Thus, fusion is promised to be readily available to all mankind for as long as there is life on Earth.
A. Fusion v fission
Although both involve nuclear reactions, fusion, the process of fusing two lighter nuclei to form a
heavier nucleus, and fission, the process of splitting a heavier nucleus into lighter nuclei, are different
scientific and technological concepts.
In terms of scientific and technological complexity, there is more than one order of magnitude of
difference between fusion and fission: the core science of fusion is plasma physics, which is highly
complex due to its non-linear and stochastic processes. Fusion R&D and deployment (RD&D) does not
concern a single problem but a whole complex of questions from basic R&D to environmental,
economic and engineering issues. Contrary to fission technologies which have been developed and
improved through generations of NPPs, there is still a long way to the goal of an FPP, requiring study of
FPP-scale burning plasmas and integration of cutting-edge technologies into a single device.
Notwithstanding, in contrast to fission, fusion has greater difficulties to reach criticality by selfsustained reactions and the neutron produced by the fusion of deuterium and tritium cannot sustain the
reaction: thus, there is no possibility of chain reaction. Fusion is inherently safer than fission as it does
not require a critical mass of fuel. Fusion relies on a continuous supply of fuel, without which the
process soon dies away making nuclear meltdown impossible and the after heat power small. Contrary
to fission, which requires the safe control of large amounts of stored energy the fusion-reaction chamber
would not contain stored energy. Consequently, FPPs would present no opportunity for terrorists to
cause extensive harm.
Despite these safety features, which have been recently confirmed for the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER), the public still tends to view fusion in the light of fission, in relation to
which three major concerns generally arise: (1) possible use of nuclear weapons, (2) spread of
radioactive contamination in the environment, and (3) liability for nuclear damage in such an event.
1

W J Nuttal, ‘Fusion as an Energy Source: Challenges and Opportunities: A report prepared for the Institute of Physics’
[2008] <http://www.iop.org/publications/iop/2008/file_38224.pdf> accessed 01.08.2016
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B. Nuclear weapons
Fusion presents no additional risk to nuclear proliferation. Sustained fusion without a fission primary
explosive is not concerned by the threat of nuclear weapons as the design of a pure fusion weapon has
remained hypothetical.2 Moreover, the use of tritium, which is neither a special fissile nor a fissionable
material, and which would be generated internally from lithium in the blanket, will not open new ways
for nuclear-weapon generation in FPPs.3 Consequently, fusion-fuel cycle can be restricted to FPPs, and
there would be no need for regular fuel-transport to an FPP. There would be no special fissile material in
FPPs that could be exploited to make nuclear weapons, which reduces proliferation concerns; however,
FPPs, fuelled by tritium, being nuclear-weapon proliferation-relevant material, would not be completely
free from proliferation risk. Yet, if future FPPs could utilise deuterium-deuterium, deuterium-helium or
helium-helium fuel, the fuel-cycle would practically become tritium-free, bringing the hope of clean,
safe, economical and long-lasting nuclear-energy generation without radioactive waste.4
C. Radioactive waste
Notwithstanding that the quantity of activated material originating from deuterium-tritium fuelled FPPs
would be larger than that from NPPs, as fusion-generated waste would be not intrinsic to the fusion
reaction, biological hazards would be much lower than those of NPPs: FPPs would produce no high
activity/long-lived radioactive waste. The relatively short half-life of tritium would make the
contamination, following detritiation treatment, a handling problem, while the presence of long-lived
isotopes in the activated structural material would make some components of storage rather than
disposal problem.5 Fusion-generated radioactive waste, aimed to be cleared in less than 100 years,
would necessitate no deep geological repository. Therefore the relative cost of first-generation FPPs’
radioactive waste management would likely be 100 times less than NPPs’. The activated material from
FPPs hence would definitely not constitute a waste-management burden for future generations.
D. Radiological risk
Radiological risk associated with fusion relates to the use of tritium, the amount of which in an FPP
would be limited to a few grams for the fusion reaction and a few kilograms onsite. The risks associated
with fusion installations with special respect to the radiological risks associated with fusion have been
found to be of a lower order of magnitude than for fission. Indeed, the radiological impact of the use of
tritium on the most exposed population would be much lower during operation of an FPP than that due
to natural background radiation. Moreover, in an FPP,there should be no need for an emergencyevacuation plan under any incident driven by in-plant energies or due to the conceivable impact of explant energies as it is estimated that the highest dose to population offsite would remain well below the
level at which countermeasures to protect the surrounding population, including evacuation would be
required.
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E. Fusion technology
The most promising way of generating fusion is by hot fusion where the fuel is heated to extremely high
temperatures, hotter than in the centre of the Sun, thereby ionizing the fuel to plasma, consisting of
electrons and ions. Inertial-confinement fusion, a method of hot fusion, is more like an internal
combustion engine where the energy is delivered in bursts by fusing just little bits of hydrogen and
letting it explode, similar to what gasoline and air do in cars, while magnetic-confinement fusion, which
is currently believed the most promising way towards FPPs, uses a magnetic field to hold the plasma and
burn the fuel continuously.6 In both methods, net energy generation requires the fusion-generated
helium, which is a non-radioactive gas, to supply most of the fuel heating, which is called fusion burn.
Unlike magnetic-confinement fusion, in which 60 years of open R&D has resulted in a significant
degree of international cooperation, inertial-confinement fusion having military applications due to the
applied laser technology remained classified. Although the stellarator, an approach to magneticconfinement fusion, has lately delivered promising results,7 the tokamak-field geometry still leads
international fusion RD&D efforts towards fusion-electricity generation.
The cornerstone of international fusion RD&D today is the first-of-a-kind/one-of-a-kind ITER which
transits fusion RD&D from the laboratory to industrial scale and which is regarded the fastest and the
only path to demonstrate fusion’ scientific feasibility in magnetically confined burning plasmas.8 ITER
will be followed by a demonstration power reactor (DEMO), which will be an electricity-generating
fusion installation, fully equipped with FPP-components, including a more efficient (magnetic)
confinement and a tritium-breeding system. DEMO’s successful operation is expected to directly lead to
similarly configured FPPs, still likely to be fuelled by deuterium-tritium. However, considering the rule
of thumb for plasma stability in tokamaks and the economies of scale achievable in the engineering of
large installations employing new, complicated technologies, ITER-like FPPs will be extremely large,
similar to today’s NPPs, which utilities may not like. Notwithstanding, recent R&D suggests that lowerpower, smaller and hence potentially lower-cost FPPs could also be possible.9
However, the fact that deuterium-tritium fuelled tokamak FPPs would inherently produce radioactivity
implies that complicated remote operations, expensive maintenance and treatment of large volumes of
radioactive waste would be required: regulation of a commercial tokamak FPP might then become
similar what is required for NPPs. Yet, as differences exist between (first-generation) fusion- and
fission-electricity generations in terms of fuel, reaction products, activated material type, activity levels,
half-life and radiotoxicity, an approach tailored to fusion’s specific characteristics should be
developed,10as argued by this paper, resulting in standardisation and lessening of safety requirements
compared to NPPs.
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F. Advancements in fusion RD&D
Although, it is apparent that fusion represents an improvement on fission, if its economic viability could
be demonstrated by DEMO, the step from ITER to a commercially viable FPP still requires considerable
innovation. While the use of deuterium-tritium fuel would lessen nuclear-weapon proliferation,
radioactive-waste and nuclear-safety concerns, it would add concerns for safe tritium handling and the
radiation damage caused by the strong flux of 14 MeV neutrons, which is unprecedented in NPPs.
Second-generation FPPs fuelled by deuterium-helium would eliminate nuclear-weapon proliferation and
could significantly reduce nuclear-safety concerns at the cost of more challenging physics requirements.
Similarly, even more advanced (electrostatic) plasma confinement would be required to introduce
helium-helium fuel in the third generation of FPPs where no neutrons would be emitted, thereby
completely removing the concerns related to nuclear-weapon proliferation, radiation damage,
radioactive waste, nuclear safety and tritium, and thus all the concerns, the public generally associates
with the use of nuclear energy.
G. Economic viability
While the US is highly motivated to obtain fusion electricity that is as economically competitive as other
energy sources, the European Union and Japan give less importance to fusion-electricity cost as they
believe fusion would enter the market due to its competitive advantages.11 Therefore, fusion electricity’s
economic viability will greatly depend on the advancements in fusion RD&D that should bring down
FPP’s investment cost.
The larger part of fusion electricity cost, similar to the one of fission electricity, would be due to the
investments in FPPs for its complex engineering with negligible fuel and constant staffing cost. As such,
the majority of cost would be capital and almost all would be fixed, currently estimated about twice that
of NPPs, while the marginal cost of fusion-electricity generation would be very small. External cost,
expected to be as for NPPs, would be much lower than fossil fuels, and comparable, or lower than wind
power. FPPs would be competitive with fission-breeder NPPs if levelised electricity-generation cost for
fission-breeder NPPs exceeded the one of light-water NPPs.
Therefore, if public acceptance were becoming more important than economics, fusion would be able to
enter the electricity market in the second half of the 21st century, with up to 30% of electricity
generation by 2100provided that the environmental constraints inclined by the 2015 Paris Agreement
adopted under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change would be applied consistently.
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III.

FUSION RD&D’S INVESTMENT AND COOPERATION NEEDS

Despite the fact that time scales given in fusion RD&D’s planning appear optimistic, fusion has not yet
been considered as a suitable energy source in governments’ long-term energy strategies. After 60 years
of intensive fusion R&D, however, it appears that the realisation of fusion as a reliable energy source is
no longer primarily a problem of physics or technology but is rather a political and societal issue. While
the central question is if government and society were willing to support the enhanced efforts required
for DEMO; the greatest challenge fusion R&D is facing in public policy terms is the general perception
that fusion as an energy source is a constantly retreating goal. Notwithstanding that fusion R&D’s
funding has experienced a severe decline in the last decades and thus fusion RD&D has been forced to
work with long-lead times it is still its cost why fusion R&D remain controversial: EUR60-100 billion
would need to be invested in fusion R&D before an FPP could be connected to the grid in addition to the
overall expenditure of about EUR50 billion already made.12 As a consequence, it remains still uncertain
when fusion could contribute to the world’s energy mix, extending the timetable well beyond the famous
50 years of the 1970s.
A. Public investment
As fusion RD&D combines high cost with distant and uncertain payoffs, which limit industry’s capacity
to undertake fusion RD&D, the private-profit motive increased by a government-created patent system
may not generate the optimal level of private investment in fusion RD&D. Probable acquisition of
intellectual-property (IP) rights and high-technology spinoffs are insufficient incentives considering both
the magnitude of the investment needed and the length of time before such IP rights would become
profitable.13 Recently, the energy-sector liberalisation has brought an additional concern into the picture:
the inability to appropriate own R&D-investment results disincentives utilities to finance further RD&D
projects. This suggests that any fusion-RD&D expenditure which would be charged to consumers should
it be incurred by the industry is probably best treated as public investment with the objective to advance
fusion RD&D for the benefit of all consumers. Hence, due to the enormous government investment in
fusion RD&D; fusion of which development is extraordinarily expensive,14 should be considered an
energy source which belongs to all the people and therefore which should continue to be publicly
developed and deployed.15 Consequently, governments should be mandated to generate and preserve all
fusion RD&D-related scientific and technological knowledge and know-how for future generations.
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B. Industry’s involvement
Yet, since a global system of FPPs will cost trillions, fusion RD&D requires a cooperative government
and inter-industry effort. Innovations demonstrating significant economic advantage may attract privatesector financing which could greatly accelerate fusion deployment. However, private investment can
only prosper if there are sound fusion RD&D projects with a promising rate of return under a stable and
investment-friendly policy environment.16
For this reason, a close interaction is foreseen with the industry, currently being built-to-print supplier of
fusion technology, so that by the time fusion becomes a commercial reality, industry could have the
knowledge and capacity to become first the architect-engineer and then progressively the driver of
further fusion RD&D. So, in some countries, the industry is already expected to lead DEMO with public
subsidy or other forms of initial support. Therefore, in order to share DEMO and FPP capital cost with a
view to protecting the consumer, a public-private partnership could be formed by the industry making
available an amount equal to NPP-capital cost and by the government financing the difference.17
While DEMO’s and FPPs’ technological complexity could make for the industry adaptation of
specifications more challenging; once the technology would be deployed, the industry might be
unwilling to make known the acquired knowledge so as not to create competition in case commercially
marketable products result from fusion RD&D.18 This could generate further delays in fusion RD&D
and present economic barriers to private investment unless an aggressive standardisation policy,
requiring the industry to disregard its commercial self-interest, be followed. Hence, it is suggested that
there should be continuous interaction between design and safety and as it is less expensive to improve a
design on paper than it is to modify an existing FPP, the sooner the ALARA-principle would be applied
in DEMO- and FPP-design, the better. Besides, instead of unique, manufacturer-dependent designs,
uniform design and standards and codes could lead to important economies of scale by offering costeffectiveness in FPP component-procurement, operations, maintenance and the training of suitably
qualified and experienced personnel. Although development, construction and operation of several
distinct FPPs of the same design could produce more accurate cost estimates for the future FPPs and
bring about enhanced decision-making in fusion RD&D, standardisation could itself generate safety
concerns of which system-wide effects should be carefully mitigated.
Therefore, fusion RD&D, with a view to unifying design and safety system, easing production and
reducing production cost, may necessarily follow the route of the French nuclear programme, owing its
success to reliance on government R&D capabilities, centralisation of R&D efforts and internalisation of
related production cost.
C. International cooperation
In order to seek a wide variety of financial resources to ease the high increase in budgetary demand in
the national fusion RD&D, besides involving the industry, active participation in international
cooperation should be pursued provided fusion would be suitable for international R&D cooperation.
Although fusion R&D progressed in secrecy due to hydrogen-bomb development efforts, it became
apparent early on that it would be essential to pool scientific, technological, engineering and financial
16
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resources to find common solutions in the fusion quest. To this end, the 1958 UN Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, dedicated to fusion, opened up the way to international cooperation as
declassification of the US, USSR and UK fusion R&D programmes allowed for effort concentration and
deployment in a coordinated manner. Hence by the 1980s the world’s fusion community was formed.
A vision of cooperative fusion RD&D continued to guide international fusion R&D and led to the
international effort to design and construct ITER. International cooperation in joint international
scientific and engineering teams, supported by the evolution in attitude from competitors into
collaborators, seemed to be the only means to get things going more effective.19 In consequence,
international agreements for cooperation in fusion R&D have been judged to provide the best
opportunity for face-to-face contacts among scientists.
Conversely, ITER, the idea of which was initiated in the 1985 Geneva Superpower Summit where
Gorbachev and Reagan proposed an international, cooperative government-sponsored effort to develop
fusion for the benefit of all mankind, could only emerge as a viable project after receiving endorsements
from politicians who saw in international fusion RD&D a vehicle to reach other goals.20In fact,
participation in ITER is to hedge governments’ bets against uncertainty:21 besides bringing to the market
a new energy source, the potential impact of fusion RD&D could enhance the world’s energy security,
avoid conflicts over natural resources, and improve natural environment and regional economic
development. Should therefore ITER prove to be the way to commercial fusion-electricity generation,
investment in its RD&D would have prevented related adverse economic, technological and prestige
implications from occurring by not joining it.22
While it is widely acknowledged that international fusion RD&D needs to be broader than ITER, for
example, by building a globally integrated fusion R&D network for DEMO, no state has yet made a firm
commitment for DEMO. Although it would be possible to move unilaterally forward with DEMO as a
national project, maybe with other states participating in it, it is more likely that broader-scale
international cooperation will emerge due to its enormous complexity. International cooperation in this
context is indeed a requirement specific to nuclear energy as internationalisation of fusion RD&D would
guarantee that fusion technology would become safer than if it were developed by isolated efforts of
individual states having more limited expertise or resources.23More precisely, Article IV(2) of the Treaty
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) necessitates transfer of peaceful nuclear energy
technology by creating the obligation for NPT-parties ‘in a position to’ develop such technology.24
Although the NPT does not define what constitutes peaceful nuclear technology, fusion technology
would arguably so qualify. While such an obligation is binding on the ITER members (with the
exception of India), the industry would not have any similar obligation arising from the NPT or
otherwise, therefore, should fusion RD&D be led by the industry, the initial objective of ITER to
develop fusion for the benefit of all humankind would not be fulfilled.
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D. International organisations
One method of the technology transfer required by the NPT may arguably take place by creating a
system of international organisations. International organisations, such as the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) have steered and
overseen international fusion RD&D. In fact, Euratom has become the world leader in fusion R&D due
to its single programme, the necessary size and the reputation to participate in international cooperation
as an equal partner. Euratom’s focus on long-term planning and stable funding resulted in the
development of a balanced, coherent and well-coordinated transnational fusion RD&D programme.
Another example, the project for the European Company for the Chemical Reprocessing of Irradiated
Fuels (Eurochemic) with cross-border dimension, led by a user-based international organisation and not
by a state, integrated the industry in its management and operation on equal footing whilst it allowed the
pooling of intellectual and material resources, mobilising substantial funds and benefitting from the
cultural aspects of international cooperation.25Although this has brought about longer lead-times in
decision-making with enhanced transparency, the outcome was balanced and well-argued, which proved
to be essential to ensure continued political support. Nevertheless, it was the predetermination encoded
in international cooperation rather than any indifference to project cost or other elements that made
political support warranted until the project’s objectives were realised. To this end, the role of
Eurochemic’s founding convention formalising the subject matter and the minimum duration of
cooperation was crucial.
To adequately respond to similar needs of fusion RD&D, a system of international organisations may
therefore provide the required independence and safety net for long-term funding and support in an
arena where firm political decisions would be required to allocate sufficient financial resources while the
fusion community and the industry should be left free to decide on the optimal way to realise fusion.
Yet, in the nuclear field it has been generally difficult to accept any international restriction on national
sovereignty. Nevertheless, in the light of the constrained budgetary situation, governments may, besides
pursuing a range of economic, political and technical motives, subject themselves to internationalisation
under the aegis of which fusion RD&D could be carried out. States may therefore give up a portion of
their sovereignty to receive benefits associated with membership in such international organisations.
Unless and until proven fusion technology becomes available, the conditions for extending and
deepening existing forms of international fusion RD&D cooperation remain optimal. International
fusion RD&D will, however, require a firm, stable and effective legal and regulatory framework.
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IV.

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR CONVENTIONS AND FUSION

The legal control of a new technology usually comes too late. However, unless and until fusion RD&D
effort is focused on deuterium-tritium fuel, fusion installations will pose radiological risk to individuals,
property and the environment. Therefore, it is argued that regulation of fusion should be sought within
the ambit of nuclear regulation. Nuclear law, the foundation of any nuclear regulation with a dual focus
on risks and benefits, has been defined as the body of special legal norms created to regulate the conduct
of legal or natural persons engaged in activities, amongst others, related to ionizing radiation.26
Yet, due to inherent differences in national classification systems, fusion installations have not always
been subject to national nuclear regulation but have fallen within the ambit of national standard
regulation. While the Joint European Torus (JET) in the UK is subject to the same industrial safety and
environmental regulation as any other unlicensed users of radioactive materials such as laboratories,
ITER in France is the first fusion installation for which, due to its radioactive (tritium and radioactivewaste) inventory qualifying it a laboratory-type basic nuclear installation, a complete safety case had to
be prepared under the scrutiny of a nuclear regulatory body in formal licensing. Besides, ITER is the
first basic nuclear installation in France, operated by an international organisation, which, however,
agreed to ‘observe’ French nuclear and environmental regulation and to cooperate with French
regulatory bodies, implying that French regulation, which is mostly non-prescriptive, will be the only
reference for the evaluation of ITER’s safety.
When a site would, however, be selected for DEMO it is likely that other states might decide to apply
their nuclear licensing regime to fusion, the result of which may be that diverging national approaches to
fusion regulation would put at risk what international cooperation of fusion R&D has reached so far;
therefore, a single approach to fusion’s regulation is arguably necessary to be agreed to internationally in
order to optimise the cost of worldwide commercialisation on an equal footing.
However, before doing so, it is to be examined as to what extent existing international nuclear
conventions within the IAEA’s 3SL-framework may already apply to fusion.
A. Nuclear-weapon non-proliferation and export control
Although when the NPT was negotiated, the proliferation risk associated with tritium was not fully
understood due to its classified nature, today it is generally accepted that measures designed to control
tritium must be considered integral part of an effective nuclear non-proliferation regime and therefore
tritium and the applying fusion technology are to be safeguarded by export-control regulation. At the
1975 NPT Review Conference the US declared that inertial-confinement fusion and related R&D should
not be prohibited under the NPT,27and inertial-confinement fusion R&D has accordingly been openly
pursued in some non-nuclear weapon states(NNWSs), including Germany, which stated that such R&D
should never be banned by the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty either.28
Concerning magnetic-confinement fusion, it has been found that no clandestine way would exist to
generate tritium, and while covert insertion of fertile material, in violation of safeguards, into FPPs’
tritium-breeding blankets to breed nuclear-weapon material could be easily detected, covert diversion of
tritium from an operating FPP could only be detected if accurate measurement, surveillance and
26
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containment were applied.29It has been also confirmed that there would be no credible role for non-state
actors in any such activities, and only states with NPPs and FPPs could break out (although, tritium
could be available to such states by other methods), while states with only FPPs would have no military
use for tritium. Therefore, in order to reduce any nuclear-weapon proliferation risk to minimum, fusion’s
regulation should be based on a mechanism entered into between international organisations, exercising
their functions limited to peaceful purposes.
As Article III NPT does not exclude the possibility to apply safeguards to material other than source or
special fissile material, tritium may be equally safeguarded. Moreover, FPPs, being technically capable
of being misused to generate nuclear-weapon material could be incorporated in the NPT-safeguards
regime, which applies to source or special fissile material under states’ control irrespective of their
location. However, the attempt to create pure fusion-nuclear weapons safeguards under the NPT would
be circumvented as the NPT does not concern fusionable materials per se.30
Unlike the NPT, IAEA-safeguards agreements implementing NNWS’ NPT-obligations would require
amendments to include FPPs in its safeguards regime unless FPPs could be designated as ‘reactors’ or
the definition of ‘nuclear material’ would be extended by the IAEA’s Board of Governors to include
tritium as ‘source material’, which in order to become binding on states would require their acceptance.
Alternatively, the IAEA could conclude or modify, without the need to amend the safeguards
agreements, subsidiary arrangements with states so that FPPs could be specifically enumerated to permit
the IAEA to effectively exercise its functions under the safeguards agreement. However, as the IAEAsafeguards would require substantial change to incorporate tritium controls, an alternative legislative and
regulatory framework would seem more appropriate.
B. Nuclear security
The term ‘nuclear security’ is generally accepted to mean the prevention and detection of, and response
to, theft, sabotage, unauthorised access, illegal transfer or other malicious acts involving nuclear
material, other radioactive substances or their associated facilities.31It is largely recognised however that
since there would be no special fissile material in fusion’s fuel or radioactive waste, FPPs would not
pose as high level of security risk as is generally associated with the use, storage and transport of nuclear
material used or generated in NPPs.
Yet, states’ obligations under the 2005 Amendment to the Convention on the Physical Protection of
Nuclear Material (CPPNM) to establish, implement and maintain appropriate national physicalprotection regimes are limited to a regime for ‘nuclear material’, and ‘nuclear facilities’ involving
‘nuclear material’, which do not concern all radioactive material and associated facilities, thereby
excluding tritium, FPPs and (other) radioactive material generated therein from its application.
Conversely, the 2005 International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism,
belonging exclusively to the domain of transnational criminal law, has a broader scope than the 2005
CPPNM Amendment to the extent that it requires states to criminalise nationally acts involving
‘radioactive material’, which term includes not only ‘nuclear material’ but also ‘other radioactive
substances’ which may have become radioactive due to neutrons emitted in a fusion reaction or may
otherwise originate from FPPs. Consequently, international nuclear conventions render criminalisation
29
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of certain acts that may have relevance to FPPs’ operation but do not oblige states to prevent occurrence
of such acts through operation of a protection regime specific to FPPs.
Therefore, although, there is and will be security risks associated with JET’s, ITER’s and FPPs’
operation, it is suggested that even if there were legitimate interests to integrate tritium as ‘radioactive
material’ and FPPs as ‘nuclear facilities’ in the CPPNM physical-protection regime, it would not seem
viable due to its amendment mechanism and the prolonged entry into force of its 2005 Amendment.
C. Nuclear (third-party) liability
The underlying rationale of the existing international nuclear-liability regimes is to create a robust
financial base and a straight-forward legal regime of focused, no-fault liability, when a critically-nuclear
incident with trans-boundary effects occurs. While the international nuclear-liability conventions were
created to recognise certain nuclear activities more dangerous than ultra-hazardous activities, they do not
intend to cover all nuclear activities.
Yet, fusion installations are purposely not covered by the definition of ‘nuclear installation’ in the
Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 29th July 1960, as amended by the
Additional Protocol of 28th January 1964 and by the Protocol of 16th November 1982,and the Vienna
Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage. The Convention on Supplementary Compensation
for Nuclear Damage’s definition of ‘nuclear reactor’ leaves no doubt that fusion installations are no
‘reactors’ in the literal meaning. Accordingly none of these conventions is intended to apply to incidents
caused by the operation of fusion installations, either due to the low level of radiological risk being
posed to individuals, property or the environment, or, in the absence of a near-term perspective of
commercial use, being premature to consider the coverage of future fusion installations.32
For example, the radiological risk associated with ITER’s operation was considered low and therefore
was not specifically addressed in the Agreement on the Establishment of the ITER International Fusion
Energy Organization for the Joint Implementation of the ITER Project.33So far, the radiological risk
arising from fusion installations’ operation, especially from tritium has been managed within the
standard fault-based liability regime of national civil laws. As existing international nuclear-liability
regimes do not offer indemnification for fusion incidents, which in addition would be likely to have no
trans-boundary effects, there would be legitimate interest in regulating nuclear liability for FPPs’
operation nationally alone. However, as nuclear safety concerns prevention, while liability being
concerned with the consequences of fusion installations’ unsafe operation, being the two sides of the
same coin, it is suggested that common principles of national nuclear-liability norms should crystallise
internationally. For this reason, it has been found that although the relative risk associated with fusion
installations would be low, a strict-liability regime would still be appropriate.34Even though legal
channelling of liability to fusion installation’s operator would streamline the claim-handling process,
economic channelling could be preferred if the insurance capacity were insufficient to provide
coverage.35But the nuclear insurers concluded that fusion installations’ insurance would be appropriate
within the existing nuclear-insurance pooling system36and therefore their operator’s liability should be
limited, although at somewhat lower level than of ‘nuclear installations’ operators, which has been
32
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considered grossly disproportionate for fusion installations.37
Consequently, in order not to get attached to the highly-debated nuclear-liability regimes of fission, a
fusion-specific nuclear-liability regime should be adopted to enhance its public acceptability. However,
contrary to the fission-fuel industry’s expectation to operate globally under the international nuclearliability regimes’ safety net, the fusion-fuel industry, (as tritium could be bred within the FPP) may not
at all have the need for an international nuclear-liability regime.
For this reason, German law has introduced a somewhat modified strict-liability regime by providing for
strict and unlimited liability of the holder of the radioactive fusion-substances, without channelling the
liability exclusively to the fusion installation’s operator.38 Besides, contrary to the narrowly
circumscribed exemption rules of the existing international nuclear liability conventions, exoneration
from liability for fusion damage would become operable under German law if it could be proven that the
fusion incident, which would not be otherwise due to protective components’ failure, including their
functioning, would have occurred despite all necessary precautionary measures taken. This closely
resembles the liability applied to hazardous industrial activities.
D. Radiation protection and nuclear safety
Whereas radiation protection sets permissible exposure-dose limits, which apply to both fission and
fusion, nuclear safety addresses safety requirements for the design, siting, construction and operation of
nuclear installations. Unlike radiation protection, which is largely internationalised, fission-specific
nuclear safety is still dominated by requirements of national nuclear RD&D programmes. For this
reason, it has been argued that harmonisation of nuclear-safety standards could pinch national
sovereignty. However, as the example of fast-neutron reactor RD&D has shown harmonisation of
nuclear-safety standards could be achieved before any commercialisation if it were simultaneously
pursued with the internationalisation of related R&D.39
Yet, fission-specific nuclear-safety standards may not be suitable for fusion due to differing fuel
elements, structural materials’ neutron activation and higher temperatures.40Accordingly, fusion and
fission standards and codes will be necessarily different from one another. For example, ITER relies
largely on a French fast-neutron reactor-code extension which however would not work for DEMO due
to the even greater neutron flux associated with its operation, requiring advancement of fusion R&D,
which nevertheless is still free from national doctrines.
In fact, absence of an actual ITER-site had favourable consequences on fusion RD&D’s
internationalisation. While the design had to follow technology-independent recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection and IAEA-standards, the ITER-safety approach,
similarly to the UK’s Generic Design Assessment, had to be developed for a generic site so that
compatibility with any of the ITER members’ regulatory framework could have been ensured with only
minor design modifications.
To this end, the harmonising effect of accumulated international expert-knowledge in fusion RD&D
may support adoption of new legal approaches for fusion: new fusion-specific regulation could be
developed based on the conviction that if licensing of FPPs followed existing rules for NPPs, it would
37
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require costly and restrictive adaptation, or if the ITER-regulation were relied on, its binding nature
would be uncertain outside France. Nonetheless, ITER’s licensing provides valuable input for DEMO as
it successfully demonstrated that ITER was inherently safe and that the fusion-analysis methodology
could be relaxed.
Therefore, in order to prevent conflicts arising from the application of divergent future national
standards, new international norms should be framed. However, unification of detailed norms rather than
harmonisation of fundamental principles should be attained, leaving no room for national divergence.
For example, at present, national criteria for permitting clearance or recycling within the nuclear
industry of fusion-generated radioactive waste vary, calling for unification. Such an effort would
arguably increase competition as the greater uniformity would exist among such criteria, the greater the
tendency would be to balance production cost directly attributable to them, which would be vital in
pursuance of fusion’s commercialisation as an economically viable energy source.
Notwithstanding any internationalisation, both the Convention on Nuclear Safety (CNS) and the Joint
Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste
Management (Joint Convention) require that states parties establish and maintain a legislative and
regulatory framework to govern the safety of nuclear installations and radioactive-waste management.
Therefore, when DEMO and FPPs would be connected to the grid, they, being ‘land-based civil nuclear
power plants’, would qualify ‘nuclear installations’ or ‘nuclear facilities’ within the meaning of the CNS
and the Joint Convention, respectively, requiring states parties to integrate DEMO and FPPs in their
licensing regime. Accordingly, the prohibition of the operation of a ‘nuclear installation’ and
‘radioactive waste-management facility’ without a licence would be deemed extended to FPPs and
fusion-specific radioactive waste-management facilities. As a consequence, the guiding principles of
fission-specific nuclear regulation would inevitably apply to fusion’s regulation, requiring, as a
minimum, effective separation of regulatory functions and other functions, including fusion’s promotion
and utilisation in the fusion RD&D programme as from DEMO, and in the absence of a solvent
operator, the state having jurisdiction over fusion-generated radioactive waste would ultimately become
responsible for its management.
E. Other obligations in the case of nuclear incidents
In addition to the obligations arising from the CNS and the Joint Convention and notwithstanding that
the ITER-safety case has confirmed that the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident’s
notification mechanism would not be mandatorily triggered, as it covers release of tritium,(being a
radioisotope used for industrial and related R&D purposes, in fusion installations and related
radioactive-waste transport and storage, and radioactive-waste management facilities) it would
accommodate fusion. Likewise, the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or
Radiological Emergency could apply in the case of any kind of nuclear accident or radiological
emergency, being broad enough to accommodate fusion incidents.
V.

CONCLUSION

Without the security of an established international regime for fusion, states or the industry might be
reluctant to commit funds, efforts and resources necessary to exploit fusion. Yet, politics rather than
science alone will determine the future of any licensing regime for DEMO and FPPs. Still, in the
absence of such regime adopted pre-DEMO, one state’s national law might emerge post-DEMO as a
standard, which, due to dominance of a single state, could result in lack of international support.
Diverging national approaches to fusion’s regulation would be liable to put at risk what international
15

fusion RD&D has reached; therefore, a single approach to fusion’s regulation has been argued to be
necessary to be agreed internationally in order to optimise the cost of worldwide commercialisation on
equal footing. Alternatively, the industry could establish, without acquiring legal forms,
recommendatory fusion-specific standards, of which probability, as industry may not be in the position
to assert leadership in fusion RD&D, requiring public investment to remain predominant, is remote.
To this end, the example of ITER validates that the scale, scientific and technological complexity of
fusion RD&D, its dimensions and cost have rendered necessary joint international efforts in the form of
an international organisation maintaining public-interest character. While ITER is not an international
regime but an ongoing operational project, it still demonstrates that states rather compromise in fusion
RD&D and act within the framework of international law than entirely disregard it.
It has been found that should the international community regulate fusion pre-DEMO, it would not be
tied by existing international nuclear conventions; therefore, it has been considered legitimate to adopt
sui generis international regulation for fusion pursuing ex-ante unification. Especially the field of
nuclear liability has been identified one requiring adoption of sui generis norms in order not to get
attached to fission’s highly-debated nuclear liability-regime. However, in pursuance of a genuine levelplaying field and in the interests of clarity and legal certainty, regulating the complete project- and
fusion-fuel cycle within a full-scope framework regulation of general nature should be pursued.
As only with the establishment of uniform binding norms applicable to fusion, a level-playing field
could not be achieved internationally; the creation of a permanent governance structure is to be
proposed, the form of which future research will need to define, in contrast to cooperation on a projectby-project basis that ITER symbolises. Yet, the form of international organisation has been found in this
paper the most appropriate to guarantee independence of, and to ensure transparency in, their
functioning.
Consequently, inspired by the common heritage of mankind principle, ITER members could adopt an
international convention founding a system of international organisations to pursue fusion RD&D and
fusion-electricity generation at the international level. However, future research will need to outline the
basic principles of the founding convention the practical arrangements as to how the system of
international organisations should be organised to best ensure the fine balance between the member
states’ interests and the effective exercise of the international organisations’ functions.
As no decision has been made if DEMO should be realised nationally or internationally, a momentum
has been identified to implement the proposal contained in this paper already for DEMO with a view to
commercialising fusion. Yet, if fusion’s regulation (and related governance structure) remained at
national level, fusion might step on the road of fission and may consequently lose its potential to become
the ultimate energy source serving equally and in an environmentally friendly way. Therefore,
international regulation of fusion is claimed to be recognised as a prerequisite to further international
fusion RD&D and to successfully commercialise fusion.
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SUMMARY
CIVIL NUCLEAR LIABILITY AND FUSION INSTALLATIONS: BASIC
CHALLENGES TO INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC LAW?

―Treaties are not just dry parchments. They are instruments for
providing stability to their parties and to fulfil the purpose
which they embody. They can therefore change over time, must
adapt to new situations, evolve according to the social needs of
the international community‖1.
The general dilemma of ―treaties over time‖ which reflects the tension between the
requirements of stability and change has currently arisen in the field of civil nuclear
liability with the development of nuclear fusion as a future source of energy. As of
now, the Paris Convention does not apply to fusion reactors. Fusion facilities are not
included in the definition of ―nuclear installation‖ and also do not involve ―nuclear
substance‖, ―nuclear fuel‖ and ―radioactive products or waste‖ as defined under the
Convention.
The purpose of this contribution is to reflect on the solutions offered by public
international law in order to bring the development of nuclear fusion within the ambit
of the Paris Convention.
It is with this purpose that two options are addressed: the modification of the
Convention by means of an amendment and by means of interpretation. If the first
option is relied upon, it can also show signs of rigidity because of the complexity and
the ambiguity of the amendment clause in the Paris Convention. The second option,
consisting of an evolutive interpretation of the term ―reactor‖ in Article 1.a.i), will
show more flexibility but at the same time would lead to greater uncertainty.
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« L’essence même du droit est de figer les rapports de
force pour leur permettre, par le truchement des règles
qu’il édicte, de se perpétuer dans l’avenir. Le droit est
donc, a priori, un facteur structurel de frein à sa propre
évolution »4.
Dans tout ordre juridique, la règle de droit n’est qu’un événement : celui de sa
création5. Preuve d’une « politique qui a réussi », la norme juridique a inévitablement
pour objet de figer les situations acquises et de les perpétuer6. Pourtant, alors que le
contexte politique et social dans lequel elle se situe ainsi que les conditions factuelles
de son élaboration et de sa mise en œuvre changent, la norme juridique vieillit. Par
conséquent, quand certains affirment qu’« une fois créée, la norme juridique n’est pas
affectée par l’écoulement du temps », ils imaginent un droit en dehors de ce temps
correspondant à des besoins immuables. C’est une fiction. Tel un être vivant, la
norme juridique doit naître, vivre et mourir pour laisser place à son successeur 7. Si ce
2
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paradoxe n’est pas manifeste en droit interne, il l’est en revanche en droit
international. En droit interne, quelle que soit la forme de l’organisation politique de
l’État ou la nature de ses institutions, il existe toujours des mécanismes permettant
d’ajuster les règles inadaptées aux besoins de la société. Le caractère vertical des
rapports entre l’autorité souveraine disposant de la faculté de faire le droit et les
destinataires de ce droit facilite la réadaptation du cadre juridique en cause8. En droit
international, cela ne peut fonctionner de la sorte. De tout temps le droit des gens n’a
répondu qu’à un caractère décentralisé, une structure horizontale, basée sur la
collaboration des sujets. Parce que les États sont égaux, souverains et indépendants, le
droit international ne connaît pas de législateur spécialisé et les normes procèdent
nécessairement de leur volonté9. Dès lors qu’aucun organe ou institution n’est investi
de la fonction de le fabriquer ou de le modifier, le droit international devient un
« droit de coordination de type horizontal »10 dont le traité, l’un de ses principaux
mécanismes, se trouve bien souvent inadapté face aux besoins de rapidité et de
souplesse qui caractérisent les sociétés contemporaines. Ce dernier, à l’image du
contrat pour les civilistes, fixe des règles destinées à durer pour une assez longue
période. Par cet instrument, les Parties expriment leur volonté à un instant « t », mais
les effets de cette rencontre se manifestent dans le futur11. Il marque la cristallisation
d’un « vouloir-vouloir » : « se comporter comme si l’on voulait aujourd’hui ce que
l’on a voulu hier — même si cela n’est plus le cas »12. Or, pour assurer sa pérennité et
la stabilité des normes qu’il contient, le traité doit prévenir les assauts du temps et
remédier à son propre vieillissement sans pour autant porter atteinte à l’exigence de
sécurité juridique. Ainsi, bien que « l’étude de la conciliation des deux états
nécessaires au droit que sont le statisme qui assure la sécurité des situations juridiques
et le dynamisme qui en favorise la conformité à la vie sociale ne soit pas nouvelle en
droit international » 13 , elle transparaît actuellement dans le domaine du droit
nucléaire, spécifiquement dans le domaine de la responsabilité civile nucléaire.
Affirmé au plan international depuis le début de l’utilisation pacifique de cette
énergie, le régime de responsabilité civile nucléaire est un régime supranational
fondant à travers un cadre complet d’instruments juridiques internationaux, la base
sur laquelle de nombreux États ont adopté leur législation nationale. À ce jour, les
installations de fusion sont exclues de ce cadre normatif. En effet, lors de leur
adoption, « les perspectives d’utilisation de la fusion nucléaire [n’apparaissaient] pas
encore clairement » 14 et il était « trop tôt pour examiner l’application du régime de
responsabilité civile aux futures installations de fusion »15. Sans nécessité apparente
8
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d’un point de vue technologique et scientifique, leur exclusion avait donc recueilli
l’assentiment des Parties contractantes. Aussi, à l’heure où les avancées scientifiques
en la matière ont fait état de progrès certains, la communauté juridique internationale
se doit d’examiner la place des technologies de fusion dans le régime actuel de
responsabilité civile nucléaire. Le projet ITER a naturellement conduit à une réflexion
sur cette question et à envisager une extension du champ d’application de la
Convention de Paris16 aux installations de fusion17. Cette démarche juridique devrait
alors s’opérer en deux étapes ; d’abord celle de l’adaptation de la norme de droit puis
celle de l’adaptation de la source du droit. Le premier concerne l’applicabilité des
principes de la responsabilité civile nucléaire, tels que nous les connaissons, aux
accidents de fusion. Le second, quant à lui, vise les moyens procéduraux offerts par le
droit international public pour surmonter la rigidité des traités en cause afin d’y
inclure la fusion. La présente contribution a pour objet de mettre en lumière ce second
aspect puisqu’elle permettra de se questionner sur une mise en application la question
épineuse de l’adaptation du droit dans le temps et face à l’évolution technologique :
une adaptation menant à une mobilisation nécessaire du droit international public dans
le secteur de la responsabilité civile nucléaire. Il ne sera dès lors pas question de
s’interroger sur l’opportunité d’une application des normes du régime de Paris. La
problématique possède un intérêt certain, d’autant plus qu’il a toujours paru
surprenant de constater combien le droit international semble être tenu éloigné du
droit nucléaire, notamment dans le domaine de la responsabilité civile nucléaire. Plus
proche du « droit civil » que les règles gouvernant l’implantation ou l’exploitation
d’un réacteur, ce droit est tout de même marqué de cet important particularisme, en ce
qu’il trouve sa source dans les mécanismes du droit international public, spécialement
du droit des traités entre États.
Qu’ils soient formels ou informels, qu’ils relèvent de l’intervention d’organe tiers en
relation avec le traité ou qu’ils ne soient fondés sur le seul consentement des États
Parties résultant d’une action concertée de ceux-ci, le droit international offre
différentes techniques d’adaptation des traités. Notre étude se limitera à
l’amendement (I) et à l’interprétation (II), parce qu’ils constituent, entre autres, les
exemples même de la complexité de l’ordre juridique international, oscillant entre
fiabilité et incertitude, rigidité et flexibilité, selon le bien-vouloir de ses principaux
16
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protagonistes que sont les Etats et dont le traité restera toujours la chose.
I. Une adaptation formelle de la Convention de Paris : l’amendement
La modification conventionnelle par la voie d’un amendement formel est une
technique classique d’adaptation des traités internationaux. Elle est donc
naturellement apparue comme une solution à privilégier afin d’inclure les installations
de fusion dans le régime de Paris18. Par le biais de l’amendement, les Parties peuvent
renégocier le contenu de leurs engagements, en modifiant les dispositions d’une
convention. Si un tel moyen d’adaptation offre un degré de sécurité et fiabilité
considérable, il fait toutefois preuve d’une certaine complexité. Véritable réécriture
du traité, il suppose une procédure formelle qui en limite quelque peu l’efficacité.
Pourtant, une fois envisager les dispositions de la Convention de Paris qui seraient
susceptibles de faire l’objet de modifications (A), nous remarquerons que les
procédures qu’elle offre à cet égard révèlent finalement une certaine flexibilité (B).
A. Quelles modifications pour le texte de Paris ?
Les installations de fusion seraient exclues des termes clefs du champ d’application
de la Convention de Paris. L’examen en ce sens de ce texte ayant déjà fait l’objet de
nombreuses études, il ne nous paraît ni nécessaire ni opportun, à ce stade de notre
propos — et compte tenu de son objet — de retracer ces démonstrations 19 . Nous
partirons donc du postulat, généralement accepté, que le régime de Paris ne trouve pas
application aux accidents issus de la fusion nucléaire. Ce procédé — comme les
installations le mettant en œuvre — contreviendrait effectivement aux définitions,
contenues à l’Article 1 dudit texte, des termes d’ « installation nucléaire », de
« substance nucléaire », de « combustibles nucléaires » ainsi que de « produits et
déchets radioactifs ». Si ces dernières constituent un obstacle à l’application de la
Convention aux installations de fusion, ils constituent dans le même temps la pierre
angulaire de son évolution. Le champ d’application de la Convention étant
effectivement conditionné par les définitions de ces termes, il s’agit donc de réfléchir
aux différentes options de modifications de ces derniers.
La solution la plus directe consisterait à amender la définition d’une « installation
nucléaire » pour y inclure les installations de fusion. L’exploitant nucléaire étant
responsable des dommages causés par un « accident nucléaire » survenu dans « son »
installation nucléaire, la fusion entrerait donc directement dans le champ du régime de
responsabilité civile nucléaire. Dans la même optique, il avait été envisagée d’inclure
les installations de fusion sur décision du Comité de direction conformément à la
dernière portion de l’article Iii) de la Convention20. D’aucuns, pourtant, semblent lui
préférer une révision de la définition de combustible nucléaire défini comme
18
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« Les matières fissiles comprenant l’uranium sous forme de métal, d’alliage,
de composé chimique (y compris l’uranium naturel), le plutonium sous forme
de métal, d’alliage ou de composé chimique et toute autre matière fissile qui
serait désignée par le Comité de Direction ».
En supprimant, en effet, de cette définition le qualificatif fissile souligné, cela
ouvrirait la voie au Comité pour y inclure les combustibles utilisés en matière de
fusion. Ainsi, la notion de « combustibles nucléaires » étant englobée dans celle de
« substance nucléaire »21, les installations de fusion pourraient se voir éventuellement
qualifier d’ « installation nucléaire » :
« ―Installation nucléaire‖ signifie les réacteurs à l’exception de ceux qui font
partie d’un moyen de transport ; les usines de préparation ou de fabrication de
substances nucléaires ; les usines de séparation des isotopes de combustibles
nucléaires ; les usines de traitement de combustibles nucléaires irradiés ; les
installations de stockage de substances nucléaires à l’exclusion du stockage de
ces substances en cours de transport […] ».
Et, surtout, elles entreraient de facto dans le champ de la Convention via son
Article 3 :
« L’exploitant d’une installation nucléaire est responsable conformément à la
présente Convention de tout dommage […] s’il est établi que ce dommage
[…] est causé par un accident nucléaire survenu dans cette installation, ou
mettant en jeu des substances nucléaires provenant de cette installation […] ».
Qui plus est, cela permettrait de se conformer à la définition d’un accident nucléaire
qui, aux termes de l’Article 1.a.i), implique, entre autres, que les dommages causés
résultent principalement des propriétés radioactives des combustibles nucléaires.
Nous insistons sur le « entre autres », puisqu’il a parfois été affirmé que cette solution
constituait la seule solution au vu de la définition de l’accident nucléaire. Mais un
accident nucléaire pouvant également résulter de « rayonnements ionisants émis par
une autre source quelconque de rayonnements se trouvant dans une installation
nucléaire », la porte n’est pas fermée pour la première option envisagée et pour celles
qui le seront par la suite.
Une telle solution, si elle paraît idéale, n’est pourtant pas sans poser quelques
difficultés. Sur le fond, cette révision du terme peut avoir des conséquences vis-à-vis
d’autres installations que les installations de fusion : il s’agit donc de faire preuve
d’une certaine prudence. Sur la procédure ensuite, la révision du terme de combustible
nucléaire impliquerait finalement la mise en œuvre de deux procédures successives :
d’abord celle de l’amendement, puis celle par laquelle le Comité désignerait tel ou tel
matière utilisée dans le procédé de fusion comme un combustible nucléaire en vertu
de l’article 16 de la Convention. Bien que ces procédures soient peu ou prou

que ces installations contiennent des combustibles nucléaires ou des produits ou déchets radioactifs.
Voir infra.
21
Article (1)(a)(v) de la Convention de Paris : « ―substance nucléaire‖ signifie : les ―combustibles
nucléaires‖ (à l’exclusion de l’uranium naturel et de l’uranium appauvri) et les ―produits ou déchets
radioactifs‖ ».
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similaires dans leurs modalités d’adoption 22 (la deuxième pouvant éventuellement
constituer un obstacle à un élargissement exagéré du texte), force est de constater que
la révision de la Convention s’en verrait tout de même alourdie, quand le processus de
l’amendement demeure déjà complexe. La flexibilité dissimulée de la clause
d'amendement contenue dans la Convention de Paris
La procédure de l’amendement est régie par les articles 39 et 40 de Convention de
Vienne du 23 mai 1969 sur le droit des traités entre États23, « à moins que le traité
n’en dispose autrement ». En matière de droit des traités, les Etats peuvent
effectivement décider ce qu’ils veulent. C’est pourquoi, dans certains cas, cette
procédure peut être fixée à l’avance dans des clauses spécifiques, qui priment alors
sur le régime général de la Convention de Vienne. Cette pratique d’« adaptation
ordonnée » par le traité lui-même est même devenue une constante dans la pratique,
tant il apparait évident que des traités conclus pour une longue durée risquent de subir
les effets néfastes du vieillissement des normes et doivent faire l’objet de
réadaptations ultérieures 24 . Par le jeu de ces clauses particulières, la procédure
d’amendement se trouve donc tantôt facilitée, tantôt, au contraire, entravée du fait des
conditions strictes auxquelles elle est subordonnée. Malgré cela, l’organisation de la
procédure demeure leur plus grand mérite25. À ce propos, dans une approche de lege
feranda, il avait été considéré qu’une telle clause ne pouvait être satisfaisante qu’à
condition (1) qu’elle prévoit une méthode facilitant le déclenchement de la procédure
(2) qu’elle soumette les parties à l’obligation d’y participer (3) qu’elle prévoit les
conditions d’entrée en vigueur des amendements 26 et enfin (4) qu’elle détermine
l’effet exact de l’amendement sur les obligations résultant du traité originel 27 . La
Convention de Paris n’échappe pas à cette tendance et à ces exigences puisqu’à son
article 20, elle dispose que :
« Les modifications à la présente Convention seront adoptées par accord
mutuel de toutes les Parties contractantes [2]. Elles entreront en vigueur
lorsqu’elles auront été ratifiées ou confirmées par les deux tiers des Parties
contractantes [3-4]. Pour toutes Parties contractantes qui les ratifieront ou
confirmeront ultérieurement, les modifications entreront en vigueur à la date
de cette ratification ou confirmation [3-4] ».
Si un doute peut naître à la lecture de cette disposition quant au respect de la première
condition susmentionnée, le texte invite, à notre sens, à opérer une lecture combinée
avec son article 22 aux termes duquel : « une conférence sera convoquée par le
Secrétaire général de l’Organisation pour examiner la révision de la présente
Convention […], à tout autre moment, à la demande d’une Partie contractante, dans
22

Article 16 de la Convention de Paris : « Les dispositions prises par le Comité de Direction en vertu
de l'article 1 a) ii), 1 a) iii) et 1 b), sont adoptées par accord mutuel des membres représentant les
Parties Contractantes ». Voir infra II.B.
23
Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités entre Etats, adoptée le 23 mai 1969, entrée en vigueur
le 27 janvier 1980, R.T.N.U., 1980, vol. 1155, p. 353.
24
CHANAKI (A.), op.cit, p.42, FERRERO (J.), L’interprétation évolutive des
onventions
internationales de protection des droit de l’homme – ontribution à l’étude de la fonction
interprétative du juge internationale, Thèse pour l’obtention d’un doctorat en droit public,
TIGROUDJA (H.), KERBRAT (Y.)(dir.), soutenue le 11 décembre 2015, p.381.
25
Ibid. p.103.
26
En les dispensant si possible de ratification, ce qui n’est pas le cas pour notre clause.
27
JENK (C.W), « Observation des membres de la onzième Commission en réponse à l’exposé
préliminaire et au questionnaire de M. Emile Giraud du 8 janvier 1960 », Annexe in Giraud (E.),
« Modification et terminaison des traités collectifs »,IDI, p.255, in CHANAKI (A.), op.cit., p.103.
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un délai de six mois à compter de cette demande [1] ». La clause contenue à
l’article 20 et l’article 22 de la Convention de Paris paraît donc a priori aboutie
puisqu’elle respecte les conditions de la procédure de l’amendement formel, qui
empreinte du consensualisme inhérent au droit des traités, impose de recueillir
l’assentiment de toutes les Parties dans une procédure organisée en plusieurs phases.
C’est pourquoi, eu égard à la couverture des installations de fusion, une telle
procédure a pu faire l’objet de certaines critiques, d’aucuns lui reprochant son manque
de flexibilité. S’il est vrai que l’amendement est empreint d’une certaine rigidité, il
nous faut toutefois nuancer ces propos en fournissant une grille de lecture quelque peu
différente de cette clause.
En matière d’amendement, la principale difficulté a longtemps résidé dans la
détermination du degré nécessaire de participation à l’accord pour que ce dernier
entre en vigueur. Si fondamentalement, un État ne pouvait être lié par une obligation à
laquelle il n’avait pas consenti, cela signifiait réciproquement qu’un traité ne pouvait
être révisé sans ce même consentement28. Naturellement donc, le droit international a
toujours tenté de favoriser l’application de la règle de l’unanimité, c’est-à-dire qu’une
révision ne pouvait être effectuée que moyennant le consentement de toutes les parties
au traité29. La clause contenue dans la Convention de Paris ne semblerait donc pas, a
priori, y déroger puisque l’article 20 dispose que « les modifications […] seront
adoptées par accord mutuel de toutes les Parties au traité ». Pourtant, elle spécifie par
la suite qu’elles entreront en vigueur par « la ratification ou la confirmation des deux
tiers des Parties contractantes ». Or, en droit international, c’est bien la ratification
qui constitue l’expression du consentement de l’État à être lié30. Cela signifie donc
que les modifications entreront en vigueur au moment où deux tiers des Etats auront
exprimé leur volonté d’en être liés, mais à leur égard seulement. Réciproquement, en
effet, tant que les États compris dans le tiers restant n’auront pas ratifié ou confirmés
cette révision, ils ne seront pas tenus par ses dispositions, et cela conformément à la
dernière portion de l’article 20 qui dispose que « pour toutes Parties contractantes qui
les ratifieront ou confirmeront ultérieurement, les modifications entreront en vigueur
à la date de cette ratification ou confirmation ». Ainsi, le droit international ne
connaissant aucune règle portant obligation pour un État de ratifier un texte, quand
bien même il l’aurait négocié, signé ou « adopté » au sens de la Convention31, les
États du tiers restant pourraient s’en trouver « en dehors » pour un temps indéfini.
Dans une certaine mesure, nous pourrions donc considérer qu’un protocole à la
Convention de Paris ne serait jamais véritablement adopté à l’unanimité des Parties
contractantes, mais à la majorité des deux tiers.
Cette « majorité pratique », si elle allège le processus de l’amendement, n’est
toutefois pas sans risque. D’un côté, elle peut permettre de surmonter certains
obstacles. Effectivement, il ne serait pas inenvisageable qu’un État peu convaincu par
l’opportunité de telle ou telle révision puisse l’accepter en sachant d’avance qu’il ne
28

LECA (J.), Les Techniques de révision des conventions internationales, Paris, LGDJ, 1961, pp.4344.
29
La multiplication des traités multilatéraux généraux a toutefois atténuée cette règle, qui oscille
dorénavant entre l’unanimité et la majorité. Il a parfois été affirmé que l’unanimité devait être requise
dans le cadre de traité restreint et la majorité dans le cadre de traité plus élargi.
30
Quand elle est requise, c’est-à-dire hors cas des traités en forme simplifiée.
31
La signature ne vaut pas consentement en droit international si une ratification est nécessaire. Elle ne
sert que comme une authentification du texte.
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procédera pas à sa ratification. Cela n’empêcherait alors pas cette révision d’entrer en
vigueur à l’égard des autres États, bien qu’il porte atteinte, dans une certaine mesure,
au principe de bonne foi. D’un autre côté, elle peut provoquer un phénomène de
fragmentation puisqu’au sein d’un même « traité » finiraient par coexister différents
régimes juridiques. Or les principaux intéressés d’un tel régime restant les individus,
il repose en cela sur une certaine réciprocité que cette fragmentation risquerait, à
terme, d’entraver. Ainsi, la révision tendrait alors à devenir plus qu’un amendement
formel, un accord inter se.
L’accord inter se consiste en une modification du traité sur la base d’un accord conclu
entre certaines parties seulement pour modifier l’application du traité à l’égard de ces
seules parties 32 . Il se différencie donc de l’amendement quant à sa finalité.
L’amendement suppose une intention initiale des parties visant à modifier les
dispositions d’un traité à l’égard d’elle toutes, quand l’accord inter se déroge à la
règle générale selon laquelle toute partie à un traité est en droit d’être consultée eu
égard à la modification de ce dernier. Un accord inter se à la Convention de Paris
pourrait constituer une solution alternative à l’intégration des installations de fusion
dans le champ d’application du régime de responsabilité civile nucléaire, puisqu’à
l’heure actuelle un nombre restreint d’États seulement se voit directement concerné
par cette évolution. Dès lors, un protocole spécifique aux installations de fusion
venant compléter le régime existant pourrait éventuellement s’envisager. Il
permettrait alors de regrouper seulement les Etats intéressés par une telle actualisation
du régime – peu importe leur nombre – mais on se retrouverait davantage encore
confronté aux mêmes difficultés que celles évoquées précédemment.
Un amendement de la Convention de Paris emporterait, enfin, des conséquences sur le
régime entier de responsabilité civile nucléaire. En effet, si la question de la
fragmentation se pose au sein d’un traité, elle apparaît également au sein d’un
ensemble de traités. Dans une logique d’intégration systémique 33 , il faudrait alors
s’assurer que les différents traités complémentaires à la Convention de Paris puissent
également s’adapter aux modifications qu’elle porte. Nous aurons l’occasion, dans la
seconde partie de notre propos, de faire face à un exemple révélateur de ce type de
difficultés34.
Nous avons vu que l’amendement constitue un mode formel d’adaptation, dans le
sens où il vise à altérer le contenu du traité en tant qu’acte juridique. Mais, parce
qu’« entre la règle écrite et la modification formelle de la règle, il y a une place pour
l’interprétation et l’application de la règle elle-même [et qu’] on ne cesserait de
récrire le droit, enlevant à la société… internationale toute stabilité juridique, s’il
fallait modifier une règle chaque fois qu’on veut l’adapter à la réalité »,
l’interprétation et l’application d’une norme s’entremêlent parfois avec la
modification déguisée de celle-ci en vue de lui assurer une certaine pérennité35.

32

Voir l’article 41 de la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités entre États et les différents
travaux de la Commission du droit international relatif au droit des traités. Voir également CHANAKI
(A.), op.cit, p.72.
33
En droit international, en effet, on reconnaît le principe d’intégration systémique selon lequel toute
norme devrait être appréhendée au sein de son environnement normatif le plus large, afin de s’assurer
de la cohésion globale du système lui-même.
34
Voir infra II.A.2
35
SUR (S.), L’interprétation en droit international public, Paris, LGDJ, 1974, p.203.
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II. Une adaptation informelle de la Convention de Paris : l’interprétation
évolutive du terme de « réacteur »
En droit international, l’interprétation présente la difficulté fondamentale d’être
étroitement liée à la conception que l’on en retient »36. Difficile à appréhender dans sa
généralité, elle demeure une notion complexe, endossant une multitude de
significations à l’image des nombreuses tendances la concernant. Depuis la
codification du droit des traités, l’interprétation connaît néanmoins une règle générale
selon laquelle un traité soit interprété « de bonne foi suivant le sens ordinaire à
attribuer aux termes du traité dans leur contexte et à la lumière de son objet et de son
but » 37 . Cette règle fournissant une série d’outils interprétatifs, dont le texte expression authentique de l’intention des Parties – constitue le point de départ, c’est
lui qu’il convient en premier lieu d’examiner en accordant à ses termes le sens qu’il
est supposé « normal », « courant » ou encore « régulier » de leur attribuer38, et ce au
regard du contexte dans lequel il est employé et à la lumière, toujours, de l’objet et du
but du traité.
Les interprétations opérées du terme de « réacteur » tel que contenu dans la
Convention de Paris, comme les arguments avancés à l’encontre de sa
réinterprétation, visent à associer quasi systématiquement l’emploi de la notion à la
fission nucléaire. Si les raisons invoquées à cet égard paraissent diverses et variées,
elles reposent dans leur globalité sur un constat unique : la fusion nucléaire n’existant
pas lors de la conclusion de la Convention, elle ne peut n’être visée d’aucune manière
par le texte. Autrement dit, le sens ordinaire du terme de « réacteur » ne recouvre pas
les installations de fusion39.
Pourtant, lorsque les circonstances entourant la conclusion d’un traité évoluent et que
le sens originel de ses termes ne paraît plus adapté aux situations nouvelles, il
convient de se demander dans quelle mesure ce sens ne peut pas être réévalué. Tel est
finalement le but de l’interprétation évolutive qui, bien que constituant un concept en
développement, consiste à prendre en compte le passage du temps afin de lire le texte
« avec de nouvelles lunettes »40. Par cette méthode, le processus interprétatif devient
alors un moyen d’adaptation des normes dans le temps. Ainsi, à condition que le texte
36

FERRERO (J.), op.cit., p.18, voir sur l’interprétation KOLB (R.), op.cit.
Article 31 de la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités entre États du 23 mai 1969.
38
FERRERO (J.), op.cit., p.136, Voir VILLIGER (M.E.), Commentary on the 1969 Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties, Leiden, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2009, p. 426., V. GARDINER (R.),
Treaty interpretation, Oxford, O.U.P., 2008, p. 164.
39
Il faut garder en mémoire l’interprétation du terme « réacteur » adoptée le 8 juin 1967 par le Comité
de Direction de l’Énergie nucléaire, selon laquelle ne sont pas couverts par ce terme « les ensembles
sous-critiques, c’est-à-dire les ensembles qui ne sont pas capables d’entretenir une réaction en chaîne
de façon autonome ». Les ensembles sous-critiques sont communément définis comme des ensembles
« comportant un matériau fissile qui est sous-critique par construction mais qui deviendrait critique si
on augmentait l'une de ses dimensions ». Les installations de fusion ne comportant, a priori, aucune
matière fissile, elles ne peuvent donc être considérées comme telles. Nous y reviendrons
ultérieurement. Interprétation du Comité de Direction du 8 juin 1967, [NE/M(67)1], disponible sur
https://www.oecd-nea.org/law/convention-de-paris-dec-rec-int.pdf.
40
DISTEFANO (G.), « L’interprétation évolutive de la norme internationale », R.G.D.I.P., n°2, vol.
115, 2011, p. 374.
37
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de la Convention de Paris fasse preuve d’une certaine « évolutivité » (A), elle pourrait
constituer un mode d’actualisation du champ d’application de la Convention de Paris
(B).
A. Le caractère évolutif du texte de la Convention de Paris
Une interprétation évolutive de la Convention passerait par une réinterprétation du
terme de réacteur, dont il convient, en quelque sorte, « de réévaluer le sens ordinaire »
(1). Il faudra toutefois, conformément à la règle générale sus évoquée, prêter
également une attention particulière au contexte dans lequel il est employé, prisme à
travers lequel sera mis en évidence l’objet et au but de la Convention (2).
1) La remise en cause du sens ordinaire du terme « réacteur »
En droit international, le sens ordinaire d’un terme doit se déterminer d’après ce qu’il
était au moment de la rédaction du texte, et non d’après ce qu’il pourrait être au
moment où celui-ci est interprété. Problématique délicate du droit intertemporel, ce
principe de « contemporanéité » 41 se justifie dès lors que l’on admet que le sens
ordinaire recherché est celui que les Parties avaient à l’esprit au moment de la
conclusion du traité ou de la rédaction du texte, et non celui, imprévisible ou non,
qu’il pourrait acquérir dans l’avenir. S’en tenir à un autre sens reviendrait à faire dire
aux rédacteurs du texte ce qu’ils n’ont pas voulu dire ou, pire encore, ce qu’ils n’ont
pas pu dire 42 . Partant, nous devrions donner raison à ceux qui - sous couvert de
l’Exposé des motifs de la Convention de Paris selon lequel « les perspectives
d’utilisation de la fusion nucléaire n’apparaiss[ant] pas encore clairement, il ne
semble ni possible ni nécessaire de les viser celle-ci dans la Convention de Paris » considèrent que tant les circonstances historiques entourant la conclusion du texte que
la volonté des Parties supposée exprimée par ce dit instrument conféreraient au terme
de réacteur un immobilisme certain, le condamnant à ne revêtir que le sens qu’on lui
reconnaît ordinairement. Ce « sens ordinaire », figé au moment de la conclusion de la
Convention de Paris, paraîtrait dès lors faire obstacle à une quelconque évolution.
Pourtant, si le langage peut changer selon le contexte, il le peut également selon le
temps qui passe43. Il est ainsi des situations où si le sens des termes a évolué, la prise
en compte d’un sens ordinaire revu sous l’angle dynamique ne doit pas être exclu.
Cela est notamment le cas des traités normatifs, qui comme la Convention de Paris,
fixent des obligations de comportements afin de réglementer de manière optimale une
matière pour une durée « indéterminée »44. Pour ce type de traité, s’arrêter à un sens
suranné, ne répondant plus aux besoins changeants du secteur réglementé, rend
l’objectif difficilement réalisable. Le cas échéant, l’opérateur devrait opérer un choix
cornélien entre la préservation de l’efficacité du traité face à l’évolution des
circonstances et le respect de l’intention des Parties telle que manifestée au moment

41

FITZMAURICE (G.), « The Law and Procedure of the International Court of Justice 1951–4: Treaty
Interpretation and other Treaty Points », B.Y.I.L., 1957, 33rd year of the issue, p.212.
42
YASSEEN (M.K.), « L’interprétation des traités d’après la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des
traités », R.C.A.D.I., vol. 151, 1976-III, p.26, KOLB (R.), op.cit., p.424.
43
LINDERFALK (U.), On the interpretation of treaties: The modern international law as expressed in
the 1969 Vienna Convention on the law of treaties, Dordrecht, Springer, p.73.
44
Voir le préambule de la Convention de Paris, voir l’explication infra II.A.2
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de la conclusion du traité45. Partant donc du principe que « this [le sens ordinaire] is
not necessarily the meaning in use at the time of the conclusion of the treaty […] this
is essentially a matter of good faith, depending on the intention of the parties »46,
certains auteurs ont rapidement reconnu que « it may be understood from the terms of
the treaty that the parties contemplated a possible evolution of the content of the
treaty in response to subsequent developments »47. De cette manière, le principe de
contemporanéité peut être remis en cause : en présumant qu’il était dans l’intention
des Parties de voir un terme interprété selon le sens qu’il aurait acquis au temps
contemporain à son application — et non à sa conclusion 48 — du fait de
développements sociaux ou juridiques49.
Pour rechercher le caractère évolutif d’un texte, il est bien souvent considéré qu’un
indicateur de premier plan réside dans l’utilisation par les Parties de « termes
génériques », tel qu’en témoigne ce fameux dictum de la Cour internationale de
justice :
« Lorsque les parties ont employé dans un traité certains termes de nature
générique [1re condition], dont elles ne pouvaient pas ignorer que le sens était
susceptible d’évoluer avec le temps, et que le traité en cause a été conclu pour
une très longue période ou “sans limites de durée” [2e condition], les parties
doivent être présumées, en règle générale, avoir eu l’intention de conférer au
termes en cause un sens évolutif »50
La Convention de Paris est un traité dont l’objet et le but sont autant de promouvoir le
développement de l’industrie nucléaire que de garantir aux victimes d’accidents
nucléaires une réparation adéquate et équitable. Ce texte ayant a priori vocation à
s’appliquer aussi longtemps que les États auront recours à cette énergie, il remplit
sans difficulté la première de ces conditions étant destinée, dès l’origine, à créer un
régime juridique caractérisé par sa pérennité. Pour remplir la seconde condition, en
revanche, il s’agira de démontrer que le terme de « réacteur » constitue bel et bien un
« terme générique » dont le sens a évolué, et partant, qu’il ouvre la voie à une
interprétation évolutive. La tâche n’est pourtant pas aisée, tant il est difficile de
circonscrire ce que recouvre la notion. Nous épargnerons ici au lecteur, les essais de
définitions et les débats entourant une telle qualification pour n’en retenir que
l’élément essentiel, à notre sens.
Pour la Cour internationale de justice, un terme générique est un « terme, qui se réfère
à une catégorie de [quelque chose] »51 . Cela rejoint, dans une certaine mesure, la
définition courante que l’on pourrait en trouver ; celle d’un mot de sens suffisamment
45

PALCHETTI (P.), « Interpreting ―Generic Terms‖: Between Respect for the Parties’ Original
Intention and the Identification of the Ordinary Meaning », in BOSHIERO (N.), SCOVAZZI (T.),
PITEA (C.), RAGNI (C.), International Court and the development of international law – Essay in
Hounor of Tullio Treves, 2013, La Haye, T.M.C Asser Instituut, p.92.
46
VILLIGER (M. E.), Customary International Law and Treaties, Developments in International Law,
Dordrecht et al., Martinus Nijhoff, 1986, p.343 in LINDERFALK, op.cit., p.74.
47
BJORGE (E.), The Evolutionary interpretation of Treaties, Oxford, O.U.P., 2014, p.104.
48
PALCHETTI (P.), op.cit., p.92
49
BJORGE (E.), op.cit., p.108.
50
CIJ, Différend relatif à des droits de navigation et des droits connexes (Costa Rica c. Nicaragua),
arrêt du 13 juillet 2009, Rec. 2009, §66.
51
Ibid, §67. Il était alors question du terme « commerce » qui se réfère à une catégorie d’activité.
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général pour englober toute une catégorie dont les éléments reçoivent une
dénomination spécifique et dont le référent 52 , non défini, est présumé comme
altérable 53 . Empruntons à Linderfalk son exemple concernant le Traité sur les
principes régissant les activités des États en matière d’e ploration et d’utilisation de
l’espace e tra-atmosphérique, y compris la Lune et les autres corps célestes de 1967.
L’article IV de ce texte impose aux États de ne pas mettre sur orbite autour de la
Terre, ou d’installer sur des corps célestes ou de toute autre manière dans l’espace
extra-atmosphérique, des objets porteurs « d’armes nucléaires ou de tout autre type
d’armes de destruction massive ». Cette expression ne faisant pas référence à un
groupe spécifique d’armes de destruction massive, mais à la catégorie en tant que
telle ; elle doit être considérée comme une « expression générique » dont le référent se
situe hors du temps. Il semblerait peu pertinent de se demander quel jour, quel mois
ou quelle année ces armes ne doivent pas être installées, et cela pour deux raisons. La
première reviendrait à dire que les Parties ont présumé qu’au cours de la longue vie
du texte, les armes en cause resteront inchangées. Elles existeront toujours et aucune
nouvelle technologie dans le domaine ne sera crée. Cette explication est sinon peu
réaliste du moins peu raisonnable. La deuxième raison, plus pertinente, repose sur
l’idée que les Parties ont présumé que ces armes évolueront et donc que de nouvelles
armes pourront être crées. Si dans le premier cas, il faudrait se référer aux armes de
destructions massives comme une catégorie connue au moment de la conclusion du
traité, dans le second cas, en revanche, le référent est indéfini : ces armes seront ce
qu’il est connu comme tel à un moment donné. L’expression constitue alors un terme
générique dont le référent est présumé « altérable »54.
Si l’on applique ce raisonnement au terme de réacteur, l’interprétation évolutive de la
Convention de Paris devrait donc s’opérer en deux phases. Premièrement, il s’agirait
de démontrer le caractère « générique » du terme de réacteur. Deuxièmement, il
s’agirait d’établir que ce terme peut revêtir, aujourd’hui et dans le futur, un sens tel
qu’il désignerait aussi bien des réacteurs de fission que des réacteurs de fusion. Cette
deuxième phase ne paraît pas insurmontable, tant les travaux sur la fusion nucléaire
démontrent de l’utilisation de ce terme pour désigner les « tokamaks ». La première en
revanche pose davantage de difficultés. Il fut, certes, un temps où le terme de réacteur
constituait bien un terme générique puisqu’il désignait globalement une enceinte dans
laquelle s’opèrent des transformations de matière. Cependant, son utilisation dans le
domaine du nucléaire l’a fortement contextualisé, à tel point qu’il en a finalement
perdu cette qualité pour n’être plus que systématiquement associé aux réactions de
fission nucléaire. Ainsi, il faudrait rechercher si les États Parties, lors de la rédaction
du texte, avaient entendu utiliser ce terme dans sa définition « générique » ou dans sa
définition « spécifique », révélant une intention quelconque de le voir recouvrir des
situations qu’ils n’auraient pas spécifiquement envisagées. Autrement dit, le référent
auquel il renvoie devrait supposer que les Parties étaient conscientes qu’il pouvait
s’avérer « altérable », et il faut à cet égard prêter une attention particulière au
contexte, et à l’objet et au but du texte.
2) L’ « ambivalence du contexte »55 de la Convention de Paris

52

En sémantique, la référence est l’objet dont parle une expression.
LINDERFALK (U.), op.cit, p.78.
54
Ibid, pp.76 et ss.
55
Expression empruntée à FERRERO (J.), op.cit., p.147
53
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Dans la formulation de la règle générale, en effet, le contexte constitue le second
élément textuel susceptible de guider l’interprète et fait référence au traité dans son
ensemble (texte, préambule, annexe) ainsi que tout instrument intervenu au moment
de la conclusion et étant accepté par les Parties comme ayant rapport au traité56, voir
même de toute règle pertinente applicable entre les Parties57. Celui de la Convention
de Paris fait preuve d’une certaine ambivalence.
D’un côté, l’Exposé des motifs, comme les instruments internationaux
complémentaires à la Convention semblent s’opposer à une interprétation évolutive.
Concernant l’Exposé des motifs, passant outre le doute quant au fait qu’il puisse
effectivement être qualifié d’instrument intervenu au moment de la conclusion du
traité et donc faire partir intégrante du « contexte » selon l’article 31 de la Convention
de Vienne, il convient de se demander, de manière très prospective et théorique, s’il
n’ouvrirait pas, dans le même temps, la voie à une interprétation a contrario et
disposerait lui-même d’une certaine évolutivité 58 . Concernant les instruments
complémentaires, nous faisons bien évidemment référence à l’ensemble des
conventions relatives au domaine du nucléaire, spécifiquement de la responsabilité
civile nucléaire, auxquels les Etats de Paris sont parties. Or, il suffirait de prendre
l’exemple suscité de la Convention sur la réparation complémentaire des dommages
nucléaires 59 qui (bien qu’elle ne soit pas entrée en vigueur) associe le terme de
« réacteur » à la fission nucléaire en fournissant une définition calquée sur celle du
régime de Vienne60. Une même difficulté pourrait s’envisager à l’égard du Protocole
Commun61. Il y aurait là d’ores et déjà une incohérence systémique62, puisque cela
nuirait à la cohésion globale du régime de responsabilité civile. Enfin, il a parfois été
considéré que le texte dans son ensemble s’opposait également à une telle

56

Voir les articles 31.2a) et b) de la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités entre États.
Voir l’article 31.3.c. de la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités entre États. Voir infra, note
30.
58
Il dispose en effet que le texte ne vise pas les installations de fusion parce qu’elle n’existe pas à sa
conclusion. A contrario donc, doit-il les viser lorsqu’elles existeront ? A nuancer avec l’interprétation
« a contrario » comme méthode interprétative qui demeure toutefois très restrictive en droit
international.
59
Article 1.d) de la Convention : « ―Réacteur nucléaire" signifie toute structure contenant du
combustible nucléaire disposé de telle sorte qu'une réaction en chaîne de fission nucléaire puisse s'y
produire sans l'apport d'une source de neutrons »
60
Article Premier.1.j) de la Convention de Vienne relative à la responsabilité civile en matière de
dommages nucléaires (1963), AIEA INFCIRC/500, RTNU vol. 1063 p. 266 (Convention de Vienne de
1963) ; Protocole d'amendement de la Convention de Vienne relative à la responsabilité civile en
matière de dommages nucléaires (1997), AIEA INFCIRC/566, RTNU vol. 2241 p. 302 (Convention de
Vienne de 1997).
61
Protocole commun relatif à l'application de la Convention de Vienne et de la Convention de Paris
(1988), AIEA INFCIRC/402, RTNU vol. 1672 p. 293. La Convention de Vienne définit un réacteur à
travers la notion de fission. Le but du Protocole étant de « relier » le régime de Paris et de Vienne, cela
pourrait quelque difficultés pratiques qu’il convient d’étudier et d’envisager.
62
Voir supra note 30 sur le principe d’intégration systémique.
57
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réinterprétation63, comme certaines interprétations du Comité si l’on considère que
cela fait partie intégrante du contexte64.
D’un autre côté, certaines dispositions du traité, notamment son article 22, ainsi que
son préambule pourraient témoigner de l’intention des Parties de conférer au texte une
dimension évolutive afin de le voir s’adapter aux changements des circonstances
susceptibles de voir le jour durant son exécution. L’utilisation du préambule, dans
cette perspective, relève donc à la fois d’une approche contextuelle et téléologique.
Or, dans la démarche évolutive, l’objet et le but d’un traité (exposé bien souvent dans
le préambule) prennent bien souvent le pas sur les autres éléments du contexte, qui se
trouvent alors dépassés65. En réalité, cela va surtout dépendre du moyen via lequel
s’opérera cette interprétation, surtout de la qualité de son opérateur.
B. La survivance d’un certain « formalisme » dans le processus interprétatif de la
Convention de Paris
Les caractéristiques bien connues qui font l’originalité de l’ordre juridique
international influencent grandement la teneur et la portée de l’opération
interprétative66, qui devient alors enjeu de pouvoir. À l’image du droit qu’il sert, le
processus interprétatif n’y est qu’exceptionnellement centralisé. Ainsi, « l’auteur de la
norme est, dans la grande majorité des cas, celui-là même auquel elle s’adresse, qui la
met en œuvre et qui… l’interprète »67. Cela conduit donc à une distinction en fonction
de l’auteur de l’interprétation : elle peut être le fait de l’auteur, et sera donc qualifiée
« d’authentique », ou le fait d’un tiers.
Concernant l’interprétation authentique, elle pourrait s’opérer de deux façons. Soit
l’État interprète discrétionnairement, et pour lui-même, le sens et la portée des droits
et obligations qu’il possède et qu’il met en œuvre, en fonction de la représentation
qu’il se fait de son intérêt dans une situation donnée et de la méfiance qu’il entretient
à l’égard de ses partenaires. Soit les Etats ensemble, conviennent d’une interprétation
à donner au texte. Dans le cadre de la Convention de Paris, cette première option
paraît peu réalisable. On pourrait, éventuellement, envisager dans une approche très
(trop) théorique qu’à travers la parole du juge, un État puisse envisager une telle
63

Voir FORK (E.W.), PETERSON (H.), op.cit, note 65 selon lesquels « en matière d’interprétation des
lois, le concept de noscitur a sociis signifie qu’un mot est connu par ceux auxquels il est associé ;
autrement dit, quand un terme est ambigu, on peut déduire sa signification par référence à d’autres
termes. Cette règle d’interprétation peut étayer la conclusion selon laquelle les installations prises en
compte dans la définition d’une installation nucléaire sont qualifiées par le fait qu’elles doivent
contenir des combustibles nucléaires ou des produits ou déchets radioactifs ». Nous ne sommes pas
spécialement convaincus par un tel argumentaire.
64
Il s’agit ici de l’interprétation faite par le Comité du terme de « réacteur » que nous avons déjà
mentionnée auparavant. Elle ferait en fait plus partie d’un contexte lato sensu, c’est à dire au sens large
contrairement à celui envisagé par la Convention de Vienne. Qui plus est, elles ne sont pas obligatoires
pour les États Parties.
65
FERRERO (J.), op.cit., p.152 ; OA, États-Unis – rohibition de l’importation de certaines crevettes
et de certains produits à base de crevettes, WT/DS58/AB/R, Rapport du 12 octobre 1998, §129. Voir
également DUPUY (P.-M.), « Evolutionary interpretation of treaties: between memory and prophecy »,
in CANNIZZARO (E.), (éd.), The law of treaties beyond the Vienna Convention, Oxford, O.U.P.,
2011, p. 134.
66
KOLB (R.), op.cit, p.134
67
PELLET (A.), « Avant Propos », R.G.D.I.P., n°2, vol. 115, 2011, p.293.
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réinterprétation. Mais, s’il parvient à la légitimer à l’aune des textes et des méthodes
applicables dans l’ordre juridique interne, il résulterait tout de même de cette
interprétation ce même risque de fragmentation que nous évoquions précédemment.
La deuxième option, en revanche, paraît bien plus plausible. Par le biais d’un accord
ultérieur d’interprétation 68 , voire une pratique subséquente 69 , les Etats Parties
pourraient manifester leur intention émergente de réinterpréter, voire de modifier leur
accord. Dès lors, le fait que l’interprétation émane de la volonté commune de ceux qui
sont à la base de l’élaboration du texte lui conférerait l’autorité la plus forte. L’un
comme l’autre, en revanche, requièrent une certaine rigueur. L’accord ultérieur
d’interprétation nécessitant la réunion de la volonté des Parties, il rejoint à ce titre les
difficultés déjà évoquées à propos de l’amendement. La pratique subséquente,
« interprétation authentique tacite » quant à elle, si elle est plus flexible, impose
toutefois de répondre à des exigences strictes.
Une interprétation « non authentique » apparaitrait alors comme une solution
intermédiaire. Nous pensons, notamment, aux interprétations menées par le Comité de
Direction en vertu des Statuts de l’AEN. La procédure « interprétative » en serait
alors allégée, mais pas gagnée pour autant. Bien qu’il constitue un « tiers », le Comité
est en effet composé des représentants des Etats membres qui exprimeraient
nécessairement à travers lui leur avis sur la question. Une interprétation du juge
international, voire du Tribunal de l’Energie nucléaire70, paraît enfin peu réalisable,
puisqu’il apparaît peu probable que la question puisse, en l’état des choses, faire
l’objet d’un contentieux international.
****
Dans la problématique de l’adaptation des traités dans le temps, ces derniers ont
souvent été comparés à des « navires » 71 . Abimés, ils nécessitent parfois d’être
ramenés au « chantier naval » pour faire l’objet d’aménagement importants. Un tel
voyage n’est alors entrepris qu’à condition qu’une cause exceptionnelle le justifie.
Cela s’apparenterait à l’amendement.
Le reste du temps, les réparations du navire sont des ajustements quotidiens à
effectuer en mer, par les marins eux-mêmes. Dans de nombreux cas, ces réparations
« au jour le jour » renvoie aux moyens informels, tels que l’interprétation. Si pareille
métaphore fonctionnerait dans bien des situations, il semble toutefois que pour les
marins de la Convention de Paris, la mer soit bien houleuse tant ce deuxième mode
envisagé ne paraît pas si flexible qu’il pourrait le paraître.
68

CHANAKI (A.), op.cit., Partie II.Titre I.
ALLAND (D.), « L’interprétation du droit international public », R.C.A.D.I., vol. 362, 2013, p.
220 contra ARATO (J.), « Subsequent practice and evolutive interpretation: techniques of treaty
interpretation over time and their diverse consequences », The law and procedure of international
Courts and Tribunals, vol. 9, 2010, pp.447 et ss.
70
L’article 17 de la Convention de Paris dispose en effet que « Tout différend entre deux ou plusieurs
Parties contractantes relatif à l'interprétation ou à l'application de la présente Convention sera examiné
par le Comité de Direction et à défaut de solution amiable soumis, à la demande d'une Partie
contractante intéressée, au Tribunal créé par la Convention en date du 20 décembre 1957 sur
l'Établissement d'un Contrôle de Sécurité dans le Domaine de l'Énergie nucléaire ».
71
Opinion dissidente du Juge Alejandro Alvarez CIJ, CIJ, Réserves à la Convention pour la prévention
et la répression du génocide, avis consultatif du 28 mai 1951, Rec. 1951, p. 53, FERRERO (J.), op.cit.,
p.365.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CHALLENGES TO NUCLEAR ENERGY
AlexanderMatveev, Member of the INLA Board of Management
Vladimir Martynov, LL.M., University of Fribourg

Nuclear energy has always been among the most innovative industries with a large part of
intellectual property (IP) in the assets. It makes it necessary to take measures to safeguard
interests of the owners of IP rights in international projects. For that, the both the existing
international mechanisms of intellectual property protection and the national regulation of patent
and other rights should be taken into consideration.
IP law and current international practice include a range of measures aimed at facilitating the
international transfer of technology and securing IP rights and interests of participants. Patents in
nuclear energy have certain specificity in regulation in a number of States. This should be taken
into account in the projects involving IP rights protection aspects, in particular with respect to
the transfer of technology.
I. Nuclear Patents
In general, patent application procedure has a number of special requirements with respect to
nuclear energy – related applications, in particular the state secret regime. It is so in a number
States, including those with developed nuclear infrastructuresuch as Germany (state secret
regime for nuclear energy technology such as ultracentrifuges, fusion reactors, nuclear
engineering)1 and Armenia (secrecy of proceedings for patent applications under State or official
secret2).
Moreover, an exclusion from patentability may apply, as highlighted at international level inthe
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) in
Article 73,providing possibility for national laws tousesuchoption in the field of nuclear
technology. Taking advantage of this, the laws of Albania, Brazil, China, India, Mozambique
and Portugal all include exclusions relating to the patenting of nuclear methods and/or products.3
The following subsections further outline nuclear patent regulatory frameworks in selected
jurisdictions.
A. India
The Patents Act, 1970, the law relating to patents in India, contains provisions for processing of
patent applications relating to atomic energy. The patent office, during initial processing, screens
all the applications for inventions that are relevant to the defense of India or are related to atomic
energy. A secrecy direction is imposed with reference to patent applications belonging to these

1

Frequently asked questions on secrecy protection [Electronic Resource] // Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt: site.
– URL: https://www.dpma.de/english/patent/patent_protection/secrecy/faqs/index.html (access date: 30.08.2016).
2
See Article 7 of Law of the Republic of Armenia on Inventions, Utility Models and Industrial Designs [Electronic
Resource] // WIPO Lex: site. – URL: http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/details.jsp?id=5496 (access date:
30.08.2016).
3
Exclusions from Patentability and Exceptions and Limitations to Patentees‟ Rights[Electronic Resource] // WIPO:
site. – URL: http://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/scp/en/scp_15/scp_15_3-annex1.pdf (access date: 30.08.2016).
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fields. As long as a secrecy direction is in force, the patent application is not granted or refused,
i.e., is kept pending by the patent office and the applicant is also obliged to refrain from
publishing or communicating the invention to any other party. Consequent to passing of such
directions, the matter is referred to the Government of India. The decision of the Government of
India on the matter is final and no appeal lies from such decision to any court of law.
In accordance with the Atomic Energy Act, 1962, no patent can be granted in respect of an
invention relating to atomic energy and for prescribed substances. In case the patent has been
granted and the Central Government is satisfied that a patent is for an invention relating to
atomic energy for which no patent can be granted under the Atomic Energy Act, 1962, the
Government may direct the Controller to revoke the patent, and thereupon the Controller, after
giving notice, to the patentee and every other person whose name has been entered in the register
as having an interest in the patent, and after giving them an opportunity of being heard, may
revoke the patent. “Prescribed Substances, Prescribed equipment and Technology” have been
notified by the Government of India, Department of Atomic Energy vide S.O.61(E), published in
the Gazette of India (extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, sub-section (ii), dated 20th January, 2006).
B. Russia
Nuclear industry is heavily regulated in Russia to ensure compliance with State security policy
and measures in order to avoid inappropriate use of nuclear inventions, keep them secret, when
required by State interests or duties, and prevent all sorts of possible security risks. The State
pays utmost attention to nuclear industry protecting its interests and creating special legal
framework for nuclear-related information on scientific discoveries and technological
innovations.
Legislationon protection of results of intellectual activity (term widely used in Russian law)in
nuclear industry is conditioned by State prioritiesin controllingmilitary, special or dual-purpose
technology andinformation, preventing their unauthorized disclosure. Patent procedure includes
specific limitations and additional requirements to comply with these priorities.
Russian law on State secrets requires special procedure for protection of certain intellectual
property matters related to nuclear energy.In particular, Article 1401(2) of the Civil Code of the
Russian Federation stipulates that applications for secret inventions for which the secrecy
classifications "special importance" or "top secret" have been established, as well as the secret
inventions deemed means of weaponry and military machinery and methods and means in the
area of intelligence, counter-intelligence and operative search activities and for which the
secrecy classification "secret" has been established, shall be filed depending on the their subject
matter with the federal executive bodies, or the Rosatom State Nuclear Energy Corporation
(Rosatom), asauthorized by the Government of the Russian Federation, while applications for
othersecret inventions shall be filed with the federal executive body – the Federal Service for
Intellectual Property (Rospatent)4, which is assigned the function of legal protection of interests
of the State in economic and civil circulation of the results of scientific research, developmental
and technological works.
According to Article 5(1) of Law No. 5485-1 of July 21, 1993 on State Secret, classified
information covers intelligence in the military sphere, inter alia, on the development, technology,
manufacturing, production output, storage, disposal of nuclear ammunition, components thereof,
fissionable nuclear materials used in nuclear ammunition, on the technical means and/or methods
4

Civil Code of the Russian Federation (as amended up to December 8, 2011) [Electronic Resource] // WIPO Lex:
site. – URL: http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/text.jsp?file_id=277714 (access date: 30.08.2016).
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of protection of nuclear ammunition from unauthorized use as well as on defense-significance
nuclear power and special physical plants.5
Order of Rospatent No. 65 of May 24, 2010 defines the procedure of establishing State secret
status for inventions during patent application examination, as well as related classes of
International Patent Classification.
Rosatom, although a corporation,is however empowered as anorganization established under a
special law governing its status and activity with the authority to consider nuclear-related patent
applications.The Resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 514 of October 2,
2004, on Federal Executive Bodies and Rosatom State Nuclear Energy CorporationAuthorised to
Examine Secret Invention Applications, further specifies thecompetences of Rosatom to
engagequalified specialists of federal executive authorities and organizations for application
examination (subject to compliance with legislation on State secrets).
Furthermore, Rosatomis authorized to manage and assign intellectual property rights (IPRs) of
the Russian Federationfor IPcreated for the Russian Ministry on NuclearEnergy,as well asthe
Russian Federal Agency on Nuclear Energy, in accordance with Article 5(10) of Federal Law
No. 317-FZ of December 1, 2007,on Rosatom State Nuclear Energy Corporation.
If the examined results of intellectual activity fall outside the limits of State secrets, general
requirements for IP protection apply (for both national6 and foreign7 applicants).
Whenever developed IP falls under information of military, special or dual-purpose technology a
separate legalframework applies.In this field, Rospatentworks with its subsidiary body,
theFederal State Budgetary Institution “Federal agency for legal protection of the results of
intellectual activity of military, special and dual designation” (FAPRID),for the purpose of
protectingState interests in this area.Their functions include information and analytical support
of Rospatent‟s inspections of organizations involved in State contracts providing for research,
developmental and technological works of military, special and dual purpose financed from the
federal budget; technical and analytical support to Rospatent in administering the unified register
of the results of research, developmental and technological works of military, special and dual
purpose, the rights to which belong to the Russian Federation; technical and analytical support of
Rospatent in administering the registration of licensesgranted to foreign countries for military
production, as well as transfer to foreign customers, and the use the results of research,
developmental and engineering works for military purposes. This illustrates that the procedure
for technology transfer involving information and IPRs potentially linked to military, dual or
special use, should follow strict special procedures.
C. France
French nuclear IP falls under umbrella of general requirements of Intellectual Property Code8.
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Law of the Russian Federation No. 5485-1 of July 21, 1993 on State Secrets (with the Amendments and Additions
of October 6, 1997, June 30, November 11, 2003, June 29, August 22, 2004, December 1, 2007)[Electronic
Resource] // WTO: site. – URL: https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/acc_e/rus_e/WTACCRUS58_LEG_125.pdf
(access date: 30.08.2016).
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See e.g. Nuclear Reactor Patent No. RU0002594889 [Electronic Resource] // PATENTSCOPE: site. – URL:
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=RU177083932 (access date: 30.08.2016).
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See e.g. In-Core Instrument Thimble Assembly Patent No. WO2013103405[Electronic Resource] //
PATENTSCOPE: site. – URL: https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2013103405 (access
date: 30.08.2016).
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Articles R612-26 et seqof the Code provide for special provisions established for inventions
relating to national defense or economic development, including those involving nuclear
technologies, in particular State may, by decree, wholly or partially expropriate patents in return
for payments to the inventor.9
Nuclear patent applications shall be filed in the name of Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy
Commission (CEA) if arising from its activities in accordance with Article 7 of Decree No. 721158 of 14 December 1972 relating to CEA. Inventors may receive a remuneration determined
by the Chairman with regard to opinion of CEA and approved rules.
D. USA
Secrecy of certain inventions and withholding of patents might be established upon patent
application inspection by US Atomic Energy Commission10 (its functions currently transferred to
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission – NRC11 and Department of Energy – DOE).
Classified information at the NRC and at the facilities it regulates is primarily of two types12:


National Security Information (NSI): Information classified by an Executive Order,
whose compromise would cause some degree of damage to the national security.



Restricted Data (RD): Information classified by the Atomic Energy Act, whose
compromise would assist in the design, manufacture, or utilization of nuclear weapons.

No patent granted shall confer any rights with respect to any invention or discovery to the extent
that such invention or discovery is used in the utilization of special nuclear material or atomic
energy in atomic weapons (Sec 151(a) of theAtomic Energy Act of 1954). Any person, who has
made any invention or discovery useful in the production or utilization of special nuclear
material or atomic energy, shall file with the Commission a report containing a complete
description thereof.
The Commission may, after giving the patent owner an opportunity for a hearing, declare any
patent to be affected with the public interest if the invention or discovery covered by the patent is
of primary importance in the production or utilization of special nuclear material or atomic
energy; and the licensing of such invention or discovery is of primary importance to effectuate
the State policies and purposes under Atomic Energy Act. Whenever any patent has been
declared affected with the public interest the Commission is deemed licensed to use the
invention or discovery covered by such patent in performing any of its powers (Sec. 153(b)(1)).
E. UK
With regard to information prejudicial to national security or safety of public the Secretary of
State may do the following, where the patent application contains information relating to the

9

Nuclear Legislation in OECD and NEA Countries.Regulatory and Institutional Framework for Nuclear Activities.
France [Electronic Resource] // OECD NEA: site. – URL: https://www.oecd-nea.org/law/legislation/france.pdf
(access date: 30.08.2016).
10
35 U.S. Code § 181 - Secrecy of certain inventions and withholding of patent [Electronic Resource] // Cornell
University Law School: site. – URL: https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/35/181(access date: 30.08.2016).
11
About US NRC [Electronic Resource] // US NRC: site. – URL: http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/history.html (access
date: 30.08.2016).
12
Information Security [Electronic Resource] // US NRC: site. – URL: http://www.nrc.gov/security/infosecurity.html (access date: 30.08.2016).
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production or use of atomic energy or research into matters connected with such production or
use, he may at any time do one or both of the following13:


inspect the application and any documents sent to the comptroller in connection with it;



authorize a government body with responsibility for the production of atomic energy or
for research into matters connected with its production or use, or a person appointed by
such a government body, to inspect the application and any documents sent to the
comptroller in connection with it;

According to Patents Act of 1977 the patented technology may be used in certain cases for the
services of the Crown, which mean:


the supply of anything for foreign defense purposes;



the production or supply of specified drugs and medicines; and



such purposes relating to the production or use of atomic energy or research into matters
connected therewith as the Secretary of State thinks necessary or expedient;

Where the comptroller has before the appointed day served a notice under Section 12 of the
Atomic Energy Act 1946 in respect of an existing application that section shall continue to apply
to the application on and after that day. According to Section 12(1)where an application has been
made to the Comptroller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks for the grant of a patent,
and it appears to the Comptroller General that the invention which is the subject matter of the
application relates to the production or use of atomic energy or research into matters connected
therewith, he shall serve a notice in writing on the Minister to that effect, and may,
notwithstanding anything in any Act, omit or delay the doing of anything which he would
otherwise be required to do in relation to the application, and give directions for prohibiting or
restricting the publication of information with respect to the subject matter of the application or
the communication of such information to particular persons or classes of persons14.
II. Transfer of Nuclear Technology
Transfer of technology (the process by which a technology, expertise, know-how or facilities
developed by one party is transferred to another) is an important aspect of international nuclear
power plant construction projects and other collaborations, such as equipment and fuel supply.
Private corporations are generally more flexible in accomplishing these projects; however, their
activity is subject to heavily regulated compliance requirements and procedures.
With increasing share of international projects in a globalizing world, links between patents,
trade and the transfer of technology have been recognized at the international level, as attested
by TRIPS Agreement 15 , which became part of the Agreement Establishing the World Trade
Organization and remains to date the most comprehensive multilateral agreement on intellectual
property, specifying the minimum standards of protection to be provided by each Member,
enforcement and dispute settlement in this sphere.
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Transfer of Technology [Electronic Resource] // Standing Committee on the Law of Patents (WIPO): site. – URL:
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The nature of the relationship between the two parties and the type of agreement that will result
from a technology transfer negotiation will depend on a number of factors including some of the
following16:


The complexity and the level of development of the technology that is to be acquired;



The actual needs of the recipient;



The technological capacity of the transferee and ability to use and/or adapt the
technology being purchased;



The relevance, availability and cost effectiveness of alternative technologies,



The price to be paid (in cash or kind) by the recipient,



Other proposed terms and conditions for transfer, such as support offered during and after
transfer in absorbing and adapting the new technology, or rights over improvements or
adaptations made by the recipient,



The negotiating power of both parties (which will, in turn, depend on variables such as
size, technological sector, demand for the technology, number of competitors, etc.)



The type of relationship envisaged between the two parties (e.g. long-term, short-term or
one-off purchase of products/services.)



Issues concerning product liability, indemnity, warranty, etc,



Whether technical support and training for use of new technology and related equipment
is required.

Nuclear developmentswith the risk of theirdual-use application add additional and significant
burden of export controls and licensing authorizations connected to technology transfer. The
following subsections further outline nuclear controls and licensing frameworks essential for
nuclear technology transfer in selected jursidictions.
A. Russia
Intellectual property became a valuable asset for nuclear sector in Russia. In 2014,Rosatom
managed more than 5500 IP assets17. The same year sawmore than 1000 newly created results of
intellectual activity registered and some 800 IP protection applications still pending18. However,
only 57 results of intellectual activity were protected in foreign States from 2011 to 201419. 262
results were protected in 201420 (58 inventions, 38 utility models, 45 software applications, and
121 know-hows).

16

Overview of Contractual Agreements for the Transfer of Technology [Electronic Resource] // WIPO: site. – URL:
http://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/sme/en/documents/pdf/technology_transfer.pdf (access date: 30.08.2016).
17
Thousands of Works are Recorded in the Rosatom‟s IP Management System [Electronic Resource] // RIA News Mass Media: site. – URL: https://ria.ru/studies/20150710/1124750179.html(access date: 30.08.2016).
18
Ibid.
19
Ibid.
20
Ibid.
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It is interesting to mention that Rosatom has become the leaderin the total number of
applications for inventions and utility models submitted in Russia in 2015. According to
Rospatent‟s data, Rosatomsubmitted 203 applications, more than any other national applicant.21
The Russian nuclear industry has benefitedfrom licensing of exclusive technology 22 . Since
1950s, the Soviet Union and then the Russian Federation has been a leading exporter of nuclear
technology23.
The Russian Federationcontrols nuclear energy exploitation, primarily under Federal Law
No. 170-FZ of November 21, 1995, on Atomic Energy Use.International instruments create
additional compliance frameworks adopted ad hoc for nuclear energy projects, e.g. RussianIndian Intergovernmental Agreement of December 5, 2008 regarding construction of nuclear
sites in Kudankulam and other areas of India24, Russian-Turkish Intergovernmental Agreement
of May 12, 2010, regarding construction and exploitation of Akkuyunuclear power plant 25 ,
Russian-Chinese Intergovernmental Agreement of December18, 1992,regarding cooperation in
construction of nuclear power plant in China26, Russian-Finish Intergovernmental Agreement of
February 25, 201427.
These instruments usually cover IPRs, in particular ownership aspects for preexisting and future
results of intellectual activity,scope of allowed application, restricted sub-licensing or transfer.
In accordance with Article 5 of the Atomic Energy Use Law,the Russian Federation preserves
State monopoly for ownership of nuclear facilities. Ownership could be vested only within
certain entities including State authorities and an exhaustiveList of corporate entities defined by
President of the Russian Federation28. Such regime means that any transfer of an ownership title
to nuclear facilities may be executed exclusively between Russian corporate entities entered in
the List, otherwise such deals shall be deemed void29. Article 68 allows exchange of information
with foreign States in accordance with international treaties of the Russian Federation.
Transfer of Nuclear Technology for both Export and Import is governed by Chapter XIV of the
Atomic Energy Use Law. It isfurther developed in Resolution of the Government of Russia No.

21

ROSATOM has become the national leader in invention and utility model applications [Electronic Resource] //
JSC Atomenergoprom: site. – URL: http://atomenergoprom.ru/en/press/news/2016/03/item2744.html (access date:
30.08.2016).
22
Intellectual Property Became a Valuable Asset of Russian Nuclear Industry[Electronic Resource] // ROSATOM:
site. – URL: http://rosatom.ru/journalist/news/intellektualnaya-sobstvennost-stala-znachimym-aktivom-atomnoyotrasli-rossii-895/ (access date: 30.08.2016).
23
Good Practice in the Compliance and Licensing of Nuclear Exports[Electronic Resource] // World Nuclear
Association:
site.
–
URL:
http://www.worldnuclear.org/uploadedFiles/org/WNA/Publications/Working_Group_Reports/REPORT_Good_Practice_in_Nuclear_
Exports(1).pdf (access date: 30.08.2016).
24
See text of the agreement in Russian [Electronic Resource] // Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs: site. – URL:
http://archive.mid.ru/bdomp/spd_md.nsf/0/B420FE27411D48EB43257FE100468EB0(access date: 30.08.2016).
25
See text of the agreement in Russian [Electronic Resource] // Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs: site. – URL:
http://archive.mid.ru/bdomp/spd_md.nsf/0/56EFDEF831D3D6DE43257FE100468EAC(access date: 30.08.2016).
26
See text of the agreement in Russian [Electronic Resource] // Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs: site. – URL:
http://archive.mid.ru/bdomp/graf_site.nsf/webrus/199202/$FILE/92_2.tif(access date: 30.08.2016).
27
See text of the agreement in Russian [Electronic Resource] // Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs: site. – URL:
http://archive.mid.ru/BDOMP/spd_md.nsf/0/8D42895D3A66CB8F43257FE100469551 (access date: 30.08.2016).
28
See the List of Russian Legal Entities Entitled to Ownership over Nuclear Facilities (Annex No. 4, Decree of the
President of Russia No. 556 of April 27, 2007 on Restructuring of Nuclear Energy and Industry Complex of the
Russian Federation).
29
A. Grishchenko, Legal Regulation of Nuclear Power Use in Russia [Electronic Resource] // American Bar
Association:
site.
–
URL:
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/environment_energy_resources/resources/grischenko_
nuclear_power.authcheckdam.pdf(access date: 30.08.2016).
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973 of December 15, 2000, on Export and Import of Nuclear Materials, Equipment, Special
Non-Nuclear Materials and Corresponding Technology. Resolution No. 973 defines both general
and State-specific export regulationswhereinvolvement of international organizations playsa vital
role. For example,Resolution states that export to non-nuclear-weapon States (with exception of
India) under agreements concluded since April 4, 1992, is allowed if the receivingState has valid
safeguard agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
Resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 691 of September 15, 2008,sets
forth provisions on requiredlicensing of certain transactions with goods, information, works,
services and results of intellectual activity (rights thereon), which are subject to export
control.Their export shall be compliant withFederalLaw No. 183-FZ of July 18, 1999 on Export
Control. Order of the President of Russian Federation No. 36 of January 14, 2003, further
defines the list of dual-use equipment, materials and relevant technology used in nuclear area,
whichshall fall under export control.
B. France
The overall framework governing France‟s exports in the nuclear field is defined by the Nuclear
Policy Council (CPN). 30 Export controls on dual-use items and technologies are based on a
Community regulation (Regulation EC No 428/2009 of 5 May 2009).
The export of dual-use goods and technology is subject to regulation set out in Decree No.20011192 of 13 December 2001 concerning the control of export, import and transfer of dual-use
goods and technology and two Orders issued on the same date (Order of 13 December 2001 on
the control of exports to non-member countries and the transfer of dual-use goods and
technology to Member States of the European Union and Order of 13 December 2001 on the
issue of an international import certificate and delivery verification certificate for importing
dual-use goods and technology), issued pursuant to aforementioned Regulation No. 428/2009
setting up a Community regime for the control of exports, transfer, brokering and transit of dualuse items.31
According to Regulation EC No 428/2009 technology directly associated with any goods
controlled in Category 0 (i.e. nuclear materials, facilities and equipment) is controlled equally to
the provisions this category. The approval of goods for export also authorizes the export to the
same end-user of the minimum technology required for the installation, operation, maintenance
and repair of the goods. Controls on technology transfer do not apply to information in the public
domain or to basic scientific research. Nuclear technology for the development, production or
use ofgoods under control remains under control even when applicable to non-controlled
goods.32

30

Control of sensitive dual-use goods and technologies [Electronic Resource] // French Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and International Development: site. – URL: http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/disarmamentand-non-proliferation/france-and-the-control-of-sensitive-exports/article/control-of-sensitive-dual-use (access date:
30.08.2016).
31
Nuclear Legislation in OECD and NEA Countries.Regulatory and Institutional Framework for Nuclear Activities.
France [Electronic Resource] // OECD NEA: site. – URL: https://www.oecd-nea.org/law/legislation/france.pdf
(access date: 30.08.2016).
32
Council Regulation (EC) No 428/2009 [Electronic Resource] // Official Journal of the European Union: site. –
URL: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32009R0428&from=en (access date:
30.08.2016).
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C. USA
The Department of Energy (DOE) conducts and supports an extensive array of activities related
to the nuclear fission and fusion fuel cycles, including research, development and demonstration;
training and education, as well as technology transfer in the following areas33:


production, processing and utilization technologies, including support for advanced
fission reactor development and development and demonstration of fusion energy as a
potential commercial power source;



environmental impacts and aspects of biomedical, physical and safety science related to
nuclear power production;



research in fundamental nuclear physics, the results of which feed into applied
technology;



management of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel and support for the
national low-level radioactive waste programme;



international efforts to ensure nuclear safety, prevent nuclear proliferation and assure
stable energy supplies in crisis situations;



safe transportation of radioactive materials; and



production for and application of nuclear power systems in support of other federal
agency missions, including the missions of the Department of Defense and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

DOE has statutory responsibility for authorizing the transfer of unclassified nuclear technology
and assistance to foreign atomic energy activities within the United States or abroad. In
accordance with § 57 b.(2) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA), persons may engage,
directly or indirectly, in the production or development of special nuclear material outside the
United States only upon authorization by the Secretary of Energy, with the concurrence of the
Department of State (DOS) and after consulting with the Departments of Defense (DoD) and
Commerce (DOC), and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). This requirement, as
implemented by DOE, applies to technology transfers and assistance related to certain nuclear
fuel-cycle activities, commercial nuclear power plants, and research and test reactors. Covered
transfers may include the transfer of physical documents or electronic media, electronic transfers
or the transfer of knowledge and expertise34.
Part 810 of Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations (Part 810) implements AEA § 57 b.(2),
pursuant to which the Secretary has granted a general authorization for certain categories of
activities which the Secretary has found to be non-inimical to the interest of the United States –
including assistance or transfers of technology to the “generally authorized destinations” listed in
Appendix A to Part 810. Other activities within the scope of Part 810 -- including transfers of
technology or provision of assistance to destinations not listed in Appendix A (“specifically
authorized” destinations) – require a case-by-case specific authorization from the Secretary.
A specific authorization is also required for any assistance involving sensitive nuclear
technologies (enrichment, reprocessing, plutonium fuel, and heavy water production), regardless
of the destination‟s status under the regulation. Whether a destination is determined to be

33

Nuclear Legislation in OECD and NEA Countries.Regulatory and Institutional Framework for Nuclear Activities.
United States[Electronic Resource] // OECD NEA: site. – URL: https://www.oecd-nea.org/law/legislation/usa.pdf
(access date: 30.08.2016).
34
10 CFR Part 810 [Electronic Resource] // National Nuclear Security Administration: site. – URL:
https://nnsa.energy.gov/aboutus/ourprograms/nonproliferation-0/npac/policy/10cfr810 (access date: 30.08.2016).
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generally or specifically authorized depends on a number of factors including the existence of a
bilateral “123 Agreement” with the United States, the country‟s nonproliferation credentials, and
the significance and scope of its nuclear trade relationship with the United States35.
On February 7, 2015 DOE issued its final rule revising Part 810, the first comprehensive update
of the regulation since 1986. The regulation has been modernized to: (1) articulate clearly the
activities and technologies that are within the scope of Part 810; (2) provide expanded general
authorizations for operational safety activities, the separation of medical isotopes from spent
nuclear fuel, and for transfers to foreign nationals working at NRC-licensed facilities and granted
Unescorted Access in accordance with NRC regulations; and (3) provide an affirmative list of
destinations that are generally authorized to receive transfers of non-sensitive nuclear
technology. The Federal Register published the final rule on February 23, 2015. The rule was in
effect as of March 25, 201536.
D. UK
The Export Control Organization (ECO) is responsible for legislating, assessing and issuing
export licenses for a wide variety of controlled goods. One particular category of controlled
goods which requires an export license is nuclear equipment, material and technology.37
Essentially, any item included on the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) Trigger List may be
subject to an Assurance, which must be in place before the ECO can approve and issue an export
license.The underlying requirements for each type of Assurance are derived from the following
international agreements and commitments:38
•

Government-to-Government Assurances (GTGAs) come from the NSG Part 1 Trigger
List Guidelines

•

EU Intra-Community Assurance (known as POCO) is stipulated in the EU Declaration of
Common Policy for nuclear transfers

•

the need for Confirmatory Notes is stated in many of the bilateral/multilateral Nuclear
Co-operation „Peaceful Use‟ agreements which we have with other countries, such as the
Australia/EURATOM Agreement.

A license application will first be assessed against the UK Strategic Export Control Lists and
NSG regulations to determine under what part of the controls the goods, material or technology
are licensable and whether they fall under the NSG Trigger List.39
The UK Strategic Export Control Lists specify goods that need an export license for „strategic‟
purposes. The lists comprise a number of separate item listings40:
•

UK Military List (Schedule 2 of the Export Control Order 2008)

35

Ibid.
Ibid.
37
Export of nuclear equipment, material and technology: 'Trigger List' requirements [Electronic Resource] //
Department for International Trade, Department of Energy & Climate Change and Export Control Organisation:
site. – URL: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/export-of-nuclear-equipment-material-and-technology-trigger-listrequirements (access date: 30.08.2016).
38
Ibid.
39
Ibid.
40
UK Strategic Export Control Lists [Electronic Resource] // Department for International Trade and Export Control
Organisation: site. – URL: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/uk-strategic-export-control-lists-the-consolidated-list-ofstrategic-military-and-dual-use-items (access date: 30.08.2016).
36
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•

UK Dual-Use List (Schedule 3 of the Export Control Order 2008)

•

European Union (EU) Human Rights List (Annexes II and III of 2005 EC Regulation
1236/2005)

•

UK National Security and Paramilitary List (Article 9 of Export Control Order 2008)

•

UK National Radioactive Sources List (Schedule referred to in Article 2 of Export of
Radioactive Sources (Control) Order 2006)

•

EU Dual-Use List (Annex I of the EU Dual-Use Regulation 428/2009)

•

European Union General Export Authorizations (EU GEAs) (Annex II of the EU DualUse Regulation 428/2009 and Council Regulation (EC) No 1232/2011)

•

Annex IV to EU Dual-Use Regulation 428/2009
E. Switzerland

According to Article 3(h) of the Nuclear Energy Act of 21 March 2003 nuclear goods means in
particular technology that is required for developing, manufacturing and such using goods as
nuclear materials as well as materials and equipment intended for or required for the use of
nuclear energy41.
Ordinance on the Export, Import and Transit of Dual Use Goods, Specific Military Goods and
Strategic Goods specifies that nuclear goods, goods usable for civilian and military purposes
(dual-use goods) and specific military goods that are the subject of non-binding international
control measure are subject to control requirements. Any person who wishes to export nuclear
goods, dual-use goods, special military goods, strategic goods or goods subject to national export
controls requires an export license from the State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO).
Nuclear Energy Ordinance of 10 December 2004 stipulates in Article 13 that the Swiss Federal
Office of Energy (SFOE) is responsible for issuing licenses for the export and mediation of
technology relating to nuclear materials42. Any person who wishes to export nuclear goods in
accordance with Annex 2 Part 1 with the export control numbers (ECN) 0C001 (e.g. natural
uranium) or 0C002 (e.g. special fissile materials) requires a license from the SFOE. The
foregoing also applies to goods with ECN 0D001or 0E001where they are software or technology
for goods with ECN 0C001 or 0C002. In these cases, the SFOE takes the place of SECO in
relation to the application of the other provisions of this Ordinance43.
The Federal Council and the SFOE base their decisions on expert opinions prepared by the Swiss
Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (ENSI). Any export of sensitive nuclear materials,
equipment and technology is considered in light of the Nuclear Suppliers Group guidelines on
nuclear transfers, subject to the provisions relating to the transfer of nuclear technology;
applications are to be submitted to the SFOE and the State Secretariat of Economy44.

41
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III. Alternative Dispute Resolution for Nuclear IPRs
IP and commercial disputes can affect energy innovation and commercialization. Disputes may
occur in all energy sectors including energy efficiency (e.g. construction, transport) and nuclear
energy; and may touch upon research, testing, certification, generation, conversion,
manufacturing, distribution or consumption activities, meanwhile IP disputes may relate to
patented technologies, know-how, design rights, software, e.g. for computer programs or
publications, or trademarks.45
Animportant aspect of technology transfer (in particular for private stakeholders) is linked to a
rational choice of dispute resolution policy.It is reasonable to define separate dispute settlement
procedures for IP disputes from economic and other aspects of nuclear energy contract, in view
of their specificity, the need for special competence and procedures and reliability of decisions,
including their recognition and enforcement in other third countries. Practice shows that
international arbitration and mediation is more efficient and cost-effective compared to judiciary
procedures for IP-related disputes.
Among a growing number of international arbitration venues, one is particularly attractive: the
Arbitration and Mediation Center (AMC) of the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO).
WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center provides the framework for mediation, arbitration,
expedited arbitration, and expert determination, thus enabling parties to settle their domestic or
cross-border IP and technology disputes out of court.46
Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) proceduresat AMC offer several advantages47:

A single procedure. Through ADR, the parties can agree to resolve in a single procedure
a dispute involving intellectual property that is protected in a number of different countries,
thereby avoiding the expense and complexity of multi-jurisdictional litigation, and the risk of
inconsistent results.

Party autonomy. Because of its private nature, ADR affords parties the opportunity to
exercise greater control over the way their dispute is resolved than would be the case in court
litigation. In contrast to court litigation, the parties themselves may select the most appropriate
decision-makers for their dispute. In addition, they may choose the applicable law, place and
language of the proceedings. Increased party autonomy can also result in a faster process, as
parties are free to devise the most efficient procedures for their dispute. This can result in
material cost savings.

Neutrality. ADR can be neutral to the law, language and institutional culture of the
parties, thereby avoiding any home court advantage that one of the parties may enjoy in courtbased litigation, where familiarity with the applicable law and local processes can offer
significant strategic advantages.

Confidentiality. ADR proceedings are private. Accordingly, the parties can agree to keep
the proceedings and any results confidential. This allows them to focus on the merits of the
dispute without concern about its public impact, and may be of special importance where
commercial reputations and trade secrets are involved.
45
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Finality of Awards. Unlike court decisions, which can generally be contested through one
or more rounds of litigation, arbitral awards are not normally subject to appeal.

Enforceability of Awards. The United Nations Convention for the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958, known as the New York Convention,
generally provides for the recognition of arbitral awards on par with domestic court judgments
without review on the merits. This greatly facilitates the enforcement of awards across borders.
Parties can draw upon a growing database of over 1,500 independent WIPO arbitrators,
mediators and experts globally. The candidates on the WIPO List of Neutrals range from
seasoned dispute resolution generalists to highly specialized practitioners and experts covering
the entire legal and technical spectrum of intellectual property.48
WIPO AMC provides model contract clauses (for the submission of future disputes under a
particular contract) and submission agreements (for existing disputes, including those referred by
courts) in different languages. 49 WIPO AMC fees are predetermined and are comparatively
cheaper that leads to a considerable cost saving advantage for parties50.
It is rational to include ADR provisions specifically for IP matters and technology transfer
process without any prejudice to applicable dispute resolution procedure of the comprising
(framework) agreement.
All aforementioned flexibilities allow parties to ensure fast, affordable and convenient approach
for IP dispute resolution. As WIPO AMC allows developing tailor-made dispute resolution
procedures for specific commercial circumstances or industry characteristics it becomes a perfect
solution for technology transfer-related disputes51.

48

Neutrals [Electronic Resource] // WIPO AMC: site. – URL: http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/neutrals/(access date:
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TEXT PROPOSED AS A DRAFT FOR THE CONVENTION ON RADIATION SAFETY AND SECURITY
Dr. Sara Maciel Sánchez
Director
Martínez & Maciel Nuclear Law Firm
www.martinezandmaciel.com
nuclearlaw@martinezandmaciel.com

During the last Nuclear Inter Jura Congress, in Buenos Aires, Argentina (2014) our dear colleague Abel J. González as engineer, put on the
table the emptiness regarding an international legal agreement on radiation safety and security; which is work to be done by the lawyers
specialized in nuclear law. His paper on this topic was published in the book of the above meeting cited; which was titled “Towards a
Convention on Radiation Safety and Security”.(MANOVIL, Rafael, Nuclear Law in progress Derecho Nuclear en evolución,XXI
AIDN/INLA Congress-Buenos Aires 2014, Legis, Buenos Aires, 2014, pages 423-436).
During a working group number 4 “Radiological Protection” meeting last September 2015 in Erlangen, Germany, at Areva's headquarters,
my so dear Ulrike Feldmann agreed to give me the opportunity to try to draft an international agreement on radiation safety and security.
This time, I tried to do my best. I know this is just a proposal, but this draft can contribute to finally have a convention on radiation safety
and security.
In order to be exact regarding to the topics contained in this draft, I consulted how are understood some words that can be confused,
namely, safeguard, safety and security. In the Oxford dictionary all of them are defined as follows:
“Safeguard:
>

n. a measure, such as a law or procedure, designed to prevent something undesirable: there were multiple safeguards to prevent
the accidental release of a virus.

>

v.(tr.) protect against something undesirable in this way: low interest rates are offering the opportunity to safeguard their
financial futures.

Safety:
>

The condition of being protected from or unlikely to cause danger, risk, or injury: they
should leave for their own safety.

Security:
>

The state of being free from danger or threat: the system is designed to provide
maximum security against toxic spills. The safety of a state or organization against
criminal activity such as terrorism, theft, or espionage: a matter of national security.
Procedures followed or measures taken to ensure such safety. The state of feeling
safe, stable , and free from fear or anxiety: this man could give the emotional security
she needed."{Concise Oxford American Dictionary, Oxford University Press, USA, 2006,
pages 787, 788 and 809).

1

So, next lines are the result that Martfnez & Maciel Nuclear Law Firm obtained. Our proposal is as follows:

“CONVENTION ON RADIATION SAFETY AND SECURITY

PREAMBLE
CHAPTER 1 OBJECTIVES, DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE OF APPLICATION
ARTICLE 1

OBJECTIVES

ARTICLE 2

DEFITINIONS

ARTICLE 3

SCOPE OF APPLICATION

CHAPTER 2 GENERAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 4

BASIC GENERAL PRINCIPLES

ARTICLE 5

IMPLEMENTING MEASURES

ARTICLE 6

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

ARTICLE 7

REGULATORY BODY

ARTICLE 8

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LICENCE HOLDER

ARTICLE 9

HUMAN AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES

ARTICLE 10

QUALITY ASSURANCE

ARTICLE 11

OPERATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION

ARTICLE 12

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

CHAPTER 3 TRANSBOUNDARY MOVEMENT
ARTICLE 13

IMPORT AND EXPORT OF RADIOACTIVE SOURCES

CHAPTER 4 MEETINGS OF THE CONTRACTING PARTIES ARTICLE 14

2

PREPARATORY

MEETINGS
ARTICLE 15

REVIEW MEETINGS

ARTICLE 16

EXTRAORDINARY MEETINGS

ARTICLE 17

REPORTING

ARTICLE 18

ATTENDANCE

ARTICLE 19

SUMMARY REPORTS

ARTICLE 20

LANGUAGES

ARTICLE 21

CONFIDENTIALITY

ARTICLE 22

SECRETARIAT

CHAPTER 5 FINAL CLAUSES AND OTHER PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 23

RESOLUTION OF DISAGREEMENTS

ARTICLE 24

SIGNATURE,

ARTICLE 25

ENTRY INTO FORCE

ARTICLE 26

AMENDMENTS TO THE CONVENTION

ARTICLE 27

DENUNCIATION

ARTICLE 28

DEPOSITARY

ARTICLE 29

AUTHENTIC TEXTS
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PREAMBLE
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES

(I)

Convinced that is needed a binding International Legal Agreement on Radiation Safety and Security;

(II)

Noting that radioactive sources are used throughout the world for a wide variety of beneficial purposes, e.g. in industry,
medicine, research, agriculture and education,

(III)

Aware that the use of these radioactive sources involves risks due to potential radiation exposure,
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(IV)

Recognizing the need to protect individuals, society and the environment from the harmful effects of possible accidents and
malicious acts involving radioactive sources,

(V)

Noting that ineffective, interrupted or sporadic regulatory or management control of radioactive sources has led to serious
accidents, or malicious acts, or to the existence of orphan sources,

(VI)

Aware that the risks arising from such incidents must be minimized and protected against through the application of appropriate
radiation safety and security standards,

(VII)

Recognizing the importance of fostering a safety and security culture in all organizations and among all individuals engaged in
the regulatory control or the management of radioactive sources,

(VIII)

Recognizing the need for effective and continuous regulatory control, in particular to reduce the vulnerability of radioactive
sources during transfers, within and between States,

(IX)

Recognizing that States should take due care in authorizing exports, particularly
because a number of States may lack appropriate infrastructure for the safe
management and secure protection of radioactive sources, and that States should
make efforts to harmonize their systems of export control of radioactive sources,

(X)

Recognizing the need for technical facilities, including appropriate equipment and qualified staff, to ensure the safe management
and secure protection of radioactive sources,

(XI)

Noting that the International Basic Safety Standards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of Radiation
Sources contain recommendations for protection against exposure to ionizing radiation and for the safety and security of
radioactive sources,

(XII)

Recalling the IAEA’s Safety Requirements document on Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear, Radiation,
Radioactive Waste and Transport Safety,

(XIII)

Taking account of the provisions of the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident (1986) and of the provisions of
the Convention on Assistance in the Case of Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency (1986),

(XIV)

Taking account of the provisions of the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of
Radioactive Waste Management (1997), in particular those provisions which relate to the transboundary movement of radioactive
waste and to the possession, remanufacturing or disposal of disused sealed sources,

(XV)

Recognizing that, while unsealed radioactive material is excluded from this Convention, there may be circumstances where it
should be managed in accordance with the objectives of this Convention,

(XVI)

Recognizing the global role of the IAEA in the area of the safety and security of radioactive sources,

(XVII) Taking account of the IAEA’s categorization of radioactive sources, currently found in IAEA-TECDOC-1344 entitled
“Categorization of radioactive sources”, while recognizing that TECDOC-1344 is based on deterministic health effects and does
not fully take into account the range of impacts that could result from accidents or malicious acts involving radioactive sources,
(XVIII)

Taking account of the approval by the Board of Governors of the activities regarding protection against nuclear terrorism
proposed to it in March 2002, including activities relating to the security of radioactive material other than nuclear material,

(XIX)

Keeping in mind the Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources; which served as guidance to States for
— inter alia — the development and harmonization of policies, laws and regulations on the safety and security of radioactive
sources before this Convention,

(XX)

Keeping in mind the International Conference on the Safety of Radiation Sources and the Security of Radioactive Materials
(1998),

(XXI)

Reaffirming the International Conference of National Regulatory Authorities with Competence in the Safety of Radiation
Sources and the Security of Radioactive Materials (2000),

(XXII)

Affirming the International Conference on Security of Radioactive Sources (2003),
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(XXIII)

Considering the International Conference on Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources (2005),

(XXIV)

Desiring to achieve what was talked about during the Effective Nuclear Regulatory Systems Facing Safety and Security
Challenges (2006),

(XXV)

Aware that the Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of Radioactivity Sources is a good way to start an international
agreement

(XXVI)

Having in mind the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material,

(XXVII) Recalling the International Conference on Control and Management of Radioactive Material Inadvertently Incorporated into
Scrap Metal (2009), and
(XXVIII) Bearing in mind the International Conference on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources: Maintaining the Continuous
Global Control of Sources throughout their Life Cycle (2013), and
(XXIX)

Deeply concerned on the radiation safety and security

HAVE AGREED as follows:

CHAPTER 1 OBJECTIVES, DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE OF APPLICATION
ARTICLE 1

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this Convention are:
Through the development, harmonization and implementation of national policies, laws and regulations, and through the fostering of
international co‐operation, to:
(i)

achieve and maintain a high level of safety and security of radioactive sources;

(ii)

prevent unauthorized access or damage to, and loss, theft or unauthorized
transfer of, radioactive sources, so as to reduce the likelihood of accidental harmful exposure to such sources or the malicious
use of such sources to cause harm to individuals, society or the environment; and (iii)

mitigate or minimize the radiological

consequences of any accident or malicious act involving a radioactive source.
These objectives should be achieved through the establishment of an adequate system of regulatory control of radioactive sources,
applicable from the stage of initial production to their final disposal, and a system for the restoration of such control if it has been lost.
ARTICLE 2

DEFITINIONS

For the purposes of this Convention:
(a) “authorization” means a permission granted in a document by a regulatory body to a natural or legal person who has submitted an
application to manage a radioactive source. The authorization can take the form of a registration, a licence or alternative effective
legal control measures which achieve the objectives of the Code.
(b) “disposal” means the emplacement of radioactive sources in an appropriate facility without the intention of retrieval.
(c) “disused source” means a radioactive source which is no longer used, and is not intended to be used, for the practice for which an
authorization has been granted.
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(d) “management” means the administrative and operational activities that are involved in the manufacture, supply, receipt,
possession, storage, use, transfer, import, export, transport, maintenance, recycling or disposal of radioactive sources.
(e) “orphan source” means a radioactive source which is not under regulatory control, either because it has never been under
regulatory control, or because it has been abandoned, lost, misplaced, stolen or transferred without proper authorization.
(f) “radiation safety” means the assembly of technical and managerial features that diminish the likelihood of something going
wrong with a radiation activity as a result of which people become overexposed.
(g) “radiation security” means the assembly of technical and managerial features that prevent any unauthorized activity with
radiation by ensuring that their control is not relinquished or improperly transferred.
(h) “radioactive source” means radioactive material that is permanently sealed in a capsule or closely bonded, in a solid form and
which is not exempt from regulatory control. It also means any radioactive material released if the radioactive source is leaking
or broken, but does not mean material encapsulated for disposal, or nuclear material within the nuclear fuel cycles of research
and power reactors.
(i) “regulatory body” means an entity or organization or a system of entities or organizations designated by the government of a State
as having legal authority for exercising regulatory control with respect to radioactive sources, including issuing authorizations,
and thereby regulating one or more aspects of the safety or security of radioactive sources.
(j) “regulatory control” means any form of control or regulation applied to facilities or activities by a regulatory body for reasons
related to radiation protection or to the safety or security of radioactive sources.
(k) “safety” means measures intended to minimize the likelihood of accidents involving radioactive sources and, should such an
accident occur, to mitigate its consequences. (I)

“safety culture” means the assembly of characteristics and attitudes in

organizations and individuals which establishes that, as an overriding priority, protection and safety issues receive the attention
warranted by their significance. (m) “security” means measures to prevent unauthorized access or damage to, and loss, theft or
unauthorized transfer of, radioactive sources. (n) “security culture” means characteristics and attitudes in organizations
and of individuals which establish that security issues receive the attention warranted by their significance. (o) “storage” means
the holding of radioactive sources in a facility that provides for their containment with the intention of retrieval.
ARTICLE 3

SCOPE OF APPLICATION

This Convention shall apply to:
(i)

all radioactive sources that may pose a significant risk to individuals, society and the environment, that is the sources

referred to in Annex I of this Convention. States should also devote appropriate attention to the regulation of other potentially
harmful radioactive sources.
(ii)

This Convention does not apply to nuclear material as defined in the Convention on the Physical Protection of

Nuclear Material, except for sources incorporating plutonium-239. (iii)
within military or defence programmes. (iv)

This Convention does not apply to radioactive sources

The international standards relating to nuclear, radiation, radioactive waste and

transport safety and to the control of radioactive sources shall be according to this Convention..

CHAPTER 2 GENERAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 4 BASIC GENERAL PRINCIPLES
1. Every State shall, in order to protect individuals, society and the environment, take the appropriate measures necessary to ensure:
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(a) that the radioactive sources within its territory, or under its jurisdiction or control, are safely managed and securely protected during
their useful lives and at the end of their useful lives; and
(b) the promotion of safety culture and of security culture with respect to radioactive sources.
2. Every State shall have in place an effective national legislative and regulatory system of control over the management and protection of
radioactive sources. Such a system shall:
(a) place the prime responsibility for the safe management of, and the security of, radioactive sources on the persons being granted the
relevant authorizations;
(b) minimize the likelihood of a loss of control;
(c) include national strategies for gaining or regaining control over orphan sources;
(d) provide for rapid response for the purpose of regaining control over orphan sources;
(e) foster ongoing communication between the regulatory body and users;
(f) provide for measures to reduce the likelihood of malicious acts, including sabotage, consistent with the threat defined by the State;
(g) mitigate or minimize the radiological consequences of accidents or malicious acts involving radioactive sources; and.
(h) provide for its own continuous improvement.
3. Every State shall ensure that appropriate facilities and services for radiation protection, safety and security are available to, and used by,
the persons who are authorized to manage radioactive sources. Such facilities and services should include, but are not limited to, those
needed for:
(a) searching for missing sources and securing found sources;
(b) intervention in the event of an accident or malicious act involving a radioactive source;
(c) personal dosimetry and environmental monitoring; and
(d) the calibration of radiation monitoring equipment.
4. Every State shall ensure that adequate arrangements are in place for the appropriate training of the staff of its regulatory body, its law
enforcement agencies and its emergency services organizations.
5. Every State shall establish a national register of radioactive sources. This register should, as a minimum, include Category 1 and 2
radioactive sources as described in Annex 1 to this Convention. The information contained in that register shall be appropriately protected.
For the purpose of introducing efficiency in the exchange of radioactive source information between States, States shall endeavour to
harmonize the formats of their registers.
6. Every State shall ensure that information concerning any loss of control over radioactive sources, or any incidents, with potential
transboundary effects involving radioactive sources, is provided promptly to potentially affected States through established IAEA.
7. Every State shall:
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(a) promote awareness among industry, health professionals, the public, and government bodies of the safety and security hazards
associated with orphan sources; and
(b) encourage bodies and persons likely to encounter orphan sources during the course of their operations (such as scrap metal recyclers
and customs posts) to implement appropriate monitoring programmes to detect such sources.
8. Every State shall encourage the reuse or recycling of radioactive sources, when practicable and consistent with considerations of safety
and security.
9. Every State shall, in implementing this Convention, emphasize to designers, manufacturers (both manufacturers of radioactive sources
and manufacturers of devices in which radioactive sources are incorporated), suppliers and users and those managing disused sources their
responsibilities for the safety and security of radioactive sources.
10. Every State shall define its domestic threat, and assess its vulnerability with respect to this threat for the variety of sources used within
its territory, based on the potential for loss of control and malicious acts involving one or more radioactive sources.
11. Each State shall take appropriate measures consistent with its national law to protect the confidentiality of any information that it
receives in confidence under this Convention from another State or through participation in an activity carried out for the
implementation of this Convention. If any State provides information to international organizations in confidence, steps shall be taken to
ensure that the confidentiality of such information is protected. A State that has received information in confidence from another
State shall only provide this information to third parties with the consent of that other State. A State is not expected to provide any
information that it is not permitted to communicate pursuant to its national law or which would jeopardize the security of that State.
ARTICLE 5

IMPLEMENTING MEASURES

Each Contracting Party shall take, within the framework of its national law, the legislative, regulatory and administrative measures and
other steps necessary for implementing its obligations under this Convention.
ARTICLE 6

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

1. Every State shall have in place legislation and regulations that:
(a) prescribe and assign governmental responsibilities to assure the safety and security of radioactive sources;
(b) provide for the effective control of radioactive sources;
(c) specify the requirements for protection against exposure to ionizing radiation; and
(d) specify the requirements for the safety and security of radioactive sources and of the devices in which sources are incorporated.
2. Such legal framework shall provide for, in particular:
(a) the establishment of a regulatory body whose regulatory functions are effectively independent of other functions with respect to
radioactive sources, such as the management of radioactive sources or the promotion of the use of radioactive sources. This body shall have
the powers and characteristics listed in the next article;
(b) measures to protect individuals, society and the environment from the deleterious effects of ionizing radiation from radioactive
sources;
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(c) administrative requirements relating to the authorization of the management of radioactive sources;
(d) provisions for exemption, as appropriate, from the administrative requirements
referred to in paragraph (c) above;
(e) administrative requirements relating to notifications to the regulatory body of actions involved in the management of radioactive
sources that may engender a significant risk to individuals, society or the environment;
(f) managerial requirements relating in particular to the establishment of adequate policies, procedures and measures for the control of
radioactive sources;
(g) requirements for security measures to deter, detect and delay the unauthorized access to, or the theft, loss or unauthorized use or
removal of radioactive sources during all stages of management;
(h) requirements relating to the verification of the safety and security of radioactive sources, through safety and security assessments,
monitoring and verification of compliance, and the maintenance of appropriate records; and
(i) the capacity to take appropriate enforcement actions.
3. Each Contracting Party shall establish and maintain a legislative and regulatory framework to govern the Radiation Safety and Security.
2. This legislative and regulatory framework shall provide for:
(i) the establishment of applicable national safety requirements and regulations for radiation safety;
(ii) the establishment of applicable national security requirements and regulations for radiation security;
(iii) a system of licensing of Radiation Safety and Security;
(iv) a system of prohibition of the Radiation Safety and Security without a licence;
(v) a system of appropriate institutional control, regulatory inspection and documentation and reporting;
(vi) the enforcement of applicable regulations and of the terms of the licences;
(vi) a clear allocation of responsibilities of the bodies involved in the Radiation Safety and Security
3. When considering whether to regulate Radiation Safety and Security, Contracting Parties shall take due account of the objectives of this
Convention
ARTICLE 7

REGULATORY BODY

1. Each Contracting Party shall establish or designate a regulatory body entrusted with the implementation of the legislative and regulatory
framework referred to in Article 6, and provided with adequate authority, competence and financial and human resources to fulfill its
assigned responsibilities.
2. Each Contracting Party, in accordance with its legislative and regulatory framework, shall take the appropriate steps to ensure the
effective independence of the regulatory functions from other functions where organizations are involved in both radiation safety or
radiation security and in their regulation.
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3. Every State shall ensure that the regulatory body established by its legislation has the authority to:
(a) establish regulations and issue guidance relating to the safety and security of radioactive sources;
(b) require those who intend to manage radioactive sources to seek an authorization, and to submit:
(i) a safety assessment; and
(ii) a security plan or assessment as appropriate for the source and/or the facility in which the source is to be managed, if deemed
necessary in the light of the risks posed and, in the case of security, the current national threat assessment;
(c) obtain all relevant information from an applicant for an authorization;
(d) issue, amend, suspend or revoke, as necessary, authorizations for the management of radioactive sources.
(e) attach clear and unambiguous conditions to the authorizations issued by it, including conditions relating to:
(i) responsibilities;
(ii) minimum operator competencies;
(iii) minimum design and performance criteria, and maintenance requirements for radioactive sources and the devices in which they
are incorporated;
(iv) minimum performance criteria and maintenance requirements for equipment and systems used to ensure the safety and security of
radioactive sources;
(v) requirements for emergency procedures and communication links;
(vi) work procedures to be followed;
(vii) the safe and secure management of disused sources, including, where applicable, agreements regarding the return of disused
sources to a supplier;
(viii) measures to determine, as appropriate, the trustworthiness of individuals involved in the management of radioactive
sources; and
(ix) the confidentiality of information relating to the security of sources;
(f) obtain any relevant and necessary information from a person with an authorization, in particular if that is warranted by revised
safety or security assessments;
(g) require those supplying or transferring radioactive sources or devices incorporating radioactive sources to provide the recipient
with all relevant technical information to permit their safe and secure management.
(h) enter premises in order to undertake inspections for the verification of compliance with regulatory requirements;
(i) enforce regulatory requirements;
(j) monitor, or request other authorized bodies to monitor, at appropriate checkpoints for the purpose of detecting orphan sources;
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(k) ensure that corrective actions are taken when a radioactive source is in an unsafe or non-secure condition;
(I) provide, on a case-by-case basis, to a person with an authorization and the public any information that is deemed necessary in order
to protect individuals, society and the environment;
(m) liaise and co-ordinate with other governmental bodies and with relevant nongovernmental bodies in all areas relating to the safety
and security of radioactive sources;
(n) liaise with regulatory bodies of other countries and with international organizations to promote co-operation and the exchange of
regulatory information;
(o) establish criteria for intervention in emergency situations;
(p) ensure that radioactive sources are stored in facilities appropriate for the purpose of such storage; and
(q) ensure that, where disused sources are stored for extended periods of time, the facilities in which they are stored are fit for that
purpose.
4.

Every State shall ensure that its regulatory body:

(a) is staffed by qualified personnel;
(b) has the financial resources and the facilities and equipment necessary to undertake its functions in an effective manner; and
(c) is able to draw upon specialist resources and expertise from other relevant
governmental agencies.
5. Every State shall ensure that its regulatory body:
(a) establishes procedures for dealing with applications for authorization;
(b) ensures that arrangements are made for the safe management and secure protection of radioactive sources, including financial
provisions where appropriate, once they have become disused;
(c) maintains appropriate records of persons with authorizations in respect of radioactive sources, with a clear indication of the type(s) of
radioactive sources that they are authorized to use, and appropriate records of the transfer and disposal of the radioactive sources on
termination of the authorizations. These records shall be properly secured against unauthorized access or alteration, and back-up copies
should be made;
(d) promotes the establishment of a safety culture and of a security culture among all individuals and in all bodies involved in the
management of radioactive sources;
(e) establishes systems for ensuring that, where practicable, both radioactive sources and their containers, are marked by users with an
appropriate sign to warn members of the public of the radiation hazard, but where this is not practicable, at least the container is so marked;
(f) establishes systems for ensuring that the areas where radioactive sources are managed are marked by users with appropriate signs to
warn workers or members of the public, as applicable, of the radiation hazard;
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(g) establishes systems for ensuring that, where practicable, radioactive sources are
identifiable and traceable, or where this is not practicable, ensures that alternative
processes for identifying and tracing those sources are in place;
(h) ensures that inventory controls are conducted on a regular basis by persons with authorizations;
(i) carries out both announced and unannounced inspections at an appropriate frequency taking into account past performance and the risks
presented by the radioactive source;
(j) takes enforcement actions, as appropriate, to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements;

(k) ensures that the regulatory principles and criteria remain adequate and valid and take into account, as applicable, operating experience
and internationally endorsed standards and recommendations;
(I) requires the prompt reporting by authorized persons of loss of control over, and of incidents in connection with, radioactive sources;
(m) provides guidance on appropriate levels of information, instruction and training on the safety and security of radioactive sources and
the devices or facilities in which they are housed, to manufacturers, suppliers and users of radioactive sources;
(n) requires authorized persons to prepare emergency plans, as appropriate;
(o) is prepared, or has established provisions, to recover and restore appropriate control over orphan sources, and to deal with radiological
emergencies and has established appropriate response plans and measures;
(p) is prepared in respect of orphan sources that may have originated within the State to assist in obtaining technical information relating to
their safe and secure management.
ARTICLE 8

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LICENCE HOLDER

1. Each Contracting Party shall ensure that prime responsibility for the radiation safety or
radiation security rests with the holder of the relevant licence and shall take the
appropriate steps to ensure that each such licence holder meets its responsibility.
2. If there is no such licence holder or other responsible party, the responsibility rests with
the Contracting Party which has jurisdiction over the radiation safety or over the radiation
security.
ARTICLE 9

HUMAN AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that:
(i) qualified staff are available as needed for radiation safety and security;
(ii) adequate financial resources are available to support radiation safety and security;
ARTICLE 10

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Each Contracting Party shall take the necessary steps to ensure that appropriate quality assurance programmes concerning the radiation
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safety and security are established and implemented.
ARTICLE 11

OPERATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION

1. Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that during the radiation safety and security:
(i) the radiation exposure of the workers and the public caused by radiation safety and security shall be kept as low as reasonably
achievable, economic and social factors being taken into account;
(ii) no individual shall be exposed, in normal situations, to radiation doses which exceed national prescriptions for dose limitation which
have due regard to internationally endorsed standards on radiation protection; and
(iii) measures are taken to prevent unplanned and uncontrolled releases of radioactive materials into the environment.
2. Each Contracting Party shall take appropriate steps to ensure that discharges shall be
limited:
(i) to keep exposure to radiation as low as reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken into account; and
(ii) so that no individual shall be exposed, in normal situations, to radiation doses which exceed national prescriptions for dose limitation
which have due regard to internationally endorsed standards on radiation protection.
3. Each Contracting Party shall take appropriate steps to ensure that during the radiation
safety and security, in the event that an unplanned or uncontrolled release of radioactive materials into the environment occurs,
appropriate corrective measures are implemented to control the release and mitigate its effects.
ARTICLE 12

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

1. Each Contracting Party shall ensure that radiation safety and security are appropriate and have emergency plans. Such emergency plans
should be tested at an appropriate frequency.
2. Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps for the preparation and testing of emergency plans for its territory insofar as it is
likely to be affected in the event of a radiological emergency due to radiation safety and security.

CHAPTER 3 TRANSBOUNDARY MOVEMENT
ARTICLE 13
1.

IMPORT AND EXPORT OF RADIOACTIVE SOURCES

Every State involved in the import or export of radioactive sources shall take appropriate steps to ensure that transfers
are undertaken in a manner consistent with the provisions of this Convention and that transfers of radioactive sources in
Categories 1 and 2 of Annex 1 of this Convention take place only with the prior notification by the exporting State and,
as appropriate, consent by the importing State in accordance with their respective laws and regulations.

2.

Every State intending to authorize the import of radioactive sources in Categories 1 and 2 of Annex 1 to this Convention
shall consent to their import only if the recipient is authorized to receive and possess the source under its national law
and the State has the appropriate technical and administrative capability, resources and regulatory
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structure needed to ensure that the source will be managed in a manner consistent with the provisions of this
Convention
3.

Every State intending to authorize the export of radioactive sources in Categories 1 and 2 of Annex 1 to this
Convention shall consent to its export only if it can satisfy itself, insofar as practicable, that the receiving State has
authorized the recipient to receive and possess the source and has the appropriate technical and administrative
capability, resources and regulatory structure needed to ensure that the source will be managed in a manner
consistent with the provisions of this Convention.
4.

If the conditions in paragraphs 2 and 3 with respect to a particular import or export cannot be satisfied, that import
or export may be authorized in exceptional circumstances with the consent of the importing State if an alternative
arrangement has been made to ensure the source will be managed in a safe and secure manner.

5.

Every State shall allow for re-entry into its territory of disused radioactive sources if, in the framework of its
national law, it has accepted that they be returned to a manufacturer authorized to manage the disused sources.

6.

Every State which authorizes the import or export of a radioactive source shall take appropriate steps to ensure
that such import or export is conducted in a manner consistent with existing relevant international standards
relating to the transport of radioactive materials.

7.

Although not subject to the authorization procedures outlined in paragraphs 2 and 3 above, the transport of
radioactive sources through the territory of a transit or transshipment state shall be conducted in a manner
consistent with existing relevant international standards relating to the transport of radioactive materials, in
particular paying careful attention to maintaining continuity of control during international transport.

CHAPTER 4 MEETINGS OF THE CONTRACTING PARTIES ARTICLE 14

PREPARATORY

MEETINGS
1. A preparatory meeting of the Contracting Parties shall be held not later than six months after the date of entry into
force of this Convention.
2. At this meeting, the Contracting Parties shall:
(i) determine the date for the first review meeting as referred to in Article 15. This review meeting shall be held as soon
as possible, but not later than thirty months after the date of entry into force of this Convention;
(ii) prepare and adopt by consensus Rules of Procedure and Financial Rules;
(iii) establish in particular and in accordance with the Rules of Procedure:
(a) guidelines regarding the form and structure of the national reports to be submitted pursuant to Article 17;
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(b) a date for the submission of such reports;
(c) the process for reviewing such reports.
3. Any State or regional organization of an integration or other nature which ratifies, accepts, approves, accedes to or confirms this
Convention and for which the Convention is not yet in force, may attend the preparatory meeting as if it were a Party to this Convention.
ARTICLE 15

REVIEW MEETINGS

1. The Contracting Parties shall hold meetings for the purpose of reviewing the reports submitted pursuant to Article 17.
2. At each review meeting the Contracting Parties:
(i) shall determine the date for the next such meeting, the interval between review meetings not exceeding three years;
(ii) may review the arrangements established pursuant to paragraph 2 of Article 14, and adopt revisions by consensus unless otherwise
provided for in the Rules of Procedure. They may also amend the Rules of Procedure and Financial Rules by consensus.
3. At each review meeting each Contracting Party shall have a reasonable opportunity to
discuss the reports submitted by other Contracting Parties and to seek clarification of such
reports.
ARTICLE 16

EXTRAORDINARY MEETINGS

An extraordinary meeting of the Contracting Parties shall be held:
(i) if so agreed by a majority of the Contracting Parties present and voting at a
meeting; or
(ii) at the written request of a Contracting Party, within six months of this request having been communicated to the Contracting Parties and
notification having been received by the secretariat referred to in Article 22 that the request has been supported by a majority of the
Contracting Parties.
ARTICLE 17

REPORTING

1. In accordance with the provisions of Article 15, each Contracting Party shall submit a national report to each review meeting of
Contracting Parties. This report shall address the measures taken to implement each of the obligations of the Convention. For each
Contracting Party the report shall also address its:
(i)

Radiation safety policy;

(ii)

Radiation safety practices;

(iii)

Radiation security policy;

(iv)

Radiation security practices

(v)

Criteria used to define radiation safety; and
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(vi)

Criteria used to define radiation security.
ARTICLE 18

ATTENDANCE

1. Each Contracting Party shall attend meetings of the Contracting Parties and be
represented at such meetings by one delegate, and by such alternates, experts and
advisers as it deems necessary.
2. The Contracting Parties may invite, by consensus, any intergovernmental organization
which is competent in respect of matters governed by this Convention to attend, as an
observer, any meeting, or specific sessions thereof. Observers shall be required to accept
in writing, and in advance, the provisions of Article 21.
ARTICLE 19

SUMMARY REPORTS

The Contracting Parties shall adopt, by consensus, and make available to the public a document addressing issues discussed and
conclusions reached during meetings of the Contracting Parties.
ARTICLE 20

LANGUAGES

1. The languages of meetings of the Contracting Parties shall be Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish unless otherwise
provided in the Rules of Procedure.
2. Reports submitted pursuant to Article 17 shall be prepared in the national language of the submitting Contracting Party or in a single
designated language to be agreed in the Rules of Procedure. Should the report be submitted in a national language other than the designated
language, a translation of the report into the designated language shall be provided by the Contracting Party.
3. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 2, the secretariat, if compensated, will assume the translation of reports submitted in any
other language of the meeting into the designated language.
ARTICLE 21

CONFIDENTIALITY

1. The provisions of this Convention shall not affect the rights and obligations of the Contracting Parties under their laws to protect
information from disclosure. For the purposes of this article, "information" includes, inter alia, information relating to national security or
to the physical protection of nuclear materials, information protected by intellectual property rights or by industrial or commercial
confidentiality, and personal data.
2. When, in the context of this Convention, a Contracting Party provides information identified by it as protected as described in
paragraph 1, such information shall be used only for the purposes for which it has been provided and its confidentiality shall be respected.

3.

With respect to information relating to radiation safety and security falling within the scope of this Convention, the provisions of

this Convention shall not affect the exclusive discretion of the Contracting Party concerned to decide:
(i) whether such information is classified or otherwise controlled to preclude release;
(ii) whether to provide information referred to in sub-paragraph (i) above in the context of the Convention; and
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(iii) what conditions of confidentiality are attached to such information if it is provided in the context of this Convention.
4. The content of the debates during the reviewing of the national reports at each review meeting held pursuant to Article 15 shall be
confidential.
ARTICLE 22

SECRETARIAT

1. The International Atomic Energy Agency, (hereinafter referred to as "the Agency") shall provide the secretariat for the meetings of
the Contracting Parties.
2. The secretariat shall:
(i) convene, prepare and service the meetings of the Contracting Parties referred to in Articles 14, 15 and 16;
(ii) transmit to the Contracting Parties information received or prepared in accordance with the provisions of this Convention.
The costs incurred by the Agency in carrying out the functions referred to in sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) above shall be borne by the
Agency as part of its regular budget.
3. The Contracting Parties may, by consensus, request the Agency to provide other services in support of meetings of the Contracting
Parties. The Agency may provide such services if they can be undertaken within its programme and regular budget. Should this not be
possible, the Agency may provide such services if voluntary funding is provided from another source.

CHAPTER 5 FINAL CLAUSES AND OTHER PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 23

RESOLUTION OF DISAGREEMENTS

In the event of a disagreement between two or more Contracting Parties concerning the interpretation or application of this Convention, the
Contracting Parties shall consult within the framework of a meeting of the Contracting Parties with a view to resolving the disagreement. In
the event that the consultations prove unproductive, recourse can be made to the mediation, conciliation and arbitration mechanisms
provided for in international law, including the rules and practices prevailing within the IAEA.
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ARTICLE 24

SIGNATURE,

RATIFICATION,

ACCEPTANCE,

APPROVAL, ACCESSION

1. This Convention shall be open for signature by all States at the Headquarters of the Agency in Vienna from (to be written here the date,
namely, day, month and year) until its entry into force.
2. This Convention is subject to ratification, acceptance or approval by the signatory States.
3. After its entry into force, this Convention shall be open for accession by all States.
4. (i) This Convention shall be open for signature subject to confirmation, or accession by
regional organizations of an integration or other nature, provided that any such organization is
constituted by sovereign States and has competence in respect of the negotiation, conclusion
and application of international agreements in matters covered by this Convention.
(ii) In matters within their competence, such organizations shall, on their own behalf, exercise the rights and fulfil the responsibilities
which this Convention attributes to States Parties.
(iii) When becoming party to this Convention, such an organization shall communicate to the Depositary referred to in Article 28, a
declaration indicating which States are members thereof, which Articles of this Convention apply to it, and the extent of its competence in
the field covered by those articles.
(iv) Such an organization shall not hold any vote additional to those of its Member States.
5. Instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval, accession or confirmation shall be
deposited with the Depositary.
ARTICLE 25

ENTRY INTO FORCE

1. This Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after the date of deposit with the Depositary of the twenty-fifth
instrument of ratification, acceptance or approval.
2. For each State or regional organization of an integration or other nature which ratifies, accepts, approves, accedes to or confirms
this Convention after the date of deposit of the last instrument required to satisfy the conditions set forth in paragraph 1, this
Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after the date of deposit with the Depositary of the appropriate instrument by
such a State or organization.
ARTICLE 26

AMENDMENTS TO THE CONVENTION

1. Any Contracting Party may propose an amendment to this Convention. Proposed amendments shall be considered at a review
meeting or at an extraordinary meeting.
2. The text of any proposed amendment and the reasons for it shall be provided to the Depositary who shall communicate the
proposal to the Contracting Parties at least ninety days before the meeting for which it is submitted for consideration. Any comments
received on such a proposal shall be circulated by the Depositary to the Contracting Parties.
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3. The Contracting Parties shall decide after consideration of the proposed amendment whether to adopt it by consensus, or, in the absence
of consensus, to submit it to a Diplomatic Conference. A decision to submit a proposed amendment to a Diplomatic Conference shall
require a two-thirds majority vote of the Contracting Parties present and voting at the meeting, provided that at least one half of the
Contracting Parties are present at the time of voting.
4. The Diplomatic Conference to consider and adopt amendments to this Convention shall be convened by the Depositary and held no later
than one year after the appropriate decision taken in accordance with paragraph 3 of this article. The Diplomatic Conference shall make
every effort to ensure amendments are adopted by consensus. Should this not be possible, amendments shall be adopted with a two-thirds
majority of all Contracting Parties.
5. Amendments to this Convention adopted pursuant to paragraphs 3 and 4 above shall be subject to ratification, acceptance, approval, or
confirmation by the Contracting Parties and shall enter into force for those Contracting Parties which have ratified, accepted, approved or
confirmed them on the ninetieth day after the receipt by the Depositary of the relevant instruments of at least two thirds of the Contracting
Parties. For a Contracting Party which subsequently ratifies, accepts, approves or confirms the said amendments, the amendments will enter
into force on the ninetieth day after that Contracting Party has deposited its relevant instrument.
ARTICLE 27

DENUNCIATION

1. Any Contracting Party may denounce this Convention by written notification to the Depositary.
2. Denunciation shall take effect one year following the date of the receipt of the notification by the Depositary, or on such later date as
may be specified in the notification.
ARTICLE 28

DEPOSITARY

1. The Director General of the Agency shall be the Depositary of this Convention.
2. The Depositary shall inform the Contracting Parties of:
(i) the signature of this Convention and of the deposit of instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval, accession or confirmation in
accordance with Article 24;
(ii) the date on which the Convention enters into force, in accordance with Article 25;
(iii) the notifications of denunciation of the Convention and the date thereof, made in accordance with Article 27;
(iv) the proposed amendments to this Convention submitted by Contracting Parties, the amendments adopted by the relevant
Diplomatic Conference or by the meeting of the Contracting Parties, and the date of entry into force of the said amendments, in
accordance with Article 26.
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ARTICLE 29

AUTHENTIC TEXTS

The original of this Convention of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are
equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Depositary, who shall send certified copies thereof to the
Contracting Parties.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE UNDERSIGNED, BEING DULY AUTHORIZED TO THAT EFFECT,
HAVE SIGNED THIS CONVENTION.
Done at Vienna on the eleventh day of November, two thousand sixteen.” (For example).
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ANNEX I: LIST OF SOURCES COVERED BY THE CONVENTION

Category 1 sources, if not safely managed or securely protected would be likely to cause permanent injury to a person who handled them,
or were otherwise in contact with them, for more than a few minutes. It would probably be fatal to be close to this amount of unshielded
material for a period of a few minutes to an hour. These sources are typically used in practices such as radiothermal generators, irradiators
and radiation teletherapy. Category 2 sources, if not safely managed or securely protected, could cause permanent injury to a person who
handled them, or were otherwise in contact with them, for a short time (minutes to hours). It could possibly be fatal to be close to this
amount of unshielded radioactive material for a period of hours to days. These sources are typically used in practices such as industrial
gamma radiography, high dose rate brachytherapy and medium dose rate brachytherapy. Category 3 sources, if not safely managed or
securely protected, could cause permanent injury to a person who handled them, or were otherwise in contact with them, for some hours. It
could possibly — although it is unlikely — be fatal to be close to this amount of unshielded radioactive material for a period of days to
weeks. These sources are typically used in practices such as fixed industrial gauges involving high activity sources (for example, level
gauges, dredger gauges, conveyor gauges and spinning pipe gauges) and well logging. Table I provides a categorization by activity levels
for radionuclides that are commonly used. These are based on D-values which define a dangerous source i.e.: a source that could, if not
under control, give rise to exposure sufficient to cause severe deterministic effects. A more complete listing of radionuclides and associated
activity levels corresponding to each category, and a fuller explanation of the derivation of the D-values, may be found in TECDOC-1344,
which also provides the underlying methodology that could be applied to radionuclides not listed. Typical source uses are noted above for
illustrative purposes only. In addition to these categories, States should give appropriate attention to radioactive sources considered by them
to have the potential to cause unacceptable consequences if employed for malicious purposes, and to aggregations of lower activity sources
(as defined by TECDOC 1344) which require management under the principles of this Convention.
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TABLE I. ACTIVITIES CORRESPONDING TO THRESHOLDS OF CATEGORIES

* These radionuclides are very unlikely to be used in individual radioactive sources with activity levels that would place them within
Categories 1, 2 or 3 and would therefore not be subject to the paragraph relating to national registries or the paragraphs relating to import
and export control of this Convention.
a The primary values to be used are given in TBq. Curie values are provided for practical usefulness and are rounded after conversion.
b Criticality and safeguard issues will need to be considered for multiples of D.
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CONCLUSION
As you can see, this is an unfinished work. I am open to receive your feedback in order to improve this draft and to achieve this
Convention in the future.
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PROTECTION OF PATIENTS AGAINST IONIZING
RADIATION IN GERMANY
Ulrike Feldmann – German Association of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Industry and Nuclear
Technology

Under current law the protection of patients in Germany is mainly regulated by the
“Radiation Protection Ordinance (Strahlenschutzverordnung) 1 ”, the “X-ray Ordinance
(Röntgenverordnung) 2 ” and by a “Guidance for the Application of Diagnostic Reference
Levels in Nuclear Medicine”. The Radiation Protection Ordinance as well as the X-ray
Ordinance implement European law, i.e. Council Directive 96/29/Euratom laying down basic
safety standards for the protection of workers administering the medical exposure and the
members of the public 3 and Council Directive 97/43/Euratom on health protection of
individuals against the dangers of ionising radiation in relation to medical exposure 4 .
Directive 97/43 takes into account the recommendations given by the Commission on
Radiological Protection in 1990 and 19975 based on the development of scientific knowledge
in the field of radiation protection applied to medical exposure.
Regarding the protection of patients against ionizing radiation the Radiation Protection
Ordinance foresees prescriptions concerning:
 licensing requirements for the application of radioactive substances or ionizing
radiation to the human body in medical research (§ 23 and § 24 Radiation Protection
Ordinance),
 type approval procedures for appliances and other devices into which other
radioactive substances have been introduced and of facilities for the generation of
ionizing radiation (§§ 25 - 27 Radiation Protection Ordinance),
 special requirements for medical applications of radioactive substances and ionizing
radiation in the practice of medicine and dentistry (§§ 80 - 86 Radiation Protection
Ordinance),
 special requirements for medical applications of radioactive substances and ionizing
radiation in medical research (§§ 87 – 92 Radiation Protection Ordinance).

Strahlenschutzverordnung of 20 July 2001, published in Bundesgesetzblatt (Federal Law Gazette,
BGBL) I 2001, No 38; its last amendment is published in Bundesgesetzblatt (BGBl) I 2016, No 37.
2 Röntgenverordnung of 30 April 2003, published in Bundesgesetzblatt BGBl I p. 604: its last amendment
was published in Bundesgesetzblatt BGBl. I 2014 p. 2010.
3 The “Medical Exposure Directive “(MED) is published in the Official Journal of the European Union, OJ
No L 159, 29.6.1996. It had to be transposed into national law by 13 May 2000.
4 Official Journal No L 180, 9.7.1997.
5 International Commission on Radiological Protection. Radiological Protection and Safety in Medicine,
ICRP Publication 73. Annals oft he ICRP 1006; 26 (2).
1

1

Regarding the protection of patients against ionizing radiation the X-ray Ordinance foresees
prescriptions concerning:
 the use of X-ray facilities (§ 3 and § 4 X-ray Ordinance),
 type approval procedures (§§ 8 - 12 X-ray Ordinance),
 special requirements for the application of X-ray radiation to the human body in the
practice of medicine and dentistry (§§ 23 - 28 X-ray Ordinance),
 requirements for medical applications of X-ray radiation in medical research §§ 28 a 28 g X-ray Ordinance).
The main three principles for the application of ionizing radiation as well as of X-ray
radiation are:
 justifying indication/justification of practices, § 80 Radiation Protection Ordinance
and § 23 X-Ray Ordinance (The benefit of an application to a person’s health must
outweigh the risks involved in radiation treatment),
 limitation of doses, § 81 Radiation Protection Ordinance and § 25 subpara 2 X-ray
Ordinance (Radiation exposure caused by medical examinations shall be restricted as
far as is consistent with the requirements of medical science. Diagnostic reference
levels shall be taken as a basis for patient examinations and shall be compiled and
published by the Federal Office for Radiation Protection),
 avoidance of unnecessary radiation exposure and dose reduction/ optimisation of
protection (e.g.: § 81 subpara 3 Radiation Protection Ordinance prescribes that prior
to the use of radioactive substances or ionizing radiation or X-Ray radiation in patient
treatment, an individual patient irradiation plan must be put together by a physician
and a medical physics expert. The dose in the target volume shall be determined for
each individual person being treated in accordance with the requiremnts of medical
science; non-target volume doses shall be kept as low as is possible given the purpose
of treatment; § 25 subpara 2 X-ray Ordinance stipulates that the dose of radiation has
to be individually determined for each patient; non-target volume doses shall be kept
as low as is possible given the purpose of treatment).
According to Article 4 (2) of the Council Directive 97/43/Euratom Member States shall
promote the establishment and the use of diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) for diagnostic
examinations in radiology and nuclear medicine and the availibilty of guidance for this
purpose.
In 1999 the European Commission published the Guidance “Radiation Protection 109”, a
guidance on diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) for medical exposures6 giving for example
guidance on principles, definitions and explanations on the establishment and application of
DRLs, and giving also examples of diagnostic reference doses already used in Europe.

European Commission, Radiation Protection 109: Guidance on diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) for
Medical exposures. Directorate-General, Environment, Nuclear Safety and Civil Protection, 1999.
6
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In fulfillment of European law and of § 81 subpara 2 Radiation Protection Ordinance the
Federal Office for Radiation Protection (Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz) issued a “Guidance
for the Application of Diagnostic Reference Levels in Nuclear Medicine” (latest status: 6
May 2015) and is regularly publishing diagnostic reference levels7. Although these reference
levels are not dose limits – dose limits do not apply to medical exposure - a constantly
unjustified exceedance has to be reported to the competent authority. Contrary to diagnostic
radiology where reference levels are upper reference levels the diagnostic reference levels in
nuclear medicine are optimal reference levels indicating the activity necessary for good
image quality in standard practice with standard patients. As a general rule these optimal
reference levels have to be observed. In cases where it is possible to achieve a meaningful
image quality with less activity an undercut of the activity, i.e. of the diagnostic reference
level has to be seeked (Principle of optimisation).
As the European basic safety standards on radiation protection (EU-BSS) have been altered
in 2013 and have to be implemented by the Member States until 6 February 2018 Germany
like the other Member States of the European Union has started to revise its national law
according to the prescriptions foreseen in Council Directive 2013/59/Euratom of 5 December
2013 laying down basic safety standards for protection against the dangers arising from
exposure to ionizing radiation8.
What is new in the revised EU-BSS regarding the protection of patients?
A new Chapter VII has been introduced dealing with medical exposures. In detail










the principle of justification (Art. 56 EU-BSS),
the principle of optimisation (Art. 56 E-BSS),
responsibilties for medical exposures taking place (Art. 57 EU-BSS),
procedures and documentation to be followed in connection wih medical exposures
(Art. 58 EU-BSS),
training and recognition requirements (Art. 59 EU-BSS),
criteria to be observed concerning medical radiological equipment (Art. 60 EU-BSS),
special practises – e.g. concerning medical exposure of children – (Art. 61 EU-BSS)
and special protection during pregnancy and breastfeeding (Art. 62 EU-BSS),
accidental and unintended exposures (Art. 63 EU-BSS) and
estimates of population doses Art. 64 EU-BSS)

are dealt with in this new Chapter VII of the EU-BSS.
As a new tool for optimisation the new EU-BSS has installed the so called dose constraints
Artt. 6 and Art 56 EU-BSS). According to the new EU-BSS dose constraint means “a
constraint set as a prospective upper bound of individual doses, used to define the range of
options considered in the process of optimisation for a given radiation source in a planned
exposure situation”.

Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz. Bekanntmachung der aktualisierten diagnostischen Referenzwerte für
nuklearmedizinische Untersuchungen. Bundesanzeiger vom 19.10.2012.
8 Official Journal No L 13, 17.1.2014.
7
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However, for medical exposure, dose contraints shall apply only with regard to the protection
of carers and comforters and volunteers participating in medical or biomedical research. (Art.
6 para 1.c) EU-BSS).
Regarding practitioners and individuals involved in the practical aspects of medical
radiological procedures the new EU-BSS also emphasise education, information and training
in the field of medical exposure (Art. 18 para 1 EU-BSS). Member States shall:
 ensure that appropriate curricula are established and shall recognise the correspoding
diplomas, certificates or formal qualifications,
 ensure that continuing education and training after qualification is provided and, in the
special case of clinical use of new techniques, training is provided on these techniques
and the relevant radiation protection requirements,
 encourage the introduction of a course on radiation protection in the basic curriculum
of medical and dental schools.
Most of these regulations are part of the national German radiation protection law. However,
during the process to implement the new EU-BSS regulations into national German law a
careful survey has to be performed to find possible gaps between the current German
radiation protection law and the new EU-BSS regarding the protection of patients against
ionizing radiation.
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RESPONSABILITÉ CIVILE NUCLÉAIRE ET INSTALLATIONS DE
FUSION : QUELS DÉFIS POUR LE DROIT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC ?1
Claire PORTIER – Doctorant contractuel2

I.

Une adaptation formelle de la Convention de Paris : l’amendement ..................... 3
A. Quelles modifications pour le texte de Paris ? ................................................... 4
B. La flexibilité dissimulée de la clause d'amendement contenue dans la
Convention de Paris .................................................................................................. 6

II. Une adaptation informelle de la Convention de Paris : l’interprétation évolutive
du terme de « réacteur » ................................................................................................ 9
A. Le caractère évolutif du texte de la Convention de Paris ................................. 10
1) La remise en cause du sens ordinaire du terme « réacteur » ....................... 10
2) L’ « ambivalence du contexte » de la Convention de Paris ......................... 13
B. La survivance d’un certain « formalisme » dans le processus interprétatif de la
Convention de Paris ................................................................................................ 14

« L’essence même du droit est de figer les rapports de
force pour leur permettre, par le truchement des règles
qu’il édicte, de se perpétuer dans l’avenir. Le droit est
donc, a priori, un facteur structurel de frein à sa propre
évolution »3.
Dans tout ordre juridique, la règle de droit n’est qu’un événement : celui de sa
création4. Preuve d’une « politique qui a réussi », la norme juridique a inévitablement
pour objet de figer les situations acquises et de les perpétuer5. Pourtant, alors que le
contexte politique et social dans lequel elle se situe ainsi que les conditions factuelles
de son élaboration et de sa mise en œuvre changent, la norme juridique vieillit. Par
conséquent, quand certains affirment qu’« une fois créée, la norme juridique n’est pas
affectée par l’écoulement du temps », ils imaginent un droit en dehors de ce temps
correspondant à des besoins immuables. C’est une fiction. Tel un être vivant, la

1

Ce sujet est extrait d’une thèse de doctorat (en cours) de l’auteur. L’approche y est donc fortement
résumée.
2
Aix Marseille Univ, Université de Toulon, Univ Pau & Pays Adour, CNRS, DICE, Aix-en-Provence,
France – En thèse au CERIC – Aix-Marseille Univ. en partenariat avec ITER Organization.
3
SALMON (J.), « Changements et droit international public », in Nouveaux itinéraires en droit.
Hommage à François Rigaux, Bruxelles, Bruylant, 1993, p.429 cité par CHANAKI (A.), L’adaptation
des traités dans le temps, Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2013, p.1.
4
COMBACAU (J.), « L’écoulement du temps », in Le droit international et le temps, Colloque de
Paris de la Société française pour le Droit international, Pedone, Paris, 2001, pp.77-81 référencé par
GEORGOPOULOS (T.), « Le droit intertemporel et les dispositions conventionnelles évolutives :
quelle thérapie contre la vieillesse des traités ? », R.G.D.I.P., n°1, vol. 108, 2004, p. 124.
5
GIRAUD (E.), « Le droit positif : ses rapports avec la philosophie et la politique », Hommage d’une
génération de juristes au président Basdevant, Paris, Pedone, 1960, p. 234 cité par PELLET (A.),
« L’adaptation du droit international aux besoins changeants de la société internationale – Conférence
inaugurale, session de droit international public », R.C.A.D.I., tome 329, 2007, Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers, Leiden/Boston, 2008, p.18.
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norme juridique doit naître, vivre et mourir pour laisser place à son successeur6. Si ce
paradoxe n’est pas manifeste en droit interne, il l’est en revanche en droit
international. En droit interne, quelle que soit la forme de l’organisation politique de
l’État ou la nature de ses institutions, il existe toujours des mécanismes permettant
d’ajuster les règles inadaptées aux besoins de la société. Le caractère vertical des
rapports entre l’autorité souveraine disposant de la faculté de faire le droit et les
destinataires de ce droit facilite la réadaptation du cadre juridique en cause7. En droit
international, cela ne peut fonctionner de la sorte. De tout temps le droit des gens n’a
répondu qu’à un caractère décentralisé, une structure horizontale, basée sur la
collaboration des sujets. Parce que les États sont égaux, souverains et indépendants, le
droit international ne connaît pas de législateur spécialisé et les normes procèdent
nécessairement de leur volonté8. Dès lors qu’aucun organe ou institution n’est investi
de la fonction de le fabriquer ou de le modifier, le droit international devient un
« droit de coordination de type horizontal »9 dont le traité, l’un de ses principaux
mécanismes, se trouve bien souvent inadapté face aux besoins de rapidité et de
souplesse qui caractérisent les sociétés contemporaines. Ce dernier, à l’image du
contrat pour les civilistes, fixe des règles destinées à durer pour une assez longue
période. Par cet instrument, les Parties expriment leur volonté à un instant « t », mais
les effets de cette rencontre se manifestent dans le futur10. Il marque la cristallisation
d’un « vouloir-vouloir » : « se comporter comme si l’on voulait aujourd’hui ce que
l’on a voulu hier — même si cela n’est plus le cas »11. Or, pour assurer sa pérennité et
la stabilité des normes qu’il contient, le traité doit prévenir les assauts du temps et
remédier à son propre vieillissement sans pour autant porter atteinte à l’exigence de
sécurité juridique. Ainsi, bien que « l’étude de la conciliation des deux états
nécessaires au droit que sont le statisme qui assure la sécurité des situations juridiques
et le dynamisme qui en favorise la conformité à la vie sociale ne soit pas nouvelle en
droit international » 12 , elle transparaît actuellement dans le domaine du droit
nucléaire, spécifiquement dans le domaine de la responsabilité civile nucléaire.
Affirmé au plan international depuis le début de l’utilisation pacifique de cette
énergie, le régime de responsabilité civile nucléaire est un régime supranational
fondant à travers un cadre complet d’instruments juridiques internationaux, la base
sur laquelle de nombreux États ont adopté leur législation nationale. À ce jour, les
installations de fusion sont exclues de ce cadre normatif. En effet, lors de leur
adoption, « les perspectives d’utilisation de la fusion nucléaire [n’apparaissaient] pas
encore clairement » 13 et il était « trop tôt pour examiner l’application du régime de
6

GEORGOPOULOS (T.), op.cit., p.124.
PELLET (A), « L’adaptation du droit international… », Op.cit., p.19.
8
On se souvient du fameux dictum de la CPJI dans Affaire du « Lotus », arrêt du 7 septembre 1927,
Série A n°10, p.18. « Le droit international régit les rapports entre des États indépendants. Les règles
de droit liant les États procèdent donc de la volonté de ceux-ci, volonté manifestée dans des
conventions ou dans des usages acceptés généralement comme consacrant des principes de droit et
établis en vue de régler la co-existence de ces communautés indépendantes ou en vue de la poursuite de
buts communs. Les limitations de l’indépendance des États ne se présument donc pas ».
9
KOLB (R.), Interprétation et création du droit international: Esquisse d’une herméneutique juridique
moderne pour le droit international public, Bruxelles, Bruylant, 2007, p.134;
10
GEORGOPOULOS (T.), op.cit., p.126.
11
TRIGEAUD (J-M.), « Promesse et appropriation du futur », in Le droit et le futur, PUF, Paris, 1985,
pp.63-64 dans la citation de GEORGOPOULOS (T.), op.cit., p.126.
12
CHANAKI (A.), op.cit., p.2.
13
Exposé des motifs de la Convention de Paris, dans sa version révisée et approuvée par le Conseil de
l’OCDE le 16 novembre 1982.
7
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responsabilité civile aux futures installations de fusion »14. Sans nécessité apparente
d’un point de vue technologique et scientifique, leur exclusion avait donc recueilli
l’assentiment des Parties contractantes. Aussi, à l’heure où les avancées scientifiques
en la matière ont fait état de progrès certains, la communauté juridique internationale
se doit d’examiner la place des technologies de fusion dans le régime actuel de
responsabilité civile nucléaire. Le projet ITER a naturellement conduit à une réflexion
sur cette question et à envisager une extension du champ d’application de la
Convention de Paris15 aux installations de fusion16. Cette démarche juridique devrait
alors s’opérer en deux étapes ; d’abord celle de l’adaptation de la norme de droit puis
celle de l’adaptation de la source du droit. Le premier concerne l’applicabilité des
principes de la responsabilité civile nucléaire, tels que nous les connaissons, aux
accidents de fusion. Le second, quant à lui, vise les moyens procéduraux offerts par le
droit international public pour surmonter la rigidité des traités en cause afin d’y
inclure la fusion. La présente contribution a pour objet de mettre en lumière ce second
aspect puisqu’elle permettra de se questionner sur une mise en application la question
épineuse de l’adaptation du droit dans le temps et face à l’évolution technologique :
une adaptation menant à une mobilisation nécessaire du droit international public dans
le secteur de la responsabilité civile nucléaire. Il ne sera dès lors pas question de
s’interroger sur l’opportunité d’une application des normes du régime de Paris. La
problématique possède un intérêt certain, d’autant plus qu’il a toujours paru
surprenant de constater combien le droit international semble être tenu éloigné du
droit nucléaire, notamment dans le domaine de la responsabilité civile nucléaire. Plus
proche du « droit civil » que les règles gouvernant l’implantation ou l’exploitation
d’un réacteur, ce droit est tout de même marqué de cet important particularisme, en ce
qu’il trouve sa source dans les mécanismes du droit international public, spécialement
du droit des traités entre États.
Qu’ils soient formels ou informels, qu’ils relèvent de l’intervention d’organe tiers en
relation avec le traité ou qu’ils ne soient fondés sur le seul consentement des États
Parties résultant d’une action concertée de ceux-ci, le droit international offre
différentes techniques d’adaptation des traités. Notre étude se limitera à
l’amendement (I) et à l’interprétation (II), parce qu’ils constituent, entre autres, les
14

Comité de rédaction de la Convention de Vienne, septième commission, SCNL/7/INF.6, p. 9.
Convention sur la responsabilité civile dans le domaine de l’énergie nucléaire du 29 juillet 1960,
amendée par le protocole additionnel du 28 janvier 1964 et par le protocole du 16 novembre 1982 («
Convention de Paris »), RTNU (Recueil des traités des Nations Unies) volume 1519 page 329.
Protocole portant modification de la Convention [de Paris] sur la responsabilité civile dans le domaine
de l’énergie nucléaire (2004), (Protocole de 2004), version consolidée non officielle consultable (en
anglais) à l’adresse : www.oecd-nea.org/law/Unofficial%20consolidated%20Paris%20Convention.pdf.
16
L’OI avait en effet saisi l’Agence pour l’énergie nucléaire de l’OCDE afin que soit examinée la
possibilité d’étendre le champ d’application de la Convention de Paris à l’installation ITER dans le
cadre de discussions informelles avec le Secrétariat de l’Agence pour l’énergie nucléaire. Le sujet avait
en fait déjà été abordé lors d’un Comité de droit nucléaire de l’AEN et l’a été de nouveau par la suite.
Ces études portaient cependant davantage sur la compatibilité en substance des principes posés par le
régime de responsabilité civile nucléaire aux installations de fusion, plus que de la procédure en tant
que tel. Ainsi, nous traiterons seulement de la Convention de Paris dans la présente étude. Dans une
certaine mesure, certains éléments de notre propos pourront toutefois s’appliquer au régime de Vienne.
Secrétariat de l’OCDE/AEN (1992), Note, « Extension of the Technical Scope of the Paris and Vienna
Conventions: Fusion Reactors », OCDE/AEN cote NEA/LEG/DOC(92)4 ; et Secrétariat de
l’OCDE/AEN (28 octobre 2005), Note, « Responsabilité et garanties financières pour les risques liés
aux installations de fusion nucléaire », OCDE/AEN cote NEA/NLC/DOC(2005)4. (consultable dans
certaines conditions).
15
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exemples même de la complexité de l’ordre juridique international, oscillant entre
fiabilité et incertitude, rigidité et flexibilité, selon le bien-vouloir de ses principaux
protagonistes que sont les Etats et dont le traité restera toujours la chose.
I. Une adaptation formelle de la Convention de Paris : l’amendement
La modification conventionnelle par la voie d’un amendement formel est une
technique classique d’adaptation des traités internationaux. Elle est donc
naturellement apparue comme une solution à privilégier afin d’inclure les installations
de fusion dans le régime de Paris17. Par le biais de l’amendement, les Parties peuvent
renégocier le contenu de leurs engagements, en modifiant les dispositions d’une
convention. Si un tel moyen d’adaptation offre un degré de sécurité et fiabilité
considérable, il fait toutefois preuve d’une certaine complexité. Véritable réécriture
du traité, il suppose une procédure formelle qui en limite quelque peu l’efficacité.
Pourtant, une fois envisager les dispositions de la Convention de Paris qui seraient
susceptibles de faire l’objet de modifications (A), nous remarquerons que les
procédures qu’elle offre à cet égard révèlent finalement une certaine flexibilité (B).
A. Quelles modifications pour le texte de Paris ?
Les installations de fusion seraient exclues des termes clefs du champ d’application
de la Convention de Paris. L’examen en ce sens de ce texte ayant déjà fait l’objet de
nombreuses études, il ne nous paraît ni nécessaire ni opportun, à ce stade de notre
propos — et compte tenu de son objet — de retracer ces démonstrations18. Nous
partirons donc du postulat, généralement accepté, que le régime de Paris ne trouve pas
application aux accidents issus de la fusion nucléaire. Ce procédé — comme les
installations le mettant en œuvre — contreviendrait effectivement aux définitions,
contenues à l’Article 1 dudit texte, des termes d’ « installation nucléaire », de
« substance nucléaire », de « combustibles nucléaires » ainsi que de « produits et
déchets radioactifs ». Si ces dernières constituent un obstacle à l’application de la
Convention aux installations de fusion, ils constituent dans le même temps la pierre
angulaire de son évolution. Le champ d’application de la Convention étant
effectivement conditionné par les définitions de ces termes, il s’agit donc de réfléchir
aux différentes options de modifications de ces derniers.
La solution la plus directe consisterait à amender la définition d’une « installation
nucléaire » pour y inclure les installations de fusion. L’exploitant nucléaire étant
responsable des dommages causés par un « accident nucléaire » survenu dans « son »
installation nucléaire, la fusion entrerait donc directement dans le champ du régime de
responsabilité civile nucléaire. Dans la même optique, il avait été envisagée d’inclure
les installations de fusion sur décision du Comité de direction conformément à la

17

Voir, entre autres, GRAMMATICO (L.), « Quand la science se heurte au droit : responsabilité civile
et installations de fusion », in GUEZOU (O.) ; MANSON (S.), Droit public et nucléaire, Bruylant,
Bruxelles, 2013, pp.227-234. Voir également les travaux de l’OCDE sur la matière suscités.
18
Pour une démonstration complète voir GRAMMATICO (L.), loc.cit., p.229 et FORK (E.W.),
PETERSON (H.), « L’énergie de fusion et la responsabilité civile nucléaire », Bulletin de droit
nucléaire, N°93/Vol.2014/1, AEN n°7182, OCDE 2014, pp.54 et s.
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dernière portion de l’article Iii) de la Convention19. D’aucuns, pourtant, semblent lui
préférer une révision de la définition de combustible nucléaire défini comme
« Les matières fissiles comprenant l’uranium sous forme de métal, d’alliage,
de composé chimique (y compris l’uranium naturel), le plutonium sous forme
de métal, d’alliage ou de composé chimique et toute autre matière fissile qui
serait désignée par le Comité de Direction ».
En supprimant, en effet, de cette définition le qualificatif fissile souligné, cela
ouvrirait la voie au Comité pour y inclure les combustibles utilisés en matière de
fusion. Ainsi, la notion de « combustibles nucléaires » étant englobée dans celle de
« substance nucléaire »20, les installations de fusion pourraient se voir éventuellement
qualifier d’ « installation nucléaire » :
« “Installation nucléaire” signifie les réacteurs à l’exception de ceux qui font
partie d’un moyen de transport ; les usines de préparation ou de fabrication de
substances nucléaires ; les usines de séparation des isotopes de combustibles
nucléaires ; les usines de traitement de combustibles nucléaires irradiés ; les
installations de stockage de substances nucléaires à l’exclusion du stockage de
ces substances en cours de transport […] ».
Et, surtout, elles entreraient de facto dans le champ de la Convention via son
Article 3 :
« L’exploitant d’une installation nucléaire est responsable conformément à la
présente Convention de tout dommage […] s’il est établi que ce dommage
[…] est causé par un accident nucléaire survenu dans cette installation, ou
mettant en jeu des substances nucléaires provenant de cette installation […] ».
Qui plus est, cela permettrait de se conformer à la définition d’un accident nucléaire
qui, aux termes de l’Article 1.a.i), implique, entre autres, que les dommages causés
résultent principalement des propriétés radioactives des combustibles nucléaires.
Nous insistons sur le « entre autres », puisqu’il a parfois été affirmé que cette solution
constituait la seule solution au vu de la définition de l’accident nucléaire. Mais un
accident nucléaire pouvant également résulter de « rayonnements ionisants émis par
une autre source quelconque de rayonnements se trouvant dans une installation
nucléaire », la porte n’est pas fermée pour la première option envisagée et pour celles
qui le seront par la suite.
Une telle solution, si elle paraît idéale, n’est pourtant pas sans poser quelques
difficultés. Sur le fond, cette révision du terme peut avoir des conséquences vis-à-vis
d’autres installations que les installations de fusion : il s’agit donc de faire preuve
d’une certaine prudence. Sur la procédure ensuite, la révision du terme de combustible
nucléaire impliquerait finalement la mise en œuvre de deux procédures successives :
19

« … ainsi que toute autre installation dans laquelle des combustibles nucléaires ou des produits ou
des déchets radioactifs sont détenus et qui serait désignée par le Comité de Direction de l'Energie
Nucléaire de l'Organisation (appelé ci-après le "Comité de Direction") » . Encore faudrait-il considerer
que ces installations contiennent des combustibles nucléaires ou des produits ou déchets radioactifs.
Voir infra.
20
Article (1)(a)(v) de la Convention de Paris : « “substance nucléaire” signifie : les “combustibles
nucléaires” (à l’exclusion de l’uranium naturel et de l’uranium appauvri) et les “produits ou déchets
radioactifs” ».
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d’abord celle de l’amendement, puis celle par laquelle le Comité désignerait tel ou tel
matière utilisée dans le procédé de fusion comme un combustible nucléaire en vertu
de l’article 16 de la Convention. Bien que ces procédures soient peu ou prou
similaires dans leurs modalités d’adoption21 (la deuxième pouvant éventuellement
constituer un obstacle à un élargissement exagéré du texte), force est de constater que
la révision de la Convention s’en verrait tout de même alourdie, quand le processus de
l’amendement demeure déjà complexe. La flexibilité dissimulée de la clause
d'amendement contenue dans la Convention de Paris
La procédure de l’amendement est régie par les articles 39 et 40 de Convention de
Vienne du 23 mai 1969 sur le droit des traités entre États22, « à moins que le traité
n’en dispose autrement ». En matière de droit des traités, les Etats peuvent
effectivement décider ce qu’ils veulent. C’est pourquoi, dans certains cas, cette
procédure peut être fixée à l’avance dans des clauses spécifiques, qui priment alors
sur le régime général de la Convention de Vienne. Cette pratique d’« adaptation
ordonnée » par le traité lui-même est même devenue une constante dans la pratique,
tant il apparait évident que des traités conclus pour une longue durée risquent de subir
les effets néfastes du vieillissement des normes et doivent faire l’objet de
réadaptations ultérieures 23 . Par le jeu de ces clauses particulières, la procédure
d’amendement se trouve donc tantôt facilitée, tantôt, au contraire, entravée du fait des
conditions strictes auxquelles elle est subordonnée. Malgré cela, l’organisation de la
procédure demeure leur plus grand mérite24. À ce propos, dans une approche de lege
feranda, il avait été considéré qu’une telle clause ne pouvait être satisfaisante qu’à
condition (1) qu’elle prévoit une méthode facilitant le déclenchement de la procédure
(2) qu’elle soumette les parties à l’obligation d’y participer (3) qu’elle prévoit les
conditions d’entrée en vigueur des amendements25 et enfin (4) qu’elle détermine
l’effet exact de l’amendement sur les obligations résultant du traité originel26. La
Convention de Paris n’échappe pas à cette tendance et à ces exigences puisqu’à son
article 20, elle dispose que :
« Les modifications à la présente Convention seront adoptées par accord
mutuel de toutes les Parties contractantes [2]. Elles entreront en vigueur
lorsqu’elles auront été ratifiées ou confirmées par les deux tiers des Parties
contractantes [3-4]. Pour toutes Parties contractantes qui les ratifieront ou
confirmeront ultérieurement, les modifications entreront en vigueur à la date
de cette ratification ou confirmation [3-4] ».
Si un doute peut naître à la lecture de cette disposition quant au respect de la première
condition susmentionnée, le texte invite, à notre sens, à opérer une lecture combinée
21

Article 16 de la Convention de Paris : « Les dispositions prises par le Comité de Direction en vertu
de l'article 1 a) ii), 1 a) iii) et 1 b), sont adoptées par accord mutuel des membres représentant les
Parties Contractantes ». Voir infra II.B.
22
Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités entre Etats, adoptée le 23 mai 1969, entrée en vigueur
le 27 janvier 1980, R.T.N.U., 1980, vol. 1155, p. 353.
23
CHANAKI (A.), op.cit, p.42, FERRERO (J.), L’interprétation évolutive des Conventions
internationales de protection des droit de l’homme – Contribution à l’étude de la fonction
interprétative du juge internationale, Thèse pour l’obtention d’un doctorat en droit public,
TIGROUDJA (H.), KERBRAT (Y.)(dir.), soutenue le 11 décembre 2015, p.381.
24
Ibid. p.103.
25
En les dispensant si possible de ratification, ce qui n’est pas le cas pour notre clause.
26
JENK (C.W), « Observation des membres de la onzième Commission en réponse à l’exposé
préliminaire et au questionnaire de M. Emile Giraud du 8 janvier 1960 », Annexe in Giraud (E.),
« Modification et terminaison des traités collectifs »,IDI, p.255, in CHANAKI (A.), op.cit., p.103.
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avec son article 22 aux termes duquel : « une conférence sera convoquée par le
Secrétaire général de l’Organisation pour examiner la révision de la présente
Convention […], à tout autre moment, à la demande d’une Partie contractante, dans
un délai de six mois à compter de cette demande [1] ». La clause contenue à
l’article 20 et l’article 22 de la Convention de Paris paraît donc a priori aboutie
puisqu’elle respecte les conditions de la procédure de l’amendement formel, qui
empreinte du consensualisme inhérent au droit des traités, impose de recueillir
l’assentiment de toutes les Parties dans une procédure organisée en plusieurs phases.
C’est pourquoi, eu égard à la couverture des installations de fusion, une telle
procédure a pu faire l’objet de certaines critiques, d’aucuns lui reprochant son manque
de flexibilité. S’il est vrai que l’amendement est empreint d’une certaine rigidité, il
nous faut toutefois nuancer ces propos en fournissant une grille de lecture quelque peu
différente de cette clause.
En matière d’amendement, la principale difficulté a longtemps résidé dans la
détermination du degré nécessaire de participation à l’accord pour que ce dernier
entre en vigueur. Si fondamentalement, un État ne pouvait être lié par une obligation à
laquelle il n’avait pas consenti, cela signifiait réciproquement qu’un traité ne pouvait
être révisé sans ce même consentement27. Naturellement donc, le droit international a
toujours tenté de favoriser l’application de la règle de l’unanimité, c’est-à-dire qu’une
révision ne pouvait être effectuée que moyennant le consentement de toutes les parties
au traité28. La clause contenue dans la Convention de Paris ne semblerait donc pas, a
priori, y déroger puisque l’article 20 dispose que « les modifications […] seront
adoptées par accord mutuel de toutes les Parties au traité ». Pourtant, elle spécifie par
la suite qu’elles entreront en vigueur par « la ratification ou la confirmation des deux
tiers des Parties contractantes ». Or, en droit international, c’est bien la ratification
qui constitue l’expression du consentement de l’État à être lié29. Cela signifie donc
que les modifications entreront en vigueur au moment où deux tiers des Etats auront
exprimé leur volonté d’en être liés, mais à leur égard seulement. Réciproquement, en
effet, tant que les États compris dans le tiers restant n’auront pas ratifié ou confirmés
cette révision, ils ne seront pas tenus par ses dispositions, et cela conformément à la
dernière portion de l’article 20 qui dispose que « pour toutes Parties contractantes qui
les ratifieront ou confirmeront ultérieurement, les modifications entreront en vigueur
à la date de cette ratification ou confirmation ». Ainsi, le droit international ne
connaissant aucune règle portant obligation pour un État de ratifier un texte, quand
bien même il l’aurait négocié, signé ou « adopté » au sens de la Convention30, les
États du tiers restant pourraient s’en trouver « en dehors » pour un temps indéfini.
Dans une certaine mesure, nous pourrions donc considérer qu’un protocole à la
Convention de Paris ne serait jamais véritablement adopté à l’unanimité des Parties
contractantes, mais à la majorité des deux tiers.
Cette « majorité pratique », si elle allège le processus de l’amendement, n’est
27

LECA (J.), Les Techniques de révision des conventions internationales, Paris, LGDJ, 1961, pp.4344.
28
La multiplication des traités multilatéraux généraux a toutefois atténuée cette règle, qui oscille
dorénavant entre l’unanimité et la majorité. Il a parfois été affirmé que l’unanimité devait être requise
dans le cadre de traité restreint et la majorité dans le cadre de traité plus élargi.
29
Quand elle est requise, c’est-à-dire hors cas des traités en forme simplifiée.
30
La signature ne vaut pas consentement en droit international si une ratification est nécessaire. Elle ne
sert que comme une authentification du texte.
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toutefois pas sans risque. D’un côté, elle peut permettre de surmonter certains
obstacles. Effectivement, il ne serait pas inenvisageable qu’un État peu convaincu par
l’opportunité de telle ou telle révision puisse l’accepter en sachant d’avance qu’il ne
procédera pas à sa ratification. Cela n’empêcherait alors pas cette révision d’entrer en
vigueur à l’égard des autres États, bien qu’il porte atteinte, dans une certaine mesure,
au principe de bonne foi. D’un autre côté, elle peut provoquer un phénomène de
fragmentation puisqu’au sein d’un même « traité » finiraient par coexister différents
régimes juridiques. Or les principaux intéressés d’un tel régime restant les individus,
il repose en cela sur une certaine réciprocité que cette fragmentation risquerait, à
terme, d’entraver. Ainsi, la révision tendrait alors à devenir plus qu’un amendement
formel, un accord inter se.
L’accord inter se consiste en une modification du traité sur la base d’un accord conclu
entre certaines parties seulement pour modifier l’application du traité à l’égard de ces
seules parties 31 . Il se différencie donc de l’amendement quant à sa finalité.
L’amendement suppose une intention initiale des parties visant à modifier les
dispositions d’un traité à l’égard d’elle toutes, quand l’accord inter se déroge à la
règle générale selon laquelle toute partie à un traité est en droit d’être consultée eu
égard à la modification de ce dernier. Un accord inter se à la Convention de Paris
pourrait constituer une solution alternative à l’intégration des installations de fusion
dans le champ d’application du régime de responsabilité civile nucléaire, puisqu’à
l’heure actuelle un nombre restreint d’États seulement se voit directement concerné
par cette évolution. Dès lors, un protocole spécifique aux installations de fusion
venant compléter le régime existant pourrait éventuellement s’envisager. Il
permettrait alors de regrouper seulement les Etats intéressés par une telle actualisation
du régime – peu importe leur nombre – mais on se retrouverait davantage encore
confronté aux mêmes difficultés que celles évoquées précédemment.
Un amendement de la Convention de Paris emporterait, enfin, des conséquences sur le
régime entier de responsabilité civile nucléaire. En effet, si la question de la
fragmentation se pose au sein d’un traité, elle apparaît également au sein d’un
ensemble de traités. Dans une logique d’intégration systémique32, il faudrait alors
s’assurer que les différents traités complémentaires à la Convention de Paris puissent
également s’adapter aux modifications qu’elle porte. Nous aurons l’occasion, dans la
seconde partie de notre propos, de faire face à un exemple révélateur de ce type de
difficultés33.
Nous avons vu que l’amendement constitue un mode formel d’adaptation, dans le
sens où il vise à altérer le contenu du traité en tant qu’acte juridique. Mais, parce
qu’« entre la règle écrite et la modification formelle de la règle, il y a une place pour
l’interprétation et l’application de la règle elle-même [et qu’] on ne cesserait de
récrire le droit, enlevant à la société… internationale toute stabilité juridique, s’il
fallait modifier une règle chaque fois qu’on veut l’adapter à la réalité »,
l’interprétation et l’application d’une norme s’entremêlent parfois avec la
31

Voir l’article 41 de la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités entre États et les différents
travaux de la Commission du droit international relatif au droit des traités. Voir également CHANAKI
(A.), op.cit, p.72.
32
En droit international, en effet, on reconnaît le principe d’intégration systémique selon lequel toute
norme devrait être appréhendée au sein de son environnement normatif le plus large, afin de s’assurer
de la cohésion globale du système lui-même.
33
Voir infra II.A.2
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modification déguisée de celle-ci en vue de lui assurer une certaine pérennité34.

II. Une adaptation informelle de la Convention de Paris : l’interprétation
évolutive du terme de « réacteur »
En droit international, l’interprétation présente la difficulté fondamentale d’être
étroitement liée à la conception que l’on en retient »35. Difficile à appréhender dans sa
généralité, elle demeure une notion complexe, endossant une multitude de
significations à l’image des nombreuses tendances la concernant. Depuis la
codification du droit des traités, l’interprétation connaît néanmoins une règle générale
selon laquelle un traité soit interprété « de bonne foi suivant le sens ordinaire à
attribuer aux termes du traité dans leur contexte et à la lumière de son objet et de son
but » 36 . Cette règle fournissant une série d’outils interprétatifs, dont le texte expression authentique de l’intention des Parties – constitue le point de départ, c’est
lui qu’il convient en premier lieu d’examiner en accordant à ses termes le sens qu’il
est supposé « normal », « courant » ou encore « régulier » de leur attribuer37, et ce au
regard du contexte dans lequel il est employé et à la lumière, toujours, de l’objet et du
but du traité.
Les interprétations opérées du terme de « réacteur » tel que contenu dans la
Convention de Paris, comme les arguments avancés à l’encontre de sa
réinterprétation, visent à associer quasi systématiquement l’emploi de la notion à la
fission nucléaire. Si les raisons invoquées à cet égard paraissent diverses et variées,
elles reposent dans leur globalité sur un constat unique : la fusion nucléaire n’existant
pas lors de la conclusion de la Convention, elle ne peut n’être visée d’aucune manière
par le texte. Autrement dit, le sens ordinaire du terme de « réacteur » ne recouvre pas
les installations de fusion38.
Pourtant, lorsque les circonstances entourant la conclusion d’un traité évoluent et que
le sens originel de ses termes ne paraît plus adapté aux situations nouvelles, il
convient de se demander dans quelle mesure ce sens ne peut pas être réévalué. Tel est
finalement le but de l’interprétation évolutive qui, bien que constituant un concept en
développement, consiste à prendre en compte le passage du temps afin de lire le texte

34

SUR (S.), L’interprétation en droit international public, Paris, LGDJ, 1974, p.203.
FERRERO (J.), op.cit., p.18, voir sur l’interprétation KOLB (R.), op.cit.
36
Article 31 de la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités entre États du 23 mai 1969.
37
FERRERO (J.), op.cit., p.136, Voir VILLIGER (M.E.), Commentary on the 1969 Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties, Leiden, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2009, p. 426., V. GARDINER (R.),
Treaty interpretation, Oxford, O.U.P., 2008, p. 164.
38
Il faut garder en mémoire l’interprétation du terme « réacteur » adoptée le 8 juin 1967 par le Comité
de Direction de l’Énergie nucléaire, selon laquelle ne sont pas couverts par ce terme « les ensembles
sous-critiques, c’est-à-dire les ensembles qui ne sont pas capables d’entretenir une réaction en chaîne
de façon autonome ». Les ensembles sous-critiques sont communément définis comme des ensembles
« comportant un matériau fissile qui est sous-critique par construction mais qui deviendrait critique si
on augmentait l'une de ses dimensions ». Les installations de fusion ne comportant, a priori, aucune
matière fissile, elles ne peuvent donc être considérées comme telles. Nous y reviendrons
ultérieurement. Interprétation du Comité de Direction du 8 juin 1967, [NE/M(67)1], disponible sur
https://www.oecd-nea.org/law/convention-de-paris-dec-rec-int.pdf.
35
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« avec de nouvelles lunettes »39. Par cette méthode, le processus interprétatif devient
alors un moyen d’adaptation des normes dans le temps. Ainsi, à condition que le texte
de la Convention de Paris fasse preuve d’une certaine « évolutivité » (A), elle pourrait
constituer un mode d’actualisation du champ d’application de la Convention de Paris
(B).
A. Le caractère évolutif du texte de la Convention de Paris
Une interprétation évolutive de la Convention passerait par une réinterprétation du
terme de réacteur, dont il convient, en quelque sorte, « de réévaluer le sens ordinaire »
(1). Il faudra toutefois, conformément à la règle générale sus évoquée, prêter
également une attention particulière au contexte dans lequel il est employé, prisme à
travers lequel sera mis en évidence l’objet et au but de la Convention (2).
1) La remise en cause du sens ordinaire du terme « réacteur »
En droit international, le sens ordinaire d’un terme doit se déterminer d’après ce qu’il
était au moment de la rédaction du texte, et non d’après ce qu’il pourrait être au
moment où celui-ci est interprété. Problématique délicate du droit intertemporel, ce
principe de « contemporanéité »40 se justifie dès lors que l’on admet que le sens
ordinaire recherché est celui que les Parties avaient à l’esprit au moment de la
conclusion du traité ou de la rédaction du texte, et non celui, imprévisible ou non,
qu’il pourrait acquérir dans l’avenir. S’en tenir à un autre sens reviendrait à faire dire
aux rédacteurs du texte ce qu’ils n’ont pas voulu dire ou, pire encore, ce qu’ils n’ont
pas pu dire41. Partant, nous devrions donner raison à ceux qui - sous couvert de
l’Exposé des motifs de la Convention de Paris selon lequel « les perspectives
d’utilisation de la fusion nucléaire n’apparaiss[ant] pas encore clairement, il ne
semble ni possible ni nécessaire de les viser celle-ci dans la Convention de Paris » considèrent que tant les circonstances historiques entourant la conclusion du texte que
la volonté des Parties supposée exprimée par ce dit instrument conféreraient au terme
de réacteur un immobilisme certain, le condamnant à ne revêtir que le sens qu’on lui
reconnaît ordinairement. Ce « sens ordinaire », figé au moment de la conclusion de la
Convention de Paris, paraîtrait dès lors faire obstacle à une quelconque évolution.
Pourtant, si le langage peut changer selon le contexte, il le peut également selon le
temps qui passe42. Il est ainsi des situations où si le sens des termes a évolué, la prise
en compte d’un sens ordinaire revu sous l’angle dynamique ne doit pas être exclu.
Cela est notamment le cas des traités normatifs, qui comme la Convention de Paris,
fixent des obligations de comportements afin de réglementer de manière optimale une
matière pour une durée « indéterminée »43. Pour ce type de traité, s’arrêter à un sens
suranné, ne répondant plus aux besoins changeants du secteur réglementé, rend
l’objectif difficilement réalisable. Le cas échéant, l’opérateur devrait opérer un choix
39

DISTEFANO (G.), « L’interprétation évolutive de la norme internationale », R.G.D.I.P., n°2, vol.
115, 2011, p. 374.
40
FITZMAURICE (G.), « The Law and Procedure of the International Court of Justice 1951–4: Treaty
Interpretation and other Treaty Points », B.Y.I.L., 1957, 33rd year of the issue, p.212.
41
YASSEEN (M.K.), « L’interprétation des traités d’après la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des
traités », R.C.A.D.I., vol. 151, 1976-III, p.26, KOLB (R.), op.cit., p.424.
42
LINDERFALK (U.), On the interpretation of treaties: The modern international law as expressed in
the 1969 Vienna Convention on the law of treaties, Dordrecht, Springer, p.73.
43
Voir le préambule de la Convention de Paris, voir l’explication infra II.A.2
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cornélien entre la préservation de l’efficacité du traité face à l’évolution des
circonstances et le respect de l’intention des Parties telle que manifestée au moment
de la conclusion du traité44. Partant donc du principe que « this [le sens ordinaire] is
not necessarily the meaning in use at the time of the conclusion of the treaty […] this
is essentially a matter of good faith, depending on the intention of the parties »45,
certains auteurs ont rapidement reconnu que « it may be understood from the terms of
the treaty that the parties contemplated a possible evolution of the content of the
treaty in response to subsequent developments »46. De cette manière, le principe de
contemporanéité peut être remis en cause : en présumant qu’il était dans l’intention
des Parties de voir un terme interprété selon le sens qu’il aurait acquis au temps
contemporain à son application — et non à sa conclusion 47 — du fait de
développements sociaux ou juridiques48.
Pour rechercher le caractère évolutif d’un texte, il est bien souvent considéré qu’un
indicateur de premier plan réside dans l’utilisation par les Parties de « termes
génériques », tel qu’en témoigne ce fameux dictum de la Cour internationale de
justice :
« Lorsque les parties ont employé dans un traité certains termes de nature
générique [1re condition], dont elles ne pouvaient pas ignorer que le sens était
susceptible d’évoluer avec le temps, et que le traité en cause a été conclu pour
une très longue période ou “sans limites de durée” [2e condition], les parties
doivent être présumées, en règle générale, avoir eu l’intention de conférer aux
termes en cause un sens évolutif »49
La Convention de Paris est un traité dont l’objet et le but sont autant de promouvoir le
développement de l’industrie nucléaire que de garantir aux victimes d’accidents
nucléaires une réparation adéquate et équitable. Ce texte ayant a priori vocation à
s’appliquer aussi longtemps que les États auront recours à cette énergie, il remplit
sans difficulté la première de ces conditions étant destinée, dès l’origine, à créer un
régime juridique caractérisé par sa pérennité. Pour remplir la seconde condition, en
revanche, il s’agira de démontrer que le terme de « réacteur » constitue bel et bien un
« terme générique » dont le sens a évolué, et partant, qu’il ouvre la voie à une
interprétation évolutive. La tâche n’est pourtant pas aisée, tant il est difficile de
circonscrire ce que recouvre la notion. Nous épargnerons ici au lecteur, les essais de
définitions et les débats entourant une telle qualification pour n’en retenir que
l’élément essentiel, à notre sens.

44

PALCHETTI (P.), « Interpreting “Generic Terms”: Between Respect for the Parties’ Original
Intention and the Identification of the Ordinary Meaning », in BOSHIERO (N.), SCOVAZZI (T.),
PITEA (C.), RAGNI (C.), International Court and the development of international law – Essay in
Hounor of Tullio Treves, 2013, La Haye, T.M.C Asser Instituut, p.92.
45
VILLIGER (M. E.), Customary International Law and Treaties, Developments in International Law,
Dordrecht et al., Martinus Nijhoff, 1986, p.343 in LINDERFALK, op.cit., p.74.
46
BJORGE (E.), The Evolutionary interpretation of Treaties, Oxford, O.U.P., 2014, p.104.
47
PALCHETTI (P.), op.cit., p.92
48
BJORGE (E.), op.cit., p.108.
49
CIJ, Différend relatif à des droits de navigation et des droits connexes (Costa Rica c. Nicaragua),
arrêt du 13 juillet 2009, Rec. 2009, §66.
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Pour la Cour internationale de justice, un terme générique est un « terme, qui se réfère
à une catégorie de [quelque chose] »50. Cela rejoint, dans une certaine mesure, la
définition courante que l’on pourrait en trouver ; celle d’un mot de sens suffisamment
général pour englober toute une catégorie dont les éléments reçoivent une
dénomination spécifique et dont le référent 51 , non défini, est présumé comme
altérable 52 . Empruntons à Linderfalk son exemple concernant le Traité sur les
principes régissant les activités des États en matière d’exploration et d’utilisation de
l’espace extra-atmosphérique, y compris la Lune et les autres corps célestes de 1967.
L’article IV de ce texte impose aux États de ne pas mettre sur orbite autour de la
Terre, ou d’installer sur des corps célestes ou de toute autre manière dans l’espace
extra-atmosphérique, des objets porteurs « d’armes nucléaires ou de tout autre type
d’armes de destruction massive ». Cette expression ne faisant pas référence à un
groupe spécifique d’armes de destruction massive, mais à la catégorie en tant que
telle ; elle doit être considérée comme une « expression générique » dont le référent se
situe hors du temps. Il semblerait peu pertinent de se demander quel jour, quel mois
ou quelle année ces armes ne doivent pas être installées, et cela pour deux raisons. La
première reviendrait à dire que les Parties ont présumé qu’au cours de la longue vie
du texte, les armes en cause resteront inchangées. Elles existeront toujours et aucune
nouvelle technologie dans le domaine ne sera crée. Cette explication est sinon peu
réaliste du moins peu raisonnable. La deuxième raison, plus pertinente, repose sur
l’idée que les Parties ont présumé que ces armes évolueront et donc que de nouvelles
armes pourront être crées. Si dans le premier cas, il faudrait se référer aux armes de
destructions massives comme une catégorie connue au moment de la conclusion du
traité, dans le second cas, en revanche, le référent est indéfini : ces armes seront ce
qu’il est connu comme tel à un moment donné. L’expression constitue alors un terme
générique dont le référent est présumé « altérable »53.
Si l’on applique ce raisonnement au terme de réacteur, l’interprétation évolutive de la
Convention de Paris devrait donc s’opérer en deux phases. Premièrement, il s’agirait
de démontrer le caractère « générique » du terme de réacteur. Deuxièmement, il
s’agirait d’établir que ce terme peut revêtir, aujourd’hui et dans le futur, un sens tel
qu’il désignerait aussi bien des réacteurs de fission que des réacteurs de fusion. Cette
deuxième phase ne paraît pas insurmontable, tant les travaux sur la fusion nucléaire
démontrent de l’utilisation de ce terme pour désigner les « tokamaks ». La première en
revanche pose davantage de difficultés. Il fut, certes, un temps où le terme de réacteur
constituait bien un terme générique puisqu’il désignait globalement une enceinte dans
laquelle s’opèrent des transformations de matière. Cependant, son utilisation dans le
domaine du nucléaire l’a fortement contextualisé, à tel point qu’il en a finalement
perdu cette qualité pour n’être plus que systématiquement associé aux réactions de
fission nucléaire. Ainsi, il faudrait rechercher si les États Parties, lors de la rédaction
du texte, avaient entendu utiliser ce terme dans sa définition « générique » ou dans sa
définition « spécifique », révélant une intention quelconque de le voir recouvrir des
situations qu’ils n’auraient pas spécifiquement envisagées. Autrement dit, le référent
auquel il renvoie devrait supposer que les Parties étaient conscientes qu’il pouvait
s’avérer « altérable », et il faut à cet égard prêter une attention particulière au
contexte, et à l’objet et au but du texte.
50

Ibid, §67. Il était alors question du terme « commerce » qui se réfère à une catégorie d’activité.
En sémantique, la référence est l’objet dont parle une expression.
52
LINDERFALK (U.), op.cit, p.78.
53
Ibid, pp.76 et ss.
51
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2) L’ « ambivalence du contexte »54 de la Convention de Paris
Dans la formulation de la règle générale, en effet, le contexte constitue le second
élément textuel susceptible de guider l’interprète et fait référence au traité dans son
ensemble (texte, préambule, annexe) ainsi que tout instrument intervenu au moment
de la conclusion et étant accepté par les Parties comme ayant rapport au traité55, voir
même de toute règle pertinente applicable entre les Parties56. Celui de la Convention
de Paris fait preuve d’une certaine ambivalence.
D’un côté, l’Exposé des motifs, comme les instruments internationaux
complémentaires à la Convention semblent s’opposer à une interprétation évolutive.
Concernant l’Exposé des motifs, passant outre le doute quant au fait qu’il puisse
effectivement être qualifié d’instrument intervenu au moment de la conclusion du
traité et donc faire partir intégrante du « contexte » selon l’article 31 de la Convention
de Vienne, il convient de se demander, de manière très prospective et théorique, s’il
n’ouvrirait pas, dans le même temps, la voie à une interprétation a contrario et
disposerait lui-même d’une certaine évolutivité 57 . Concernant les instruments
complémentaires, nous faisons bien évidemment référence à l’ensemble des
conventions relatives au domaine du nucléaire, spécifiquement de la responsabilité
civile nucléaire, auxquels les Etats de Paris sont parties. Or, il suffirait de prendre
l’exemple suscité de la Convention sur la réparation complémentaire des dommages
nucléaires58 qui (bien qu’aucun Etat de Paris n’en soit partie) associe le terme de
« réacteur » à la fission nucléaire en fournissant une définition calquée sur celle du
régime de Vienne59. Une même difficulté pourrait s’envisager à l’égard du Protocole
Commun60. Il y aurait là d’ores et déjà une incohérence systémique61, puisque cela
nuirait à la cohésion globale du régime de responsabilité civile. Enfin, il a parfois été
considéré que le texte dans son ensemble s’opposait également à une telle
réinterprétation62, comme certaines interprétations du Comité si l’on considère que
cela fait partie intégrante du contexte63.
54

Expression empruntée à FERRERO (J.), op.cit., p.147
Voir les articles 31.2a) et b) de la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités entre États.
56
Voir l’article 31.3.c. de la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités entre États. Voir infra, note
30.
57
Il dispose en effet que le texte ne vise pas les installations de fusion parce qu’elle n’existe pas à sa
conclusion. A contrario donc, doit-il les viser lorsqu’elles existeront ? A nuancer avec l’interprétation
« a contrario » comme méthode interprétative qui demeure toutefois très restrictive en droit
international.
58
Article 1.d) de la Convention : « “Réacteur nucléaire" signifie toute structure contenant du
combustible nucléaire disposé de telle sorte qu'une réaction en chaîne de fission nucléaire puisse s'y
produire sans l'apport d'une source de neutrons »
59
Article Premier.1.j) de la Convention de Vienne relative à la responsabilité civile en matière de
dommages nucléaires (1963), AIEA INFCIRC/500, RTNU vol. 1063 p. 266 (Convention de Vienne de
1963) ; Protocole d'amendement de la Convention de Vienne relative à la responsabilité civile en
matière de dommages nucléaires (1997), AIEA INFCIRC/566, RTNU vol. 2241 p. 302 (Convention de
Vienne de 1997).
60
Protocole commun relatif à l'application de la Convention de Vienne et de la Convention de Paris
(1988), AIEA INFCIRC/402, RTNU vol. 1672 p. 293. La Convention de Vienne définit un réacteur à
travers la notion de fission. Le but du Protocole étant de « relier » le régime de Paris et de Vienne, cela
pourrait quelque difficultés pratiques qu’il convient d’étudier et d’envisager, bien que les régime
« s’excluent » mutuellement.
61
Voir supra note 30 sur le principe d’intégration systémique.
62
Voir FORK (E.W.), PETERSON (H.), op.cit, note 65 selon lesquels « en matière d’interprétation des
55
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D’un autre côté, certaines dispositions du traité, notamment son article 22, ainsi que
son préambule pourraient témoigner de l’intention des Parties de conférer au texte une
dimension évolutive afin de le voir s’adapter aux changements des circonstances
susceptibles de voir le jour durant son exécution. L’utilisation du préambule, dans
cette perspective, relève donc à la fois d’une approche contextuelle et téléologique.
Or, dans la démarche évolutive, l’objet et le but d’un traité (exposé bien souvent dans
le préambule) prennent bien souvent le pas sur les autres éléments du contexte, qui se
trouvent alors dépassés64. En réalité, cela va surtout dépendre du moyen via lequel
s’opérera cette interprétation, surtout de la qualité de son opérateur.
B. La survivance d’un certain « formalisme » dans le processus interprétatif de la
Convention de Paris
Les caractéristiques bien connues qui font l’originalité de l’ordre juridique
international influencent grandement la teneur et la portée de l’opération
interprétative65, qui devient alors enjeu de pouvoir. À l’image du droit qu’il sert, le
processus interprétatif n’y est qu’exceptionnellement centralisé. Ainsi, « l’auteur de la
norme est, dans la grande majorité des cas, celui-là même auquel elle s’adresse, qui la
met en œuvre et qui… l’interprète »66. Cela conduit donc à une distinction en fonction
de l’auteur de l’interprétation : elle peut être le fait de l’auteur, et sera donc qualifiée
« d’authentique », ou le fait d’un tiers.
Concernant l’interprétation authentique, elle pourrait s’opérer de deux façons. Soit
l’État interprète discrétionnairement, et pour lui-même, le sens et la portée des droits
et obligations qu’il possède et qu’il met en œuvre, en fonction de la représentation
qu’il se fait de son intérêt dans une situation donnée et de la méfiance qu’il entretient
à l’égard de ses partenaires. Soit les Etats ensemble, conviennent d’une interprétation
à donner au texte. Dans le cadre de la Convention de Paris, cette première option
paraît peu réalisable. On pourrait, éventuellement, envisager dans une approche très
(trop) théorique qu’à travers la parole du juge, un État puisse envisager une telle
réinterprétation. Mais, s’il parvient à la légitimer à l’aune des textes et des méthodes
applicables dans l’ordre juridique interne, il résulterait tout de même de cette
interprétation ce même risque de fragmentation que nous évoquions précédemment.
lois, le concept de noscitur a sociis signifie qu’un mot est connu par ceux auxquels il est associé ;
autrement dit, quand un terme est ambigu, on peut déduire sa signification par référence à d’autres
termes. Cette règle d’interprétation peut étayer la conclusion selon laquelle les installations prises en
compte dans la définition d’une installation nucléaire sont qualifiées par le fait qu’elles doivent
contenir des combustibles nucléaires ou des produits ou déchets radioactifs ». Nous ne sommes pas
spécialement convaincus par un tel argumentaire.
63
Il s’agit ici de l’interprétation faite par le Comité du terme de « réacteur » que nous avons déjà
mentionnée auparavant. Elle ferait en fait plus partie d’un contexte lato sensu, c’est à dire au sens large
contrairement à celui envisagé par la Convention de Vienne. Qui plus est, elles ne sont pas obligatoires
pour les États Parties.
64
FERRERO (J.), op.cit., p.152 ; OA, États-Unis – Prohibition de l’importation de certaines crevettes
et de certains produits à base de crevettes, WT/DS58/AB/R, Rapport du 12 octobre 1998, §129. Voir
également DUPUY (P.-M.), « Evolutionary interpretation of treaties: between memory and prophecy »,
in CANNIZZARO (E.), (éd.), The law of treaties beyond the Vienna Convention, Oxford, O.U.P.,
2011, p. 134. C’est principalement une question d’”effet utile” de la Convention.
65
KOLB (R.), op.cit, p.134
66
PELLET (A.), « Avant Propos », R.G.D.I.P., n°2, vol. 115, 2011, p.293.
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La deuxième option, en revanche, paraît bien plus plausible. Par le biais d’un accord
ultérieur d’interprétation 67 , voire une pratique subséquente 68 , les Etats Parties
pourraient manifester leur intention émergente de réinterpréter, voire de modifier leur
accord. Dès lors, le fait que l’interprétation émane de la volonté commune de ceux qui
sont à la base de l’élaboration du texte lui conférerait l’autorité la plus forte. L’un
comme l’autre, en revanche, requièrent une certaine rigueur. L’accord ultérieur
d’interprétation nécessitant la réunion de la volonté des Parties, il rejoint à ce titre les
difficultés déjà évoquées à propos de l’amendement. La pratique subséquente,
« interprétation authentique tacite » quant à elle, si elle est plus flexible, impose
toutefois de répondre à des exigences strictes.
Une interprétation « non authentique » apparaitrait alors comme une solution
intermédiaire. Nous pensons, notamment, aux interprétations menées par le Comité de
Direction en vertu des Statuts de l’AEN. La procédure « interprétative » en serait
alors allégée, mais pas gagnée pour autant. Bien qu’il constitue un « tiers », le Comité
est en effet composé des représentants des Etats membres qui exprimeraient
nécessairement à travers lui leur avis sur la question. Une interprétation du juge
international, voire du Tribunal de l’Energie nucléaire69, paraît enfin peu réalisable,
puisqu’il apparaît peu probable que la question puisse, en l’état des choses, faire
l’objet d’un contentieux international.
****
Dans la problématique de l’adaptation des traités dans le temps, ces derniers ont
souvent été comparés à des « navires » 70 . Abimés, ils nécessitent parfois d’être
ramenés au « chantier naval » pour faire l’objet d’aménagement importants. Un tel
voyage n’est alors entrepris qu’à condition qu’une cause exceptionnelle le justifie.
Cela s’apparenterait à l’amendement.
Le reste du temps, les réparations du navire sont des ajustements quotidiens à
effectuer en mer, par les marins eux-mêmes. Dans de nombreux cas, ces réparations
« au jour le jour » renvoie aux moyens informels, tels que l’interprétation. Si pareille
métaphore fonctionnerait dans bien des situations, il semble toutefois que pour les
marins de la Convention de Paris, la mer soit bien houleuse tant ce deuxième mode
envisagé ne paraît pas si flexible qu’il pourrait le paraître.

67

CHANAKI (A.), op.cit., Partie II.Titre I.
ALLAND (D.), « L’interprétation du droit international public », R.C.A.D.I., vol. 362, 2013, p.
220 contra ARATO (J.), « Subsequent practice and evolutive interpretation: techniques of treaty
interpretation over time and their diverse consequences », The law and procedure of international
Courts and Tribunals, vol. 9, 2010, pp.447 et ss.
69
L’article 17 de la Convention de Paris dispose en effet que « Tout différend entre deux ou plusieurs
Parties contractantes relatif à l'interprétation ou à l'application de la présente Convention sera examiné
par le Comité de Direction et à défaut de solution amiable soumis, à la demande d'une Partie
contractante intéressée, au Tribunal créé par la Convention en date du 20 décembre 1957 sur
l'Établissement d'un Contrôle de Sécurité dans le Domaine de l'Énergie nucléaire ».
70
Opinion dissidente du Juge Alejandro Alvarez CIJ, CIJ, Réserves à la Convention pour la prévention
et la répression du génocide, avis consultatif du 28 mai 1951, Rec. 1951, p. 53, FERRERO (J.), op.cit.,
p.365.
68
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I. INTRODUCTION
This paper takes a practical approach in assisting nuclear industry participants analyse the
potential areas where they may face exposure to nuclear liability and consider methodologies
to address such exposure so that it may be appropriately mitigated.
It is widely recognised that a key concern of industry participants is the liability they may
face in the unlikely event of a nuclear incident. Not only could a nuclear incident cause
widespread accidental damage within the host country but this could also extend to cross
border damage to neighbouring countries. The financial (and reputational) consequences of
any liability resulting from such damage are hard to quantify but may clearly be sufficiently
large so as to render any one company unable to manage the potential exposure, thereby
deterring participation.
The international conventions on nuclear liability were developed to largely address this
concern (among other things) by shifting liability away from project participants to the
nuclear operator (who in turn must secure appropriate financial cover in respect of such
liability). However, it is accepted that the inconsistent application of the international
conventions on nuclear liability across jurisdictions and the manner in which they are
implemented into national legislation often results in a regime that falls short of addressing
the above concern and can leave participants exposed to possibly unlimited and in the most
part, uninsurable, liability. In our view, the gaps in nuclear liability regimes need not always
deter participation, but any residual exposure should be appropriately analysed and in a
number of circumstances may be mitigated.
A combination of factors driving the growth in demand for nuclear energy means that it now
forms an important part of energy policies in a growing number of countries. The
requirement for security of supply, grid stability through base-load power, commitment to
reduction in CO2 emissions and the improved economics of nuclear power among other
things means that demand for nuclear energy is growing globally. It is important for the
nuclear industry to recognise and where possible, facilitate this growth in demand. This
includes seeking to address the perceived deficiencies in the current global nuclear liability
regime to encourage participation by players in both new and existing nuclear markets.
It is worth mentioning at the outset that this paper works within the objectives of the
international conventions on nuclear liability, as explained in further detail in this paper, that
(inter alia) aim to facilitate and encourage participation in the nuclear industry through (a)
exclusive channelling of liability to and strict liability of the operator; (b) limiting liability of
the operator in amount and time; and (c) the requirement for the operator to procure
appropriate financial cover in respect of nuclear liability. We note and are aware of
alternative views that consider an effective nuclear liability regime to work outside the
international convention principles, through the ability to seek direct and effective recourse to
stakeholders other that the licensed operator, including suppliers and investors and/or to
require the pooling of risk among a number of participants (such as that provided by the US
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nuclear liability regime1). While these are interesting arguments, which merit consideration
and analysis, for current purposes the study of such views is outside the scope of this paper.
In summary, this paper discusses various routes through which participants in the nuclear
industry may face exposure to nuclear liability, including through:








deficiencies in a country's implementation of convention principles - implementing
legislations can be poorly drafted resulting in unintended shifts of liability away from
the operator to other participants. In some cases, nuclear liability legislations do not
have sufficient precedence to the exclusion of other laws creating avenues of liability
pursuant to other national laws (e.g. India and China, as we discuss in further detail).
Some countries do not sign up to any of the international conventions but put in place
their own domestic legislation, which may or may not be consistent with convention
principles and some countries have no adequate legislation at all;
the degree of optionality provided within the conventions themselves, such as the
extent to which a regime provides cross-jurisdictional protection) and exclusions to
operator liability (such as in relation to on site property damage);
limitations in the protection provided by the conventions and the possibility for extra
territorial claims, including pursuant to the national laws of neighbouring countries or
the laws of a participant's home country; and
the ability for parties to (often unintentionally) contractually re-allocate liability away
from the operator (such as widely worded indemnities and failure to exclude liability
for nuclear related loss).

This paper also explores options for appropriate mitigation measures.
The conclusion of this paper is that early and continual engagement between key
representatives of the applicable governments (of both the host country and participant's
home country) and potential participants to a nuclear programme is important if the parties
are to be successful in tackling the concerns faced with nuclear liability regimes and
encouraging participation in a programme by international players. This is particularly
important for new countries that are currently in the process of implementing international
best practice as well as established nuclear countries that now require the participation of
international players.
Where it is not feasible for such deficiencies to be fully addressed in the underlying
legislation (particularly where countries have already established nuclear liability regimes),
early engagement between the relevant stakeholders is important to ensure that these issues
are considered at the outset. A number of mitigants can be appropriate in addressing any
residual exposure, subject to factors such as their political acceptance and their enforceability
under applicable laws.

1

Primarily through the United States Price-Anderson Act 1957, as amended.
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II. THE
INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTIONS
ON
NUCLEAR
LIABILITY AND
THEIR
KEY
PRINCIPLES
The international regimes on nuclear liability have been developed in response to a number of
concerns within the industry, which (in the absence of an international regulatory framework)
would to a large extent deter participation in a nuclear programme. For example (and
importantly for this paper), the possibility that a nuclear incident may cause widespread
accidental damage both within the host country and cross border damage to neighbouring
countries leaves, in the absence of any regulating framework, any potential participant
exposed to unlimited and unquantifiable liability for claims from a large pool of parties. The
estimated financial consequences of such accidental damage are extremely difficult to
quantify but may be so widespread so as to render any one stakeholder unable to manage the
liability that may arise.2
As a result, the international conventions on nuclear liability fundamentally focus on
delivering the a common set of key objectives. There are a number of exceptions to these
principles and the conventions themselves exhibit certain differences, which we discuss
further below, but fundamentally, the conventions provide for.
A. Exclusive Channelling to and Strict Liability of Operator
Liability is channelled exclusively to the nuclear operator regardless of the party at
fault. This concept of legal channelling is distinct from ordinary principles of tort law,
with the intention of (among other things) bringing certainty of liability to claimants.
B. Liability Limited in Amount and Time
The operator's liability is limited in both amount and time. Its worth noting that the
conventions allow member countries to limit the operator's liability at certain
specified minimum levels, but also allow for unlimited operator liability. However,
with the exception of a few states, such as Germany, most contracting states provide
for limited operator liability.3
C. Mandatory Financial Cover
The operator is required to maintain insurance or other financial cover in respect of its
liability. In most cases, cover is provided by insurance.
2

The international regimes also seek to address the requirement for victims of nuclear incidents to have fast and
effective access to compensation.
3
There are a number of countries not a party to any international convention and have instead implemented their
own domestic legislation to deal with nuclear liability. Some of these countries provide for unlimited operator
liability (examples include Switzerland and Japan).
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D. Single Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction lies with the courts of the country in which the nuclear incident occurred.
E. No Discrimination
The conventions must be applied without any discrimination based on nationality,
domicile or residence.
While this paper does not provide a detailed overview of the international conventions, it is
worth briefly summarising the conventions and their amending protocols, as a framework for
the analysis below.
The main international conventions addressing nuclear liability are:




Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 29 July 1960,
developed by the OECD and amended by the additional protocol of 28 January 1964,
the protocol of 16 November 1982 and the protocol of 12 February 2004 4 (the "Paris
Convention"); and
Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage of 21 May 1963,
developed by the IAEA and amended by the protocol of 12 September 1997 (the
"Vienna Convention").

The Paris Convention is further supplemented by the Convention Supplementary to the Paris
Convention of 1963 and the 2004 protocol to amend the supplementary convention (the
"Brussels Supplementary Convention"), which provides additional funds to compensate
damage as a result of a nuclear incident where Paris Convention funds prove to be
insufficient.5
The amending protocols to the original Paris Convention and Vienna Convention expanded
their coverage and scope with the aim of compensating more victims in a wider range of
circumstances. Among other things, the amending protocols significantly increased operator
liability limits, widened the heads of damage for which compensation can be sought (by
including certain economic losses arising from damage to property or loss of life, significant
costs of the measures of reinstatement of impaired environment, loss of income deriving from
an economic interest in the environment, costs of preventative measures or any other
economic losses if permitted by national laws6) and extended the periods within which claims
can be made. While the 1997 amending protocol to the Vienna Convention came into force in
2003, the 2004 amending protocol to the Paris Convention is yet to enter into force.
In order to bridge the gap between the Paris and Vienna Conventions (which otherwise
operate in isolation) in 1988, the Joint Protocol relating to the Application of the Vienna
Convention and Paris Convention ("Joint Protocol") was adopted to create a "bridge"
4

The 2004 amending protocol is not yet in force.
A useful summary of the Brussels Convention and its amendments is provided at www.oecdnea.org/law/brussels-supplementary-convention.html
6
Please refer to the definition of "nuclear damage" in the 1997 protocol to amend the Vienna Convention and
the 2004 protocol to amend the Paris Convention.
5
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between the two conventions. As such, any party to the Paris or Vienna Convention who also
becomes a member of the Joint Protocol receives the benefits offered by both conventions.
The Joint Protocol ensures only one of the two conventions apply to any particular nuclear
incident and the applicable convention determining liability will be the one that has been
implemented in the installation country. The Joint Protocol applies not only to the original
Paris and Vienna conventions but also to any amendments to either convention which are in
force for a contracting party to the Joint Protocol. 7
The Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (the "CSC") entered
into force in April 2015. It primarily intends to provide an additional layer of compensation
in the event of a nuclear incident through public finds made available by member countries.
Contributions by such member countries are calculated by reference to their installed nuclear
capacity and UN rate of assessment.

III. POTENTIAL
EXPOSURE

ROUTES

OF

Despite the development of and subsequent amendments to the international conventions, the
manner in which countries have signed up to the conventions and the subsequent amending
protocols has been piecemeal and relatively sparse. While the Paris Convention is generally
open to membership by all OECD countries (as well as others with the consent of contracting
countries), the Vienna Convention has generally been ratified by countries outside Western
Europe. However, a large number of countries have not implemented either regime,
including countries such as Japan, the US and China, each with significant installed nuclear
capacity. While a number of these countries have adopted their own domestic legislation to
address nuclear liability, such domestic regimes are not always based on principles wholly
consistent with the conventions. In fact, the US nuclear liability regime prohibits legal
channelling of liability to the operator, directly exposing third parties to nuclear liability
(although does permit economic channelling of liability to the operator). Some countries
such as China, with significant installed nuclear capacity has no substantial legislation
addressing nuclear liability at all.
A number of the key risk areas are set out below and, in our view, warrant careful analysis
from a legal and regulatory perspective at the outset as part of any investment or participation
decision of potential stakeholders. This is by no means an exhaustive list, and the specific
issues of concern will depend very much on the host country, its convention status and status
of national laws, the regulatory framework of neighbouring countries as well as an analysis of
the participant's home country. The role of the participant is also an important factor in
determining the areas of most concern. For example, a contractor will be significantly
concerned in ensuring that any liability that may arise from on site property damage and
damage to the nuclear installation (which fall outside convention protection) are
appropriately addressed, but this may be less of an issue for potential investors or lenders,
who may be more concerned about the potential for extra territorial claims (which may also
fall outside convention protection), especially where such entities may hold assets in a
7

https://www.oecd-nea.org/law/joint-protocol.html
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number of jurisdictions globally, which may be the subject of judgements obtained in these
countries.
A. Implementation of nuclear liability convention principles into domestic
legislation and supremacy over other national laws
The international conventions on nuclear liability do not themselves provide an
effective nuclear liability regime addressing the concerns of participants unless and
until they are successfully implemented into national legislation. While a number of
countries have implemented one of the international conventions (including all
amending protocols) into national law, a large number of countries: (a) have not
implemented the conventions (and all amending protocols) into national legislation in
a way wholly consistent with the convention principles; (b) have not implemented any
of the conventions but have passed their own national legislation governing nuclear
liability (which may or may not be consistent with convention principles); or (c) have
no nuclear liability legislation at all.
In short, the first step in understanding a country's nuclear liability framework does
not stop at identifying its convention status. Rather a relatively detailed legal and
regulatory analysis of the host country's national laws will be required to understand
the exact extent to which convention principles on nuclear liability have been
effectively implemented, and how such laws sit within the country's overall legislative
framework.
An interesting example of a country that is not a party to either the Vienna or Paris
Convention but has instead passed its own domestic legislation is India, pursuant to
the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act 2010 (the "CLND Act"), supplemented
by the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Rules 2011, issued pursuant to section 48
of the CLND Act.
A review of the CLND Act reveals a number of departures from convention
principles, which exposes participants to potentially unlimited liability for nuclear
damage. While we do not address each of these departures in detail, a few comments
are worthy of mention to illustrate the issues that may be faced with national
legislation.
Firstly, the CLND Act does not expressly provide for "exclusive" legal channelling of
liability in line with convention principles, thereby raising a question as to whether
liability may be faced by parties outside the remit of the CLND Act. This concern is
exacerbated by virtue of section 46, which states that the CLND Act is "in addition to
and not in derogation of any other law", suggesting that claims may be brought
against a party outside the scope of the CLND Act pursuant to Indian tort laws.
Secondly, section 17 of the CLND Act provides the operator with express rights of
recourse to third parties, which go beyond the very limited rights of recourse provided
by the conventions (discussed further below) and could potentially be for an uncapped
amount.
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Thirdly, section 17(b) of the CLND Act appears to grant an additional statutory right
of recourse of the operator to third parties which could be viewed as a liability over
and above any liability that would ordinarily have been provided for in contract or tort
- in particular the operator has an express right of recourse where a "nuclear incident
has resulted as a consequence of an act of supplier or his employee". Such act is not
required by the legislation to be negligent, wrongful or tortious but need only to cause
the nuclear incident. Furthermore, it is not clear whether the right of operator recourse
applies against an employing supplier entity for the acts of its employees on the
standard principles of vicarious liability. The conventions do not expressly intend for
employing entities to be vicariously liable for acts of individual employees.
Despite the issues raised above, statements issued by India's Ministry of External
Affairs8 state that the CLND Act is compliant with the requirements of the CSC and
does provide for exclusive channelling of liability to the operator through a no fault
liability regime. However, it is questionable whether, as a matter of Indian law,
Ministerial statements would have sufficient weight in Indian courts to clarify
ambiguity and potential deficiencies in the drafting of the CLND Act itself.
In recognition of the fact that there are clearly certain avenues of exposure to
suppliers under the CLND Act that are outside of convention principles, it is proposed
that the Indian Nuclear Insurance Pool insures suppliers against such residual liability.
This is discussed further in the next section.
Another interesting example is China, a country with significant installed nuclear
capacity but surprisingly neither a party to any convention nor with any adequate
domestic legislation dealing with nuclear liability. As a result, it is necessary to look
to a complex structure of Chinese civil laws to determine how liability for nuclear
damage will be addressed (primarily through tortious channels). The State Council of
China issued a series of "Replies" in 1986 and then in 2007 which aimed to
incorporate, to a large extent, the convention principles into the Chinese legislative
framework. However, the status and enforceability of such Replies is questionable - it
is arguable that such Replies do not have the force of law as they do not constitute
duly enacted administrative regulations pursuant to the Chinese Constitution and
Legislation Law. In any event, given that such replies are themselves inconsistent and
conflict with general civil laws in China (including tort laws), which have superior
authority in the Chinese legal hierarchy, it is unclear how the Chinese courts would
interpret the two Replies and reconcile the conflicts between the Replies and the
higher ranking civil laws. We are not currently aware of any precedent cases dealing
with this issue but a moderate view would conclude that the higher raking civil laws
would take precedence over the Replies.
A number of countries have implemented earlier versions of the conventions but have
not ratified or acceded to the amending protocols. In these cases, it will be necessary
8

Frequently Asked Questions and Answers on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act 2010 and related issues,
published 8 February 2015 at: http://www.mea.gov.in/pressreleases.htm?dtl/24766/Frequently_Asked_Questions_and_Answers_on_Civil_Liability_for_Nuclear_Damage_
Act_2010_and_related_issues
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to determine how the national implementing legislation addresses the issues covered
by the amending protocols. For example the amending protocols of both the Vienna
and Paris Convention expand the definition of nuclear damage to cover certain
economic losses. In the absence of such heads of damage being expressly channelled
to the nuclear operator, parties are left to determine how such losses are addressed and
apportioned under national laws. We discuss this issue in more detail in part D
below.
B. Operator rights of recourse to third parties
While liability is initially channelled exclusively to the operator, the conventions
provide the operator with certain limited rights of recourse to third parties.
Most notably, the operator is provided with express rights of recourse: (a) where
nuclear damage has been caused as a result of an act or omission of an individual with
the intent to cause damage, in which case the recourse is against the individual; and
(b) to the extent it is expressly provided for by a contract in writing.9
In the former scenario, it is important to recognise that the operator's right of recourse
under the conventions is limited to a right against the individual who has acted with
such intent. The conventions themselves do not expressly provide that such right of
recourse is extended to the employer entity of such individual. Care should be taken
when analysing the national legislation to determine whether this principle is
preserved.
India's CLND Act provides for express operator recourse in the event a "nuclear
incident has resulted as a consequence of an act of a supplier or his employee" 10. Not
only does this provide for a liability that may go beyond that provided for in contract
or tort (see part A above), it is also unclear whether the right of recourse would apply
against a supplier for the acts of its employees on the standard principles of vicarious
liability.
In addition, the CLND Rules specifically require contracts between operators and
supplier to include a provision for rights of operator recourse for an amount not less
that the operator's liability as established by the CLND Act. 11 In recognition of this
divergence with convention principles, it is proposed that the India Nuclear Insurance
Pool issues an appropriate insurance policy to cover suppliers for these rights of
recourse from the operator.
We have yet to see whether international players viewing India as a potential nuclear
market can find sufficient comfort in an insurance policy to cover their exposure to
nuclear liability that goes well beyond convention principles and whether the
proposed supplier insurance policy is fit for purpose in covering suppliers against all
avenues of operator recourse. As a minimum, if the policy is intended to protect
9

Article X of the Vienna Convention and Article 6 of the Paris Convention.
Section 17(b) of the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act 2010.
11
Chapter V (Right of Recourse), paragraph 24, of the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Rules, 2011.
10
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suppliers in line with convention principles, we would expect the policy to cover all
express rights of recourse under section 17 of the CLND Act, as well as any claims
they may face under other laws of India by virtue of section 46 (please see part A
above). Our initial review of the draft policy in circulation earlier in the year
demonstrated that the policy falls far short of protecting suppliers against the right of
recourse they may face by the operator.
In the UK, the Nuclear Installations Act 1965 as amended by the Nuclear Installations
Act 1969 (the "NI Act") which implements the Paris Convention (but which has not
yet implemented the amendments made by the 2004 protocol to amend the Paris
Convention) raises similar questions on the extent of operator recourse to third
parties. The NI Act provides an exception to the operator's exclusive liability where
"damage was caused by an act or omission of that person done with intent to cause
injury or damage".12 It is possible that an employer is held to be vicariously liable for
the intentional acts of the individual, or, where the individual is sufficiently senior so
as to act as the employer itself, liable as principal.13
The latter scenario permitting contractual reallocation of liability has in our
experience facilitated an often unintended contractual shift of liability away from
convention principles to third parties. A large number of contracts for supply and
construction are often based on industry standard forms, such as FIDIC (or a
derivation), which do not make a distinction themselves between nuclear liability
(which should be excluded) and more general types of liability in respect of property
damage and personal injury. These general liability provisions would likely also
capture liability for nuclear damage unless expressly carved out. Even where
contracts are not based on standard forms, parties have often failed to adequately
distinguish between nuclear and other forms of damage in the contract in order to
preserve the convention principles.
We discuss ways in which such contractual provisions can be addressed to preserve
the convention principles in the next section of this paper.
C. Express exclusions to the principle of channelling of liability
There are certain express exclusions to operator liability in the conventions. As such,
liability is not exclusively channelled to the operator and participants may wish to
consider ways in which they can mitigate liability arising from these excluded losses.
Key among these exclusions is damage to the nuclear installation itself (or any other
nuclear installation on the site, including one under construction) and damage to
property on site that is or is to be used in connection with such installation,14 which
includes property of third parties. This leaves participants open to direct claims from
the operator and other third parties for these types of damage.
12

Section 12(3A)(b) of the Nuclear Installations Act 1965 as amended by the Nuclear Installations Act 1969.
Third Party Nuclear Liability: The Case of a Supplier in the United Kingdom, Anthony Thomas and Raphael
J. Heffron, February 2012, http://www.econ.cam.ac.uk/dae/repec/cam/pdf/cwpe1207.pdf
14
Article IV paragraph 5 of the Vienna Convention and Article 3 of the Paris Convention.
13
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It is generally understood that the rationale provided for such exclusions is to preserve
the operator's financial security (primarily insurance) for the compensation of third
party victims instead of the reinstatement of the installation or to repair other property
on site. It is also largely expected that the operator should be in a position to seek its
own appropriate insurance for damage to its own property and to the nuclear
installation. Similarly, third parties, who may have property on the site are generally
required to assume the risk of loss or damage thereto (and should price the risk of
such insurance into their relevant contracts).15 While this seems a practical rationale,
any participant wishing to understand and perhaps mitigate its liability for potential
claims in respect of third party property damage will need to undertake a reasonably
thorough due diligence exercise to understand whether third parties' property on the
site is adequately insured. Clearly where there are multiple parties involved with
property on site, this due diligence becomes a difficult exercise. Alternatively
participants may wish to consider the feasibility of contractual indemnities from the
operator in respect of any claims for on site property damage on the basis that the
operator will have a greater degree of contractual control over other third parties and
can require such third parties to adequately insurance their property on site. The
feasibility of contractual indemnities is discussed further in the next section.
Other types of damage generally excluded from operator liability under the
conventions relate to the following:





nuclear damage caused directly by an act of armed conflict, hostilities, civil war or
insurrection; 16
under the Paris Convention only, nuclear damage caused directly due to a grave
natural disaster of an exceptional character, unless provided to the contrary under
national law - note that the 2004 protocol to amend the Paris Convention, when it
enters into force, will remove this head of damage from the exclusions; and
where the operator can prove that the nuclear damage resulted wholly or partly
from the gross negligence of the victim, or from an act or omission of the victim
with intent to cause damage, to the extent national laws permit the operator from
relief of his obligations to pay compensation in such circumstances.17

In such circumstances, the participant would need to look to national laws to
determine how liability for damage caused in such circumstances would be
determined.
D. Definition of Nuclear Damage and Heads of Liability:
The conventions identify within the definition of "nuclear damage",18 the categories
of damage for which the operator is expressly liable. These are:

15

Third Party Nuclear Liability: The Case of a Supplier in the United Kingdom, Anthony Thomas and Raphael
J. Heffron, February 2012, http://www.econ.cam.ac.uk/dae/repec/cam/pdf/cwpe1207.pdf
16
Article 9 of the Paris Convention and Article IV of the Vienna Convention.
17
Article 6(e) of the Paris Convention and Article IV paragraph 2 of the Vienna Convention.
18
Please refer to the definitions of Nuclear Damage contained in the 2004 protocol to amend the Paris
Convention and the 1997 protocol to amend the Vienna Convention
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i.
ii.

loss of life or personal injury;
loss of or damage to property;

and, to the extent determined by national laws:
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

economic losses arising from the above heads of damage;
costs of measures of reinstatement of impaired environment;
loss of income deriving from an economic interest in any use or enjoyment of
the environment incurred as a result of environmental impairment;
costs of preventative measures; and
any other economic losses if permitted by national laws.

While the amending protocol to the Vienna Convention has been in effect since 1998,
the 2004 protocol to amend the Paris Convention is yet to come into force and as
such, the Paris Convention refers to a much narrower definition of nuclear damage
(namely to heads of damage listed in (i) and (ii)).
Heads of damage falling outside the definition of nuclear damage effectively fall
outside the international nuclear liability regime and therefore can expose parties to
third party claims in respect of those losses, depending on how national laws seek to
determine and apportion liability for such damage. Economic losses in particular, by
virtue of (vii) above will be an important category to analyse from the perspective of
national laws.
The nuclear liability regime in the UK is a useful example in demonstrating how
certain heads of damage not expressly addressed in the conventions or the national
implementing legislation, are determined and apportioned in accordance with national
laws. The UK is a party to the Paris Convention and has signed up to the 2004
amending protocol, but to date, given the 2004 protocol is not in force, the NI Act
addresses the more limited heads of damage covered by the original Paris Convention.
As such, given the NI Act is silent on how wider heads of damage, including
economic losses, are apportioned, the interpretation of " damage to property" under
English law has been the subject of interesting discussion in the English courts. There
is no express prohibition in the NI Act on other heads of damage falling within
operator liability and so the question is whether other types of damage such as
economic losses could constitute "damage to property" 19 or whether such losses are
subject to normal principles of tort under English law (which would require damages
to be determined in accordance with the English common law principles of
remoteness, causation and mitigation) and may subject parties other than the operator
to such liability.
We do not undertake an analysis of the relevant case law for the purposes of this
paper (there are interesting and comprehensive discussions on this topic in a number
of papers)20 but in broad terms, the consensus from the limited English case law on
19

Section 7(1) NI Act.
For example, please refer to Nuclear Law, The Law Applying to Nuclear Installations and Radioactive
Substances in its Historic Context, Stephen Tromans QC
20
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this issue is that certain economic losses resulting from physical property damage may
in certain circumstances be covered by "damage to property" under the NI Act and
therefore fall within the scope of the operator's liability. However, the operator is
unlikely to be liable for purely economic losses where the loss does not result from
any underlying physical property damage.
The NI Act also makes no reference to consequential losses, Again, case law suggests
that provided the underlying damage to property or injury can be established, loss of
profit and consequential losses may be recoverable in some cases, subject to the
normal principles of English tort law on remoteness, causation and mitigation.
The NI Act has now been amended by the draft Nuclear Installations (Liability for
Damage) Order 2016 to expressly address among other things, the 2004 amending
Protocol to the Paris Convention (including the wider definition of nuclear damage)
and we understand this revised NI Act is intended to come into effect in 2017.
E. Cross border damage / claims subject to different nuclear liability framework
Perhaps the most complex analysis in determining a party's potential exposure to
nuclear liability outside of convention principles relates to the potential for cross
border damage in the event of a nuclear incident. If the neighbouring country suffers
damage as a result of a nuclear incident, the ability for a claimant to pursue a claim
and seek to enforce a judgement against the defendant (other than the operator) would
depend very much on the nuclear liability regime in each of the installation state, the
neighbouring country suffering the nuclear damage and the regime of the defendant's
home country.
The first step in undertaking such analysis would be to understand the geographical
scope of nuclear liability regime of the installation country. The Vienna and Paris
Conventions generally apply to nuclear damage wherever suffered, although the
conventions permit national implementing legislation to exclude damage suffered (i)
in non-convention countries or (ii) in any maritime zones established by a nonconvention country in accordance with the international law of the sea, in each case
provided such non-convention country (at the time of the incident) has a nuclear
installation in its country or in any maritime zones established by it in accordance
with the international law of the sea and does not afford equivalent reciprocal
benefits.
Secondly, participants will need to analyse the applicable nuclear liability regimes in
neighbouring countries, its own home country and countries where the participant
holds significant assets in order to determine the extent to which claims could be
brought and enforced against a participant outside the installation country and outside
convention principles.
If, for example Country A, a Vienna Convention and Joint Protocol country, is in the
process of developing a nuclear programme close to the border of Country B (a
country which has not implemented any international conventions and has no
14
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substantial domestic nuclear liability regime in place), then in the event a nuclear
incident in Country A caused damage in Country B:






A tortious or similar claim for nuclear liability could potentially be brought
against the participant in Country B itself or in another country that is not a party
to the Vienna Convention (or both the Paris Convention and the Joint Protocol).
Such claim will not necessarily be subject to the protections available under the
nuclear liability conventions, and the conflict of law rules in that country will
determine the applicable laws that will be applied to the claim.
If such claim is successful, the judgment for award of damages could potentially
be enforced in any of the countries mentioned in the first bullet point above, and a
claimant would likely wish to enforce the judgement in a country where the
participant has significant assets, which may include the participant's home
country.
A tortious or similar claim for nuclear liability could also be brought directly
against the participant in its home country. If the home country is not a convention
country, it may accept jurisdiction to hear such claims and may not apply
principles consistent with the conventions in the assessment of merits of such
claims, depending on the domestic law.

A definitive understanding of the risk of cross border claims in any given
circumstance would require a detailed legal and regulatory review of the nuclear
liability regime in all relevant countries. Note that an important factor in a claimant's
decision of the jurisdiction in which to make a claim and seek enforcement of
judgements will be the extent to which any benefits pursuant to international
agreements on the reciprocal enforcement of judgements are available.

IV. MITIGATING
EXPOSURE
NUCLEAR LIABILITY:

TO

While the international conventions on nuclear liability largely intended (among other
things) to address the risk of parties facing potentially unlimited liability for nuclear
damage claims, it is clear from the scenarios raised in this paper that the concerns of
participants remain unaddressed in a number of significant areas. Once an
appropriate analysis of the key risk areas has been undertaken, participants will need
to consider the extent to which they require such risks to be mitigated.
At the highest level, a sure way of addressing the gaps identified in this paper would
be to have a fully aligned set of international conventions that are implemented
consistently into all national laws to provide a uniform and universal set of rules
governing nuclear liability. However, we are in no doubt as to the difficulties that
would be faced in achieving this objective.
For new nuclear countries that are in the process of implementing international best
practice, the better solution could be for classes of participants to lobby for changes in
15
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the host country's regulatory framework or to request involvement in its development
to ensure they adequately address convention principles. Where this is not feasible,
below we outline a number of possible solutions that participants may wish to
consider as a starting point. The suitability of any of these potential solutions will
vary depending on the jurisdiction and the situation in question. The effectiveness
and enforceability of any of these potential solutions will also need to be considered
from a local law perspective.
Contractual Solutions
Contractual allocation of liability can be an effective tool to manage parties' exposure
to nuclear liability if drafted with careful consideration and having regard to any
requirements under applicable local laws.
Contracts should be drafted in a way that: (a) ensures there is no unintended
contractual shift in liability through the use of standard contracting templates that do
not distinguish between nuclear related damage and more general types of damage;
and (b) incorporates express contractual waivers and remedies to address participants'
exposure to nuclear liability outside convention principles and/or other than as
intended.
In the former scenario, particular contractual provisions to focus on are those that
apportion liability in general for property damage and any associated indemnities.
Often, liability for property damage will be determined by reference to negligence, or
a general failure to comply with specifications or other requirements / standards set
out in the contract. Similarly, liability for injury to persons is also generally
apportioned by reference to fault. Care should be taken in ensuring that these
provisions expressly exclude any liability for damage or injury caused as a result of a
nuclear incident.
In addition, participants may wish to consider the inclusion of express waivers of
liability in respect of certain categories of nuclear damage, or preferably, in respect of
damage more generally caused by a nuclear incident (although we assume there
would be certain carve outs for intentional acts or wilful defaults).
While express waivers of liability may be effective as between the parties to a
contract, this does not protect a participant from claims that may be made by third
parties in the scenarios identified in this paper. In such case, participants may wish to
seek contractual indemnities from the counterparty in respect of such liability.
The scope and extent of any indemnity itself may be subject to a degree of
negotiation. Participants will wish to consider, among other things, whether:


the indemnity should be limited to cover liability for nuclear damage as
defined within the conventions or expanded to cover other areas of exposure
outside convention principles such as in relation to damage to property on site
and to the installation itself;
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indemnities should cover other areas where the national legislation fails to
provide sufficient protection in accordance with convention principles, such as
any enhanced rights of recourse of the operator (e.g. the potential for a
participant to be vicariously liable for intentional acts committed by
employees), potential exposure to extra territorial claims, or expanded heads
of damage; and
the beneficiary of any indemnity should be limited to the participant in
question, or whether it should also cover affiliates, consultants, suppliers,
subcontractors and other entities within a participant's supply chain.

The extent of any indemnity required would depend on the participant in question, the
scope of works and/or services being provided and therefore, the participant's
potential risk of exposure to such liability. Contractors and suppliers to a nuclear
installation would likely face a far greater risk of exposure to third party tortious
claims, as compared to lenders, who are far less likely to face claims for tortious
liability given how far removed lenders are in being able to influence construction and
operation a plant. Similarly, while investors / equity participants may be less likely
to face third party tortious claims given their lack of direct control over construction
or operation, they are likely to have far greater control than lenders, by way of the
control they have at a shareholder / investor level and are therefore more likely to
have a material influence in the construction and operational safety of a plant. As
such, lenders and investors may place greater emphasis on protecting themselves
against extra territorial claims, particularly in their home country or where they have
significant assets.
The ability to incorporate contractual protections such as waivers and indemnities
should be subject to detailed analysis as to their effectiveness and enforceability
pursuant to the relevant governing law of the underlying contract. While contractual
indemnities and waivers are commonplace in the UK and particularly in the US
(where contractual indemnities are accepted as a way to mitigate the exposure to
nuclear liability under the Price Anderson Act), a number of jurisdictions are well
known for not recognising contractual protections of this nature.
Slovak law is a good example in demonstrating the difficulties faced with contractual
indemnities. While we understand there is no express prohibition on indemnities
under Slovak law, indemnities have not traditionally been recognised under the law
and so their enforceability is questionable. We understand contractual indemnities
have not to date been tested in the Slovak courts thereby providing uncertainty as to
the real protection they would offer. Similar problems on enforceability of
indemnities and waivers of liability are well known in Russia and Kazakhstan.
Government Security
If indemnities are to be relied upon as protection from potentially uncapped liability
for nuclear damage, participants will want to ensure that indemnities are being
provided by entities with sufficient financial strength. Given that nuclear operators
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are likely to be special purpose vehicles, it may be that participants will wish to seek
appropriate indemnities from shareholders, or perhaps the Government.
In general terms, our view is that the ability to seek governmental indemnities for
nuclear liability has to date been low. There is limited precedent for government
indemnities being provided by, for example, the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
to the Sellafield parent Body Organisation and in relation to the low level waste
repository at Drigg. However, ministerial statements issued by the Department of
Energy and Climate Change have pointed to the unique factors of such cases and it is
clear that this should not be considered acceptable precedent. Specifically, the fact
that the risk of such indemnities being claimed in those circumstances was perceived
to be low (both indemnities were being provided in relation to decommissioning
activities) and there were substantial American interests involved in both cases which,
given the position on US nuclear liability laws, may mean that the US would accept
jurisdiction to hear a claim made against these US entities in relation to an incident
occurring at the UK sites, and such liability would be uninsurable. On balance,
considering the benefits involved in engaging the relevant contractor with the low risk
of the indemnity being called upon the NDA concluded that such indemnities were
appropriate in the circumstances. 21
Insurances in respect of nuclear liability:
The extent to which insurances may be obtained to secure against nuclear liability is
questionable. With the exception of countries such as India (and the US, which relies
on a fundamentally different liability regime), the view is that the size of any
insurance policy required to cover nuclear liability means it is most efficient if written
for one party (and it is unlikely that the insurance market has the capacity to cover
multiple parties for the same loss).
India, is a recent anomaly given the proposal to issue insurance policies to suppliers to
cover the express rights of operator recourse under the CLND Act beyond convention
principles. If an insurance policy is proposed, it is important to ensure that the policy
expressly covers all routes of potential exposure, and is sound from the perspective of
international insurance best practice. Participants will need to ensure that the policy
keeps them whole from all costs (including costs of proceedings and defence). The
policy should be triggered as soon as a participant is liable (importantly, it should not
be dependant on the participant having exhausted all rights of other remedies and
appeals). Participants will also need to make sure that the policy remains in effect for
as long as they may face any exposure and for an appropriate indemnity limit
Cross Border Claims:
The potential to seek protection for extra territorial claims should be explored.
However, the willingness of host countries to provide protection to participants in
respect of gaps found in other national laws may be difficult, particularly where such
21

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/contingent-liability-indemnification-by-the-nucleardecommissioning-authority
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neighbouring countries may rely specifically on their national laws to enable
claimants in such countries to bring unlimited claims against a range of parties.22
In addition, where the potential exposure lies with a participant's home country, the
participant's better protection may come from lobbying the home country to
implement the conventions or enact legislation providing the equivalent convention
protection.
Early engagement with key representatives of all relevant governments is important to
determine whether solutions to such issues is feasible

22

Ireland is one such example. We understand Ireland's decision to not implement any international convention
on nuclear liability is to enable claimants in Ireland to pursue claims in Ireland or the UK and enforce
judgements in Ireland or in the UK through reciprocal enforcement of judgement agreements.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This paper considers the different vehicles which can be used for joint venture projects, based upon usage in the UK, and particular issues in the context of
nuclear projects.

1.2

When joint ventures come together a common goal has been identified which, it is usually accepted, neither of the parties is capable of achieving on its
own or neither party wishes to assume the risk of delivering on its own. Joint venture arrangements are put in place to address resource constraints,
underwrite significant risks/liabilities, bring together complimentary skills and expertise and provide "Clients"/"Customers" with a "single point" solution to
their project goals.

1.3

Joint ventures often come together at a time when the mind-set of the parties is to integrate the skills of two or more organisations on the premise that the
"whole will be greater than the sum of the parts". It is normal at this stage for there to be a very good spirit of collaboration, which tends to cause parties to
overlook some of the important things they need to address in their agreement. In many cases the agreement is structured on the basis nothing (or very
little) will go wrong. This paper is will look at different JV structures and then some particular challenges for joint venture arrangements in the context of
nuclear risks.

1.4

Please note, this paper is not intended to cover all issues and matters that need to be considered in the context of joint ventures, nor is it intended to
constitute legal advice or tax advice, or advice as to the most suitable vehicle for any particular joint venture project or otherwise. This note is a general
summary of some structures available in the UK for joint ventures and issues that may arise in a nuclear context. It is not intended to be read in isolation we recommend anyone seeking to set up a particular joint venture obtains specific legal advice for the relevant jurisdiction on a case by case basis.

2.

TYPICAL STRUCTURES

2.1

Joint ventures can adopt a number of different structures:
2.1.1

Unincorporated
(a)

Contractual relationship
A purely contractual arrangement between two or more parties setting out their obligations and liabilities in respect of the joint venture.

(b)

Partnership
This is the relationship which subsists between two or more persons carrying on business in common with a view to profit. Partnerships
are governed in the UK by the Partnership Act 1890. In England and Wales a partnership is not a separate legal entity from the
partners. However, in Scotland, a partnership is a distinct legal person. In both jurisdictions, partners generally have unlimited liability,
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although in Scotland the liability of the partners is subsidiary to the liability of the partnership itself. Other jurisdictions, such as the
United States, have similar legal entities.
A limited partnership is registered in accordance with the UK Limited Partnerships Act 1907. An English limited partnership is basically
the same as a general partnership, save that alongside one or more general partners who have responsibility for managing the
business of the partnership, through registration, certain partners elect not to take a positive role in the operation of the limited
partnership in exchange for receiving limited liability (referred to as limited partners). This form of partnership is generally used in the
UK in the context of property investment and management.
2.1.2

Incorporated
(a)

Private company limited by shares
A separate legal entity incorporated under the UK Companies Act 2006 in which each party's liability is limited to its contribution to the
company's share capital.

(b)

Limited liability partnership ("LLP")
A hybrid form of business entity: an LLP is neither a partnership nor a company. An LLP is governed by the UK Limited Liability
Partnerships Act 2000 ("LLPA") and associated regulations and also by some aspects of the UK Companies Act 2006.
Like a company, an LLP is a body corporate and therefore a separate legal entity and an LLP member’s liability is limited. However, like
a partnership the relationship between the LLP members is governed by private agreement (although certain elements of the members'
relationship is governed by regulations that will apply where no private agreement has been reached).

2.2

This paper has been prepared on the basis that the participants in the joint venture are companies. We have assumed that the joint venture will carry on
activities only in the UK but the points made in this paper would have application in many other jurisdictions.

2.3

This paper relates, by way of examples, to the legal position in England, Wales and Scotland only. Whilst similar concepts exist in other legal regimes, our
analysis applies to the position in England, Wales and Scotland.

2.4

References to "TUPE" in this document are references to the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006.

2.5

The summary sections (sections 2 and 3 of this paper) set out a brief summary of the key benefits and disadvantages of each kind of vehicle. It would
need to be read only in conjunction with more detailed specific case by case advice for application in a particular context.
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3.

KEY ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Prior to addressing specific nuclear issues, we set out a number of key advantages and disadvantages of each structure. These are noted as "typical" but
need to be assessed on a case by case basis.

Key Advantages

Contractual relationship

Partnership

Limited Liability Partnership

Limited Company

Organisational flexibility.

Organisational flexibility.

Independent existence providing a
stronger identity for dealing with
third parties.

Independent existence providing a
stronger identity for dealing with
third parties and a firmer basis for
internal
management
and
employee structure.

the

There are no formal filing
requirements
increasing
confidentiality.

The members' agreement does
not require filing. It is a private
document therefore increasing
confidentiality.

Clearer structure, in most cases,
for internal accounting and
reporting issues.

Generally tax transparent so
participants
treated
as
having earned a share in the
joint venture profits.

In England and Wales,
partners have a direct share
in underlying assets of the
joint venture.

Limited liability may enable joint
venture parties to structure
arrangements so as to limit liability
to third parties and to each other.

Limited liability may enable joint
venture parties to structure
arrangements so as to limit liability
to third parties and to each other.

Confidential
parties.

between

In Scotland, the partners will
have an indirect share of the
assets of the joint venture as
a Scottish partnership has
separate legal personality
and therefore is able to own
property, acquire rights and
assume obligations in its
own name. A Scottish
partnership can also raise
finance in its own name and
grant fixed (but not floating)
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Contractual relationship

Partnership

Limited Liability Partnership

Limited Company

A
participant
has
no
authority to bind others
outside of that specifically
given by the contractual
arrangements.

Financing arrangements similar to
those of a company can be made.

Offers flexibility for debt finance
particularly as it can hold assets in
its own name, grant floating
charges and charges over future
assets.

Reduced
transfers.

Joint venture parties have a share
in underlying assets of the joint
venture and transfer of assets
treated differently to companies.

Offers in-built flexibility in equity
finance being able generally to
accommodate shareholders with
different interests (such as
preference shareholders).

charges over assets).

risk

of

TUPE

It survives, in most cases, as the
same legal entity irrespective of
changes in the participants
making joint venture termination
arrangements generally easier to
accommodate.
Key Disadvantages

20\23917762.4\AN03

Suitable
contractual
arrangements are potentially
complex given the lack of
any formal structure and
there is likely to be more
uncertainty
than
with
corporate structures.

Partnership law and practice
is generally less developed
than
that
relating
to
companies and introduces
more
uncertainty
(for
example, the application of a
partner's duty of good faith).

Typically difficult to avoid
joint and several liability to
those contracting with the
joint venture.

For English and Welsh
partnerships, partners have
joint and several liability for
the
liabilities
of
the

6

Relatively complicated, formal and
permanent
arrangement.
Establishing, running and winding
up costs money and requires
formalities to be observed.

More formalities (and therefore
cost) to be observed than a
traditional partnership although
marginally less than with a
company.
Certain corporate

Corporate information (including
accounts) will generally have to be
filed with the Registrar of
Companies making them public
documents and thereby reducing

Contractual relationship

Partnership

Limited Liability Partnership

Limited Company

partnership.

information will have to be filed
with the Registrar of Companies
making them public documents
and
thereby
reducing
confidentiality.

confidentiality.

The limited liability of the
members can be diminished as
guarantees from participants often
required by contracting third
parties.

The limited liability of the
shareholders can be diminished
as guarantees from participants
often required by contracting third
parties.

The partners of a Scottish
partnership are jointly and
severally liable for the
liabilities of the partnership
and again, their liability is
unlimited. However, as the
partnership
itself
has
primary liability for all its
debts and obligations, a
third party must seek to
recover a debt against the
partnership before enforcing
a
claim
against
the
individual partners. The
liability of the individual
partners is subsidiary in this
respect.
Cannot own assets or raise
finance in its own right.

In England and Wales,
partners can make certain
arrangements binding other
partners.
In Scotland, the partners
bind the partnership and are
not agents of one another.
However, anything which the
partners do to bind the firm
will bind the other partners
indirectly.
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Contractual relationship

Partnership

Limited Liability Partnership

Limited Company

Changes in participant are
harder to accommodate.

Unwanted TUPE transfers
might be difficult to avoid.

Unwanted TUPE transfers might
be difficult to avoid.

Unwanted TUPE transfers might
be difficult to avoid.

Higher
likelihood
withholding tax

Changes in participants are
harder to accommodate.

of

Higher
likelihood
withholding tax
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of

There are rules on maintenance of
capital.
Higher likelihood of withholding
tax

Benefit from EU Interest and
Royalties Directive and double
taxation treaties/conventions

4.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Contractual relationship

Partnership

Limited Liability Partnership

Limited Company

Degree of integration

No pooling of assets

Flexibility

Distinct legal entity which has
its own assets

Distinct legal entity which has
its own assets

The different forms of
vehicle reflect varying
degrees of integration of
the interests of the joint
venture parties.

Where the joint venture is
purely contractual, there may
be no "pooling" of assets and
no
general
sharing
of
revenues and costs. Each
party retains ownership of its
assets
and
intellectual
property with contractual
arrangements in place for
shared use or use of assets
or intellectual property for a
specific purpose.

In a partnership, all assets
originally contributed and those
subsequently acquired in the
course of the business, are
partnership property and must
be held and dealt with in
accordance
with
the
partnership agreement.

All trading activities, assets
(including intellectual property)
and liabilities relating to the joint
venture will be vested into a single
vehicle which is distinct from the
joint venture parties themselves.
All revenues and costs will be
shared by the joint venture parties
as members of the LLP.

All trading activities, assets
(including intellectual property)
and liabilities relating to the joint
venture will be vested into a single
vehicle which is distinct from the
joint venture parties themselves.
All revenues and costs will be
shared by the joint venture parties
as shareholders in the limited
liability company.

Any intellectual property
arising as a result of the joint
venture
needs
to
the
carefully protected.

In
England
and
Wales,
partnership
property
is
effectively held on trust for sale
by the partners in agreed
shares and will be available for
setting off against the debts of
the partnership. In Scotland,
the partnership itself can own
property and usually does own
the assets of the partnership
directly, although the lease of
heritable (real) property is
usually taken in the name of
the partners as trustees for the
partnership.
The participants have complete
flexibility in agreeing how the
profits (or losses) of the joint
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Contractual relationship

Partnership

Limited Liability Partnership

Limited Company

venture are to be shared.
Dealing
parties

with

third

No distinct legal entity

Distinct legal entity?

Distinct legal entity

Distinct legal entity

The agreement will specify
on what basis the parties can
contract with third parties in
respect of the joint venture
business.

Unlike a LLP, under English
law, a partnership has no
separate
legal
personality
which means that it cannot own
assets or grant security over
them. Court rules do however
permit partnerships to be sued
and to sue in their own name.
A partner has very wide powers
to
bind
the
partnership
including in relation to hiring
and firing employees, buying
and selling goods and drawing
cheques.

A LLP is a separate legal entity: it
can own and deal in assets, sue
and be sued and contract with
third parties in its own right.

A limited company is a separate
legal entity: it can own and deal in
assets, sue and be sued and
contract with third parties in its
own right.

In Scotland, a partnership does
have
separate
legal
personality, and it can own
assets, acquire rights, assume
obligations and sue and be
sued in its own name. It can
also raise finance in its own
name and grant fixed (but not
floating) security. In Scotland,
the partners are agents of the
partnership (not of each other)
and therefore anything a
partner does to bind the firm
will indirectly bind the other
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Contractual relationship

Partnership

Limited Liability Partnership

Limited Company

partners.
Set up / incorporation

Contract negotiation

Partnership Agreement

Incorporation of an LLP

Incorporation of a company

The parties will need to
decide the terms upon which
the joint venture will exist and
document them accordingly.

There are no registration
requirements – the partners will
merely need to decide the
terms
upon
which
the
partnership will exist.

The following will need to be taken
into account:

The following will need to be taken
into account:



Choice of appropriate name;



Choice
of
company name;



There must be a minimum of
two members;



Identity of directors – there
must be at least one natural
person;



Nominal fee;



Same day incorporation;



Articles of association; and



Registered office must be in
England and Wales (if English
company) or Scotland (if a
Scottish company)

No capital duty or stamp duty
payment on formation or
contributions of capital.



Nominal incorporation fee;



Same day incorporation is
possible; and



Registered office must be in
England and Wales (if an
English LLP) or Scotland (if a
Scottish LLP)

No capital duty or stamp duty
payment
on
formation
or
contributions of capital.

appropriate

No capital duty or stamp duty
payment
on
formation
or
contributions of capital.
Administrative
obligations

No specific obligations

No specific obligations

There
are
no
specific
obligations however the joint

There is no express statutory
obligation for a partnership to
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Can be
burden

an

administrative

There is a statutory requirement to

Can be
burden

an

administrative

There is a statutory requirement to

Admission of new
partners to the joint
venture

Contractual relationship

Partnership

Limited Liability Partnership

Limited Company

venture
agreement
may
specify that the parties must
produce certain kinds of
business records or accounts
relating to the joint venture.

prepare accounts. However,
partners should render true
accounts and full information in
matters
affecting
the
partnership to any partner.
There
is
an
implication
therefore
that
books
of
accounts will be kept.

maintain LLP records and to make
certain filings at Companies
House.

maintain statutory books and
registers and to make certain
filings at Companies House.

Assignment or novation

New
partners
can
be
admitted to the partnership

New members can be admitted
to the LLP

New shares can be allotted or
shares can be transferred

Unless otherwise agreed, the
admission of partners requires
the unanimous consent of the
other partners.

New members will be admitted to
the LLP by agreement of the
existing members.

Subject to the provisions of any
shareholders
agreement
or
articles of association of the
company, shares are generally
freely
transferable
(although
stamp duty at the applicable rate
will be payable).

The benefit of a contract can,
in
principle,
be
freely
assigned by the benefiting
party, subject to any express
provisions to the contrary in
the contract.

A person may cease to be a
member in accordance with an
agreement
with
the
other
members or, in the absence of
any such agreement, by giving
reasonable notice to the other
members.

The contract is personal to
the original parties; however
it may permit assignment by
one or more of the parties
(this may be with or without
consent depending on the
contract).
Under both Scottish and
English law, the benefit of a
contract can be assigned but
not the burden so the original
party would remain liable for
the performance of the
contract after assignment.
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New shares can be allotted with
the consent of the shareholders –
the Companies Act 2006 contains
pre-emption rights on an allotment
of shares such that existing
shareholders must first be given
an opportunity to participate in the
allotment.
The rationale is to
protect
against
dilution
of
shareholdings.
The articles of
association may however disapply
these statutory rights. Directors
must also be authorised by the
shareholders to allot additional

Contractual relationship

Partnership

Limited Liability Partnership

Alternatively the contract may
be novated with the consent
of the original parties and the
new party.

Limited Company
shares.

Both the benefit and burden
of a contract can be novated
depending on the bargaining
position of the parties. The
contract can be novated with
effect from the date of
novation (i.e. the outgoing
party remains liable under the
contract before the date of
novation) or from the date of
the contract (i.e. the incoming
party agrees to take all
historic liability).
Employees

The parties to a joint venture arrangement and a joint venture company or partnership will have the same statutory and common law
obligations towards its employees as any other employer. However, specific employment law issues may arise in a joint venture context
and there are a number of employment considerations to be taken into account, including the use of secondment agreements and the
effect of the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 ("TUPE").
Regardless of which joint venture vehicle is used, the questions to consider in the initial stages will be:


Will the joint venture need employees and, if so, how will it get them?



Will the employees be seconded from any of the joint venture parties and, if so, will it be necessary to make any changes to the terms
of their employment?

 If the employees are to be transferred from any of the joint venture parties, will TUPE apply? If so, will it be necessary to make any
changes to the terms of employment of the transferring employees? (It is only possible to make changes to the employees' terms on a
TUPE transfer in certain circumstances.)
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Contractual relationship

Partnership

Limited Liability Partnership

Limited Company

Where there is a relevant transfer of an undertaking or part of an undertaking, TUPE will apply and any of the transferor's employees
assigned to the undertaking (or part) will be automatically transferred to the transferee on their existing terms.
TUPE may apply in relation to joint ventures if:-

individuals employed by the joint venture parties (rather than the joint venture vehicle itself) dedicate the majority of their time to
the joint venture project;
on dissolution of a company, if the joint venture party continues.

TUPE is a complex area of law and specialist employment advice should be sought on a case by case basis depending on the
requirements on the joint venture in question.
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5.

CORPORATE CONSIDERATIONS
Contractual
relationship

Statutory Obligations

Not applicable to contractual
relationships

Partnership

The Partnership Act 1890
will apply
If a partnership is deemed to
exist, the Partnership Act
1890 will apply to the joint
venture arrangements and,
whatever the agreement says,
the participants will have
statutory obligations which, to
the extent that they cannot be
overridden by the contractual
arrangement between the
parties, will affect the duties of
the participants to each other
and third parties, both during
and on termination of the
venture, and their respective
interests in the joint venture
property.

Limited
Partnership

Liability

Incorporated
and
governed
under the Limited Liability
Partnerships Act 2000.

Limited Company

Incorporated and governed
under the Companies Act 2006


Directors must comply with
specified statutory duties (see
below);



Preparation and
annual accounts;



Pre-emption
rights
transfers of shares;

on

Certain of the administrative
requirements of the Companies
Act 2006 will also apply to LLPs
in relation to:



Matters
reserved
shareholder approval;

for



Maintenance of capital; and

 Preparation and filing of annual
accounts;



See
also
administrative
obligations section above.

The rights and duties of the
members as between themselves
and as between the members and
the LLP are governed by an
express members' agreement and,
in the absence of any express
provision, by the LLPA and
regulations made under it.

filing

of

 See
also
administrative
obligations section above.
Governing documents

Simple contract or deed

Partnership Agreement

Members' agreement

The parties will need to decide
the terms upon which the joint
venture
will
exist
and
document them accordingly.

There are no registration
requirements – the partners
will merely need to decide the
terms
upon
which
the

Detailed provisions in relation to
the control of the joint venture and
its management will be set out in a
members' agreement.
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Shareholders'
and/or
the
association.

agreement
articles
of

Detailed provisions in relation to
the control of the joint venture
and its management will be set

Contractual
relationship

Partnership

partnership will exist.

Limited
Partnership

Liability

The members' agreement would
cover the division of powers
between the members, how control
is exercised and how the LLP is to
be run going forwards.
The members' agreement remains
private between the parties. There
is no public filing requirement.

Limited Company

out
in
the
shareholders'
agreement or the articles of
association.
The articles of association make
up the constitution of the
company. It is a public document
which must be filed at Companies
House.
A
shareholders'
agreement
is
a
private
contractual arrangement which
governs the relationship between
the shareholders going forwards.
Between them, the articles and
the shareholders' agreement
would cover the division of
powers between the board of the
company, its management and
the shareholders and how control
is exercised.

Authority to act

None

Each partner

Each member

Typically, the parties do not
have authority to act on behalf
of each other.

In England and Wales, each
partner is deemed by the
Partnership Act 1890 to be
the agent of the other
partners for the purposes of
the business.

Every member of
agent of the LLP,
not bind the LLP
unauthorised and
effectively aware
authority.

However, we would usually
expect this to be specifically
addressed in the joint venture
contract.
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Each partner is made jointly
liable without limit for the
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The directors (or any of them)
an LLP is the
but its acts will
where they are
a third party is
of the lack of

The directors of a company have
authority to bind the company but
their acts will not bind the
company
where
they
are
unauthorised and a third party is
effectively aware of the lack of
authority.
The directors can nominate one

Contractual
relationship

Partnership

Limited
Partnership

Liability

debts and obligations of the
partnership and jointly and
severally
liable
for
the
wrongful acts and omissions
of his co-partners.

Limited Company

or more of them to act on behalf
of the company in relation to
specific matters.

In Scots law, the partners are
agents of the partnership (not
of each other), and the
partnership is the "principal"
in
contractual
relations
involving the partnership.
However, anything that the
partners do to bind the firm
binds the other partners
indirectly and the partners will
each be indirectly liable for
the debts and obligations of
the partnership.

Minority rights

No express protection of
minority rights implied by
law.

No express protection of
minority rights implied by
law.

The parties are free to decide
how (if at all) minority rights
are dealt with in the documents
governing their relationship.

The parties are free to decide
how (if at all) minority rights
are dealt with in the
documents governing the
partnership.
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Protection of minority rights

Protection of minority rights

An LLP and its members will
generally be subject to the
Companies Act 2006 which gives a
member of an LLP the right to
apply to court if its interests are
being unfairly prejudiced by the
LLP or the other members.

A company and its directors and
shareholders will generally be
subject to the Companies Act
2006 which contains a number of
provisions to protect minority
shareholders
and
gives
a
shareholder the right to apply to
court if its interests are being
unfairly
prejudiced
by
the

Contractual
relationship

Partnership

Limited
Partnership

Liability

Limited Company

company
or
shareholders.
Termination

Pursuant to the contract

The Partnership Act 1890

Similar to a limited company

The contract will prescribe how
the arrangements may be
terminated.

The Partnership Act 1890
imposes particular duties on
partners in connection with
the conduct of business and
also lays down rules which
apply, subject in most cases
to any contrary provisions in
the partnership agreement, in
relation to the termination and
dissolution of the partnership
and the settlement of its
liabilities.

The circumstances and manner in
which a joint venture LLP can be
terminated by the members should
be covered by detailed provisions
in the member's agreement.

A partner has no right to leave
the partnership other than by
agreement. However, where
the partnership agreement
does not provide for the
duration of the partnership
venture
(known
as
a
"partnership at will") a partner
can dissolve the partnership
immediately by notice.
A
partner
leaving
the
partnership remains liable as
regards the outside world in
relation to the commitments
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Like a company, an LLP has a
separate
existence
from
its
members and therefore, in contrast
to an English partnership, it will not
dissolve automatically if, for
example the membership falls
below a certain level (under Scots
law,
whether
a
partnership
dissolves upon a change in its
membership is unclear). Instead,
positive steps must be taken to
terminate an LLP. The routes to
termination are striking off by the
Registrar of Companies or winding
up
(whether
voluntarily
or
compulsorily).
The members' agreement should
deal with how the members are to
resolve to make use of the various
insolvency procedures under the

the

other

Pursuant to the articles or to a
shareholders agreement
The circumstances and manner
in which a joint venture company
can be terminated by the
shareholders will be covered by
detailed
provisions
in
the
shareholders' agreement.
If the joint venture is to terminate
(otherwise
than through a
transfer of shares – see below),
the only practical legal step is for
the joint venture company to go
into liquidation and for its various
assets to be sold (possibly by an
auction to the shareholders
themselves) and/or distributed.
The termination of the joint
venture does not necessarily
have to involve the winding up of
the company or the cessation of
its business. There may simply
be a change of one of the
shareholders or a sale of the
entire share capital to a third
party.

Contractual
relationship

Partnership

Limited
Partnership

entered
into
by
the
partnership up to the leaving
date. However, it is normal
for continuing partners to give
the
leaving
partner
an
indemnity against this liability
(at least in respect of matters
other than arising from the
partner's wrongful acts or
omissions).
Dissolution of the partnership
can be brought about by:-
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Unanimous
agreement;



A partner dissolving the
partnership where the
agreement is silent as to
duration;



Exercise of an express
power set out in the
partnership agreement;



The occurrence of an
event
specified
by
legislation e.g. expiration
of
a
fixed
term
partnership;

mutual
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Insolvency Act 1986.

Liability

Limited Company

However, the termination may
result in a winding up under the
Insolvency Act 1986 depending
on the circumstances. In this
respect, a limited company is
often less suitable for short term
ventures than a partnership or
contractual venture.
If the company is to be dissolved
and struck off the register, it must
not be trading for a maximum of
three months before it can do so.

Contractual
relationship

Duration

Transfer of interests in
joint venture

Partnership


A partner applying to the
court to wind up the
partnership; and



The death or bankruptcy
of a partner (although
this can be, and often is,
contractually
provided
for in the partnership
agreement)

Limited
Partnership

Liability

Limited Company

Shorter term

Shorter term

Longer term

Longer term

Where a joint venture is for a
specific project or for a shorter
period of time, the parties may
prefer
to
use
an
unincorporated structure which
is
simpler
to
terminate
(depending on the specific
nature
of
the
relevant
contract).

Where a joint venture is for a
specific project or for a
shorter period of time, the
parties may prefer to use an
unincorporated
structure
which is simpler to terminate
(depending on the specific
nature
of
the
relevant
contract).

An incorporated vehicle is likely to
be more appropriate for longer
term joint ventures.

An incorporated vehicle is likely
to be more appropriate for longer
term joint ventures.

Assignment or novation

No transfer of partnership
shares

Pursuant
to
agreement

Pursuant to the shareholders'
agreement and the articles of
association

A partner may not transfer its
partnership share.
Please
see
new
partners
and
termination sections above.

See admission of new members
section above.

See admission of new partners
section above.
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the

members

The shareholders' agreement and
the articles of association will
contain
detailed
provisions
covering situations in which
shares in the company may or

Contractual
relationship

Partnership

Limited
Partnership

Liability

Limited Company

must be transferred.
Subject to this, the corporate
structure, through the issue and
transfer
of
shares,
can
accommodate the withdrawal of
participants from the joint venture
and the arrival of new ones
without necessarily affecting the
business.
If it is intended to introduce
outside investors to the joint
venture company, or it is
envisaged that its shares will be
traded on a stock exchange, it
will clearly be advantageous if the
joint venture starts off life as a
company limited by shares. This
can also provide, more easily
than other structures, for different
forms of employee participation
and inventive schemes.
Limited liability for the
parties to the joint
venture?

No
(unless
specifically
covered in the agreement)
It is typically difficult to avoid
joint and several liability to
those contracting with the joint
venture parties.
Depending on how the relevant
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No

Yes

Yes

The partners have joint and
several
liability
for
the
liabilities of the partnership.
In Scotland, though, this
liability is assumed indirectly
as the debts and obligations
of the partnership must be

An LLP is a body corporate with a
legal personality separate from its
members.

A company limited by shares will
have a share capital and, subject
to relatively narrow exceptions,
the
legal
liability
of
the
shareholders will be limited to
payment up of the share capital
held by them in the company. A
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The LLP owns the assets of the
business, it can sue and be sued
and contract in its own right. An

Contractual
relationship
joint venture agreement is
drafted, liability of the joint
venture parties may be capped
and the capped liability shared
between the parties according
to the mechanism in the joint
venture agreement.

Finances

Partnership

pursued
against
the
partnership before recourse is
made to the partners.
However the limited partners
of a limited partnership have
limited liability. The general
partner (which manages the
limited
partnership)
has
unlimited liability. To protect
the parties behind the general
partner, the general partner is
often
a
limited
liability
company which itself has
limited liability. If the limited
partners manage the limited
partnership's day to day
affairs, they will lose their
limited liability status. It is
imperative that the underlying
documents carefully set out
responsibility for managing
the partnership.

Individual

Prohibitive

The individual joint venture
parties will be required to
source their own funding as
the joint venture is not a
separate vehicle.

In England and Wales, it is
likely to be more difficult for a
partnership to secure funding
as
opposed
to
an
incorporated vehicle as a
partnership
cannot
own
assets or grant security over
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Limited
Partnership

Liability

LLP is liable for its own debts; and
the members act as its agents and
only have liability up to the amount
they have contributed to the LLP.
However, the LLP Act does provide
for members of the LLP to
contribute to the LLP's assets on its
winding up.
This is the formal position; in some
cases, the members will be
required to provide contractual
guarantees to third parties in
respect of financing or other
liabilities of the LLP thereby
undermining the limited liability of
the corporate entity.

Financial flexibility to a limited
extent
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An LLP may issue debentures and
give fixed charges and floating
charges over its assets in the same
way as a company.

Limited Company

limited liability company can own
and deal in assets, sue and be
sued and contract in its own right.
This is the formal position; in
some
cases,
the
parent
shareholders will be required to
provide contractual guarantees to
third parties in respect of
financing or other liabilities of the
joint venture company thereby
undermining the limited liability of
the corporate entity.

More financial flexibility
The
incorporated
company
structure
provides
financial
flexibility in terms of the ability to
create different types of share
and loan capital.
A straightforward subscription for

Contractual
relationship

Partnership

them.
It is likely therefore that a
guarantee from the individual
partners will be requested by
a potential lender.
In Scotland, as a partnership
can own assets, grant fixed
security and security over
moveable property, and can
sue and be sued in its own
name, it is theoretically easier
for a Scottish partnership to
secure its own funding than it
is for an English partnership.
In reality, however, third party
lenders will often look to the
partners to provide personal
guarantees for the funding
granted to the partnership.
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Limited
Partnership

Liability

Limited Company

ordinary equity shares is the
simplest and most common
method
for
joint
venture
companies to obtain funding,
coupled,
usually,
with
an
appropriate level of loan capital.
If the joint venture is to involve
outside investors who are not
involved in the management of
the joint venture and are more
concerned with a secure return
rather than capital growth, a
limited
company
offers
opportunity for such investors to
invest in preference share capital
or possibly loan stock which is
convertible in to shares.
A company can grant charges
over future assets such as
receivables and enable finance to
be raised without recourse to
shareholders. A company can
also create a floating charge over
its assets which may assist with
raising external finance.

Contractual
relationship
Directors Duties

Not
applicable
to
contractual joint venture

Partnership

a

Not
applicable
partnership

Limited
Partnership
to

Note: if a party to the joint
venture is a company, its
directors will have statutory
obligations as set out in the
limited company column.

a

Not applicable to an LLP

Liability

Limited Company

Directors
have
obligations

statutory

Directors of a joint venture
company
are
generally
nominated by its shareholders.
Therefore, a director may find
himself in situations where he
faces a conflict between the
interests of the joint venture
company and those of the
particular
shareholder
who
nominated him.
It will be
important
for
directors
to
understand the nature of his
duties and to whom they are
owed.
The Companies Act 2006 ("2006
Act") has codified directors'
duties. In particular the 2006 Act
provides that:-
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a director of a company
must avoid a situation in
which he has, or can have,
a direct or indirect interest
that conflicts or possibly
may conflict, with the
interests of the company;



a director of a company
must act in the best

Contractual
relationship

Partnership

Limited
Partnership

Liability

Limited Company

interests of the company;
and


a director has a duty to
promote the success of the
company having regard to a
number of factors.

A potential or actual conflict of
interest can be authorised by the
shareholders.
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6.

JOINT VENTURE ISSUES IN THE CONTEXT OF NUCLEAR PROJECTS

6.1

Partial Integration – separate liability for nuclear risk

6.2

6.1.1

The parties may decide that the JV is not to be fully integrated. That would mean the parties do not share risk and liabilities of the JV equally.
Some parties assume a larger and more comprehensive share of JV liabilities whilst others share a smaller and more specific risk. This might
apply in the context of a supplier of specific equipment.

6.1.2

There are then two levels that this arrangement needs to be captured at. Level 1 is in the JV agreements themselves, i.e. the relationship as
between the JV parties. Level 2 is the contracts with external entities. That is important because if the external contracts place joint and several
liability on all JV parties then the specific risk allocation within the JV has been circumvented. Of course, that might be contrary to what the
external entity (e.g. the Client) thought it was buying and the Client may not agree to segregate the liabilities of JV parties in this way. In such
circumstances, the JV party intended to have the specific and limited exposure would need to enter the deal using a special purpose company so
that the assets in that company provided a natural level of risk limitation, plus, possibly, a financially limited bond (and decline to provide further
guarantees e.g. from parent company).

Full Integration – common risks, joint & several liability
6.2.1

For major projects, such as those in the transport and energy markets, it is very common for the joint venture parties delivering the project to
assume joint and several liability for doing so. This means each party in the JV relies upon each other. It also means that in the event one party
fails to deliver on its part of the obligations to the Client, the other parties have to take control of that aspect of delivery and find another way of
complying with the obligations under the contract with the Client. Each party in the JV therefore starts from a position that it could find a way of
meeting the JV obligations even if one of the other party's is not there. These joint venture arrangements tend to be more about resource
capability and risk share rather than combining unique skills and expertise. Each party knows that if one of its JV partners fails, it may cause
delay/cost but the remaining partners still have a good chance of meeting the Client contract obligations.

6.2.2

The JV arrangements which are formed to combine unique skill sets do not stand up to that analysis. If for example JVP1 has entered a JV with
JVP2 because JVP2 is the only entity in the world that can deliver a specific solution, then if JVP2 does not deliver JVP1 can do nothing about it.
If in that situation the JV has entered a contract on a joint and several basis with the Client that includes high levels of liability/financial risk then
JVP1 will have serious problems should JVP2 not deliver on its parts of the obligations. It may simply be impossible to meet those obligations and
JVP1 may be suffering extreme financial penalties without being able to exit the contract. This could even cause the demise of JVP1 if the losses
are significant enough.
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6.3

6.4

6.5

Full Integration – nuclear risk, sharing joint & several liability for nuclear risk
6.3.1

The JV arrangements for nuclear projects are more likely to have the problems described in paragraph 6.2.2, given the unique nature of the
services often being delivered. If, for example, a JV is formed between a party capable of building some large tanks and another entity (JVP2)
which has developed a process for nuclear waste material to be stored inside the tanks then there may be many parties that can build the tanks
but not provide the process. There may be ways of managing the risk of JVP2 not delivering on its obligations such as intellectual property
licensing and access to the right staff, but this will have natural limitations.

6.3.2

Taking another example, a civils contractor which enters a joint venture with a nuclear rector supplier and a turbine supplier to deliver the
nuclear/conventional islands for a new nuclear power plant is taking a significant risk if the contract with Operator is on a joint and several basis.
Should the turbine supplier not comply with its obligations it is impossible for the other two JV partners to deliver without a change order from the
Operator to supply a different type of turbine (and even then it is very unlikely to be a useful solution from a technical standpoint). Should the
nuclear reactor supplier fail to meet its obligations, there seems no prospect of the other two partners being able to do so. Whilst all partners take
significant risk, the comparative position of the civils contracts seems the most precarious.

6.3.3

The solution might therefore be to create a JV that is not fully integrated. However that is often not what the Client is looking for and may not align
with funding expectations.

Client Perspective – looking for the complete service
6.4.1

The Client does not want to get drawn into the internal issues of the JV. Hence, if the Client selects a group of companies in JV to enter a
lucrative and significant contract, it is doing so because it believes that the JV parties are guaranteeing the outcome it wants. Hence a Client is
unlikely to welcome any discussions about disaggregating liability of the JV parties. If this is inevitable that the discussions will have to take place,
but this may "devalue" the JV offering in the eyes of the Client and cause the Client to reconsider other options it had from separate parts of the
supply chain.

6.4.2

There are clearly different examples emerging in the UK new nuclear market in this context. Two of the UK's current planned new build nuclear
projects are developing along the lines of "super JV's", whereas the other new build project adopts a more disaggregated approach to
contracting.

Example of channelization of liability (nuclear damage)
6.5.1

The examples in paragraph 6.3 relate to project delivery risk and the costs and liabilities associated with delay and cost overruns. There are
examples of such delays/costs overruns (amongst others, for new build projects in Finland and France), which have been the subject of public
commentary.
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6.6

6.7

6.5.2

However, the JV issues described in paragraph 6.3 could arise in the context of liability for nuclear damage caused by a nuclear incident and the
resulting losses to third parties.

6.5.3

The "standard position" under the nuclear conventions is that the Operator may share, by specific agreement, risk of damage to the installation
itself, but not third party damage. Hence this risk of damage to the installation caused by a nuclear incident could be shared in the contract
between the Client and the JV. Clearly, if the contract is one which places all liability upon the JV parties on a joint and several basis then the
"non-nuclear" parties in any JV would have significant exposure which is too large to meet through its balance sheet and very unlikely to be
covered by any of its insurance policies.

6.5.4

Under Indian law (whilst this paper does not profess knowledge of Indian law) it is understood that the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act 2010
section 17, provides the possibility of a much wider ambit for suppliers, again by specific agreement, to assume risk of damage caused by a
nuclear incident. Hence the issue is more significant (potentially) in the context of a JV in the Indian nuclear market.

Options for JV in relation to these risks
6.6.1

A number of options are available to the JV to address these risks, many of which have been described in this paragraph 6.

6.6.2

Don't accept the risk – clearly the best approach for avoiding the risk. However the JV parties may face losing a lucrative contract if this approach
is taken. Hence it may be unhelpful to suggest this is many scenarios.

6.6.3

Accept the risk but with various limits and conditions that insulate the JV parties from levels of exposure which may destroy their business. That
approach may be more palatable for the Client, particularly in relation to one JV party where the other JV parties are underwriting the concern to
a more significant extent.

6.6.4

Insurance – whilst some nuclear insurance may be available as an option it is an area where one would expect the available cover to be for
specific circumstances relating to damage rather than simple non performance or default. Also it is an areas where the cover is likely to be
subject to a number of deductible limits and exclusions. Hence this may provide limited protection.

Insolvency
Every JV partner should contemplate the prospect of their JV partners going insolvent. The consequence would be that they are now responsible
for performing the obligations of the insolvent partner. This is not unique to nuclear projects but the issue is that the nature and significance of the
obligations that need to be performed puts the surviving JV partner in a difficult position. For example, if this is something required to satisfy a
regulatory safety matter and SQEP personnel are needed to undertake the tasks then it is essential for the surviving partner to have access to
those personnel.
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6.8

Magnitude of risks
One of the problems for all these issues and circumstances is "scale". Cost overruns for beleaguered nuclear projects run into the $100 millions or even
$billions. Delay and the consequential loss of revenue can aggregate in excess of $1m a day. In these circumstances, even a seemingly non-nuclear risk
(such as welding or concrete quality) can have a huge impact on nuclear safety and, as such, the contractors responsible for providing these aspects of the
works will often be required to bear a significant burden. If these contractors comprise joint ventures of companies brought together to deliver different
aspects of the works then the risk of JV partner failure can carry a high price.

6.9

Nuclear Site Licence
The Operator needs to ensure it can comply with the licence conditions that affect the structure of its organisation. That may impact on the shape and
internal composition of the JV:

6.10

6.9.1

LC 36 Nuclear Site Licence: Organisational Capabilities – requires adequate financial and human resources to ensure safe operation of licensed
site.

6.9.2

LC 26 Nuclear Site Licence: Control and Supervision of Operations - requires the Operator ensure no operations are carried out which may affect
safety except under control and supervision of SQEP persons.

Intelligent Customer
The Office for Nuclear Regulation in the UK requires the site licence holder to be an "Intelligent Operator" in respect of its nuclear plant. This means
having:
6.10.1

“full control of activities on site …” ;

6.10.2

the ability to “demonstrate sufficient knowledge of design and safety case …” ;

6.10.3

“sufficient competent resource within licensee organisation to be an “intelligent customer” for any work it commissions externally …”;

6.10.4

“licence conditions require suitably qualified and experienced staff to undertake all activities that could affect safety …” ;

6.10.5

“the licensee should … demonstrate that it has the core capability to understand its safety case, manage activities on the nuclear site and deliver
nuclear safety”;
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6.10.1

“licensee must ensure that is has sufficient in-house expertise (core capability) to manage and make informed decisions on issues affecting
nuclear safety, and be able to demonstrate that it is an intelligent customer for any bought in items or services as well as being in control of
contractor’s working on the site”.

All the above requirements indicate that any JV must ensure that the Operator has the right skills within its organisation and cannot simply contract out its
duties. A JV could be a good arrangement for that as the skills can be said to be within the organisation itself rather than such skills being obtained through
an arms length contract.
7.

Intellectual Property

7.1

New ventures in the field of nuclear could be for delivering services or works or to undertake a piece of research and development. In all cases important
and valuable Intellectual Property might be created as part of the activities of the JV.

7.2

In relation to existing Intellectual Property, the parties need to set out whether IP owned by the parties is available for use by the JV. If so, on what terms?
For example, can it be used by the other JV partner, can the other JV partner authorise the use of it by others, is use limited to the project, is the right to
use it limited in time, who takes responsibility for any infringement claims?

7.3

In relation to new Intellectual Property created by activities of JV, who owns it, on what basis can it be used and developed by the JV parties (can it be
used for other projects?), who decides the terms of external third party licences?

7.4

In relation to both existing and new Intellectual Property (and indeed for all information exchanged between the parties) the confidentiality arrangements for
the Intellectual Property need to be agreed in advance. The basis upon which the JV discloses information to third parties needs to be clearly agreed so
that the parties anticipate in advance any difference of view in approach. Also, each JV party will likely have reporting obligations to its group company and
as such it needs to be agreed whether all information can be disclosed. This is important if there is a perception that the group company might not preserve
or respect the confidentiality of the information.

8.

Export Controls

8.1

Whilst this paper is not intended to provide extended comment on technology exports controls, the laws of different countries applying to the transfer of
sensitive technology will apply to the JV arrangements. Hence the parties to the JV need to consider what information will be disclosed between the JV
parties, whether it is the subject of controls and whether licences will be needed. Also consider where in the world the technology will be transferred to. If
the JV arrangements entail sensitive technology being transferred from a permitted country to another country an exemption licence will probably be
required. Some countries are on a prohibited list and as such a licence will be unlikely to be granted.

8.2

The same considerations then apply to transfers of sensitive technology by the JV to third parties.
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9.

Summary
This paper considers a number of issues applying to the creation and operation of joint ventures and in particular issues that arise in the context of nuclear
projects. In summary:

9.1

the structure of the JV should be appropriate to the needs of the intended business – e.g. flexibility, confidentiality, limitation of liability, ownership;

9.2

there are common approaches to non nuclear projects which also apply in a nuclear context;

9.3

some specific "nuclear risk" can be difficult to manage between nuclear and non-nuclear partners;

9.4

the parties need to adopt strategies for managing those risks including an open dialogue with the Client about the issues;

9.5

the parties should recognise that they don’t have to share all risks to be truly collaborative;

9.6

but they need to deal appropriately with specific nuclear risks.
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